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Oral evidence

Taken before the Environmental Audit Committee

on Wednesday 19 October 2005

Members present:

Mr Peter Ainsworth, in the Chair

Ms Celia Barlow Mr Nick Hurd
Mr Martin Caton Mark Pritchard
Colin Challen Emily Thornberry
Mr David Chaytor Dr Desmond Turner
Mr Tobias Ellwood Mrs Theresa Villiers
Lynne Featherstone Joan Walley

Memorandum submitted by WWF-UK

Executive Summary

Scientists now suggest that we have a window of opportunity of only 10 years to act, if we are to ensure
the rise in global temperatures stays below the crucial tipping point of two degrees Celsius above pre-
industrial levels. Whilst the PrimeMinister’s statement that the Government is “absolutely” wedded to this
objective, as agreed by the EU Council, is welcome, and despite the need for an eVective response to the
threat of climate change being accepted across the political spectrum in the UK, the current mix of policies
and political decision-making is failing to meet the urgency of the threat.

The power sector is directly responsible for around one-third of theUK’s carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions,
and has the potential for significant reductions. This inquiry is timely and coincides with WWF-UK’s
campaign on climate change, which is focusing specifically on reducing CO2 emissions from the power
sector. WWF-UK strongly believes, backed up by independent research, that a reduction in emissions from
the power sector can be achieved through the increased use of renewables, combined heat and power (CHP)
and a strong National Allocation Plan in the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), without the need to
resort to nuclear. For this to be achieved, there must also be significant, but realistic, reductions in the UK’s
energy demand.

WWF-UK therefore disputes the first premise upon which the inquiry is based—that energy demand will
continue to rise indefinitely and unavoidably. The “energy gap” is essentially a political choice. Rising
energy demand could and should be addressed with simple and viable energy eYciency measures which
would reduce demand year on year.

The Government has a responsibility to its citizens to develop an energy policy that is founded on
sustainable development, with positive environmental as well as economic outcomes, and one that is in line
with climate change targets for eVective and immediate reduction of emissions. Therefore, WWF-UK calls
on the Government to build its climate and energy policy around the following principles and actions:

1. Reduce energy demand

If the Government is serious about tackling climate change eVectively, energy demand and wasteful
consumption must be addressed. Moreover, energy eYciency measures have been proven to be the most
cost-eVective way of reducing CO2 emissions, with huge economic benefits to the consumer.

This premise is reflected in the Government’s own reports. The Energy White Paper (2003) and “Energy
EYciency: The Government’s Plan for Action” (2004) were good first steps to promoting energy eYciency
and reducing emissions. The package of policies in the Plan for Action is expected to achieve a reduction in
emissions of over 12 million tonnes per year by 2010. With more ambitious long-term targets, a stable
investment climate can be created which will create significant business opportunities for energy service
companies to facilitate the transition to a sustainable low-carbon economy.

2. Take advantage of the fact that renewable energy, energy eYciency technologies and emissions trading are
available here and now

Renewable energy and energy eYciency technologies are proven, reliable and ready for use today to
deliver the sustained reductions in emissions over time, which are needed to tackle climate change. The
European Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) which is operating today also potentially presents one of
the most cost-eVective mechanisms to deliver real emissions reductions from the power sector.
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The contrast with nuclear is stark. The research and development and lengthy planning processes required
for the construction of new nuclear plants means long lead-in times of 10–20 years. By the time this energy
comes on line, the potentially catastrophic tipping point for people, livelihoods and wildlife of two degrees
for climate change (above pre-industrial levels) may well already have been reached. Quite simply, nuclear
power does not provide the solution to the urgent threat of climate change.

3. Take the necessary policy decisions to reduce emissions from the power sector

A detailed report by ILEX Energy Consulting in 2004, commissioned by WWF-UK—“The Power to
Save our Climate”—showed that CO2 emissions from the UK power sector can be reduced by 60% by 2020,
without the need for new coal or nuclear power. If energy demand can be reduced by just 0.2% a year, a
radical restructuring of the market is not required. Instead, strengthening and extending current policies
would be suYcient. This must include a tighter cap on emissions than Phase 1 in a more ambitious UK
National Allocation Plan for Phase II of the EU ETS, and an extension of the Renewables Obligation to at
least 20% by 2020.

4. Do not invest in new nuclear power—it is an environmental, social, financial and political risk, which is not
carbon-free

The construction, operation and decommissioning of nuclear power plants is rife with risk and problems:

— Liability/Insurance of new plant construction and old plant decommissioning.

— Transportation and storage of nuclear waste.

— Leaks of radioactive materials from plants and stores.

— Threats posed from terrorism.

Using new nuclear power to fill the so-called energy gap carries a particularly large financial risk that will
cost the UK billions of pounds. Even if this risk is accepted, the “carbon-free” properties of nuclear are an
illusion, grossly exaggerated by the pro-nuclear lobby and do not take into account the carbon-intense
nature of the full life-cycle of nuclear power plants from construction, to extraction and decommissioning.

Finally, investing in new nuclear would be a very dangerous decision politically. Voters are deeply
sceptical about nuclear power and with good reason. New nuclear is undesirable and unnecessary—there
are sustainable and viable solutions to keep the UK’s lights on.

WWF-UK’S ANSWERS TO THE NEW EAC INQUIRY

(A) The Extent of the “Generation Gap”

1. What are the latest estimates of the likely shortfall in electricity generating capacity caused by the phase-
out of existing nuclear power stations and some older coal plant? How do these relate to electricity demand
forecasts and to the eVectiveness of energy eYciency policies?

WWF-UK disputes the presumption of unchecked energy demand and the resulting growth forecasts,
which is the premise on which the Inquiry is based. The UKGovernment can and must take steps to reduce
the UK’s energy demand and wasteful consumption, through an improved programme of energy eYciency
measures, supportingmandatory energy demand reduction targets under the EUEnergy EndUse EYciency
and Energy Services Directive and encouraging changing practices in our everyday lives.

An independent expert study commissioned by WWF-UK1 last year showed that implementing energy
eYciency measures to drive annual reductions in energy demand was key in achieving 60% reductions in
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from the UK power sector by 2020, without resorting to new nuclear power
and with closure of coal stations. The study also showed that this low-carbon energy supply did not require
a radical shift in policy, but an extension and eVective implementation of existing policy in order to deliver
on the aspirations of the Energy White Paper, which places energy demand reductions at its heart.

Energy eYciency measures are by far the most cost-eVective way of reducing CO2 emissions, and can lead
to significant savings for the UK economy. In comparison to nuclear power, an internationally reputed
research Institute2 found that “Every dollar invested in electric eYciency displaces nearly seven times as
much carbon dioxide as a dollar invested in nuclear power, without any nasty side eVects”. The
“Powerswitch scenario” in the 2004 ILEX report described above also indicated significant financial rewards
for the economy, with a likely net saving of more than £4 billion (due to reduced spend required for the
construction of new power plants), and with significant savings on electricity bills.

1 “The Power to Save Our Climate” report by Ilex, September 2004 (commissioned by WWF-UK).
2 Rocky Mountain Institute.
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The UKGovernment’s Energy White Paper (2003) and “Energy EYciency: The Government’s Plan for
Action”, (2004) reports were good first steps to promoting energy eYciency and reducing carbon, but much
more can and must be done to improve energy eYciency in the UK’s domestic, commercial and industrial
sectors.

The 2004 Action Plan sets out how the energy eYciency strategy in the Energy White Paper will be
delivered. The package of policies in the Action Plan is expected to achieve a reduction in CO2 emissions of
over 12 million tonnes per year (MtCO2/yr) by 2010, whilst potentially saving households and businesses
over £3 billion/yr on their energy bills over the same period.

The current potential for energy eYciency in all sectors is summarised by theCabinetOYce’s Performance
and Innovation Unit in Table 1 below.3 Savings amount to approximately 30% (ie 31.4%) of final energy
demand, with benefits in reduced costs to consumers (net of taxes) of £12 billion annually.

Table 1

SUMMARY OF CURRENT ECONOMIC POTENTIAL FOR ENERGY SAVING

Per cent savings (of final Estimated Financial
Energy (Mtoe/year) UK energy demand) (£m) savings per year?

Domestic 17.4 37.2% 5,000
Service 3.8 21.0% 1,190
Industry 8.6 23.8% 1,380
Transport 19.3 35.0% 4,700
Total 49.1 31.4% 12,300

In theUK domestic sector, the National Audit OYce (NAO, 1998) has confirmed that existing regulatory
programmes are highly cost-eVective. In the business sectors, the investments stimulated by the Energy
EYciency Best Practice Programme are now estimated to save over £800 million annually, with a typical
payback period of two to four years.

Alongside energy demand reductions, increased renewables (biomass, oVshore wind, and wave largely)
and combined heat and power (CHP) are key to ILEX’s “Powerswitch” scenario1 for delivering a low-
carbon power sector. Further, research at Oxford University3 has also shown that intermittent renewables,
(ie solar PV, wind and wave), combined with domestic combined heat and power (dCHP) could reliably
provide the bulk of Britain’s electricity. Diversifying the technologies and sites used to generate renewable
energy serves to enhance security and reliability of supply. The research also shows that if the “right mix”
is planned, renewable energy and intermittent technologies can be made to match real-time electricity
demand patterns.

Using the results of the Oxford University’s research, together with estimates of Britain’s available
renewable resources, wind (onshore and oVshore) could provide 35% of the UK’s electricity; marine
renewables and dCHP each provide 10–15%; and solar cells 5–10%. In other words, more than half of the
UK’s electricity demand could ultimately derive from renewables. These technologies already exist and are
used in a few areas of the UK at present. However, the time and date by which such large-scale uptake and
growth of these technologies is achieved is dependent on when the UK Government place appropriate
funding and market support, as explained in our recent response to the UK Climate Change Programme
Review (CCPR).

Climate Change Programme Review

The Climate Change Programme Review (CCPR) represents an opportunity to set out energy solutions
for the next decade and beyond—with the potential to achieve real cuts in CO2 emissions and energy
demand, via increased renewable energy, energy eYciency and energy services (decentralised power). This
opportunity must not be missed.

The CCPR must strengthen the existing measures to drive energy eYciency in the domestic sector. This
should include transforming the existing Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC 2 and 3) into a mechanism
based on absolute reductions of energy or carbon. This should also be coupled with fiscal incentives, such
as stamp duty and council tax rebates, to drive householders’ demand for energy eYciency measures.

Evidence and from recent Government, industry and independent inquiries (such as the Performance and
Innovation Unit (PIU) and EnergyWhite Paper (EWP) reports, as well as WWF-UK’s own response to the
CCPR this year, demonstrates the following:

— Energy eYciency is the most cost-eVective way of meeting all four goals of UK energy policy:
reducing carbon emissions, ensuring security of supply, maintaining competitiveness, and tackling
fuel poverty.

3 The Energy Review—A Performance and Innovation Unit (PIU) Report—February 2002.
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— The practical usable renewable resource in the UK is very large.

— Based on current costs, new nuclear build is very unattractive as a cost-eVective means of reducing
emissions.

Government’s own publications all recommend a combination of renewables and energy eYciency as a
realistic solution to energy supply problemswhilst simultaneously tackling climate change, without the need
to resort to new nuclear.

B. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

2. What are the main investment options for electricity generating capacity? What would be the likely costs
and timescales of diVerent generating technologies?

Energy eYciency technologies and measures, in parallel to renewable energy technologies (eg wind,
biomass, wave and solar) are available now for implementation as long as the right government financial,
policy and regulatory support mechanisms are provided.

Renewable energy plants are already available and can be built now in order to generate energy quickly
(usually within a time-frame of two years). These renewable technologies and using our energy more wisely
can help to deliver a low-carbon energy supply for the UK, at the same time as oVering the sustained and
significant CO2 cuts almost immediately and over the coming years to address the urgent need to act on
climate change.

By comparison, the proposed “new” nuclear power programme would also take many years to come
online. Most independent industry analysts acknowledge that the first of any nuclear power new build
programmes probably wouldn’t be commissioned until 2018–20.

Chief Scientist Sir David King and Secretary of State Margaret Beckett have also even recently admitted
that the possibly safer option of nuclear fission in which the UK government has already sunk £ millions
worth of investment, is at least 30–50 years away of being commercial, if at all.4 By then, it will be too late
to tackle climate change eVectively and economically.

Furthermore, as with fossil fuels, the nuclear power main material—uranium—is only a finite resource,
with limited economic reserves concentrated in a few areas around the world. Research shows that even if
we decide to replace all electricity generated by burning fossil fuels with nuclear power today, there would
only be enough economically viablemined uraniumavailable to fuel reactors for between three to four years.
And even if we were to double world usage of nuclear energy, the life-span of uranium reserves would be
just 25 years.i8

Using “new” nuclear power will cost the UK £ billions worth of tax-payers money, rather than the more
reasonable £ millions required for increased uptake of renewable energy and energy eYciency technologies.
Investment into nuclear power projects can drain badly-needed funds from energy eYciency and renewable
energy programmes, most of which have substantially lower costs in terms of reducing carbon dioxide
emissions. The costs of renewable energy sources are falling rapidly: in the last 10 years the cost per kWh
of electricity fromwind turbines fell by 50%, and that from solar cells by 30%.5 Somewinds farms are already
generating energy at least at half the estimated cost of nuclear electricity. CHP, a very eYcient technology
that produces both electricity and heat at the same time, is also a cost-eVective energy solution, especially
for business and homes (in longer term) that provides both heat and electricity.

In contrast, the costs of nuclear power are rising, despite the fact that nuclear power has been hugely
subsidised over the last half century.6 To date, estimates show that the nuclear industry has received around
$1 trillion in state support worldwide, compared to $50 billion for renewable energy.7 If these huge
investments had been made in renewable energy, the total energy production from these sources would
today be huge. Refer to Table 1 in the next question for a comparison of costs of nuclear with renewable
energy.

This is just comparing the costs of generation. However, there are also additional costs related to nuclear
power plants for radioactive waste storage and disposal, and plant decommissioning. These costs would add
massively to overall costs of electricity from a new build programme, if the Government committed to
internalising the costs of externalities and showing the “true” costs of all types of electricity generation. For
example, the clean-up costs for the existing UK nuclear industry have been estimated to be at least
£55 billion pounds.8 Nearly all of this will have to be paid by taxpayers, if factoring the hidden costs of
wastes, security, health and environmental costs associated with nuclear power, renewable and energy
eYciency technologies weigh in as much more economically attractive options to take up.

4 Speech, UK Stabilisation 2005 Conference, Exeter (2005); Beckett’s evidence session for EFRA. parliamentary inquiry on
climate change (9 February 2005).

5 WISE and NIRS Publication (February 2005): A back door comeback—Nuclear energy as a solution for climate change?
6 Scheer, H (2004) Nuclear Energy belongs in the Technology Museum. WRCE Update September 2004.
7 Scheer, H (2004) Nuclear Energy belongs in the Technology Museum. WRCE Update September 2004.
8 Congressional Budget OYce Cost Estimate 7 May 2003 S 14 Energy Policy Act of 2003. As introduced on 30 April 2003 The
CBO puts the cost of the first reactor at US$2.5 billion. http://www.cbo.gov/showdoc.cfm?index%4206&sequence%0
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— What are the likely construction and on-going operating costs of diVerent large-scale technologies (eg
nuclear new build, CCGT, clean coal, on-shore wind, oV-shore wind, wave and tidal) in terms of the
total investment required and in terms of the likely costs of generation (p/kWh)? Over what timescale
could they become operational?

Please refer to WWF-UK’s answers above. The renewables industry will hopefully be providing more
detailed answers to these questions relating to specific costs.

In addition, to information you receive from the power industry, you may find the collated facts and
figures in the table below of interest which have been summarised from various information sources by
WWF-UK in relation to the cost estimates of diVerent types of new build power plants and schemes. It
shows the comparatively lower costs of renewable energy with nuclear in terms of build, energy production
and subsidies, to support the conclusions we have drawn above in Question 2.

Table 2

COST COMPARISONS OF NUCLEAR POWER AND RENEWABLE ENERGY

Nuclear power Renewable energy

Cost of building power Estimates vary widely between industry and The DTI estimated that £1.6 billion would be
plant non-industry sources. needed to upgrade the UK transmission and

distribution network (between 2004 and 2010)Roche (2005) calculates that 10 new AP1000
to connect the number of renewable energyreactors would entail capital expenditure of
projects required to meet the Renewables£4.22 billion–£6.33 billion (industry figures) or
Obligation 2010 target.around £8.86 billion to £12.65 billion (using

figures from the US Congressional Budget
OYce, which argued that the industry was
underestimating costs9).

Cost of producing In 2004 the Royal Academy of Engineering The British Wind Energy Association (BWEA)
energy calculated that the cost of electricity from a new estimates the average cost of generating

nuclear plant is 2.3p/kWh.10 These were electricity from onshore wind to be 3-4p/kWh.
essentially the same figures as those submitted The Policy and Innovation Unit estimated that
by the nuclear industry to the governments onshore and oVshore wind has the potential
Policy and Innovation Unit (PIU) review to produce energy at costs of 1.5–2.5 p/kWh
in 2001. for onshore wind and and 2–3p/kWh for
The PIU challenged these figures and estimated oVshore wind.
that, in the future, the nuclear industry would In the last 10 years the cost per Kwh of
be able to produce electricity at 3–4p/kWh. electricity from wind turbines fell by 50%, and
The current cost of electricity production from that from solar cells by 30%.
Sizewell B is about
6p/kWh.

Clean-up costs The Congressional Budget OYce estimated the N/a
costs of clean-up costs from the UK nuclear
industry at £55 billion.

In 1997 the Sussex University Science, Policy
and Technology Unit (SPRU) estimated the
cost of UK nuclear industry clean-up (waste
management and decommissioning) costs at
£42 billion total. £13.2 billion of this will come
from “secure funding arrangements” with the
government and the remaining £28.7 billion
(almost 70%) is likely fall to taxpayers.

Public subsidies To date, estimates show that the nuclear Renewable energy has so far received about
industry has received around $1 trillion in state $50 billion in state support.
support. In 2002–08, the renewables and energy eYciency
In 2002, the UK’s nuclear industry (ie BE and industries will receive £500 million worth of
BNFL) almost collapsed due to huge financial funding.
problems and received a £7 billion subsidy from
the government.

— With regard to nuclear new build, how realistic and robust are cost estimates in the light of past
experience? What are the hidden costs (eg waste, insurance, security) associated with nuclear?How
do the waste and decommissioning costs of nuclear new build relate to the costs of dealing with the
current nuclear waste legacy, and how confident can we be that the nuclear industry would invest
adequately in funds ring-fenced for future waste disposal?

9 Congressional Budget OYce Cost Estimate 7 May 2003 S 14 Energy Policy Act of 2003. http://www.cbo.gov/showdoc.
cfm?index%4206&sequence%0

10 PB Power for the Royal Academy of Engineering (March 2004) “The Cost of Generating Electricity”.
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Question B(2) above outlines a brief response from WWF-UK on hidden costs and costs of wastes
storage, clean-up and decommissioning of nuclear power plants, as well as our position on subsidies. Please
refer to this section.

The hidden costs have to be considered when relating costs of nuclear to other safer and more sustainable
technologies that are available today (renewable energy). The generation costs appear minor when
compared relative to the potential security, insurance and waste costs of nuclear power. The potential
additional health and environmental related to radiation risks and environmental damage associated with
leakages, explosions and a 240,000 year waste problem are substantial, but diYcult to quantify, and given
their significance WWF-UK strongly believes they should not be left out of the debate.

In addition, government costs related to public communications management for implementing a
controversial new nuclear build programme are likely to be substantial, and should be factored into
decision-making.

— Is there the technical and physical capacity for renewable energy to deliver the scale of generation
required? If there is the capacity, are any policy changes required to enable it to do so?

Yes, there is the technical and physical capacity for increasing the amount (capacity) of renewable energy
and CHP generated electricity in the UK supply mix.

According toDTI figures11 in 2004, approximately 3.6% of the electricity generated in theUKwas sourced
from renewable energy, 0.91 percentage points higher than in 2003. However estimates show that renewable
energy could meet around 30% of electricity demand (before baseload considerations are warranted).
Therefore, the UKhas the potential to increase its renewable capacity from around 4% today to at least 20%
by 2020 and then around 30% by 2030. This would be in line with the UK’s current Renewables Obligation
of 10% by 2010 and 15.4% by 2015.

At the every least, creating a low carbon economy and increasing renewable generation capacity will
require further financial funding for the less commercially competitive renewable energy technologies such
as wave and biomass at present, and a commitment in the forthcoming Climate Change Programme to a
longer term target of sourcing at least 20% of electricity from renewables by 2020 under the UKRenewables
Obligation. Also, appropriate and suYcient support for CHP and energy eYciency cannot be divorced from
this overall goal. WWF-UK describes how this may be achieved below in more detail.

The UK’s current electricity demand is around 400,000 GWh per year. As stated earlier, in 2004, the
renewables supplied around 3.6% of total electricity supply, but much of this was from large old
hydroelectric power plants in Scotland. Only around 1% of the renewable sourced electricity came from new
build renewables (mostly on and oVshore wind, and some biomass and solar). However the potential for
scaling up renewable energy in the UK is significant. Table 2 below provides figures on potential capacity
from various technologies.

In addition, a report by Imperial College’s Energy Policy Unit has also calculated that about 230,000
GWh/yr could potentially be produced through renewable technologies by 2025, as shown in the table
below.12 This is equivalent to meeting around 58% of current energy demand from a mixture of many
diVerent renewable energy sources. Similarly, in 1998, the DTI calculated that the UK can provide 66–70%
of its total electricity needs from a wide range of renewables cost-eVectively by 2025.

Table 3

Approximate
Technical potential Practicable Potential

Technology (TWh/yr) by 2025 TWh/yr

Building Integrated PV 250 37
OVshore wind 3,000 100
Onshore wind 317 8
Biomass (energy crops) 140 30
Wave 700 50
Tidal stream 36 1.8
Small hydro 40 3
TOTAL 4,483 230

11 Digest of UK Energy Statistics (DUKES),2004. www.dti.gov.uk/energy/ inform/dukes
12 Gross, R, “Technologies and innovation for system change in the UK: status, prospects and system requirements of some
leading renewable energy options”, Energy Policy Vol 32 No 17 (November 2004).
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Wind power:

— The British Wind Energy Association (BWEA) estimates that, by 2010, it will be possible for
Britain to get 8GW (or 8000 MW) of power from on and oVshore wind, which would constitute
around three quarters of the 10% renewables target. In addition to the 1,200 wind turbines which
are already in place in the UK, this would mean establishing an estimated 1,800 turbines onshore,
and 1,500 turbines oVshore by 2010.

— In a report released on 19May 2005, the SustainableDevelopment Commission (SDC) argues that
wind farms would take up only approximately 0.0001% of UK land to produce 20% of the UK’s
electricity by 2020. The study states that if UK electricity supply companies met their Renewables
Obligations (RO) entirely through wind power, the installed turbines would produce about 10%
of current UK electricity sales, therefore meeting the UK 2010 RO target entirely.13

— A recent report by the DTI estimates that the UK could potentially produce 3,213 TWh/yr of
energy from oVshore wind. This is roughly 100 times more than the amount of energy needed to
fulfill the UK 10% renewables energy target.14

— The UK has the greatest wind energy resource potential in the northern hemisphere, estimated at
about 230 TWh/year, but this is not been exploited in comparison to other countries. (Table 4
below uses 2003 figures)

Country Installed wind capacity/MW

Germany 14,609
USA 6,734
Spain 6,202
Denmark 3,100
India 2,100
UK 1,038

Other Renewables

The UK Government has been criticised in the recent past by some stakeholders for the inadequate
investment in currently less commercially competitive forms of renewable energy technologies, such as
biomass, solar and wave power. A significant increase in funding and long-term market certainty is needed
for these new types of renewables in order to instill confidence in investors.

WWF-UK welcomes the recent announcements by the DTI of increased funding for the Marine
Renewables sector, through theMarine Research Deployment Fund, but more support is definitely needed.
Sensibly sitedmarine renewable energy technologies, especially wave and oVshore wind energy technologies,
can and must play an increasingly important part of the UK energy mix up to 2020. An interesting proposal
was proposed by the BWEA in 2004, namely a £75 million “Marine Performance Fund” for the first 50MW
of wave and tidal projects, with developers also obtaining premium payments for a suggested five years
following production of electricity.15

Micro-Generation (Embedded Generation—dCHP and Renewable Energy)

WWF-UK believes that schemes, such as ‘Clear Skies’ supported by the DTI have been successful in
starting to deliver exemplar projects, which are now helping prove the viability of embedded generation (or
micro-generation) in the UK.

However, the current uncertainty around the future of the Clear Skies programme, and the lack of clarity
onwhat type of schemewill replace it, will have a detrimental eVect. This uncertainty is now in stark contrast
with ODPM Planning Policy Statement 22, which has given local authorities the power to require “a
percentage of the energy to be used in new residential, commercial or industrial developments to come from
on-site renewable energy developments.” Although this now sets a firm policy framework for local
authorities to require embedded renewables, the reality is that the market is still failing to provide cost-
eVective technology options. Without continued and increasing grant schemes from government, local
authorities will fail to achieve the planning gain that PPS22 allows.

13 (Assuming a wind power utilization factor of 30%, 9.5GW of installed wind capacity will produce around 31,5000GWh of
energy. Added to the 10,000 GWh that is already generated from renewables, this would make about 10% of current UK
electricity sales). Report on Sustainable Development Commission. May 19 2005. “Wind Power in the UK”.

14 http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/leg—and—reg/consents/future—oVshore/chp2.pdf
15 The study, “Into the Blue: Financing the Future of the Emerging Wave and Tidal Power Sector”, 2004, was undertaken by
Climate Change Capital, a specialist merchant banking firm focusing on climate change and energy security, and examined
the level and type of financial support that the marine renewables sector needs to move it forward from its current research
and demonstration phase.
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The DTI must provide a long-term future for substantial grants schemes, like Clear Skies, with increased
funding year-on-year to increase certainty and confidence of developers and enable communities and local
authorities to develop embedded generation schemes (aka microgeneration or decentralised power).

CHP Technology

WWF-UKbelieves it is important that theUK2010CHP target is met. For every 1MWofCHP installed,
carbon emissions are cut by around 1,250 tonnes, as well as providing lower cost energy to tackle fuel
poverty and to make industrial installations more competitive. Reaching the government’s target of 10 GW
capacity of CHP would realise further carbon savings of six million tonnes each year. This saving is more
than 25% of the current shortfall required to achieve the UK’s domestic target of a 20% reduction in CO2

emissions by 2010.

The reductions attributable to CHP are both proven and reliable. A significant opportunity for further
reduction of carbon emissions still exists by increasing the uptake of community/district heating and CHP.
In January 2004, the UK Energy Savings Trust (EST) published their study on the UK’s Potential for
Community Heating (CH) The report maps out the very substantial potential for CH across the UK, which
shows potential far greater than Government’s target. The vast majority of this potential of the many
diVerent types of CHP schemes (public, residential to industrial sector, and district heating to smaller scale
embedded/micro-CHP) remain largely untapped to date.

This rationale was summarised by theAdvisory Committee on Business and the Environment, who stated
in their report to the Prime Minister in 2002:

“In the short term the greatest potential to help meet the 2010 (carbon) targets lies in CHP”.

While some CHP schemes have been recently been helped by funding from the CEP, as studies have
shown, CHP has the potential to deliver far more CO2 emissions reductions than is currently being sought.
WWF strongly recommends that in the new Climate Change Programme (due December 2005) the
government includes new, robust policies to increase the number of ESCOs and Energy Services schemes
(including microgeneration/decentralised power) delivering energy to consumers across the UK.

One option would be to set a meaningful “Energy Services obligation” percentage target for 2010 and
2020 perhaps and provide more funding to do so, in order to motivate electricity generators, suppliers and
estate owners to provide energy services and improve the energy eYciency of their customers’ premises.

In addition, WWF-UK supports the EWP’s pledges that the government should support field trials in
micro-CHP, should work with OFGEM to ensure there is a level “playing field” for smaller generators,
including CHP and renewables, and should set and achieve targets for government departments and the
public sector (including local authorities) to install and use CHP generated electricity.

Energy EYciency Measures and Savings

As detailed above, the Performance and Innovation Unit (PIU) study in 2002 concluded that the current
cost eVective potential for energy eYciency is approximately 30% of final energy demand in the UK. The
Royal Commission of Environmental Pollution (RCEP) also concluded that “It should be possible to reduce
the UK’s overall energy consumption without damaging its international competitiveness or causing
hardship. Such a reduction would make a major contribution to achieving long-term reductions in carbon
dioxide emissions.”

In February 2003, the UK Energy White Paper set energy eYciency at the heart of UK energy policy,
identifying improved energy eYciency as the most cost-eVective way to meet all of our energy policy goals.
The Paper envisages that half of reductions expected for the national target of 60% reductions by 2050 will
be met by cuts in energy demand.

Please refer to QA (1) for WWF-UK’s comments of energy eYciency.

Therefore, the UKGovernment can and must take steps to reduce the UK’s energy demand and wasteful
consumption, through an improved programme of energy eYciency measures, supporting mandatory
energy demand reduction targets under the EU Energy End Use EYciency and Energy Services Directive
and encouraging changing practices in our everyday lives.

In line with the recommendation of the Sustainable Buildings Task Group, WWF-UK believes that the
single most eVective measure the government could introduce to improve energy eYciency in households
would be stamp duty relief for homes meeting high energy eYciency standards. With the introduction of
mandatory energy performance certificates for houses as part of the Home Information Pack, the necessary
information for new and existing homes will be readily available.

WWF-UK believes that new energy eYcient homes (for example those that meet a minimum standard of
EcoHomes ‘Very Good’ standard / Code for Sustainable Buildings) should attract stamp duty relief. For
existing stock, the occupants who carry out remedial energy eYciencywork on their property within a period
after moving in should also attract stamp duty relief.
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— What are the relative eYciencies of diVerent generating technologies? In particular, what contribution
can micro-generation (micro-CHP, micro-wind, PV) make, and how would it aVect investment in
large-scale generating capacity?

According to a report published by Greenpeace in July 2005 the current, outdated electricity system is so
ineYcient that two-thirds of the energy in the fuel is wasted before it gets used at homes and workplaces.
The huge loss of energy—enough to heat all the buildings and all the water in the UK—occurs because an
enormous amount of heat energy is wasted through from the large power stations that make our electricity,
while more power is lost transporting the energy long distances through power lines.

The report argues that a reform of the electricity system is urgently needed to end this environmentally
destructive wastage—the power sector is the single greatest contributor to CO2 emissions. The solution is
to generate electricity close to where it is needed, or “decentralise” it.

A decentralised energy system would see everyday buildings playing host to devices such as solar panels,
small wind turbines and combined heat and power boilers, which generate electricity as well as providing
heat and hot water. The electricity created would be used directly by the house or workplace, and the surplus
would be fed into a local network. This electricity would then be locally distributed, avoiding the significant
loss that occurs when electricity is transported long distances.

The combined contribution of these devices could be enormous. For example, if half the houses in the
UK had combined heat and power boilers, this would generate as much electricity as current nuclear power
plants. It would also save householders money on their electricity bills.

3. What is the attitude of financial institutions to investment in diVerent forms of generation?

— What is the attitude of financial institutions to the risks involved in nuclear new build and the scale
of the investment required? How does this compare with attitudes towards investment in CCGT and
renewable energy?

At the moment, as far as WWF-UK is aware, there is no realistic prospect of private investors putting
money into nuclear power. Despite the many theoretical statements by the pro-nuclear lobbyists that the
nuclear industry is economically viable, so far investor confidence in the industry has remained low.

It is argued that financial investors regard nuclear power plants sceptically and cautiously because of the
extremely long planning, construction and radioactive waste management times. When Sizewell B nuclear
plant was planned, for example, the ensuing public enquiry took almost four years.

Financial institutions also see risks because most of the national power utilities which are highly reliant
on nuclear power receive either direct or indirect subsidies from the state governments eg British Energy in
the UK16, EdF in France, and state-owned nuclear reactors in Russia.

No new nuclear reactors (except one in Finland) are presently planned or under construction in any of
the industrialised countries until 2010. This is largely a result of huge financial costs and associated risks.
Helm (2003) concluded that the UK nuclear programme had proved to be “. . . probably one of the biggest
investment mistakes since the Second World War . . . Not once since the first White Paper in 1955 had the
nuclear option delivered what was promised.”17

Financial investors are putting significant money in oVshore and onshore windfarms, but inadequate
government spend, policies and short-term target setting as well as prohibitive planning processes are stifling
industry confidence in the market and preventing the large-scale investment needed. Much more funding
and long-term market certainty is urgently needed for these new types of renewables in order to give
confidence to investors.

— How much Government financial support would be required to facilitate private sector investment in
nuclear new build? How would such support be provided? How compatible is such support with
liberalised energy markets?

WWF-UK relies on the expertise of the private sector to provide the information needed to answer this
question on level of financial support, howeverWWF-UK fundamentally opposes any government funding
to be diverted away from existing safe and reliable renewable and energy eYciency technologies which are
currently under-supported, into unsustainable and highly risky technologies such as nuclear power.

— What impact would a major programme of investment in nuclear have on investment in renewables
and energy eYciency?

In short, new nuclear build and its associated huge financial costs would have a negative impact on the
level of investment available for alternative clean, zero-carbon options, such as renewables and energy
eYciency.

Nuclear power in the UKwarrants vast sums of money in the order of £billions over the next 30–40 years.
This will eVectively divert the increased funding available and political interest away from the much needed
renewables and energy eYciency measures.

16 http://politics.guardian.co.uk/green/story/0,9061,901901,00.html
17 Helm, D, (2003) Energy, the State and the Market: British energy policy since 1979. Oxford University Press.
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C. Strategic Benefits

4. If nuclear new build requires Government financial support, on what basis would such support be justified?

WWF-UK would strongly oppose any new build of nuclear power plants due to its costs—
environmental, health and financial—and reasons provided in answers above, and believes that
Government financial support (ie huge subsidies) for new nuclear build is not justified.

What public good would it deliver?

WWF-UKbelieves that very little public good, or indeed the reverse would come of a nuclear programme
due to the risks associated with construction, operation and decommissioning, and associated costs which
could ultimately come from the taxpayer’s purse. In addition to the huge financial costs (for investment and
liability/insurance) of new nuclear plants, there are significant social and environmental costs to consider,
such as the transportation and storage of radioactive waste; leaks of radioactive materials from the nuclear
plants/stores; low level radioactive emissions; and the threat posed by terrorism.

By comparison, renewable energy (such as wave, wind and solar) is clean, non-polluting and very well-
suited to supporting the public good via new local community-based, decentralised types of new energy
networks. These assist in changing peoples’ behaviour, reduce energy demand and reducing carbon
emissions, in contrast to a number of large unsafe nuclear power plants built on the coast far away from
where the main areas of electricity demand are in the UK (and therefore losses occur during transmission
along the wires).18

Various reports have also highlighted numerous health and environmental implications of radioactive
discharges and stock piled wastes from nuclear power plants based in the UK. The 2000 RIFE report19

indicates that in the UK the highest doses of radioactivity resulting from the consumption of terrestrial
foodstuVs and seafood are found around Cumbria. A recent STOA report20 concludes that more than 15
years of research has established that the excess incidence of childhood leukaemia around Sellafield is
statistically significant and is continuing, and that radiation exposure due to releases from Sellafield cannot
be excluded as a cause for the observed health eVects.

Nuclear power also involves the transportation of thousands of tonnes of radioactive materials and waste
around the country by road, rail and sea every year. A serious accident, involving a breach of a full spent
fuel flask while it is being transported through a major city, could force the evacuation of hundreds of
thousands of people over a large area.

The Nuclear Industry Association (NIA) appears to have tried to downplay the impacts of the 1986
accident in Chernobyl on the environment and on the local population, issuing statements like “. . . it will
prove extremely diYcult to make definitive statements about the health eVects of the Chernobyl accident
. . . in the longer term it is likely that some cancers will be induced as a result of the accident.”21 However, the
health impacts continue to be horrific. Belarus has shown a 100-fold increase in thyroid cancers. Problems of
the nervous and sensory organs have increased by 43%, disorders of bone, muscle and connective tissue by
63% in the aVected area. The Republic of Belarus estimated the financial costs/losses over the first 30 years
after Chernobyl will amount to US$235 billion. Analysts in the Ukraine estimated financial costs/losses of
around US$148 billion in just four years, between 1986 and 2000.22

The Nuclear Industry Association also goes to some lengths to emphasise that the Chernobyl accident
was a “one-oV” that could never happen today. It is undoubtedly true that the accident occurred to an
outdated reactor under safety conditions far worse than in the UK today. However, this does not mean that
the UK’s nuclear industry is safe from accidents. At the beginning of May 2005, a leak of nuclear fuel
occurred at Sellafield’s Thorp reprocessing plant. The leak was reported as not being a danger to the public,
but will cost the taxpayer millions as the £1million a day plant will take months to fix.23

18 Decentralising Power: An Energy Revolution For The 21st Century, Greenpeace report, 2005.
http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/climate/climate.cfm?UCIDParam%20050719112356

19 “Radioactivity in Food and the Environment 2000” (RIFE) Food StandardsAgency and the Scottish Environmental Protection
Agency (SEPA).

20 “Possible Toxic EVects From The Nuclear Reprocessing Plants At Sellafield (UK) and Cap De La Hague (France)”
European Parliament Scientific and Technological Options Assessment (STOA), October 2001.

21 http://www.niauk.org/article—36.shtml
Comments include:
“Reports of health eVects have proved diYcult to evaluate.”
“It seems that the increase in thyroid cancer is linked to emissions of radioactive iodine during the accident. Although curable,
there have been 10 deaths out of 500 cases of this disease owing to poor health care.” “It will prove extremely diYcult to make
definitive statements about the health eVects of the Chernobyl accident.” “In the longer term it is likely that some cancers will
be induced as a result of the accident.” “Chernobyl is the worst civil nuclear power accident to ever occur. It killed 31 people
directly and it will cause cancer deaths in the long term, though these are unlikely to be detectable compared to cancer deaths
from other causes.”

22 Assessing the Risk of Terrorist Attacks on Nuclear Facilities (July 2004) which contains detailed information on this issue.
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/upload/POSTpn222.pdf

23 http://www.guardian.co.uk/nuclear/article/0,2763,1479527,00.html<article–continue
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There have beenmanymore nuclear accidents since the first one occurred in theUK atWindscale in 1957,
including an explosion in 1973 and a series of serious radioactive leaks in 1975, 1979 and 1981. Furthermore,
in 1999 it was discovered that data relating to a shipment of MOX fuel to Japan had been falsified, and in
2000 the hazardous storage of liquid high-level waste in tanks was condemned by the Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate (NII) for not meeting safety standards.

Nuclear fission would make nuclear power production safer but it is at least 30–50 years away from being
commercial and would require billions of pounds of investment.24 The 10 new nuclear reactors proposed
recently for the UK are of Westinghouse’s “AP1000” design. This is a “fourth generation” nuclear power
station, which are claimed to be safer because the safety systems are “passive”—that is they use natural
rather than engineered solutions—gravity rather than valves and pumps. And while the nuclear industry
claim that they are “around 100 times safer” than existing stations, it is extremely hard to judge whether this
is the case.

In summary, the health & safety risks and environmental impacts associated with nuclear power build are
immense, and the risk and impacts of a major nuclear accident are too significant to take when there are
realistic alternatives available here and now (ie wave, wind and solar energy) which generate electricity in
both a carbon and radiation free way.

— To what extent and over what timeframe would nuclear new build reduce carbon emissions?

It wouldn’t—although a nuclear power station does not itself emit CO2 emissions during the generation
of electricity, the whole life cycle of nuclear power also includes the mining and extraction of uranium ore,
fuel enrichment, large amounts of concrete in station and storage facilities and transport of radioactive
waste materials. All these steps in the chain also use large amounts of energy, almost all of which is from
fossil fuel-based electricity generation. Taking into account a whole life-cycle analysis of nuclear power
plants, the conclusion is clear: nuclear power is anything but carbon-free and new build would not reduce
overall UK CO2 emissions. Even if we doubled nuclear power in the UK this would reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by only around 8%.25

— To what extent would nuclear new build contribute to security of supply (ie keeping the lights on)?

As explained previously, WWF-UK disputes the presumption of unchecked energy demand and the
resulting growth forecasts, which is the premise on which the Inquiry is based. The UK Government can
and must take steps to reduce the UK’s energy demand and wasteful consumption, through an improved
programme of energy eYciency measures, supporting mandatory energy demand reduction targets under
the EUEnergy EndUse EYciency and Energy Services Directive and encouraging changing practices in our
everyday lives.

Energy eYciency measures are by far the most cost-eVective way of reducing CO2 emissions, and
enhancing security of supply in the UK, and can also lead to significant savings for the UK economy.

— Is nuclear new build compatible with the Government’s aims on security and terrorism both within the
UK and worldwide?

No. The national security dangers associated with nuclear power plants and radioactive wastes are real
and significant. One of the by-products of most nuclear reactors is plutonium-239, which can be used in
nuclear weapons. The US Department of Energy has stated that: “virtually any combination of plutonium
isotopes . . . can be used to make a nuclear weapon”. This is not a theoretical risk—in only May of this year
North Korea claimed to have diverted nuclear fuel from spent fuel rods in order to make nuclear weapons,
and early in June, plans for how to make elements of a nuclear bomb were reported missing by the UN. An
oYcial was quoted in media articles as saying, “. . . this is what keeps people awake at night. It’s very
sensitive. The fact that there are [nuclear] proliferation manuals kicking around is deeply disturbing.”26

If the UK Government were to start a risky new nuclear-build programme, it would make it much more
diYcult to resist/prevent nuclear development in other countries around the world such as Iran. This is not
a factor which can be sensibly ignored and increased international trade in nuclearmaterial means that there
is a real risk that some will go astray.

Furthermore, recent studies in theUS have put the health impacts of a terrorist attack on a nuclear reactor
at 44,000 immediate fatalities with 500,000 long-term health impacts, including cancers.

24 UK Stabilisation 2005 Conference, Exeter (2005); Beckett’s evidence session for EFRA parliamentary inquiry on climate
change(9 Feb 2005).

25 Calculated using DTI (2000) Energy Paper 68: “Energy Projections for the UK”
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/inform/energy–projections/index.shtml

26 AEA Technology (1998) “Power Generation and the Environment.” A UK perspective. Vol 1. http://externe.jrc.es/uk.pdf;
Oko Institute, Germany (1997) “Comparing Greenhouse-gas emissions and abatement costs for nuclear and alternative
energy options from a life-cycle perspective” (paper presented at CNIC conference in Tokyo, Nov 1997).
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5. In respect of these issues [Q 4], how does the nuclear option compare with a major programme of investment
in renewable energy, micro-generation, and energy eYciency?How compatible are the various options with each
other and with the strategy set out in the Energy White Paper?

As described in previous answers above, the nuclear option doesn’t compare well at all with renewables,
energy eYciency and decentralised power with regards to the newmajor programme of investment required
to reduce energy demand and carbon emissions. An independent study commissioned by WWF-UK27 last
year showed that implementing energy eYciencymeasures to drive annual reductions in energy demandwas
key in achieving 60% reductions in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from the UK power sector by 2020,
without resorting to new nuclear power and with closure of coal stations.

The study also showed that this low-carbon energy supply did not require a radical shift in policy, but an
extension and eVective implementation of existing policy in order to deliver on the aspirations of the Energy
White Paper, which places energy demand reductions at its heart.

The UK Government’s Energy White Paper (2003) and “Energy EYciency: The Government’s Plan for
Action”, (2004) reports were also good first steps to promoting energy eYciency and reducing carbon, but
much more can and must be done to improve energy eYciency in the UK’s domestic, commercial and
industrial sectors.

D. Other Issues

6. How carbon-free is nuclear energy? What level of carbon emissions would be associated with (a)
construction and (b) operation of a new nuclear power station? How carbon-intensive is the mining and
processing of uranium ore?

The only truly fair way to compare and assess the CO2 emissions produced by a given type of electricity
generator (nuclear, coal or renewable) is to undertake a whole “life cycle” analysis (LCA). For the nuclear
power industry this means including the CO2 produced by uranium mining, milling and enrichment, fuel
fabrication (using both “fresh” and reprocessed uranium), reactor plant construction, spent fuel and waste
storage and disposal options. As indicated in the answers toQuestions in part 4 above, while a nuclear power
station does not itself emit CO2 emissions during the generation of electricity, the pathway of nuclear power
use large amounts of energy, almost all of which comes from fossil fuel-based electricity generation and emit
carbon dioxide emissions. Therefore, taking into account the whole life-cycle of nuclear power plants,
nuclear power is anything but carbon-free.

Estimates by the nuclear industry regularly ignore these additional CO2 emissions when they are trying
to promote nuclear as the solution to climate change. Research examining the overall impact of building
and operating reactors found that nuclear power stations would produce over 50% more greenhouse gas
emissions than wind power.27

So, where does nuclear stand on its CO2-emission-factor (grams/kilowatt unit for measuring CO2

emissions)? Depending on the source there is a whole range of figures; from 34 g/kWh to 230 g/kWh. While
compared with coal, oil or gas, nuclear power has a favourable CO2-emission-factor, it comes oV much
worse when compared to the real and clean solutions such as energy eYciency, renewable energy, CHP and
decentralised power systems.

7. Should nuclear new build be conditional on the development of scientifically and publicly acceptable solutions
to the problems of managing nuclear waste, as recommended in 2000 by the RCEP?

There have not been any past nor recent technological innovations and no adequate solutions proposed
yet to solve the nuclear industry’s radioactive waste problem. Despite 40 years of assurances from the
nuclear industry that radioactive waste is a mere “engineering problem”, the fact remains that no one has
yet solved it and high-level nuclear waste, produced by the nuclear industry, remains dangerously
radioactive for up to 240,000 years.

22 September 2005

27 Thomas, S (2005), The Economics of Nuclear Power: Analysis of Recent Studies,
http://www.psiru.org/reports/2005-09-E-Nuclear.pdf
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Witnesses:Dr Richard Dixon,Head of WWF-Scotland, andMr David Norman,Head of WWF-UK Public
AVairs, examined.

Q1 Chairman:Welcome. Thank you very much for energy production to that decentralised model has
huge eYciency savings. That is one major area.coming. Thank you also for your pretty

comprehensive memorandum, which has been Micro-combined heat and power is ready now. It
costs about £500 per kilowatt capacity additionalhelpful to our inquiries. This is the opening session

of our inquiry into “Keeping the Lights On” and we over and above the costs of condensing boilers.
These are things that could be rolled out already andare delighted to have you with us at the outset. Can

I just begin by commenting on your memorandum? we just have not seen since the Energy White Paper
the specific practical steps taken to put those kindsIt seems that you are pretty laid back about all of this

and that if only we get on with implementing the of things in place. A final policy point: the Emissions
Trading Scheme—lots of people missed the point—White Paper everything will be okay. Is that a fair

summary of your views? is about energy eYciency. Putting a strong cap on
the power sector in the Emissions Trading Scheme isDr Dixon: I do not know if we are laid back, but I

would say that certainly the Energy White Paper precisely what drives those companies that are able
to invest in eYciency technologies to make thoseappeared to put in place all the right kinds of

proposals and the modelling that we did with ILEX kinds of investments. Again, the cap was too weak
to achieve those kinds of changes in the first phase1.suggested that by delivering those and not much

more than those we would get to the right kind of
place in terms of emissions reduction, prices for Q4Chairman:Do you think theWhite Paper was set
energy and structure of the energy sector, and we up to fail?
would do all of that without needing to build a single Dr Dixon: I do not think it was. It contained
new nuclear power station. practical proposals. There was a bit of a lack of join-

up and there appears to have been a bit of a lack of
commitment in following some of that through, butQ2 Chairman: If that is the case, why do you think
there are elements of it which are really verythere is so much talk about a newWhite Paper being
successful. In Scotland, for instance, where I workneeded next year?
mostly, the Scottish Community and HouseholdDr Dixon: I think that the nuclear industry has put
Renewables Initiative ran out of money after threea lot of money into a PR campaign which has put
months of the start of its financial year. It is a schemeabout the idea that we might need nuclear and has,
which gives grants to communities and householdersunfortunately, convinced some quite eminent people
to install renewables. It is a runaway success.of that. I hope when the nuclear industry is in front
Despite having much more money than it did theof you, you will ask them howmuch they have spent
year before, it ran out very quickly and this had toon that PR campaign in the last 18 months because
have extramoney put in. There is a demand from thethat would be very interesting to know. I am afraid
public. Some of these measures clearly are verythat certain political people have taken notice of that
sensible but there does not seem to be the follow-and decided that they will open up this issue. To us,
through. With the reopening of the nuclear debate itthe Energy White Paper in 2003 was seemingly the
is certainly the case that we are going to see feweranswer. It appeared to give us the answerswewanted
follow-throughs while we are in this period of havingand appeared to have discussed, considered
another think about energy.carefully and come to a conclusion on the nuclear

issue that now certainly was not the time, and never
Q5 Emily Thornberry: I was interested in what youmight be the time. With the Climate Change
said to us talking about the two-thirds of energy thatProgramme being revised just at the moment, it
is wasted because of our outdated electricity system.seems strange that we have had an Energy White
I think there is a little bit of confusion about thePaper Climate Change Programme and now we are
footnote. You talk about a report published bygoing to reopen the Energy White Paper. It seems
Greenpeace and I just wonder if you could give usthat we are debating energy continuously rather
more details about that report because it was notthan making decisions and actually getting on with
clear from your statement. Also, whilst you are hereit.
can you tell us a bit more about it?
Dr Dixon: Yes, indeed. This report we are referring

Q3 Chairman: You do say that there are some areas to, and obviously there is a lot of work by many
of the current initiatives which need to be people about decentralising the power system, is a
strengthened. Could you just very briefly highlight good summary and contains an excellent diagram
some of the areas where you think the Government which suggests that our current model of energy
should be taking action today? generation is extremely wasteful.
Mr Norman: If you are looking, for example, at the
energy eYciency side, we feel that there is a major Q6 Chairman: It would help future historians if you
area of work that was outlined in the Energy White could name the report.
Paper about decentralisation. About two-thirds of Dr Dixon: Yes, that is a good idea. It is called
the energy that is generated under the current Decentralising Power: An Energy Revolution for the
centralised system is wasted through heat in those 21st Century. It is Greenpeace’s report so I would
centralised power station and transmission losses. not claim that I am doing it full justice by telling you
The decentralised model, that was a major plank of
the EnergyWhite Paper, is something that we would 1 Footnote added by witness: Of the EU Emissions Trading

Scheme.strongly support. Immediately shifting the kind of
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about it. This diagram is a very useful one. It Paper of saying, “Here is the key thing, it is the
amount of energy we use in the first place, not justsuggests that for 100 units of energy, so 100 units of

energy in a pile of coal for instance, that we bring how eYciently we use it and where it comes from, so
let’s start to tackle that”. That is where that 0.2into a power station by the time it reaches someone’s

house there are only 22 of those energy units left as comes from, it is the Government suggesting that its
long-term aim is a reduction. Rather than even aelectricity because our power stations are not very

eYcient, we lose some energy as we transmit it over reduction of the growth rate, it is an absolute
reduction.great distances in many cases, and we use it rather

ineYciently in the home. These are three areas that
we can improve upon. Of course, if we are looking at Q8 Mr Caton: Thank you. In your paper you
renewable energy we are perhaps less worried about recommend that the Energy EYciency Commitment
eYciency because we are not creating climate change should be transformed into a mechanism based on
at the same time. That is where those statistics absolute reductions of energy or carbon. How do
came from. you see such a system functioning, especially in
Mr Norman: It is not just theoretical stuV. Woking relation to energy suppliers, given the commercial
Borough Council has cut its carbon dioxide interest they have in selling more energy?
emissions by 77% by precisely putting in place those Mr Norman: I think it was more a point of principle
kinds of practices: decentralised energy networks in terms of the way targets should be set. At the
and energy eYciency gains. moment the energy reduction is expressed in terms

of gigawatts and that is what it is based on. Those
reductions, depending on the source of energy, couldQ7 Mr Caton: Good afternoon. If we could look at
achieve very diVerent kinds of carbon emissionsthe reducing demand in your submission for a
savings. I think it is a more general point. We haveminute. You argue that a reduction in electricity
not done the work in terms of putting that into ademand of only 0.2% a year would be suYcient, yet
specific mechanism but in terms of how targets arethe National Grid Company suggest that electricity
set it must surely be sensible for those to be baseddemand will continue to rise significantly over the
around specific carbon reductions rather than justnext seven years. Do you accept that we are still a
wattages.very long way from being able to achieve absolute
Dr Dixon: I agree that there is a general point aboutreduction in energy demand?
incentivising the industry and there is a mechanismDr Dixon: Clearly we are some way from it. In the
in law to allow the companies to set up Energyassumptions that we used in the ILEX report that we
Services Companies which has not worked becausesubmitted to you, we looked at three scenarios. We
of the operation of the market. No company has feltlooked at a business as usual scenario where energy
that is an attractive option for them, mainly becausegrows at 1.4% a year, which is pretty much what we
any customer can change supplier at 28 days’ notice,have at the moment. We looked at a medium
so if you are trying to build up a long-termscenario where energy grows at only half a per cent
relationship with them you are going to fail becausea year, so some diVerence from today. That is based
they will just switch to someone else. Theon the range of forecasts that the National Grid
Government has done some pilot work to see if weCompany itself makes. That is the lowest estimate
can make this work better. That is an area where wefor growth that it produces. It is not our guess, it is
desperately do need to make that system work. Insomeone else’s estimate of one of the possibilities.
fact, one sensible vision for the future is that everyThe final situation, which you referred to which we
electricity supply company should only be allowedlooked at in our more extreme scenario, was a
to operate as an energy supply company so that it isreduction of 0.2% a year. That is taken from the
talking to its customers about their total energy use,underlying figures that go into the Energy White
not just the price of electricity and gas it is oVeringPaper. Again, that is not us saying that is where we
today.would like to be, that is where the Government

suggested we might be going in the Energy White
Paper. Yes, we are some way from that. I think I Q9 Mr Caton: The Government still wants to
would refer you to the debates that we have had over maintain low domestic energy prices in order to
the last decade or so about waste. I think we are in a address fuel poverty. Is there a conflict here with the
very parallel situation in the energy debate. In waste need for energy prices to rise to reflect the
we have got away with a cheap and dirty solution for environmental costs associated with them?
many years, we have realised we have got to stop Dr Dixon: I think in general energy prices are going
that and we have got a bit better at the first thing we to rise and that sends a useful signal but there are, of
need to do, or the easiest thing to do, which is a bit course, sectors of society that need to be protected
more recycling, and we are really starting to get to from those rises and in social terms it is the fuel poor.
grips with the fundamental, which is that we should We need to find ways to protect the fuel poor, and
stop producing quite so much in the first place, and there is plenty of work done on that, in ways that do
reduction is where we should be going. In the energy not hold us back from letting everyone else see that
debate we are still very much struggling with the the future is higher prices and that energy is
demand side and reducing demand despite many something to be conserved and not simply
good eVorts. I think we see that very strong parallel, something that is not thought about, as currently.
that we are really going through that thinking chain We are absolutely committed to the idea that fuel

poverty, as something that the Government hasand we have got to that stage in the Energy White
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committed itself to, must be ended and any change Q12 Dr Turner: Listening to your earlier remarks it
rather sounds as if you felt that if only the Whiteof energy policy which puts up the price must not
Paper were acted upon then all would be right withrecreate the problem. We are committed to that, but
the world. That hardly seems to be right given thatthat must be done by a mechanism which does not
China alone is commissioning 1,200 gigawatts ofput a brake on the whole thing so that we can never
coal-fired power stations which on their own wouldhave a rise in prices and never have a proper
be suYcient to push CO2 levels well into the range atconsideration of the true value of energy to the
which apocalyptic climate change scenarios wouldenvironment and to society.
click in and you would not have many wild species
left to protect as WWF. Yet you do not seem to pay

Q10 Mr Caton: Have you such a mechanism or a any attention particularly to the use of carbon
policy instrument in mind? capture and sequestration technology. It seems to
Dr Dixon: In the UK we have a number of me that if this is not used on a major scale in China,
mechanisms which are being implemented as part of India, America, and to a lesser extent ourselves, the
the Government’s commitment to eradicate fuel world has no future.
poverty. If you have a home where there are two Mr Norman: Our response to the Committee was
pensioners living they can get free central heating very much focused on the UK’s energy security
installed in Scotland, for instance. Scotland has the needs in line with the questions that were posed. The
worst fuel poverty problem in the UK. There are UK has got the best renewables energy resources in
really quite creative schemes which are improving Europe and if we as a nation are saying that even
people’s homes and quality of life or giving them with the best renewables resources in Europe we are
money, which is the simplest but less satisfactory not able to solve these problems in line with the

Energy White Paper’s model, what is that saying tothing to do, to help them through fuel poverty.
countries that we would be concerned aboutMrNorman:The cost challenge must be put to those
adopting nuclear power, for example? If we are notproposing diVerent types of approach to meeting
able to do it, how can we possibly be encouragingour energy challenge, must it not? The European
some Third World countries not to be taking upCommission’s own research makes clear that it is
nuclear energy, for example? For the UK, ouralways cheaper in policy terms to save energy than
answer is clear on this. We believe that over the nextto generate more, even with the cheapest forms of
two to three decades there is plenty that can be donegeneration. That should give a really clear policy
with energy eYciency and renewables withoutsteer. From our work it is clear that renewables is the
relying on those technologies. You are right, innext stage up from that. Some of the kinds of
terms of a global context that is potentially atechnologies that are capturing public debate at the
diVerent story and we are at the stage of looking atmoment are those that once you account for the real
carbon capture and storage, how it relates incosts of carbon capture and storage, and obviously
economic terms and environmental terms. It is a newnuclear generation, they take it far in excess of the
technology, something that is much less mature thanpeak price of electricity. I think that cost challenge
the existing energy eYciency and renewablesmust be put to the nuclear industry and others.
technology that we already have available to us now
to address the UK’s energy security needs in line
with our carbon emissions targets.Q11 Mr Caton: Do you think low prices inhibit the

establishment of properly functioning energy
services markets? Q13 Dr Turner: For a start, the UK only accounts
Dr Dixon: I think they do with the proviso that the for 3% of the world’s CO2 emissions and there is a
fuel poor need an absolute protection. We must limit to what China can do with renewables because
honour the commitment the Government has made it is not in the same fortunate position with raw
to eradicate fuel poverty. In both the domestic sector resource that the British Isles are. Do you not feel
and industry, whenever we have seen even the hint of that we have to promote the earliest and most active
rising prices we have seen a success story of people use of carbon capture and storage, assuming it to be
taking energy use more seriously and doing practical, which still has not been proven on a
something about it. The Government’s own analysis massive scale, otherwise all our other eVorts will be
suggests that the Climate Change Levy had twice the set completely at nought?
impact of its real financial value because people MrNorman:Wewould certainly support having the
worried about it coming and did something about it. work done to see whether this is practical in that
There was a psychological early up-take of energy context. Yes, China has extraordinary resources of
eYciencymeasures because they were scared that the coal that it is going to be using, so the logic is to look
Climate Change Levy was going to hurt their towards a kind of technological solution that can
business when the reality was that it probably was deal with it. At the same time, even within the
not going to make all that much diVerence. There is Chinese context there is enormous value in looking
a clear demonstration there that a signal about the at the decentralised model. Remember, carbon
price of energy, even if it is not today, that in the capture and storage still applies generally to large
future it is going to be more expensive does make a power plants, long transmission systems which are
diVerence to people’s individual or business themselves potentially in some parts of remote rural
investment decisions. Clearly for the environment China quite inappropriate. Compare that with the

value for poor communities of a decentralisedmodelthat is the direction we need to move in.
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in which they can earn livelihoods as well as generate Q16 Joan Walley:My question is to Dr Dixon just
looking at the whole issue. I notice that you are thepower for their economic development at a localised
Head of WWF-Scotland and I wondered what thelevel and solving climate change at the same time.
diVerence is between thinking in Scotland, theWe accept that there is a need to look at the practical
Scottish Parliament, and the thinking down here.principles behind carbon capture and storage but we
Have you got a perspective that would be useful todo not see it as a technology that is ready yet.
our considerations here on that?Climate change is an immediate challenge. There are
Dr Dixon: The politics of energy is extremelyquite a lot of scientists saying, “We have got to get
interesting in Scotland. Obviously there is a divisionthis right over the next ten years”, and nuclear and
of reserved and devolved powers when it comes tocarbon capture and storage are not going to do that
energy, so energy policy is reserved to you lot and thefor us.
promotion of energy eYciency and the promotion of
renewables is something that is devolved to the

Q14 Dr Turner: The fact is they are building these Scottish Parliament. There is a kind of frustration
darn things at the rate of about one a week already. that Scotland is not the master of its own destiny in
Carbon capture has to be pursued otherwise we have terms of energy policy. That makes the politics
no chance. I quite agree that nuclear is on too long extremely interesting. Nuclear is one of the issues,
a timescale to be useful, but you do make a point in and it may even become the deciding issue of the
your memorandum of referring to the actual CO2 2007 Scottish Parliament election because you have,
emissions as a result of the construction and on the one hand, a Labour administration which
operation of nuclear plant. You gave a very wide appears to be in favour of new nuclear power
range of figures. I take it these are the grams of stations, which are even less popular with the public
carbon emitted for ongoing generation throughout in Scotland than they are with the general UK
the plant life, yes? public, and, on the other hand, you have an
MrNorman:Over the life of the plant, that is correct. opposition which is much stronger in terms of the

Liberal Democrats and the Scottish National Party,
both of whom are absolutely against any newQ15 Dr Turner:Where do you get such a wide range nuclear stations in Scotland. In terms of the politicsof figures from? Can you just put them into context it is very finely poised. If you read the First

by comparing them with the grams of CO2 emitted Minister’s comments on nuclear whenever he is
per kilowatt hour from, let us say, a combined cycle cornered on this you will find that he is treading an
gas turbine? extremely fine line between the message he is
Mr Norman: We used other organisations’ research receiving from here that nuclear is still to go on the
on this because we have not got the capacity to do table but not decided yet and what he picks up from
our own. That reflects deliberately the diversity of Scottish politics and the Scottish public which is that
opinions out there if you look at a range of diVerent he would not still be in power after the next election
research institutes out there. Typical was the Oko if he were to promote that issue strongly.
Institute in Germany, which is well respected, that is Joan Walley: That is very interesting. Thank you.
looking at something like 30 to 60 grams of CO2 per
kilowatt hour of generation. The problem is that

Q17Mr Hurd: Can you point us to another countrythere are a variety of diVerent sources and,
that has been successful in picking the low hangingdepending on whether you choose industry sources
fruit of energy eYciency and reducing energyor independent research institutes, that is reflected in
demand? Successive governments in this country forthe full range that we have reflected in our report. I
about 20 years have talked about this and haveagree, it is not very satisfactory that there is not a
failed. Has anyone out there succeeded?definitive research statement out there of exactly
Dr Dixon: I think I would have to come back to youhow carbon intensive nuclear power is. There is a
on that, I do not have an example oV the top of mynew paper by Smith and van Leeuwen2 that
head. You are seeing other people in the queue ofcompares nuclear power stations with the most
witnesses today and in future sessions who I thinkmodern gas turbine plants and it suggests that
will give you a clear answer on that. I will look intonuclear power produces about a third of the carbon
that and I will send the Committee something onemissions over its life cycle compared with the most
that.modern gas-fired power turbines. That is not so far
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.behind. Again, I can send the reference for that. One

of the points about the nuclear power’s carbon
Q18 Mr Ellwood: The concerns that we are allintensity is a lot of that carbon intensity is generated
focused on are to do with carbon reduction and Iupfront, so through the mining of uranium ores that
thinkDrTurner has illustrated verywell the fact thatare becomingmore andmore diluted, in other words
we can do good here but it could be overshadowedit takes an awful lot of carbon to extract uranium
by what is happening on the other side of the world.now as the ores become of less good quality, and all
Bearing in mind that focus on carbon reductionthe build costs are upfront before you have a
there is a danger, if you like, that in determining akilowatt of generated supposedly carbon free energy
strategy on how we move forward we could end upfrom nuclear power.
picking a winner inadvertently by promoting a
particular design or asking to go down a particular2 van Leeuwen, JWS and Smith, PNuclear Power: the Energy

Balance, revised August 2005. route. Do you think if we were to step back
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completely and just leave carbon reduction as being but economically it is not viable. It would be very
wrong of us to invest in nuclear to make it somethingthe sole objective that we would see more nuclear

power stations or less? that is attractive to the market because that is old
technology we are simply supporting rather than newDrDixon:Certainly I think wewould not build a new

generation of nuclear power stations. It will take a technology which we are developing through its
expensive development phase to its cheapervery large step in political will to give us new nuclear

power stations because it requires such a fundamental production phase.
change in the way that the electricity supply industry
works and such a set of guarantees for any private Q21 Mark Pritchard: Can I thank you for your
sector body to be interested in building them that it is comments about Woking Borough Council earlier,
really politics which will decide. If we took our hands for which they won the Queen’s Award. I used to be
oV and said, “In the current situation, who out there a member of that council and was involved in that.
would like to build nuclear reactors?”, no-one is Coming back to nuclear, how do you interpret the
standing up and saying that. No-one in the financial Prime Minister’s apparent overtures to the nuclear
industry is saying that. Even British Energy is industry in the last few weeks given what you have
refusing to say that it would like to build new just said?
reactors; it is actually saying that it would not like to. Dr Dixon: I would say that the Prime Minister is

concerned about his leadership on climate change.He
has said very many of the right things on climateQ19 Chairman: Given that, and given what you said

right at the beginning about why you think nuclear is change, he has committed his party to very many of
the right things at the top level. He has demonstratedback on the agenda and there may be a need for

another White Paper, which is basically the international leadership with the 60% target by 2050,
for instance. He has staked part of his career onGovernment has been rolled over by the nuclear

lobby, what is in it for the Government to allow itself achieving something on climate change. I suspect that
his interest in at least discussing the nuclear industryto get into this situation?

DrDixon:Youwould suspect that the failure tomake and in reopening that door which was really almost
completely shut by theEnergyWhite Paper is becausea great deal of progress on the climate change target

that the Labour Party proposed for itself in the 1997 he is concerned that his record on climate change
emissions is not good enough. Obviously it is notManifesto, a 20% cut in CO2 by 2010, is one of the

motivations but they have been convinced, I think going to help him meet the short-term targets, so if
that is the motivation he would only be seeing this asincorrectly, by the industry’s arguments that this will

help themand, of course, it will not help themby 2010 a legacy of something that he has left to the country
as a long-term reduction. As I say, I think he isbecause even if they started today they would not

have built one, not by a long way, but they are mistaken if he does believe that in terms of CO2

reductions.thinking longer term perhaps. I think the industry is
making great play that it can create jobs, which is not
really true in comparison to the alternatives which Q22Mr Ellwood:Could I suggest that it is actually an
would create a better spread of jobs and perhaps ten overlap between two interests? One is the concerns
times more jobs. I am slightly puzzled as to why the that everybody is showing to do with climate change,
nuclear industry has managed to find quite so many but there is also something which has prompted us to
converts. look at this prior to Tony Blair commenting on it

which has re-engaged everybody in this debate about
nuclear energy, and that is becausewe are running outQ20 Colin Challen:Do you think that in a liberalised

energy market renewables will have a robust part to of other fuels and that is the major concern. How are
we supposed to meet our energy needs? We are nowplay? I know that CHP is not exactly a renewable but

when the energy markets were liberalised CHP was a net importer of coal, oil and electricity, mostly from
France. We have to have a self-sustainablejust blown out of thewater. Dowe have any faith that

renewables themselves can be a robust player in a understanding of energy, a long-term strategy. With
that in mind, do you believe the fact that we have, atliberalised energy market?

DrDixon: In a liberalised energymarket youwill only least temporarily, put this question on hold because
we have elongated the length of time that the currentget more of the same unless you invest in bringing on

things that are new, so it is quite correct to invest in nuclear power stations are being commissioned for?
DrDixon: I think the EnergyWhite Paper did a goodthe renewables to get them to the stagewhere they can

compete on equal terms. The economics of onshore job of thinking about these issues. In terms of security
of supply, the decisions seemed to be that we werewind, for instance, are now so good that people are

worried that people are becoming millionaires content that in the short term as the renewables
became a much bigger part of our portfolio, and asbecause they are investing in these schemes and they

do not even need any subsidy they might be getting. energy eYciency and demand reduction became
realities, we would be quite dependent on importedWe have succeeded in bringing the onshore wind

industry to the point where it is now able to stand on gas. Not, as some commentators have tried to
suggest, gas which is coming through very longits own two feet. We are investing a little, probably

not enough, in many other renewables. Nuclear is in pipelines from rather unstable political parts of the
world but gas that is coming from those rather stablea diVerent position. Nuclear is part of the set of old

things and it is not coming about through the market countries, Norway, Belgium and the Netherlands,
certainly for the next 20 years. That waswhat we builtbecause it is simply not viable, and for other reasons,
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19 October 2005 Dr Richard Dixon and Mr David Norman

into our piece of research work based on the Energy you were not worried about the terrorist threat that is
presented by nuclear installations, which we shouldWhite Paper.Weare content that out to 2020with gas

as a bridging fuel, meeting our targets on renewables, be; even if you thought that the new designs were
safer, which in many cases they are not and anywaydoing a bit more of what was in the Energy White

Paper on energy demand and energy eYciency, there it is the operators who manage to do things wrong
and not the designs; even if you were not worriedis no gap and there is certainly no need for new

nuclear, we can phase out coal and we can phase out about the routine discharges of radioactivity every
moment that a reactor is running, which you shouldexisting nuclear. One of our great concerns is the

delay that this debate is going to put into the process be; even if you thought there was really a solution to
the waste problem, which there is not; even if youbecause you are being distracted by it, the

Government is being distracted by it and the country thought that nuclear created jobs, which it does not
in any particularly great number compared towill be distracted by it when we should be ploughing

ahead with the really tough job of energy eYciency, investment in the alternatives; and even if you
believed that it would make a significant diVerence inenergy demand management and getting the

renewables really up to speed.We do have really quite the long-term CO2 emissions, which I do not believe
it would, then I am afraid we would still say that thea short time. This is a big distraction. Nuclear could

never pay oV quickly enough even if it could pay oV, bottom line is that you cannot have both, that nuclear
would be a distraction fromdoing the things we reallyso this is a big distraction from the real task which is

concentrating on those other things which really will need to get on with, which is investing in the
renewables, the ones that are available that we canreduce our emissions.
deploy in large numbers today and the ones that are
just around the corner that need more investment toQ23 Mr Ellwood: My final question is by that
get them going, and the concentration we should berationale what are you suggesting the Government
putting into energy eYciency and demandwill do in the climate change review that we are
management. I think the lesson fromFinland is prettycurrently undergoing?
clear. They have decided through massive stateDr Dixon: The review is rather puzzling. The review
subsidy and the fact that they own all the electricityis running very late and if you were a conspiracy
companies to build a new reactor, a fifth reactor, andtheorist you would take it as a very bad sign. The
already we are seeing that the industry in general,PrimeMinister is talking about nuclear, the debate is
business, is lobbying to get out of targets it previouslybeginning to happen, and this crucial document
set itself for climate change. It is falling back on itsabout what we will do on climate change, and
national programmes for energy eYciency. There is atherefore energy, is not emerging because there are
mentality that when you have opted for a nucleararguments behind the scenes.Why?We do not know.
reactor, great, you have solved the climate changeI would take the delay that has happened in the
problem, you do not need to do anything else. I amClimate Change Programme as a bad sign and I
afraid we will suVer from that mentality in the nextwould suggest that there is a big struggle going on
two years while we have this debate, but if we go forinternally about how nuclear will be referred to in
nuclear we will be completely condemned by thatthat document.
mentality, we will think the Government has solved
climate change and they are going to build us ten

Q24 Mark Pritchard: If the review had taken place reactors, we do not need to think about this anymore.
earlier would you be more amenable to nuclear? There is a vision of two diVerent future possibilities.
DrDixon:No. I would say that there are two levels of We can go down this route where we build new
argument that would rule out nuclear. There is a reactors, where we have a few large companies
moral argument and there is a pragmatic argument. dominating the energy market for the next 40 years, a
The moral argument is a very simple one: it is the market that we have rigged to make sure that nuclear
most unsustainable form of energy that we have. For works, a situation where people are disconnected
a few short years of energy we have doomed ten from the energy they use and we spend a very large
thousand generations to look after the waste that we amount of money for very little carbon benefit. Or we
have produced. It is themost despicable thing that we can go down the route that the Energy White Paper
have done to future generations and it would be even proposed, which is high energy eYciency, high use of
worse if we were to add to that burden by renewables, gas as a bridging fuel, where youwill start
contemplating more reactors. That is the moral to see rooftop wind turbines, solar panels on people’s
argument. On the pragmatic side, I think it is really roofs, community level woodchip boilers, and people
the fact that we cannot invest in both £10 billion to will start to see that their energy comes not from some
£20 billion worth of nuclear reactors and all the right distant place down a wire but from somewhere
stuV on energy eYciency and renewables, it is a choice nearby and is part of their community, part of their
between the two. Many in the industry, including the house, and they should be doing something about it.
renewables industry for some reason, try to tell you That is the choice we face.
that it is not a choice between the two but to me it is
absolutely a choice between the two. Even if youwere Q25 Chairman: Thank you very much. On that
to believe that it was right to add to the £56 billion of extremely robust and clear note, we thank you for
decommissioning costs; even if you were not worried your evidence and wish you well.

DrDixon:Thank you verymuch for the opportunity.about proliferation, which of course we are; even if
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by WWF-UK

DENMARK’S SUCCESS IN DELIVERING EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS THROUGH ENERGY
EFFICIENCY MEASURES

Denmark has been at the forefront of implementing new approaches to energy eYciency, through both
technological approaches (such as decentralisation of power with community heating and CHP) and fiscal
measures. For example, in the 1990s Denmark introduced a variety of “green taxes”, including an energy
tax, the revenues from which were recycled into subsidies for energy saving projects.

Figure 1: shows changes in gross energy consumption and energy intensity from 1975 to 200328:
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Denmark’s gross energy consumption figures are derived by adjusting observed energy consumption by
the fuel consumed to produce electricity for net exports, plus adjustments for climate variations.

Energy intensity (ie energy consumption in relation to the size of the gross national product) has fallen
dramatically over the past three decades. From its peak at the end of the 1970s, Figure 1 shows that gross
energy consumption in Denmark has fallen by an average of 0.2% per annum over the 24 years to 2003.

The Association for the Conservation of Energy (ACE) gives an alternative comparison, which includes
the consumption shifts induced by the oil price shocks and economic changes of the 1970s. Between 1973
and 2002, Denmark’s total primary energy supply (TPES) decreased from 19.8 Mtoe (megatonnes of oil
equivalent) to 19.7 Mtoe. In this period, the Danish GDP increased from $128.44 billion to $213.14 billion,
representing an average growth rate of 1.76% per annum29.

For a more recent and detailed comparison, Table 1 shows a breakdown of energy consumption in
Denmark since 1995. Gross energy consumption decreased from 839 Petajoules (PJs) in 1995 to 829 PJs in
2003, a 1.2% fall over eight years30. During this period, Denmark’s GDP grew by an average of 2% per
year31.

Table 1

GROSS ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN DENMARK (UNIT % PJ)32

1995 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003

Total 839 842 837 834 827 829

Oil 373 382 375 375 360 343
Natural Gas 134 193 193 194 197 191
Coal 265 181 176 167 162 176
Renewables and wastes 68 86 94 98 108 118

28 Danish Energy Authority, http://www.risoe.dk/bem/Files/Energy policy statement 2004.pdf
29 Association for the Conservation of Energy.
30 Danish Energy Authority, http://www.ens.dk/graphics/UK Facts Figures/Statistics/yearly statistics/Energy in Denmark
2003.pdf

31 OCED source, http://lysander.sourceoecd.org/vl%210335/cl%70/nw%1/rpsv/scoreboard/f03.htm
32 Danish Energy Authority, http://www.ens.dk/graphics/UK Facts Figures/Statistics/yearly statistics/Energy in Denmark
2003.pdf
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These examples of energy savings over diVerent periods of economic growth have led to CO2 emissions
reductions over and above those achieved by Denmark’s highly successful application of renewable energy
technologies.

31 October 2005

Memorandum submitted by the Lower Carbon Futures Research Group, Environmental Change Institute
University of Oxford

Our evidence is based on recent and current research on the future of UK energy consumption and carbon
dioxide emissions, including the following:

— The 40% House report (Boardman et al 2005), funded by the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change
Research, describes a detailed low-carbon future for the residential sector, achieving a 60% cut in
carbon emissions by 2050. This is achieved despite a 33% increase in the number of households
and delivers a higher level of energy services per person. Two-thirds of the cut comes from demand
reduction and one-third from the provision of heat and electricity by low and zero carbon (LZC)
technologies.

— A series of computer models of diVerent renewable energy technologies shows that a well-designed
future energy system can have multiple benefits in terms of security of supply, reduced peak load
and reduced need for expensive, carbon-intensive backup generators (Environmental Change
Institute 2004).

— An investigation of conventional cost analysis methods reveals that traditional analysis favours
re-investing in existing infrastructure largely because it ignores the dramatic fall in future costs of
new technology once that technology has been deployed beyond an early “demonstration” scale
(Hinnells 2005).

Further research is ongoing under the UK Energy Research Centre where ECI is leading the demand
reduction theme; under Carbon Vision Buildings, a joint programme sponsored by EPSRC and Carbon
Trust; and under Supergen, funded by EPSRC where ECI is one of the research groups analysing the
detailed impact on electricity distribution systems of widespread micro-generation.

We focus these comments on the use and supply of electricity (mainly in the residential sector) and we are
including both combined heat and power and building-integrated renewables (eg photovoltaics and micro-
wind) in the phrase “micro-generation”. Larger scale sources of renewable energy (wind and marine) are
generically identified as “renewables”.

1. The Extent of the “Generation Gap”

The extent of any shortfall depends on the level of demand andwhether the supply canmeet this. Demand
is not a given, it is a result of policies, prices, public concern and awareness of climate change, amongst other
factors. To date, there has not been a comprehensive strategy to focus on reducing demand. There are
substantial opportunities, but whether they are achieved depends largely on new government policy.

In order to achieve a reduction in electricity demand, products and policies can be designed with a focus
on either annual consumption or instantaneous power demand or both. The 40% house project reviewed
the opportunities for both and the potential synergies with micro-generation.

Demand Reduction

Amajor factor in determining whether the lights stay on could well be the type of lights that we are using:
the most secure energy future is one where there is no need for energy supply, because the level of energy
service has been provided whilst reducing demand. Most electricity use in the home goes into lights and
appliances: about 3,000 kWh pa out of 4,000 kWh pa for the average UK house. In the 40% house project
this 3,000 kWh is reduced to 1,680 kWh by 2050, by a strong, European-wide focus on product policy. For
instance, the 715 kWh of electricity used for lighting is reduced to 122 kWh pa by installing light emitting
diodes (leds) in every fitting in every house: the incandescent bulb is phased out as soon as possible. Policy is
working towards this, as the draft revision of the Building Regulations 2006 part L uses a measure of power
consumption per unit of illumination to force the use of more eYcient lighting technologies. This applies to
new buildings only. Despite the growth in the number of households, the switch to leds reduces national
electricity use in residential lighting from 17.9 TWh in 2004 to 3.9 TWh by 2050, a 78% drop. As lighting is
a major contributor to peak electricity demand (early evening in winter) this is also reduced by 2.75 GW.
Policies on other electrical products would ensure the halving of demand by 2050.

Product policy at an EU level, including minimum standards, has been instrumental in transforming the
market for household appliances at no cost to industry or governments (Boardman 2004). EU policy needs
to be supported and strengthened to ensure that only the most energy eYcient products are available to
consumers. Policy needs to be based on total energy consumption, not just increased energy eYciency, in
order to prevent manufacturers producing ever larger equipment and to encourage consumers to downsize
with their new purchases.
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Other policies on the use of electricity in the residential sector would focus on the potential for fuel
switching with space and water heating. For instance, all-electric tower blocks (where individual gas boilers
are not safe) could be transferred over to a combined heat and power system. There would be some growth
in electricity demand with the conversion of rural properties, beyond the gas network, from oil central
heating to heat pumps.

The UK Energy Research Centre (UKERC) is creating detailed computer models of demand in the
various sectors, allowing for the development and comparison of future scenarios describing how carbon
emissions reduction targets might be met. The “bottom up” modelling of both supply and demand is only
now being started for the UK in a systematic way, looking at the entire economy. The first sector studied—
the domestic sector—shows enormous potential for demand reduction through energy eYciency. In other
sectors, the gap between published good practice and typical actions is also significant, leading us to believe
that modelling of these other sectors will show that similarly large carbon reductions are possible across the
UK economy without lower levels of energy service. Creating the necessary computer models is part of the
research agenda of the UKERC.

Micro-generation

In the 40% House scenario, the early contribution from micro-generation comes mainly from combined
heat and power (as supported by the Energy Saving Trust’s Community Energy programme). In later years,
especially from 2020 onwards, solar photovoltaics (PV) andmicro CombinedHeat and Power (micro CHP)
integrated into individual buildings are projected tomake a significant contribution to electricity generation.
Micro-CHP is assumed to rely on Stirling engine technology in earlier years, with more eYcient fuel cell
technology later on asmarkets develop.More than half of the fuel cell and PV generation is in the last decade
of this scenario. The purpose of developing the 40% House scenario was not to pick technology “winners”
in terms of the precise mix of diVerent generation technologies. Rather, the scenario shows one indicative
mix of technologies that meets the four key aims of the 2003 Energy White Paper: eliminating fuel poverty,
ensuring security of supply, helping UK competitiveness and meeting the 60% carbon emissions reduction
target. Other mixes of technology deployment can also be envisaged, but the 40% House scenario shows
how a dual policy of demand reduction and deployment of micro-generation can make deep cuts in carbon
emissions.

The mix of micro-generation technologies in the 40% House scenario includes sources of heat as well as
electricity, all with low or zero carbon emissions (Table 1). By 2050, there would be a total of over 53 million
installations of these technologies—an average of 1.7 per dwelling.

Table 1

LOW- AND ZERO-CARBON TECHNOLOGIES IN THE 40% HOUSE SCENARIO

Heat only Heat and electricity Electricity only

Low carbon Heat pumps Gas fired CHP in community heating —
Gas fired Micro CHP (Stirling engine)
Gas fired Micro CHP (Fuel Cells)

Zero net Solar hot water Energy from Waste or biomass CHP in Photovoltaics
carbon Biomass community heating Wind

Geothermal Biomass in Micro CHP (eg Stirling engines)

Micro-generation of electricity can ensure that by 2050 the household sector could be a net exporter of
electricity, obviating the need for new investment in central generation (chapters 7 and 8 of 40% House
report). There are significant challenges in that this level of investment may require a diVerent utility
structure, with the development of Energy Services Companies (ESCos) that can design, build, finance,
operate and maintain a portfolio of microgeneration in people’s homes. Feed-in tariVs that reward small-
scale generators for their electricity production have been shown to stimulate step-changes in take-up of
these technologies, by paying the cost of generating each unit of electricity (instead of a nominal 2–3p as at
present). There are significant benefits in a portfolio approach with a diverse set of generators—spread
across technologies and across regions. These benefits include increased security of supply and the better
matching of supply and demand at peak times, reducing the need for back-up capacity and improving the
overall system eYciency (chapter 8 of 40% House report).

The winter evening peak in electricity demand in the UK is largely attributable to the residential sector:
millions of homes use power at the same time in the early evening. This demand for electricity coincides with
demand for heating. In the 40% House scenario, demand reduction combined with a portfolio of micro-
generation technologies has the potential to reduce winter peak electricity demand by 25GW (40%of winter
evening peak for the whole electricity system).
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Figure 1

ELECTRICITY GENERATED FROM DIFFERENT MICRO-GENERATION TECHNOLOGIES
IN THE 40% HOUSE SCENARIO, RESIDENTIAL SECTOR, UK 2050
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In the residential sector alone, it would be possible for the level of demand reduction and the production
of electricity frommicro-generation to cover the gap left by the retirement of old nuclear power stations and
the coal-fired plant that will not comply with the Large Combustion Plants Directive.

2. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

Costs and timescales of diVerent generating technologies?

The scale of investment in new technology required to achieve the 40% House scenario is not as
challenging asmight at first be thought. At present it is certainly the case thatmanymicro-generation devices
would struggle to pay back within their lifetime. However, the cost of technologies is much more likely to
come down than to stay the same. There is an international academic literature, across several disciplines
and many technologies on experience curves (also known as technology learning, or learning by doing).
Experience curves suggest that for every doubling of the global installation of a technology, costs fall. The
fall averages 18% but could be between 5% and 35% for each doubling of installation (Hinnells 2005). On
this basis, the costs of most micro-generation would fall and give an attractive payback.

Whilst this theory holds true for most technologies—the situation with nuclear is ambiguous—the
potential for successive doublings of the number of installations is clearly high for building-integrated wind,
micro CHP, or PV. The 40% House scenario includes over 30 million installations of micro-generation
technology throughout the residential sector—an enormous increase in the number of units already
installed. Nuclear power will not benefit from the future unit cost reductions that are possible for micro-
generation technologies.

Life cycle costing

If the real costs of waste storage and decommissioning had been included in the initial cost assessment of
existing nuclear power stations, the economics of this technology would not have looked as attractive as
they did. The long-term costs were ignored or under-estimated then, but the costs and problems of waste
and decommissioning are now unavoidable. This is a salutary lesson in the need for life cycle costing. Even
now, the long-term cost of waste storage and management for nuclear energy remains unclear but the
estimates continue to rise.

Fossil fuel prices also aVect the cost-benefit analysis of alternative sources of electricity supply: sharp
increases in the price of oil in the last year or so have exceeded most observers’ expectations. Residential gas
and electricity prices have risen 32% in the last two years. In the face of such price volatility it is diYcult to
predict future costs, but the assumptions for future fossil generation need to reflect the possibility of much
higher prices.
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Analysis of costs needs also to include an assessment of benefits from diVerent scenarios of technology
deployment. For example, where peak demand and back-up capacity can be reduced through a portfolio
of renewable energy technologies and demand reduction, there are clear financial benefits to the system as
a whole. For instance, CHP contributes disproportionately to peak electricity supply. Such whole-system
impacts tend to be ignored in cost-benefit analyses where the focus is on reducing cost for one asset-owner
or group of asset-owners.

3. What Impact would a Major Programme of Investment in Nuclear have on Investment in

Renewables and Energy Efficiency?

Nuclear power is a domineering technology: it contributes large quantities of baseload electricity, but is
not flexible (it is either on at full output or oV) and cannot track demand. It has to be partnered by large-
scale fossil-fuelled plant that can replace or supplement its generation when necessary. Nuclear is not easily
partnered by renewables or micro-generation, because they provide variable generation that does not match
well with the step-changes of nuclear. The flexibility of large fossil-fuelled plants means that they can be
combined successfully with renewables and micro-generation.

Conversely, micro-generation does not fit well with nuclear power. Micro-generation provides power to
the user, at the point of consumption. It will always be taken first (the nearest electrons) and cannot be
turned oV by the national grid. The substantial development of micro-generation could therefore create a
situation where the demand for centralised, nuclear generation is dropping, without the ability to partially
turn it down. Some development of micro-generation will take place as a result of individual decisions by
householders and businesses. Some will be required, for instance under the imminent Code for Sustainable
Buildings, future revisions to the Building Regulations and the existing Energy Performance in Buildings
Directive. The London Borough of Merton has instigated an obligation to provide 10% of energy on site in
large new developments. The growth in micro-generation is not entirely dependent upon new policies
(though some are definitely needed), so the electricity system should be preparing to cope with these new
sources. They are coming onto the system.

The changes in electricity demand identified in 40% housewould occur gradually, over the years. This also
requires a flexible electricity system that can cope with reducing demand, not one that can only provide
baseload.

All of these three situationsmean that the development of new nuclear power would reconfirm the existing
system, at exactly the point where renewables and micro-generation are beginning to be established and
become cost-eVective. “While nuclear power may have low carbon benefits, its overall impact on other low
carbon technologies would be greater than the positive benefits. Supporting nuclear power now would not
only undermine the short-term development and implementation of other low-carbon technologies, but it
would also undermine the longer term transition to a low-carbon sustainable energy system” (Mitchell
pers comm).

A future with both high output from nuclear plant and high output from micro-generation would lead
to excess capacity requiring high levels of energy storage, particularly during when demand is low, for
instance in the summer months. As energy storage has cost and eYciency penalties, it makes sense to first
optimise the match between supply and demand.

The variablility of renewables and micro-generation is often wrongly equated with unreliability: there is
a common assumption that so-called “intermittent” renewables are all either “on” or “oV” at any given time
and that they can therefore never guarantee supply suYciently. In fact, these technologies generate
electricity across a range of output levels and the weather data for the UK as a whole shows that the wind
is almost always blowing somewhere; that energy can be converted fromdiVuse daylight as it can frombright
sunshine; that tides and day-lengths are predictable across the seasons. Large-scale deployment of diverse
renewables and micro-generation technologies can make the variability of the whole system manageable
and, in the right mix, the total output will also follow load.

There is therefore an inherent choice to be made between a high-nuclear or a future based on high levels
of micro-generation and renewables. This decision should sensibly be made now, at the point where grid
infrastructure reinvestment is necessary and can be provided so as to support the chosen electricity
generation policy. The ECI is currently conducting detailed research on the impacts of this on electricity
network operation, carbon dioxide emissions and energy security as part of the SUPERGEN consortium
on highly distributed power systems. This study is analysing the technical and regulatory issues of a
transition from a highly centralised distribution system—with significant disincentives to small generators—
to one which supports micro-generation.

In this context, it was disappointing that the recent DTI consultation paper on micro-generation lacked
vision and ambition for the future of the UK power supply industry. By setting the limits of the debate to
the existing market and regulatory regime, the opportunity for deep penetration of micro-generators is
eVectively hampered by the barriers inherent in the current system. This would be particularly detrimental
if policies on the demand side and that aVect the provision ofmicro-generation in buildings result in parallel,
but unco-ordinated developments.
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Consumer preference

From October 2005, all electricity consumers (domestic and non-domestic) will be receiving information
with their electricity bills on the fuel mix of the electricity that they are buying. This is required under the
European Electricity Liberalisation Directive and is known as “disclosure”. There is strong consumer
support for electricity generation that has a low impact on climate change and produces no nuclear waste.
These two issues emerged as the most important ones in a telephone survey of 200 householders and 100
small businesses (SMEs) in theUK in 2003. Concern about the environmental impact of electricity exceeded
the concern to buy the cheapest electricity. Very few respondents stated that the environmental impact of
electricity generation was of no concern (Figure 2).

Figure 2

CONSUMERS STATED PREFERENCE FOR ELECTRICITY ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS, UK 2003
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If consumers use disclosure to switch to a supplier where the supply matches their preferences more
accurately, the market for nuclear power could diminish substantially. Over half of all households have
switched, so far, on the basis of price.

Key Conclusions

— There are substantial opportunities for demand reduction using existing technologies, certainly in
the residential sector. These reductions need a clear strategy and strong government commitment,
but they are achievable with political will. The reductions are both in consumption and peak
power demand.

— The 40% house identified a scenario for the residential sector alone, where the level of demand
reduction and the production of electricity frommicro-generation would be suYcient to cover the
gap left by the retirement of old nuclear power stations and the coal-fired plant that will not comply
with the Large Combustion Plants Directive. This achieves the 60% carbon reduction target by
2050 required in the Energy White Paper.

— Several existing and upcoming policies are working towards the support of micro-generation and
enabling consumers to choose electricity that reflects their stated preference: there is strong public
support for the purchase of electricity generated from renewables and strong public concern about
electricity from nuclear power. These new initiatives should be enhanced by future policy, not
stranded by it.

— The costs of reducing demand and of installing micro-generation and renewables will drop,
probably significantly, as a result of economies of scale from technology learning. These experience
curves and therefore cost savings are achievedmore quickly withmicro-generation and renewables
than with nuclear power stations, because of the number of installations: about 30 million with
micro-generation in the home by 2050 under the 40% house scenario.
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— The design of the infrastructure and markets needed to support a distributed system of electricity
generation is quite diVerent from the one required for centralised generation (including nuclear)
so that a decision is needed imminently about which path the UK should be going down.

— Similarly, nuclear andmicro-generation do notmix well: both should be the first call on the system
and micro-generation will always be used first in the home.

— Variable micro-generation (and larger renewables) can be designed to mirror variable demand
(and vice versa) to minimise the need for either back-up or storage. For instance, combined heat
and power contributes significantly to electricity generation at times of winter peak demand.

— EYcient lightingwould significantly reduce the winter peak demand (by 2.75GW in the residential
sector in the 40% house scenario) and would be a major contributor to keeping the lights on.
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29 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by the Centre for Management Under Regulation,
Warwick Business School

Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to submit evidence to your inquiry and hope that the following
response is useful. We have answered a number of the Committee’s posed questions and then add a short
section of what we have termed the “undermining” nature of nuclear power. Not only is nuclear power not
the answer to the problem of keeping the lights on and climate change but it makes the problem worse.

A. The Extent of the “Generation Gap”

1. What are the latest estimates of the likely shortfall in electricity generating capacity caused by the phase-
out of existing nuclear power stations and some older coal plant? How do these relate to electricity demand
forecasts and to the eVectiveness of energy eYciency policies?

We do not agree that there will necessarily be a generation gap. The extent of any generation gap over
the next few years is subject to enormous uncertainty for a wide range of reasons:

— the extent to which Government policies and technical developments drive the adoption of
renewable technologies;

— the extent to which energy eYciency is improved on both the supply and demand sides;

— the lack of clarity in government policy on emissions trading and the Large Combustion Plant
Directive, and the resulting impact of any decisions on electricity prices and the economic
performance of generating plant;

— whether British Energy decides to extend the lifetimes of its existing nuclear plant. Life extensions
for nuclear plant and to a lesser extent some coal plants are a matter of economics: if it makes
economic sense to back fit plants or repair ageing components, then the operator will continue to
generate. British Energy has recently decided to extend the accounting life of Dungeness B and is
working on extending the lifetimes of its other AGR stations; and

— the time taken for any new nuclear build to come on line. This is not likely until 2015 at the earliest,
meaning that new buildwill make little or not contribution in themedium term to either generation
or carbon reductions.

These factors mean that the future configuration of the electricity system is extremely unclear beyond a
timeframe of a couple of years. However, it is absolutely clear that the success or otherwise of renewables
and energy eYciency policies will shape the development of the future system and that the extent of demand
reduction in particular is fundamental to the size of any future generation gap. We would argue that if there
were appropriate policies for low carbon generation and energy eYciency in place, a generation gap would
not occur. The question should therefore be phrased more conditionally: ie “how could we best avoid any
future generation gap given the aims of the Energy White Paper?”
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B. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

With regard to nuclear new build, how realistic and robust are cost estimates in the light of past experience?
What are the hidden costs (eg waste, insurance, security) associated with nuclear? How do the waste and
decommissioning costs of nuclear new build relate to the costs of dealing with the current nuclear waste legacy,
and how confident can we be that the nuclear industry would invest adequately in funds ring-fenced for future
waste disposal?

All costs associated with building new generating plant in a liberalised market are subject to a degree of
uncertainty, and these uncertainties can only be greater with large capital cost projects with a long lead time.

The degree of uncertainty about the costs of new nuclear build can be seen from a variety of recent studies,
which all assume diVerent policy and financial frameworks. The Public Services International ResearchUnit
(PSIRU) has recently produced a useful report which sets out the key determinants of nuclear economics
and a comparison of a number of studies in to the future costs of nuclear power33. It is clear from this that
all of the projections are subject to enormous and inherent uncertainty, partly for technical reasons (new
build would use untested new reactor designs), partly because of the risky and long term nature of large
capital cost investments, especially in a liberalised electricity market.

As the question suggests, a response to these questions should be informed by past experience of the
nuclear industry. The UK has a bad, although not unique, record of cost overruns and delays in its nuclear
construction programmes, and has consistently underestimated the costs of decommissioning and
radioactive waste management. British Energy continues to be subsidised to the tune of billions of pounds.
This suggests that we should have little confidence in the industry’s future forecasts and predictions.

Finland is the only European country which has ordered a reactor recently. The extent to which this can
be used as an indicator of future new build in theUK is extremely limited: the reactor will be owned by TVO,
a not-for profit utility which in turn is owned by Finnish industrial and power companies. As a result the
owner is protected from the risks inherent in a liberalised market because it has a guaranteed market for the
reactor’s output. This sort of arrangement does not appear likely in the UK.

In addition, the state-owned seller of the reactor, Areva, will also be supported by a guarantee of ƒ610
million from the French export credit agency, COFACE, the first time such a guarantee has been put in place
for an export within the EU. COFACE would reimburse this sum to Areva if the project is abandoned or
if TVO is unable to honour the contract.

Is there the technical and physical capacity for renewables to deliver the scale of generation required? If there
is the capacity, are any policy changes required to enable it to do so?

The technical potential of renewables generation is not in question, and the UK could theoretically
generate several times its requirements using renewable resources. However, in practice the future level of
renewables generation will be dictated by the success or otherwise of policy and regulatory measures to
encourage their adoption, and the capacity of the electricity system’s infrastructure to accommodate it. In
addition, the level of renewables generation required is in part a function of the success of demand reduction
programmes.

It is disappointing that over two years after the publication of the Energy White Paper, the policy and
regulatory structure of the electricity system is still not constructed to encourage low carbon generation or
demand reduction. As the National Audit OYce’s recent report discussed, considerable hurdles have to be
removed before the UK’s 2010 renewables target will be met34:

— Planning: disparity between development in E&W and in Scotland. It is unclear what the impact
of England’s new Planning Policy Guidance will be.

— Grid reinforcement: £1.1–1.3 billion needed by 2010. Ofgem has agreed £560 million so far.
Investment has to begin now, but questions about the timetable remain for planning, oVshorewind
costs etc.

— Wholesale electricity prices: prices have risen recently, but the introduction of the British
Electricity Trading and Transmission Arrangements (BETTA) will lead to more competition. The
aim of BETTA is to lower prices, which risks compromising investor confidence.

— Stability of Government policy:

— The price of Renewables Obligation Cs depends on not meeting the RO target.

— Investors need certainty about increasing targets in the future.

— Some oVshore wind projects are dependent on capital grants—more will be needed.

33 Thomas, S (2005), The Economics of Nuclear Power: Analysis of Recent Studies,
http://www.psiru.org/reports/2005-09-E-Nuclear.pdf

34 National Audit OYce (2005), Department of Trade and Industry: Renewable Energy, Report by the Comptroller and Auditor
General, HC 210 2004–05
http://www.nao.org.uk/publications/nao—reports/04-05/0405210.pdf
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— Additional support for some technologies to bridge the innovation gap. New DTI Technology
Board could mean that renewables have to compete with other R&D options.

As the NAO report shows, the diYculties experienced with deploying renewables generation are not
technical, but are instead rooted in the market and regulatory environment in which they operate. This can
not been helped by the resurrection of the nuclear debate, which can only damage investor confidence in the
future of the Energy White Paper. While action has been taken on some of these barriers, it is unclear what
the overall impact will be on renewables development. In particular, the continuing lack of clarity about
transmission infrastructure for major oVshore wind projects is a serious concern. As other countries—
Denmark, Germany, Spain—have shown, if the right policies are in place, renewables will be deployed35.

As less centralised electricity system would oVer improved energy eYciency as well as the opportunity to
develop more renewable or low carbon generating technologies on distribution networks. Although there
has been some regulatory movement on decentralising the electricity system, this has been limited. So, for
example, the measures set out in the latest Distribution Price Control to encourage increased levels of
distributed generation are limited in both scale and scope. The additional revenues that network operators
can earn fromdistributed generation should theoretically encourage greater implementation on distribution
networks. However, Ofgem has limited its flagship scheme—Registered Power Zones—by capping the
number of schemes and revenue that a network operator can earn, and limiting the extent towhich successful
schemes can be replicated.

Aswith the nuclear industry, the key to encouraging greater adoption of renewables and other low carbon
generation is investor confidence, both in the longevity of any support mechanisms, and also that the
mechanisms will allow investors to earn adequate returns. Current arrangements may support the more
established technologies such as wind and landfill, but less developed ones are clearly struggling. We would
therefore like to see in particular a continuation of the Renewables Obligation, with an additional feed in
mechanism to reduce risks and encourage developing technologies, including microgeneration.

In addition, there should be a rapid resolution to the issue of connecting oVshore generation to the
transmission network. The decision ultimately taken by the DTI and Ofgem should reflect the need over the
long term to connect as much oVshore generation as cheaply as possible.

Support for renewables policies should be complemented by increased support for demand reduction
programmes and the expansion of CHP generation.

What impact would a major programme of investment in nuclear have on investment in renewables and energy
eYciency?

The Energy White Paper painted an image of an increasingly decentralised electricity system. By this we
mean decentralised, with oVshore marine technologies down to microgeneration at the domestic levell. We
support this vision as a means of achieving a low carbon energy system with significant levels of low carbon
generation and much improved energy eYciency.

Embarking on a new nuclear programmewould almost certainly lock theUK in to a centralised electricity
system for decades to come. The very scale of investment and Government commitment required for a
programme of eight nuclear reactors has to marginalise smaller scale programmes from a number of ways,
discussed below.

The industry has made it clear that it would require a selection of the following options to ensure investor
confidence in a new reactor programme:

— A carbon free obligation along the lines of the Renewables Obligation to accommodate 25% of
generation.

— The continuation of the Climate Change Levy.

— Carbon emissions trading.

— A carbon tax.

— A guaranteed, regulated return on capital to ensure that investors would have confidence that they
would see a return on their money.

— A streamlined consents process to ease the granting of operating licences by ensuring that there
was a presumption throughout the construction phase that the project would be allowed to
operate.

— A firm policy on radioactive waste management.

— Government involvement in construction, possibly through a Public Private Partnership.

— Government underwriting for the construction period.

35 For a more extensive discussion of this issue, see Mitchell et al (2005), EVectiveness through risk reduction: a comparison of
the renewable obligation in England and Wales and the feed-in system in Germany, Energy Policy, article in press.
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Subsidies and guarantees along these lines to support a programme of eight reactors would not just eVect
the development of renewables or energy eYciency measures, they would undermine the whole premise of
a liberalised electricity market.

Nuclear power stations have to operate in an inflexible oV or full on manner. Conceptually, an electricity
system which has a significant number of nuclear power plants, as is the case currently, drives the operation
and design of the electricity market. Since nuclear power cannot flexibly load follow—meaning that it
cannot ramp up or down its generation to match demand but can only be oV or full on—the operators of
the power plant have to act as base load generators. Moreover, nuclear generation requires economic
contracts for its generation since it cannot freely switch to follow market signals, load changes or to
maximise generation at times of peak demand and higher prices. This has two fundamental eVects:

— First, as discussed above, in order to attract investment in nuclear power, which will not come on
line at the earliest towards the end of the next decade, it may be expected it will be necessary for
the Government to eliminate loss-making risk (for example through guaranteed oV take contracts
or subsidies for a substantial number of years).

— Secondly, nuclear power will continue to dominate the operation of the system. Since nuclear
power provides base load generation, less base load generationwill be required so that non-nuclear
power plants, outside of their bilateral contracts, have to load follow (match output to total
demand). This means that the relative risk of investment in those power plants is greater. This is
diYcult for conventional generation but particularly diYcult for new technologies, such as micro-
generation, trying to enter the market, and for new entrants.

The above discussion is made harder by the paucity of information about contract prices and deals with
respect to nuclear power, as opposed to renewables where it is much easier to find public domain
information.

The Energy White Paper stressed the importance of options when considering the future of the UK’s
energy system. The scale of political and financial commitment which would be required to support the
development of a nuclear programme would undermine the fragile foothold that low carbon options have
gained over the last few years:

— As discussed above, since the electricitymarket has to de facto operate in a complementarymanner
to nuclear, the pressure to complement other technologies is lessened.

— Similarly, within network regulation, the requiredmoves to active management and regulation for
micro-generation would be slowed since the demand for change would be lower. This has a
negative spiral eVect. If therewereGovernment support for nuclear power, investment risk in non-
nuclear generation would be higher; investment would be more limited in the new technologies,
including micro-generation. As investment is limited so pressure to remove regulatory barriers to
their connection is lower; so those barriers take longer to be removed and so on.

— Aprogramme of eight reactors would require a considerable support programme andwould divert
resources away from developing smaller scale low carbon generating options, but this would also
be the case for a smaller programme.

20 September 2005

Witnesses: Dr Brenda Boardman MBE, Programme Leader, and Dr Mark Hinnells, Senior Researcher,
Lower Carbon Futures; Dr Catherine Mitchell, Principal Research Fellow, Warwick Business School,
examined.

Q26 Chairman: Good afternoon and welcome. has changed. I do not think there needs to be an
Thank you for your two memoranda we have energy review. Quite genuinely, I do not understand
received and read with great interest. Can I start by why there is going to be an energy review unless there
asking you, Dr Mitchell, because I think you were is almost a wish to have another answer and,
involved in the PIU Energy Report, which was very therefore, I honestly think there should not be
well received by almost everyone when it was another review and if there is it should be over very
published, why you think only two years later there quickly and that review should be about how a
is talk of needing another White Paper? robust plan is put in place to make sure that the
Dr Mitchell: I do not think we need another energy fundamental recommendations of the White Paper
review. I am not entirely sure why we have come to are delivered.
that decision. My view is that although certain
numbers within the Energy White Paper will have
gone up and some will have gone down, overall if

Q27Chairman: Inmarks out of tenwhere would youyou re-ran the scenarios that were behind the work
rate the Government’s progress since the Whiteyou would end up with pretty much the same
Paper?outcome. For example, with the rising gas prices,
Dr Mitchell: Two. It was a visionary White Paper. Iwhich is one of the things it has been said has
do not want to undermine that, it was a visionarychanged, that was within the parameters that were

within the scenarios. I do not think that very much White Paper.
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Q28 Chairman:Yes, it was visionary, which begs the our report, and I do not know whether it has been
given, the 40%House report—if it has not been givenquestion as to whether or not the goals it set out were

unrealistic, which may help to explain the lack of to the Committee I am happy to send it to you—we
look at the reductions that could be achieved by 2050progress.
and it does reduce demand very substantially. TheDrMitchell:No, I do not think theywere unrealistic.
extent to which you can do it quickly depends onThere were two real problems. The real problemwas
howmuch political will you put behind it. You couldthat there was not a 20% target for renewables for
reduce demand by at least an equivalent amount, for2020 put in there. The would have shown that the
instance through policies such as making fridgesTreasury has signed oV on that, and it would have
much more eYcient, announcing that you are goingmeant that the sustainable policy would have gone
to phase out the incandescent bulb. There are lots offorward. There was a huge fudge at the time about
ways in whichwe could begin to reduce demand verythat and that did not go through. Plus, the area
substantially, very quickly, in conjunction with thewhich said that for five years wewill keep the nuclear

option open that was written in at the time to be very European Commission and our partner Member
clearly a non-nuclear future statement but, States. Certainly over the timescale—we only
nevertheless, the combination of there not being the measured it in 2050—by 2050 the 60% carbon
20% target by 2020 combined with the statement reduction has been achieved two-thirds from
that it was left open allowed the nuclear industry to reducing demand and one-third through micro-
come along and question it. The reality and the generation.
evidence is if you put policies in place for demand Dr Hinnells: The micro-generation capability in
reduction and renewables you will deliver them and 2020 is about 20 terawatt hours which we estimate
those prices will come down and they will be could be about 20% of household electricity and
competitive, so that by 2020, which would be when about 13% of heat as well. You are right, there is
nuclear power could come in, it would be obvious significant potential after 2020 when things like fuel
that you do not need nuclear power. The nuclear cells and PV come on line but that does not
power industry has no choice but to go for new undermine the significant potential before 2020. We
plants now. If you carry on with the White Paper only looked at the potential in households, so there
and really get going with it you will not need that. is additional potential in businesses, commercial
That is why you need a proper plan to get going with buildings and so on in addition to that in
that Energy White Paper now and then if it is not households.
working in so many years’ time you can come back
to it. If you do go for that and if we carry on with this

Q30 Mrs Villiers: Is there more we could be doingincredibly damaging debate there is simply going to
with building regulations to encourage micro-be no investment in anything anywhere andwe really
generation and reduce demand in the way that thewill be in a mess.
two of you have been talking about?Chairman: I thinkwe are expecting aDivision at four
Dr Hinnells: Certainly with micro-generationo’clock so we need to make progress. If we could try
building regulations is something that could be verynot to emulate Dr Dixon in his extremely eloquent
eVective, but in order to prepare the market for aresponse to the last question, that would be greatly
future where building regulations require micro-appreciated.
generation there are things that you have to do first
to increase take-up, to gain learning about the

Q29Mrs Villiers: I think it is clear to all of us that we technologies, how they interact and so on. The
are going to be facing an electricity generating gap things that we would like to see before then are very
emerging by 2015–2020. I would like to ask Dr strong programmes to support the uptake of micro-
Boardman a question about that. You acknowledge generation, between now and 2010 something like
that most micro-generating capacity would only be three times the current level of grant support that
developed in the 2020s and later decades, and that is there is for PV, clear skies and community energy,
quite visually illustrated by the graph in your memo. but after 2010 with the right support mechanisms in
Does that not show that it cannot really make a place we could see the market for micro-generation
significant contribution by 2020 when we are going growing at something like 30% per annum, which is
to be expecting that generating gap to have what has happened to wind over the last 10 years. It
occurred? Is not the conclusion to be drawn from is not unthinkable. To deliver that kind of change
your paper that we need to do something else, that needs support mechanisms like the right framework
micro-generation cannot address the generating gap for selling the electricity from micro-generation and
because it is going to come along too late to address with that in place building regulations would have a
the scale of the shortfall that we will be experiencing role, yes.
by 2020?
DrBoardman:One of those conclusions thatwe need
to do something would be perfectly correct, and I Q31 Mrs Villiers: You have partly anticipated my

next question.Much of the problem here seems to bewill leave Mark to talk about the micro-generation,
but the other part that we need to do is demand the lack of progress in developing distributed

generating systems is due to the fact thatmuch of thereduction. I agree entirely with what Catherine has
just said, we need to give energy eYciency, demand technology, such as micro-CHP and LED lighting,

is still some years oV full-scale production. Whatreduction, a proper chance with some proper
strategies. We could reduce demand very quickly. In should the Government be doing to try to speed up
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progress towards full-scale production to get into to bring its costs down. That would mean that
system would have to keep going to support largethe position you were talking about before where it

can be incorporated into these technologies? centralised generation and that would mean the
other new technologies would have to be marginalDr Hinnells: I think get on with it. It is a bit of a

chicken and egg situation. Innovation theory will tell and peripheral to that system. So you would be
having a system driven by nuclear and the newyou that when the market is there the technologies

will be delivered. The reasonmicro-generation is not technologies would not be able to come into it. There
are other examples of that.here is not for technical reasons, it is because there is

market uncertainty. If we dealt with the market Dr Hinnells: One would be the development of
Energy Services Companies that were referred touncertainty the technologies would be delivered. As

for LEDs, you can buy them in B&Q now. earlier where the nature of the industry is not one
that sells kilowatt hours, it is one that sells a
combination of kilowatt hours and energy servicesQ32 Mrs Villiers: So if the Government sent a clear
in the best combination given the circumstances ofsignal about what it wanted to do to have micro-
that customer. The development of the Energygeneration the investment would follow from the
Services Companies concept is very diYcult in theprivate sector?
current market framework.Dr Boardman: There is the need for clear signals,

clear strategy, to bring it altogether and say what
you want done. For instance, the recent Q36 Mr Chaytor: Again, what changes need to be
announcement on the building regulations was made to speed up the progress in terms of
rather weaker than we hoped it was going to be and establishing Energy Services Companies?
the Government is backtracking on the amount that Dr Hinnells: I would be very interested to hear what
it expects done with conversions to existing the energy companies themselves say. They
buildings. Existing buildings are a key part of all of themselves say that at the present time they cannot
this demand reduction and we have to work very make money from the sale of services, they can only
strongly on those. It is recognised that it can be done makemoney from the sale of kilowatt hours. It is the
by bringing all of the departments together, getting incentive system that needs changing so that they
a coherent strategy and, as Mark said, going for it. make profit from the energy services rather than

from kilowatt hours.
Q33 Mr Chaytor: Do you think the existing
liberalised electricity market that we have got can Q37 Mr Chaytor: Just thinking in terms of the
deliver by itself the transition to a low carbon supply system, is there any argument at all for
economy? keeping going with the 28 day rule?
Dr Mitchell: No, I do not think it can. Dr Mitchell: I do not know about the 28 day rule,

that would be for Brenda, but if you wish to have a
sustainable energy system where the supply side of itQ34 Mr Chaytor:What needs to be done to change
becomes competitive you have to set up the rules andthat?
incentives of that system so that it reflects theDr Mitchell: There are two things that need to be
characteristics of the technologies you need. That isdone. EVectively, the current regulatory system for
the only way you will enable those technologies toelectricity, which is a combination of the market
come through and the only way you will then be ablewhere you buy and sell electricity, and the networks
to have a competitive system at the end of it. If youreflect the characteristics of the conventional
continue within the current system with nucleartechnologies, large and centralised power plants,
power you will have a system that reflects that largefossil and nuclear, and the rules suit them. For new
scale system but you also have a completely open-ways of doing things to come in it has to not only
ended cost because we do not expect nuclear powerhelp problems with new technologies but has to
to come down and, therefore, you are essentiallycompete within these incentives and rules.
setting up to have a non-competitive system for the
long-term . It is not diYcult to see how you canQ35MrChaytor:Can you give us one or two specific
change that round, you just need to make sure theexamples of how the rules of the existing market
drivers in the system have those characteristics of thework against it?
diVerent technologies.Dr Mitchell: I raised in my memorandum the
Dr Boardman: I do not want to say much about thequestion of base load. Nuclear power needs to run at
28 day rule.either oV or full on. That means that it has to be the

base load power of the system. The base load power
of the system essentially means that you have a very Q38 Mr Chaytor: Does switching suppliers make

any sense at all in the world we are living in today?high load factor and, therefore, your overall cost is
low. The reason why current nuclear power cost is Dr Boardman: The one hope on the horizon in terms

of the liberalised market is that under the Europeanlow is because its construction costs have been paid
for and its waste costs have been taken away from it Directive we now have a thing called disclosure

which is happening from 1 October with every bill.and, therefore, it is able to be base load. Any new
nuclear would still have to be in that base load This means that you will be told about the fuel mix

within your own electricity supply, so howmuch youposition but it probably would not be cheap enough
because it would not be competitive. Therefore, it pay for coal and how much you pay for nuclear, et

cetera. Every bill will have this either on it or with it,would need to have some kind of subsidymechanism
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that is the requirement of theDirective.We did some Dr Mitchell: It is about 25%. Nuclear power
provides about 8% of total energy.research in Oxford with some colleagues from the

Continent that looked at this and looked at what
people wanted and we put that information in our Q43 Mr Chaytor: So nuclear is 22%/23% of
evidence. It shows that people do not want to buy electricity, and therefore 8% of total energy?
nuclear power; people do want to buy electricity Dr Boardman: Yes, and you should always be
from renewable sources. If the consumers use the thinking of policies for the total energy system as
information that is coming with their bill there could opposed to electricity; you want the links between
be quite a shift away from people buying nuclear them.
power. We do not know whether it is going to
happen, we do not know who is going to promote it,

Q44 Dr Turner: Dr Mitchell, I think from yourwe do not know what information is really going to
memorandum we can reasonably assume that yoube out there, but if people do what they say, which is
do not buy the argument of the proponents of newagain a questionwith liberalisation so far Britain has
nuclear generation, that we need that in addition tohad a higher rate of switchers due to price than any
what we are doing with renewables. Can you sayother country, so we have got the switching
what you think new nuclear build would need inmentality and that might carry through.
order to make it happen in the commercial market,
in order to get investors to invest? What would theQ39 Mr Chaytor: It depends exactly on that—
government have to do economically to make thatprice—does it not?
possible? I am not saying whether it is desirable orDr Boardman: Some people will switch regardless of
not, just what would they have to do to make itprice. Some people will switch because they do not
possible?want to buy nuclear.
Dr Mitchell: What they will have to do in order to
get investment is to ensure that the cost of nuclearQ40 Mr Chaytor: You are critical in your memo of power—and I amnot the expert here, there are otherOfgem and this Registered Power Zones scheme. people who are more expert on the cost of nuclearCould you say something about that? power—is low enough to ensure that it does haveDr Mitchell: That was a bit unfair, I just used that this base load ability because it has to be full on allas an example. Ofgem have used Registered Power the time. That means, I think—and you must askZones as a way to support innovation. them—that they will need to have a cap on their
decommissioning costs because the costs of

Q41 Mr Chaytor: Could you describe them for us? decommissioning, depending on what you want, can
Dr Mitchell: Essentially, distribution network be small or they can be large, and there must not be
companies have to apply for an area within their a risk about that or what happens in the future. So
network from which they are allowed to have a there will have to be a cap and the public are going
higher return on their allowed revenue as an to have to pay for that. In order to get investment
incentive to encourage distributed generation. It is a there will have to be a guaranteed oV-take—
nice idea, the problem is that they can only earn somebody is going to have to buy that electricity—
about half a million in total from it, it is very small for enough years to pay for that capital cost, and it
peanuts from the actual project. It might get in the is going to have to be at a certain amount so that it
way of their customer minutes lost and so forth, so definitely comes down into base load. Without that,
they might lose a lot of money from it because they to ensure that they get into base load, they would not
do not necessarily know what is going to happen. It be able to get the investors to do that, because that
is quite risky for them.Overall, it is a lot of eVort and is the only way that they could manage that.
these companies are regulated by RPI-X, there is
nothing in their regulation to allow them any

Q45 Dr Turner: So what you are saying is that as amanagement time for doing new things whatsoever
straightforward commercial deal, particularly in aat all. That means for most of them it is not
liberalised energy market, it is a non-startersomething that they are doing. There is only one. So
eVectively without government subsidy?this is OFGEM’s eVort at trying to introduce
Dr Mitchell: I think so.innovation into the electricity system, when you

think that an energy system that reduces carbon by
60%will almost entirely be completely diVerent from Q46 Dr Turner: Let us say that we are talking about
that system in place. This is just electricity. Energy, a ten gigawatt nuclear programme, can you saywhat
of course, is a much wider area and we want in that sort of level of eVective government subsidy, in
wider move to sort it out, and transport and aircraft. whatever form it was being delivered, because it can
We want to bring the waste side of things, the come in several ways, upfront or hidden, would
agricultural side of things; how we eat the food and actually be involved?
the rest of it. So it is a very small area of it but, DrMitchell: I could not do that but I can get that to
nevertheless, it is pitiful. you. I will happily give that to you as supplementary

evidence. It is sensible to think of it in terms of there
is an absolute amount that you need, but also theQ42 Mr Chaytor: Could I just ask one quick thing?

You draw the distinction between electricity and wider eVects because there will be a certain amount
of subsidy that will be required to enable that kindenergy. What is the current percentage of total

energy output that electricity provides? of investment. But that kind of investment will then
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19 October 2005 Dr Brenda Boardman MBE, Dr Mark Hinnells and Dr Catherine Mitchell

undermine other investment, so it will be that it will Q50 Ms Barlow: You were talking about the wider
picture. Do you think that this reflects a failure toundermine other options, it will undermine moves

and regulatory systems. create a long-term market, looking at it
economically, in electricity, which takes adequate
account of environmental priorities? I am thinkingQ47 Dr Turner: You mean you think that there will in terms of the government “picking winners” andbe a finite amount of capital investment available to you have a package that you are trying to promote,go into the energy sector? and if the government chooses that package they willDr Mitchell: But by supporting nuclear, which is be accused of picking a certain package and they areopen-ended because we do not expect that power condemned; so are they not really condemnedprice to come down, it will undermine other options whatever they do?going up into the future. So although there is an Dr Mitchell: By moving to a lower carbon economyabsolute of money that there would be in terms of a you are essentially picking winners; you are sayingsubsidy you would also have to add on extra eVects you want low carbon technologies. You have aof doing that as well. I will happily send it to you. number of technologies which you could support. It
is important that you support technologies that have
not been supported for 50 years, as nuclear powerQ48 Dr Turner: Figures have been bandied around;
already has, and which has the problems of waste.a total of, say, ten billion is the sort of figure over ten
You want to create options and you want thoseyears upfront that has been put forward. What
options to move into competitiveness, so that youimpact could that sort of public subsidy have on
are not supporting them forever; and you want thatalternatives to nuclear power, such as more rapid
policy to be an innovative policy so that for everydeployment of micro-generation and more rapid
pound of public money put in you can see the pricedeployment of new renewable generation
coming down. So they are eVectively pickingtechnologies in general?
winners but within that they have to have sensibleDr Mitchell: I think it will completely undermine it.
public policy. I am not sure what Brenda would like
to say about demand reduction.

Q49 Dr Turner: Could it promote it? If we turn it Dr Boardman:What we have to do now is bring the
about, and if the government is prepared to put ten reduction in demand and how it is supplied much
billion pounds into nuclear, but if it did not do that more closely together as we have, with 40% House.
and it was prepared to put 10 billion pounds into We have shown with demand reduction that we do
renewables, what would be the diVerence? not need nuclear power. If there were the political
DrMitchell: I think it would be a complete diVerence will to deliver energy eYciency and demand
because if you put themoney into nuclear power you reduction—demand reduction is actually what we
will not have these other options coming forward; want, energy eYciency is one of the routes—
you are essentially putting all your eggs in one combined with micro-generation at the household
basket. Assuming that they can come forward—and level, just within the residential sector we could do it.
I think that is a very, very big question—then you We would put this in the context, for instance, of
simply have a technology to do with electricity; you making sure that we involve people in this decision-
do not have technologies which fit into the wider making much more. We believe that it is quite
energy system. You will have a continuation of the important that people are involved and given
current electricity at the moment, and so forth. If personal responsibility for their own carbon
that money were to go into demand reduction—as emissions, so we have put forward an overarching
Brenda has shown, through the 40% House she can framework, which is personal carbon allowances
get two-thirds of that 60% cut required from known and tradable domestic quotas, so that people start
technologies between now and 2050 at no extra cost, recognising that there is a finite limit to what we
and at less cost—you can bring in wider options and should be doing to the environment, and that we all
you will then have a link into the wider energy have a personal responsibility and that we should be
system, which is extremely important because the working within that framework.
renewables essentially have to fit in with the waste Chairman: That is the division bell. I am afraid we
resource strategy, and it fits in with our agricultural are going to have to end this session with you now.
policy, which will be moving from food into energy. There may be other issues which the Committee
There is a much wider move away from this simple would like to raise, and if we may do so we will write
focus on electricity. My point is really that not only to you about those. Thank you verymuch indeed for
does support for nuclear power not answer the your time and your assistance.
question of keeping the lights on, but it makes the
problem of actually addressing climate change The Committee suspended from 4.01 pm to 4.13 pm

for a division in the Houseworse.
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by Catherine Mitchell, Centre for Management Under Regulation,
Warwick Business School, further to oral evidence given on 19 October 2005

Q34: Regulatory Barriers to System Change

I argued that the current regulatory system for electricity acts as a barrier to the adoption of new
technologies. For example, small scale generators find it hard, if not impossible, to participate in the
electricity market because of the high transaction costs involved. This means that they are eVectively reliant
on signing contracts with suppliers to take any output. The contracts are often at a much lower price than
the true value of generators’ output because market power rests with the supplier (often because they are
the only supplier in the area where generation occurs) and because the contracts often do not reflect the
embedded benefits of many small generating projects. Small generators are therefore disadvantaged even
though they are supported to the extent that their generation can be counted towards the renewable
obligation and because their generation is exempt from the Climate Change Levy.

Microgenerators (in this case, very small scale non-renewable generation, possibly at a household level)
are in an even more disadvantageous position as there is no requirement on suppliers to take any excess
power that they might have through the renewable obligation, so reducing any economic reason for
installing microgenerating plants.

The output of renewable microgenerators could in theory be bought by suppliers within their renewable
obligation. So far, this has not been widespread and is primarily due to the transaction costs for the supplier
of having to register the generator as an eligible generator within the RO.

Despite the transactional diYculties of microgenerators, Ofgem has stated that it does not believe that
there should be a requirement on suppliers to pay for the generation which microgenerators inject into the
grid. The suppliers eVectively have this generation for free and, if renewable, eVectively becomes non-
renewable. Government may well accept this position in the development of its microgeneration strategy,
despite its recognition that payment for exportswouldmakemicrogeneration amore attractive proposition.

Q40: Registered Power Zones

Registered Power Zones are one of three mechanisms to encourage increased levels of distributed
generation that Ofgem put in place in the last Distribution Price Control Review. They allow network
operators to earn a higher rate of return from distributed generators within a particular area if they can
demonstrate that they are implementing an innovative scheme to improve network performance.

In theory this is an excellent idea. In practice, however, the scheme is too constrained to be particularly
attractive to network operators. The upper limit for a network operator’s return from anRPZ is £0.5million
a year, which represents a tiny proportion of overall turnover and is therefore unlikely to attract much
interest. In addition, the extent to which a successful scheme can be replicated in other areas is severely
limited because of the emphasis on the uniqueness of an innovation. There is therefore little incentive for a
network operator to undertake a scheme which may be risky or involve untested technologies because they
would not necessarily be able to spread the risk by implementing it in several areas.

The RPZ scheme began operating in April 2005. So far there has only been one scheme approved, from
Central Networks.

Q43/4: Nuclear Costs and Support Mechanisms

Steve Thomas from the University of Greenwich has produced a useful comparison between various
assumptions in diVerent studies and the impact these have on the final costs of generating electricity (See
Table 1 below).36 Some assumptions are more significant than others:

— Cost of capital: the assumed cost of capital is a reflection of the perceived risk of an investment.
In an non-liberalised electricity system, the risks of an investment would be relatively low as the
company would be able to recover its costs from its customers. However, in a competitive market,
the risks of not recovering costs and making a return are higher, and are reflected in a higher cost
of capital. This in turn impacts on the generating cost. Most studies give cost of capital estimates
in the range of 7.5% (RAE) to 12.5% (Chicago). However, Thomas argues that in the UK’s risky,
competitive electricity market, a real cost of capital of 15% seems justifiable. This likely
underestimate of the costs of capital in the various studies needs to be recognised when assessing
the projected generating costs given in the studies.

36 Thomas, S (2005), The Economics ofNuclear Power: Analysis ofRecent Studies, Public Services International ResearchUnit,
University of Greenwich, http://www.psiru.org/reports/2005-09-E-Nuclear.pdf
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— Load factor: the nuclear industry stresses its role as a baseload generator. In part, this is a technical
necessity, as existing stations in the UK were not designed to increase and reduce output in
response to demand. It has been argued that new designs may be more flexible in their operation,
although the technical implications of this have yet to be shown in practice. However, even if it is
technically feasible to operate new stations more flexibly, it is not economically desirable to do so
given that the owner will wish to spread its costs over as many units of electricity as possible. A
lower load factor will result in higher generating costs. Most studies have put the load factor of
new build in the range of 85–95%, which appears given past performance of nuclear reactors and
the fact that no new design reactor has yet been built or operated. The operational record of
Sizewell B is probably themost relevantUKcomparison tomake here, given the poor performance
of the AGRs and the increasing fragility of theMagnox stations. So far, Sizewell B has an average
lifetime load factor of 83.5%. Unlike the new generation reactors, the Sizewell B reactor is a well
understood design, with many years of technical development behind it.

— Decommissioning: The Government currently has no fixed policy for long term radioactive waste
management. This makes it impossible to estimate what the future costs will be. However, it is
important to stress here that the development of a post-CORWM policy is not in fact a solution
to radioactive waste, it is just a policy. Past experience with the Nirex RCF has shown that no
matter how firm a policy is, there is no guarantee that the resulting plans for dealing with
radioactive waste will be realised. There can therefore be no certainty about the estimates of the
costs of dealing with waste.
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Q46: Nuclear Subsidies

A wide range of options for direct and indirect subsidies or support have been put forward. These
include37:

— A carbon free obligation along the lines of the Renewables Obligation to accommodate a certain
percentage of nuclear generation.

— The continuation of the Climate Change Levy, with nuclear power eligible for exemption.

— Carbon emissions trading or a carbon tax.

— A guaranteed, regulated return on capital to ensure that investors would have confidence that they
would see a return on their money.

— A streamlined consents process to ease the granting of operating licences by ensuring that there
was a presumption throughout the construction phase that the project would be allowed to
operate.

— A firm policy on nuclear waste management.

— Government involvement in construction, possibly through a Public Private Partnership.

— Government underwriting for the construction period.

— Long term supply contracts and increased support for training and R&D.

— Guaranteed debt repayments or capital grants; accepting the waste liabilities; directly buying the
output or even owning the enterprise.

The costs of supporting a new nuclear programme would depend on the combination of mechanisms
chosen as well as external factors such as themarket price of power. It is therefore impossible to put an exact
figure on its value, although given the high capital costs of new reactors, the uncertainty about their
operating performance and the unknown costs of dealing with radioactive wastes, it is clear that a support
programme would run into billions of pounds. The figure used by the Committee of £10 billion for initial
support does not appear unreasonable, and, over the long run, may well be an underestimate.

Q48/49: Investment in Renewables and Microgeneration

Green Alliance have published a report setting out the scope for investment in some microgeneration
technologies38. They argue that an investment of £13 billion would provide an addition 15GW or so of
capacity (although much of this would be intermittent generation). This figure includes “high cost”
technologies such as pv as well as the cheaper renewables.

The PIU estimated that achieving 10% of electricity supply by 2010 under the Renewables Obligation
would add 4.5% to the average domestic customer’s prices. The cost of meeting a 20% target by 2020 would
be an average of 5–6% on average domestic customer’s prices. So while achieving 20%would cost more than
the cost of meeting the 10% target, it wouldn’t cost much more and this is because of reduced risks and
increased volume which reduces costs and higher projected cost of alternatives by 202039.

The absolute cost of this is taken as the additional cost over the alternative 320/MWh but was worked
out for one year in 2020 rather than summed across the years. This is partly because total cost is related to
final total demand. The high and low costs are related to the PIU high and low energy scenario whereby the
high energy scenario calledworldmarkets had a demand of 459 TWh/year and the low scenario called global
sustainability has a total demand of 341 TWh/year. In addition, there were diVerent caps on wind.
Esentially, if the amount of wind energy was capped, other technologies would come in but because they
are more expensive the overall cost of meeting the percentage would be higher.

However, the total cost in the year 2020 of 20% would be £350–2,800 million pounds. The same figures
for 30% in 2020 would be £500–4,000 million.

5 December 2005

37 See, for example, British Energy (2001), Replace Nuclear with Nuclear, Submission to the Government’s Review of Energy
Policy, BNFL (2001), Submission to the Performance and Innovation Unit’s Review of UK Energy Policy, http://
www.bnfl.com/library/upload/docs/001/135 1.pdf, Smale, R (2005), UK Energy Policy, Prepared for Westminster Energy
Forum, Oxera, http://www.westminsterenergy.org/events archive/downloads/june24/OXERA Smale .pdf

38 Green Alliance (2005), Small or Atomic, Comparing the Finances of Nuclear and Micro-Generated Energy, http://
www.green-alliance.org.uk/SmallOrAtomic pdf media public.aspx

39 PIU Energy review, paras 7.54–7.55, based on OXERA, 2001.
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Memorandum submitted by Tom Burke

1. This evidence is submitted on my own behalf and represents my personal views on the issues under
inquiry. It does not reflect the views of any of the organisations with which I am associated.

2. I am currently employed part time as an advisor on environmentalmatters byRioTinto plc. I amalso a
Visiting Professor at Imperial andUniversityColleges, London and a co-founder of E3G,ThirdGeneration
Environmentalism. I have been actively involved in the public discussion of energy and environmentmatters
for some 35 years in a variety of roles including those of a Special Advisor to three Secretaries of State for
the Environment and as Executive Director of Friends of the Earth and the Green Alliance.

3. Energy policy in the 21st Century will be dominated by the interwoven issues of energy security and
climate security. As global population and economies grow, governments will face the challenge of
providing secure and aVordable supplies of energy in a manner which does not destabilise the climate.
Abandoning either of these goals is not an option.

4. The dynamics of climate change oVer only limited scope for trade-oVs between them.Theymust bemet
together. Insecure access to energy supplies leads to economic, social and political instability—economic
prosperity, national security and personal fulfillment would be put at risk. An unstable climate will do the
same. Weak economies are ill-equipped to make the technological and institutional advances necessary to
prevent and adapt to climate change. An unstable climate will divert economic, institutional and political
resources from more productive uses. In both cases, the poorest among us will be the most vulnerable.

5. This memorandum will address four aspects of the energy and climate security nexus. First, the case
for additional interventions by government. Second, the timeframe within which policy in both areas must
be brought into alignment. Third, the global background against which decisions on these issues by the
British Government will be taken. Fourth, a consideration of the role new nuclear generation might play.40

The Case

6. Successive British Governments have pursued a policy of progressively liberalising and deregulating
energy markets for more than quarter of a century. As a consequence, Britain has one of the most open
markets in electricity generation and distribution in the world. Until the recent rise in global energy prices
this generated a consistent downward pressure on electricity prices to the benefit of both consumers and the
economy. Within the EU, Britain has argued forcefully for further liberalisation of energy markets as an
essential element in maintaining competitiveness and employment as well as for securing a fair and eYcient
internal market.

7. This background of a consistent and successful long term policy sets a high hurdle to be met by any
new proposal for significant intervention in the operation of electricity markets by government. The public
goods that would not otherwise be delivered need to be clear and the particular pathway chosen for
delivering those goods needs to represent the best value for money.

8. It would be diYcult to argue against both energy security and climate security as public goods which
meet the first part of this test. Neither can be guaranteed by even the most eYcient operation of electricity
markets. Choosing the right pathway for delivering these goods is a more diYcult question and is,
appropriately, the main focus of this inquiry.

9. It is vital not to constrain choices artificially in advance. The purpose of any government intervention
in this area is to deliver energy security and climate security together. The full spectrum of options available
for meeting this goal needs to be considered in order to establish the base case for the chosen pathway. Thus,
simply asking the question whether nuclear or wind oVers the cheapest way to generate electricity asks the
wrong question. The purpose is not to find the cheapest way to generate electricity but to find the most cost
eVective way to guarantee energy and climate security for Britain.

10. This means we should be thinking of choosing between deliverable and cost eVective pathways to
energy and climate security not simply between technologies. Any pathway to energy and climate security
will contain a mix of technologies and policy measures which will have diVering economic, social and
environmental impacts. There are several such pathways available, each with a diVering balance of
advantage and disadvantage. The base case for intervention by government should set out a range of these
pathways together with the technical and economic assumptions on which they are based. Without such a
broad analytic foundation it is diYcult to see how the transparent comparability essential for both investor
and consumer confidence can be established.

11. Discussions of public policy in this area are prone to some familiar errors which should be avoided.
The first is to start with a implicit technology preference and then to argue against all the other options rather
than for the ultimate goal. A second is to forget that all assessments of cost are dependent on assumptions

40 The focus of this inquiry is on electricity generation and its relationship to climate change and this evidence is addressed to
that set of questions. It is however worth remembering that there is another nexus of issues around mobility where the same
interaction between energy and climate security features. This has somewhat diVerent dynamics from those associated with
electricity generation but clearly there is an interaction between the sectors. The emissions from vehicles, shipping and aviation
must be added to those from electricity generation and elsewhere when calculating total carbon burdens. Conversely,
reductions in real or projected emissions from the transport sector reduce the pressure on the electricity sector.
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which are themselves contestable, frequently policy dependent and which are often not completely
described. A third is to include implicit considerations from other areas of policy: social, industrial,
employment or regional, for example. This is why it is important that there be both clarity and completeness
in the presentation of the analytic foundations for policy. To command the greatest confidence, the
Government would be well advised to separate the presentation of the range of possible pathways from its
judgments and rationale for choosing one rather than another.

The Timetable

12. Climate change is not just another environmental problem. It is unique in that it will eVect every single
person in Britain, indeed, everyone on the planet. It will exacerbate all the other stresses the planet is
experiencing. There is little likelihood that the beneficial eVects will outweigh those that are harmful. The
longevity of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and the slow response of geophysical and ecological systems
to increases in global average temperature means that these eVects are, for all practical purposes,
irreversible. The consequences of mistaken policy choices today cannot be remedied later. In this, too,
climate change, is a unique challenge to humanity.

13. Our growing understanding of the science of climate change sets out a clear, if daunting, timetable
within which action to maintain climate security must occur. The United Nations Convention on Climate
Change has as its goal the avoidance of dangerous climate change. There is no formal agreement as to what
constitutes “dangerous” climate change. The EU has stated that the intent of its climate policy is to avoid
a rise in global average temperature of more than 2.0)C41. There is a growing acceptance of this threshold
within the scientific and policy communities engaged with climate change.42

14. The Prime Minister convened a conference of the world’s leading climate scientists in February this
year under the title “Avoiding Dangerous Climate Change”. They concluded: “. . . there is greater clarity
and reduced uncertainty about the impacts of climate change across a wide range of systems, sectors and
societies. In many cases the risks are more serious than previously thought.” They went on to further
conclude that: “. . . limiting warming to 20C above pre-industrial levels with a relatively high certainty
requires the equivalent concentration of CO2 to stay below 400ppm. Conversely, if concentrations were to
rise to 550ppm CO2 equivalent, then it is unlikely that the global mean temperature increase would stay
below 20C.”43

15. We have observed an increase in global mean temperature of 0.60)C above pre-industrial levels. We
are already committed to another 0.60)C rise in temperature even if we were to prevent any further increase
in the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere from today. This is a consequence of the
extensive lags in the response of the climate system to the forcing it has already experienced. The current
concentration of CO2 alone in the atmosphere is 379ppm, up from its pre-industrial level of 280ppm. It is
rising at a rate of approximately 1.8ppm per year. There is some evidence that this rate is itself increasing.

16. This establishes the timeframe within which action must be taken. We will cross the 400ppm CO2

equivalent threshold within a decade and the 550ppm threshold some six or seven decades later44. This is
also the time frame within which there is growing consensus that the world will pass the point of peak oil
production. This has inevitably heightened concerns everywhere about energy security. Governments will
invest considerable sums in coming decades to ensure energy security for their citizens. It is vital that
decisions made for this purpose are convergent on those made to guarantee climate security. Correct
decisions made now will secure both, incorrect decisions will be extremely diYcult, if not impossible, to
remedy.

The Global Background

17. Decisions about energy and climate security in Britain cannot, and should not, be taken in isolation
from the global background. In a globalising world neither energy nor climate security can be guaranteed
by our government alone. Britain possesses the analytic, technological, financial and political resources to
play a key role in shaping the global response to this twin challenge.Ourmembership of the EuropeanUnion
gives us the potential to leverage those resources to the scale necessary to influence global outcomes
significantly.

41 2,610th Environment Council Meeting, 14 October 2004 “the maximum global temperature increase of 2.0)C over pre-
industrial levels should be considered as an overall long-term objective to guide global eVorts to reduce climate change risks.”

42 There is no robust scientific foundation for this emerging consensus. It is a “best guess” at identifying the threshold of
dangerous climate change. It is the point at which studies reported by the IPCC suggest clearly that the negative impacts of
a changing climate will be widespread. Recent observations of current changes in the climate reflecting a much lower global
average temperature rise suggest that even this might be unduly optimistic.

43 It is important to note the precise phrasing here. The most commonly use data for CO2 concentrations are the measurements
at Moana Loa in Hawaii. These measure CO2 alone. To arrive at the “CO2 equivalent concentration” referred to above the
greenhouse warming potential of the other greenhouse gases released to the atmosphere must be added to the actual CO2

concentration. This has significant implications for the timetable within which governments must act to maintain climate
security.

44 Sooner if the rate of increase in concentrations continues to rise. This could happen as a result of sharply rising emissions or
as a loss of the buVering capacity of vegetation and the ocean, or both.
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18. Britain has led the drive for climate security by example. The EU as a whole is committed to reducing
its greenhouse gas emissions by 8% below 1990 levels by the period 2008–12. As its share of this target,
Britain has undertaken to reduce its emissions by 12.5% in the same timeframe. Confidence that this
commitment will be met without prejudicing either energy security or competitiveness is high. In addition,
Britain has taken on a voluntary target of reducing CO2 emissions by 20% below 1990 levels by 2010. This
is a more diYcult target to achieve but is nevertheless within reach of a properly focussed eVort. In its 2003
Energy White Paper the Government also accepted the recommendation of the Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution that Britain should aim to reduce its CO2 emissions by 60% by 2050.

19. These commitments provided a firm foundation for the Prime Minister’s initiative in setting climate
change as one of his key priorities for his Presidency of both the G8 and the EU. Britain has now firmly
established itself in a leading position on climate change. These clear political signals are also providing an
important long term framework for British business as it considers its investment strategy to meet the twin
challenges of climate and energy security.45

20. The latest International Energy Agency report on the World Energy Outlook projects an increase in
global CO2 emissions of 63% above their 2002 levels by 2030. This is consistent with the emissions scenarios
published by the IPCC. To meet the expanding global demand for energy the world will need to invest some
$17 trillion, about two thirds of it in the power sector. In order to meet the expected demand for electricity
the WEO forecasts that just under 1400 Gigawatts (GW) of coal-fired power stations will be built46. China,
which will build about 600 of this total, is currently constructing new coal fired power stations at the rate
of one every five days. It is also planning to construct 30 nuclear power stations, even so this will only
produce 6% of China’s electricity.

21. Coal-fired power stations built today have a planned lifetime of 50 years. If all the currently planned
coal-fired power stations are constructed using conventional pulverised coal technology, then the addition
of carbon to the atmosphere over their lifetime will come to 145 Gigatonnes. That is approximately the
amount added to the atmosphere since the beginning of the industrial revolution. Such an outcome would
render climate security impossible.47

22. Nevertheless, energy security concerns mean that there is no politically available route to climate
security that does not involve Chinese, Indian and North American use of their abundant coal reserves.
Advanced coal technologies, such as Integrated Combined Cycle Gasification (IGCC) with Carbon
Sequestration and Storage, provide a route to combine energy and climate security. Opening this route will
require significant public investment in order to leverage the currently planned private investment onto a
diVerent technology deployment trajectory. However, were this route to be opened globally it would also
become available for Britain.

The Role of Nuclear

23. The future role of nuclear power in Britain’s eVort to meet the twin challenges of energy and climate
security needs to be considered in this context. Britain currently generates about a quarter of its electricity
from nuclear power. The current reactors are ageing. All but one will close by 2023. The question has
therefore arisen as to whether Britain should embark on a programme of new nuclear build in order to
replace the reactors coming out of commission. A more pertinent question is whether new nuclear build
could contribute significantly to the goal of ensuring both energy and climate security.

24. Nuclear power is unattractive to private investors. The Government has made it clear for some years
that it would welcome proposals for new nuclear power stations from the private sector. None has been
forthcoming. This should cause little surprise. Investors in nuclear power are exposed to a very particular
set of risks.

25. The economics of nuclear power are only viable if there is series ordering for a programme of eight
to 10 stations. This would require an extraordinarily high degree of cooperation between competing utilities
to accomplish in Britain. Investors must also be willing to bear very high expenditures for a minimum of
seven years before generating revenues. They must be willing to risk periods of falling electricity prices48

during the long lifetime of the stations.

45 This political lead is particularly important for both the world and for British business. For the world it sustains the
momentum as we run up to the vitally important, but unquestionably diYcult, discussions on the next phase of the Kyoto
process. For British business it reinforces the investment signal generated by the European Emissions Trading scheme which
is, on its own, not yet suYciently strong to drive investment. The Prime Minister has, correctly, identified the importance of
technology in achieving both climate and energy security. Without investment, technology will not be available. Without the
kind of longer term framework provided by the present series of political commitments, investment will be deferred.

46 This is in addition to some 2,000 gas fired power stations.
47 Retro-fitting post-combustion carbon capture and storage to these power stations is a possible, if very expensive, option.
However, even if stations were so designed as to permit such retrofits, the constraints on electricity generation in many parts
of the world would make generators highly reluctant to take the plant oV-line for the retrofit.

48 TheGovernment was recently forced to bail out British Energy at a cost of over £500million because, as a result of the success
of its energy liberalisation policy, the price of electricity fell!
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26. There are also uniquely diYcult political risks surrounding matters such as the allocation of financial
responsibility for radioactive waste management or the continued willingness of government to provide the
bulk of insurance cover against accidents. Furthermore, the support from governmentwould need to remain
consistent over several parliaments. There are also wider concerns about the public acceptability of new
nuclear build. It is hardly surprising that public concern over nuclear power should apparently have fallen
during more than a decade when no new proposals have been made.

27. These considerations make it very unlikely that new nuclear power stations will be built in Britain
without considerable Government support. This could take many forms including, for example, direct
subsidies to construction and operating costs, or constraints on the operation of the electricity market to
oVset revenue risks, or both. The Government could also create a favourable regulatory regime through
absorbing more of the risks associated with decommissioning and waste management. In all of these, and
other, cases, the additional costs would be borne either by business and household electricity consumers, or
the taxpayer, or both.

28. Clearly, the rationale for government intervention on this scale would need to be very compelling to
attract private investors. The contribution of new nuclear build to the challenge of guaranteeing Britain’s
energy and climate security would need to both significant and apparent to all. However, even if we assume
the most favourable resolution to the problems outlined in paragraphs 26 and 27, there is good reason to
doubt that this will be the case.

29. The Government has recently pledged to make a decision in principle on new nuclear build by the
end of 2006. Depending on the exact mix of policies chosen to provide the necessary support to stimulate a
practical proposal, which might require primary legislation, it is unlikely that a concrete order for a new
reactor would be placed before 2008. It could then take another two years to produce the detailed design
necessary for review by the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate and the Environment Agency. Their consent,
which would form an essential part of any planning application, would take at least another two years. Thus
a formal planning application is hard to envisage much before 2012, by which time existing reactors would
already be coming out of use.

30. Assuming a more rapid planning inquiry than for any previous nuclear reactor and a further year for
the government to review the Inspector’s report and it is possible that planning permission might be granted
by 2015. A construction time of five years would be better than has ever been achieved before in Britain and
a year to work the reactor up to full power means that series ordering could possibly begin somewhere
around 2021 if all went well.

31. These are optimistic assumptions. Even so, it is clear that whatever other contribution it might make
to Britain’s energy and climate security, there is no prospect that new nuclear build will do so by replacing
our existing nuclear reactors as they come out of commission. Thus, we will have to find another option for
replacing the bulk of the current nuclear fleet before 2020 and we will have to do so in a way that helps
maintain both climate and energy security. Clearly, if there are viable options for meeting our electricity
security needs in a climate compatible manner prior to 2020 there is no obvious reason to suppose that those
same options would not be available post–2020.

32. Finding these options is even more urgent for another reason. Older coal-fired power stations
currently supply some 32% of Britain’s electricity. Between now and 2015, some 50% of the current stations
will close. They will also have to be replaced in a climate compatible manner if both energy and climate
security are to be guaranteed.Without government intervention, this would be overwhelmingly by a further
shift to gas raising understandable concerns about future over-dependence on imported gas.

33. The issue is not whether or not there should be government intervention, but what form that
intervention should take in order to deliver energy and climate security at the best value for money. This
choice is often presented as a contest between nuclear and the renewables—in Britain’s case, primarily wind.
The grossly oversimplifies the choices. Coal, using advanced coal technologies with carbon capture and
storage, is clearly an option to hedge against over-dependence on gas. The exact mix of advanced coal, gas,
especially to fuel co-generation, wind and other renewables, increased energy eYciency and even further life
extension for our existing nuclear stations necessary to guarantee energy and climate security for Britain is
exactly what needs to be explored by the development of the pathways referred to in paragraph 10 above.
What is clear, however, is that in the timeframe within which government intervention will be essential, new
nuclear build cannot make a significant contribution on even the most optimistic assumptions.49

Conclusions

These consideration lead me to the following conclusions:

— the problem of guaranteeing both energy and climate security is more urgent than is widely
understood;

49 It is worth noting that the IEA in theWorld Energy Outlook was clear that it did not expect there to be any significant global
growth in new nuclear build and that its share of global electricity generation would fall in the period out to 2030. This year
the total amount of electricity delivered by co-generation and the renewables ( including only hydro below 10MW )will exceed
that delivered by the whole of the world’s nuclear fleet. Whilst there is no significant growth forecast for new nuclear, growth
rates in these technologies are forecast to grow exponentially.
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— there is a good case for government intervention to deliver these public goods;

— doing so will require defining and choosing pathways to this end, not simply choosing
technologies;

— any major error in the current policy choice will be very diYcult and expensive to correct;

— for this reason, and because delivery of the chosen pathway will need the active support of
investors and consumers, not only must the government’s conclusions command confidence, so,
too, must the process by which they are arrived at;

— new nuclear build cannot contribute to energy and climate security for Britain within the
timeframe under consideration and is therefore a distraction.

17 October 2005

Witness:Mr Tom Burke CBE, examined.

Q51 Chairman: Good afternoon. Thank you for decoupling between energy demand and GDP took
place long after the economic signal had gone. So thejoining us; thank you for your memorandum. I will

ask you the same question that I asked the two importance of the psychological signal was a lot
bigger than the importance of the economic signalprevious witnesses, which is the one about why it is

thought that we need another Energy White Paper then, and I think that is what is happening now. This
is pretty diYcult to model, so you would want to beso shortly after the previous one was published?

Mr Burke: I thought that Catherine Mitchell gave fairly careful about taking the models before this
year and running them forward as if nothing hadyou a rather good answer to that question, and mine

would be the same. It is quite diYcult to see what has happened, and it is pretty diYcult to work out what
adjustment factors you are going to put in for that.changed so dramatically as to require anotherWhite

Paper. I think a point I would underscore—and it But I do not think that is the kind of thinking that
will be going on in the Energy Review actually; Iwas implicit in what Catherine said, but perhaps not

drawn out as sharply as I would want to draw it think it might be the kind of thinking that would go
on in the Stern Review, I think that it would be quiteout—is that this acts as an enormous chill on

investors. The issue in addressing this question is unwise to be making major decisions or
commitments in advance of that study coming out.investment and what is going to create a climate in

which, in particular, the large energy supplying But having made a big announcement about a new
White Paper one has, in a sense, got everybody nowenterprises are going to see long-running

investments being made, and having this kind of putting not just their investment on hold but also
their thinking on hold to see what decision theuncertainty about the policy framework, let alone

the regulatory and other frameworks, acts an government makes. I do not think that is very
helpful. It is extremely hard to see why you wouldenormous chill on investment and unnerves people

and undermines confidence in which direction the have had to do that.
government wants to steer things.

Q53 Chairman: So the lack of progress is not to do
with unrealistic goals, it is to do with a lack ofQ52 Chairman: Is it fair to say that the biggest single
political will?change really since the government produced its last
Mr Burke: I think that is exactly right and I thinkWhite Paper has been the shift in oil and gas prices,
maybe a slight panic mood of saying, “Oh dear! Thewhich you might have thought would have pushed
world has got a bit worse and we must dothe argument in a diVerent direction to that in which
something,” without much more depth in theit appears to be going?
analysis than that.Mr Burke: Yes, but I think it is quite interesting to

think through what that means. They are not arising
Q54 Mr Chaytor: Do you agree with Catherinefrom the same reason. There are pressures on gas
Mitchell’s point that the new review is there becausesupplies because we have infrastructure constraints
there was felt to be a need for a diVerent result thanwhich are going to change. Now, there are longer-
that given by the previous review?run pressures on gas supply which are of concern—
Mr Burke: I hate to speculate on what was going onconcerns about energy security, part of which I was
in the minds of anybody in particular, but it doesaddressing in my memorandum. That is diVerent
seem fairly clear that the Prime Minister is the onlyfrom the oil price rise, which has been driven in part
person around here who is trying to pick a winner.by increasing demand—particularly in China and

elsewhere in the developing world—growing very
fast and partly by supply constraints caused by the Q55 Mr Chaytor: Therefore, in terms of the new

review do you have any information about thosehurricanes and other features. What they have
actually done is to recreate the kind of shock, more who are charged with producing the new Energy

White Paper, as against those charged withpsychological than economic, that the 1973 oil price
had, and that will have an eVect. Interestingly, if you producing the previous Energy White Paper?

Mr Burke: No, I do not, but I have a point which Igo back and look at the 1973 oil price hike the real
price of oil returned within two or three years to addressed in my memorandum, which is in relation

to the question of maintaining confidence in thewhat it had been more or less before, but most of the
investment in energy eYciency that led to quite a big investing part of the business community. It must
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not only arrive at conclusions which command own instinct is that it is better to give poor people
money; it is better to help them invest in ways inconfidence but it must also do so in a way which

commands confidence, in a way that is transparent which they can reduce their demand on income, but
that is just a personal preference of mine. The ideaand people can see through the reasoning.

Otherwise, there will be no delivery because that the government should intervene in order to
deliver up public goods, like the relief of poverty, as Igovernment, unless it is going to go back to

nationalised industries, does not have in its hands have been at pains to point out in mymemorandum,
particularly in relation to energy security and inmany of the tools to deliver the outcomes. So it needs

to have the positive, constructive cooperation of relation to climate security, I think it is absolutely
essential.others, which means that they must have confidence

in the government’s reasoning and they must be able
to follow the government’s reasoning. So I think it is Q58 Colin Challen: Has it gone too far in one
extremely important that the process of arriving at direction since 1997, in favour of markets as against
the government’s judgments on this is very clear. intervention?
That is why I recommended in my memorandum to Mr Burke: I would not say it had gone too far. I
you that the government should separate the process would say it has not really been thorough in its
of arriving at assessments of diVerent pathways from thinking; it needs to think further, it stopped
the point at which it makes judgments about which thinking, perhaps, a bit prematurely. It was resistant
ones it prefers and why it prefers them. If what you to OFGEM taking on a slightly broader view of life
get is a rather traditional government White Paper and I think that was a bit of a mistake that has
which says, “These are our conclusions and here is helped to perpetuate this apparent conflict. So I
our reasoning and, by the way, we have left out all think it needs to continue to think through how you
the analysis that we did not like”, then you will square the need to deliver public goods—and there
undermine the confidence necessary to produce the are at least three that we have mentioned already—
level of investment and risk-taking that is going to be with the need to have a liberalised market. But I
needed to get delivery. would not say that it was wrong. I think compared

to what we had in the past with the CEGB it is quite
clear that the benefit to everybody in this countryQ56 Colin Challen: Do you think that the
and the benefit to the economy has been verygovernment’s drive to tackle fuel policy and keep
considerable from liberalising the markets. I thinkenergy prices low has undermined its eVorts to
the government is absolutely right to want tointroduce sustainable energy policy?
continue to argue across Europe that there should beMr Burke: No, I think its inability to resolve the
greater liberalisation of energy markets, but you dodiVerence between the importance of capital
not abandon the public good because you think youexpenditure and the importance of operating
can deliver a better deal, as it were, to the consumer.expenditure, to get the Treasury rules right so that

you can make energy saving investments as a way of
helping to reduce the pressure on prices, has been Q59ColinChallen:Onemore question on that point.
more of an obstacle. I think there has been some If the European markets were liberalised what do
element in which in a very crude way it has wanted you think that would do to the French nuclear
to keep prices low in order not to exaggerate fuel industry?
poverty. But I do not have any quarrel with the need Mr Burke: I think it would have somebody looking
to drive down fuel prices; I think that is perfectly around for transparent accounts on the EDF and I
sensible for all kinds of reasons, including the fuel think that would be a shock to the French taxpayer.
poverty reasons. I do not think the price signals—the I have no objection in principle to the French
ones we have seen, for instance, in the market taxpayer subsidising British electricity
recently, where the oil price has gone from $20 a consumption, and I am sure that the French
barrel to $70 a barrel in the last six years without a taxpayer is not very aware of the extent to which
noticeably huge impact, either on the economy or on they are doing that.
the way in which people use energy—for investment
terms the price signals are not very strong. I do not Q60 JoanWalley:Good afternoon. Just stayingwith
think that the need to preserve access to energy the economics of it for the moment, you say in your
supplies for people in relative poverty is the driving interesting paper of evidence to us that you would
force. I think government can do much more to need to have something like eight to ten nuclear
square the circle, but it is not saying—at least in my power stations all requiring this huge amount of
view—“Somehow we cannot let prices rise because cooperation if that were to get oV the ground. Is that
otherwise poor people will be disadvantaged.” I likely? Do you think that that would be likely, or, if
think it is doing a bit better than that. it were likely, do you think it wouldmake a nonsense

of having any kind of competitive market anyway?
Mr Burke: I think a lot of people, the EU, OFGEMQ57Colin Challen:Themain reason that prices have

fallen is liberalisation in the market. Do you think would raise questions about the degree of
collaboration that would be necessary between thethe government should intervene a lot more in that

sense to actually achieve these objectives? utilities to, as it were, recreate the CEGB, because in
eVect they would have to do something close to thatMr Burke: I think it is perfectly correct for the

government to intervene in markets to deliver up to create the purchase of eight to ten nuclear reactors
in a guaranteed order sequence. Imagine thepublic goods, and fuel poverty is a public good. My
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negotiations that would then have to go on between board there is this feeling that the government keeps
flopping around depending on what the most recentthe company; you would be creating a sort of private
headlines have said.sector version of the London Transport PPP, as you

decided between all those utilities how they were
going to allocate between themselves the risks of Q62 Joan Walley: Just assuming that all of that
ordering such amassive programme. So I think there somehow or another was ironed out and they were
are a lot more diYculties than have so far been built, then presumably you would need to have
suggested in getting to the point where there are government support over the long-term—not just
private sector interests willing to make a bid. Of one parliament but over the long-term.
course if you ask them are they interested, they are Mr Burke: Yes.
going to say yes; they do not have to commit
anything to say yes to an expression of interest. And Q63 Joan Walley: If then energy prices start to fall
if you ask the City financiers would they be willing presumably they would need to have their energy
to finance it, of course they see very large fees in prices maintained, would they not?
doing that but that is an extremely long way away Mr Burke: We spent half a billion pounds bailing
from actually signing the cheques and signing out British Energy because the government’s
contracts. So I think there is going to be rather more liberalisation policy succeeded in driving electricity
diYculty at the very front end. In other words, costs down. That is a bizarre position in which to
suppose the government does what it says it is going find yourself. Why would you want to repeat it? Can

I put it another way? It would be very diYcult for theto do and agrees to make a decision in 2006, then
government to square the circle in saying, “We wantleaving out all of the other problems I am not sure
to have a constant downward pressure on electricitythat you would have anybody willing to make an
prices and we want to have a big new programme oforder very quickly, and a real live order whichwould
nuclear power stations.” It is very diYcult to squarelead to somebody actually spending 200 million
that circle.pounds maybe on designing a nuclear reactor, let

alone the whole programme. So I think there are a
lot more diYculties just at that level than have so far Q64 Joan Walley: So that I am clear, in terms of

squaring that circle presumably that circle couldsurfaced just in the real world.
only be squared if the nuclear industry had
guarantees on insurance?

Q61 Joan Walley: Presumably what you are saying Mr Burke: Yes.
is of such significance that it needs to be taken
account of in various reviews that are going on now Q65 Joan Walley: Had guarantees in respect of
within diVerent government departments, so how is dealing with the waste and how one deals with that,
that going to be factored in? but also guarantees in respect of price?
MrBurke: I think that is an extremely good question Mr Burke: You have to cover the revenue risk, that
to ask in particular the DTI, though I think the is the price. The how?—there are a number of ways
Treasury will be asking them also. It is an extremely you could do that. But you would have to cover the
good question to ask the advisers of Number 10, revenue risk; you would have to cover the regulatory
who are particularly keen on this, the sofa denizens risk. In other words, you would in eVect have to say
who are undoubtedly playing some part in that future governments would not change their
influencing the Prime Minister. I think those are mind on some of the questions such as who should
particularly good questions; they have not answered carry the liability for radioactive waste or what
themand there is no place where they have laid down proportion of the insurance burden should the
how they are going to answer them. As I have laid taxpayer cover and so on? So you have a number of
out in my memorandum, the practical diYculties of risks that the business investors would have to be
getting to a replacement are very serious. Leave sure that the government was going to carry those
aside the question of whether you should go down risks through at least two parliaments—at least two
this route, the practical diYculties of going down parliaments—and you would need a very high
that route are very considerable. My underlining degree of confidence, if you were an investor, to be
point is that the driver on climate security in betting on that.
particular, though also on energy security, will Joan Walley: And all party support.
punish us very severely if we make a mistake on this.
These are not mistakes that you can easily remedy. Q66 Dr Turner: I am going to ask you to comment
If we do not address the climate security issue fairly on the proposition that has been put forward by the
aggressively in the next decade or so everything we government’s own in-house reactor producer,
are hearing from the science, from the conference the Westinghouse, which is the AP1000, which is
Prime Minister convened at the beginning of the predicated. The price is predicated on producing ten
year, all the signals coming through are telling us of them and that low price is also predicated on
that we are in a quite urgent situation. You are stripping out an awful lot ofmaterial from the design
talking about very large investments and in order to and, as I understand it, also leaving out secondary
get the private sector to play its part you really have containment as well. Do you have any credence with
to give a lot more confidence than is currently being their pricing estimate, even if they could get
given that the government is committed to a regulatory approval and licensing? Does it stack up

at all?direction forward, and at the moment across the
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Mr Burke: You do not know what a nuclear reactor Mr Burke: Yes. I think you should examine the
is going to cost until you have built it; that is the proposition in some detail. I have laid out why I think
reality. So can they give you an estimate of howmuch that the timetable is like that; I think I have been
they could lower the capital cost by stripping out— reasonably optimistic. I have assumed that there will
and that is the exact and correct description—a lot of be a relatively short transition from a government
the valves and pipes they put there in the first place in decision in principle to an actual policy framework of
order to maintain the security? What they are a year. If it requires primary legislation it might be
stripping out is the redundancy in the system. As I rather longer than that. If you have to provide the
thinkMrDixon said, the problem is not the design of kind of revenue risk guarantees that might be
reactors, it is the operators. The redundancy is not required it could take you even longer. I have not
there because you think the design will fall apart, it is mentioned anything about capacity constraints on
there to cater for the fact that human beings are the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII). There is
fantastically inventive and can create fault pathways a real question about whether actually they could do
that you did not think of. That will clearly lower the the work in the time I suggested. The AP1000 is in
capital cost. Even if it does and even if you can build eVect a new design; nobody has built one anywhere.
them on the lowest timeframe—and I have seen five- So it is a new design and would require an
year time levels for everything, where planning and unbelievable reversal of British regulatory process—
construction is within five years—it still does not abandonment of British regulatory process. They call
compete with onshore wind. Again, why would you it regulatory “tweaking”. Actually you need to be
do it? really careful—it is abandoning our current

regulatory philosophy whereby the NII will not give
a permit to construct a reactor until it has had time toQ67 Dr Turner: I think you are saying it is a no-
examine the design. You cannot buy a nuclear designbrainer?
oV the shelf; a design to build a nuclear power stationMr Burke: Yes. I would have said that except that I
takes you two years—I would guess—you mightonce saw a very clever man talk about the
shorten it a bit but not much—and a great deal ofprivatisation of the Iraqi oil industry and how the
money to produce. An engineering design like that ispeople who had come in and said it was a no-brainer
a very massive production eVort. So I think I amand privatised it, and theman fromShell whowent to

pick up the pieces said, “Ah, yes, only somebody with being rather optimistic. I am only assuming a year in
no brain could have thought that”! So I am slightly my timetable for a planning inquiry. Even with the
cautious. government’s enthusiasm for stripping out time from

the planning system I may have been a bit optimistic.
So why would you think you can build it faster thanQ68 Joan Walley: Could you shed some light for us
five years?on the new nuclear power stations that are being built

currently and the extent to which they are dependent
on state support in other parts of the world? Q70 Colin Challen: I assume that a new build would
Mr Burke: I do not think there is anywhere a nuclear be on an existing site, so perhaps that might make it
power station being built where it is not essentially a easier for them to convince us that it is really adecision of government supported by government. simple process.The Finnish one is the one that is often cited as an

Mr Burke: I have allowed for that in my timetable ofexample. I think if you start to lift up the stones you
saying you might only take a year. As I say, I thinkfind that theFrench taxpayer is subsidisingFinland—
I was being optimistic even on that assumption. Theagain, not just us—and you find that there is a great
Sizewell Inquiry took four years, I think, and I amdeal of government guarantee in the relationship
assuming you cut that by 75% to get there. I have notbetween the investors and the takers of the electricity,
built in what substitute you would have for that lostand there are some particularly unique circumstances
examination; in other words, when would there thenabout the bulk supply of the electricity in Finland. So
be some national level debate that would substituteFinland is the only place I know where the private
the need for a proper—what we would now think ofsector—anything resembling the private sector—is
as a full—local planning inquiry? As I said, I thoughtbuilding a newnuclear power station; everywhere else
I had been optimistic.it is essentially a place where there is a very high

government intervention. China, the biggest
programme, 30 gigawatts, is clearly driven entirely by Q71ColinChallen: Soyour pessimistic version, which
national government policy. And I cannot think of I do not think you gave us in your submission, could
anywhere else. Nobody would even begin to suggest take us up to the decommissioning point of Sizewell
that EDF was not part of the French government, B, possibly?
especially if you are, as I am, aLondon electricity user Mr Burke: I do not think it would go that far.and EDF can buy my provider but I cannot buy
EDF, which is very unfair.

Q72 Colin Challen: Not as far as that. It begs the
question then, we are going to have this gap, we areQ69Colin Challen:You said in your submission to us
told. Will the market fill that gap?that the timescale for a fully operational nuclear plant
Mr Burke: Yes, it will. I do not think the lights areis at the earliest 2021; is that not a little pessimistic?
going to go out. The market will fill that gap and itWe are going to be told that it is much quicker than

that to get these things running. will fill that gap if we do nothing else.
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Q73 Colin Challen:With what? Q76 Mr Ellwood: If I may go back to the discussion
MrBurke:Gas. That is what it would fill it with right on the nuclear build in the UK. There is a concern
now if there were nothing else. There would be a when we are receiving so much information that
contribution from more wind largely, I think, in the people will select bits of evidence which suit their
renewables. If you just left the market as it now is argument. If I may just ask, on the ability of Britain
you would get a bit more from wind and the other to build new nuclear power stations I would suggest
renewables and you would get a lot more gas and it that the fact that with all our nuclear power stations
would fill a gap. not one of them is actually the same, that each one

has been almost designed and built by design and
make; that they have learned from the old one andQ74 Colin Challen: That leads to a rise in emissions,
moved on to the new one. Industrial knowledge andpresumably?
nuclear capability has been depleted, and many ofMr Burke: It leads both to a rise in emissions and to
our experts have gone to places like Canada, Francea genuine concern about energy security. There is
and America. So the costs you are suggesting aresome alarmism about the idea of over dependence
because we have to relearn everything. That wouldon Russian gas. That is all a bit like raising the red
then have an impact on the amount of time it wouldmenace again. We are at least as dependent on
take to get a new nuclear reactor into place. ThereMiddle East oil for our transport, and we saw in the
are oV the shelf fourth generation nuclear powerfuel protest just how vulnerable this country is to
stations which will not take nearly as long and willinterruptions in its supply of petrol. Even so, you
meet the safety requirements and so could bewould want to hedge against that and the proper
installed in the UK much, much faster. Thehedge against that is coal.
CANDU reactor systems in Canada and the new
fourth generation reactors that theUnited States are

Q75ColinChallen: Just one final question. You have looking at, could these be an option? This is
closed oV all the arguments for nuclear but they are something surely that should be looked into, rather
going to come back and say, “Okay, with gas and than us having to reinvent the wheel here in the UK,
more renewables you will be able to fill this gap that which would take 20 years?
is emerging, but we can still fill another gap and that Mr Burke: My timetable is not dependent on whatis creating the hydrogen economy so that your road choice of nuclear technology you make at all. So ittransport will be using hydrogen that we create for does not matter if you pick an AP1000, an AREVAyou, and no other source can provide enough or whether you picked a CANDU. CANDU mightelectricity to create enough hydrogen to do that

slow it down a bit because it would be completelytask.” So how do we deal with that argument?
new to the British system so I suspect it wouldMrBurke: I agree with you that they are going to say
somewhat extend the time the NII took, as opposedthat and it is going to be another example of the
to the PWR of which we have some experience. I donuclear industry promising jam tomorrow. I think
not think the question of the engineering or technicalthat needs a lot of examination. If you talk to people
capability in Britain makes much diVerence; there isin the motor industry they do not see a simple or
a lot ofmovement of qualified engineers so in a sensestraightforward or near time, meaning 20 or 30
we would bring back people. We have a problem inyears, transition to hydrogen; they see the next step
Britain generally about the large-scale projectsin the motor industry—and I think, given the
which would apply to this, but that is a problemnumbers on this, quite interestingly—as in hybrids.
which we have found in all kinds of sectors, not justI mean getting the 100, 150 mile per gallon eYciency
in this sector. But the specific nuclear expertise, whatout of something muchmore resembling our current
we do not have we could import, so I do not see thatinfrastructure and therefore not requiring the huge
as aVecting the timetable. It is why I tried to lay outinvestment in new infrastructure. So I think they see
the timetable in a way that was dependent on thea step by step transition. Eventually youmight get to
processes not on the technologies. I do not think ithydrogen, but if you are talking about those sort of
makes much diVerence which technology youtimescales you are talking about timescales in which
choose. The AP1000 is a new design and no doubtthe renewables—if you are looking at just technical
people would want to test the safety of that fairlycapacity—can give you every bit as much as nuclear.
thoroughly, for obvious reasons. The AREVA is aThe thing that I have tried to emphasise in my
less new design. Those are both what are now calledmemorandum is the danger of just looking at
generation III. The generation IV technologies, thetechnology choices, as if you were in the toyshop
pebble-bed and so on, nobody has gone anywherepicking which one you could aVord and which one
near doing one of those, so I think if you went thatwas the cheapest. There are pathways that you have
way it would slow you down even further in terms ofto look atwhich havemixes of technology and policy
technology deployment. But the real point is thatin them, and you have to choose which pathways
there is a quite well laid out process for how webest get you to the goal you want, which also means
would go about permitting a new reactor of any kindthat you have to specify what that goal should be. I
and I have tried to be quite optimistic in a way inhave specified it in terms of energy and climate
saying how long that would take, because thesecurity; you might add poverty alleviation and you
timetables here matter. My predominant concern iscould add other goals, but you then have to say what
with climate security and I do not think you canare the various pathways you could use and what are
separate that from energy security; you cannot havethe advantages and disadvantages of each pathway

in getting to that goal? climate security without energy security. The Prime
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Minister is right to say that the public are not going security burden of transport—you buy yourself
more room and more flexibility. So bio-fuels isto choose one over the other, so you have to try to

get both together. The climate timetable is very important and perhaps a lotmore important thanwe
have said to date. I think there is a real issue of scaleshort; the climate timetable is not one where we can

think what is an optimum solution, what is the with bio-fuels. In other words, as with everything
else it is not going to be a panacea and you wouldlowest cost to reduce emissions by 2050? I was

listening to David King, the government Chief really need to think very hard about the issue of bio-
fuels when you look at the evidence that was justScientist, speaking about this last night. We are

talking about really serious transition points in the published in Nature on the eVects of the 2003 heat
wave on vegetation, in a way that surprised prettyclimate happening in this decade possibly, but

certainly within the next three or four decades, and well everybody who has followed this. The threshold
by which vegetation sinks, becomes sources, seem toI am trying to get some sense of measuring up—
be much nearer. If you go out to 2050 you at the
point at which we might be seeing a 2003 heat waveQ77 Mr Ellwood: But that will not happen because
every second year. So there is an issue about scale,of Britain, that is in China and these other places.
there is an issue about the interaction between theMr Burke: I could not agree with you more, that is
climate problems and whether bio-fuels really giveabsolutely right, and if you ask me right now where
you all the carbon benefit you think. I do not haveshould we spend our money to achieve climate
a firm answer on that, I am simply saying that as asecurity I would say spend it in China. But in reality
warning against thinking, “Here is another silverthe issue is that we have to go forward together. That
bullet; if only we can fire it, it solves all ouris why I said to Mr Challen that in a way I see our
problems.” I do not think that is the case. I agreehedge against gas and over-dependence on gas being
with your underlying premise. I think we havethe coal option. When you read pretty well all of the
underestimated it, and my sense, from talking to adiscussion on this in Britain at the moment in public
lot of people, is that there is more to be gained evennobody mentions coal. Coal is an internationally
inside the constraints I have mentioned.traded commodity; there is a lot of it about and we

have quite a lot of it in this country. We know how
to run coal technologies. We have an issue with Q80MrHurd:Tom,myquestion is about clean coal.
sequestration. I am actually rather more optimistic You have been passionate about the urgency of the
than the previous witness about the accessibility of timetable and you have put what we look at in a
carbon sequestration. We have an industry in BP global perspective by pointing to the elephant in the
that has suddenly spotted the size of the room that is China, and your central thesis seems to
opportunity, which is whyMrBrowne, who does not be that nuclear cannot help because it cannot deliver
on the whole try to invest in losers, has just decided on the timetable and you have asked us to put clean
to put up some money to literally start the work of coal as the key element in the mix because, with
exploring it in Scotland. global challenge, lookwhere all the coal reserves are,
Mr Ellwood: We are still an importer now of coal so it is going to be part of the story whatever
now. happens, and in the UK that looks an option as a

hedge against over-dependence on gas. My question
Q78 Chairman:We will come on to discuss coal in a to you is: why do you feel confident that clean coal
bit more detail in a moment. If we may move on? can deliver to this urgent timetable whereas
Mr Burke: You are not going to get out of being in nuclear cannot?
the market. Mr Burke: I am not confident. I did not say so in my

memorandum that it could; I said nuclear cannot.
What I actually said in my memorandum is we haveQ79 Mark Pritchard: Just as an aside as an
to do something else, and if you are asking me tointroduction, it would be quite interesting whether
focus entirely on the urgent timetable I am rather insome environmentalists—and I regard myself as an
the Catherine Mitchell camp that our biggestenvironmentalist which is why I am on this
priority is actually energy eYciency. But in someCommittee—might perhaps eat some humble pie
sense that was not the immediate focus of thisand learn from the United States on the issue of
inquiry. I actually think we could do it, but it is notclean coal technology, but I am sure other members
with the level of confidence I would have on thewill comment on that in a moment. I would like to
eYciency. I actually think we could do it for twoaddress the issues of bio-fuels. Do you think that the
reasons. One, we are very familiar with coalrole of bio-fuels has been underestimated, vis-à-vis in
technologies across the board, both in thethe commercial wholesale market there has been too
deployment, construction, the public acceptability,much notice—perhaps it has only been rhetoric
the siting—I think we are much more familiar withactually—on the consumer/customer facing side,
coal technologies, and we are talking aboutand that would address the short timescales that you
technologies which we have. Pulverised coal is beinghave brought before us today, if the government
built all over the world at a vast rate; the Chinese arewould do far more in bio-fuels?
building a new pulverised power station, one everyMr Burke: I think as one of your other witnesses
five days. So we know we could build them. In apointed out, you have to remember to see this issue
sense we can get very much from this huge learningin the context of overall policy not just electricity
from what others are doing because there is so muchpolicy, and to some extent you buy yourself more

room if you can reduce the carbon burden and the other coal going on. We know we can do coal
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gasification which would be, in a sense, my Mr Burke: The IEA is the source of the data I
presented to you. I am sure that both Shell and BPinstinctive desire for a coal option, to go for

gasification. We have lots of gasification plants can give you a lot more data on that. Rio Tinto can
give you a lot more data on that. John Ashton and Iaround the world already and we can do a lot more

and we can learn as others do them as well. There are in one of our guises have produced a report which is
a confidential report on coal in China and we wouldreal issues about carbon sequestration but I do not

think they are issues which cause me to doubt the be very happy to share that with the Committee, but
on that basis—in other words not for publication.principle about doing it because we have been

managing reservoirs for 150 years or more. That is
why John Browne has interestingly focused on this Q83 Chairman: That would be very helpful indeed
so quickly, in a sense; we know how to manage and obviously we will respect the confidentiality.
geological reservoirs. It does not mean it is problem- Mr Burke:We have done a report on advanced coal
free. I think the real barriers there are not technologies in China and what the state of play is,
technological or even economic, they are which we would be very happy to share with you.
institutional. If you wanted to go for gasification
you are asking combustion engineers to do chemical Q84 Mr Hurd: A parallel Committee, the Science
engineering; that is an institutional problem. If you and Technology Committee, is currently looking at
want your utilities to connect up to your reservoir carbon capture and storage. If you could give that to
managers you are asking the electricity utility the Science and Technology Committee as well it
industry to cooperate with the oil industry; that is an would be very helpful.
institutional problem. All I would say is that it is Mr Burke: On the same terms, we would be very
easier for political will to address institutional happy to. What I am really saying is that I do not
problems of that kind than it is to address the other want to see it on the website or in Hansard.
problems. So I think it is easier to solve them. But it
is not a guarantee at all for it and then you are back

Q85 Dr Turner:We have a lot of fiscal instrumentsinto what is your trade-oV between gas-dependence
which aim to some degree or another to addressenergy eYciency. That is why I keep coming back to
climate change, including the Renewablesthe point and saying that if your problem, which is a
Obligation. But at the same time we have areal problem and actually worse than some people
competitive electricity market so there is a bit ofsay because they have left out the coal coming oV

conflict and confusion there. We have the Climatestream, is an electricity supply problem you need to
Change Levy; we have the EU Emissions Tradingidentify the pathways that take you through that
System. But you clearly think that these are notproblem, and all I was trying to say in my
entirely adequate and you argue for greatermemorandum is that I cannot see a way in which
intervention. Can you say why you think they arenuclear helps you with that problem, which is what
inadequate and what measures you would like to seeis causing the current debate.
put in?
MrBurke: I have already partly answered in relation
to Mr Hurd’s question that the Emissions TradingQ81 Mr Hurd: Just keeping on clean coal, what
Scheme will essentially, as things currently stand—would you like to see the UK government do to give
and I suspect for some time to come—make ayou greater confidence that the UK government was
diVerence at the margin, but it is not going to makeaccelerating the development of clean coal
a diVerence to investment. The signal is not strongtechnology?
enough to persuade major investors to change theirMr Burke: I know exactly what I would like to see it
investment pattern, but it will make a diVerencedo but I cannot tell you how I would persuade it to
whether you go for gas or coal, for instance, at thedo it. I would like to see the UK government use as
margin. I do not foresee the degree of agreementone of its primary tools a very low level of carbon tax
even at the EU—even actually at a national level letto substitute for the regulatory certainty it is not
alone at EU level—let alone globally, to drive a pricegoing to be able to deliver otherwise, and to use that
signal through strong enough to create theto create a fund to finance the rather rapid
investment in the time. So I think the ETS is verydeployment of advance coal technologies, carbon
important and as we go through the century, as wesequestration. I would not do that by trying to pick
deal with the transport-driven and more dispersedwinners; I would do that by saying that we can pick
sources, then it is extremely important because at thethe losers. I know which carbon intensive
margin the choices will add up to making atechnologies we ought to get out first and then let the
diVerence. But if we do not do something in the verymarket decide and make bids into that fund for the
near future about the technology trajectory for coaladditional cost of purchase in the public good, of
burn then in eVect it will not really matter from areplacing that generation coming out. That is my
climate point of viewwhat else we do. That is the realideal world. I am not sure I see an easy path to it.
logic. Therefore we need to be clear—and I think
government needs to be clear—that a stable climate

Q82Mr Hurd:You gave us some very startling data is a public good; it is not going to be arrived at
about China. Where would you point this without public investment. What is it worth to this
Committee to in terms of getting more data about country to maintain a stable climate or to play its
what is actually going on in China in terms of coal part in the global eVort to maintaining a stable

climate? That seems to me the question, and I will bepower build?
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interested to see how the Stern Review is going to government, dealing with climate change and energy
issues, should be changed? A couple of ideas havelook at this. A question of climate stability is the

same as the question of national security. Nobody emerged, one quite recently in a debate last week,
but other people have suggested it, that there shouldsays, “Let us do a cross-benefit analysis on whether

or not we should go to war in Iraq.” Whatever your be something like an independent carbon policy
committee, like the NPC. Other suggestions mightview on that you would have thought somebody

suggesting that you do a cost-benefit analysis before be that energy and climate change should be taken
out of DTI and given its own Cabinet ranking. Doyou did it was completely silly, and it is the same on

climate security. The issue is: what are the cost those sorts of ideas have any resonance, do you
think?eVective pathways? So if there is public investment

you then have two questions: how do you finance Mr Burke: What not everybody has got their minds
that investment and how do you spend it in a way around yet is that whenever we stabilise carbon
that is focused and sensible and delivers results dioxide concentrations we have to keep them there;
rather than simply waste results? When I was it is not that, “We will do this and then we can go
replying to Mr Hurd there, my sense is that a back to our old ways.” So the idea of something like
relatively low level of carbon tax will generate, a monetary policy committee in the longer run is
because of the inelasticity of demand for energy, quite important. I would like to see government set
rather large amounts of money. If you can keep the itself targets on the carbon intensity of its public
Revenue’s hands oV them then you have a pool of expenditure, because that is something it controls,
money that you can use to eVect investment rather and it can do something about the intensity of its
quickly, and that is the opportunity you are missing public expenditure. I do not just mean procurement;
because nobody seems able in this debate to use the I mean the whole public expenditure frame. You
words “public investment”. take out the transfer payments but the basic public

expenditure frame incidentally will help shift the
balance in the Treasury rules on capital expenditureQ86DrTurner:You have obviously read the Science
against our current expenditure in a way which willand Technology Committee’s report towards a
allow you to invest in energy eYciency as part of thelower carbon economy which proposes exactly that:
solution for dealing with fuel poverty. So I woulda carbon tax, and carbon tax credit system
certainly like to see that. I have far less enthusiasmpenalising carbon and carbon emission and
for the idea of playing musical chairs withrewarding the investment technologies which do
government departments. If you were asking menot.
what would I do in an ideal world I would restoreMrBurke:One of themost successful examples of an
something like the capacity of the Cabinet OYce toeconomic instrument achieving its environmental
actually coordinate across government, which weobjectives was the Swedish NOX tax, and the
used to have, but which, without many peopleSwedish NOX tax basically—vehicle emissions
noticing, we seem to have lost. That machinery forpredominantly but also electricity—said, “We are
coordinating, properly used, is an extremelytaxing your NOX emissions and we are investing the
powerful way, particularly on a technical issue likeproceeds of that tax in financing the technology to
this, of bringing together the necessary alignmentreduce the emissions.” So it became a self-sunsetting
between the actions of departments. That ismore thetax, which has considerable attractions to it because
kind of machinery government solution I would beas the policy succeeded so the yield of the tax fell, the
thinking of, especially after the last machinery ofburden fell and the air improved. I thought that was
government change in relation to my interests ina very elegant instrument.
the environment, which has been reasonably
catastrophic.Q87 Dr Turner: So would you agree that we need Chairman: Let us not go there! You may find wemore immediately eVective mechanisms like the
share your view on that, and have said so in the past.carbon tax and Carbon Tax Credit System, which
Joan Walley.deliver very clear signals that are transparent,

whereas our current system is just too complex?
Mr Burke: It is opaque and does not deliver signals Q89 JoanWalley: I just wanted to press you onwhat
that are strong enough—and I refer you back to the you said about the idea of changing the Treasury
points I made in reply to the Chairman’s question rules in terms of public expenditure, capital
about the confidence and certainty needed to get the expenditure and revenue.Have youwritten anything
sustained investment that is necessary to address this on that?
problem. Furthermore, I think that in commanding Mr Burke: I have not written anything on that, but
the public confidence, being straightforward with I have talked to a few people about it and I would
people about the fact that at the end of the day the be very happy to give you a short note. It is just the
public good is going to be secured by public obvious thing that if you have to drive down the
investment and not otherwise, is a very important carbon intensive public expenditure then you would
part of sustaining the kind of strategy over several look for ways in which you could get the best pound
parliaments that is going to be required. for your buck in doing it. Clearly one of the best

ways is in the health service, the education service
and in the social security service. If you can findwaysQ88 Colin Challen: In addressing this public good
to capitalise that spend then it is better than year onover a number of parliaments, do you have any

specific thoughts about how the regime within year on year raising your spend on current account.
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I have not done much more thinking than that. Of can have confidence. There is a voice from the CBI
that government tends to take, I think at leastcourse, again, it would make wars a little more

diYcult because wars are very carbon intensive. politically, quite seriously, which is a very diVerent
voice from the voice of the major investors. The CBI
is saying, “Please take this away, let us do somethingQ90 Chairman: That is an inquiry which we have
later about it.” I do not think very much actual basisconsidered but felt to be a step too far!
that this is going to hurt our competitiveness. TheMrBurke: I thought it might almost be a step too far
major investors, the BPs, the Shells, the BGs, theto raise the point.
Rios are saying privately—not somuch because they
want it to be private but because they do not take theQ91 Chairman:We did not want the field trip either!
public stage in the way the CBI does—“Get on withMr Burke: In the very real sense, why I was raising
it.” And there are a lot of other voices in the industrythat in that way was simply to demonstrate the
saying, “Give us, if not regulatory certainty becausepotential power of a mechanism that focused on
that is quite diYcult to do on your own, at least givepublic expenditure, where the government is one of
us a consistent and constant political signal.” So Ithe biggest capital spenders, and it is all very well
have some sympathy for the pressures ontelling business that it must invest and it is all very
government because of the way the business voice iswell doing other things to try to constrain with this
being articulated and expressed, and that is ahand that amount of carbon in the economy if with
problem for business. But government’s hand inthis hand you are pumping it up. There is clearly
dealing with that is not to have a sense that somehowincoherence in that.
what the government is going to do is going to be
decided by a small group of advisers around theQ92 Joan Walley: So you would advocate that as
PrimeMinister and not by a whole government withbeing part of the mixture?
an elaborate and rather good, in my observation,Mr Burke: I think that is again part of the diVerent
advisory process for sorting out the wheat from thefiscal instruments, part of the policy measures that
chaV and presenting Ministers with clear optionswe need to be thinking about as we address what is,
that have actually looked at things in three-I think, a very urgent problem, yes.
dimension. The uncertainty people have is that
somehow the government is being bounced by

Q93Mr Chaytor:Can I take you back to the start of privileged access.
your remarks, where you referred to the influence of
the “sofa denizens”? These are the characters that

Q95 Mr Chaytor: I just want to pursue thisused to be in Harold Wilson’s day the “Kitchen
privileged access. Your definition of the industry,Cabinet”?
therefore, is one of the generators against CBI—Mr Burke: Yes.
Mr Burke: Of course there are a lot of people,
actually all over the place not just in the nuclear

Q94 Mr Chaytor: I would link that with what was industry, who honestly think that the nuclear future
said earlier by Dr Dixon about the position of the is the way to go. There are a lot of peoplewho believe
industry and the attempt by the industry to seek this that. There are a lot of people in the City—not the
window of opportunity. In fact I think Catherine investors but the fee makers, the accountancy
Mitchell also said it. Dr Dixon also said that one of consultants and so on—who can see massive fees,
the generators, British Energy, is not actually and they are very keen and they are going to join in
lobbying for new build. The suppliers are not on that as they would on any other opportunity. I
lobbying for new build; one of the two generators is find it very hard to criticise people for doing that; I
not lobbying for new build. The City financiers do think they are entitled to do that; that is what in a
not seem to be coming in very quickly unless they get sense drives the dynamismof the economy.What the
cast iron guarantees. What parts of the industry are public is entitled to require is that the machinery of
leading the lobbying? government for dealing with those pressures is such
Mr Burke: The first thing is that there is no such that the outcome is in the public interest not in a
place as the business community; there are lots of private interest.
diVerent communities with diVerent interests and
diVerent dynamics. I have no objection to the

Q96 Mr Chaytor: What about the Department ofnuclear industry lobbying for what it thinks is the
Trade and Industry?solution; I do not for one minute think there is any
Mr Burke: The Department of Trade and Industrybad faith, I think there are people who have made
has always, I think, found itself in a diYcult positionthe best analysis they can and they want to do it. So
of wanting to promote but not having the tools toI cannot see any reason why they should not lobby
promote.and lobby very aggressively for what they want to

do, and they are entitled tomake asmuch of a public
debate about lobbying as they see fit. What I think Q97 Mr Chaytor: Is it part of this lobbying

campaign?is more important, and it goes back to the question
andmy reply toMrChallen, is that you have to have Mr Burke: No, there are diVerences of opinion

inside the Department of Industry. You can talk toconfidence that the processes of government will not
be bounced by lobbying with diVerential access. In diVerent people in the Department of Industry and

get diVerent views. This goes back to saying, “Whatother words, that there is somewhere where all of
that is put together in a process in which everybody is your confidence, with all of these diVerent
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channels of information and diVerent voices, where your major public investment comes from a
carbon tax where there is a transparent passdiVerent ideas and information, that government

puts it all together and really sorts it out?” I am not through, I think that in all circumstances it is an
easier sell, but particularly in the kind ofsaying that government has ever been absolutely

brilliant at it, I am saying that it used to be better circumstances you describe it would be an easier sell.
I do not see a fundamental incompatibility betweenthan it seems to be now, and that this is an area

where it really needs to be good because it requires ensuring our climate and energy security and
keeping our economy going—quite the reverse.the cooperation of so many people who are going to

make big bets on the policy in order to deliver the Actually an overwhelming amount of the evidence
is, when you think about it in principle, themore yououtcome. So the worst thing would be if we are

sitting around here in five years’ time and we are still drive carbon out of the economy the more eYcient it
is. Although it does not speak directly to yourtalking about what is the way to address this

problem. That would be the worst of all worlds question there is a number that Batelle came up with
lately which compared the tax regime in America onbecause then events will determine the outcome.
transport fuels with the tax regime in Europe and the
diVerence is equivalent to a $1400 a ton carbon tax.Q98 Mr Chaytor: Finally, can I ask about the
There are two outcomes to that—in fact there areMinistry of Defence?
lots of outcomes and I am not talking about all ofMr Burke: I do not know anything about the
them—and one is that it has clearly played a part inMinistry of Defence’s involvement in this issue. I
the fact that we generate a unit of GDP at about halfthink it is an important voice, however, and I will be
the energy cost of the American economy; and thevery interested to know more about the Ministry of
second outcome of that is that we are far lessDefence’s view on how an unstable climate would
dependent thanwe otherwisewould be on security ofaVect their priorities.
supply fromMiddle East oil. I am not saying that we
are not dependent on it but we would be a lot moreQ99 Mr Chaytor: Are they sitting on the sofa?
dependent if we had not done that. So there haveMr Burke: I have no idea.
been considerable advantages to us in the fact that
we have had that tax diVerential. That was entirely

Q100 Mark Pritchard: On a specific obligation, and driven by revenue raising; nobody was looking for
given that the Prime Minister will be waiting with other public goods there, it was just simply a good
bated breath for evidence from this inquiry, no way to raise revenue. The idea that somehow if you
doubt reading the report within a day, what message tax people and spend money you always make their
would you send out from today vis-à-vis the life worse or the economy worse, I am not sure that
government’s failure to bring forward the the facts bear that out as an overall and all
Renewable Transport obligation? embracing theory.
Mr Burke: I would not because I do not really
understand the issue. So, I am sorry, I do not know
what the connection of that issue is, so I would not Q102 Joan Walley: A final question, if I may? My
have a signal. I would rather not guess. colleague, David Chaytor, mentioned about the

Ministry of Defence. I wonder, in respect of what
you are saying about global security, about theQ101 Mrs Villiers: You have made some very
report which came out I think from the Unitedcompelling points about the idea that government
Nations last week, about the number of people whoshould put its ownhouse in order and look to its own
will be displaced as refugees on account of climatecarbon emissions as well as encouraging business to
change, if you personally have been involved in anydo the same. Obviously that would have very
of the discussions about, if you like, the preventativesignificant cost implications for public spending. If,
role and how we could build into any assessment ofas some people seem to expect, there is a general
costs of all of this and the need to take preventativeslowing down of the economy, how much more
measures to prevent environmental disasters of thisdiYcult do you think it is going to be for the
kind from coming about?government to tackle climate change and the sort of
Mr Burke: No, I have not been involved in anychallenges you have been talking about?
particular discussion, but clearly it is a subject onMrBurke: I agreewith you. I think thatmost people,
which I have spent a lot of thought and time. I do notwhen they look at this future, assume that the
think people grasp just how diVerent climate changecurrent boom and easy times are going to go on and I
is—and I use climate change because of the factorsthink that is really quite a questionable assumption.
you mention. I never want to say “global warming”When you have bad times people tend to go for very
because that gives people the idea that there isimmediate things that do not necessarily deliver for
something nice here. There is going to be nothingthem, and therefore it is very important. I do not
nice about a rapidly changing climate, in particularknow when, I just think that the current kind of
for the most vulnerable, in whatever form thatpoising of imbalances cannot go on forever. It adds
comes, because it is the change and the pace ofto my sense of the urgency to begin to get the right
change thatmatters, not the climate per se.We couldpolicy in place now before an even deeper panic
adapt, if we had enough time, to almost any climatementality drives us. At the end of the day, if you go
but we are not going to have very much time to dofor the kind of thing that I was outlining in reply to
this. So there is a debate emerging in some quartersMr Turner and I think to Mr Hurd, where you are

actually taking it not from general taxation but that it is too late to do anything about climate
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change by mitigation, let us do adaptation instead. I begun to investigate what they are. The UN was
think that is a wholly false prospect; we have to do right to point out the scale of these. David King was
some of both. It is a wholly false prospect for a very doing the same at the meeting I was at last night.
particular factual reason, which is that that will not These are massive scales. This issue aVects every
help you with the ocean acidification. Adaptation single person on the planet in diVerent ways, but it
will help you, maybe, in some places, but the idea aVects them all at the same time. Terrorism does not
which somebody proposed, that by the time this is a do that, poverty does not do that, ill heath does not
real problem the Bangladeshis will be rich enough to do that; it aVects some of us but not all of us. This
build levees did not seem to understand that it is one aVects all of us.
hard to build levees in a country that does not have
any rock, and Bangladesh is literally a country that

Q103 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed,does not have any rock. So there is a lot of extremely
Tom, and I am sorry it has run on a bit; it only didcasual thinking about what adaptation might
so because colleagues were very interested in whatactually mean, and I have no doubt at all that it will
you had to say.mean something enormously economically and
Mr Burke: Thank you very much for thepolitically destabilising when you take through the

second and third order of facts, and we have barely opportunity.
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Memorandum submitted by the Sussex Energy Group

About the Sussex Energy Group

There is growing awareness that a transition to a sustainable energy economy is one of themain challenges
facing us in the 21st Century. Although climate change is a central factor, there are several other reasons
why we need to address the energy transition, including security of supply, fuel poverty and the attractions
of innovations such as renewable energy resources, distributed generation and combined heat and power.

Critically, the energy transition needs to be designed in such a way that maximises economic eYciency.
An eVective response requires technical ingenuity, behavioural change and virtually unprecedented political
commitment. The complexities and uncertainties involved are similarly great.

These are the challenges that the Sussex Energy Group is addressing. We undertake academically
excellent and inter-disciplinary research that is also centrally relevant to the needs of policy-makers and
practitioners. We pursue these questions in close interaction with a diverse group of those who will need to
make the changes happen. We are supported through a five-year award from the Economic and Social
Research Council but also have funding from a diverse array of other sources.

Outline of this Response

This response has been written and edited jointly by Professor Gordon Mackerron, Dr Jim Watson, Dr
Alister Scott and Dr Shimon Awerbuch, all of the Sussex Energy Group.

In this response, we cover all the main areas set out in the inquiry announcement: A) The extent of the
generation gap; B) Financial cost and investment considerations and C) Strategic benefits. We do not wish
to include any “other issues” under D.

WithinA, we question the usefulness of the idea of a “generation gap”, particularly since the time required
to build new electricity supply based on gas or renewable technologies has decreased dramatically in
recent years.

Within B, two important themes we emphasise are: the impact of much greater uncertainty than
commonly admitted on the reliability of generating cost estimates as the basis for major policy departures;
and the role and needs of potential micro-generation innovations.

Within C, we comment on: security of supply arguments and the diVerent dimensions of security of
supply; and the value of taking a portfolio approach to investment decision-making.

A. The Extent of the Generation Gap

What are the latest estimates of the likely shortfall in electricity generating capacity caused by the phase-out
of existing nuclear power stations and some older coal plant?How do these relate to electricity demand forecasts
and to the eVectiveness of energy eYciency policies?

We would question whether the idea of a “generation gap” is useful in analysing energy and security
problems. Whilst it is important that public policy makers be aware of the balance between probable
demand and supply for power several years ahead, expressing this in terms of a “gap” pre-judges the
existence of a problem and can give rise to a false sense of urgency. It also lends itself to a “predict and
provide” approach to generation investment, which has demonstrably failed in the past. For example, in the
early 1980s a programme of 10 Pressurised Water Reactors was thought to be necessary to fulfil UK
electricity demand. In the event, only one (Sizewell B) was built.

The rise of gas-fired and renewable energy generation, with their short construction times relative to coal
and nuclear power plants, also means that the period over which it is important to forecast the balance
between demand and supply has drastically decreased. While National Grid still makes such projections
seven years into the future, supply response times are now dramatically shorter than this—usually 2–3 years.
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B. Financial Cost and Investment Considerations

In this section we dwell particularly on the potential for nuclear and micro-generation, both being areas
where the Sussex Energy Group has conducted substantial research.

Nuclear1

With regard to nuclear new build, how realistic and robust are cost estimates in the light of past experience?
What impact would a major programme of investment in nuclear have on investment in renewables and energy
eYciency?

The shape of the current UK debate about new nuclear build is familiar. Climate change is serious; the
UKwants to reduce carbon emissions substantially as a result; the scope for doing so via renewable energy,
energy eYciency and carbon capture has limits; UK nuclear capacity will keep falling; and nuclear
technology oVers an established form of low-carbon energy. Therefore, the argument runs, we need to re-
invest in nuclear, preferably soon.

There may be some economic problems to overcome but decisive action on the part of Government could
remove the obstacles to a new “programme”. Setting aside issues of nuclear waste, the argument is a serious
one and needs proper scrutiny2. How serious are the economic and commercial obstacles to new build, how
might they be overcome and—often overlooked—what would be the wider consequences?

Many commentators are now putting forward analyses of the economic status of new nuclear build,
usually with a comparison of the status of alternatives, mainly gas-fired power and/or renewable energy.
The majority suggest that the generating cost of nuclear power is similar to, or not much higher than, these
alternatives. This is new: when Government declared in its February 2003 White Paper3 that nuclear was
currently an uneconomic choice, no-one seriously demurred. What has changed?

There have been two major changes in the last two years. The first is that oil and gas prices have risen and
stayed high. If these price levels were to persist over the next 10–20 years, nuclear economics would clearly
improve. The problem for nuclear is that potential private investors in nuclear power are unlikely to take a
bet on oil and gas prices falling. So the case for nuclear needs to rest primarily on the technology itself. This
is where the second change comes in. After deadlock for a decade, a European country (Finland) has at last
placed a real order for a nuclear plant, and France has decided that it will follow. Nuclear power now
becomes a real prospect in Europe: if Finland, why not the UK?

Uncertain economics

The most important single economic obstacle to nuclear power is that no-one really knows what a new
nuclear plant would cost to build, and it will be impossible to know for some time. Bearing in mind that the
construction cost and time of a nuclear plant are the single most important determinant of the economics,
this is a serious obstacle.

Most of the recent UK economic analyses—mainly from nuclear vendors, financial institutions and
consultants—start by assuming a given construction cost for a plant. The numbers range from a frankly
optimistic figure of £850/kW (vendors’ estimate) to £1,625/kW from the consultants Oxera.4 This is quite
an alarming range: at £850/kW nuclear is close to economic; at £1,625/kW it is highly problematic. Some
of the diVerences between numbers are easily explained: the Oxera number includes a range of real costs that
are often ignored (eg planning, licensing and first-of-a-kind costs). It also explicitly refers to the first reactor
that might be built; the vendor estimates are commonly the expected cost of the eighth or tenth reactor, or
a “settled-down” cost, to which we return below.

But there are still serious diVerences in cost estimates even after these factors are taken into account. These
represent the serious uncertainties that remain at the heart of the economics of nuclear power.

There are perhaps two main contending designs for new plant: the EPR from Areva in France and the
AP1000 Westinghouse/BNFL design. The EPR is the plant just starting to be built in Finland, but neither
design has yet been completed anywhere in the world. This creates an immediate uncertainty. Further,
neither design has yet started to go through the UK safety licensing system, and diVerent licensing
requirements in diVerent countries lead to diVerent costs. UK history at Sizewell B is that UK licensing
requirements tend to be more onerous and costly than those of other countries. This could be diVerent in
future, but again no-one would expect an investor to risk much money on it. The conclusion is clear: no
single-number estimate of nuclear construction cost in UK conditions has any real meaning.

1 This section is largely based on G MacKerron “What price another?” Parliamentary Brief Energy Special Report,
September–October 2005, pp 11–12.

2 G MacKerron “Nuclear power and the characteristics of ‘ordinariness’: the case of UK energy policy” Energy Policy, 32:17,
November 2004, pp 1957–1966.

3 DTI Our Energy Future: Creating a Low-Carbon Economy February 2003.
4 Oxera Financing the nuclear option: modelling the costs of new build Agenda, June 2005, Table 1.
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The conventional answer to this uncertainty is that big vendors or consortia are willing to take on these
financial risks of construction and—as is the case in Finland—oVer a fixed price, turnkey construction
contract. This certainly transfers the risk from the consumer back to the vendor, but it does not remove it.
If costs turn out to be higher than the fixed price agreed, then vendors will not keep oVering low, fixed prices.
In the late 1960s, GE and Westinghouse signed similar fixed price deals on nuclear plant to US utilities for
nuclear plant, only to retreat into cost-plus contracts when they made big losses. The same may not happen
this time round—but it is possible.

Scale and scope of new nuclear

The other major issue in construction costs is around scale and scope. Vendors argue, as they have for
three decades, that bigger is better in two senses. First, to minimise cost, reactors have to be as big as
possible—the EPR represents 1,600MWof power per unit, substantially bigger than any in theUK. Second,
a series of identical reactors needs to be built, usually eight or 10. A first reactor, alone, will be seriously
uneconomic, on almost all analyses. The decision then is not whether or not to try building a more or less
novel reactor; it is whether to commit to a programme of around a minimum of 10GW (representing the
capacity needed to meet around 20% of current UK maximum demand). This is a game with high stakes.

Subsidy and competition

How could such a 10GWprogramme be delivered? This is a large subject in itself but most commentators
agree that substantial Government intervention would be needed—to underwrite construction costs, to
ensure long-term electricity sales contracts, and to cap long-term liabilities. These are all technically feasible
operations, but they would entirely undermine the painfully constructed, and broadly competitive,
wholesale market for electricity.

This might be acceptable if climate change is thought to be serious, but it throws up another potentially
serious obstacle. Non-nuclear electricity generators would be unlikely to sit back and accept as reasonable
the “state aid” that Government support of this kind would involve. If BNFL and the new Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority can be subject to an 18-month European Commission inquiry when the
potential threat to fair competition is marginal, it is easy to imagine the scale of an inquiry if 10GW of
nuclear capacity were to be favoured by Government on the scale needed. Such a state-aid case might well
be resolved in favour of the UKGovernment—state aid is allowable if there are powerful reasons to do so—
but it represents another obstacle.

Impacts on other options

Further, and to finish, a large programme of nuclear power would have other consequences, especially
for other means of reducing carbon emissions. The prime eVect would be “crowding out” other low-carbon
investments, especially renewable energy. There are at least three aspects to this. First, there would be an
opportunity cost in allocating public money to nuclear at the expense of other options. Second, there would
need to be some restructuring of market and regulatory rules, which might make it more diYcult for
decentralised options such as renewables and CHP. Third, government intervention to support nuclear
would send a mixed signal, and would damage fragile investor confidence with respect to renewables.

The nuclear choice, as currently presented, is therefore of an essentially “all-or-nothing” character,
carrying large risks. The prospects for a real nuclear contribution to reducing carbon emissions would be
helped if a more flexible and incremental case for nuclear investment could be plausibly constructed.

We discuss the question of portfolios of generating technologies in more detail below under “strategic
aspects”.

Micro-generation

What contribution can micro-generation make, and how would it aVect investment in large-scale generating
capacity?

The following comments draw on our recent response to the DTI’s consultation on its micro-generation
strategy5. The full consultation response is given at Annex A [not printed].

The DTI’s decision to develop a micro-generation strategy is welcome. The UK is in a strong position to
become a world leader in micro-generation technologies. Our research shows that power exports to the grid
from some technologies can be significant. If these technologies are deployed in large numbers, they could

5 For coverage of these ideas in the Guardian see
http://politics.guardian.co.uk/green/story/0,9061,1576317,00.html and on BBC online see
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/4284502.stm
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make substantial contributions to the supply mix. For example, over a million household heating boilers
are replaced each year, representing a sizeable opportunity for the introduction of micro-CHP: if 50% were
replaced as micro-CHP units, this would displace several hundred megawatts of central generation6.

However, since many of these technologies are at an early stage of development, a supportive policy
framework is essential to give micro-generation the opportunity to grow. At the moment, the DTI bases its
approach to micro-generation on three types of barrier: cost, information and technical. While these are
important, this characterisation obscures some other important barriers, particularly those that relate to:
consumer decision-making, current policies and regulations, and the fiscal regime.

By way of illustration, there are fundamental diVerences between the fiscal treatment of investments in
energy supply and investments on the customer’s side of the meter—particularly in domestic households7.
Consumers have no access to tax or depreciation allowances for investments in micro-generation, whilst
companies investing in central generation are able to take advantage of capital allowances. Furthermore,
consumers pay VAT (albeit at a reduced rate) for their investments, whilst energy supply companies are able
to pass VAT on to consumers.

In brief, our research on the economics and regulation of micro-generation raises the following
implications for policy:

— the government should consider setting informed targets for the expansion of micro-generation,
which should be backed up by a package of policies to support deployment;

— creative approaches to technology support should be considered including enhanced capital
allowances and the extension of the settlement system so that micro-generation is given similar
treatment to centralised energy investments and business energy eYciency (see below for further
discussion of the settlement system issue);

— there is a need for schemes to provide households with easy access to impartial information and
skilled installers to minimise the risks they perceive;

— energy service contracts could help to expand the micro-generation market by providing access to
capital. The 28-day rule, which means that consumers can switch their energy supplier every four
weeks, should be abolished to enable this; and

— metering should be upgraded when micro-generation is installed to help provide consumers with
access to a range of energy services.

It is too early to say whether—and to what extent—micro-generation will help to deliver all of the four
goals of UK energy policy as set out in the 2003 White Paper: reducing carbon emissions, improving
electricity reliability and security, enhancing choice for consumers and reducing fuel poverty. For example,
there is not enough evidence to show that some technologies (particularlymicro-CHP) can deliver significant
carbon reductions when installed in an average household. This evidence will not be available until the
Carbon Trust field trials have been concluded. It is also unclear whether micro-generation will reduce the
load on distribution networks. If most households with micro-generation export some of their electricity,
this might make distribution network management more challenging, as discussed next.

Impacts on the energy network

The impacts of micro-generation on energy networks—particularly electricity distribution networks are
contentious. A report for the government by Mott MacDonald8 came to the broad conclusion that these
impacts would be minimal in the short-to-medium term except for a few exceptional geographical areas.
However, this conclusion is not shared by some distribution network companies, who are predicting that
integration might be more problematic once micro-generation has grown beyond a certain threshold.

The process of changing incentives for distribution network companies so that they find it easier to
integrate distributed electricity generation sources has started, albeit slowly. The recent implementation of
the 2005 price control review includes extra measures so that these companies can recoup some of the
additional investment associated with this. For micro-generation however, the issues are diVerent to larger
distributed sources such as wind farms and industrial CHP. The most important is the need for simplicity.
Whilst there are now connection standards for micro-generation (which mean that electricity companies do
not have to inspect every installation), the process of registering new installations is overly-complex (see
Annex A for more on this [not printed]).

Another important issue that will hamper the future deployment of micro-generation is metering.
Thoughts about future metering arrangements for households should not only focus on the requirements
of micro-generation units. They should also consider future consumer demands for broader energy services,
better pricing and more transparent bills. It is possible to install micro-generation with a standard one-way

6 The precise “capacity credit” of micro-generation would depend on the technology and the operating regime. Some initial
estimates can be found in Hawkes, A and Leach, M (2005) The Capacity Credit of Micro Combined Heat and Power in the UK
Proceedings of the BIEE Academic Conference, Oxford 22–23 September.

7 Chesshire, J (2003)Energy EYciency Projects and Policies for Step Changes in the Energy System: Developing an Agenda for
Social Science Research, ESRC Seminar, Policy Studies Institute, March.

8 Mott MacDonald (2004) System Integration of Additional Micro-generation Report to the DTI.
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meter, and Ofgem has indicated support for this option since it can be implemented at little or no cost
(Ofgem, 2005)9. Despite this advantage, we believe that such a minimal approach would represent a missed
opportunity. The deployment of micro-generation should be seen as an opportunity to kick-start the
upgrade of the UK’s outdated stock of domestic meters.

As the government noted in their recent consultation document, an import-export meter has the potential
to allow consumers a fair reward for the power they export to the grid. This is especially the case if the meter
can collect half-hourly data that can be fed into a modified settlement system. This would mean that for any
power sold to the grid at peak times—when power is most in demand and therefore most valuable—micro-
generators would receive substantially more than under a flat-rate scheme. This obviously helps with the
economics of micro-generation, and therefore its likely uptake.

Going one step further, the installation of a third meter, to measure generation, would also allow those
with renewable micro-generation units to claim renewable obligation certificates (ROCs). The upgrade of
metering so that it has these capabilities should be mandatory when a micro-generation unit is installed.
Whilst this approach is more expensive than requiring a simple one-way meter, the cost diVerential is likely
to fall as micro-generation deployment increases. In general the additional up-front costs for import-export
meters and even import-export-generation meters are very small in relation to the total investment costs.

The changes suggested here would introduce greater transparency and fairness into the rewards given to
micro-generators and, combined with the measures suggested earlier, would help to level a playing field that
is currently heavily slanted against micro-generation and in favour of centralised large-scale power
production. If government is serious about micro-generation it needs to implement these sorts of measures;
only then will it given the opportunity to make a substantial contribution to UK energy supplies.

C. Strategic Aspects

In this section we will discuss two strategic aspects: security of supply, and the need for a portfolio
approach to investments in the power sector.

Security of energy supply

Perhaps surprisingly, security of energy supply has not received much robust analytical attention. It has
many dimensions, including timescale, various sources of insecurity and then some wider dimensions of
security. Although it is a vitally important issue, the label “security of supply” is often appropriated by those
with a particular vested interest, often in a supply technology or fuel whose costs are too high for the private
market to support.

Timescales

In terms of timescale, there are short-term concerns (will we get through next winter without power cuts?)
and long-term (will we have supplies of fossil fuels at aVordable prices?), as well as the question of the lead
times required for infrastructure investment, as discussed above. The economic, social and environmental
characteristics of the energy system we are putting in place now clearly also have substantial implications
for future generations’ choices.

Sources of insecurity

Then there are concerns around various sources of insecurity. The principal ones are around: supply;
technology; and networks.

Concerns around supply include: interruptions to the supply of individual primary fuels (gas, oil etc.); the
range of fuels; and securing appropriately diverse sources of these fuels.

Toomuch public debate reduces security to the issue of reliance on imports, and poses an apparently stark
choice between indigenous energy (secure) and imported energy (insecure). Imported energy may be more
or less secure than indigenous energy, but in the face of declining domestic availability of gas and oil, imports
are as likely to be a part of the solution as a cause of problems.10

All else equal, a diversity of supply sources will lead to greater security, not less. And trade, normally a
major objective of economic policy, usually benefits both parties, rather than one. Policy still needs to pay
attention to the security of individual supply sources, and heavy reliance on one distant source of natural
gas may increase insecurity. But every other major European country imports substantial quantities of its
primary energy and while this does raise security issues, it does not dominate their energy policy agenda.
Potential problems of energy insecurity need to be analysed across all possible sources and need an empirical
answer, not pre-judgement.

9 Ofgem (2005) The regulatory implications of domestic-scale micro-generation—a consultation document Ofgem, April.
10 A very good exposition of this and other views of the security debate with respect to gas is J Stern “UK gas security: time to
get serious” Energy Policy 32:17, November 2004, pp 1967–1979.
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Concerns around technology and networks include: lack of integrity of infrastructures (eg gas terminals,
electricity wires), and common-mode failures in energy technologies (eg in nuclear power). As demonstrated
by the fuel protests several years ago, our reliance on the eYcient, “just-in-time” working of the fuel
infrastructure and the relative lack of redundancy in the system mean that security of supply could be at
least as threatened by the shutting of, for example, a major gas terminal as any of the other potential
problems identified here. And all the major electricity supply interruptions in recent years in industrial
countries (eg California, New York, Italy and, on a smaller scale, London) originated in faults in the
transmission or distribution systems (wires). Inadequate investment in and—especially—maintenance of
electricity transmission and distribution systems are potentially major sources of serious insecurity. Bearing
in mind that gas and electricity transportation are natural monopolies and therefore subject to economic
regulation, regulatory practice needs to pay close attention to the incentives it gives for adequate investment
and maintenance.

Similarly, should a widely used technology develop a generic fault, it could cause significant problems for
security of supply. France’s reliance on one design of nuclear power plant is a case in point, although we
should stress that no problems have emerged yet.

Wider dimensions of security

Finally, some wider dimensions of security are increasingly significant, including concerns around
terrorism, vulnerability, health and environment.

Terrorism—now a major part of Government’s overall policy agenda—could have an impact through
several of the above processes, especially perhaps by attacking infrastructures. These could be overseas
infrastructures but insofar as terrorism may target particular countries, indigenous infrastructures could
also be a target. Certain supply technologies are potentially particularly attractive as a target of terrorist
action while others are innately less vulnerable. These are dimensions of security that are rarely considered
in the context of energy policy.

Portfolio Perspectives

The second strategic aspect of energy policy that we address here is the need for policy-makers to adopt
a portfolio perspective in decisions around the mix of energy supply11.

The need for this perspective can be illustrated through the following example from another field: why do
investors often hold forms of investment, such as government bonds, that apparently oVer lower rates of
return than other investments such as shares? The answer can be found in finance theory, specifically
portfolio theory. These well-founded and widely used ideas and associated techniques show that for any
given level of risk, a diverse portfolio will be lower cost (or more profitable) than a portfolio that is
dominated by one sort of investment. Financial investors deal with market risk by holding eYcient,
diversified portfolios.

Unfortunately, electricity planning has long relied on the stand-alone generating costs of various
technologies; this measure is inadequate. This is because these cost estimates focus on the engineering/
construction aspects and fail to analyse theirmarket risk over the life cycle. In this way, they lack economic
interpretation.

Instead, we suggest that policy towards electricity investment should take account of modern portfolio
theory concepts, which reflect costs but also the risk contribution a given generating technology makes to
the generating mix. Our application of portfolio techniques to the energy system consistently shows that
when added to a conventional generating mix, wind and other renewables serve to lower overall generating
costs. This outcome, which is predicted by finance theory, holds even if it is assumed that the stand-alone
costs of wind exceed those of gas-based generation. Why should this be so?

The explanation starts from the fact that the costs of wind and other renewables technologies are largely
fixed and predictable, so they add an element of stability to the portfolio. Even more important, the costs
of these technologies are also independent of (technically “uncorrelated with”) fossil fuel costs, further
reinforcing their stabilising eVects by reducing the risk and expected cost of the overall portfolio. This result
is exactly analogous to diversifying financial portfolios. Similar eVects would apply to nuclear investment,
but—as argued earlier—there are sizeable and nuclear-specific barriers to newnuclear investment in theUK.

We also question the idea that gas-based generation is, on a stand-alone basis, cheaper than, for example,
wind. Finance theory shows that when fuel price volatility of eg gas-based electricity generation is taken into
account, the overall risk-adjusted cost of these technologies is much more than suggested by the standard
engineering-based estimates. Only by making such risk adjustments can one arrive at a meaningful estimate
of overall costs.

In the annex, we show that using portfolio techniques, and based on the DTI’s target 2010 overall
generating cost, it would be possible in principle to increase wind’s share of the total from the DTI’s
aspiration of 11% to as much as 54%. Similarly, holding the risk profile constant, it would be possible to

11 This section is a summary of fuller arguments made in Annex B.
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increase the share of wind to 31%while decreasing the overall generating cost from 2.96p/kwh to 2.49p/kwh.
These are of course modelling results and wind investment is constrained by many other factors, but they
strikingly illustrate the very diVerent results, compared to stand-alone analyses, that portfolio
approaches yield.

Energy security—the oil-GDP eVect

The “oil-GDP eVect” provides a further reason to wish to invest in fixed-cost renewables. Our analysis
shows that fuel price volatility, and over-reliance on fossil fuels, imposes costs not just on generating
technologies but on society more generally.

This is because oil price increases and volatility dampen macroeconomic growth by raising inflation and
unemployment and by depressing the value of financial and other assets. This oil-GDP eVect has been
reported in the academic literature for a quarter of a century, although it received little attention from the
media and energy policymakers prior to the recent oil price spikes. TheOil-GDP eVect is sizeable. In a recent
paper, members of the Sussex Energy Group12 estimated that a 10% increase in the global share of wind (or
other renewables) could help to avoid GDP losses of $95–$176 billion as a result of lower fossil fuel costs.

Annex A

SUSSEX ENERGY GROUP RESPONSE TO GOVERNMENT CONSULTATION ON MICRO-
GENERATION

See separate file. [not printed]

Annex B

VALUING GENERATING ASSETS IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF UNCERTAINTY AND
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

Shimon Awerbuch, PhD, Senior Fellow,SPRU Energy Group, University of Sussex,Brighton, UK
www.awerbuch.com, s.awerbuchwsussex.ac.uk

Electricity capacity expansion questions currently focus on two principal issues:

(i) The kilowatt-hour cost of renewables such as wind, relative to the cost of gas turbines and,
potentially, nuclear power;13 and

(ii) How our century-old electricity grid might be contorted into dealing with the so-called
intermittency of wind and other renewable technologies.

In this submission I argue two principal points. First, that while electricity planning has long relied on
the stand-alone generating costs of various technologies, this measure is no longer relevant. In its place, I
suggest that electricity policy be based on modern portfolio theory concepts, which reflect the cost as well as
the risk contribution a given generating technology makes to the generating mix. Financial investors
routinely use portfolio optimisation techniques to value stocks and other additions to their holdings. These
techniques consistently show that when added to a conventional generating mix, wind and other fixed-cost
renewables serve to lower overall generating costs. This outcome, which is predicted by finance theory, holds
even if it is assumed that the stand-alone costs of wind exceed those of gas.

Second, I argue that the current debate about the system integration costs of wind and other variable
output renewables is largely misplaced. This debate conceives of wind as a direct substitute for dispatchable
fossil technologies, which it is not. As a consequence, the debate needlessly dwells on such issues as the cost
of additional backup generating capacity. Inmyopinion, eYciently integratingwind and other new, passive,
variable-output renewables will ultimately require changes our current electricity production-delivery
paradigms and protocols. This is a tall order. At the very least, integration will require new parallel in-
formation networks for the electricity grid andmost likely newways of charging for grid services. These must
allow wind-based electricity products such as space and water heating, which naturally match this
“intermittent” technology with so-called “dispatchable” load applications. The century-old concept of the
grid as a system for transporting commodity electrons becomes obsolete in an environment characterised
by many distributed generating sources and a diversity of load applications.

12 Awerbuch, S and Sauter, R. (2005), “Exploiting the oil—GDP EVect to support Renewables Deployment,” Energy Policy,
articles in press, 21 June.

13 This is not to say that other issues, such nuclear waste are not also prominent.
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1. The Cost of Renewable and Conventional Technologies

Electricity policy and planning decisions should not be made on the basis of traditional engineering
kilowatt-hour (kWh) cost models. Suchmodels, developed around the time of theModel-T Ford, have been
widely discarded in most industries in favour of modern asset valuation concepts.

My own stand-alone kWh cost estimate, which have remained quite constant over the last decade, use a
standard (CAPM) finance-oriented approach that reflects the cost of risk. Through periods of both low and
high fossil prices and money-market rates,14 these estimates have consistently suggested that gas generation
costs more than wind andmany other renewables (eg Awerbuch June 2004, June 2003,May 2003, February
2003, November 2000, April 1995, 1993). This is in stark contrast to estimates prepared by the DTI (2003),
the Royal Academy of Engineering, the IEA (2005) and other national and international agencies, which
generally find that gas costs less than wind. These agencies however, use calculative procedures that produce
cost results with no economic interpretation; they should not be given any weight in policy-making.

Fossil fuel prices have risen significantly over the last two years and some predict oil-price spikes in excess
of $100/bbl (Reuters, 2005). Finance theory tells us that future cost streams can be meaningfully expressed
only in terms of their market risk.When fuel price volatility is considered, gas-based generation is noticeably
more costly than standard engineering-based estimates indicate. For example, conventional estimates such
as those produced by DTI and IEA suggest that gas-based electricity costs in the range of ƒ0.03–ƒ0.05/
kWh. The true, risk-adjusted cost is quite likely in excess of ƒ0.06–ƒ0.07/kWh, making many renewables
generally competitive.15

2. Externality Benefits of Wind: Enhancing Cost and Energy Security

Risk-adjusted CAPMprocedures more reliably estimate the cost of gas and wind. But evenCAPM results
are only as good as the underlying gas price forecasts, which could dramatically change even before this
inquiry is concluded. Meaningful kWh cost estimates require unbiased gas price forecasts. But history
provides little comfort that today’s fossil price forecasts will be any more reliable than those of the past.
Nonetheless, suppose we assume for the moment that the conventional analyses—which predict that gas
generation costs less—are correct. Does this imply that we should abandon wind and other options and
invest only in gas? This is the traditional “least-cost” approach to energy investment decision-making. It
makes little sense in today’s highly uncertain energy environment.

Energy planners need follow financial investors, who are used to dealing with risk. No one can predict
the performance of a corporate share of stock over 20 years just as no one can predict the price of gas.
Financial investors deal with market risk by holding eYcient, diversified portfolios. These oVer the best
hedge against an uncertain future. Prudent investors do not try to chase today’s best performing securities;
these may be the laggards of tomorrow. Rather, they balance their portfolios with a mixture of potentially
high yielding securities along with low-yielding government obligations and similar “safe” investments.
Policy makers must take note of this important idea. It matters little that gas might appear to be the lowest
cost alternative (on the basis of conventional costing models). Even if correct today, that picture could
change dramatically, suggesting that electricity planning and energy policymaking in general must abandon
its fixation with identifying alternatives with the lowest stand-alone cost and focus instead on developing
optimal generating portfolios and strategies.

When added to a risky, fossil-dominated generating mix, wind and other fixed-cost renewables reduce
generating cost and risk, as long as the mix can be altered over time [Awerbuch 2005, February 2000, 1995,
Awerbuch and Berger 2003]. This so-called portfolio eVect, (eg see Brealey and Myers, 2003) holds even if
wind costs more on a stand-alone basis.Wind’s generating costs are uncorrelated to fossil costs whichmeans
that it diversifies the mix and reduces expected overall cost and risk the same way diversification improves
the expected performance of financial portfolios.

For example, DTI’s Year-2010 target generating mix (DTI, 2004, 2003) has an overall cost of 2.96 p/kWh
(Table 1). It consists of 71% fossil generation and 11%wind. By contrast, applying the same generating costs,
it is possible to identify a number of optimised UK portfolios16 which cost no more, but have wind shares
of 31% to as much as 54%—three to five times as much wind as the DTI target mix. The “Equal Cost”
portfolio, (Table 1) has the same cost but lower risk than the DTI target mix, yet contains 31% oVshore
wind, in spite of the fact that this technology is assumed to cost 75% more than gas.17

14 Inflation expectations and money-market rates underlie CAPM-based discount rates.
15 The cost advantage of wind survives when system integration charges are added, eg per Dale, et al (2004) or the DENAGrid
Study (2005).

16 An infinite number of such portfolios exist, all with diVerent cost-risk and diVerent technology shares.
17 This study focuses on wind. Nuclear output is constrained so it does not exceed 2004 levels.
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Table 1

DTI TARGETS VERSUS OPTIMISED GENERATING PORTFOLIOS (UK 2010)

DTI 2000–2010 Technology Generating Costs (p/kWh):
Coal: 4.0/3.6—Gas: 2.0/1.9—Wind: 2.7/2.0—OVshore: "/3.6

Typical Optimised Portfolios
DTI 2010

Target Portfolio “Equal Cost” “Equal Risk”

Portfolio Cost 2.96 p/kWh 2.96 p/kWh 2.49 p/kWh
Portfolio Risk .08 .04 .08
Fossil Share 71% 32% 52%
Nuclear Share 16% 12% 14%
Wind Share On-shore: 11% On-shore: 25% On-shore: 31%

OVshore: 0% OVshore: 31% OVshore: 0%

Source: Awerbuch Airtricity (2005)

These results are not meant to suggest that 50% wind shares are feasible given today’s network
architecture, or even that such a target cold be attained in five years. The results are presented to illustrate
that stand-alone costs, even if adjusted for risk, are not necessarily ameaningfulmetric for evaluating energy
options. Because various technology costs move in unison, (eg are correlated), intelligent energy strategy,
by necessity, requires that cost interrelationships be considered. Electricity capacity planning must reflect
the cost and risk of the overall portfolio.

The UK results shown above are representative of similar, and in some ways even stronger results I have
obtained for the US, the EU, as well as Mexico, Morocco, and other nations (Awerbuch, 2005, Awerbuch,
Jansen and Beurskens, 2003). The portfolio approach illustrates the idea that increasing the deployment of
wind, even if it is assumed to cost more, does not necessarily raise overall generating cost, as long as the
generating mix can be re-optimized over time. Wind production costs are relatively fixed. This creates
important cost-risk benefits for generating portfolios.

Energy Security—The Oil-GDP EVect

Oil price increases and volatility dampen macroeconomic growth by raising inflation and unemployment
and by depressing the value of financial and other assets. This so-called Oil-GDP eVect has been reported
in the academic literature for a quarter of a century, although it received little attention from the media and
energy policy makers prior to the recent oil price spikes. The Oil-GDP eVect is sizeable. In a recent paper
Raphael Sauter and I (2005) estimate that a 10 percentage-point increase in the global share of wind (or
other renewables) can help avoid GDP losses of $95–$176 billion (Table 2).

Table 2

WIND DEPLOYMENT OFFSETS SIZEABLE MACROECONOMIC
OIL-GDP LOSSES

AVOIDED GDP LOSSES FOR 10-PERCENTAGE-POINT INCREASE IN
THE WIND GENERATION SHARE (USD $BILLIONS)

US EU-15 OECD World

2003 GDP $10,882 $10,970 $18,659 $36,356
Avoided GDP Losses

High Estimate $53 $53 $90 $176
Low Estimate $29 $29 $49 $95

Source: Awerbuch and Sauter, 2005

These avoided losses oVset 20% of the renewables investment needed to meet 2020 EURES-E targets and
40% the OECD requirements. Our analysis suggests that each additional kW of wind helps society avoid
$250 in GDP losses. Stated diVerently, avoided GDP losses oVset 20–25% of today’s investments in wind
and other renewables.

Energy security is enhanced when nations hold optimal generating mixes that minimize exposure to fossil
volatility. As the last two sections have described, wind and other renewables provide a joint set of benefits:
they enhance energy diversity/security while they reduce overall generating costs (Awerbuch, Stirling,
Jansen and Beurskens 2006).
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3. Modernising Power Networks to Accommodate 21st Century Needs

Widespread debate prevails about how to manage wind’s variable-output18 and how to make it fit into
today’s electricity production-delivery system, designed over a century ago for dispatchable, fossil-fired
central station generation. Had a diVerent generating technology emerged in the 1890’s, it would have no
doubt given rise to a diVerent set of network system architecture and protocols. But we are stuck with our
system—at least for time being. System engineers have been weaned on dispatchable technologies with
central control. It is diYcult for them to imagine anything else: they see the challenge as making wind fit into
the system. I see the challenge as rearranging the electricity production-delivery paradigm to accommodate a
variety of 21st Century needs, including the integration of wind and other variable-output sources.

Many new process technologies have faced significant impediments to their integration and were fully
exploited only after underlying systems and infrastructures were extensively modified. We tend to
conceptualise new technologies in terms of the capabilities and functionalities of the previous vintages that
we better understand. This was true for word processing, which was initially conceived merely as a
replacement for the typewriter, and is true for wind. How do engineers want to integrate wind? By making
it act like a gas turbine (as much as possible) so it can be centrally dispatched by the control room operator,
just the way it has been done for a nearly a century. Fully integrating wind will likely require new
approaches, including diVerent system architecture and protocols and powerful parallel information
networks to manage electricity grids in a decentralized, market-responsive manner.

We need to alter the electricity production-delivery system to better accommodate 21st century needs and
capabilities. This involves adopting mass-customisation concepts from manufacturing and moving decision
making to loads, which have better information about their hour-to-hour requirements than a central
dispatcher. At any moment, the system’s total load consists of thousands of transactions, each with a
diVerent value. Electricity to power water pumping or heating likely does not have the same value as
electricity required formicrochip processing (Awerbuch,March 2004, July–August 2004). Adapting to these
realities will yield a more eYcient, more market-oriented production-delivery paradigm under which the
network operator becomes the electricity market enabler. The traditional transportation function of the
network becomes obsolete in an environment characterized by a large number of distributed resources.

Today’s network is based on outmoded mass-production concepts. Electricity mass customisation will
allow users to take power in the forms that best match their various applications. Implementing these ideas
requires new strategies for regulating network system operators, who hold a key position in an electricity
system that has been partially deregulated in the belief that markets, not regulation, produce the greatest
eYciency (Awerbuch, Hyman, Vesey, 1999, Chap 3). Yet the system operator continues as a monopoly
entity with no incentives to create newmarket-driven products or to diversify the mix to broaden consumer
access to competitively priced supply markets that include traditional generation along with wind and other
renewables.

Policy-makers correctly focused on deregulating generation first. Much of the potential benefit of those
policies however is lost because the essential market facilitator, the transmission operator, is naively
conceived as a caretaker of the wires with no incentive to enhance overall system performance. EYcient
integration and exploitation of wind may have to wait until policy-makers focus on the governance,
organization, regulation and pricing structures of electricity networks.

4. Conclusions

CAPM-based risk-adjusted procedures suggest that at currently projected gas prices, wind and other fixed
cost renewables are likely to provide electricity at lower cost. Moreover, when added to fossil-dominated
generatingmixes, fixed-cost renewable technologies reduce cost at any level of risk by virtue of the portfolio-
eVect. This holds even if they are assumed to cost more on a stand-alone basis.

Wind and similar fixed-cost technologies enhance energy security and their deployment will help the UK
avoid costly macroeconomic (GDP) consequences induced by oil price volatility. Every kW investment in
wind oVsets $250 USD in oil-induced GDP losses. The benefits of wind and other renewables are strong,
verifiable and highly certain. Our challenge is to re-engineer the electricity production-delivery paradigm so
it eYciently integrates variable-output renewables and meets other 21st century requirements.
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Witnesses: Professor Gordon MacKerron, Director, Dr Jim Watson, Senior Fellow, and Dr Alister Scott,
Research Fellow, Sussex Energy Group, examined.

Q104Chairman:Welcome, thank you very much for Q106 Chairman: Do you think, given the relatively
slow progress towards meeting the targets set out incoming and also for your memorandum. May I
the Energy White Paper, there is a very seriousbegin by asking a question which I have asked other
problem about reconciling CO2 reduction targetswitnesses in this inquiry, which is about the need for
with security of supply?another review of energy policy, coming, as it does,
Professor MacKerron: I do not think that is a majorso soon after the PIU report, which, I think,
problem. One does not want to be complacent aboutProfessor MacKerron, you were involved in and the
the security of supply, but a good deal of what oneEnergy White Paper? What has changed to
hears inmuch public debate about security of supplynecessitate another review at this stage?
seems to me unduly alarmist and it moves tooProfessor MacKerron: Thank you. Good afternoon
quickly from the suggestion that we will sooneverybody. Let me just briefly say that Dr Watson
become significantly dependent on Russian suppliesand Dr Scott are people I will bring as necessary
to some notion that we are therefore going to be into answer your questions. Dr Awerbuch,
some very deeply dependent and vulnerableunfortunately, cannot be here today and sends his
position. Clearly, there are issues about beingapologies. It is actually quite diYcult. We have also
dominated by any one supplier, but I do not thinkread, at least briefly, the unedited transcript of your
the security of supply issue is significantly morelast week’s proceedings, so we have some familiarity
serious than it was a couple of years ago, and I dowith your questioning there. It is quite diYcult to
not think that its interactions with climate changeunderstand what the particular urgency is on
aremuchmore troubling than they ever were. It doesanother review when the one initiated through the
not seem to me to explain a great deal.PIU and culminating in the White Paper 2003

appeared to be of a long-term and fairly
comprehensive nature. The speculation I would Q107 Chairman:Again on the question of theWhite
make is that, for a variety of reasons, the nuclear Paper, and if you have read the transcript of last
power issue has climbed up the political agenda. It is week’s evidence you will have seen that I asked this
nowmuchmore prominent than it was at time of the one before as well, do you think the problem with it
White Paper and that is one possiblemotivation, but has been that the objectives and targets were simply
I have no inside knowledge and it is not entirely clear too challenging, or that the political will behind
to me. I would, though, perhaps similarly to Tom meeting the challenges set down in the White Paper
Burke last week, suggest that too regular a reopening was insuYcient?
of big questions of this kind is not helpful for ProfessorMacKerron: I am not sure I would support
investor confidence in any of the technologies which either of those views. I think the things to which we
the Government relies upon entirely in the private are committed under the Kyoto protocol have not
sector to do the main work now; so I think there is been particularly challenging. The 20% domestic
that significant drawback and there need to be CO2 target was always going to be quite diYcult to

meet. As for political will, I am not sure. The realcompensating advantages that would overcome
diYculty about changing direction in energythat.
strategy is that with very long-term objectives, like
the 60% reduction by 2050, it takes time to build

Q105 Chairman: You say that the nuclear issue has momentum, and it perhaps was never realistic to
risen up the political agenda, and in your suppose that we would move very quickly in the
memorandum you refer to the decision by Finland early years, because very large things have to change,
to invest in a new nuclear capacity. Is that really including patterns of investment: because
enough to put it back on the political agenda, or do investment is so long-lived in the energy sector, you
you think there are other forces at work? perhaps do not realistically expect to move very
Professor MacKerron: Clearly the positive decision rapidly towards targets like that, at least not in a
of the Finns to build a reactor does send a particular kind of linear way. On the other hand, you have to
signal. No-one has tried to build a new reactor in any be careful that you are moving in the right direction.
part of Europe or North America for well over a I am not really clear about political will. I think in
decade, and experience elsewhere, especially in Asia, political will terms the most diYcult problem is that
I think is not terribly relevant to our own, so I think of transport. The great advance in the White Paper
that matters quite a lot. It is clearly not the only was that for the first time ever there was a chapter on
thing. I think there is a perception, rightly or transport in an energy White Paper, and one should
wrongly, that some of the other technologies and not underestimate the significance of that. The fact
policies designed to deliver low carbon are not it did not say very much and did not have many
always working as well as some people thought they targets in it is perhaps secondary, but at least it has
would, and that naturally leads to a search for new brought transport into the agenda. I think it is
technological approaches. It is perhaps noticeable widely agreed that politically eVective action to curb
that carbon capture and storage has also risen up the carbon dioxide emissions from transport is
agenda and may well be a contributor to this exceptionally diYcult. I would have thought that
apparent need for a new review as well. I think that political will there is probably still fairly limited, and
is probably a material factor, but I am in the realms it is diYcult for all developed countries that have a

significant transport problem.of speculation. I do not have any authoritative view.
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26 October 2005 Professor Gordon MacKerron, Dr Jim Watson and Dr Alister Scott

Q108 Chairman: This is an unhappy situation, is it give a realistic forecast of either how much a reactor
would cost to build or how long it would take tonot? The PIU Report was widely acclaimed, the
do so.Energy White Paper received support from most

quarters, the agenda seemed clear and now we are in
a situation where apparently it is likely to be torn up Q111 Dr Turner: To what extent do you think the
and replaced by something else. Is there not a danger fact that these programmes are helped, facilitated,
that, if what emerges from another review of energy by government subsidies and by the fact that they do
next year is significantly diVerent from the course not have a transparent or liberalised energy market?
that was charted in the last White Paper, it will fail Professor MacKerron: I think you are right, if I take
to command the support of stakeholders, the public the implication correctly, that there are very large
and politicians? amounts of government involvement, often
Professor MacKerron: I think there is a very real monopoly utility structures, of a kind very diVerent
risk. If it is as extreme as you suggest—the oldWhite from our own. The apparent exception is Finland,

which is subject to some of the same liberalisationPaper gets torn up and replaced by something
directives as we are, but, as you may know, theentirely new—then that would be certainly true.
Finish situation is quite exceptional in that the utility
that has ordered the reactor is owned by those

Q109Chairman:But if it is not entirely new, then the companies mainly some local municipalities, that
whole thing is a waste of time at a point in time when are going to buy the electricity at cost with contracts
we do not have much of that commodity? that we understand will run for 30 years into the
Professor MacKerron: I share some of your future. The notion that one could sign a 30-year
diYculties in quite knowing a way through that. contract for electricity sales in the UK at the

moment is clearly way oV the agenda and quite
contrary to the evolution of the market, which hasQ110 Dr Turner: Your memorandum contains a
been rather painfully constructed in its presentrather nice under-statement that construction costs
competitive form, so it is not a very good analogyand timescales in new nuclear build are uncertain.
either.Why do you think this is? There have been, and are

still on-going, significant programmes in Japan,
Q112 Dr Turner: You suggest that the work of newSouth Korea, China, okay not in Europe or the
nuclear build without considerable governmentStates. Why do you think this is?
subsidy, and we all know the arguments behindProfessor MacKerron: The uncertainty derives from
that . . . Can you put a figure on the scale of thea number of things. Let me just point to a few of
subsidy that might be involved?them. First of all, every country continues to feel the
ProfessorMacKerron: I do not think subsidy is quiteneed to have its own safety regulatory system for
the right way of putting it. It is pretty clear, I think,nuclear power, so that, although we may at some
that Government is very unlikely to put any of itspoint decide to adopt an apparently ready-made,
own money into the actual construction costs ofoV-the-shelf design, it has to go through our own reactors. It may have to give a range of diVerent

regulatory system. The last time that happened at kinds of guarantees that might cost it money in the
Sizewell the design significantly changed as a future.
consequence of specifically British licensing
requirements with significant cost impacts, and the

Q113 Dr Turner: It was put at a dinner I was at lasttime that might take will be significant. Second, the
night that either it needed subsidy or the marketexperience in other countries of current nuclear
rigged?programmes I do not believe to be very relevant to
Professor MacKerron: “Rigging” is, of course, anthe UK. There are something like 24 reactors
emotive term. It would need to be radically changed.currently at least nominally under construction I do not believe there would be very large up-frontaround the world of which about a third are Russian subsidies. I think there might be guarantees against

designs and about a third are Indian designs, which certain kinds of political risk that would aVect
clearly have no chance whatever of competing inUK construction costs or times, there might be an
conditions. It is only the Finish reactor, the so-called attempt to extend the current renewables obligation
EPR (European Pressurised Water Reactor) that I to some other kind of non-fossil obligation that
would regard as a serious candidate if theUKshould would require the signing of long-term contracts for
choose to take the nuclear road. Further, the kinds oVtake—and that is a very important one—and
of industrial and labour conditions which you get in there might need to be some capping of companies’
countries like Korea, which has been held out, some liabilities for waste and decommissioning, and this
say rightly, as a successful example of a recent might all kick in at diVerent points at which
nuclear programme, are diVerent very, very diVerent government would actually have to pay out sums of
to those we have here. There is an institutional cash, and they might be significant. My own view is
industrial structure that really does not resemble our that what would be more significant would be the
own, and, given this lack of experience and the fact very large knock-on eVects, especially on the way in
that any of the designs wemight choose are basically which we organise markets, and the fact, of course,
novel and are not being built anywhere in the world, that there will almost certainly be references under
and given the regulatory uncertainty and some of the state aid provisions to the European Commission. I

am mindful of the fact that recently the BFNLpolitical uncertainties, it is very diYcult indeed to
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reference in relation to the Nuclear You need to know something like a floor (minimum)
price for carbon over quite a long period. The factDecommissioning Authority—where, in my view,

the infractions of competition were small—has that the market may produce a relatively high price
for a number of short-term market reasons is nottaken at least 18 months, which suggests to me that

any such reference in the future would be very helpful, so it is really a question of stability and
the long-term, rather than a specific price at anysubstantially longer and would be another of the

ways in which one could not anticipate how quickly given moment.
it would be possible to get new nuclear capacity onto
the British system. Q117Mr Hurd: I wanted to confirm that you accept

the vendor argument that, if the BritishGovernment
was to go down the nuclear route, it is only worthQ114 Dr Turner: Nuclear industry has always

argued that it should be exempt from climate change going down if you go for scale. I think your
memorandum mentions 10 gigawatts, 20% oflevy. What eVect do you think that would have on

the economics of nuclear power? demand.
Professor MacKerron: Yes.Professor MacKerron: It would help, but it would

not be enough. It seems to me that the economics of
nuclear power are not just about numbers and Q118 Mr Hurd: Can I just be clear that you accept
bringing relatively high numbers down to lower that argument?
numbers, although that is, of course, important. It is Professor MacKerron: I do, and the history is
to do with a pretty wide range of risk and important, it is not imprisoned by it but it is useful,
uncertainty which exemption from a particular tax because when we thought we would build initially 10
would not do a great deal to alleviate. and then four pressurised water reactors, which

turned out to be one at Sizewell B, the industry
legitimately argued that a significant part of the veryQ115DrTurner:Given the timescales that have been

put on the completion and operation of a putative high cost were ‘first of a kind’ costs which they had
hoped to spread over many other units. Thenuclear build in this country, do you think it is going

to be relevant in terms of dealing with our carbon industry’s own figures, and, of course, you can
expect the industry legitimately to be relativelyemissions in the next 15 or 20 years? Do you think

that, for instance, the Emissions Trading Scheme or optimistic—all developers in new technology will
tend to be—had argued that just building one or twofurther increases in the price of oil are going to

change this scenario at all? would almost certainly not be worthwhile because it
would be very expensive. There has been a recentProfessor MacKerron: I think if you formulate the

question in terms of carbon emissions in the next 15 industry argument that if there were to be a
programme of up to ten gigawatts or eight or tento 20 years, the answer has to be that the eVect will be

minimal. TomBurke last week told you he thought it reactors this might be shared, in some sense, with
other interested countries perhaps elsewhere inwould be unlikely that any new unit of electricity

from nuclear could come on stream before about Europe, but the commercial, political and
regulatory diYculties in coordinating a 10 reactor2021. I do not think it is useful to put a special date

on it, but I think that is roughly in the right order of programme across many countries sounds tome like
we are moving from 2021 to a few years beyond that,things if you add up the planning time, the licensing

time, the construction time, and so on and so forth. to be frank. We have never done anything like that
before. It would be one way of trying to make theOn the other hand, if you are interested in carbon

emission reductions going forward to mid-century, investment more digestible within any one economy,
but I think you would dissipate some of the scaleyou would still want to be interested in a wide range

of potential technologies for the longer term. If you benefits that you would otherwise get from building
eight or ten reactors.are interested, for example, in carbon capture and

storage, you would have to be interested again over
a timescale that was 15 to 20 years plus. I do not Q119 Dr Turner: Finally, if there was a situation in
think that the fact it does not make a contribution in which, in the absence of subsidies and guarantees in
that timescalemeans thatwe should ignore it; we just any shape or form, a combination of investors and
have to be realistic that it is other things that will power companies came forward with proposals to
make the contribution up to 2020, and neither build a nuclear plant in the UK, would you welcome
nuclear power nor, in my opinion, carbon capture that or not?
and storage will make any significant impact until Professor MacKerron: I think it is a legitimate thing
beyond that time. for people to do. If they can persuade regulators,

licensing authorities and communities that this is a
good way forward, then you have to say that it is anQ116 Dr Turner: Part of the reason for that, do you

think, is a lack of economic incentive to bring them important way of reducing carbon emissions. There
are, of course, questions still, which I am intimatelyforward because the cost of carbon is not high

enough at the moment? connected with wearing another hat chairing the
Committee on Radioactive Waste Management,ProfessorMacKerron: I think the problem is not that

the cost of carbon is not high enough—as you may about what the acceptability would be of new
nuclear construction until or unless some resolutionknow, it has recently been quite high in themarket—

but, again, it is not something against which people is found to the waste issue, and that clearly is amajor
issue, but, subject to resolution of that, it seems towho are planning long-term investments can be sure.
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me that it would be a perfectly legitimate way investors will pay for the construction, the
operation, the decommissioning and the finalforward and it would have in the long-term—I stress

“the long-term”—potentially quite a significant disposal of the waste in one go. Is that really
practical or do you think there are flaws there whicheVect on carbon emissions.
means that eventually the government will have to
find some subsidy to cover some of those costs?Q120 JoanWalley: In respect of what you are saying
Professor MacKerron: It very much depends uponabout the regulatory waste management aspect of it,
what those costs turn out to be. It is clear that at leasthow would you factor the short, medium and long-
up-front the consortium that is oVering the reactorterm costs of that into any equation as to how
to Finland is willing to absorb some of the risks ofnuclear should be judged against other forms of
up-front cost overruns, though I suspect there areenergy?
force majeure clauses within the contract that do notProfessor MacKerron: I think if you were seriously
allow the customers to escape completely from someconsidering new reactor construction and you set up
of the risks. I think the nature of nuclear waste anda careful funding system in which the promoters of
decommissioning is that all sovereign governmentsthe plant had to set aside into a properly segregated
eventually have to be the funder and regulator, iffund significant sums of money each year and allow
necessary. It is possible, partly because Finlandthem to accumulate over 30 or 40 years, possibly
appears to have reached a resolution of its wastemore, before you would need to expend much
problem, that the entire expense might be absorbedmoney on waste and decommissioning, it is, I think,
by investors, and it might be more than theyunlikely that that would be a very serious obstacle in
currently expect but I do not think you couldeconomic terms to the future of nuclear. The big
confidently predict it would necessarily be muchobstacle, as I have stressed earlier, is not the absolute
more. I stress that the Finish situation is diVerentsums but the open-endedness and the uncertainty.
from ours, and what might be true for Finland mayWhat I think investors would want would be some
or may not be true for the UK.cap, some limit, on their liability even if it did not

seem to have a very large eVect on the financing
requirement—the size of the fund—in the short- Q124 Mr Chaytor: In your submission you are very
term. I think it makes quite a big diVerence, but not keen in arguing the case for portfolio approaches to
because it is an insoluble issue. The fact that we have energy policy rather than being concerned about the
such large liabilities for nuclear power now is a fixed cost of the initial engineering. You argue that
consequence of past decisions to use technologies that is a case for including wind power in the mix,
that were very waste intensive and not to fund in any but is it not also a case for including nuclear in the
serious way at all the expenditures that are now mix?
necessary to clean up that waste. Professor MacKerron: It is in principle an argument

for including nuclear, provided you can overcome
Q121 Chairman: Does that not imply that the the specific risks that attach to nuclear power,
question of waste would need to be settled before the especially in the run up to licensing, planning,
green light was given to any new investment in construction and so on. Dr Scott may want to say
nuclear? more, but the introductory point is simply that
Professor MacKerron: The Government plainly in where you have technologies like wind and nuclear
its lastWhite Paper said very little about nuclear, but which are uncorrelated with the risks that attach to
one of the things it did saywas that there would need fossil fuels, in principle they will improve the overall
to be something it called “a resolution” of the waste mix that you get, but you have to look at specifics;
issue before it could proceed to propose new you have to look at wind as well. Wind may not be
nuclear power. feasible in the quantity that Dr Awerbuch suggests

because physically it is impossible to find sites,
nuclear might not be possible because youmight notQ122 Chairman: You cannot put a cap on the
get planning permission or it might not be publiclyliabilities, can you?
acceptable, but you are right, as a matter ofProfessor MacKerron: We are talking about a
principle, yes, it would favour nuclear in thathypothetical situation in the future where new
context.liabilities would be created from a new programme

and possibly a cap could be put on those. There are
plenty of precedents for that in the United States Q125 Dr Turner:A quick supplementary. One of the
where the main waste is spent fuel which is not arguments of the nuclear industry is that it is
chemically reprocessed. Utilities pay a standard fee required for balancing. Do you believe that?
to the Federal Government, now amounting to Professor MacKerron: I am sorry?
about $26 billion, and that will in principle take care
of quite a wide range of possibilities for eventual

Q126 Dr Turner: It is required for balancing thesolutions there, but it is also important to say that
grid?most countries have found it relatively diYcult to
Professor MacKerron: Not required.reach full resolution of the issue.

Q123Colin Challen:The Finish governments reckon Q127 Dr Turner: And that an excess of renewables
will be diYcult to handle, to say the least, on thethat they will not subsidise at all the fifth nuclear

power station that is to be built there and that the grid?
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ProfessorMacKerron:Letme handle the first part of eVectively, is that whether or not you think
individual wind projects happen to cost more onthat and hand over to Dr Watson for the second.

The kind of grid we currently have certainly needs their own that projects, for example, that use gas, the
long-term eVect is to give you a lower expected costreliable sources of power that will be normally

available at any time of day and at any time of year, than if you went for the thing that always looks
cheaper in the short-term. You can reformulate it inand nuclear qualifies, but many other sources of

power do as well. There are systems—to give you security of supply terms. You are paying, in a sense,
a premium in the shorter term for something that isone example, the Italian system, which is roughly

comparable to our own, it did have onemajor black- slightly more expensive now with the expectation in
the longer term that your costs will be lower.out but not for this reason—which operate perfectly

acceptably with no nuclear at all; but on the subject Dr Scott: May I make a supplementary point? Dr
Awerbuch was referring in his evidence to a relianceof wind and variability or intermittency, Jim, you

might want to comment about that. within the DTI on stand alone costs as your way of
looking at technologies and the costs of generatingDr Watson: I would agree that it is definitely not

something that nuclear has to do. In fact most electricity, and the over-arching point of a portfolio
approach is that that is not enough in itself to get anbalancing in our current system, as you may know,

is done by fossil fuel plants; it is not done by nuclear idea of what the overall costs of generating within
the system are. Indeed, at a meeting we held lastat all. For some people looking at the system as a

whole and the network, nuclear is also a problem in week there were several people from the DTI. We
had a robust discussion with them about portfoliothe sense that it tends to run rather inflexibly. The

idea in the past may have been that it ran flexibly, approaches and they seemed very interested.
but it tends to occupy the base-load so that it
operates all the time. It is happiest when it does that. Q130 Mr Chaytor: I am very interested in that,
Sometimes for system engineers that is a problem: it because the reference in the annex is not the DTI
may be not quite big as having a variable or being disparaging of your approach but you being
intermittent source like wind, but it is also in itself a disparaging of the DTI’s method of calculation,
constraint. So a lot of the responsibility, if you like, where you say that these methods should not be
for doing the balancing tends to lie on things like given any weight in policy-making; so I can
fossil fuel stations, particularly coal, and gas to a understand it was a robust exchange that you had
lesser extent. with them the other week?

Dr Scott: The direct analogy that I would draw,
which many people understand, is in investing. InQ128 Mr Chaytor: Coming back to the portfolio
the world of investing investors very rarely put allapproach, why do you think it is that the DTI is
their eggs in one basket, and at the moment in theunsympathetic to this approach or even hostile to
electricity system we have a very large reliance onthis approach? Is it only your research unit that is
gas-fired power stations. The general point is that byreally arguing this as a basic principle?
having a greater portfolio of generating types youProfessor MacKerron: I am not sure, unless you can
reduce your risk profile. For example, at themomenttell me a reference, that DTI or others are necessarily
we have high oil and gas prices and that is increasinghostile to it.
the risk profile, in other words the ultimate costs
within that generating portfolio. If you bring in

Q129 Mr Chaytor: I think the reference is in the renewables, they tend to have very fixed cost profiles;
annex to your report where there is quite a so once you have spent your outlay (your capital),
disparaging comment on the DTI which, if you can you have put up your wind turbines, or whatever it
give me amoment or two, I am sure I can quote back happens to be, there is a fixed costs profile, very
at you. There is a line in the annex which speaks of predictable, and it tends to be counter-cyclical, if
this. you like, uncorrelated with the costs of gas, gas-fired
Professor MacKerron: I think the diYculty is that it power stations. In other words, these other
is much easier to understand how portfolio investments provide you with stability and
approaches work if you have a single investor— diversity benefits.
perhaps a monopoly—responsible for the system as
a whole. It is not immediately obvious how, if you

Q131 Mr Chaytor: On that argument, coming backhave many competitive firms investing in diVerent
to the question of nuclear in the portfolio, nucleartechnologies, any one of them would wish to have a
would help the portfolio approach on condition thatsort of mini-portfolio that mimics the best portfolio
there were no risks to nuclear. There is the issue offor the system as a whole. In fact, much of what DTI
spreading the risk, is there not?and government does is give incentives that will lead
Dr Scott: That is correct, but you also have to bearus towards, in Dr Awerbuch’s terms, a better
in mind that we also have a very small proportion ofportfolio. One of the ways in which you can
renewables in the portfolio at the moment, aboutunderstand the renewables obligation is precisely to
three%.expand the quantity of renewables—in practice

often wind but not necessarily always wind—so that
renewables become a larger element in the portfolio. Q132 Mr Chaytor: Can I pursue that a little bit and

deal with the question of the crowding outThe point that I think we are making, I do not think
we are remotely alone in making it, though Dr argument. It is often said that one of the arguments

against seeing nuclear as the way forward forAwerbuch does makes it particularly strongly and
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reducing carbon emissions is that it would Q134 Ms Barlow: You were talking about the
market and successive governments have created acompletely crowd out investment in other

technologies. Is it really an either/or situation or is very competitive wholesale market for electricity.
You are suggesting that government subsidies forthere a way forward?
nuclear, which include any form of guaranteed long-ProfessorMacKerron: I think it much depends upon
term contracts for the electricity produced, wouldone’s view about the minimum size of a nuclear
undermine this market. Would that be so diVerent,programme that will be necessary. If it is the case
for example, from the subsidies that you have justthat you would need, let us say, 10,000 megawatts of
mentioned which apply to renewables and,nuclear to make it worth the game in the first place,
fortunately, to microgeneration?then it is plain that, once a market has been given a
Professor MacKerron: In kind, no. I think the scalesignal that there is a fixed quantity of base-load
would be diVerent. The assumption, I think—if Iinvestment of that size, it would certainly kill oV

interpret it rightly—behind government’s policyinterest in gas-fired investment for, I think, some
towards renewables has always been that by kick-time to come. There simplywould not be room in the
starting renewables with relatively large subsidiesmarket, because those technologies compete against
from consumers in the shorter term, by the timeeach other rather directly for the base-load,
renewables became a significant part of the marketrelatively inflexible, power at the start of their
they would have established themselves as a fullylifetimes. The implications for renewables are less
commercial source and the market would then moreclear. There is not a system competition between
fully resume its normal operation. The diVerence, Inuclear and renewables; they tend to fill diVerent
think, would be in the case of nuclear, if there wereparts of the overall system. If the Government’s
a large programme, that a very large slice of theappetite for the renewables obligation and it
market would suddenly be interrupted and, withoutsuccessor were as strong as ever, investorsmight well
any expectation at all, because these contracts wouldbe persuaded that it was still worth investing in
be rather long-term, that you would go back to therenewables, but I think you have to come to some
previous status quo. Nothing of this is to say it is notpolitical judgment about whether or not you think
possible. It could probably be done. It is whether orthe Government’s appetite for supporting
not you think that think these trade-oVs—theserenewables would be undiminished in the face of a
impacts on wider technologies, markets and so on—large nuclear programme or not, and, frankly, we
are worth while.are not in a particularly good position to judge

that one.
Q135 Ms Barlow: Does not the need for such
subsidies indicate a failure to create a properlyQ133 Mr Chaytor: One of the other aspects of that,
functioning long-term futures market in electricity?which you refer to in your submission, is the impact
Professor MacKerron: I am not sure it is possible toon regulatory changes to themarket. Could you give
create the kind of futures market that would run theus some examples of how that might be the case. If
period ahead you would need. I talk about ten to 15nuclear was prioritised what kind of regulatory
year contracts—that is after the new nuclear powerchanges would bemade that would disadvantage the
station starts operating. The industry itself says itgrowth of renewables or microgeneration?
will take about ten years fromnow, that is if wemadeProfessor MacKerron: Let me give you some
a decision today, before the first unit of electricityexamples of regulatory change, and then perhaps
gets generated; so the very most optimistic momentJim can come on to micro-generation in a moment.
you need to start signing this contract is from theI think the most fundamental one would be that
year 2015 to 2025 or 2030. Nobody really, I think,anybody who wanted to invest in nuclear power
expects a futures market to tell you somethingwould need to show a quite long-term contract for a
interesting against which you would reliably investminimum price of the electricity that you would
over that kind of timescale.produce from the nuclear stations. Given that we

can only have any confidence at all in electricity
Q136 Ms Barlow: You believe, because of theprices now roughly three years ahead, and you
timescale involved, nuclear would do nothing towould need to have a contract that started for more
diminish our likely dependency on gas, for example,than three years ahead and ran for another 10 or 15
by 2020?years, you would have to oblige people in themarket
ProfessorMacKerron: I think it would do nothing atto buy quite large amounts of electricity at minimum
all by 2020. It might do significantly beyond that ifprices—in fact you would probably oblige
there was an early commitment to a significantconsumers, I suspect, to pick up the tab rather than
programme.governments pick it up directly—but that would be

a major interference in the way in which the market
would operate. We already have a minor Q137 Mr Hurd: Can I move on to microgeneration?
interference through the renewables obligation, and, You argue powerfully that it has tremendous scope
asDr Scott says, the total amounts of renewables are to be an important part of a supply that is going
relatively small at the moment. That is quite a small forward, but you raise some doubts about the ability
perturbation. This would be a very big one. Jim, any of microgeneration to reduce carbon and there are
comment on microgeneration? some uncertainties about the impact on the
Chairman: We are coming on to microgeneration distribution network.Given everything that needs to

be done in terms of accelerating renewables andshortly. I am afraid we need to move on now.
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energy eYciency given finite political resource, is Q139 Chairman: That is refreshingly radical. If all
that was done, do you think there is a realistic chancemicrogeneration not a leap of faith resulting in
that microgeneration can deliver at the kind of scaledistraction?
of energy-savings which are going to be needed overDr Watson: I do not think it is a distraction, I think
the next 10 to 15 years?it is part of it. You cannot distinguish between
DrWatson: I think, even if that was done tomorrow,renewables and microgeneration given that some
you would still expect a relatively slow start. I thinkmicrogeneration technologies are renewable.
with microgeneration, as with nuclear, amongst itsNeither can you distinguish between the combined
supporters there is a certain amount of optimism inheat and power and microgeneration given that one
terms of what it can to. I would expect it to start oVof the main candidates is micro-combined heat and
slow.All sorts of products, which no doubt you havepower technology; so I think this is a rather unuseful
seen, have been advertised in the press andclassification.What we do say in our evidence is that
announced. With micro-wind, for example, it isthe problems and solutions that you would advocate
quite hard to phone up a company tomorrow andare quite diVerent for, say, renewables at the
say, “I want one of those installed.” With somemedium-scale andmicro-generation because you are
micro-combined heat and power technologies youdealing with consumer markets rather than large
can say that. I would see a slow start, but some quickrenewable energy companies.
calculations I did on the way here mean that if, for
example, half of the boilers that are replaced in the
UK every year were replaced with micro CHP units,
by the year 2020 you could just about generate as
much power as Drax—the largest power station on

Q138 Mr Hurd: How well would you say the DTI the system—but that is a pretty optimistic thing to
and Ofgem have done it in terms of developing do in such short order. Even if things were made
microgeneration—howwould you score them out of right, I think it would take a few years for these
ten—andwhat would they do tomake you confident things to accelerate; for people to be confident in the
they are serious about it? technology.
Dr Watson: Like Gordon, I hesitate to get into
numbers, but I would be nearer the bottom than the Q140 Joan Walley: Can I press you in terms of how
top of the scale, definitely. The strategy documents you make progress with that. Is not one of the
that both have produced over the last few months obstacles the lack of training, in terms of plumbers
are very welcome. Particularly in Ofgem’s case, I and fitters and everybody else, to have the expertise
would be quite frank and think they have not done and capacity to equip and fit the new technology?
very much to encourage this at all—in fact they have DrWatson:Yes, I think that is true. As with a lot of
done quite a lot to make it as complicated as these aspects, you have to distinguish between
possible—and that is one of the main issues we take diVerent technologies. For example, the
up in our evidence to the DTI and which we have photovoltaic industry will argue that recent
append to our written evidence to you. If the DTI subsidies have built up quite a good body of
strategy—because it is they who should be in the installers with the necessary expertise, but when you
driving-seat here and giving some direction to talk about micro-combined heat and power the
Ofgem on this if this is to happen—is going to be companies have understandably been very cautious

about how they oVer that technology and are usingmeaningful, they are going to have to come up with
in-house expertise to install them in the early stages,some pretty serious policies, and I do not mean just
because, frankly, they got their fingers burned aboutcoming up with, if you like, a target for symbolic
condensing boilers where there was a lot of rathervalue, like in the combined heat and power case. I
poor experience early on. I think that is an issue still.would rather see no target at all but some well

worked out policies of the kind we have outlined, for
example levelling the playing field between Q141 Joan Walley: And that has to be costed into
microgeneration and central generation. There are the global cost of things?
two ways we have suggested that they might do that: Dr Watson: Absolutely.
one is to give it the same tax treatment, which means
that householders would be able to write-oV their Q142 Mr Hurd: Even if you did achieve that
costs against their tax bill; they would pay no VAT, wonderful push through in terms of micro CHP,
they would have access to other kinds of tax breaks, what would that do in terms of carbon reductions?
just like large power companies do; and the second Your paper seems to suggest you do not know.Why
one would be to give microgenerators access to the spend all your political energy in pushing down that
wholesale electricity market in terms of getting a route if you do not know how much carbon you are
price that is reflective for any power that they export going to reduce as a result of all that eVort?
to the grid so that if they export at peak times they Dr Watson: In terms of carbon reductions there are
get a premium price for that. At the moment the a lot of uncertainties. The first one is that it depends
systems for that are not in place, but that could be what you are replacing; and there is quite at lot of
done. You do not have to give them special work going on, not by our team but by other people,
treatment. I would argue the first thing you need to to see when it would generate and, therefore, to try
do is give them equal treatment with larger scale to get some understanding of how it would replace

diVerent types of power and the carbon emissioninvestments.
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26 October 2005 Professor Gordon MacKerron, Dr Jim Watson and Dr Alister Scott

reduction that would give you. Obviously it is going itself well to these kinds of communal solutions.
Having said that, your point about new-build is thatto give you some, if it is replacing any fossil station,
you could design that in from the start. I haveunless it is replacing central CHP, because micro-
certainly been in discussions, for example, about thecombined heat and power is generating heat as well,
Thames Gateway development, which is due to beand that should not be forgotten. That is its main
very large, and the idea that you could build this stuVfunction. It is only generating electricity when the
in and make the Thames Gateway not energyhouseholder wants heat or hot water. So, if you are
independent but certainly largely self-suYcient.displacing any type of fossil generation, taking into

account the losses from transmissions lines and so
Q144 Colin Challen: Are you optimistic from thoseon, then you really are getting quite a gain kilowatt
discussions that this will happen?hour for kilowatt hour on your CO2 savings, but
Dr Watson: I am not, unfortunately, no. We hadobviously you do have to have a lot of these units in
some nice conferences, all the right people sayingthe field, severalmillion Iwould say, before you start
things, but when I asked people, “Is this really goingmaking some significant dent in UK CO2 emissions
to make a big diVerence to the big developers”—as a whole.
because that is who you are having to deal with—
people always point to their rather poor record and

Q143Colin Challen: Surely the quickest way to solve building sustainability in, and so getting the housing
the problem is to have district CHP systems installed and construction industry to take this seriously I
rather than looking at the individual householder at think is a major challenge.
the first stage so that new housing developments—
and this is a big issue at the moment—could use this Q145 Chairman: We are conducting a separate
solution straightaway: because the CHP technology inquiry into housing and all those issues, so maybe
already exists, does not it? you would like to send us a memorandum for that
DrWatson:Yes, it does, but it is something we have one as well.Wewould bemore than happy to receive
got a very poor tradition of in the UK, with a few it. I thought for one moment on skill shortages we
notable exceptions. I think one of the interesting were going to end up bemoaning how diYcult it is to
reasons why micro CHP or micro wind has taken get hold of a decent plumber these days! We just
such a hold in the imagination of the UK is that we managed to avoid it. I am extremely grateful to you
are so individualistic in the way that we use our own for your time, for your thoughts and for your
energy.We all have our own boiler; we have our own contribution this afternoon. Thank you very much

indeed.way of doing things; this does not particularly lend

Memorandum submitted by the British Wind Energy Association

Introduction

1. The British Wind Energy Association (BWEA) is the trade body for the wind power industry in the
UK, and also represents the interests of the nascent wave and tidal stream power sectors. It has over 310
member companies and is the leading renewable trade association in the UK (see www.bwea.com for a full
list of our member companies). BWEA’s members will be providing the bulk of the future growth in
renewable electricity supply as wind is expected to provide the lion’s share of such generating capacity up
to at least 2020. As such, the Association is keenly interested in the subject matter of the Committee’s
inquiry, and welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Committee. Not all the inquiry issues set
out in the Committee’s announcement are within the competence of BWEA; the text below sets out evidence
in response to those issues where the Association has expertise and relevant opinions.

Extent of the “Generation Gap”

2. BWEA does not have anything significant to add to much-publicised views on the timetable for
retirement of existing nuclear and coal-fired plant made by other power market commentators, and thus
what any potential shortfall in power supplies there may be in the future. We would note, however, that an
enhanced programme for energy eYciency would bring benefits in terms of reducing or perhaps even
eliminating any shortfall.

Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

3. Other respondents will give estimates for fossil, nuclear and other renewable technologies, but BWEA
can give data for wind, wave and tidal. Costs are discussed below, but in terms of timetable it is important
to note that wind power is the only low-carbon generating technology currently available that can be
installed in significant quantities for at least the next 10 years.

4. Onshore wind is already delivering: this year approximately 400MW of onshore wind should be
installed, and BWEA expects that up to 2010 annual installation will be at this level or higher. There are
already projects totalling about 1,200MWwith consent but not yet built, andmore are achieving permission
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all the time—700MW of new consents for onshore were awarded last year alone. We are confident that by
2010, 4,000MW of onshore wind capacity will be contributing power to the national grid. The Association
expects considerable further development beyond 2010, though the full extent of onshore build will
ultimately depend on new grid infrastructure being built out to areas of wind resource, and what level of
exploitation is allowed under the UK’s planning system.

5. OVshore wind is also starting to make a significant contribution, which should increase to ultimately
overtake onshore wind. There are two projects in the water totalling 120MW, with another two under
construction totalling 180MW. A further 900MW has consent, and these projects will be entering
construction over the next 2–3 years. This scale of development pales, however, compared to the larger
“Round Two” projects, which were awarded rights to develop sites at the end of 2003. A total of 15 projects
adding up to 7,200MW are being studied; the first of these to apply for consent was the London Array
project, which is sited in the outer Thames Estuary. At 1,000MW, it is the largest wind power project in the
world to have oYcially requested permission to build. It will be capable of providing power for 1 in 4 of all
the homes in London. A further five or six projects totalling about 3,000MWof capacity should submit their
consent applications within the next three to six months. BWEA consider that it is technically possible to
have 4,000MW of oVshore projects (about 1,000MW of Round One and 3,000MW of Round Two) in the
water by 2010.

6. Wave and tidal stream technologies should deliver in the longer term. Up to 2010, they will contribute
some tens of MW, though given the correct incentives the sector should develop to deliver 500–1,000MW
by 2015 and 5,000MW in 2025. These estimates should be treatedwith some caution as themarine renewable
energies are at such a relatively early stage of development compared to oVshore wind, and much depends
on getting the policy framework right in order to bring them into the market. BWEA has recently started
a project entitled “Npower Juice Path to Power”, which will result in a comprehensive blueprint for the
development of marine renewables, from the geographical areas that would be preferred to the policy
measures (including the amounts of money required) that are needed to bring the technologies down the
cost curve. This exciting project will report in May 2006. The intention is to engage with Government using
the results of this work in order to lay down a clear path for the sector to follow so that the UK can secure
the benefits of renewable power and a sustainable industry with significant export potential.

7. The best current estimates of the cost of new wind power are contained in the detailed and
comprehensive submission by David Milborrow to this inquiry. Milborrow is a technical consultant to
BWEA, and a former BWEA board member, as well as contributor to other respected analyses, such as the
recent report on wind power by the Sustainable Development Commission. Wind power is already at the
50,000MW mark world-wide and the cost estimates in David Milborrow’s submission are based on real-
life experience which results in high confidence in his conclusions. BWEA generally supports his economic
analysis, but would add the important issue of development costs. Developers in the UK have to expend
time and money bringing several projects forward for each one that is successful. This means that within a
development business, those projects that are built have to generate enough profit to oVset the development
costs of those that were unsuccessful.

8. It is important to note that the price that a renewable generator gets for its output (as distinct from
the cost to it of generating that power) is set by the framework of the Renewables Obligation. This
mechanism has been highly successful in encouraging investment in renewables, particularly wind power,
and it is vital that it is allowed to operate without significant change so as to keep the confidence of existing
investors and encourage yet more capital to the sector. Customers’ bills are set to rise by about 5% to pay
for the Obligation in 2010, an aVordable increase which brings benefits of reduced carbon emissions, a more
diverse and thus secure energy supply, and a new industry employing thousands.

9. BWEA notes that onshore wind is currently economic within the Renewables Obligation; however,
oVshore wind, due to the higher capital costs, requires additional intervention outside of the RO to make
the project economics work within the framework of private project finance. The important issue of closing
this gap for oVshore wind is discussed below.

10. Wave and tidal stream costs are less well defined as for wind, on- and oVshore. Those technology
developers that are furthest advanced have made estimates of their costs going forward, however. Marine
Current Turbines, for instance, who are presently testing an underwater turbine for capture of energy from
tidal flows, have put the costs of their prototype 300kW generator at £4,340/kW. Their next development,
a two-rotor, 1MW machine they plan to install at Strangford Lough in Northern Ireland, should come in
at £2,800/kW, while a first-wave commercial project of about 5MW might cost £1,800/kW. For the latter
figure, this translates to about 6p/kWh. Ocean Power Delivery, meanwhile, which is developing the Pelamis
wave generator, has put capital costs for a 2MWdevelopment using their machines at £2,750/kW, dropping
to £2,000/kW for a 10MW project and £1,500/kW for a 30MW wave farm. This last figure is comparable
to the capital cost of oVshore wind now, leading to similar costs per kWh. OPD is confident that further
cost reductions can be achieved beyond this point.

11. There is no technical or physical reason why renewable energy, and wind power in particular, cannot
deliver on the target of 10% renewable electricity by 2010 and the aspiration to double that contribution by
2020. Delivery of onshore wind at the level required has already been demonstrated in Germany and Spain,
where build rates of up to 3,000MWper year have already been achieved. This is muchmore than is required
for onshore wind to meet its expected contribution by 2010 in the UK, and there is no significant diVerence
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between the British and German wind sectors that would mean that such a build rate could not be achieved
if required. What is required is for the current supportive policy to be continued: BWEA welcomes the
recently-released statutory consultation on the RO Review as it proposes the steady evolution in the key
Renewables Obligation policy, thus giving the necessary confidence that long-term support will be
maintained.

12. The UK’s programme to deliver up to 4,000MW of capacity by 2010 will be the largest ever delivery
of oVshore wind technology in the world, representing four to five times the entire current installed capacity
oVshore in the world. The turbine technology is an evolution of that used for onshore wind, and the UK
has many companies skilled in oVshore construction, so it is a matter of mobilising skills and capital that
already exist rather than developing totally novel techniques from scratch. That said, it is still vitally
important that those skills are honed through learning by doing, and thus the “Round One” demonstration
programme currently being built out is providing valuable experience that, if backed by a consistent and
strong home market, will be a hugely saleable commodity once oVshore wind markets like Germany and
Spain take oV.

13. Investments must be made in the oVshore supply chain so that the installation capacity required for
meeting 2010 targets is there in time; in order for this to happen, the industry must have confidence that the
projects will be coming forward to construction in a consistent and timely manner, and at a volume that
allows for economies of scale and appropriate return on those investments. Government must therefore
urgently address the issue of the current economic gap for the Round Two projects, which at present will
not receive the capital grants awarded to Round One projects. BWEA is looking for a commitment in the
currentClimateChange ProgrammeReview to solve this economic gap forRoundTwo and thus provide the
confidence to developers and the oVshore supply chain that investment now is justified. To ensure economic
viability of Round Two projects, BWEA is urging Government to bring forward a package of measures
made up of:

— Enhanced capital allowances.

— Providing greater certainty in the price of ROCs (especially beyond 2015).

— Mitigating oVshore transmission costs and providing fair and equal treatment with the onshore
grid.

— Direct government intervention through maintaining a capital grants programme for Round 2
projects.

14. In a sense, inquiring after the relative eYciencies of generating technologies is comparing apples with
oranges. The eYciency with which wind turbines convert the kinetic energy of the wind into electricity has
diVerent implications than the eYciency with which a coal-fired power plant converts the chemical energy
in the fuel into electricity. For the former, the “fuel” is free and does not result in carbon emissions, so the
emphasis is on varying the operating regime and the physical robustness of the turbine in order to gain the
most cost-eVective power; for the latter, the eYciency is a key parameter in calculating a plant’s economics
and the impact that the plant has on the environment as this dictates its carbon emissions per unit output.

15. Micro-generation canmake a valuable contribution to UK power supplies, but the sector is currently
underdeveloped and will take some years to start fulfilling its full potential. If, for instance, 50,000 small
wind turbines of 1kW each were installed (a number that could be installed by 2010, though with significant
eVort), then this would be equivalent to a wind farm of about 50MW; clearly valuable but only a minor
factor in the overall power market. Over time, as micro-generation and eYcient end use technologies are
integrated into increasing numbers of new buildings, significant reductions in carbon emissions and demand
for grid-supplied power will result, though this is unlikely to be a factor in large-scale power investment
decisions until well into the next decade. BWEA is currently putting the finishing touches to its submission
to the Micro-generation Strategy consultation, and will forward this to the Committee as soon as possible.

16. The onshore wind market has matured to the point that financial institutions are comfortable with
making significant investments in the sector. This is of course based on the important assumption that long-
termGovernment policy will remain stable. OVshore is at an earlier stage, where as-yet less well understood
technical risks militate against the use of bank finance to construct projects—oVshore projects built to date
have been funded on the balance sheets of the developers. The larger Round Two projects will require
independent finance due to their greater scale. We are confident that as Round One is rolled out, technical
risks will become better defined and financial institutions will gain the confidence to lend the hundreds of
millions of pounds required.

17. BWEA is agnostic about decisions to invest in a major programme of nuclear, or indeed any other
low-carbon generating technology, so long as the current and future policy and financial arrangements
necessary to deliver on our 2010 target, 2015 Obligation and 2020 aspiration are safeguarded.

21 September 2005
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Memorandum submitted by David Milborrow

Background

1. I have been tracking and reporting on wind and thermal plant generation costs since about 1984 and
was responsible for the “Economics” section of the first edition of the EuropeanWind Energy Association’s
“Wind Energy—the Facts”. I am an independent consultant who has been active in the energy and
renewable energy fields for 13 years, prior to which I worked on the renewables programme of the Central
Electricity Generating Board. I have no permanent aYliations, but act as technical adviser to the British
Wind Energy Association and to the journal “WindpowerMonthly”. This submission, however, is my own.

2. This submission mainly addresses items B2 and B3 in the Committee’s list—the financial costs of wind
gas-fired generation; it concentrates on quantifying the generation costs of wind energy, but also includes
an analysis of gas-fired generation costs and comments and comparisons between gas and wind.

Wind Energy Generation Costs

Introduction

3. No single value can be assigned to the price of wind energy. Wind energy generation costs depend on
wind speed, the cost of the plant, financing terms and operating costs. The term “Generation costs” is used
in this submission, in line with conventional usage. Strictly speaking, they are “Generation prices”.

4. In the UK at present, under the Renewables Obligation (RO), “prices” and “costs” have become
almost totally decoupled, as prices for renewable electricity depend mainly on the structure of the RO, and
the prevailing shortage of renewable electricity. The perceived price of wind energy, following the NFPA
auction in August 2005, is now just over 9p/kWh, which is clearly inconsistent with the US Department of
Energy’s estimate of 2.7 p/kWh.19 This gap has nothing to do with the characteristics of wind energy and is
an institutional, rather than a technology related, issue that aVects all renewables in the UK. As the issue
has recently been explored by the National Audit OYce, it is not discussed here.

5. Capital costs are primarily a function of the size of the installation (due to economies of scale), but
location is also a factor. Wind speed depends solely on location, and financing terms depend on the
institutional framework in the country where the plant is located. They may alter over time.

6. Financing costs in this submission are derived using procedures which are reasonably standardised
across the power industry. “Real”, ie net of inflation, interest rates (test discount rates) are used, and realistic
capital repayment periods. They are therefore independent of any particular support mechanism.

Current capital costs—onshore wind

7. The author maintains a database of wind energy project costs, worldwide, drawn from various
renewable energy newsletters, manufacturers’ press releases, and journals such as “Windpower Monthly”
and “Power UK”. The database is used to compile an article comparing wind energy generation costs with
those from thermal sources in the January issue of Wind Power Monthly.20 In 2004, the overall average
installed wind plant cost was ƒ980/kW (£670/kW). An analysis of UK projects, only, suggests an average
cost of £770/kW.

8. AsUKproject costs often include provision for operation andmaintenance over the first few (typically
three) years, this may account for the higher UK figure. Other possible reasons are the cost of securing
planning consents and the extra costs of construction in remote hilltop locations. An appropriate range of
capital costs, spanning the range one standard deviation either side of the mean, is £650/kW to £900/kW.

9. Other recent estimates from independent and authoritative sources of current costs include the Danish
Energy Authority (£570/kW),21 the US Department of Energy (£590/kW),22 and the DTI (£600–800/kW).23

10. For the purpose of estimating interest during construction, a six-month build time has been assumed.

Operation and maintenance costs

11. Operation and maintenance costs are expressed in several ways. Some analyses express them all in
£/kW/yr, and values between £15/kW and £28/kW found in the literature for the UK. Others express them
as a percentage of the capital cost per year, and values between 2 and 5% are found. Values in £/MWh are
less common, but still found. In this submission, a “low” value of £16/kW and a “high” value of £20/kW is

19 Gruenspecht, H, 2005. Statement before the Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures Committee Ways and Means, US
House of Representatives, May 24.

20 Milborrow, D J, 2005. Goodbye gas and squaring up to coal. Windpower Monthly, 21, 1, 31–35.
21 Danish Energy Authority, 2005. Technology Data for Electricity and Heat and Generating Plants.
22 Energy Information Administration, US Department of Energy, 2005. Assumptions to the Annual Energy Outlook.
23 Department for Trade and Industry and the Carbon Trust, 2004. Renewables Innovation Review.
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used, plus, in each case, 1.5% of revenue, reflecting typical royalty payments to landowners. The references
cited in paragraph 9 use £6/MWh, £15/kW and £25–30/kW, respectively. The author’s estimates lie between
the latter two figures.

Electricity production

12. Although wind turbines have diVering performance characteristics, the variations are not that wide,
and so it is possible to derive a “universal” characteristic that describes the variation of output with wind
speed. The “capacity factor” (average power/rated power) is the conventional term used to quantify the
output. It establishes a link between wind speed and energy productivity. The data presented here assumes
that the capacity factor is 19% at sites with an annual mean wind speed of 6 m/s, rising to just under 40%
at 9 m/s. Most UK wind farm sites have wind speeds within this range, although the resource at the upper
end of the range may be limited. These capacity factors include allowances for availability, inter-machine
array losses, and electrical losses within the wind farm.

13. Published data on the performance of numerous wind UK farms suggest that the capacity factor
estimates described in the previous paragraph are realistic.

Financial parameters

14. The two key financial parameters are the test discount rate and the capital recovery period. In line
with recent most analyses of UK onshore wind plant, a 15-year capital recovery period is used, coupled with
an 8% “real” test discount rate.

Onshore generating costs summary

15. Table 1 summarises the range of cost estimates derived from this analysis. As themore expensive wind
farms tend to be those on high wind speeds sites, the “low cost/high wind” and high cost/low wind” entries
have been omitted. Although these figures are higher than the US DoE estimate cited in paragraph 4, they
are consistent. US DoE used a lower capital cost and high wind speed.

Table 1:

ONSHORE WIND: CURRENT ESTIMATES OF GENERATING COSTS (£/MWh)

Wind speed, m/s
7 8 9

Low cost, £650/kW 41.6 32.9
High cost, £900/kW 44.8 37.0

Future costs

16. There have been numerous estimates of the future costs of onshore wind. The US Department of
Energy suggests a comparatively modest decline by 2010—but its baseline figure (£600/kW) is lower than
assumed here. Although recent increases in the prices of steel and copper may retard the downward trend
that has been evident over the past 20 years, three factors are still likely to cause the trend to continue.
Manufacturers are continuing to improve production techniques, machines are getting larger, and wind
farms are getting larger.Given thewealth of experience that exists inDenmark, the estimate from theDanish
Energy Authority (3) carries some weight. They suggest a capital cost range of £420–500/kWwill be realised
in the period 2010–15.Making a conservative assumption that there will be a modest reduction in operating
costs by that time, this suggests generating costs will be in the region £22/MWh (9m/s), to £34/MWh (7m/s).

OVshore wind

17. Although there is less experience with oVshore wind, generation costs are relatively easy to compute,
as the range of capital costs and wind speeds is narrower. The UK wind farms at North Hoyle and Kentish
Flats, and the Danish wind farm at Nysted, were all completed at around £1200/kW. Wind speeds close to
the east and west coasts are around 8 m/s, increasing with distance from the shore. Operation and
maintenance costs are subject to uncertainty, as “settled down” estimates are not available; for present-day
estimates a value of £34/kW/yr is used.24

24 Ofgem, 2005.Assessment of the benefits from large-scale deployment of certain renewable technologies. Report byCambridge
Economic Policy Associates and Climate Change Capital.
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18. As oVshore wind is not yet regarded as a mature technology, a test discount rate of 10% is generally
used to calculate generation costs.

19. As with onshore wind, oVshore wind costs are likely to fall. One additional factor will be the
accumulation of oVshore experience. Again, there is a wide range of estimates in the literature, but the
Danish Energy Authority Estimate for 2010/2015 can be used as a guide, as for onshore wind. Their “upper
bound” estimate is £890/kW, which is reasonably consistent with an estimate from consultants Garrad
Hassan for 2010.25

20. Assuming that installed costs by 2015 fall to £900/kW and that oVshore wind is regarded as a mature
technology by that time, so that an 8% test discount rate can be used, this enables generation costs to be
calculated. The estimates are compared with present-day values in table 2.

Table 2:

PRESENT AND FUTURE OFFSHORE WIND GENERATING COSTS, £/MWh

Wind speed, m/s

Scenario 8 9
Present, £1,200/kW, 10% interest 68.8 57.0
x2015, £900/kW, 8% interest 46.5 38.5

Generation Costs of Gas-fired Plant

21. The generation costs of combined cycle gas turbines tend to be the yardstick against which other
technologies are compared. The principal uncertainty in determining these is the future cost of gas, as fuel
accounts for about two-thirds of the total generation cost.

22. Recent reports of completed UK CCGT contracts suggests that the average installed cost is a little
under £500/kW, which is in line with an earlier estimate of £455/kW.26 A value of £475/kW has been used
here. Estimates of operation and maintenance costs are mostly in the range £24–30/kW/yr, and this
submission uses £25/kW, plus £1/MWh.

23. In August 2005, the average ”beach” price for gas was about 32p/therm. The UK power generators
pay about 11% more than this price, on average, based on past experience. Assuming a build time of two
years, thermal eYciency of 55%, and availability of 85%, this enables generation costs to be derived, as a
function of the UK gas price. The estimates are set out in table 3.

Table 3:

GAS-FIRED GENERATION COSTS, £/MWh

UK gas price, p/therm

25 30 40 50
CCGT generation cost 29.1 32.5 39.2 45.9

24. Future gas-fired generation costs are extremely uncertain, simply because of the uncertainties in
the price of gas. Modest reductions in the installed costs will make very little diVerence to the estimates
in Table 3. The time-weighted average prices on the futures market for 2006 and 2007 are over 55p/therm,
and have been moving upwards for some time. These prices could fall as more LNG terminals are
commissioned, butUSDepartment of Energy forecasts show a dip in prices around 2008, which reflects this,
followed by a continuing upward trend.

25. An alternative approach tomodelling future electricity prices from fossil fuels, advocated in a number
of papers by Awerbuch,27 is to use a diVerent discount rate to work out the Net Present Value of fuel costs
over the life of power stations. This has a significant impact on the price of gas-fired generation, pushing it
to levels that are higher than those quoted in Table 3, depending on the precise approach and the discount
rates which are adopted. Awerbuch suggests using discount rates between 2.1% and 6%, and his “central
case” uses 3.5%.

25 Garrad Hassan and Partners, 2003. OVshore wind: economies of scale, engineering resource and load factors. DTI/Carbon
Trust.

26 Ilex Energy, 2003. Implications of the EU ETS for the power sector. Report to DTI, DEFRA and Ofgem.
27 Awerbuch, S and Berger, M, 2003. Applying portfolio theory to EU electricity planning and policy-making. IEA report
EET/2003–03.
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Comparisons Between Wind and Gas

26. First order comparisons: Although there is some uncertainty over future wind plant costs, the
uncertainty over future gas prices is much greater. In the short term, if gas prices reach 40p/therm, then
onshore wind becomes the cheaper generation option. Taking into account likely generation costs from
onshore wind by 2010, then the “crossover” gas price is about 35p/therm. The “crossover” gas price for
parity with oVshore wind in 2010 is about 50p/therm.

27. The comparisons in the preceding paragraph do not take account of the “price of carbon”, which will
influence gas-fired generation costs by 2010. This is also somewhat uncertain, but if CO2 is trading at
£10/tonne by 2010, this moves the crossover gas prices down by about 4p/therm.

28. With modest amounts of wind energy on an electricity network, the only ”extras” that need to be
taken into account are those for extra balancing. (This pays for the extra reserves needed by the System
Operator to cope with the additional uncertainty in matching supply and demand). The extra cost amounts
to about £1.5/MWh with 5% wind, rising to £2.4/MWh with 10% wind.

29. At higher wind penetrations (above about 8%), additional monetary corrections need to be made to
allow for the decreasing contribution of wind energy towards plant capacity needs. This issue, together with
estimates of the additional transmission costs, was explored in a paper in 200328 that was updated by the
author in 200529 to make allowances for the increased price of gas. It was concluded that the extra cost of
the electricity consumer was about 0.18p/kWh for 20% wind (in 2020), or 0.06p/kWh for 7.5% wind (2010).
These figures apply with gas at 30p/therm; at 40p/therm, and with an allowance for the price of carbon, the
electricity consumer would make savings in each case.

30. It may be concluded from this analysis that wind energy generation costs, although presently dearer
than those of gas, are likely to fall. Although there is some uncertainty over future prices, the uncertainty
over future generation costs from gas is much greater. It is very likely that wind energy will be the cheaper
option by 2010, and more likely by 2020, so delivering savings to the electricity consumer.

5 September 2005

28 Dale, L, Milborrow, D, Slark, R and Strbac, G, 2003. A shift to wind is not unfeasible. Power UK, issue 109.
29 Milborrow, D, 2005. Wind and gas—the gap narrows. Power UK, issue 134.

Witnesses: Mr Chris Shears, Renewable Energy Systems and BWEA Chair, Mr Marcus Rand, Chief
Executive,Dr Gordon Edge,Head of OVshore, BritishWind Energy Association, andMrDavidMilborrow,
Independent Consultant, examined.

Chairman: A warm welcome to the British Wind installed, or will have installed by the end of the year,
500 megawatts of capacity this year, which is aEnergy Association, and to Mr Milborrow. Thank
doubling over last year. As a result of the RO someyou for coming today.
6,000 megawatts of on-shore projects have gone into
planning and some 3,000 megawatts of oV-shoreQ146 Joan Walley: I was glad that you were able to
projects have gone into planning. The RO hasbe here for the first part of our inquiry this afternoon.
certainly stimulated a strong interest in terms ofI am moving on to wind. In terms of the memo that
delivery of the project, and so there is enough windyou have given us, in paragraph 11, I think it is, you
capacity either in planning, approved, undersay that there is no technical or physical reason why
construction or built to deliver on the target. Therenewable energy, and wind power in particular,
other statistics are at present we have got aroundcould not deliver on the target of 10% renewable
1.3 gigawatts of projects built and a further 700energy by 2010. I would like to know exactly what the
megawatts of projects under construction which wecurrent target is in respect of 10% as far as wind is
are pretty confident will be built next year. In termsconcerned and what expected contribution for wind
of how we see that expanding over the next couple ofyou would see being made by 2010? years, we see the on-shore market remaining prettyMr Rand: Obviously a key question. In our strong at around 500 megawatts per year, so we are

submissionwe said, yes, technicallywe do believe that pretty confident that we will deliver on the 4,000
the 10% target is achievable. Renewables, as you are megawatts of on-shore. The big question mark, we
probably aware, currently generate just over 3% of have said in our submission and in our work with the
the nation’s needs. The BWEA have said all along, DTI and around government at the moment, is
from the formulation of the target through to the whether we can bring oV-shore into play in a big
formulation of the RO, that the wind industry will be enough quantity to deliver the 3,000 megawatts of
delivering the bulk of that target. We see that to be oV-shore that we need to by 2010, and that is another
around 7,000 to 8,000 megawatts installed capacity key part of our submission. Yes, it is technically
by 2010. We have always said we see that split more possible, but we think the key factor will be bringing
or less evenly between on-shore and oV-shore.We see oV-shore into play.
a minimum of 4,000 megawatts on-shore being
developed by 2010 and up to 3,000 megawatts oV- Q147 JoanWalley:There are two issues I am still not
shore created. How are we doing? This year has been wholly clear about. We heard earlier about the

length of time it takes to get up to speed on thesea record year for the wind industry. We have
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things early on, and you have to pay the premium, Q150 David Howarth: Can I ask about the technical
improvement in regeneration? At what rate are weand you produce very little and then you suddenly

start to get dividends and you can make a more seeing technical improvement? Is it the case that one
way to increase numbers is by increasing theaccelerated pace later on. By 2010 will wind be

delivering 5% of what is required or will you be eYciency of equipment?
Mr Milborrow: To answer your last specific point,doing a lot more? I still do not quite see where you

will be. increases in eYciency will generate relatively modest
improvements. What will generate more energyMr Rand: About 7% of the nation’s electricity

supply if we deliver on those numbers, seven to eight productivity will be increases in the size of wind
turbines, and the taller they are the higher the windgigawatts.
speeds they see. Coupled with that, the larger wind
turbines also go with cheaper installation costs,Q148 Joan Walley: That is perfectly feasible?
partly because the turbines achieve that, partlyMr Shears: Coming in on that, there is a sort of sea-
because you need fewer of them for a given numberchange happening in installation rates that we can
of megawatts. There are improvements but severalsee now. Through the nineties and the first half of
diVerent factors contribute to that improvement. Tothis decade we constructed about 1,000 megawatts
answer the other point in your question, that trendand we have already done 500 megawatts this year,
has been quite evident for the last 20 years and showsso there is a bit of an exponential up-ramp in the
no signs of decelerating.installation of wind energy both on-shore and oV-

shore.
Q151 David Howarth: Within the period 2009 and
2010?Q149 Mr Chaytor: May I clarify one point in your
Mr Milborrow: Agreed, yes.figures? You said, on the applications you have got
Mr Shears: To put it in context, the turbines whichin or the sites under construction, you would reach
are being installed at themoment, as a rule of thumb,the target by 2010. Surely the problem is the
are around the two megawatt installed capacityapplications that are in: because it is still the issue of
mark, and there are some five megawatt prototypesthe obstruction to on-shore planning permissions
being looked at at the moment now. The focus forthat is your biggest obstacle. What proportion of
those is perhaps for the oV-shore market in theyour projections is due to planning applications that
future, but it does show that there is still hugeare in but have not yet been approved?
potential in the technology.MrShears:The statistics are interesting actually.We

have 1.3 gigawatts built now, we have about another
1.2 gigawatts with planning consent and we have got Q152 Chairman: The five megawatt ones are much
about 600 megawatts under construction (0.6 of a bigger, are they?
gigawatt under construction). You look at that and Mr Shears: They are.
in relation to on-shore we need another 1 to 1.5
gigawatts of consents to do what we have already

Q153 Chairman: Is there a correlation between thesaid we have set out to achieve on-shore. There are
tallness of a wind turbine and the number of localnow currently about another 6 gigawatts of wind in
objectors?the planning system and we would anticipate that
Mr Shears: Not necessarily in our experience.there will be perhaps another 1 to 2 gigawatts in the

next 12 months coming into the system. The bulk of
that is in Scotland at the moment, but I suspect there Q154 Chairman: They object to them anyway,
will be a spread further south and into Wales for whatever their height?
schemes coming forward. Our position is that we Mr Shears: Potentially that element may be there,
anticipate that therewill be a reduction in the success but I think generally it is perceived that to have fewer
rate, if you like, for schemes in planning, but the key bigger machines is a more eVective way of getting
thing is that we keep the churn of projects going and delivery than perhaps where we were 15 years ago
that the best schemes bubble to the surface andmove where we were installing three or four hundred
on to contribute towards the targets. kilowatt machines and we are now installing 2,000
Mr Rand: A further piece of information on that. If kilowatt machines.
you look at it on average, it takes around two years
post- planning to get a project up and running just
because of construction time, so really we need to Q155 JoanWalley: There would not be objections if

the profits that were coming were invested back intohave achieved another 1,500 megawatts of consents
by the end of 2007 for us to have confidence that the local communities, but be that as it may. We

have had various diVerent questions and I am stillwhat we have got approved now and what is being
built now plus those future approvals can be built not absolutely clear. Are you saying for the figures

in respect of 2010 that if you have 7,000 to 8,000out by 2010. That means that the bottom line is that
we need to be getting approvals around 700 megawatts by then, that would be equivalent to

delivering 7% of electricity?megawatts a year. The good news is that last year we
achieved that target of 700 megawatts a year, and I Mr Shears: Yes.

Mr Rand: The point is we have got 3% already fromthink this year we are at about 550 megawatts with
the recent announcement that the Minister made other renewable sources; so technically you canmeet

a 10% target.last week.
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Q156 Joan Walley: Given your reference to things Q161 Colin Challen: By that point, talking about
2020, some of the earlier wind-farms will be perhapslike the consents coming on stream, in terms of

where you will be by 2020 how much do you think past their sell-by date andwill be replaced. Does that
mean that on those sites there will be a net reductionwind will realistically deliver by then?
in the number of turbines, or would you see thoseDr Edge: A lot of that depends on how much of the
sites being upgraded to have the same number ofoV-shore resource is employed by then. Most of the
much larger turbines?figures we have been talking about here have been
Mr Shears: Yes, there is some experience of thaton-shore, and post 2010 there will continue to be on-
already in what we call the repowering of projectsshore development, and you are looking at maybe
both in the UK and my company in the US, wheresomething like 5 or 10% electricity from on-shore at
we have taken down ten old turbines and put up one2020, but in order to get the large increases in wind
new turbine to generate the same amount of power.power capacity then you will be moving oV-shore,
In aUKcontextwhere re-powering has occurred, weand so by 2020 you might have seven, 8% on-shore
are generally probably halving the number ofand 10, 12% oV-shore wind. Those are the kinds of
turbines and tripling the power output from thatball-park figures that are entirely feasible at 2020.
particular site.

Q157 Joan Walley: EVectively you are being quite Q162 Joan Walley: In your evidence you say thatupbeat about what wind can deliver. What I need to you are agnostic, or Dr Edge says he is agnosticbe clear about is whether or not you feel that about the decision to invest in amajor programmeofrenewables, including wind, could contribute nuclear or, indeed, any other low carbon generatingsubstantially to the gap that has been left by the technology. Why are you not concerned about thephasing out of older nuclear power plants and also fact that if there was a decision to go for a big,coal plants? ambitious nuclear programme that that would not
Mr Shears: I think the context is that we are coming provide all kinds of uncertainties and create
up the curve very quickly as a new technology, and diYculties for your programmed courses of
the numbers that Gordon has outlined, we believe investment and stability over the next three years?
are wholly achievable from a technical and resource Dr Edge: We are very concerned.
perspective. Going beyond 2020, we have been
thinking closely about this and we will be thinking

Q163 JoanWalley:Why do not you say that in yourmore about this in relation to the impending energy
evidence?review next year, but we certainly think we can go on
Dr Edge: The rest of the sentence in the submissionwith another 1% of wind beyond that on an annual
does say we are agnostic “so long as our market isbasis, so the long-term ambitions of this technology
protected”.can be pretty substantial in terms of our UK

requirement. Let us not forget that oV-shore we can
Q164 Chairman: You are agnostic as long as noprovide three times our power requirements just
nuclear building takes place?from the oV-shore wind resource, and so there is
DrEdge: I think it is entirely possible you could havehuge potential there.
a new nuclear build programme and protect theDr Edge:Also, you have to remember this is just oV-
targets we have for renewables as well. Whether thatshore wind we are talking about. There is also the
actually happens is something that we will be verywave and tidal stream resources which will be
concerned about in the Energy Review as it comes incontributing substantially post 2015.
the next year. We are not anti any other technology.
We are pro wind, wave and tidal and we are very

Q158 Mr Hurd: Could you help me picture what an keen to see it built.
on-shore wind industry generating 7 to 8% of British
electricity might mean in terms of the number of Q165 JoanWalley:Why has your evidence not spelt
sites? Very broadly. out the eVects that an ambitious future policy for
Mr Shears: The seven to 8% is with the combination nuclear could have a detrimental eVect on your
of on-shore and oV-shore. industry, if that is what you are saying is in fact the

case?
MrShears: I think, asGordon has indicated, our keyQ159MrHurd: Imeant 2020, 7 to 8%on shore only?
ambition is to prove what we can do as a renewableMr Shears: By that point we are saying somewhere
energy industry, as a wind energy industry.around 8,000 to 10,000 megawatts of capacity, that

sort of level. If we assume the two megawatt turbine
Q166 Joan Walley:What does that depend upon?like the ones we are putting in now, that is about
MrShears: It depends uponmaintaining the support5,000 turbines across the whole of the UK. To put
that we have up to the 15% target by 2015 andthat in context, I think there are currently around
extending beyond that to 2020 as a medium-term80,000 pylons in the UK.
measure. Clearly we are very concerned, if
renewables and the renewables obligation was to be

Q160 Chairman: They would not get rid of the put into an energy review and the whole thing
pylons! reviewed, that would send an awful lot of
Mr Rand: It is roughly four times the number of uncertainty, first of all, into the market, particularly

into the financial market, about what our prospectsturbines we have got already. That is what it means.
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are; so our message to government has really been: Mr Milborrow: Yes, I would agree with that.
“Look, we are committed to 15% renewables by
2015, we knowwe can deliver that. Let us not review Q171 Chairman: Over the next couple of decades?
that, but we very much want to input into what the Mr Milborrow: Yes. There is a little bit more
longer term ambitions are for this industry beyond uncertainty over oV-shore, but most commentators,
2020. and I have referenced several, expect costs to fall

substantially over the next 10 to 15 years.

Q167 Joan Walley: Can I clarify from Dr Edge as Q172 Chairman: Your figures take account of thewell: you are saying, much more strongly than what transmission costs, do they, connecting up oV-is in your evidence, that what is there in terms of shore wind?
certainty for your investors does not need to be MrMilborrow:As far as my database is reliable and
changed in any significant way? does reflect the inputs from developers, but, yes, it
Dr Edge: If it was changed, then the renewable normally does.
targets would be under threat, but we do not see why
necessarily you would have to change the renewable Q173 Chairman:Do your figures take account of the
targets if you were going down any other route for financial value of the Renewable Obligation
the other 80% of the market that you might want to Certificate?
argue about. We are doing our part of what we are Mr Milborrow: No, I have done a straightforward
being asked to do, and the other 80% of the market discounted cash flow analysis, which is a standard
is up to other players in the market to discuss as to technique used by DTI, the International Energy
where it needs to go. We have been asked to do a Agency, and so on, so my analysis is independent of
particular thing and we are doing it. the particular support mechanism that is used.
Mr Shears: Being candid, I think where we do need
to think harder is looking beyond 2020, because Q174 Chairman: What is the current value of a
when we are looking at nuclear we are looking at Renewables Obligation Certificate?
that sort of timetable and by that point I think this Mr Milborrow: It is about £44 a megawatt-hour, is
industry will be very mature and some of the other it not?
technologies—wave and tidal—will be coming DrEdge: I think the point that needs to bemade here
forward, and to get to 30% renewables by 2030, 40% is that the cost, which is what David is calculating, is
by 2040, these are all highly credible targets in our diVerent from the price you get under the renewable
opinion. obligation.

Q175 Chairman: That is the point that MrQ168 Joan Walley: But you would not want them
Milborrow made in his evidence.diverted?
Dr Edge: Absolutely so. The point of the RO is it isMr Shears: No. All we can put forward is what we
doing what it set out to do, which is limiting the costthink as an industry we can achieve technically and
to the consumer through putting a cap on the totalpractically both fromwind and fromwave and tidal,
cost of the system and then dividing up that cap byand we look forward to engaging in that process
whoever gets to generate in that year. So the price ofwhen the review commences.
the Renewable Obligation Certificate is not directlyMr Milborrow: I would just quickly recap on the
related to the cost; it is related to how many otherpoint that Mr MacKerron made about half an hour
people get to generate in that year, which I am sureago that there could be an indirect, and possibly
you are familiar with. The diYculty with that is theserious, eVect on the competitiveness of wind if a
amount of generation in a year is not necessarilylarge proportion of nuclear were brought on which reflected, it is not a function of the RO necessarilyhad the eVect of depressing wholesale electricity how many people get to generate, it is as much the

prices. planning system, the transmission system it gets to
connect, so the price that people get is in a way
somewhat divorced from what it actually costs themQ169 JoanWalley:Youwouldwant that to be taken
to get that power onto the grid.into account?

MrMilborrow:Yes, that is all part of Gordon’s final
Q176 Chairman: The National Audit OYce seemedsentence.
to imply that some onshore wind generators areJoan Walley: That is very helpful. Thank you.
currently making a substantial profit because of the
complexities we have just been talking about. Is

Q170 Chairman:We are going to have to speed up, that correct?
I am afraid. I will try to ask a short question, so Mr Shears: No. What has happened is that, as
would you make your answer as short as possible? Gordon said, the RO has been set up and it has
Looking at Mr Milborrow’s evidence—and thank stimulated a huge amount of investment and many
you for that—it seemed to me, on the basis of the thousands of megawatts and there are millions of
figures that you put in there, that on-shore wind pounds being spent looking at schemes, and that is
currently in cost terms is just about as competitive as its first fundamental success. The way to get best
gas and oV-shore wind could be going the same way. value from the RO is to consent more projects

because the level of it is the same whether we buildIs that right?
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one megawatt a year or 2,000 megawatts a year and successful in securing £42 million from the DTI to
seek capital to encourage various technologiesreally the price in the market at the moment is a

reflection of the shortfall in renewables capacity. To which are now coming forward, so we think that is
the best way to go rather than creating uncertaintyput it into context, the current target under the RO

is 4.9% and last year 3.1% of what credits were put by playing with the RO system.
down, so our message is that really to get best value Chairman:We are coming on to marine in a minute.
from the RO, the key thing is to increase the
turnover of projects coming through the planning

Q180 Mr Caton: But there have been those,system.
including the Public Accounts Committee of this
place, who think now that the way the Renewables

Q177MrCaton:Continuingwith the question of the Obligation works is actually that it is very good for
costs of wind power, you say that wind has higher onshore wind and, therefore, all the eVort is going
capital costs than gas, but lower operating costs, and into onshore wind and actually it is a disincentive
that has been confirmed by other witnesses. What perhaps to some of those other alternatives,
impact does that have on cost-benefit appraisals and including oVshore. How do you respond to that?
particularly on the ability of wind generators to Mr Rand: Well, all I was going to say is that the
attract funding? Government has set up the RO which is a
Mr Milborrow: It means in a nutshell that wind technology-blind mechanism, a market-based
developers prefer long-term finance. I sat in on the mechanism and it could have gone for somethingdiscussions re nuclear half an hour ago and yet the else. It could have gone for feed-in tariVs where itarguments for wind are exactly the same. Wind decided to pick the price and award it and to adevelopers need the security of long-term finance, certain extent banding is a kind of halfway house intypically 15 or 20 years, because, without that, they

between. Our view is that what you do not want toare pushed into charging high prices because the
do is send a sort of concern, as Chris said, orcapital has to be recovered over a shorter time-frame
shockwaves through the investor community thatand that simply means higher generation costs. This
the Government might go in and suddenlyis much more important for wind than it is for gas.
transform the RO and completely change it, so weIf you halve the repayment period for a gas-fired
were as concerned about banding, not because we doinstallation, you may push up the generation costs
not want to support oVshore and not because we doby about 0.2/0.3 pence per kilowatt hour, whereas if
not want to support wave and tidal or any otheryou halve the repayment time for awind installation,
renewable, but because we are concerned about theyou may push up the cost by about a penny per
undermining it might have on investor confidencekilowatt hour. Don’t hold me to those figures, but
and that is our concern. That is why we have alwaysthey are of the right order.
argued that the way to do it is to provide additional
support on top, as it were, of theROand that is what

Q178 Mr Caton: You have already mentioned the we are engaged with government in at the moment
Renewables Obligation. Do you think it would be about trying to find a solution to the oVshore
better if the Government introduced a banded economic gap. Round one oVshore projects,
Renewables Obligation which could, for example, through which we think there will be about 1,000
oVer varying incentives for onshore and oVshore megawatts delivered by 2010, they are being
wind? supported through capital grants and nobody seems
Mr Milborrow: That is more of a policy question. I to have a problem with that, but that is additional
think I would defer to my colleagues. support to the RO. We are supporting 1% of our

nation’s electricity supply currently by additional
Q179 Mr Caton: If the Association is going to measures, but nobody is jumping up and down
answer it, can I refer you to your submission where about that, and I presume that is because everybody
you say that you do not go for banding renewables, thinks that is the right thing to do. The logic of that
but you go for other initiatives presumably from argument is that we think there is some logic in
government to help the oVshore sector. Why not the applying that to some of the round two
banding of the Renewables Obligation? developments and, likewise, applying that logic to
Mr Shears: A key thing for us with the Renewables other renewable technologies. I note that the
Obligation is that it was set up as a technology-blind Biomass Task Force yesterday also came out with
mechanism that is reflective of the market and, just some recommendations of applying additional
to reiterate, that has created a huge amount of support to help biomass as well.
investment in the renewables sector, particularly
obviously relating to wind, so our fundamental

Q181 Mr Hurd: I would like to ask about wave andconcern is the uncertainty that any talk of amending
tidal which would appear to be a technology wherethe ROwould bring to the investment community in
Britain has some natural advantages. You haveparticular which we think would undermine our
painted a picture of it eVectively taking over fromambitions of getting to the 10% target. That
wind as we strive towards these longer-term targets,overarches, I think, any talk of amendments to the
but it clearly needs to accelerate down the cost curve.RO. Beyond that, we are clearly keen, particularly
Your memorandum talks about an intriguinglooking at wave and tidal which we look at within
project called Npower Juice Path to Power.the Association as well, to find additional support

measures for those technologies and we have been Unfortunately we cannot wait until May 2006, so is
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there anything you can tell us today about what that across the whole of the UK, some of which are in
relatively low windspeed areas which, in ourproject is aimed for and some of the policy

implications you expect to come out of it? forecasts of what prices we can get in the market on
a long-term power purchase contract, just get thoseDr Edge: Unfortunately it has only just started in

that we are interviewing particular players in the projects over the line, and then we have upland sites
in Scotland which have higher winds perhaps, but amarket. In the first stage we are looking at where you

might go and how you might consent the projects. lot more expensive Grid connections, higher
transmission charges, et cetera. Therefore, it is not asThe bit about how much it will cost and the sort of

monetary values involved will come in the last part simple as saying, “You’ve got a very windy site, so
you are going to be making millions of pounds”.of the project, so unfortunately I will not be able to

talk about that today. This is a project which is very Clearly we are investing and we have about 1,500
megawatts of projects which we are developing atkindly funded by the Juice Fund thatNpower run on

the back of their Juice TariV where they have put the moment, and again this is with a RES hat on, we
hope to build somewhere around 50 megawatts ofsome money aside for these kind of projects and we

are looking to find a way of building on the capacity a year, so we need to show a return to our
shareholders and have a sustainable business modelexperience of oVshore wind in working its way

through the consenting system, where, with the Grid going forward. I think we do have to look at it in the
round and look at it from a portfolio point of view.issues, if you are going to be building a lot of oVshore

wind power oV the west coast of Scotland, you need One of the key reasons for the RO being set up, from
my recollection of when that process was happening,to be talking about putting a Grid infrastructure

there, for instance, and then also what the was to oVer a way of getting a geographic spread of
projects around the country which it has nowimplications are in terms of bringing those extra

costs down the cost curve to where oVshore wind is successfully been able to do to get away from the
previous mechanism, the non-fossil fuel obligation,today. I cannot really say much more than that

because the project has not yet got much further on which did drive developers to go to the very windiest
locations which were perceived to be those whichthan that.
had the most diYculties in planning.

Q182MrHurd: So do you have any sense of the kind
of government funding thatmay be required to bring Q185 Colin Challen:Would you agree that the feed-
this technology down the cost curve? in tariV systems in Spain andGermany perhaps have
Dr Edge: Certainly we would anticipate that the £50 been more successful than the Renewables
million that the Government announced in August Obligation in generating new schemes?
last year is just a down-payment. Mr Shears: In simple terms, yes, if you look at the

delivery which is taking place. If you look at
Germany, I think there is now 17,000 megawatts ofQ183MrHurd:What sort ofmultiple would you put
wind energy installed and Spain has got 8-9,000on that in terms of what you think might be
megawatts, but I think if you look below therequired?
headline, those systems have been in place for a goodDr Edge: I think the order of magnitude will be ten
number of years and the reason for that delivery is intimes that over the next sort of 10 to 15 years.
part due to a far more friendly, shall we say,Mr Rand: The Carbon Trust are also doing quite a
planning system for the delivery of those schemes, solot of work on this, about howmuchmoney needs to
I think there is a decoupling between the commercialgo in to move the technology from a relatively high
framework, if you like, and the institutional barrierscost down to compatibility with the RO, and I think
to the development of the technology.they are going to be publishing their work quite

shortly.
Q186 Colin Challen:You have pointed to the urgent
need to address the funding gap for round two ofQ184 Colin Challen: I have heard what you say

about the Renewables Obligation and I have also oVshore. How large is that funding gap and have
you had any signals at all recently from theheard what one or two people in the anti-wind

movement have said about the way that the onshore Government regarding that issue?
Mr Rand: Before I ask Gordon to come in on thewind farms are generating wind millionaires and

that is yet another reason to oppose the development funding gap, I will just give you a bit of context. We
believe that this oVshore issue is as significant anof wind—a curious argument, I have to say. If there

were any truth in the belief that onshore wind is issue as the debate about the future of nuclear and
the reason for this is because if we want to get 20%generating good profits for those developers, are

they recirculating money to less viable schemes, of our nation’s electricity needs from nuclear, we can
go away and change systems and do things andoVshore for example? Is there any truth in the

allegation to start oV with, that the onshore people intervene, but there is that resource there from
oVshore, that amount of capacity that is there readyare making huge amounts of money?

Mr Shears: Clearly there are diVerent returns on for this nation to utilise if we want to. So that is the
background, that we see this decision in terms of thediVerent projects and some are doing better than

others under the RO. I will not repeat the structure next five to 10 years as one of the most important
decisions the Government can make in terms ofof the RO, but the point is that, certainly speaking

with my company hat—a Renewable Energy carbon-free power delivery. In terms of the gap, well,
Gordon?Systems hat on, we have a portfolio of projects
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DrEdge:At themoment if we are looking at onshore still seems to me very hopeful. Can you really pin
down what you need with any accuracy? Thewind, in David Milborrow’s evidence you have seen

the costs. OVshore, we are looking at somewhere in Government might be thinking, “Hang on here, this
is going to cost us a lot more, so let’s just go withthe region of £1.3 million a megawatt in terms of

investment cost, capital cost. That is somewhere in something else”.
Dr Edge: When it comes to costs, historically in thethe region of £300–400 per kilowatt, too much. You

need to be in the region of £1 million a megawatt for wind industry you find that with a doubling of
overall global capacity, you get a reduction in theit to fly under the RO. At the moment that is where

we are at. To put a little bit of context to this as well, costs of maybe about 8% in terms of output. We are
only at 700 megawatts of oVshore wind and we areI think you need to be clear that there is only 700

megawatts of oVshore wind anywhere in the world talking about doubling that number in UK waters
alone in the next five years, so we should get thatas opposed to a total installed fleet of 52,000

megawatts of wind power. It is very early days and learning experience in the UK, but the UK has to
invest in order to get it because no one else is doingthe costs have not beenwell defined up to now.What

we are finding in the UK, as in our pioneering it at themoment. A lot of other countries have plans,
and particularly Germany has very grandiose plans,programme of oVshore wind, is that we are actually

discovering the diYculties and the costs, so those but they will not be putting it in in significant
quantities in the next five years and we will.initial costs have not come down as we had hoped

from those first round one projects, but we are
hopeful that they will come down over time as long Q188 Colin Challen:Why are they not doing it? Are

they waiting for us?as those initial round two projects are supported
adequately. In terms of what signals we have had, it Dr Edge:Well, the cynical attitude is that they have

done the heavy lifting onshore and they are waitingis clearly a very tight government Spending Round
at themoment andwe are not getting a lot of hopeful for us to do it oVshore.

Mr Milborrow: That is not totally true. There is amessages in terms of direct funding from the
Government. There are other ways that the tender out at themoment for a couplemore oVshore.

Dr Edge:But that is only two 200megawatt projectsGovernment can underwrite or otherwise support
new generating projects and we are hopeful that we you are talking about.

MrMilborrow:And we are hopeful that some of thecan get a diVerent plan in order to do that, but at the
moment we are currently very engaged with the large German projects which have been floating

around for some time will move to fruition in theGovernment in trying to find diVerent routes as
opposed to necessarily a straight capital grant as next few years. There are a number of citations inmy

paper as to projections of future costs from verypart of that.
respected experts.

Q187 Colin Challen: Clearly there is a lot of hope
involved here, but the hope that one had at the Q189 Chairman: I am afraid we have got to end this

session now, but I am grateful to you for your time.beginning of round one, obviously that was looking
in the dark a little bit and not knowing some of the We may, if it is okay, drop you a line with a couple

of questions that we have not had time to ask youcircumstances, so in round two the hopes may be
more accurate based on the past experience, but it today. Thank you very much indeed.

Memorandum submitted by the Energy Saving Trust

The Energy Saving Trust is pleased to respond to the Environmental Audit Committee’s “Keeping the
lights on” inquiry. Our response focuses on the relevant areas of the Energy Saving Trust’s expertise and
we do not attempt to answer questions outside of our area of expertise which includes large scale power
generation.

In particular, we would like to draw the Committee’s attention to the study and analysis of the potential
formicrogeneration in theUK thatDTI has recently commissioned the Energy Saving Trust and its partners
to undertake. This study will provide more informative and relevant information in relation to the relative
costs and operating eYciencies of microgeneration technologies that we can currently do. As such, in this
instance we do not attempt to address those issues raised by the inquiry that will be covered by the study.We
therefore suggest that the Committee requests a copy of the report fromDefrawhen it is finalised inOctober.

Introducing the Energy Saving Trust

The Energy Saving Trust was established as part of the Government’s action plan in response to the 1992
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, which addressed worldwide concerns on sustainable development issues.
We are the UK’s leading organisation working through partnerships towards the sustainable and eYcient
use of energy by households, communities and the road transport sector and one of the key delivery agents
for theGovernment’s climate change objectives. Our response focuses on the key areas of the Energy Saving
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Trust’s activities and related issues that are relevant to the inquiry. We do not attempt to answer questions
outside of our area of expertise including those related to large scale power generation. Please note that this
response should not be taken as representing the views of individual Energy Saving Trust members.

Role of Energy Efficiency

The Energy Saving Trust believes that the priority focus in meeting future electricity demand
requirements in a secure, eYcient and environmentally friendly manner must be to reduce the level of
demand in the first place. Demand side activity can be implemented far quicker than changes in the supply
side andwill deliver carbon reductions with lower levels of low carbon supply. Energy eYciency clearly helps
improve security of supply by reducing the demand for primary energy and hence the level of dependency
on energy imports. It also provides the most favourable low carbon solution when taking into account
embodied energy.

Investment in improvements in UK households has doubled energy eYciency since 1970. These changes
have reduced carbon emissions by 28MtC per annum whilst saving consumers £10billion every year. This
is three times the saving from the whole nuclear industry and almost as much as the emissions of the UK’s
fleet of coal fired power stations.

The Energy Saving Trust estimates that the achievable annual potential for household carbon savings is
16MtC through existing technologies and excluding solid wall insulation. This equates to 36%30 of
household energy use. One of the emerging conclusions of the joint Defra/HM Treasury Energy EYciency
Innovation Review is that “significant [energy eYciency] cost-eVective savings remain in every sector, even
when other hidden costs are taken into account”31.

It is imperative that the UK not only continues its focus on energy eYciency as the key delivery agent
for its short term carbon reductions but also raises its commitment by strengthening existing measures and
introducing new policies for both now and the longer term. We would be pleased to provide details of the
potential energy eYciency opportunities available to Government in the household sector.

Role of Microgeneration

Microgeneration oVers a number of benefits over larger scale technologies including reduced transmission
and distribution network losses, enhanced security of supply through fuel diversity and reduced dependence
on a small number of generators. Renewable microgeneration technologies can also help mitigate fuel
poverty in hard to treat homes, such as solid wall properties, and in oV-gas network areas.Microgeneration,
in commonwith energy eYciency, will also address heat as well as power unlike nuclear andmost large scale
renewable technologies. Combined and power in general is clearly more eYcient than the production of heat
and power from separate sources, which is particularly relevant in relation to gas supply.We note thatDTI32
now considers micro generation as “the production of heat and/or electricity on a small-scale33 from a low
carbon34 source”.

Indications are that the development of microgeneration technologies will also help improve the level of
engagement with consumers on climate change issues in general. In the case of renewables, microgeneration
this could help increase acceptance of larger renewable generation projects. The implementation of
microgeneration solutions will also help facilitate a holistic approach to carbon reduction in the household
sector by allowing the implementation of energy eYciency measures at the same time. This is clearly not
possible with large scale generation solution which will not help improve engagement with consumers.

It is for these reasons that we advocatemicrogenerationmust be allowed to play amajor role inUKenergy
and climate change policy objectives and an appropriate policy framework should be developed
accordingly.

The Inquiry may also be interested in the recent Energy Saving Trust discussion document “Delivering
the Government’s 2020 vision for local energy generation” (Appendix 1). This outlines our views on the
major cost, information and technical constraints preventing the early deployment of a market for
microgeneration (renewable and non-renewable) and the mass market transformation actions required if
the UK is to meet its climate change targets. We would be pleased to provide further details of the policy
framework that we believe is required to stimulate the development and mainstreaming of microgeneration
solutions.

30 Based on domestic energy consumption reported in the Digest of UK Energy Statistics 2005.
31 Background paper for the Sustainable Energy Policy Advisory Board—07/06/05
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/sepn/eeir—background.pdf

32 Micro-generation strategy consultation June 2005.
33 small-scale in this instance refers to homes and small commercial developments/public sector buildings.
34 low carbon refers to either renewable energy generators or technologies with better fuel eYciency than conventional
technologies.
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DTI Study and Analysis of the Potential for Microgeneration in the UK

DTI has recently commissioned the Energy Saving Trust in partnership with Element Energy Ltd,
Econnect Ltd and the Faculty of Economics (University of Cambridge) to undertake a study and analysis
of the potential for microgeneration in the UK.We believe that the final report, which is due to be delivered
to DTI in October, will be of particular interest to the Inquiry. The report will provide the most informative
and relevant information in relation to the relative costs and operating eYciencies of microgeneration
technologies.We suggest that in this instance this report will bemore helpful than the evidence that we could
currently submit. The Committee may therefore like to request a copy of the report from DTI.

20 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by the Micropower Council

A1: What are the latest estimates of the likely shortfall in electricity generating capacity caused by the phase-
out of existing nuclear power stations and some older coal plant? How do these relate to electricity demand
forecasts and to the eVectiveness of energy eYciency policies?

The National Grid 2005 Seven Year Statement35 indicates that an average 1.4% increase of electricity
demand has occurred over the last three years, as well as forecasting an average 1.4% increase over the next
seven years. Assuming demand growth continues at the same rate, this would result in peak demand increase
of 17.4GW by 2023.

Across the same time period, the planned closure of nuclear power plants will result in a requirement for
a further 10.86GW by 202336. When taken with the growth in demand above, the resulting new generation
required by 2023 would be 28.3GW.

B: Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

2: What are the main investment options for electricity generating capacity? What would be the likely costs
and timescales of diVerent generating technologies? What are the likely construction and on-going operating
costs of diVerent largescale technologies (eg nuclear new build, CCGT, clean coal, on-shore wind, oVshore
wind, wave and tidal) in terms of the total investment required and in terms of the likely costs of generation
(p/kWh)? Over what timescale could they become operational?

Although this question is focused on large-scale energy generation we believe it is important to look at
mass market microgeneration which, in the timescales involved, has the potential to make a cost eVective
contribution on a par with all of these large scale technologies. For example, if half of the 26 million homes
in theUKutilised a 1kWmicro-generator this would provide 13GWof capacity—just over the total capacity
of today’s fleet of nuclear power stations.Microgeneration is cost competitive with all of these technologies,
mostly because it generates electricity at the point of demand avoiding the majority of transmission and
distribution-related costs. A number of microgeneration products are already available in limited numbers
and, with the right policy framework, we believemassmarket commercialisation can take place substantially
within the next five to 10 years.

With regard to nuclear new build, how realistic and robust are cost estimates in the light of past experience?
What are the hidden costs (eg waste, insurance, security) associated with nuclear? How do the waste and
decommissioning costs of nuclear new build relate to the costs of dealing with the current nuclear waste legacy,
and how confident can we be that the nuclear industry would invest adequately in funds ring-fenced for future
waste disposal?

We believe other commentators are better placed to answer this question.

Is there the technical and physical capacity for renewables to deliver the scale of generation required? If there
is the capacity, are any policy changes required to enable it to do so?

Mott MacDonald conducted a detailed technical study37 for the Department of Trade and Industry into
the impact that widespread uptake of microgeneration would have on distribution networks. This study
concluded that networks are already capable of absorbing significant (under most circumstances up to
100%) levels of micro-generation penetration38 without the need for significant additional investment by
DNOs.

35 Nationgrid seven year forecast statements 2005ACSpeak demands figure 2.1 TheAvailable at: http://www.nationalgrid.com/
uk/library/documents/sys05/default.asp?Node%SYS&action%mnchU—1.htm&sNode%U&Exp%Y

36 DTI, Nuclear power generation development and the UK industry. The UK’s civil nuclear power stations. Available at:
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/nuclear/technology/history.shtml

37 Mott MacDonald on behalf of DTI,System Integration of additional Micro-generation September 2004. Available at:
http://www.dti.gov.uk/renewables/publications—pdfs/dgcg00028rep.pdf

38 “Penetration” was defined in the study as referring to the number of properties installing a microgenerator of any type with
a rating of 1.0—1.1kW.
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The study acknowledged that in some circumstances, particularly onweaker, more rural networks, DNOs
may need to take undertake some operational steps and a limited amount of investment to ensure their
networks continued to perform properly. The requirement for these operational steps was not considered
to be needed until penetration reached around 50% in urban networks and 20% in rural networks. It placed
the costs of these measures at £40 million per annum if 100% penetration were to be achieved.

By contrast, it estimated the direct network-related benefits of microgeneration, principally reduced
network losses, the deferral of the need for other reinforcement work, at £76 million per annum. It also
identified up to a further £350 million per annum of avoided system reserve holding costs and discussed the
scope for reductions in the cost of other system operation costs.

GivenMott MacDonald’s conclusion that networks are already capable of absorbing significant levels of
microgeneration we believe that the following policy changes are needed to enable mass market
microgeneration on a scale comparable to current levels of nuclear capacity. Further details can be found
in our recent response to the government’s consultation on the Microgeneration Strategy, appended to this
evidence submission.

— Government should set binding national targets for microgeneration, with indicative amounts for
each technology. Such targets are essential to stimulate longterm investment in the sector, bring
down prices and make microgeneration technologies suYciently aVordable for mass market
uptake.

— Local Authorities should be given the power to set local targets for microgeneration, to allow them
to set out their individual contribution to the overall national target, formulate positive planning
policies to encourage uptake of microgeneration, and allow government to monitor this.

— Permitted Development Order status should be granted to somemicrogeneration technologies that
currently require planning permission, with sensible limits applied for noise, visual impact, health
and safety implications, etc. Some Local Authorities have already set this precedent using existing
powers to do this.

— A Fiscal Strategy should be developed by HM Treasury to provide individuals with similar fiscal
encouragement to that currently available to businesses for microgeneration and energy eYciency
measures.

— Although this inquiry’s focus is on energy supply, Heat Technologies such as solar thermal, heat
pumps and biomass are an essential part of the future technology mix. There can be a tendency to
focus on electricity producing technologies, partly because of the significant regulatory challenges
therein. The heat technologies today form themajority of microgeneration installations, and there
is an urgent need to consider new policy measures to encourage their uptake.

— Export Reward Mechanisms should be considered in detail, including for energy suppliers to oVer
and publish terms for purchasing exported power from domestic consumers, and allowing
“deemed” levels of exported kWh for each microgeneration technology.

— Metering requires fundamental reform if snag-free microgeneration installations are to become
commonplace. Amongst the options to consider are:

— The fitting of Import/Export (two way) meters at every meter change, regardless of whether
the customer intends at that stage to install microgeneration. This will prepare the ground at
negligible extra cost for a future with significant quantities of consumers generating their own
electricity.

— A form of “net” metering permitted as an interim solution up to a fixed date (2012) both to
allow time for meter manufacturers to scale up production of import/export but also to allow
time for any necessary developments in the settlement rules and the market for domestic
consumer power exports.

— A restructuring of metering obligations to remove the “Supplier Hub” principle, and make
metering a regulated activity, funded through DNO price controls.

— The access procedures for the Renewables Obligation require urgent reform for those forms of
microgeneration entitled to ROCs. In some aspects of detail, this requires primary legislation. In
particular, sale and buy-back agreements are cumbersome and unnecessary, and we also believe
that a properly developed and regulated type approvals system should form the basis of the award
of ROCs rather than today’s exclusive reliance on metered data.

— Future Building Regulations updates should require that a minimum proportion of new buildings’
energy demand ismet by low and zero carbon sources, eithermicrogeneration or communityCHP/
renewables.

— The Sustainable Buildings Code (this year) should include a similar requirement. This will provide
a clear signal to the construction industry and will allow proper time for preparation in advance
of a Building Regulations requirement in the future.

— The Energy Saving Trust should expand its current advice services to householders to include
microgeneration as part of the portfolio of measures available to save both energy and money.
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— All microgeneration technologies should qualify for credits under the Energy EYciency
Commitment.

— A grant programme (Low Carbon Buildings Programme) should be introduced from April 2006
which:

— runs for six years, with clarity as soon as possible over its funding levels;

— provides “bridge” funding in the form of a roll-over of the existing schemes in the event that
there is likely to be any delay between April 2006 and the first awards made under the new
scheme;

— ensures that the evaluation criteria, whilst being “technology blind”, are crafted to avoid all
the funding being allocated to the cheapest technologies at today’s pricing levels, and at the
expense of emerging technologies;

— avoids any requirement for householders or any other so-called “Stream 1” participants to
enter into competitive budding processes.

What are the relative eYciencies of diVerent generating technologies? In particular, what contribution can
micro-generation (micro-CHP, micro-wind, PV) make, and how would it aVect investment in large-scale
generating capacity?

Micro-generation could make a substantial contribution to meeting all four of the Energy Policy Goals
set out in the 2003 EnergyWhite Paper. The best researched technology in this area is micro-combined heat
and power, which has been subject to considerable consumer-basedmarket research. Other technologies are
less well researched, and this is an area we will be working on in co-operation with the government during
next year, with a view to advising on appropriate targets to set for the sector overall, once the
Microgeneration Strategy has been published.

In November the SBGI is expected to publish updated projections for the uptake of domestic scale
microCHP, based on extensive consumer and market research and manufacturers’ current stages of output
and product development. These figures will indicate that with the policy measures identified above, uptake
could be as much as 5.6 million homes by 2020. In context, this is broadly equivalent to one quarter of all
gas boiler replacements between now and 2020, andwould provide over 6GWof generating capacity—more
than half of today’s nuclear capacity.

Microgeneration also performs well in unit cost terms. The “Economic value of Microgeneration”
Working Paper Three by the Distributed Generation Coordinated Group39 compares the costs of providing
large-scale energy and micro-generation to low voltage network customers. The total costs40 published for
micro-CHP41 are 4.5 p/kWh, 4.63 p/kWh for micro-wind and 2.87 p/kWh for micro-hydro. These costs are
competitive when compared with the large-scale central generation total costs of 4.35 p/kWh for CCGT,
3.57 p/kWh for nuclear and 4.65 p/kWh for FGD coal.

However, it is important to emphasise that wholesale generation costs only form38%of a customer’s total
bill, the remaining 62% being attributed to supply costs and margin, transmission, distribution and other
costs42. Microgeneration, because it is produced at the point of demand, avoids many of these additional
costs (although the regulatory framework does not provide for this to be recognised).Microgeneration costs
of 2.87p/kWh—4.63p/kWh are therefore more appropriately compared not to the wholesale price as above,
but to the average retail price to customers of 9p/kWh Ofgem factsheet 52. Household Energy Bills
Explained, 1 September 2005, available at http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/cmsattach/12447—
factsheet52.pdf43.

In addition, some microgeneration technologies can help to tackle fuel poverty, particularly in hard to
treat properties where conventional insulation measures are either impractical or prohibitively expensive,
and for properties not connected to the gas network where microgeneration is an alternative to oil, solid fuel
or infrastructure investment.

Microgeneration also oVers a unique dimension in changing public attitudes towards using energy
actually. High-tech sophisticated technologies have aspirational appeal to consumers and are purchased in
large numbers by the general public. By contrast, it is diYcult to get consumers to take up relatively cheap,
simple, fast payback steps to improve their use of energy.

39 DistributedGenerationCoordinatingGroup P02aWork Stream 4 Economic value ofMicro-generation P02aWorking Paper
Three, November 2004 p 4. Available at: http://www.distributedgeneration.gov.uk/documents/12—01—2005—ws4—p02a—
wp3—the—economic—value—of—microgeneration—nov—2004.pdf

40 The total costs given are the sum of production costs, including fuel costs and capital remuneration at 5%, delivery costs using
the average use of system charges, and CO2 costs at £12/tonne.

41 Rankin external combustion engine, single phase
42 Ofgem factsheet 52. Household Energy Bills Explained, 1 September 2005, available at http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/
ofgem/cache/cmsattach/12447—factsheet52.pdf

43 Calculated by taking Ofgem’s figures for average electricity bill of £296, and average domestic consumption of 3300 kWh.
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Microgeneration technologies are new, innovative propositions that can form a strong connection
between consumer behaviour towards energy and their aspirational incentive for new technology.
Consumers are likely to be attracted to the high-tech nature ofmicrogeneration technologies but in so doing,
they will become more aware of their energy using behaviour. This in turn is likely to lead to their finding
new enthusiasm for energy saving measures, as well as often sending a clear and visible signal to neighbours
or house visitors. In this way, the widespread uptake of microgeneration has considerable benefits from its
potential to act as a catalyst for cultural change in the way members of the public view their own use of
energy.

3: What is the attitude of financial institutions to investment in diVerent forms of generation?

What is the attitude of financial institutions to the risks involved in nuclear new build and the scale of the
investment required? How does this compare with attitudes towards investment in CCGT and renewables?

The key to ensuringmass production inmicrogeneration is investment. Scaling up production can involve
significant commitments to product development and facilities—one company has already spent over £50
million in product development, will need to spend £50 million more before entering the market, and a
further £50 million before breaking even. This excludes additional commitments by partners and
distributors, and is all expected to be funded by the private sector.

These are substantial sums of money for individual companies to raise from private sources of finance
and investors rightly undertake significant and thorough due diligence before committing funds. A theme
common to microgeneration companies in their negotiations with investors is the importance of the policy
framework and in particular regulatory (un)certainty. Prior to committing funds, investors need
considerable persuasion that the regulatory barriers will be addressed, and that the market demand for
microgeneration will indeed be in the realms of the mass market.

The present energy policy background makes it very diYcult to predict with any degree of certainty what
the future policy mix will look like for meeting our energy needs. Whilst companies and trade associations
can and do perform thorough market research, assumptions made in business plans about government’s
view of what proportion of energy policy objectives need to be met from microgeneration can be a deciding
factor, particularly at a time when the future of nuclear power is so unclear.

Against this background, the reasonably priced capital needed to create mass production facilities and
bring prices down will only be forthcoming if there is a confidence in the expectation of future markets. The
only way to create that is by government commitments or targets.

How much Government financial support would be required to facilitate private sector investment in nuclear
new build? How would such support be provided?

How compatible is such support with liberalised energy markets?

We are not able to comment on this question.

What impact would a major programme of investment in nuclear have on investment in renewables and energy
eYciency?

We are not able to comment on this question.

C: Strategic Benefits

4: If nuclear new build requires Government financial support, on what basis would such support be justified?
What public good(s) would it deliver?

To what extent and over what timeframe would nuclear new build reduce carbon emissions?

The last time a nuclear power station was built in this country was in 2004 and it took 15 years from
planning stage to commissioning. If this is indicative then any impact of new nuclear could not be realised
until 2020 at the very earliest, whilst CO2 levels and the energy supply gap continues to rise. By 2020, peak
demand will have increased by 14.2GW and 8.4GW of nuclear capacity will have closed, giving a 22.6GW
supply gap. The majority of this will need to be filled by low carbon sources other than nuclear.
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To what extent would nuclear new build contribute to security of supply (ie keeping the lights on)?

Wedo notwish to comment on nuclear’s contribution in general, save for the pointmade above in relation
to the likely timing of new nuclear capacity. However, we would like to highlight that microgeneration can
make a significant contribution, as outlined in our answer to question B2. In addition, microgeneration
provides unprecedented diversity of generation sources, reducing the risks associatedwith large, single point
power station sources.

Is nuclear new build compatible with the Government’s aims on security and terrorism both within the UK and
worldwide?

We do not wish to comment on nuclear and its compatibility with these aims, but would like to emphasise
that millions of small, dispersed generators can oVer an equivalent power capacity as large, central power
stations whilst posing as no target to terrorism.

5: In respect of these issues [Q 4], how does the nuclear option compare with a major programme of investment
in renewables, microgeneration, and energy eYciency? How compatible are the various options with each other
and with the strategy set out in the Energy White Paper?

Weare not in a position to comment on nuclear power, but wouldwish to highlight the conflict-freemeans
with which microgeneration meets Energy White Paper objectives:

CO2 All microgeneration technologies are low or zero carbon.
Supply Security Enhanced diversity of generation improves system resilience.
Fuel Poverty Hard to heat homes and those oV the gas network are

particularly well suited to microgeneration.
Competitiveness More competition in power generation. Allows consumers

to compete with energy suppliers for part of their own
supply. Microgeneration performs well directly on cost
grounds but avoids many grid-based costs.

Cultural Change Microgeneration is likely to catalyse other behaviour
changes that will lead to further reductions in emissions.

D: Other issues

6: How carbon-free is nuclear energy? What level of carbon emissions would be associated with (a)
construction and (b) operation of a new nuclear power station? How carbon-intensive is the mining and
processing of uranium ore?

7: Should nuclear new build be conditional on the development of scientifically and publicly acceptable solutions
to the problems of managing nuclear waste, as recommended in 2000 by the RCEP?

We agree with the above recommendation by the RCEP and suggest that all aspects of energy,
environment and social policy be given adequate consideration when considering the costs of new nuclear.

6 October 2005

Witnesses:MrPhilip Sellwood,Chief Executive, andDr Nick Eyre, Strategy Director, Energy Saving Trust;
andMr Dave Sowden, Chief Executive, Micropower Council, examined.

Q190 Chairman: Thank you very much for coming. been hearing, things have changed elsewhere in the
last couple of years with the whole question ofCan I begin by asking you, Mr Sellwood, whether
reopening the nuclear debate possibly and publicyou think we need another energy review?
opinion for and against onshore wind. These areMr Sellwood: I think probably, on balance, we do
events which have taken place in the last two years,actually. I would divide it into two parts, I think. I
so to that extent I think it is appropriate that we takethink we actually would say that the fundamentals
a look at the policy levers that were put in place twowhich were set down in the EnergyWhite Paper two
years ago.years ago, certainly in the areas where we have

expertise, remain the same as they were. We believe,
as was written in the Paper, that energy eYciency Q191Chairman:The problem I havewith that is that
still remains, and should still remain, the first choice actually the nuclear debate was around at the time
of energy policy; it is the cheapest, it is the cleanest of the PIU Report, it was around at the time of the
and it delivers on all of the current Government’s Energy White Paper, it was considered and
energy policy initiatives. Therefore, as far as energy considered very carefully and thoroughly, and it was
eYciency is concerned, we think those fundamentals decided to frame the Energy White Paper in such a

way as eVectively to exclude nuclear from theare still very much valid. However, as we have just
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25 October 2005 Mr Philip Sellwood, Dr Nick Eyre and Mr Dave Sowden

solution, so that really has not changed and the energy eYciency and mass market renewables are
not about small targets, but these are aboutfundamentals have remained the same. It is very

hard for us to understand what dynamic is driving substantial sums of saving in terms of CO2 and also
saving for consumers, about ten billion, we think,the sudden decision eVectively to tear up something

which I think you signed up to very much at the time since we started on these programmes and about 28
million tonnes of carbon. Just to put that in context,and, I have to say, I think many other people did.

Mr Sellwood: First of all, I am not prepared to that is actually three times the reduction of emissions
generated by nuclear and it is almost the entiredefend the Government’s policy on whether it

reopens nuclear or not. That is entirely a judgment reduction in carbon emissions for the whole of the
coal industry, so this is not small stuV.that they would need to make. I do not necessarily

agree that things have not changed. I think the point
that I was trying to say is that in the area of energy

Q196Chairman: Itmakes it evenmoreworrying thateYciency and certainly domestic renewables, there
CO2 emissions are rising though, does it not?are certain things that remain fundamentally true.
Mr Sellwood:Absolutely, and that is why in some ofHaving said that, we are also in a position where the
these areas, as I have alluded to, transport and intargets whichwere set are now looking exceptionally
work with citizens and consumers beyond the home,challenging in certain areas.
we have got to do much, much more.

Q192 Chairman: Is that because they were too
challenging at the outset or because not enough has Q197 David Howarth: It is not just that though, is it,

because if you look at electricity demand, that isbeen done meanwhile?
Mr Sellwood: I think that the targets, whether they rising by 1.5% a year, so we are not talking about

transport there? The forecast is that that is going toare in energy eYciency or whether they are in
renewables, are achievable. They are pretty tough, continue for the next, what, seven years to the extent

that we can forecast it at all, so one of the policy aimsbut they are achievable. However, having said that,
there are certain areas, local authorities, public here was to decouple economic growth from

increased consumption of energy, and electricity inprocurement, transport, where clearly it is just not
happening, so to that extent I think it is appropriate particular. Now, that has not happened, has it, that

kind of decoupling has not occurred?that we take another look at some of those areas.
Dr Eyre: I think it depends precisely what youmean.
I would say it has largely decoupled. You quotedQ193 Chairman: You point out in your
electricity, but we tend to look more at the totalmemorandum that energy eYciency has doubled
energy mix and certainly electricity is on a sharpersince 1970. The White Paper, I think, reckoned it
upward trend than other fuels certainly in thewas going to double further. It has not happened,
household sector. The figures that Philip quotedhas it?
imply that energy eYciency has improved typicallyMr Sellwood: Yes, it has happened.
in the household sector by about 2% per year over
the years since the initial oil crisis. It has perhapsQ194 Chairman: Has it?
slowed down a bit in the last decade or so toMr Sellwood: The issue is around energy eYciency
something like 1.5%. To put it in context, theversus energy saving. The biggest issue we have is
underlying pressure, because of the increasedthat the consumption of new goods plus the increase
number of homes, higher temperatures in homes andin temperature in domestic households has grown at
more appliances, is forcing up the demand for whata rate largely consistent with the energy eYciency
we want from energy at about 2% a year, so it is thethat has taken place since 1970, so I absolutely do
diVerence between those two numbers, the 0.5% anot accept that energy eYciency has not worked. It
year that energy is going up. I think that shows youis our judgment that had we not had in place plans
that actually we do not need to make huge changesfor energy eYciency domestically, we would be
to that 1.5% to tip the curve gently negative and Ilooking probably at an annual rate of increase of
also think that, as we look out to the longer term,CO2 of nine million tonnes, 6% more than we
one of the major drivers of increased householdcurrently have. Now, the question is how do we
energy use will tend to slacken oV and that is risingramp that up beyond holding the line and that is
temperatures in homes. It will keep on going up, butreally the issue that we are seeking to address at
at some point people do not want to live in hotterthe moment.
and hotter buildings, so that will tend to flatten oV,
although there will be other pressures around

Q195 Chairman: And one of the reasons why you consumer electronics. I am not saying that growth
seem relaxed about another energy review is that you will not generate more demands for energy, it will,
feel thatwould be an opportunity tomake your case? but I think energy eYciency, with a serious eVort,
Mr Sellwood: I feel very confident that whatever the should be able to reduce consumption.
nature of the review, the fundamental validity of
energy eYciency, particularly now it is allied with
going forward with micro-generation, is more valid Q198 David Howarth: I suppose, as colleagues have

mentioned, there is a danger that people then switchand evenmore important. The scale, as you have just
alluded to, of what can be achieved in energy to wanting air conditioning and we get the kind of

American-style increased consumption of electricityeYciency is huge and I think one of the issues that we
want to get across again to government is that during the summer.
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Mr Sellwood: I think unless you firmly believe that Mr Sellwood: Certainly.
global warming will deliver the situation where we
are using air conditioning domestically for five or six Q202 David Howarth: Just to come back to the
months of the year, which I suppose for some people overall situation, do you think the Government
is a tenable position, though it is not ours, we should be setting absolute targets for energy
actually do not think at themoment, certainly not on consumption? Would that be a help?
the projections that we have done of industry, that Mr Sellwood: Are you talking of sort of a personal
air conditioning actually represents quite the level or—
challenge that people are talking about, an order of
magnitude of about three%. Now, that can change,

Q203 David Howarth: No, the global level.but that is where we are at the moment. I think, just
Mr Sellwood: I think my answer to that is that theyto add to Nick’s point, one of the things that we
have set a target which they wish to achieve in termsreally want government to get engaged in, which
of reducingCO2.What we have not got, andwhatwecurrently we believe they are not suYciently engaged
have been engaging internally very much about, isin, is workingwith the EUparticularly to ensure that
we do not have any milestones or waymarkers to seethe sorts of product standards that are being
whether or not actually we really are on target.brought forward for some of these exceptionally
Every time you open a newspaper, you are either 5%energy-ineYcient products, plasma TVs, second-
oV the target, 6% oV the target or 9% oV the targetgeneration DVDs, et cetera, et cetera, where we
and you would not think you could run a business orbelieve, looking at some of the figures we have seen,
an organisation in that way, so, to answer yourthat if we do not take the necessary steps to work
question, I think it is much,muchmore important orwith the European governments and also beyond
as important to knowwhere we are in order to knowEurope, what wewill actually see is a situationwhere
where we can get to. Just sort of setting the targetall of those gains we have made on energy eYciency
without any means of measuring it I think is actuallyin the home could actually be replicated by the
worse than having no target at all.growth in these goods. The answer actually lies at the

design stage; just do not let them make them.
Dr Eyre: Just to give one illustration of that, the Q204 David Howarth: Yes, that is probably right,
average set-top box, I am told by colleagues now, but assuming you could get a target, are there any
consumes something like six watts which further ways that we could then build the target into
individually is not very much, but, when you incentives for energy supply companies or product
consider how many of them there might be in our designers?
homes by 2010, adds up to an awful lot. Technically, Mr Sellwood: I think one of the things I just wanted
we know that at very low cost that can be one watt, to take the chance today to say was that we do have
so that is a saving of over 80% that can be achieved some proxy measures, some of which have been
by just having a good product policy in place at the exceptionally successful. The energy eYciency
European level. commitment, the first round and it is now into the

second round, actually beat its target by 40%, a little-
known fact, and the reason it actually beat thatQ199 Chairman: Are you discussing this with the
target was two-fold, in my view. Government gave aBBC, for example, who are in charge of rolling out
consistent message that there would be anotherdigital technology?
energy eYciency commitment and another energyMr Sellwood: Well, we started by discussing this
eYciency commitment beyond that, so they were notwith the DTI actually because, with the switch from
just looking at a three-year target, but they couldanalogue to digital, they have the opportunity at a
actually see that they could plan things for the nextstroke to prevent this happening. Now, at the
six to 10 years, and it is entirely unsurprising to memoment the thrust of that move from analogue to
that they have actually beaten the target hollow. Thedigital is very much literally about getting people to
reality now is that we do not want just to say, “Well,change. Their view currently, and not the current
let’s carry the 40% we have exceeded the first targetMinister, I have to say, but the previous Minister,
into the second target”, but we want to raise the barwas that any additional complication that we put
in terms of what can be achieved. I do not want tointo that particular parcel of goods would prevent
sound complacent in any way to the Committee, butthe uptake and the switch from analogue to digital,
I think some of the things we are saying is that thisso, to answer your question somewhat elliptically,
is not rocket science and there are very simple thingsthe BBC unsurprisingly are not very engaging on
that can be multiplied many, many times to actuallythis particular subject.
deliver very, very significant savings.

Q200 David Howarth: Are there any other issues of
Q205 David Howarth: Can I take you on to aproduct design of that sort we should hear about?
diVerent topic which is government financialMr Sellwood: The answer in short is yes, there are,
support for energy eYciency and for renewables.and we would be very happy to give you further
The UK appears to perform quite badly, say,evidence on that.
compared to Germany or Japan, if you just take the
example of photovoltaics, for example. Is that one of
the problems we are facing, that there is not actuallyQ201 Chairman: Yes, would you send us a

memorandum on that? It is extremely interesting. the funding in this sort of area?
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Mr Sellwood: If I may, I would be very happy to talk nuclear or are we not?”, and, against that backcloth
of uncertainty, certainly our corporate membersgenerically about that and then bring David in to
face a very big challenge in persuading investors totalk about some of the specifics. You can always say
part with the £10 or £20million they need to scale upclearly that we need more money, we need more
their production levels. Therefore, some certainty,resources, but at what point do you say, “Enough is
some clarity and some targets for theenough”? I think, generally speaking, we would say
microgeneration sector that actually quantify wherethere is insuYcient in certain areas and I am sure
government sees it fitting into energy policy are veryDavid will talk to that. Much, much more
important for this nascent industry at this stage.important, and very worrying for us, is the
Dr Eyre: If I can just add a general point, I think theGovernment’s inconsistency in the giving of these
comparison with other countries can be misleadinggrants. There are two areas that the Trust is actively
where diVerent support systems are in place and thatinvolved in at the moment, one of which you have
the support systems which earlier witnesses havealready referred to, the photovoltaic programme
identified as being important, the Renewableswhich we manage, and also some of the major
Obligation and the energy eYciency commitmenttransport programmes that we manage. Both are
that Philip mentioned as being very successful withabout to move into a position of hiatus which could
other countries looking to model their supportlast from six to nine months and I am sure you have
systems on it, do not require government resources.heard from industrial and business colleagues that
I think it is important that government shouldthat just leads to a leaching away of confidence in
perhaps in this context focus its resources whereterms of this marketplace and there is no doubt that
government has a unique role in things like publicin other countries there is very good evidence of
procurement, in ensuring that local authorities canconsistent support over time of delivery. I am rather
play the proper role that they need to play andless vexed than perhaps some about the absolute
engaging with citizens, which it is not reasonable toamount, but actually saying, “We will come back
expect the private sector to do.next April and see whether you have got a budget” is

not a way again to run an organisation or a business.
Mr Sowden: I do not have a great deal to add to that Q206 Mr Hurd: Can you make a brief comment on
actually, apart from the fact that the need for long- whether you have looked at the Braintree example as
term certainty is absolutely paramount. We heard amechanism for breaking through consumer apathy
this in the British Wind Energy Association’s through their council tax bill?
evidence a few moments ago, that long-term signals Mr Sellwood: Again we would be delighted to
and the need to give clear targets and clear visions submit to the Committee a report that we published
into the future are absolutely what catalyse called Changing Climate, Changing Behaviours
investment. Certainly in our submission and in our which some of you may be familiar with. It actually
discussions with government, we major on this. We is the first time, I believe, that a piece of policy work
think it is very, very important that those long-term has been rooted not only in the policy itself, but it
targets are set. In the short term, the has also actually been based on a very significant
microgeneration companies that are currently piece of market research which takes in Braintree
commercial that are out there installing today face and the other two schemes which are currently being
this immediate hiatus that Philip has talked about run by British Gas and local councils. We actually
where, across the next six to nine months, they have spoke only today with the Treasury because we are
teams of people that they do not know what to do very excited, I think is probably the way we would
with simply because they do not knowwhether there describe it, about the results of these two particular
is going to be a continuation of a funding trials. Now, it is early days, but if I could just give
programme for a rollover period from next April you some context for those of you who are not
and indeed what the size of such a rollover familiar with it, the Braintree scheme essentially
programme might be because the Government has gives a council tax rebate for householders who take
taken so long to announce its intentions on the energy eYciency measures and, in this particular
replacement for Clear Skies and the major instance, cavitywall insulation.As everybodywill be
demonstration programme. However, although the aware, not many people lie awake at night thinking
grant schemes are important, I think we all do need about cavity wall insulation, it is for many people a
to recognise, and we have to recognise, that in the deeply dull and uninteresting subject, but getting
long term if we are interested in a true mass-market citizens engaged is absolutely critical because the
commercialisation of microgeneration technologies, savings in carbon are very substantial, so typically
then grants are not the answer in 15 years’ time and with these sorts of policy levers, if you are able to get
in 25 years’ time.We need to bring about permanent 10 to 15% of people actually moving from saying,
reductions in the price at which these technologies “Yes, I understand the proposition” to doing
can be put on oVer to the general public and the key something, you are actually doing pretty well. These
to that is getting them into mass production, getting two schemes have been running now for the best part
them into mass, automated production and, to of six months and actually just before I came here I
achieve that, you need investment. We have heard a got the latest figures from British Gas and Braintree.
lot today from other evidence submissions about the Bearing in mind we are talking hundreds of
uncertainty that currently exists over the future of households, not 12, but many hundreds, the
energy policy, not least this rather binary question conversion rate is 60%. I cannot think of another

single policy lever that has actually delivered thatof, “Are we going to have another ten gigawatts of
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sort of conversion and changing of people’s yielding around five million tonnes of carbon
savings which, incidentally, is broadly equivalent tobehaviour, so we are pressing very hard with the

Treasury and everybody else to say to the what the Government was looking for from the
entire domestic energy eYciency sector betweenChairman’s opening question, “Let’s not spend all

our time worrying about the next generation of 2010 and 2020. Now, I do not think for a new
technology that a one-quarter market share across asupply when perhaps some very, very significant

cost-eVective measures are already in front of us”. 15-year period is an unrealistic expectation. I think
that is entirely realistic if we put the right policyAgain just to give you the scale, to do that nationally

would cost £100 million, money in the margin. measures in place now to make it happen.

Q208 Ms Barlow: Until the completion of the fieldQ207 Ms Barlow: I will address my question to the
trials which the Carbon Trust is running, there isMicropower Council, if I may. You say on page one
little current data which exists on the actual energyof your memo that installing micro CHP boilers in
savings. You mentioned some, but there is very littlehalf of UK households would generate 13 gigawatts
statistical evidence. Is this one of the reasons youof generating capacity. That is more than the present
think why the Government has held back so far?capacity of nuclear power stations and this is a very
Mr Sowden: I think, to be fair to the Government,surprising statistic. Can you say how you came by it?
they have not entirely held back. Let’s give creditMr Sowden:Well, themathematics are fairly simple.
where it is due. There have been some usefulA typical micro-combined heat and power boiler,
measures that have been introduced. There is thewhich is a boiler which also generates power using
reduced rate ofVAT that applies across the board onsome of the heat that is wasted by conventional
almost all microgeneration technologies, there areboilers, would provide one kilowatt of capacity or it
measures within the Energy EYciency Commitmentgenerates one kilowatt of electricity. If you simply
to give certain technologies a boost and indeed thetake half of the housing stock, and there are 26
Government is committed to producing amillion houses, and multiply that 13 million by the
microgeneration strategy next year. However, inone kilowatt, you get 13 gigawatts of capacity, all of
terms of the data that is available, there are thewhich or the vast majority of which is likely to be
Carbon Trust field trials which have moved forwardgenerating at winter peak because winter peak
more slowly than anybody would have liked, uselectricity demand is the time of year when we have
within the industry included, and part of that hasthe coldest day of the year and people have their
been due to the industry not being able to bringcentral heating systems on and, therefore, their
forward the technology as quickly as we would havemicro CHP boilers running. Therefore, at the very
liked, and I think that is to a certain extent inevitablepoint where we start to see a pinchpoint in terms of
with new technology anyway. Manufacturers havethe ability for the country to meet its electricity
done wider trials, all of which point quitedemand, something on that scale makes a very
consistently to the sort of information and thesubstantial contribution. I think one thing that it is
performance data that has been coming out andimportant to draw out from this is that those
obviously we very much hope that the Carbon Trustnumbers are merely put in there for illustrative
field trials, when the results emerge, which probablypurposes just to show the scale. We are not
will not be available in final form for another 12 tosuggesting here that any single microgeneration
18months, are going to act as a decent back-check totechnology is a substitute for nuclear power or, for
what the industry has been measuring now for quitethat matter, a substitute for any other type of power
some number of years.because diVerentmicrogeneration technologies have

diVerent generating profiles. Micro CHP, the
example we have used here, certainly would generate Q209 Ms Barlow: Mr Sellwood, you mentioned a
at winter peak, but it would not generate as much in study that you have been doing for the DTI. Has
the summer, whereas nuclear, for example, may well that been finalised yet?
generate in the summer and, on the other hand, Mr Sellwood: No. We were actually asked to do a
photovoltaics would generate in the summer if they scoping study which in fact we are presenting to the
were up at a substantial scale as well. Therefore, it is Minister next week which broadly attempts to do
not intended in the evidence to be an argument three things really: one, it is to sort of scope the size
about direct substitution, but it is intended really of the prize in terms of the entirety of
just to put it on the map, to say, “Look, this is the microgeneration; two, it is an attempt to give an
scale of some of the numbers involved”. There is indication of how quickly some of these technologies
another statistic which is in there as well which is if would come along and reach market penetration, as
you take the current rate of gas boiler replacement David was referring to; and, three, and more
which is driven by breakdowns, and this is a fairly problematically clearly at this stage, it is to show
reliable statistic year on year, between 1.3 and 1.5 what sort of emissions reductions we can expect
million natural gas-fired boilers break down every from these technologies over those time lines.
year, those are currently replaced by condensing Obviously I cannot say at the moment because it is
boilers. If, by 2020, just one-quarter of those that are not in the public domain, but I thinkwhat we can say
going to be replaced anyway between now and then with some certainty is that this is at the moment, as
were not condensing boilers, but were micro CHP, David referred to, a small and nascent industry—I
then that would be a quarter of all households am talking microgeneration in its totality—but we

are very clear from the initial work that the potentialgenerating their own power at one kilowatt by then,
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for some of these technologies in the very short term the carbon performance of boilers is through a
system known as the ‘seasonal eYciency of domesticis actually very significant and even those that

currently are looking commercially diYcult, with the boilers in theUK’, or SEDBUKas it is aVectionately
called in the industry, and that tends to take aright sort of policy levers brought forward by

government, could indeed again in the 2020 time- seasonal performance characteristic of an individual
boiler, theminimum requirement of which is 86%, soframe be oVering some significant savings, all of

which, as I say, will be hopefully available next week the legal minimum eYciency of a boiler that you can
install now is 86%.When people compare the carbonafter we have discussed it with the Minister.
performance of a micro combined heat and powerMr Sowden: If I might make a follow-up point, it is
unit to the performance of a gas boiler, they tend tonot just about the savings that you get directly from
assume that if you put 100 units of gas into thethe installation of microgeneration, and I think it is
boiler, you get 86 units of useful heat out of it andimportant that we recognise that as well. We have
use that as the benchmark. That is not actually whatheard earlier on about the minority sport of cavity
happens in the field because in practice they are notwall insulation and it is not a social “barbecue”
always optimised in the way they are installed intalking point by any stretch of the imagination, not
order to ensure that you get the maximum energyunless you know some of the friends that I know
savings out, so we have a challenge that there areanyway, but I think youwould face a rather diVerent
often simplistic assumptions made about thefamily barbecue or dinner party if you had a display
absolute performance of boilers in context, andunit in the house which the family is seeing every day
often glib assumptions which are incorrect, and wewhich is indicating that the household is currently
have that changing background across time whichproducing half of its own power requirements or if
makes it diYcult for us to assess what emissionthere is a visual reminder because they have PV or a
factors we ought to be taking into account when wesmall wind turbine on the roof of the house. All of a
calculate those carbon savings, so yes, I agree, and itsudden, that whole household becomes much more
is an area where I think a lot more research eVortenergy aware and they may even get round to
needs to be put in.clearing the loft out and putting in some insulation

or they might even get round to doing the thing that
we all know makes perfect economic sense which is

Q211 Mr Chaytor: In your submission, you haveputting in the appropriate level of cavity wall
listed awhole series of policy changes youwould likeinsulation and they start selling the concept to family
to see to give the stability that investors need, but ifand friends. I think that catalytic eVect that
micro CHP is such an obvious winner, why is themicrogeneration could have is very, very diYcult to
City not coming up with the investment by itself?measure, very, very diYcult to quantify, but if it
Why do you need such a level of public support andhelps to bring about this cultural change that we
government support to pave the way?know is so important, then actually a vibrant
Mr Sowden: I think in many senses part of this ismicrogeneration industry is not just about its own
about government support, but mostly it is actuallydirect carbon savings, but it is about a multiplier
about confidence and it is about confidence in theeVect in other areas as well.
future path of energy policy, and we have heard
several times today about uncertainty in the market.
What companies are facing when they present theirQ210 Mr Chaytor: You are arguing the case for

microgeneration partly as a fashion accessory and investment appraisal case to their board or to their
investors, and in some cases these are newpartly as a behavioural change agent, are you not? Is

not one of the problems that the figures you quoted companies, are some very diYcult forecasting
challenges of how big the market is going to be forearlier to Celia are diYcult to substantiate because

the projections of the carbon emissions that you microgeneration. I think that is understandable
because there is not anything like it out there at thegave up to 2020, that is not a precise science? This is

the diYculty at the moment, is it not, in working out moment that you can easily benchmark against.
Parts of the industry have not got very deep pocketsexactly what a given microgeneration installation

will save, that it is hard to work out, so is there a way for substantial quantities of market research and
that causes investors to be relatively shy, so you havearound that and what has to happen before we can

be more confident in the CO2 emissions reduction that combination of new technology which is
figures that you promote? inherently risky, an uncertain market and a fairly

uncertain path for future energy policy, and all ofMrSowden: I think actually you are absolutely right,
that it is not an exact science and there are two those together actually make it very diYcult to raise

capital at a reasonable cost. What tends to happen isreasons for that. The first is that you are facing an
ever-changing benchmark with your assumption in that the venture capitalists are the ones who are

interested and of course the returns that are2010, in 2015 and in 2020 of just what plant you are
displacing and it is not just electricity we are talking demanded by venture capitalists are significantly

higher than if you use alternative forms of finance.about here, but it is heat as well, and what the
alternative heat sources are that are coming in. We actually spend a lot of time advising potential

new entrants into the market on making the rightTherefore, how do you evaluate that against what
we all know is a fairly uncertain background in connections with the City and introducing them to

the analysts and the investors who understand someenergy policy across that time period? The second
area that I think is of concern is that, if we takemicro of these issues, all of whom come back to us and say,

for example “Well, if we had a government visionCHP as an example, the way in which we evaluate
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that said that by 2025 half of all houses will have technologies, the CHP technologies, so the absolute
thermodynamic limits we are way, way, way awaysome form of microgeneration installed, that is

extremely bankable compared to what we have got from.
now”. Mr Sellwood: I would just add one thing, and you

probably know this better than anybody, but we also
have to reflect on the absolutely woeful state of the

Q212 Mr Chaytor: So in terms of the shopping list public and private housing in the UK relative to our
that you put in your submission, which is the most neighbours, in most cases between 20 and 25% less
important? energy eYcient, so we are starting from a very, very
Mr Sowden: Targets. low base, so there is still plenty to do.

Chairman: Both housing and procurement are
subjects of other inquiries we are currentlyQ213 Mr Chaytor: Targets?
undertaking, so we will note your comments withMrSowden:Targets with a commitment to underpin
reference to those inquiries as well.them with policies to deliver those targets, but I

think you will find that once targets are set,
investment capital will flow, prices will start to come Q215 Mr Hurd: Can I bring you back briefly todown and actually the market does it for you, so the microgeneration. Mr Sellwood gave some positiveneed for hard-driven policy measures and news about the energy eYciency commitment of theparticularly subsidies is much lower. EU and I think, Mr Sowden, you mentioned in yourMr Sellwood:One thing that we have not mentioned evidence that there were some incentives for energyis that there is a tendency to think that the supply companies to promote microgeneration. CanGovernment can only help by putting its hand in its you expand a little bit on that and do you feel thatpocket. One of the policy levers that we think is Ofgem could take more decisive action in this area?much ignored currently, not only in terms of Mr Sowden: Just to deal with what incentivesmicrogeneration, but this whole concept of currently exist, there are some fiscal incentives, andrenewables and energy eYciency, is thewhole area of I have mentioned VAT already. Under the Energypublic procurement. Government owns 50,000 EYciency Commitment, when the order was laid forbuildings in the UK and I would hesitate to suggest the period 2008 to 2011, anything that is defined asthat very, very few have any decent level of thermal micro-cogeneration, which means micro CHP, butenergy eYciency, not least microgeneration built in. within a defined meaning in the CogenerationYou have a £9 billion school programme with no Directive, qualifies for a 50%, what we call, uplift, sorequirement under PFI to put in any of these it means that an energy supplier, if it got ten energymeasures. We are building 240,000 houses this year credits on the basis of the micro CHP’s performancewith no requirement from government, no targets alone, would be allowed to claim 15 for encouragingset. These are the sorts of things which are no cost. the installation of that micro CHP and that isThe houses will be built and buildings stand and intended to be in there as a temporary measure toacross the road, as we well know, is probably one of provide something of a kick-start to encouragethe least thermally energy-eYcient buildings in manufacture. The other thing that exists is in theLondon. In all seriousness, this is not a cost to micro-renewable sector where the Governmentgovernment, but this is actually a plus to UK plc. made a change to the Renewables Obligation last

year which allowed generators that produce up to
one megawatt hour per year, and the previousQ214 Mr Chaytor: Could I put one other question
threshold was much higher and was one megawattwhich returns to the earlier point about your
hour per month in fact, to claim access to ROCs,projections of energy eYciency savings. Obviously
renewable obligation certificates. Now, there areyou have got reliable assessments of carbon savings
quite a number of subsequent changes which areat the moment, but is it not a case of diminishing
needed in order for energy suppliers actually to getreturns? You quote a figure of the potential for 16
any value from that because currently themillion tonnes of carbon savings a year simply
administrative procedures that surround the ROthrough energy eYciency measures, but it cannot go
mean that the majority of the value of an individualon for ever, can it? That 16 million tonnes must
ROC is absorbed through the transaction costsgradually reduce as we exhaust the possibilities.
associated with processing it for an individualDr Eyre: If technology were static, I think that
domestic customer, ergo, it is not a great deal ofwould be true, but, as I thought you might ask that
benefit at the moment, but the Government isquestion, I have brought this with me. It is my front
actively looking at that in the current review of thebike light. It is light-emitting diode technology, not
Renewables Obligation. In terms of Ofgem’s views,used at all in the household sector as it is a bit too
Ofgem has expressed some fairly strong views onexpensive at the moment, but the technology is
metering in particular, not all of which we arechanging and this sort of technology could be
comfortable with. I think we are comfortable withproviding lighting in the next decade or the one after
the basic position that they ended up with which wasthat, and that is probably half amillion tonnesworth
that if you install a microgenerator and you wish toof carbon. There will be new things coming on
be paid for your exports, then that exported powerstream which means it does not all stop once the
needs to be metered. However, in actuallycavities are insulated. We need new technology for
implementing a scheme of that nature, in the contextinsulating solid walls, we have got improved lighting

technologies, we have got the microgeneration of the current competitive energy supply market, it
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25 October 2005 Mr Philip Sellwood, Dr Nick Eyre and Mr Dave Sowden

is very, very diYcult to get the meter changed unless the network, currently energy suppliers cannot cost-
eVectively trade that power and if they cannot cost-it happens to be your own existing energy supplier
eVectively trade that power, they are not willing tothat is the one that is selling you themicrogeneration
share a proportion of the value with the customer, sounit because that supplier currently has
there is no mechanism there which allows energyresponsibility for the meter. If you envisage a
suppliers to capture any value and, therefore, therescenario where somebody wants a micro wind
is no value available to share with the customer.turbine installed, for example, they want it installed
That is almost entirely down to the way in which thenext Tuesday and they are going to switch supplier
settlement system operates and it has beenbecause the energy supplier has a good deal on it and
notoriously diYcult to get energy suppliers engagedcan oVer them an energy services package perhaps,
in getting the rules changed that are needed to bringthat energy supplier cannot do anything about
about the changes to the settlement systemwhich arechanging the meter until the process for switching needed to correct that. Therefore, the policy

the customer to the new supplier is completed, which measure that we are advocating as a temporary
can take up to 42 days. A more serious example is in measure for a period of time is that energy suppliers
the distressed purchase scenario of micro CHP should have a reciprocal duty on them to oVer terms
where the boiler has broken down and it is a choice to customers who wish to export power. In other
of the plumber up the street who has one in the back words, they should be obliged to oVer to purchase
of his vanwhich he can replace or it is themicroCHP power, not at a prescribed rate, I have to say, but
where you might have to wait a month before it can they are already obliged to oVer terms to the
be switched on— customer whowishes to buy power from them, sowe

are looking for that to be flipped over so that any
customer wishing to sell power, suppliers are obliged

Q216 Chairman:With no hot water. to oVer them a price and then we will go through the
Mr Sowden:—with no hot water or heating in the PR, the naming and shaming exercises as a means of
meantime, so some of those procedures really do identifying who has got the good deal and who has
need tackling quite urgently. I think the one that is not. We think that will catalyse all of those detailed
probably more important is the settlement system as changes to the rules that are necessary.
it operates today where if a customer produces more Chairman: Very good. We look forward to that
electricity than they can consume instantaneously exercise. Thank you for your evidence this

afternoon; it has been most helpful.on site, in other words, they export power back on to

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Energy Saving Trust

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS AND TAKE UP FIGURES FOR EXISTING
COUNCIL TAX SCHEMES

NOVEMBER 2005

There are currently three council tax schemes run in conjunction with British Gas. A fourth, is run by
FenlandDistrict Council with funding provided by the Energy Saving Trust’s Innovation Programme. This
latter scheme is rather more complicated than those run in conjunction with British Gas. For this reason we
don’t believe such a model would be appropriate for a national scheme. This note therefore focuses on the
simpler schemes that are being run in conjunction with British Gas.

The premise for each scheme is the same, with British Gas providing funds to each council to be oV-set
against the council tax bills of residents who install Cavity Wall Insulation (CWI). However, each council
appears to have interpreted their powers in relation to their ability to oVer rebates in a slightly diVerent way
and as a result each council is implementing their programme diVerently.

There are currently three active schemes. A further two are due to launch in February 2006 to coincide
with the new year’s council tax bills. BritishGas is in discussions with at least 20 other local authorities about
setting up such schemes.

What follows is a brief summary of the administrative arrangements, and take up figures for each of the
existing council tax schemes.

1. Braintree District Council (BDC)

Press release: http://www.britishgasnews.co.uk/index.asp?PageID%19&Year%2004&NewsID%632

To date over 300 homes have had CWI installed under the scheme, and there is commitment to re-run the
scheme with 2006 council tax bills.

The scheme is considered by BDC to be a council tax rebate scheme. The press release refers to a “council
tax rebate” and explicitly links the rebate to council tax. Before the scheme began the council sought legal
advice. This did not identify any reasons why the scheme could not go ahead.
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The timing of the schemes introductionmeant that unlike some of the other schemes (see below) Braintree
could not send out letters with its council tax bills. Enquires have been generated oV the back of national
and local PR as opposed to mainstream marketing.

Operation of scheme

The scheme operates as follows:

1. Customer hears about scheme and calls BDC.

2. BDC book customer directly onto British Gas scheme and a survey is arranged.

3. Occasionally the installer will generate leads themselves, in which case they book customers onto
the scheme directly themselves.

4. Insulation works carried out by accredited installer appointed by BG.

5. Insulation installer notifies the Sustainable Energy Team at BDC when insulation works are
complete.

6. The BDC Sustainable Energy Team notify the BDC Council Tax Department of the addresses
where the work has been completed.

7. £100 from the Sustainable Energy Team’s budget is transferred to BDC’s finance department.

8. BDC send list of all properties which have had CWI installed to BG and invoice them for £50 per
property. The additional £50 is provided by BDC (for further details see below).

9. BG send cheque to BDC and it is deposited in the Sustainable Energy Team’s budget.

10. BDC’s finance department issue a new payment schedule for each household’s council tax for the
current year and this is sent to the householder. It is worthwhile clarifying terminology here—a
council tax notice is the notice sent to every household and states what band the property is in and
what the charge for that band property is. This is a legal document and cannot be altered unless
there is overcharging or a reassessment of the property bands. Accompanying the notice is a
payment schedule. This tells the householder if they have agreed to direct debits or if they pay in
instalments what those regular payments should be. This is purely an administrative document and
it is here that any discounts/rebates can be.

11. It is likely that if work is undertaken after December then the discounts will apply to the next year’s
council tax bill.

Feedback received from BDC indicates that the administration costs associated with running this scheme
are marginal and minimal.

Braintree’s utilisation of EEC funds

BDC have been working with British Gas for around two years to oVer an “able-to-pay” insulation
scheme targeted at owner occupiers. BritishGas paidBDC tomanage the scheme, with a set fee being oVered
(approx £11) for each insulation measure installed. The money received by BDC for the “able-to-pay”
insulation scheme was ring-fenced and it is these funds that are being used to provide the additional £50.
Since the start of the council tax scheme British Gas have only provided £50 for the installation of CWI—
the £11 fee is no longer provided to BDC for CWI. However, this fee is available for the installation of other
insulation measures, and these funds continue to be ring fenced for use in the council tax scheme. BDC
estimate that they have suYcient funds ring fenced to enable the scheme to run for several more years.

2. South Cambridgeshire District Council

Contact: Ian Green: 01954 713209

Press release: There is no link to the press release on either the British Gas or South Cambridgeshire
websites.

To date there have been over 200 enquires about the scheme, and 90 homes have had CWI installed
under it.

The scheme is not considered by the council to be either a rebate or a discount. The scheme has been
marketed as the “British Gas Cavity Wall Insulation Scheme” and the “British Gas Council Cashback
Scheme”.

In March 2005 the Council sent out a letter with council tax bills which highlighted the existence of the
scheme. This referred to the “British Gas Cavity Wall Insulation Scheme” and the provision of a “£50
cashback”. The press release refers to the “British Gas Council Cashback Scheme”, and suggests that
householders may use the £50 “to oVset against their council tax”. The press release also calls the cashback
a “rebate” (but it doesn’t state that it is a rebate against council tax).
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Before launching the scheme the council took legal advice and also discussed their intentions with
Braintree council. The legal advice suggested that running a council tax rebate scheme would be illegal for
the following reasons:

— The council sets council tax at the beginning of the year, and the legal advice suggested it is
illegal to oVer rebates once the tax had been set unless the householder has been charged too
much. However, the Braintree experience suggests that while it is illegal to alter the council
tax notice it is not illegal to alter the payment schedule. It therefore possible that the South
Cambridgeshire advice was based on the assumption that the council tax notice would need
to be changed in order to provide a rebate.

— There was some concern about “penalising” householders who wouldn’t qualify for the
rebate.

— If householders are in arrears with their council tax the council felt it would seem perverse to
provide them with a rebate against a bill they had not paid. However, this could possibly be
overcome by providing the rebate against the next years’ council tax bill, and there would
seem to be a legitimate reason for excluding such households from taking part in the scheme.

Operation of scheme

The scheme operates as follows:

1. Customer calls British Gas Call Centre and a survey is arranged.

2. Insulation works carried out by accredited installer appointed by BG.

3. Insulation installer notifies BG when insulation works are complete.

4. BG send list of all properties which have had the work done over the last 2 month period to council.

5. Council arranges for cheque to be sent out to the householder—this is in no way linked to the
householder’s council tax bills.

6. Council claims the money back from BG (£50 per CWI installation).

3. South Hams District Council

Press release: http://www.southhams.gov.uk/index/council—index/ksp-press-oYce-index/spec-press-
releases.htm?newsid%11481

Marketing activity is currently underway. However, no take up figures are available yet.

The council consider the scheme to be a rebate scheme. The press release refers to the “Council Tax
Cashback from British Gas”—explicitly linking the cashback to council tax. As with the South
Cambridgeshire press release the South Hams one suggests that householders may use the £50 “to oVset
against their council tax”. The press release also refers to the cashback as a “rebate”.

Apart from the press release there has been no other advertising/PR around the scheme. Scheme details
will appear on the council’s website when the site is revised.

Operation of scheme

The scheme operates as follows:

1. Customer calls British Gas Call Centre and a survey is arranged.

2. Insulation works carried out by accredited installer appointed by BG.

3. Insulation installer notifies BG when insulation works are complete.

4. BG notifies council when work complete and send cheque to council for each household that has
had CWI work carried out under the scheme.

5. The council then oVset £50 against each household’s council tax for the next year (on 1 April of
the next year household council tax bills will be minus the £50). The demands for 05–06 had been
sent prior to commencement of the scheme. At this point some council tax payers would have
already paid in full, some in part etc and the Council considered that adjusting current bills would
have been too time consuming for this to be an option.

6. This avoids the administrative burden of sending out a new payment schedule part way through
the financial year. However, it does mean that some householders could end up waiting for
considerable amounts of time before receiving their rebate. For example, a household installing
CWI on 2 April in one year they could not get the rebate until the council tax notification for 1
April the following year.
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Set Top Boxes as an Example of Problematic Product Design

In order for existing TV’s to be able to receive digital TV signals they require an additional piece of
equipment—a set top box. Evidence to date suggests that the large majority of UK consumers will choose
to do this via the purchase of a low cost terrestrial adapter (set top box). The number of adapters in use has
grown from around 1 million in 2000 to c 8 million today and is projected to grow to over 50 million by the
time digital switchover is completed in 2012.

The key issue is that the first appliances on the market in 2000 retailed for around £100 and included the
facility whereby they went into stand-by mode when they were not in use. However commercial pressure
has resulted in appliances being sold today in the £30 to £40 bracket which no longer go into stand by mode
when not in use. Our evidence is that the large majority of these appliances are never switched oV by
consumers resulting in them being always on.

The Market Transformation Programme (MTP) estimates that based on current set top box designs in
2012 they will be responsible for around half a million tonnes of carbon emissions in the UK. They also
estimate that if designs were amended to include a stand by function these emissions could be reduced by
30 to 50%.

The UK cannot introduce unilateral mandatory minimum standards for products in the UK alone—we
are restricted from doing so as a member of the European single market. However the Energy Using
Products Directive will oVer us a route for setting such a standard across the EU but this is likely to take at
least three years. The MTP has been working with manufacturers to establish a European voluntary code
of practice which establishes the level for a suitable minimum standard but at present there are no
manufactures of terrestrial appliances who are prepared to sign up—unlike the satellite and cable service
providers who are virtually all signed up and have delivered significant savings—SKY being particularly
involved.

The MTP is also trying to influence the Department for Trade and Industry (DTI) and the Department
for Culture Media and Sport (DCMS) to include energy eYciency as one of the criteria for awarding the
digital tick but as yet have been unsuccessful.

Tumble Dryers as an Example of Problematic Product Design

1. European labelling framework directive

Electric tumble dryers are one of eight product groups covered under the European Commission’s
labelling framework directive (92/75/EEC)which specifies themandatory labelling of householder products.
Legislation introducing the specific labelling of electric tumble dryers (95/13/EC) came into force in
October 199644.

2. UK market

2004 UK Sales Data from GfK confirms that 80% of the electric tumble dryer market is rated EU energy
label C; 10% is rated D with the remainder less than or equal to E. There are two known products available
in the UK that are rated EU energy label A. The first, the White Knight CL847, achieves its rating by using
an extended low temperature programme that takes over nine hours to dry a full 5kg load (MTP tests). The
other, the AEG heat pump tumble dryer that claims to be theWorld’s only tumble dryer with an “A” rating
for a standard cycle time, has undergone a UK re-launch in 2005 (product first introduced in 1999) due to
the unsuccessful establishment of the product. The AEG heat pump tumble dryer operates at a temperature
comparable to standard condensing or vented dryers, but the high level of eYciency from the heat pump
system achieves the better energy performance45.

If all the C/D rated tumble dryers sold in GB in 04–05 were A rated, some 103GWh/yr of electricity
(12,100tC/yr) would be saved.

3. Technology

The market has not moved towards ratings better than C as manufacturers struggle to achieve the higher
energy performance under existing technology of vented and condenser dryers, except by the method of
running an extended programme at a low temperature. In late 2005, one manufacturer (Electrolux which
owns the AEG and Zanussi brands) has launched B rated models by using standard technology but by
optimising the sensor, control system, air flow and maximising insulation.

44 Guidance notes on the various energy information regulations relating to the energy labelling of household products http://
www.defra.gov.uk/environment/consumerprod/mtp/guidance-notes.pdf

45 MTP BNW22 Energy Saving Recommended Tumble Dryer Endorsement Review 2005 http://www.mtprog.com/
ApprovedBriefingNotes/BriefingNoteTemplate.aspx?intBriefingNoteID%406
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4. Interpretation

With electric tumble dryer UK household market penetration at around 40%, the consequences of stalled
product development on energy consumption is significant. The technology necessary to achieve EU energy
label A rated performance has been established for at least six years but cost remains a barrier to the
consumer and prevents significant market penetration. A concerted eVort by manufacturers to implement
this technology has not been forth coming, and with the current combination of early adopter technology
and low market uptake, costs remain high.

14 November 2005
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Wednesday 2 November 2005

Members present:

Mr Peter Ainsworth, in the Chair

Ms Celia Barlow Mr Nick Hurd
Mr Martin Caton Mark Pritchard
Colin Challen Dr Desmond Turner
Mr David Chaytor Mrs Theresa Villiers
David Howarth Joan Walley

Memorandum submitted by EDF Energy

About EDF Energy

EDF Energy is one of the UK’s largest energy companies. We are a vertically integrated company with
a balanced portfolio of business throughout the energy chain—from generation to supply. Most pertinent
to this inquiry:

— We are the 5th largest electricity generator in the UK. We own and operate an 800MW CCGT
(combined cycle gas turbine) power station at Sutton Bridge and 4 GW of coal-fired generation
assets that are currently being fitted with Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD) equipment, as well as
small CHP and renewable generation assets.

— EDF Energy is a major supplier of gas and electricity, with 5 million electricity and gas customer
accounts throughout the UK, supplied through our retail brands EDF Energy, London Energy,
Seeboard Energy and SWEB Energy.

EDF Energy also:

— Owns and operates the electricity distribution networks serving London, the East and South East
of England, which means that around one quarter of the UK population relies on our distribution
networks for their electricity. This makes EDF Energy the largest distribution network operator
(DNO) in the UK.

— Is a major owner and provider of private electricity infrastructures in the UK including those for
themajor London airports, the LondonUnderground, the channel tunnel rail link, the Docklands
Light Railway and Canary Wharf. We are also a partner in the Metronet consortium.

As a company EDF Energy is committed to finding the right balance between providing sustainable
financial returns and continually investing in serving our customers better. EDF Energy is pleased to have
the opportunity to contribute to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry into “Keeping the Lights
On”.

Summary

25-351 GW of new generation (in addition to new renewable capacity delivered through the Renewables
Obligation) will be required in the UK by 2018 to replace closing coal and nuclear power stations and meet
demand. The large range is due to uncertainty surrounding demand growth, reserve requirements for
intermittent renewables and the impact of environmental legislation on coal plant. Despite currently high
gas prices and small margins for gas-fired plants the most likely replacement technology is CCGT due to its
relatively low capital costs and intermediate CarbonDioxide (CO2) emissions. If CCGTbuild alone replaces
the closing capacity, some of which is zero carbon, theUK electricity sector will not delivermajor reductions
in CO2 and, based on DTI projections, CO2 emissions in 2020 will be similar to the level of CO2 allowances
distributed in 2005.

It is the responsibility of Government to identify its desired environmental outcome and put in place the
required regulatory framework and allow the market to support the development of low carbon plant in the
UK. Diversity in the fuel-mix in the electricity sector also needs to be incentivised, since a UK electricity
generation portfolio dominated by CCGTs creates risks to physical security of supply and electricity prices.
EDF Energy believes that the general mix of fuels and technologies is a legitimate matter for Government
interest and policy action.

EDF Energy believes the construction of new nuclear power stations in the UK, particularly in view of
the forthcoming closure of existing nuclear power stations, should be part of the solution to the challenge of
reducing CO2 emissions. It will also increase security of supply and reduce energy price volatility. Potential
investors in nuclear power need a stable long-term energy policy framework within the UK before they can

1 EDF Energy assessment, more detail later in submission.
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invest. This should include appropriate and reliable incentives that recognise the role nuclear and other
carbon-free technologies can play in achieving the UK’s climate change objectives. There are many barriers
to new nuclear build including licensing, planning and waste management and disposal. These barriers need
to be tackled now if nuclear is to directly replace some of the closing plant because new nuclear stations will
take approximately ten years to become operational.

EDFEnergy supports theRenewables Obligation (RO) provided it delivers against the current targets for
renewable energy at a reasonable cost to the customer. Large volumes of intermittent renewable generation
capacity will entail significant additional reserve costs. Renewable targets should not be increased at this
stage beyond those currently in place until a significant volume has been built and the technical and
economic impact has been assessed.

Proven clean coal technologies with reducedCO2 emissions due tomajor increases in thermal eYciency, as
well as CO2 sequestration technologies, also have the potential to provide low CO2 generation in the future.

In conclusion, new nuclear, renewables, clean coal and carbon sequestration along with gas and energy
eYciency should all play a role in meeting the predicted electricity generation capacity shortfall while
addressing climate change. Diversity is the key to providing security of supply in a low carbon future.

A. The Extent of the “Generation Gap”

1. What are the latest estimates of the likely shortfall in electricity generating capacity caused by the phase-
out of existing nuclear power stations and some older coal plant? How do these relate to electricity demand
forecasts and to the eVectiveness of energy eYciency policies?2

The eVect of the Large Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD) will be to limit “opted-out” unabated coal
station output from 2008 before total closure by 2016 of 19 GW of coal and oil plant, circa 25% of present
GB generation. The exact profile of opted-out plant closures between now and 2016 is uncertain. The
capacity of opted-in plant (some 13GW) that will upgrade their NOx abatement equipment and operate
beyond 2015 is also uncertain.

Nuclear decommissioning will result in all Magnox (BNFL) stations shutting by 2010, a reduction of 2.5
GW, and the closure of a number of AGRs (Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor—British Energy). If life
extensions are not granted to AGRs, 5 GW could close by 2014.

The shortfall in electricity generation capacity is a function of both the closure of plant and the rate of
growth of demand. National Grid (NG) assumes average peak demand growth of 0.79% per annum in its
2005 GB Seven Year Statement. On the assumption that a system margin of 20% needs to be maintained
then circa 27 GW of new capacity needs to be constructed before 2018 subject to the exact profile of nuclear
plant closures. 10 GW of intermittent renewable capacity may be connected by 2018; however, this will
require significant additional capacity as back-up. If energy eYciency is assumed to reduce NG’s peak
demand growth assumption by 1% then this would reduce the level of new capacity required in 2018 by circa
8 GW.

In combination these drivers imply that 25-35 GW of new generation (in addition to new renewable
capacity delivered through the Renewables Obligation) will be required in theUKby 2018 to replace closing
coal and nuclear power stations and meet demand. Substantially more new plant could be required by 2018
if some or all opted-in plant also close. If life extensions are granted for several nuclear stations then that
will cause only a small reduction in the capacity shortfall for a period of a few years.

A major uncertainty in any longer-term electricity demand forecast is the demand for hydrogen (H2)
transport fuel, since hydrogen production is either via electrolysis, or via “synthesis” from fuels such as coal,
oil or gas. Synthesis itself directly produces CO2, whereas electrolysis produces none, although of course the
generation of the electricity may have done. Our figures above assume that either no demand for H2 fuel
develops, or such fuel is synthesised from hydrocarbons rather than produced through the electrolysis of
water. If there is a significant demand for H2 fuels using electrolysis then the size of the generation gap will
be significantly greater than indicated above, as the current UK road transport fleet has primary energy
usage broadly equivalent to the energy used in national electricity generation.

In the longer-term, national aspirations for a reduction of CO2 emissions to 60% of 1990 levels by 2050
imply that the UKwill need to move towards a virtually-zero-CO2 generation fleet as well as making radical
emission reductions in space heating and transportation. Once established, low carbon electricity supply
could also help make a significant contribution to CO2 reduction emissions in other sectors by substituting
for the use of fossil fuels. It is important to note that assets constructed to replace the shortfall caused by
nuclear and coal plant closures before 2020 are likely to be operational in 2050 when the Government’s goal
of 60% reduction needs to be delivered.

2 In this section, except where stated, capacity and demand assumptions are based on EDF Energy’s own analysis.
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B. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

2. What are the main investment options for electricity generating capacity? What would be the likely costs
and timescales of diVerent generating technologies?

What are the likely construction and on-going operating costs of diVerent large-scale technologies (eg nuclear
new build, CCGT, clean coal, on-shore wind, oV-shore wind, wave and tidal) in terms of the total investment
required and in terms of the likely costs of generation (p/kWh)? Over what timescale could they become
operational?

A number of recent studies have explored this question. The main investment options are CCGT, OCGT
(open-cycle gas turbine), clean coal, wind and standalone biomass. Nuclear, whilst a proven technology, has
barriers to development in the UK at present. We expand on this point later in our submission. Wave and
tidal technologies (apart from tidal barrages which can have major environmental impacts) are currently
still in development. The table below summarises central capital and operating cost views from these studies
and our own internal analysis.More detailed cost estimates for nuclear are included later in our submission.

Table 1

Clean On OV
Advanced Coal Advanced shore shore

CCGT (IGCC) OCGT Nuclear wind wind Marine Biomass

Capital Costs (£/kW) 440 974 210 1,150 715 1,250 1,750 est 1,500
Fixed costs (£/kW pa) 25 27 14 41 15 24 56 80
EYciency (HHV) % 54 45 37.5 39 — — — 35
Start of construction to 2.5 3 1.5 5 1.5 2 2 2
commissioning (years)
Total time to commissioning 4.5 5.5 3.5 8 to 10 3 4 4 4
incl planning

NB The capital cost comprises all costs covered by the financing of the plant except for interest during
construction and debt service reserve.

Sources:
ILEX Energy Consulting “Projections of the price for wholesale electricity in Great Britain”, June 2005
ILEX Energy Consulting “The value of renewable electricity in the United Kingdom”, June 2005
The Royal Academy of Engineering (RAE) “The costs of generating electricity”, March 2004
EDF Energy internal data

Cost of generation is dependent on fuel cost, CO2 cost, site-specific costs and required rate of return as
well as capital and operating costs of a plant. It can therefore vary significantly for individual projects using
the same technology. The RAE study estimates p/kWh costs (tables 1.1 and 1.2 in their report). In the case
of renewables, two costs are cited by the RAE, one of which includes the cost of the resulting extra national
reserve (“standby generation”) requirement if electricity supplies are to remain secure.

The data listed below are based on the RAE view of generation costs over a reasonable lifespan for new
plants of each type, and therefore include both construction and operation costs. The RAE report provides
a CCGT generation cost of 2.2p/kWh (excluding the cost of CO2) based on a gas price of 23p/therm. Gas
prices in September 2005 are significantly higher at 47p/therm3. The gas-fired CCGT cost we quote below
factors in this higher gas cost. Coal costs are assumed to be £30/tonne. Discount rate is assumed to be 7.5%.
The costs of generation provided below are a guide to the relative cost diVerences between technologies
subject to the uncertainties of fuel and CO2 costs and rate of return described above.

Nuclear costs are subject to greater uncertainty than other technologies relating to both the cost of the
plant and the rate of return required by investors. We explore this in more detail later in our submission.

New CCGTS have CO2 emissions of c 0.4 tonnes/MWh, coal IGCCs (Integrated Gasification Combined
Cycle) would have emissions of c 0.65 tonnes CO2/MWh and new fluidised bed and pulverised-fuel coal
plants would have emissions of c 0.8 tonnes CO2/MWh.

Cost of generating electricity for base-load plant (without/with CO2 cost w £10/tonne4)

— Gas-fired CCGT: 3.8/4.2 p/kWh

— Nuclear fission plant: 2.3 p/kWh (unaVected by CO2 cost)

— Coal-fired pulverised-fuel steam plant: 2.5/3.3 p/kWh

— Coal-fired circulating fluidised bed (CFB) steam plant: 2.6/3.4 p/kWh

— Coal-fired integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC): 3.2/3.9 p/kWh

Cost of generating electricity for selected renewables (without/with standby generation)

3 Argus gas price 2006–10 (14 September 2005).
4 Carbon is presently trading at prices closer to £16/tonne, but we have taken a deliberately conservative approach here.
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— Onshore wind farm: 3.7/5.4p/kWh

— OVshore wind farm: 5.5/7.2p/kWh

— Wave and marine technologies: 6.6/6.6 p/kWh

— Biomass bubbling fluidised bed (BFB) steam plant: 6.8/6.8 p/kWh

Note that wind generation costs are significantly higher where sites are sub-optimal (eg lower wind
resource, higher capital costs, etc). Enviros Consulting5 suggests that 3 TWh of onshore wind can be
generated at a cost of less than 5p/kWh (excluding additional reserve costs), 10 TWh at a cost of less than
6p/kWh and 30TWh at a cost of less than 10p/kWh.

Additional interconnection with continental Europe can also play a role in filling the generation shortfall
as well as increasing security of supply by increasing the amount of generation available to meet the UK’s
national demand.

With regard to nuclear new build, how realistic and robust are cost estimates in the light of past experience?

As far as nuclear power is concerned, there are varying estimates of the cost available from around the
world. We include below some leading recently-published sources on the cost of nuclear.

Table 2

MIT6 PIU7 Chicago8 RAE9 DGEMP10 Tarjanne11

(2003) (2002) (2004) (2004) (2003) (2003)

Generating cost
(p/kWh) 3.9–4.312 3.0–4.0 3.1–3.6 2.26–2.44 2.013 1.7

Rates of return 15% 8% and 15% 12.5% 7.5% 8% 5%

Capital cost $2,000/kW $2,000/kW $1,500/kW $2,000/kW $1,413/kW $1,900/kW
(£1,150/kW) (£1,150/kW) (£865/kW) (£1,150/kW) (£990/kW) (£1,330/kW)

Load factor 85% 75–80% 85% (90% (90% (90%

Economic life 25 and 40 years 20 years 15 years 25 and 40 years 35–50 years 40 years

Construction
period 5 years Not identified 5–7 years 5 years 5 years 5 years

Costs for a single nuclear plant are significantly higher per unit than for a series of plant by approximately
0.3–0.4p/kWh. Designs such as EPR are already being constructed in France and Finland (first
commissioning: 2009) and so there is the potential for some “first of a kind” costs to be incurred elsewhere.
Design UK licensing costs could be low if advance generic design licensing became possible in the UK,
leaving constructors only needing to license a site, and not license the new (to the UK) design at the same
time. Thus, provided the principle of adopting a vendor’s standard design is retained without modification,
costs in the region of those shown in the table above could be expected.12, 13

The generating costs in the international table above, vary widely from about 1.7p/kWh to 4.3p/kWh.
This range is primarily due to diVerences in the assumed rate of return the investor demands. A high rate
of return increases the generating cost whereasmitigating risks drives down the cost of nuclear substantially.
A high rate of return would be applied when there is a high level of perceived risk in the project due to, for
example, uncertain revenues or low confidence in completion to time and cost. This was the case in the US
where nuclear was perceived to be very risky in the 1980’s—hence the very substantial risk premium that is
used in the Chicago andMIT studies above. In contrast in Finland the rate of return demanded is low (∼ 5%)
given the high confidence (low perceived risk) of investing in nuclear and, particularly, the secure long term
oV-take contracts with industrial consumers in place.

No new nuclear has recently been funded in the UK. Our understanding of the UK market is that:

— for new merchant gas-fired (CCGT) independent power producers (IPPs), a nominal post-tax
project return of 8–10% would be considered appropriate; while

— new contracted IPPs might now be undertaken on rates of 7–9%.

The level of premium would be dictated by the relative conservatism of particular sponsors, the extent to
which, by the date of any decision, the experience with nuclear new build has been positive, the political/
regulatory environment including aspects of the planning regime, and possible new economic/market

5 Report to the DTI “The Costs of Supplying Renewable Energy” 17 February 2005.
6 MIT Study, the Future of Nuclear Power.
7 Performance and Innovation Unit (PIU) Energy Review Working Paper, The Economics of Nuclear Power.
8 University of Chicago Study, The Economic Future of Nuclear Power/
9 Royal Academy of Engineering, The Cost of Generating Electricity, A Commentary.
10 GeneralDirectorate for Energy andRawMaterials (DGEMP) of the FrenchMinistry of the Economy, Finance and Industry.
11 Tarjanne, Laappeenranta University of Technology, Finland.
12 Based on 1 GBP % 1.734 USD (exchange rate used in RAE study).
13 Based on 1 EUR ∼ 0.7 GBP (Bloomberg, 10 March 2005).
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support for lower-carbon generation. For nuclear, we expect that investors would look at an additional
premium of perhaps 1–2% relative to CCGTs associated with the fact that nuclear new build may have
special risks—for example, at one American project on a coastal spit, permission to operate was
permanently withheld after construction, as it was decided that local evacuation plans could not work
after all.

It is therefore clear that in the UK, given a Government desire to mitigate both the perceived and real
risks from investment in nuclear energy, nuclear can be economic.However, in the absence of riskmitigation
(associated with licensing, planning, etc) by Government, nuclear will not be built in the current market.
Pre-development costs are expected to be approximately £250 million for a “first of a kind” reactor (subject
to the point made above about the possibility of generic licensing), falling to approximately £100 million for
subsequent reactors in the same series. Without reasonable expectation that these costs can be recovered no
investment will be made.

What are the hidden costs (eg waste, insurance, security) associated with nuclear? How do the waste and
decommissioning costs of nuclear new build relate to the costs of dealing with the current nuclear waste legacy,
and how confident can we be that the nuclear industry would invest adequately in funds ring-fenced for future
waste disposal?

We would assume that the UK Government would set a waste disposal “levy” or fee on the basis of
nuclear power generated (MWh) and charge for this at the time of such generation. We understand that this
is the approach taken in the USA and Finland, for example. To determine this fee, the government would
make assumptions about the waste disposal cost, when the cost would be incurred, and the return realised
on levy monies between the date of receipt and the date of incurring the cost.

The Committee will be aware that the Government cancelled the search for a deep waste depository in
February 1997, from which time there has been no plan or strategy to deal with the existing waste inventory
from the Royal Navy, hospitals, industry and the civil power programme. It is hoped that a clear national
plan leading to an identified location will quickly be put in place when CORWM reports in July 2006. The
issue is increasingly pressing and exists irrespective of new build, which would make very little diVerence to
its scale as the lifetime operation of a fleet of 10 GW of new nuclear stations would add only 10% to the
existing volume of high-level radioactive waste.

Is there the technical and physical capacity for renewables to deliver the scale of generation required? If there
is the capacity, are any policy changes required to enable it to do so?

The UK has a renewable resource (wind, marine, biomass) that is theoretically large enough to replace
the output being lost from coal and nuclear plant closures. However, unlike the closing plant, a number of
renewable technologies are characterised by intermittent output that limits their ability to act as a direct
substitute. Renewable intermittency places a cap on the amount of capacity that can be accommodated in
the UK without incurring significant costs for additional reserve or increased interconnection.

The most economic renewable technology at present is onshore wind. Current UK wind generation is c
1% of the national total. Wind penetration of greater than circa 10% capacity carries significant security of
supply diYculties without significant additional reserve. OXERA, the energy consultancy, illustrated the
magnitude of the intermittency problem in a report in June 2003 entitled, “The Non-Market Value of
Generation Technologies”. OXERA reported in its forecast that although average wind output is up to 30%
of capacity, there will be at least 23 one-hour periods in a year when the output from all wind turbines in
the UK is less than 10% of declared wind capacity at the same time that demand is 90% or more of annual
peak demand. This is after making allowance for the benefits of wind turbines being distributed around the
UK including oVshore. Across the entire year, OXERA’s model showed that UK wind fleet output would
fall below 10% of total “nameplate“” capacity of the wind fleet for 18.7% of the time. In other words, wind
is relatively unreliable and by itself cannot substitute for closing capacity.

TheUKhas limited interconnection to neighbouring countries and therefore additional UK reserve plant
is required to back up intermittent wind output. Additional reserve to back up intermittent wind output is
expensive. The RAE quantifies the cost of this additional reserve as 1.7p/kWh.

EDF Energy does not believe that any significant policy change is required at present with respect to
renewables, which receive support (either directly or indirectly) from a range of instruments including the
Renewables Obligation, Climate Change Levy exemption certificates, Fuel Mix Disclosure, European
Union Emissions Trading Scheme and direct grants.

The Renewables Obligation (RO) requires suppliers to source 15.4% of their electricity from eligible
renewable generation by 2015–16 or pay a 3p/kWh (at 2002 prices) “buyout” penalty, which is paid to
suppliers to the extent that they were compliant, thus increasing the true value of the renewables obligation
considerably above 3p/kWh). As a direct consequence of this obligation, UK RO renewable output has
increased from 5.6TWh in 2002–03 to 10.8TWh in 2004–05 at high cost to consumers (now 3.23pkWh of
the renewable generation target in 2005/06, equivalent to 0.18p/kWh on customers’ bills). The RO is clearly
working and will deliver significant additional generation (forecast to be between 25 and 30TWh in 2010).
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Physical constraints (the availability of sites with planning consent, as well as transmission network
infrastructure, connections, etc) rather than Government policy are likely to be the limiting factor for
renewable build in the short to medium term and are already being addressed.

Stability is a vital component of support mechanisms such as the RO to provide investors with the
confidence to provide capital. One area of the RO that could be improved to boost confidence are the
arrangements that apply in the event that a supplier defaults on its payments into the buyout fund. The DTI
has recently introduced a mutualisation scheme whereby non-defaulting suppliers have to recover the
default from their customers. This increases the cost of the RO to customers; and there is no guarantee that
a supplier will be able to recover the full cost of the default from its customers in a competitive market. As
a result suppliers are likely to continue to factor the risk of supplier default into the price they are prepared
to pay to generators for ROCs, reducing the total volume of renewable generation that will be delivered by
the RO. A preferable solution would be one in which suppliers provided letters of credit or made buy-out
payments more frequently to eliminate the risks associated with supplier default.

What are the relative eYciencies of diVerent generating technologies? In particular, what contribution can
micro-generation (micro-CHP, micro-wind, PV) make, and how would it aVect investment in large-scale
generating capacity?

We believe that there are many barriers to be overcome before micro-generation can make a significant
contribution in the short-to-medium term. For widespread adoption of micro-generation to be feasible, the
devices must be reliable, economic to purchase, and above all easy to maintain with, crucially, suYcient
trained maintainers/installers available. Increased penetration of small-scale distributed generation will
reduce investment in large-scale generating capacity to the extent that it reduces national transmission
system demand. It is highly probable that micro-generation will replace only a small fraction of the
generation shortfall caused by the large capacity of closing plant.

3. What is the attitude of financial institutions to investment in diVerent forms of generation?

What is the attitude of financial institutions to the risks involved in nuclear new build and the scale of the
investment required? How does this compare with attitudes towards investment in CCGT and renewables?

We understand that financial institutions regard new nuclear in the UK as potentially competitive with
new CCGTs.

At present, investors in renewables require projects to have oV-take contracts for power, ROCs
(Renewables Obligation Certificates) and LECs (climate change Levy Exemption Certificates) before they
are prepared to provide finance owing to the perceived risks surrounding ROC prices. Very few merchant
renewables projects that will sell their output on a short-term basis into the market are being developed at
present. Similarly large CCGTs being developed by non-vertically integrated companies typically seek
oVtake contracts to lower the risk profile associated with the project. It seems reasonable to assume that
similar levels of certainty regarding revenue streams, to reduce risk, would be a requirement of financiers
before they would lend to new nuclear projects.

HowmuchGovernment financial support would be required to facilitate private sector investment in nuclear new
build? How would such support be provided? How compatible is such support with liberalised energy markets?

A range of instruments could be used by Government to support new nuclear build including capital
support, revenue support, obligations on suppliers to source a percentage of their output from low CO2

sources (including CO2 sequestration and nuclear) or long-term contracts for carbon emissions avoidance.
Similar support mechanisms for particular technologies already exist in the liberalised UK energy market,
for example the Renewables Obligation, capital grants to Round 1 oVshore projects and revenue support
to marine renewables and via Climate Change Levy exemption certificates.

In its implementation of phase 1 (2005–07) of the EU ETS (emissions trading scheme), the UK has set
aside a New Entrant Reserve for distributing CO2 allowances for new installations. Any operator
commissioning a new installation will receive allowances proportional to its projected output. However
nuclear generation is excluded from EU ETS and does not qualify to receive free allowances. Government
financial support that recognised the extent and magnitude of CO2 savings delivered by new nuclear could
be used to facilitate private sector investment in new build. This could be achieved by oVering operators of
new nuclear plant a carbon avoidance contract that would pay operators at a predetermined rate on output
achieved (and CO2 emissions saved). The payments could be funded by revenues raised from the auctioning
of CO2 allowances.

The retention of a new entrant reserve (NER) in its present form in ETS would discriminate against
carbon free technology and support the development of non-carbon free technology through the issuing of
free allowances to new build (eg CCGT), and would significantly increase the complexity of the scheme and
reduce certainty for participants.
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As previously suggested, one of the most valuable contributions that Government could provide would
be, through working with industry, to reduce the risks associated with licensing, planning, etc. This could
be achieved through a joint Government-industry project that shared these licensing and planning costs for
a “first of a kind” reactor in the UK. This would reduce the risk a company would take in incurring large
pre-development costs with no return being delivered if the process failed to deliver nuclear new build and
also reduce the rate of return required on the main construction project by investors.

What impact would a major programme of investment in nuclear have on investment in renewables and energy
eYciency?

Investment in new nuclear will not have any eVect on renewables or energy eYciency measures in the
short-term before 2010. Investment in renewables is driven by the distinct Renewables Obligation
mechanism. Similarly, investment in energy eYciency is currently driven through the EEC mechanism.
Given the lead times for new nuclear generation associated with licensing, planning, etc physical
construction and major commitment of capital is unlikely to happen until 2010 or later. At that point in
time commercial or supply licence condition/obligation-based drivers are likely to maintain significant
investment in renewables and energy eYciency.

C. Strategic Benefits

4. If nuclear new build requires Government financial support, on what basis would such support be justified?
What public good(s) would it deliver?

The public good delivered would in one sense be comparable to the public good delivered from support
for renewables—zero carbon generation. However, there are a number of key diVerences:

— The good would be delivered far more cheaply.

— The good would be delivered in a way that enhanced security of supply.

— Land use would be minimal.

— There would be more long-term high-tech employment/training in rural areas.

— The potential volume of carbon-free generation would be larger.

— If existing (closing) nuclear sites are used, extensive, expensive new high- or low-voltage
transmission infrastructure from remote sites is less likely to be required.

Relative tomeeting the generation gap using CCGTs burning increasing volumes of imported gas, nuclear
build could also be justified on the grounds that it enhances economic and physical security of energy
supplies in the UK.

Nuclear generation is not part of the EU ETS and does not receive any direct benefit for reducing CO2

emissions. Government could justify support on the basis that new nuclear prevents CO2 emissions that
would otherwise have an associated cost in the EU ETS.

To what extent and over what timeframe would nuclear new build reduce carbon emissions?

Nuclear output would either displace closing coal generation or prevent the need for additional gas fired
generation to replace closing nuclear plants. Coal generation currently emits roughly 0.95 tonne CO2/MWh
and CCGTs emit approximately 0.4 tonne CO2/MWh. The electricity sector accounts for roughly 25% of
UK CO2 emissions and the replacement of fossil fired generation with nuclear generation could contribute
significantly to achieve theUK’s targets on climate change. A 10GWreplacement nuclear programme could
prevent an increase in CO2 emissions of c 30 Mt CO2 per annum that would occur if CCGTs replaced the
closing capacity instead.

To what extent would nuclear new build contribute to security of supply (ie keeping the lights on)?

Nuclear new build would contribute significantly to increasing security of supply by reducing dependence
on imported fossil fuel supplies.

There is a body of evidence that identifies specific security of supply deficiencies for renewables and
CCGTs. In respect of renewables, we have covered this in our earlier answer. In respect of gas, the House
of Lords’ “Renewables: the practicalities” report (14 July 2004) states in paragraph 2.5 that by 2020 we will
be reliant on imported gas, “more than half” of which will come from Russia. “Interruptions in these
supplies may occur once every eight years with a duration of the interruption of up to 180 days: The UK
can at most only store 14 days’ worth”. The House of Lords committee cites OXERA as the source for
this information and urge urgent [but unspecified] action. The drawbacks of extensive national reliance on
imported gas with very limited ability to store it are self-evident. A number of new storage and LNG import
facilities are being constructed. However the storage facilities are for short to mid-range storage and are not
of suYcient size to materially benefit the UK in the event of a prolonged, major gas supply interruption.
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The LNG ships are themselves a potentially vulnerable supply route; there has been a recent case of a
successful attack on an oil tanker14. If an incident occurred aVecting the gas piped into Europe from the
East, the UK would face strong competition for LNG supplies.

Large percentages of world gas reserves are held in just a few nations, Russia having over a quarter of
world reserves, and Quatar and Iran having a further 30% between them. The UK has less than 1% of world
gas reserves. Russia in particular, which has become closer to Iran recently, has from time to time spoken
publicly of her desire for an OPEC-like gas cartel15.

Is nuclear new build compatible with the Government’s aims on security and terrorism both within the UK and
worldwide?

New nuclear build is capable of reducing the existing inventory of Plutonium 239, which is a key
ingredient of atomicweapons, by converting it to other elements in the nuclear fission process. To this extent,
proliferation concerns can be ameliorated.

We understand that new PWRs with a containment dome are proof against a design basis threat that
generally includes hijacked airliner crashes.

New nuclear build cannot be viewed in isolation when considering security and terrorism risks associated
with the UK energy industry. There are major security and terrorism risks associated with the transport and
storage of LNGwhich theUKGovernment advocates as amajor contributor to replacing depleting supplies
of gas from the UK continental shelf.16

Existing nuclear risks are well managed. The OYce of Civil Nuclear Security’s Annual Report (July 05)17

states that security arrangements applied within the nuclear companies and bodies regulated by OCNS are
comprehensive, well-managed and eVective [para 138, p 35 of the report]. We see no reason to believe that
risks associated with new build would be any less well managed.

5. In respect of these issues [Q 4], how does the nuclear option compare with a major programme of investment
in renewables, microgeneration, and energy eYciency? How compatible are the various options with each other
and with the strategy set out in the Energy White Paper?

It is not credible that the UK can achieve a significant reduction in the carbon intensity of its UK fleet if
it allows present nuclear stations to close without replacement except through the use of carbon
sequestration (which itself has significant uncertainties, which may be resolved over time, associated with
the transport and enduring, safe storage of CO2). As for demand, the Government has ambitions to permit
extensive building of new housing in theUKand the evidence is of public expectations of winter warmth and
even domestic summer air-conditioning becoming more onerous as society becomes wealthier. Significant
improvements in energy eYciency at a level that can reverse demand growth have been the general policy
aim for two decades now, without success. Renewables, with their penetration limited by intermittency, are
likely to, at best, service increased demand and cannot compensate for the closing zero-CO2 nuclear output,
let alone supplement it and displace fossil-fired generation.

The Energy White Paper sets out four energy policy objectives:

1. to put ourselves on a path to cut the UK’s carbon dioxide emissions—the main contributor to global
warming—by some 60% by about 2050 with real progress by 2020;

2. to maintain the reliability of energy supplies;

3. to promote competitive markets in the UK and beyond, helping to raise the rate of sustainable
economic growth and to improve our productivity; and

4. to ensure that every home is adequately and aVordably heated.

Replacement nuclear power could clearly play a role in delivering all four objectives due to its negligible
CO2 emissions, diversifying eVect in the UK energy mix and relatively low price volatility compared with
gas.

In contrast most renewable technologies have a higher generation cost and some have intermittent or
unpredictable output, leading to a less good fit than nuclear with objectives 2, 3 and 4, and limitations on
their total potential to contribute to the first objective.

14 http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2002/10/06/world/main524488.shtml.
15 For example, see third from last paragraph in : www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/cmsattach/
4303–uk–coal–producers–summer–interuptions.pdf

16 Lloyds of London chairman, Peter Levene, made a speech to the Houston Forum on 20 September 2004. Levene said “Gas
carriers, whether at sea or in ports, make obvious targets. Specialists reckon that a terrorist attack on a LNG tanker would
have the force of a small nuclear explosion”.

17 http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/nuclear/safety/dcns–report3.pdf
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D: Other Issues

6. How carbon-free is nuclear energy? What level of carbon emissions would be associated with (a)
construction and (b) operation of a new nuclear power station? How carbon-intensive is the mining and
processing of uranium ore?

Nuclear energy itself is 100% carbon-free, although when you take into account other processes such as
fuel production and construction then there is a small amount of CO2 that can be attributed to nuclear
power. The actual emissions however from the diVerent processes will be very site specific and depend on
factors such as the type of plant and the process used for the enrichment of the uranium. For example, the
centrifuge approach to uranium enrichment, which is used in the UK, uses only 1/30th as much energy as
the gas diVusion approach. The overall performance of the plant itself (in terms of load factor) will also have
an eVect on the emissions per kWh, as a plant with a greater annual output will have lower overall emissions.
More detailed information on these issues can be found in Vattenfall’s18 paper on the electricity
production system.

A report by the Energy Technology Support Unit (ETSU) in 1995 found that the CO2 emissions
associated with nuclear power amounted to approximately 4 g/kWh19. More recent data released by the
World Nuclear Association (WNA)20 suggests that anywhere between nine and 21grams of CO2 equivalent
per kWh can be attributed to nuclear generation, although these figures include all greenhouse gas
emissions, not just CO2. EDF Group calculations show a range of 3–40 g/kWh with EDF Group’s own
emission factor based on actual plant performance equal to 4.5 g/kWh. Energy use in themining andmilling
of uranium ore is significant, and although this occurs outside the UK, the WNA data accounts for this as
it attempts to quantify the environmental emissions from all stages of electricity generation.

EDF Group’s 4.5 g/kWh figure breaks down in the following relative proportions:

— Construction of nuclear power station % 8%.

— Operation of the nuclear power stations % 9%.

— Mining and treatment % 22%.

— Enrichment % 54%.

— Other/fuel fabrication % 7%.

This compares extremely favourably to emissions of 950 g/kWh from existing coal-fired power stations
and 400 g/kWh for gas burned in a CCGT. The CCGT carbon-intensity we quote here understates the real
emission factor when the UK becomes reliant on a diverse range of gas imports as there is a considerable
amount of energy involved21 in the chilling, liquefaction, transportation, regasification and compression of
natural gas that is transported as LNG. Also there is a global warming potential associated with methane
emissions along long Russian gas pipelines to the West, which have been said to be very porous byWestern
standards.

7: Should nuclear new build be conditional on the development of scientifically and publicly acceptable solutions
to the problems of managing nuclear waste, as recommended in 2000 by the RCEP?

Thewaste problemalready exists and according toCORWM,building 10GWof newnuclear plantwould
only add 10% to the existing high-level waste inventory during the lifetime of the new nuclear plant.
However, the waste problem is pressing and Government should move to identify the optimum long-term
solution at the earliest possible moment. A number of scientifically acceptable solutions do exist and the
resolution of this debate should not hold up the development of new stations.

23 September 2005

18 http://www.worldenergy.org/wec-geis/publications/default/tech–papers/17th–congress/3–4–14.asp
19 ETSU, (1995). “Full Fuel Cycle Atmospheric Emissions and Global Warming Impacts from UK Electricity Generation”,
ETSU Report No. R-88, HMSO, 1995. It should be pointed out that ETSU has recently been re-named “Future Energy
Solutions”.

20 http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf59.htm
21 See note 1 of http://www.foe.co.uk/cymru/english/press–releases/2004/anglesey–gas–plant.html
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Witnesses: Mr Vincent de Rivaz, Chief Executive and Mr Denis Linford, Director of Regulation, EDF
Energy, examined.

Q217 Chairman: Thank you very much for coming. MrdeRivaz: It is one of themajor elements.We have,
for instance, the question of the emissions tradingThank you for your memorandum and also for

trailing your visit to us this afternoon in The scheme. We have phase one and we have phase two,
where no decision has yet been taken, and beyondIndependent newspaper this morning, which we

greatly appreciate. We look forward to hearing what 2012 we have no visibility. The emissions trading
scheme is very important because it is a marketyou have to say. May I begin by referring to your

memorandum? You have set out the extent of mechanism which can provide a lot, provided it is
based on realistic targets and realistic assumptionsgeneration capacity which you think will be required,

the so-called gap. I may have some further questions and provided, for instance, that all the objectives that
we have in the country regarding security of supplyon that which I shall put to you in writing if I may

about the details. It does not seem to us that you have and also environmental constraints are put together.
A very practical example for us as investors are someanswered the question we posed in our inquiry,

namely whether you think the lights will stay on. plants which in the framework of the Large
Combustion PlantDirective will opt out, some othersWill they?

Mr de Rivaz: First of all I should like to say that I am will opt in and those who are ready to invest in FGD
devices, which avoid the emission of sulphurs into theextremely pleased and it is a great honour for us to

have been invited to this oral evidence in front of your air, are going to opt in. The emissions trading scheme
at the moment is penalising these generators. There isCommittee. We all know what EDF Energy stands

for in this country: one of the largest energy a strange situation in which those who are not going
to contribute to the security of supply are going to becompanies in this market and 20 million inhabitants

rely on us to keep their lights on. I take this advantaged as opposed to those who are going to
contribute both to security and continuity of supply.responsibility very seriously indeed. Seven point 6%

of the electricity generated in this country comes from
our own power plants; we have five million

Q220 Chairman: That is an EU-wide problem, notcustomers’ accounts in our supply business and for
just a UK one, is it not?those customers we have a special policy. We care a
Mr de Rivaz: No, it is a decision for the UK. Thelot about them and we have new products which we
global energy emissions trading scheme is Europeanwill probably be able to talk about later. My key
but this specific point is something which can bemessage, including my response to this expectation
decided at the UK level.that the lights will stay on, is that diversity is the right

approach. I strongly believe that theUKhas a chance
at the moment to have a good level of diversity in its Q221 Chairman:All other things being equal, do you
generation sources and diversity is key for meeting have any planning applications for new generating
the needs of the future. We are all facing three big capacity ready to go?
challenges and a fourth one probably: security of Mr de Rivaz: In our fleet we have 4,700 megawatts
supply, global warming, the prices, which have been plus some stakes in other power plants and 4,000 of
going up and we have to look to the future. I do them are from coal-fired power plants. The decision
believe that we need amulti-party consensus to tackle we have taken is to invest £240 million in FGD for
these three big challenges. Nothing can be achieved in these 4,000 megawatts, which is a big investment and
the long termwithout consensus andmy contribution that is why I am pleading for a fair emissions trading
to that as the chief executive of this company is to scheme in phase two. We have one gas power plant
welcome the debate, to contribute to it. I am a strong and we are contemplating—but no decision has been
believer in the market; the market can deliver taken yet—preparing for the future by having a new
provided there is a clear and stable framework in gas power plant but we have made no formal
which this market can operate eYciently. We are in decision; we havemade some applications so we have
danger, in the long term, of the market not delivering some options. Regarding what will replace our coal-
because we do not have the visibility on some key firedplants at the horizonof 2012, wehave exactly the
questions that we investors require. same problem as the rest of the industry: we do not

know at the moment what the policy will be which
will help us to make the right choice. The last part isQ218Chairman:Do you think that is a gap which the
renewables, where we have at the moment 250Government should fill?
megawatts of project either in operation, or underMr de Rivaz: It is a responsibility for any government
development and I plan to have in the order of 900in any country to provide a stable policy and a stable
megawatts from wind farms by 2010, if the planningframework. It is a responsibility for the industry and
process allows me to achieve this target. This is anmany others to contribute to the debate, to make
opportunity to tell you that when I am advocatingconstructive proposals, to engage with the
diversity, I put mymoney where mymouth is.We areGovernment and then it will be our responsibility,
investing in renewables, we are investing in clean coalwithin the framework, to be an eYcient player in
and we are contemplating new investment in thethe market.
future, as long as a stable framework has been
provided.

Q219 Chairman: Is it because of this lack of clarity at
the moment that hardly any investment is going into
new large-scale generating capacity at all, or are there Q222 Chairman: But you need the framework to be

changed, do you not?other reasons for that?
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Mr de Rivaz: There is the Energy White Paper, building and operating nuclearwith the technologies
which in my view is very relevant and the various which are available at the moment on the market is
objectives of this Energy White Paper are still valid: competitive and does not require special subsidies.
we must begin the task of cutting the CO2 emissions
by 60% by 2050, with significant progress in the

Q226 Colin Challen: So you would be in favour ofmeantime; wemustmaintain the reliability of energy
abolishing international treaties which limit thesupplies, promoting competitive markets not only in
insurance liability of the nuclear industry.the UK but in the rest of Europe—because all our
Mr de Rivaz:You are right that nuclear is somethingissues are European they are not ours alone; wemust
which has common grounds internationally. It is apay special attention to the most vulnerable of our
good thing that there is some expertise incustomers. There is no change there, but what we
organisations like the International Agency formust do is see whether we are on the right path to
Atomic Energy, and such as WANO, which is theachieve these targets. In this respect we have said
World Association for Nuclear Operators. It is anthat security of supply, global warming and a policy

which meets customers’ concerns regarding prices, industry which, more than any other industry, is
require a good debate. I am pleased that this debate benefiting from international experience to a large
is now well in place, because we need the largest extent. So there are existing policies which are good.
political consensus in order to find the right answers My point is that provided theGovernment are doing
to those questions. what they have to do, holding a good debate,
Chairman:Whether the debatewill lead to consensus creating a political consensus and then putting in
remains to be seen. place the tools and resources for the licensing, the

planning, the safety authority, then the market will
deliver the diversity which we all need on nuclear asQ223ColinChallen:Would you accept that previous
on other energies.generations of nuclear power plants have been

hugely uneconomic and really would not have
survived without Government support financially? Q227 Colin Challen:Without Government support
Mr de Rivaz: I am more interested in the future, financially.
because we can always look at the past but the future Mr de Rivaz:Without specific support on a financial
diversity requires renewables, gas, coal, energy basis. Why? If you look at the price per kilowatt
savings and nuclear. None of these solutions is a hour which the new nuclear technology which is
silver bullet which will help us achieve our targets, available on themarket can provide, it is competitive
but the addition of these diverse solutions can comparedwith what is at themoment considered the
provide the right answer to our challenges. most suitable solution, which is the combined cycle

gas turbine. It is competitive; it is significantly
competitive. If it is competitive in the market, it willQ224 Colin Challen: Would you accept that the
deliver. There will be investors to invest; there will bepremise ofmy question is indeed correct and then we
customers to buy the energy produced.can put the past behind us?

Mr de Rivaz: I do think we have experienced some
diYculties in the UK with the nuclear industry.

Q228 Joan Walley: I want to press you a little moreHowever, at the moment the nuclear industry is
on what you are reported to have said in Theproviding ten gigawatts, something like 20% of the
Independent. You set out the kind of guaranteeoutput, so it is a real contribution. In the context of
which would be needed to encourage privaterising prices it appears that British Energy is inmuch
investment. Are you really saying that other thanbetter shape than it used to be, so I would not qualify
getting a public consensus for the role of nuclear nothe past as a failure. However, there are new
extra cost would be required from Governmentapproaches which can be brought to this problem
other than the list you just gave us of licensing andand if you ask me what I think about the economics
the tools which would be needed? Are you sayingof a possible replacement of existing nuclear by new
that the total cost would be met entirely by privatenuclear, I can tell you that I think the economics are
investors and not by Government? It is not clearfavourable.
what those guarantees are which you are seeking
from Government.

Q225 Colin Challen: If that were true, why do you Mr de Rivaz: We must not confuse the roles and
think in Finland’s case the construction consortium responsibilities of the various parties involved. Take
needed hundreds ofmillions of euros in export credit the example of countries which have been extremely
guarantees? Could it not just have gone ahead successful in nuclear; there is one the other side of
without that Government support? the Channel which is extremely successful. As you
Mr de Rivaz: The idea that nuclear requires special know, in France nuclear power plants produce 63
subsidies, special state financial aid, is, with respect, gigawatts. The second power utility in the world
an old-fashioned view of the nuclear industry. What has 17.
nuclear requires from Government is a clear policy
in terms of licensing, in terms of planning, in terms

Q229 Joan Walley: My question was: whatof putting in place a safety authority, a clear vision
and Government which delivers. For the rest, guarantees are you seeking from Government?
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Mr de Rivaz: I will explain. It works well in France. million, for other units probably much lower, of the
There is a very powerful independent safety order of £100 million. The problem for an investor is
authority, it is an absolute prerequisite, and that is whether this investor is ready to put his money on
the role of Government in putting in place the safety the table. The answer is going to be yes, if there is no
authority which can deliver. risk that these development costs will double or

triple and at the end of the day because of all the
uncertainty will be lost. I am giving you a practicalQ230 Chairman: It seems to me that much of what
example to answer your question.you have said to us so far seems to shift the entire

burden of responsibility onto the Government when
in fact, particularly in regard to nuclear, if you really Q233 Dr Turner: You have not really, because youbelieved that it is this wonderful economical way of

have not told me exactly what conditions you wouldproducing clean energy, you could just put in a
need before you felt safe with those risks. Let usplanning application.
quantify them. The development costs: would youMr de Rivaz: We should avoid presenting any
expect Government to pay that or would EDF paysolution as a silver bullet, one which is a magic
it? Let us say the market: would you wantbullet.
guaranteed prices, long-term contracts so that you
could see a guaranteed return? As to controlling the

Q231 Chairman: It is part of the mix. cost of the development, would you want the
Mr de Rivaz: It is part of the mix and I agree with Government to guarantee you against cost
you. Excuse me insisting on that, but I do not think overruns?
we should cut corners and a snap decision yes, or no, Mr de Rivaz: No; no.which is not based on a good debate is not a good
decision. We investors need a very long-term
framework which is not going to be changed every Q234 Dr Turner: Let us get down to specifics.
five years or so. I am not the sort of person who says Mr de Rivaz: You are giving answers which are not
it is very simple and we should do it. I am saying my answers. I am not asking for something which
simply that all the elements of the debate have to be will be in any shape or form a bias from the markets.
in place and in terms of planning what is our
problem in theUK?There are various horizons. One

Q235 Dr Turner: You do not need the market tois maybe next winter; the second one is 2010 for the
be rigged.renewables objective; the next horizon is 2016 or so
Mr de Rivaz: The market will deliver. In thewhen there will be closure of the nuclear power
framework of diversity, which I am advocating, theplants and at the same time, because of the LCPD,
market will deliver. Instability is a major risk for usthe closure of coal-fired ones, which is a big risk. So
as investors, not just for EDF but for all investors; itten years from now. Another horizon is 2020 for

carbon sequestration andmaybe 2040 for hydrogen. is a lack of long-term policies. If one day the
All these technologies have to be put into perspective Government say that they will go for renewables,
according to our priorities and horizons. In terms of they will not go for nuclear, and the next time it is the
planning, if the right policy is in place and the right opposite, that is a major risk. Everyone has to
debate is held in advance of this policy, in ten years shoulder their own responsibilities and it is totally
we can deliver, that is the horizon of 2012 or so, normal and in every country it is the same thing; it is
nuclear power plant operating in the UK. not exclusively in the UK or any other country that

Government set the policies. It is not up to us as
investors to define the role of the Government; weQ232 Dr Turner: Perhaps if I ask a more direct
just have to deliver within the framework of thisquestion, we might get an answer. You said that
policy.EDF puts its money where its mouth is. Okay. Let

us put that to the test. In your own evidence you say
“. . . in the absence of risk mitigation . . . by

Q236Dr Turner:Given that the liberalisedmarket inGovernment, nuclear will not be built in the current
theUK is quite a recent phenomenon and you do notmarket”. This seems to me to be a very clear
in fact have it in France in the same way at all, it isstatement that left to the market it will not deliver.
unlikely to change significantly in the foreseeableWhat would EDF need to see before it, before EDF
future. So you have the situation that we have andwould invest its money in a new nuclear power plant
you say you do not want any Government subsidy,in the UK and are you proposing to do it?
you do not want the Government to contribute toMr de Rivaz:When I talk about mitigating risks it is
development costs. The simple question is: given thenot for EDF, it is for all investors. The risks are those
circumstances that you have would you invest in awhich I have underlined already: licensing, planning,
new plant, yes, or no?safety authority. None of the investors is asking for
Mr de Rivaz: I am sorry but all investors would giveany bias; I have been talking with my colleagues in
you the same answer. We should not confuse thethe industry. None of the investors is begging for
phases. I have listened to the Prime Minister and Isubsidies. We are all very much in favour of the
think we have reached the moment for the debatemarket mitigating those risks. The development
about the policy. Once this policy is established, wecosts, to be precise, for a new power plant are a little
investors will be able to make our decision.bit higher than for building CCGT or renewables;

for the first-of-a-kind it is of the order of £250 Chairman: I think that point has been well covered.
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Q237 Mark Pritchard: You might be attracted to take a short-term view; on the contrary, for the large
utilities like ourselves investors are going to embarkvarious areas of policy for major changes and one is

planning. Considering that you can have a mixed on long-term policies because they understand that
the energy world has changed, has dramaticallydevelopment, commercial/retail/leisure, which goes

through a local planning process, then perhaps goes changed in the last ten years. We are facing new
challenges. In Europe there was over capacity; thereto appeal or is called in by the Secretary of State and

the Secretary of State is taking 12 to 18 months is no longer over-capacity. In Europe we need to
build networks, to reinforce our networks, to buildto make decisions, even on medium-sized

developments, let us say leisure and commercial, interconnections and the environmental issues have
rightly come at the top of the agenda. The globalwhen you are talking about the time frames you

mentioned earlier, that moves us into a diYculty vis- warming issue is now at the top of the agenda. All
these elements were not there ten years ago. In thatà-vis switching oV existing nuclear plants. What

changeswould you like to see in the planning process context the investors understand that the players like
the EDF group, which is the only large Europeanto speed up the whole process going from planning

application through to design and build stage? leader being both in France, in Germany, the UK
and Italy, can provide a good answer and goodMr de Rivaz:May I introduce Denis Linford who is

Director of Regulation and can help on this policies and I am very confident investors will make
a great success of this IPO.question.

Mr Linford:There will be a process of looking at the
design of stations; there will be a licensing process Q240 Mark Pritchard: How do you respond to a
and also obviously a planning process, planning timetable point that some critics would say that
inquiry process. It is important that these nuclear cannot be built in time to bridge that
concentrate on the issues at hand. What we are generating gap? It cannot be built in time.
saying is that the terms of reference for a planning Mr de Rivaz: When I said 10 years, that is more or
inquiry should not look at the whole of energy less five years for licensing and planning and five
policy, it should concentrate on local issues. The years for the construction. France is nowplanning to
important thing is that the timescale for the licensing build a new power plant in Normandy and the
and planning should not be over-extended, because construction time is 54months; four point five years.
that is what will create the risk of not recovering our
investment. Q241 Chairman: The Government are not going to

make their position known until 2008. There is then
a couple of years’ specification work. We haveQ238Mark Pritchard: But you accept no doubt that

the environmental impact assessment will be a key received evidence recently that a new nuclear plant
in this country would not be up and running untilelement in that planning process.

Mr Linford: Indeed. 2020 or 2021. That is too late, is it not?
Mr de Rivaz: I am afraid you are right. I think the
critical time ismore around 2016 than 2020, and thatQ239 Colin Challen: I think you accept that the
is in 10 years.capital costs and development timescales of new

nuclear are really quite long. You also seem to
Q242 Chairman: Does that not make the wholeaccept the Royal Academy of Engineering’s rather
question of nuclear irrelevant?low assessment for the generating costs. It is a bit of
Mr de Rivaz: We should not confuse the cause anda mismatch really. Do you think your investors
the eVect.would accept the Royal Academy of Engineering’s

low generating costs or would they perhaps prefer to
see their money being sunk into new CCGT? They Q243 Mark Pritchard: On security, not security of

supply, but security of nuclear plants, that is goinghave tomake quicker decisions perhaps than you are
willing to allow or able to. to becomemore of an issue and you can arguably say

in the energy mix that nuclear is the most vulnerableMr de Rivaz: It happens that this oral evidence
which I am very pleased to give you this afternoon target. How do you think your company, along with

others in the industry, is going to convince thosewhotakes place in the middle of the road show which
EDFhas organised at themoment in London. I have are advising Government on nuclear plants actually

being a threat if they were hit, a threat to the widerleft them to be with you and I am very happy to be
here. We are meeting investors and, without giving community? The point is that you have a

competitive disadvantage in the context of globalaway toomany details about this IPOwhich is going
to raise seven billion euros from the market, which terror.

Mr de Rivaz:You are making a serious point, but atwill be the beginning of the process of opening up the
EDF Group capital, which everybody should the same time, in terms of security of supply, the

terrorist threats can hit every type of power plant—welcome as a significant step in the right direction,
they are impressed by the strength which the I amnot saying this to encourage anyone—including

networks, which could be a vulnerable element in thegenerating fleet in France is giving to the equity story
of the EDF Group. Having 95% CO2-free nuclear chain. I do not see, because the design of the nuclear

power plant has taken into account these kinds ofplus hydro in France means we are very competitive
because we are not dependent on the price of oil or risks, a specific additional problem in terms of

security of supply linked to that. However, it is agas and is something which is extremely appealing
for the investors. I do not think that all investors very relevant point that the debate we are in has to
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address whether public opinion is fully comfortable serious contribution. We need to have some
acceleration of the planning issues for renewables aswith that, because it is a question they will raise

along with many others. What is important is to well. There is another point which we have not
mentioned because we are short of time: energyaccept all the questions. The worst scenario would

be to have on the one side the pro-nuclear who are eYciency is part of the mix, it is part of the diverse
approach. Over the last ten years we have investedgoing to lobby against everything else and on the

other the pro-renewables who are going to lobby something like—I do not have the exact figure in
front of me—£90 million. We have benefitedagainst everything else. I am advocating diversity. If

we want a political consensus, we have to accept thousands of householders by reducing their
consumption by 11 terawatt hours. We have a plandiversity.
to invest £10 million more in several London
boroughs.We are serious about the energy eYciencyQ244 David Howarth: You recall the MIT study in
challenge.2003 envisaging global growth in a nuclear scenario.
Chairman: Can we just probe you a little further onEven under that the percentage of world energy
renewables? If we have time we will come ontoproduction from nuclear went up by about two
energy eYciency again.percentage points from 16 to 18. Are we not talking

about nuclear not really being part of a future which
depends perhaps on another technology? To give Q246 Mrs Villiers: You emphasise that we should

not put all our eggs in one basket and we have toyou an example, if you look at your own figures, it
seems to me that clean coal competes very well in all look at a range of ways to tackle this impending

energy crisis. On renewables, your paper actuallyrespects. Would your investors not be more
attracted to those kinds of projects than to a says that the targets for renewable energy should not

be increased at this stage beyond those we alreadynuclear project?
Mr de Rivaz:What we have done at the moment on have and that we should wait until there is a

significant volume and the technical and economicclean coal is simply because we are serious about the
environment; we are a company which is taking its impacts of renewable energy have been assessed.

Why that limitation? From what you have just saidresponsibilities seriously in this field. We have opted
into the Large Combustion Plant Directive and we you are quite enthusiastic about increasing the use of

renewables and if one looks at the Scandinavians,intend to operate our coal-fired power plant in
Nottinghamshire, 4,000 megawatts, as long as we the Germans, the Spanish, they have already set

more ambitious targets than we have in the UK.can. However, in 2016 we plan to replace these coal-
fired plants. I think the timescales are favourable to Should we not be following their example?

Mr de Rivaz: I am enthusiastic about renewablesall these things; in the very short term there is the
horizon of the 2010 for renewables. The critical because my background is as a hydro power

engineer and it is a beautiful job to tap rivers over themoment is in the middle of the next decade where, if
we investors do not have the framework we are water. It is the first renewable energy which is very

eYcient. What I am saying is that we have to beexpecting in the coming 12 or 15 months, we may
face a problem collectively. realistic. We support the Government’s renewables

policy. The target of 10% for 2010 is challenging, but
it is the right thing to keep this target, because if weQ245DavidHowarth:The problemwe have is seeing
change the target we have no chance to achieve it. Athow the various options fit into those various time
the same time, we have to recognise, and it is part oflimits. Given the problem we have over the next 10
this diversity policy, that in advocating that beyondyears, nuclear does not seem to fit in there, because
a certain threshold you have some drawbacks, somethings like clean coal seem to be a better option for
diYculties with renewables. These are linked to thethat timescale and once we have got over that hump,
fact that the load factor of renewables is only—itthat obstacle, then there does not seem to be any
depends upon the wind of course—35% of thereason after that to invest in nuclear either, because
installed capacity. That means that if you are relyingother technologies will be doing the job better.
too much on renewables, you have to add a reserveMr de Rivaz: First may I put that in a very simple
capacity, generally coming from fossil fuel powerway? I think we should not put all our eggs in the
plants, of 65% of your renewable capacity. Beyondsame basket. Betting on technologies which are not
a certain level wind farms becomemore of a problemyet available to fix our issues in the medium term is
than a solution. We should concentrate on thedangerous. The carbon sequestration might be—
objective of 10%, and we are not yet there, and notmight be; we do not know; nobody knows—the
rely overly on that because it is not realistic. I amsolution for the years 2030 or beyond. Hydrogen
talking about wind farms.with its very decentralised energy sourcing might be

a solution for 2040. In the meantime, if we are
serious about diversity, we should consider what is Q247 Mrs Villiers: Looking at that specifically, it is

relatively clear to me that if we were significantlyavailable at the moment: clean coal for some years
and gas of course. We all know that 50% of the dependent on wind farms, there would be gaps in the

power generationwhen thewindwas not blowing, soreserves of gas in the world are in Russia and some
reserves are inQatar and Iran. It is a political choice. we would need a fallback solution. I can see you are

saying that the duplication could make the situationAnd renewables: we were discussing planning issues.
I have 900 megawatts as a goal for 2010 as my worse but if we are going through a diverse range of

energy sources anyway, surely we should have thecontribution to the Government’s targets, a very
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option of that fallback to support renewable energy. micro-generation and of energy eYciency measures?
I do not see that is a reason not to go for more In other words, what I suppose we and the
ambitious targets on renewables. Government are calling for is for a major company
Mr de Rivaz: At that time you have another like yours to try in the future to sell less electricity to
problem, which is that it is becomingmore andmore consumers rather than more.
expensive. If you are doubling your capacity, you Mr de Rivaz: Thank you for the question. I am not
have to pay for it and having installed 65% as sceptical. I have a real will to contribute to energy
backup becomes hugely expensive. There are four eYciency. I said that we have invested £90 million
objectives and we should look at all of them and in and have saved our customers 11 terawatt hours
that case the economic case is not achieved. through various measures. I am simply saying that
Unfortunately in the UK we have neither high we, the power industry, cannot solve all these issues
mountains nor large rivers. In France they are lucky regarding energy eYciency on our own.Where is the
as they have 20,000 megawatts of hydro power, but national campaign about energy eYciency in this
we do not have that here. country? We have had campaigns about road

accidents and about the danger to health of
smoking—without entering the current debateQ248 Dr Turner: You forget that we may not have

mountains, but we do have lovely tides. I know that about that. Is the construction industry suYciently
EDF is not uninterested in those as well. You say involved in the challenge? Have all Government
that if the 20% target is filled by wind that is as much organisations been working together to identify, to
as you should depend onwind, but there is mounting target the thoughts about what is to be done? I am
evidence that it is not that simple, because wind is not sceptical; I am just describing the diYculties we
highly variable though it does happen that the wind are all facing.We have to continue: energy eYciency
source is best at the times when power needs are is part of the solution. The current gross demand
greatest, that is in winter. So in fact, your argument forecast from the National Grid is 0.79% growth
about the limitation imposed by the need for backup demand, and probably energy eYciency can save in
generation is not as powerful as you might think. the order of eight megawatts, something like that in
Mr de Rivaz: I understand your point, and I am very the gap. It is significant, but it is only one element of
humbled at speaking in front of the politicians who the solution; it is not the solution.
have the responsibility for making the decisions. I
recognise that it is not simple. I do not want to

Q251Mr Hurd: The Government’s energy eYciencyspeculate on public opinion, because you are the
strategy is very much focused on the energyspecialists and I am not. However, I do think that if
eYciency commitment. Do you accept that therewe ask people whether they are happy to have both
may be a structural problem with a solution whichwind farms in terms of renewables and a certain level
requires consumers to believe that companies likeof nuclear, if we are not opposing the two together,
EDF want to sell less energy?a consensus would be created. That is my feeling.
Mr de Rivaz:Thank you verymuch for the question.
Do you know that we launched a loyalty scheme inQ249 Dr Turner: You are eVectively saying that
2003 to encourage our customers to be loyal to us,nuclear has to be part of themix and that nomix will
which is a normal objective for a company whichwork without nuclear. Is that what you are saying?
wants to retain its customers, the Nectar scheme,Mr de Rivaz: At the moment we know that if we do
which is a very successful scheme with manynot replace nuclear we are going to end up with a
sponsors, not just EDF Energy? We are the onlypolicy which would not be diverse. I think it is not
energy company in this scheme and we are the onlyrealistic to imagine that we can replace 10,000
retailer of all kinds of commodities which is notmegawatts of nuclear with wind farms and it is not
rewarding customers for consuming more. There isthe right policy. If we replace them with gas, we are
no incentive at all, not one Nectar point given fornot diverse in our supply of energy and we are over-
customers who increase their consumption. All thedependent on a limited number of countries which
criteria are diVerent: there is loyalty . . . I do notare not necessarily the friendliest in the long term. So
want to enter into details. The second initiative wediversity.
have taken is to launch a product: Read, Reduce
Reward, which has been developed in Hove byQ250MsBarlow:May I first declare aminor interest
teams there and I am very proud of what they havebecause EDF is a major employer within my
done. It is designed to actively encourage and rewardconstituency. That aside, you mentioned the
our customers who give us evidence that they haveinvestment which you have put into energy
reduced their energy consumption. So we are in aeYciency. We felt that in your evidence you were
win-win engagement with our customers: we wantvery sceptical about the scope and result both of
them to stay with us and we want to help them toenergy eYciency and micro-generation. For
reduce their consumption and we reward them ifexample, last week we received evidence that if
they do so. There is a lot of cynicism about themicro-CHPunits were put in just a quarter of central
industry, saying “it is not credible that you areheating boilers which need to be replaced over the
genuinely in favour of reducing consumption”. Inext 15 years, that would be equivalent to six
cannot speak on behalf of the others, but as far asgigawatts of generating capacity, which is half the
EDF Energy is concerned, we are very seriouscurrent nuclear generating capacity. Are you not

underestimating the potential contribution of about that.
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Q252 Ms Barlow: I take on board what you are Mr de Rivaz: Just a word about that, coming to the
nuclear debate, it is rightly so the most diYcultsaying about selling. I should like to ask a brief
political and emotional dimension regardingsupplementary on the £90 million. How much of
nuclear; I recognise that. At the same time, we dothat £90 million which you say is being spent on
have solutions. The problem already exists, so it isenergy eYciency is being spent on R&D to create
not the construction of nuclear plants with newsystems where people are buying less electricity? I
technology which is creating the problem. If we wereshould also like to ask a more general question. It
replacing overnight the existing 10,000 megawattsseems tome that throughout your evidence you have
which we have in the UK with the new reactorsbeen putting an awful lot on the Government in
which are available now on the market, the quantityterms of raising awareness, of making decisions, of
of waste which would be created by that would bebuilding a framework. This has been a repeated
only 10% of the waste created by the former nucleartheme throughout your evidence. One thing which
technology. So in this field we have constantstruck me particularly within your evidence was the
technological improvements. Having said that,issue which we have only touched on slightly, which
forgive me for giving this example, but in otherwas waste disposal. You talk about the Government
countries, including France, we have some goodcreating a waste disposal levy at the time of
benchmarks: transportation and storage of nucleargeneration and you say the waste problem is pressing
waste are safe. In the long term a solution does existand the Government should move to identify long-
and the point which has to be made is that the finalterm solutions at the earliest possible moment,
decision has not been taken but there is a long-termwhich again fits in with your theme throughout your
solution, which is the burying of the long-termevidence about how you are looking for a
radioactive waste in underground cavities whichframework. Then, the last sentence of your evidence
have been tested for that. France, as far as we aresays “A number of scientifically acceptable solutions
concerned, should be ready tomake this choice. I amdo exist and the resolution of this debate should not
used to saying that we have experience in France ofhold up the development of new stations”. Is this not
58 reactors, on average 19 years old; eleven centuriescreating a problem before a solution is created? Are
of operation of programmes without any incidentsyou saying that we should go ahead with new build
in relation to the operation or storage of waste.without having identified howwe are going to get rid
Eleven centuries, probably back to King Alfred inof the waste?
the year 900; a very long period without anyMr Linford: The nuclear waste issue exists already.
incident, including on waste. We understand theMr de Rivaz: Are you talking about nuclear waste?
problem, but we should accept that there are
solutions which are safe, deliverable and economic

Q253 Ms Barlow: Yes. There was one brief and which are part of the cost of the kilowatt hours
supplementary about how the £90 million should produced by nuclear.
be spent. Chairman:We will close this session here. I am very
Mr de Rivaz: I thought it was a more general issue grateful to you for your time and for your evidence.
than the nuclear one. Thank you very much indeed.

Q254 Ms Barlow: Particularly in terms of waste, The Committee suspended from 3.42 pm to 4.32 pm
for a division in the Housebecause we have not touched on that throughout.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by EDF Energy

The Generation Gap

— The term “generation gap” is used to describe a shortfall in electricity generating capacity as
compared to electricity demand assuming circa 20% plant margin needs to be maintained.

— We estimate that 25–35 GW of new electricity generation will be needed by 2018 to fill the
emerging “gap”

— The gap will occur because of:

— the closure of coal and oil plants through the impact of the LCPD;

— the nuclear decommissioning programme; and

— demand growth.

How we calculated this generation gap for 2018

— We assumed peak demand increases from 62 to 68 GW:

— This is based on National Grid’s 2005 GB seven year statement that assumes average peak
demandwill grow by 0.79%per annum. This is the growth rate seen at the grid level, so it takes
into account growth in distributed generation and improvements in energy eYciency, which
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has a negative eVect on growth at the grid level. NG says that if distributed generation and
energy eYciency were excluded the growth rate would be 1.4% per annum. They do not
specify how much of this diVerence is due solely to energy eYciency.

The gap figure takes into account the contribution of new renewables delivered through the Renewables
Obligation.

— This is estimated to be around 10GW of transmission-connected renewables build. However even
on a very optimistic assumption only 50% of this capacity would be considered “firm” ie not
intermittent such as wind. Embedded (distributed generation) renewables build that also
contributes to the Renewables Obligation target is implicit in the estimate of demand.

— We have also assumed a system margin of around 20% needs to be maintained as is the situation
at present.

— All Magnox (BNFL) stations shutting by 2010 equals a loss of 2.5 GW.

— The closure of a number of Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors (AGRs) owned by British Energy.
Estimated loss of approximately 5 GW as early as 2014 if life extensions not given.

— The limiting of output from “opted-out” coal as a result of the Large Combustion Plant Directive
(LCPD). Could be as much as 19 GW of coal capacity by 2016.

— Peak demand increases from 62 to 68 GW.

— Eight GW nuclear closure.

— Nineteen GW LCPD opt-out closure.

Demand increase "6 GW

Nuclear "8 GW

Opt out coal "19 GW

Renewables !5 GW (10 GW w 50% capacity)

Total generation gap % approx 28 GW (based on maintaining same system margin close to 20%.

February 2006

Memorandum submitted by Scottish and Southern Energy

Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE) welcomes the Committee’s decision to launch an inquiry to examine
the options for investment in meeting future requirements for new electricity generating capacity and is
grateful to have this opportunity to submit written evidence to the Committee.

Scottish and Southern Energy

SSE is involved in the generation, transmission, distribution and supply of electricity and in the storage,
distribution and supply of gas.

It is the second largest generator of electricity in the UK and the largest generator of electricity from both
non-nuclear and renewable sources. SSE owns and operates almost 10,000MW (megawatts) of electricity
generating capacity, including around 4,300MW of gas-fired capacity, 4,000MW of coal-fired capacity and
around 1,400MW of hydro-electric power stations and wind farms. In addition, SSE has interests and
investments in initiatives to generate electricity from biomass, “micro” wind turbines, deep-water oVshore
wind turbines, tidal power and solar photovoltaics.

SSE is also the third largest supplier of electricity and gas in the UK, providing energy to over six million
customers in England, Scotland and Wales.

A. The Generation Gap

This paper looks at the impact of growing and falling demand for electricity over the period to 2020. It
should be borne in mind, however, that the Energy White Paper’s target of a 60% reduction in carbon
dioxide emissions by 2050 presumes a 50% increase in the demand for heat, light and power. This underlines
the scale of the task ahead.

The UK currently consumes around 350TWh (terawatt hours) of electricity each year, from around
76GW (gigawatts) of generating capacity.
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Growing demand

If demand for electricity grows at its current rate by 1.5% per year for the next 15 years, the UK will be
consuming around 400TWh of electricity each year by 2020. It is reasonable and prudent to assume that if
coal-fired and nuclear power stations are phased out as expected, the UK will have electricity generating
capacity comprising around 56GW in 2020, enough to produce just over 200TWh of electricity—barely half
of the requirement if demand grows—and this assumes that there will be growth in the capacity of renewable
generation in particular.

Falling demand

If, through a radical set of new measures, demand for electricity falls by 1.5% per year for the next 15
years, the UK will be consuming around 280TWh of electricity each year by 2020—which still leaves a
shortfall of around 80TWh of electricity production.

In summary, the UK is faced with a huge generation gap. The successful implementation of energy
eYciency measures to reduce demand for electricity could reduce the size of that gap, but a substantial
shortfall would still remain.

This being so, it is vital that the public becomes fully aware of the position. Amongst other things, this
will then allow a fully informed analysis of issues surrounding the development of wind farms (and possibly
nuclear power in due course). Closing the generation gap will require a major programme of construction
in power generation, which will test fully public reaction. At the same time, measures to reduce demand for
energy require major behavioural changes on the part of every citizen of the UK.

It is also important that every policy decision is tested against its impact on security of supply. One
example illustrates the point. The so-called “closure” rules on the EUEmissions Trading Scheme could lead
to power plant being allowed to keep all of its emissions allowance after closure, thereby providing a
perverse incentive to coal-fired stations to close.

B. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

Given the size of the generation gap that is set to emerge over the next 15 years, the key priority must be
to invest in technologies capable of producing significant amounts of electricity while ensuring the UK
remains on a path to a 60% reduction in its carbon dioxide emissions by 2050. At the same time, as the
Energy White Paper acknowledged in 2003, the best way of maintaining energy reliability will be through
energy diversity.

Main technology options

Setting aside financial and other considerations, this priority implies investment in four main electricity
generation technologies:

— wind power, including onshore and oVshore;

— combined cycle gas turbines, which consume relatively low amounts of primary fuel for each unit
of electricity generated;

— gas- or coal-fired plant which has the capability to capture carbon dioxide emissions; and

— nuclear power.

Of these technologies, onshore wind power and combined cycle gas turbines are clearly “proven”.Nuclear
technologies are more controversial, and part of the debate around whether the UK should invest in new
nuclear power stations would undoubtedly centre on the precise technology to be adopted. For example,
the third generation of reactors is generally regarded as being safer and more eYcient than their
predecessors. There is no doubt that increased eYciency will help with waste issues (see below), which will
remain a key factor if investment in the nuclear sector is to be revived. At present, very few are being
constructed elsewhere in the world and they may, in due course, be superseded by a fourth generation of
reactors, which is currently undergoing design and testing.

OVshore wind power clearly has potential. Indeed, SSE is working with Talisman Energy UK on the
development of what could be the world’s first deep water oVshore wind farm, 25km oV the coast of
Scotland, in the Moray Firth. Nevertheless, the diYculties should not be under-estimated. The UK’s
ambitious programme for the development of oVshore wind farms, as set out in July 2003, is unlikely to be
fulfilled, partly because the costs of oVshore wind developments have risen. There remain, therefore,
fundamental financial and technical issues which are likely to restrict the part that oVshore wind can play
in meeting the UK’s energy needs in the foreseeable future. Additional support, probably capital, is likely
to be necessary for oVshore wind farms, although it is crucial that any such support does not distort the
development of proven renewable technologies.
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As far as the capture of carbon dioxide is concerned, SSE and three partner companies have just
commenced engineering design of the world’s first industrial scale project to generate “carbon free”
electricity from hydrogen. The project would convert natural gas to hydrogen and carbon dioxide gases,
then use the hydrogen gas as fuel for a 350MWpower station and export the carbon dioxide to a North Sea
oil reservoir for enhanced oil recovery and ultimate storage. While each of the component technologies
making up the project is already proven, their proposed combination in this project is a world first. The full
project would require total capital investment of around £400 million. It would also require an appropriate
policy and regulatory framework that encourages the capture of carbon dioxide from fossil fuel-based
electricity generation and its long-term storage.

SSE is also party toDTI Project 407, in collaborationwith others, which is aimed at assessing the potential
to retrofit super-critical technology to existing coal-fired power plant. This technology increases combustion
eYciency, thereby reducing carbon dioxide emissions, and in addition can also be made ready to capture
emissions of carbon dioxide. Any new-build coal-fired plant would probably be based on super-critical
technology.

In summary, there are in practice very few proven technology options for investment in the low carbon
production of electricity. It is, therefore, vital that there is in place adequate support to enable investment
in these technologies to take place.

Other technology options

The costs of electricity generation capacity fall into two categories: the construction costs and the ongoing
operational costs, including fuel costs:

The costs—capital

Typical new build costs for various technologies (per kilowatt of installed capacity) range from around
£450 for combined cycle gas turbine to around £800 for onshore wind, around £900 for gas with carbon
capture, and around £1,500 (or more) for nuclear.

Any capital cost estimates such as this have to be treated with a degree of caution. Given the specialist
nature of such construction projects, they are particularly vulnerable, for example, to increases in the costs
of labour and materials.

The degree of caution with which capital cost estimates should be treated is obviously greater where
technologies are not proven. This means that the only technologies where costs can be regarded as being
reasonably certain at the present time are combined cycle gas turbine, coal-fired plant and onshore wind.

The costs—operational

The operational costs of fossil-fuelled power plant are dominated by the fuel cost. Any commentary on
these is, essentially, a forecast of future fuel prices. The higher fossil fuel costs become, the more economic
renewable and nuclear power become. As any electrical system requires a mix of technology, the cost
relativity between coal and gas will determine the balance between these two. While any investment case
must take fixed annual costs of manpower, rates and electricity grid charges into account, they are often
more likely to influence a decision to close a power station than a decision to invest in one.

As far as nuclear power is concerned, the waste processing costs associated with the fuel cycle are as
uncertain as the capital costs—and account also has to be taken of decommissioning. The relatively low cost
of fuel makes this operational cost relatively less important than in fossil generation plant. In assessing
nuclear power, however, the costs of disposing of radioactive waste and decommissioning are crucial in any
assessment of nuclear economics.

The timescales

It is becoming increasingly diYcult, and certainly much more time consuming, to secure consent to build
any electricity generating capacity in the UK. Even relatively uncontroversial wind farms now take around
five years to complete the development, environmental assessment, planning, construction and
commissioning processes. It would take at least a similar period to build a power station featuring combined
cycle gas turbines. This being so, it is anyone’s guess how long it would take a proposal for a nuclear power
station to overcome each of these significant hurdles.

At present, the only types of electricity generation capacity which are being developed on a significant
scale are wind farms and a few hydro-electric power stations. This investment is encouraged by the
Renewables Obligation, providing an incentive to build capacity not simply for environmental reasons, but
to help in keeping the lights on by providing increased diversity and security of supply. The Renewables
Obligation is, and should remain, central to the delivery of zero carbon generation capacity in the UK.
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There is no other electricity generating capacity being constructed in the UK, although consent has been
granted for the development of some gas-fired power station capacity.

A critical issue in the UK is the length of time it is taking for any power generation development to receive
consent and be commissioned. Given the generation gap described above, it is critical that these timescales
are shortened as much as possible.

The network

The fact that only electricity schemes using renewable sources are currently being built in the UK has led
to questions about the impact on the management of the electricity networks of a significant increase in the
number of wind farms in particular. There are no technical reasonswhy a substantial proportion of theUK’s
electricity requirements—certainly up to 20%—cannot be delivered by wind. While the level of investment
needed in electricity networks to accommodate this new source of power will be substantial, it will not be
unprecedented.

In view of the generation gap described above, it is clearly critical that the electricity network upgrades
that are necessary to accommodate new sources of electricity receive consent within a reasonable timescale.
In practice, however, it seems that delays to network developments are even greater than for generation.

The attitude of financial institutions to investment in diVerent forms of generation

The attitude of financial institutions to any kind of investment is determined by two principal factors:

— the availability, and cost, of capital for investment; and

— a risk/reward analysis—the greater the financial risk being undertaken, the greater must be the
potential reward.

Plainly, given the history of the nuclear industry in the UK, not least events at British Energy in 2002,
investment in nuclear power would be placed at the high-risk end of the spectrum.

Electricity is a long-term business: electricity generation plant is generally built to last for 25–50 years.
The risk/reward analysis needs to assess: the likely costs of primary fuels over the long term; trends in prices
for the power produced; and possible developments in the public policy arena. In terms of the latter point,
three key developments—the Large Combustion Plant Directive, the EU Emissions Trading Scheme and
the Renewables Obligation—have occurred in a single five-year period. This is a period in which there has
been a dearth of investment in generation capacity other than renewables.

All of this makes any decision to invest in electricity generation a very complex one. It is also worth
bearing in mind that there is no historic precedent in the UK for resolving generation production
requirements on this scale by means of a market-led approach.

The Renewables Obligation has been very successful in leading to investment in wind farms, hydro-
electric schemes and in the newer, developing technologies. A key test of any public policy development
impacting on the energy sector is that it should not automatically lead to additional risks for existing players
in the electricity generation sector. A stable public policy framework is essential to an industry that operates
on such lengthy timescales. There needs to be a period of respite from further policy or Directive overload.

In this context, it is vital that if theUK concludes there are strategic benefits to be derived from investment
in nuclear power, that investment is not encouraged by means which distort the wider electricity generation
market and discourage investment in other technologies. In this respect, sentiment is often as critical as
substance. If, at any stage, there appears to be any dilution of the government’s commitment to renewable
energy, investment is likely to suVer—which will make the problem of the generation gap even more
pressing.

C. Strategic Benefits

Existing nuclear power has usually provided a relatively inflexible, baseload generation. Its main
advantages lie in the fact that it provides fuel diversity and does not contribute emissions of greenhouse
gases. Indeed, this advantage is now recognised via the EU Emissions Trading Scheme. There is, therefore,
the potential for nuclear power to form part of an integrated energy policy.

At the same time, the disposal of radioactive waste presents one of the main barriers to the development
of nuclear power and it is likely that a solution to this problem must be identified before any new-build
programme for nuclear power stations is implemented.

The other major waste issue that has dogged nuclear power is the large cost of decommissioning highly
radioactive equipment. TheNuclear Decommissioning Agency (NDA) is now responsible for managing the
decommissioning of all of the UK’s existing nuclear facilities. It is clear that the responsibility for and
funding arrangements for decommissioning any new nuclear reactors would have to be clearly established
before a new programme of nuclear development could be undertaken.
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All of this means that the advocates of nuclear power have to be able to demonstrate that, including
decommissioning and waste costs, it would be economic for investment in the industry to take place.

It is also vital, as stated above, that any such investment is not at the expense of the other technologies
which can contribute to material reductions in emissions of greenhouse gases, including those which are
capable of leading to a significant reduction in the demand for electricity.

D. Other Issues

There are two other issues which need to be considered very carefully before developing and embarking
on any programme of support for new nuclear power: the level of carbon emissions associated with the
construction, operation and decommissioning of a new nuclear power station; and public confidence in the
nuclear industry and, in particular, in the safety of the industry.

On the first point, emissions of carbon during these processes are far from insignificant. On the second
point, it is clear that nuclear reactors are generally becoming safer than they were, which is just as well given
that they will have to be protected against technical failure, human error and terrorism, amongst other
things.

E. Summary

In summary, SSE urges the Committee to consider the following key points in its assessment of how to
“keep the lights on”:

— a very substantial “generation gap” is emerging—and by 2050, virtually all of the country’s
electricity generation capacity will have to be replaced;

— decision to begin to close the gap must be made as soon as possible;

— the key priority must be to invest in technologies capable of producing significant amounts of
electricity while ensuring the UK remains on a path to a 60% reduction in its carbon dioxide
emissions;

— additional support is likely to be necessary for all the new technologies;

— the successful development of “carbon capture”-type technologies will require an appropriate
regulatory and policy framework, as well as financial support;

— it is becoming increasingly diYcult to secure consent to build any electricity generating capacity
in the UK and it is critical that these timescales are shortened as much as possible;

— it is critical that the electricity network upgrades which are required to accommodate new sources
of electricity receive consent within a reasonable timescale;

— if the UK concludes there are strategic benefits to be derived from investment in nuclear power,
investment must not be encouraged bymeans which distort the wider electricity generationmarket
and discourage investment in other technologies; and

— the advocates of nuclear power have to be able to demonstrate that, including decommissioning
and waste costs, it would be economic for investment in the industry to take place.

There are two other critical points that the Committee will wish to address.

First, it is vital that government policy overall is designed to maximise reductions in carbon dioxide
emissions across all sectors, and not just electricity generation. In other words, the burdens imposed by the
Emissions Trading Scheme should be such that management in every sector is given the impetus and
incentive to tackle carbon dioxide emissions.

Second, there is clear potential for policy in microgeneration—such as rooftop wind turbines and solar
photovoltaics—to be developed so that it is seen as a demand-side measure contributing to lower energy
consumption targets. SSE has submitted a response to the government’s recent consultation on its strategy
for the promotion of microgeneration and the low carbon buildings programme. It supports fully the
government’s aim of developing a more strategic and co-ordinated approach across government in order
to help microgeneration technologies to fulfil their undoubted potential—and would be happy to share its
response to the consultation with the Committee if that would be helpful.

23 September 2005
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Witness: Dr Keith MacLean,Head of Sustainable Development, Scottish and Southern Energy, examined.

Q255 Chairman: Welcome Dr MacLean. I am tied up with all sorts of conditions and
administrative processes about how it can beextremely sorry that there has been such a long

delay. The Government have not fallen, but I dare achieved.
say there is some nervousness amongst the
Government whips which has caused a little further Q259 Mr Hurd: And Project Rachel?
delay. May I begin by asking a question about the Dr MacLean: The basic concept there is to look at
demand side and the scale of energy eYciency moving the longer term relationship away from the
savings which the White Paper envisages? Do you energy supplier to the distribution business and use
think that those are credible? the distribution business as the mechanism for
Dr MacLean: The way that the White Paper is collecting revenues over a longer term for the energy
structured and the identification of the five or six services investment which has been made, while still
mega-tonnes of carbon to come from domestic maintaining the freedom of the end user to choose
energy eYciency is certainly of the order of the energy supplier for the residual commodity,
magnitude that we should be aiming for, although it electricity or gas, which is being used. It is a bit like
is not the order ofmagnitudewhich is being achieved the reverse of the wayleave situation. I have an
by the schemes which are currently in place. electricity pole in the garden of my house and there

is an ongoing relationship with the distribution
company, which says it has to be there. If I sell theQ256 Chairman: Do you think the savings are
house, that then goes on to the next owner and theredeliverable within the timeframe?
is no question about it. By having that enduringDr MacLean: No. What I am saying is that it is
relationship through the distribution company andsensible that targets of that sort of order of
eVectively through a higher ongoing standingmagnitude are being set, but the current policy
charge, you can overcome some of those barriersmeasures are unlikely to deliver anything
within the energy supply rules as well as get overapproaching that in the domestic area.
some of the consumer concerns about what happens
if they move house. The obligation would simply

Q257 Chairman:Why is that? move to the new owner.
DrMacLean:At the moment the focus is very much
on the relative measures, the relative potential Q260 Mr Hurd: In that context of transfer of
measures rather than on absolute energy savings and relationship from supply to distribution company,
in order to deliver real carbon savings, ultimately could you also talk to us about the idea of moving
there needs to be a reduction in the amount of energy metering?
used or the amount of carbon which is in it. On the Dr MacLean: It is basically the same concept again.
demand side, really all we are looking at is At the moment, for an energy supplier with only 28
something which will reduce the overall amount days, eVectively any investment which is made in
drawn from the grid. The amounts which are metering has to be recovered in a 28-day period. So
happening under the energy eYciency commitment there is no incentive at all to an energy supplier to
are tiny in comparison even with the modest target make investment in metering. If it can be moved into
which is set out in the White Paper. a distribution business, then, just as Ofgem has been

doing recently with the regional power zones and the
new incentives for innovation, they can formallyQ258 Mr Hurd: May I ask about the market for
incentivise the distribution companies to make theenergy services? I should appreciate your comments
investment. Distribution companies eVectively loveon why it has taken so long for that market to
nothing better than having something to spend theiremerge and what the roadblocks are. I understand
money on to get a fixed return over a period andyou are involved in a project called Project Rachel,
have shown in their post-privatisation schemes forwhich we should like to understand a little more
cost reduction and service improvement the degreeabout and what progress you are making.
of innovation they can actually bring to the marketDr MacLean: On the energy services side, in some
if that contractual structure is in place.respects it is a very old concept where, certainly in

our old hydro-electric days, it was quite common to
install storage heating for people. The investment Q261 Mr Hurd: A wider point about the energy

eYciency agenda. If I understood you correctly, youwas made by our company on their behalf and there
was a longer-term relationship so that was paid oV were suggesting that the impact of the EEC

mechanism was likely to be marginal against theas part of the overall energy costs. Under the current
liberalised market structure we have, with a 28-day targets which have been set. However, it seems tome

that the central plank of Government policy at therule in it which means that an energy supply
customer can change supplier within 28 days, you do moment—and it is energy companies which are the

agents of that policy—means there is a fundamentalnot have that long-term incentive for the energy
supplier to make the investment. That is really the structural problem about a policy which allows

consumers to trust energy companies to sell themdiYculty at the moment for an energy services
company to find a contract structure which allows less energy.

Dr MacLean: To an extent, but there is no realthe long-term nature of the relationship, which
allows the repayment of the capital over time. incentive on consumers at the moment to make the

changes which would be necessary to achieveDespite the experiments to get rid of the 28-day rule,
very little has happened, because that experiment is the massive savings and that is why, if you take the
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2 November 2005 Dr Keith MacLean

energy services concept and eVectively flip moved supplier and they are changed anyway.What
goes in at the moment is the absolute lowest cost,everything round, if the energy services company

were responsible for providing the degree of lighting, lowest function meter, because the energy supplier
runs the risk of that investment being wasted if thethe warmth which was required within the property,

the power to drive things, if they were given that customer changes supplier again.
responsibility, they would make very sure that they
were doing that with the least possible input: the Q265 Mrs Villiers: Your memorandum states at the
lower the energy input, the bigger the profit margin bottom of page 2 that you are “ . . . working with
on that. That way it is then quite obvious that would Talisman Energy on the development of what could
be what the energy supplier was doing and it would be the world’s first deep water oVshore wind farm”.
be obvious to the consumer that they had a What stage are you at with that? Are you confident
guaranteed service, whether heat, light or power. that you are going to get it completed?
That is a big structural change, but it is the sort of Dr MacLean: We are looking at the first smaller-
conceptual one which probably has to be thought scale installations of units to operate in that
about if we are going to make the radical change to environment and clearly that has to be evaluated
get to an energy reduction approach rather than before we can be clear about whether we would get
simply an eYciency one. to the aspiration of the gigawatts of power we

ultimately hope to get from that scheme. With
Q262 Chairman: As a matter of interest, how many regard to the way we have outlined this in the paper,
customers are covered by Project Rachel? it is to group together all of the as yet unproven
DrMacLean: It is a concept at themoment on which technologies, either because of the scale of what we
we are working. Your next witness can probably tell are talking about or the combination of diVerent
you a little more about that as he is actually involved things which are there. With all of them there is an
in it far more than I am. inherent risk and much as we should like that risk to

disappear quickly, there is a lot of work in all of
those diVerent schemes which needs to be done toQ263 Mrs Villiers: It strikes me that we could make
evaluate the risk and make sure that it isa big impact on energy eYciency if wemade people’s
manageable.energy consumption much more visible. I wondered

whether you had any ideas about how one could
change the current structure of metering so, say, Q266 Mrs Villiers: What are the economics of the
when a consumer plugs his mobile phone charger project generally? Are you getting Government
into the wall something pops up visibly and tells him assistance for the project?
he is spending another five pence for every minute Dr MacLean: I do not want to mislead you, so I am
the charger is plugged in.Any ideas on howwemight happy to follow up and give you some exact
be able to encourage that so that people are aware information about funding arrangements for that. I
of the energy they are using and the money they are am afraid I do not know the exact detail1.
spending?
Dr MacLean: It is certainly one of the initiatives we

Q267 Mark Pritchard: Earlier on today we had aare trying to encourage and we are looking at
witness from the nuclear industry and I justopportunities to trial that at this very moment. It
wondered what your view was on their commentsdoes require a change in the regulatory structure
that they were not looking for subsidy frombecause the changes needed aVect both energy
Government, they just wanted a clear run in policysupply and energy distribution companies. You are
terms and they were happy to take the risks in theperfectly correct that there is very good evidence . . .
marketplace. Do you think that puts you at aI do not know how many of you have things in your
disadvantage as far as the British taxpayer iscar to show how many miles per gallon you are
concerned, considering that you are receiving anddoing, but I know frommy own personal experience
may be looking for even more subsidy in the future?that having one of those has radically altered the
DrMacLean: I am not quite sure whether I have gotway I drive and has radically improved my fuel
the gist of the question. Certainly as far as supportconsumption. It is a concept which has been well
mechanisms are concerned, we are very clear that allproven. It is not that diYcult to do technically and
of these as yet unproven technologies will requireit is just finding the mechanism whereby the tens of
some form of support to get them through thepounds or hundred pounds which need to be
development stage. What we are looking for ininvested in each property to put that intelligent
support mechanisms is something which is notmeter there which will connect via the mobile phone
trying to pick a winner, which does not distort theor through the television or through the PC to give
market in favour of one or the other options, but isthat ongoing display of something meaningful
simply amechanism for supporting the developmentrather than a thingwhich is going aroundwhich does
eVort which needs to be put into going through thenot really tell anybody that much about their
first of the prototypes and into something which canconsumption.
be produced.

Q264 Chairman: It could be done in all new homes.
1 Footnote inserted by witness 15.11.05: The project is fundedDr MacLean: It could. We are in a market at the 50% by SSE and partners and 50% through DTI, Scottish

moment where meters are changed, either because Executive and EU. Total planned investment is
approximately £30 million.they need to be recertified or because somebody has
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Q268 Mark Pritchard:Do you think it puts you at a Q274 Chairman: Just in terms of a percentage would
be helpful.political disadvantage because of that subsidy issue,

as against nuclear who are saying that they are Dr MacLean: I would really need to go back, but I
am happy to give you that figures.happy to take the risk as long as there is a clear policy

framework and we do not actually want taxpayers’
money? Q275 Dr Turner: OVshore wind is only just about
Dr MacLean: In some respects, if you take out the commercially viable as it is, with the support of both
decommissioning and the waste issues, nuclear has ROCs and capital grants, so anything which gets
plants which have been up and running for decades more expensive than that is clearly terribly
which have produced power for us, just as we have problematical, especially new marine renewable
had coal, just as we have had gas and just as we now technologies because they have not been deployed
have wind turbines which are capable of doing that on such a scale as to have achieved commercial scale
as well. The comparison is not completely valid in cost reductions. What is your view on the fiscal
that the technology has proven itself able to run over measures we need to take to get over this problem?
those decades and to provide power. The question is Do you think it is best handled by capital grants or
whether, in the cost analysis you do of the whole do we need an additionalmarket instrument, a super
thing, take carbon capture and storage for the ROC or whatever? In fact DTI are doing this in a
moment, one of the things which is making that sense for marine energy projects on a limited scale.
more costly is the fact that you have to find a way of What do you think is going to be the most eVective
disposing of the waste carbon dioxide at the end of approach to bring through new technologies which
the process. If those costs are not being added into are currently expensive, but which need to be
the nuclear comparison, clearly you are not deployed on a larger scale before we get the cost
comparing like with like. All that we are asking for benefits?
is that there is a fair comparison of all the costs and Dr MacLean: There are at least two stages in the
not that the public purse is picking up particular process and in the early stage the capital grant or
elements of any one of those. The obvious issues something which helps with that side of things is the
from the earlier questioning with regard to the waste obvious way to go. As you get further
and the decommissioning costs is how much those downstream—and exactly when it tips over I could
are being picked up by the investors and how much not actually say—there becomes a point where
those are being picked up by the public purse. having a revenue-support mechanism is

advantageous. From the public point of view, if all
Q269 Chairman: Sticking with cost, I notice that as you are doing is supporting howevermuch is done or
far as oVshore wind farms are concerned you said produced, if it fails and does not produce, then there
that the target from that quarter is unlikely to bemet is no cost for the public purse to pick up. It has the
because the costs have risen. Why have costs risen? advantage for the developer that it is starting to get
Dr MacLean: It is one of those inevitable things in into a commercial environment where everything is
these projects. happening as it would outside and you are hopefully

then looking at a situation where that revenue
Q270 Chairman: It is just a fact of life, is it? support is tailing oV. It certainly helps more than
DrMacLean: It is the initial enthusiasm to get things capital grants do once it gets beyond that stage.With
oV the ground and perhaps there is more optimism. regard to the interface with ROCs, one thing the

industry is very clear on and pretty unanimous, is
Q271 Chairman: There has not actually been an that the big advantage of the ROC mechanism is its
inflation of prices. longer-term nature and predictability within that. If
Dr MacLean: Nothing cataclysmic has happened it is set up as a long-term mechanism and then
which has done it; it is just part of the normal project tinkered with and changed, that not only
and technology cost development which most undermines the confidence in it as a measure, but it
people see. It is also a realisation that once you start undermines the confidence in any future long-term
going out and trying these things and gain measure as well. That is why there is a degree of
experience, there are things you did not expect and concern about things which are being looked at to
which do cost and which then have to be factored in change the ROC mechanism.
as it goes through.

Q276 Dr Turner: You say that the ROC mechanismQ272 Chairman: It was an under calculation in the
is predictable, but in fact the value of a ROC canfirst place really.
fluctuate and in certain circumstances it canDr MacLean: I think that is true.
disappear to zero, which would not appear to be the
most stable environment for encouragingQ273Chairman: Is it possible to give us some feel for
investment and indeed the DTI and Scottishthe scale of the diVerence between the scale of the
Executive are looking at the future of the ROC.projected cost then and the anticipated cost today?
What kind of changes do you think you would likeDrMacLean: I could not give you an accurate figure
to see in the mechanism?on that, but I am happy to consult with colleagues2.
Dr MacLean: Back to the point I made earlier on.
We would prefer that it was not changed. There is a2 Footnote inserted by witness 15.11.05: Project costs have
lot of concern at the moment. If the Governmentrisen by approximately 20% between the early stages of

Round 1 oVshore projects and projected Round 2 ones. target of the 10% by 2010 is not met then the value
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of the ROC for those who have invested gets higher Dr MacLean: Absolutely essential. We have
responded to the Ofgem consultation on that issuethe lower the success rate is. Reinforcing a point

EDF made earlier on, it is very frustrating for the with very clear concerns, not only about the overall
level of the transmission charging, but concernsindustry to have thrown back in its face that it is

creaming it on the ROC mechanism, when the about that sunset mechanism for the islands.
Dr Turner: I sympathise. I just did not listen at theindustry actually has this enormous five-gigawatt

queue of projects in which it is desperate, more than committee stage of the Bill.
happy, to make the investment but which are stuck
somewhere in the consent process. It is very, very Q280 Chairman: Can we talk about carbon capture
diYcult to avoid the problem that the under success and storage a bit more? You say in your
in the ROC mechanism will over reward those who memorandum that you are engaged in a couple of
have got in, when really the only way of doing more projects dealing with this. Can you tell us very briefly
about that is through the speeding up of the a little bit more about those projects?
planning and consents process rather than anything Dr MacLean: There is really only one which has
Government can otherwise do to the mechanism or moved forward, which is the project in Peterhead
the industry can do. which is working together with BP andBP’s partners

there. There is a fairly unique set of circumstances
Q277 Dr Turner: But if you had done that then you around Peterhead because of the gas pipelines
devalue the ROC. coming in and the proximity of oil fields and gas
Dr MacLean: The investors are perfectly happy to fields there too. The basic principle there is to bring
invest with parameters which are variable as long as natural gas into Peterhead, to split it up through a
the rules for that variation are known. If it is a chemical plant into carbon dioxide and hydrogen.
volume driven thing and if it goes up to the 10% and The hydrogen would then be burned through a fairly
beyond that, then we are aware of the consequences, conventional combined cycle gas turbine and the
we just do not want anything unexpected to happen. carbon dioxide would be pumped back out again

through the unique pipeline which is there and
capable of carrying it and be used for enhanced oilQ278 Dr Turner: Let us look at these gigawatts
recovery in the Miller field. That is a set ofwaiting in the pipeline. We know that some of them
circumstances which do not come together in anyare waiting for planning reasons and even if they get
other areas in that way. However, it will bethrough planning hurdles, they are then going to run
interesting, looking at the combination of theinto grid connection problems and costs of grid
chemistry and the combustion. The big issue will beconnection are also something of a disincentive.
making those work together. Most of the individualCoupled with that, Ofgem have now extended the
processes are already up and running, but gettingvirtue of NETA to Scotland in terms of BETA and
them to work together like that would be a bigyou have zoned transmission charges rather than a
challenge. That is the main project we are looking atpostage stamp systemwhich greatly disadvantages a
with that, but there are others which we wouldremote generating site where the best resources are.
explore, looking at alternatives for coal-fired powerWhat is your view on that? Are you as investors
stations as opposed to gas fired power stations,given suYcient comfort by the protective
probably with some form of carbon capture andmechanismwhich theGovernment put in the Energy
then storage following on from that.Act and are you worried that that has a sunset clause

in it?
Dr MacLean: The issue of transmission charging Q281 Chairman: The Peterhead project is the one
does significantly disadvantage Scotland from an you estimate would cost about £400 million.
investment point of view. It is clear that it is the first Dr MacLean: That is right.
place you would close down your generation, given
a choice, because you make the savings, and it is the

Q282 Chairman:Do you envisage any of that moneylast place you would invest, all other things being
coming from the taxpayer?equal. It is certainly a big issue, not only for the 40%
Dr MacLean: All of these early projects will requirerenewables target which the ScottishExecutive have,
some sort of support to help them through and therebut think more about the 60% and where the rest of
have already been discussions about that. Whetherit is going to come from with a big disincentive like
it is ROCs, or something akin to a ROC which canthat. There is quite an issue about where the
be used as a support mechanism, we are quite openinvestment is going to come from and how that gap
to the options and use measures which are beingcan be filled. The sunset clause in it just makes it
used elsewhere and can be applied to otherquite absurd, because even the more optimistic
technologies rather than specifically for that.projections of when some of the islands could be
Certainly a revenue support mechanism for that isconnected up in the remoter areas would mean that
definitely one of the things we would be looking atbecause the clock has already started ticking on the
rather than a big capital grant up front.mechanism, at best you are going to have a year or

two of it left, which is not enough.
Q283 Chairman: This whole area was envisaged in
the White Paper to be a priority area for research.Q279 Dr Turner: Would you agree that it is

absolutely essential that the Government address Do you thinkwe havemade suYcient progress in the
last couple of years?this issue?
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Dr MacLean: It is starting now, but if you look at consequence of that gap is the lights going out. We
know that there are decisions there which need to besome of the imperatives which EDF were describing

earlier on about the current trajectory for the made and we are trying to show where Government
can give the clarity that themarket will need tomakegeneration gap, however big that is going to be,

which is dependent upon the demandside growth as those decisions to invest. It is clear that over the last
five years there has been no significant investment inmuch as anything else, clearly we are getting to a

point now where, if we are not able to use the new conventional generation. The only significant
investment the market is making in generation is intechnologies, we are going to have to find some sort

of stopgap measures to bridge us through until they the renewables market, driven very much by the
ROC mechanism. You could say that is a positivedo come through. The time is very, very short now

and we really do believe that the majority of the example where the clarity of the policy has driven
industry to invest and you can see in the lack ofdecisions which we need to be making to deal with

the 2010 to 2016 issues which there will be with investment elsewhere that that uncertainty has
resulted in “wait and see”.nuclear closure and coal closure have to be taken

now. To go back to one of the points from the EDF
discussion, what the market is looking for is clarity Q286Ms Barlow:How far would you put the blame
in areas on which Government can give clarity, not on the existing regulatory framework in terms of
about the general way markets operate. We should long-term policy and how much change would you
like clarity on things like the implementation of the want to see in that?
Large Combustion Plant Directive in theUK, which Dr MacLean: There is a framework at the moment.
is in the gift of the UKGovernment. We should like Think of the first phase of the European emissions
clarity on the UK’s approach to the second phase of trading scheme. It came into force in January of this
the European emissions trading scheme. Again, the year: it was not until June of this year that the actual
UK’s approach to that and knowing how it will allocations were confirmed. That is an example
approach that is something which can be done. The where you have the entire framework and everything
other big imponderable at themoment, whichwould in place and it is something which should work.
probably stop investment even in combined-cycle However, if Government do not tell us what the
gas turbines, is whether or not the exiting nuclear answer is or what the rules are within that existing
licences will be extended for a five- or a 10-year framework, then it is impossible to go forward. All
period, which may be a sensible stopgapmeasure for we are asking is that within the existing legislation of
the keeping-the-lights-on debate and also for the the LCPD, of EU ETS phase two, of nuclear licence
carbon agenda. We have these two things which extensions, to name three big examples, just to say
often work against each other: reducing the carbon what the outcome is of the Government
emissions and keeping the lights on.We have to look deliberations on that and we will then get on with
at the measures and the decisions in that light. the job.

Q287 Ms Barlow: Are you blaming the actualQ284 Chairman: So you are really waiting on the
Government for progress to be made on this broad framework? You say the framework exists. Or is it

the implementation? How far would you say this isfront.
Dr MacLean: For clarifying those things which are responsible for the lack of large-scale investment?

Dr MacLean: It is critical that the lack ofvery much their responsibility to provide. We are
happy to make the commitments within the market, information in the areas which are outwith the

control of the market is clearly responsible for thethe market risks and market uncertainties, to do
what is necessary, but that framework, those things lack of investment. There are other things out there

which would say it is now a sensible time and haswhich the industry cannot themselves change, have
to be clear. been for investment to happen. The uncertainty is

not the fault of the framework; it is simply that the
decisions are not beingmadewithin that framework.Q285 Ms Barlow: To carry on with the markets and

policy instruments, you say you need stability but
Q288 Mr Chaytor: Have we ever had or are we everalso that there is no precedent for involving the
likely to have a real market in electricity generation?generating requirements within the framework of a
Dr MacLean: There is a very active market inmarket-led economy in terms of the scale that is
generation.necessary. You seem to be implying that the present

market-based policy, particularly the regulatory
framework,may be inappropriate or insuYcient and Q289 Mr Chaytor: Is there a real market?

Dr MacLean: We have seen the ups and downs of athat it will not be able to deliver what the
Government’s aims are. The implication from that is market scenario. The first up was the so-called dash

for gas when there was a tremendous thrust forthat the lights will not stay on.
Dr MacLean: It is not diYcult to say that if growth investment. There was then a change in policy which

brought that to an end and it has not restarted sincein demand carries on as it is just now, if nuclear
plants, when they are due to, close and the licences then. There has been a very active market response

to the renewables. Themarket is more than happy toexpire, if the Large Combustion Plant Directive,
which is outwith theUKGovernment’s gift, imposes put the money in place for that to be delivered. I

certainly believe the market is capable of providingthe closure of the plants and no other investment
decisions are made in the meantime, obviously the the capital investment, of managing the projects to
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deliver, operating them to continue to provide the Q293 Mr Chaytor: How do you view the argument
about the crowding out, that at the end of the day theservice and looking after all of the risks associated
Government are going to have to intervene to somewith that. Yes, I do believe that themarket is capable
degree and if they intervene to support oneof doing that.
technology, it is actually going to deliver a diversity
of supply because the Government support for that
one technology will dominate everything?

Q290 Mr Chaytor: Do you share the view of EDF DrMacLean:We certainly have a concern about the
that diversity and the operation of the market will support mechanism which is targeted at any one
take care of everything, including all of the risks? specific technology. We, like EDF, do not believe
DrMacLean: I have probably already answered that that there is a silver bullet technology. We believe
in that I said the market will look after the risks it is that diversity does helpmanage the risks, certainly in
capable of dealing with. the longer term. We would look at support

mechanisms like revenue supportmechanismswhich
are based on something which is technology neutral.
The two key things we are looking at are security ofQ291 Mr Chaytor: Can you just clarify that? What
supply and the carbon agenda, so something whichis the limit?
is targeted at one or other or both of those whichDr MacLean: It goes back. If the market were to
rewards success in achieving those two criteriainvest in gas and there were then the introduction of would obviously be something which does not picka punitive carbon tax which then made that a winner and could be applied to any of the

economically unviable and drove the companies technologies which are delivering on those two
who had made that investment out of business, that counts.
is the sort of change which the market is not capable
of managing itself. It is something which has been a Q294 Mr Chaytor: Your answers earlier were much
significant change of the rules. It is diYcult. more positive about demand management than
Anything involving investment over a 30- or 40-year those of EDF. In terms of demand management, do
lifetime, if the aim is to have a low cost of doing that, you think you have the parameters of the debate
has to be in an area where the risks are manageable. right? The title of our inquiry is nuclear versus
We are not risk averse; we just want to be able to renewables. Do you think it would be more accurate
manage the risks and then the premium which is to identify the issue as centralised generation versus
attached to that in terms of cost will be low. If you decentralised generation?
put very high uncertainties, then the investment will DrMacLean:Decentralised generation has a role to
only be made if the returns are appropriately that play in the overall mix. The more decentralised you

become, the smaller you become, the less eYcient itmuch higher. All we are saying is that it needs to be
becomes. It can actually have an adverse eVect. Thederisked at the moment around things which the
great security of supply which we now enjoy hasGovernment are perfectly capable of and often say
been achieved by joining everything up and havingthey would like to give us the answer on, but have
quite a lot of central generation in the mix. We arenot as yet.
certainly very keen that we get a degree of
distributed generation, a degree of micro-
generation. We believe that micro-generation in

Q292Mr Chaytor:To bemore specific, if the market particular can play an important role in reducing the
were to invest in nuclear, do you think the risks draw of energy from the grid and therefore how
attached to that should include decommissioning much needs to be centrally generated: more actually
and waste disposal? seeing it as a demand reduction measure rather than
Dr MacLean: It has to be clear who is carrying that as a competitor to somethingwhich is supplying into
risk before investment would be made. The market the grid. We are confident in that; we have made a
would be capable of dealing with it at appropriate number of investments ourselves and are pushing
premiums. That is the issue for risks associated with that very hard at the moment.
that sort of thing. If theGovernment believe they are Chairman: Thank you very much indeed; you have
better able to manage that risk at a lower cost, then been most helpful. We are very grateful to you and

thank you for your patience as well.that may be the appropriate way of approaching it.
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Introduction

1. Climate Change Capital (CCC) is a specialist merchant bank focused on energy and environmental
markets driven or impacted by government policy. CCC has expertise in finance, climate policy, power
pricing, renewables and emissions trading markets.

2. We are aware that the Committee will be receiving many submissions concerning the costs of the
diVerent electricity generating technologies. We will therefore confine our contribution to section 3 of the
Committee’s invitation.

The barriers to new investment

3. Financial institutions will always be willing to invest in projects where the returns appear to be
commensurate with the risks. The problem facing new nuclear build in the United Kingdom is that the risks
appear to be higher than elsewhere. Some of these risks are nuclear in nature, such as:

i. the large up-front costs required to secure the appropriate authorisations;

ii. the uncertainties associated with decommissioning and the treatment of spent fuel;

whilst others are associated with any large project:

iii. will the station be built to time and to cost; and

iv. can the project generate suYcient revenues to provide adequate returns to capital?

4. The first two barriers will, in CCC’s view, require direct intervention by Government. The costs of
obtaining the necessary approvals could be many tens of millions of pounds and would be forfeited if the
authorisations were not forthcoming. It is doubtful that investors would be willing to accept such a risk.
Secondly, the uncertainties associated with the back-end costs could be so large that investors would not be
able to secure protection from the capital markets. As a consequence, it would be necessary for the
Government to underwrite these costs, as in other countries.

5. No doubt the Committee will be receiving copious amounts of evidence about the cost of building and
operating a nuclear power station in the UK. However, we question whether, even if we were confident that
a nuclear station could be built to time and cost, anyone would want to finance one in the UK? This is the
question we would like to address.

Financing New Generating Capacity

6. Until 1990, all electric utility companies served monopolistic markets. Under these circumstances,
utilities could always be confident of enjoying a return on their investment, since their tariVs were usually
set so as to allow them to enjoy a reasonable return on capital. Of course, sometimes the return was
influenced by political or industrial issues, but, in the main, utilities could always be confident that their
customers could not seek alternative means of electricity supply.

7. The choice of generating technology was relatively straightforward; the utility’s planning department
would consider the operating (fuel) and capital cost of the diVerent options and would choose that with the
lowest cost; as depicted in Figure 1 below. Of course, utilities can, and often did, make mistakes by
incorrectly forecasting demand, the various fuel prices, and the cost of building and operating the various
types of plant. However, in a regulated monopoly, it is customers, in the main, who bear the cost of such
mistakes, in the form of higher tariVs than necessary or, it must be remembered, lower tariVs if the utility
chooses well. Moreover, in setting the tariVs, the utility can assume that the plant can operate over its
“engineering” life, and so amortise the capital cost over an extended period.
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Figure 1

PLANT CHOICE IN MONOPOLY CONDITIONS
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8. Under these circumstances, it is relatively straightforward to determine the generating costs of each
technology, for a given suite of assumptions concerning relative costs. Table 1 below sets out a typical
assessment of the diVerent average generating costs of various technologies, where capital costs have been
amortised over the physical life of the stations. It was carried out by for the Royal Academy of Engineering
in 2004, when gas prices were far lower. The table suggests that, with current fuel prices, nuclear could be
the low cost option, were the power market monopolistic.

AVERAGE GENERATING COSTS

Average lifetime cost
(p/kWh)

Gas-fired CCGT 2.2
Nuclear fission 2.3
Coal-fired pulverised fuel 2.5
Coal-fired IGCC 3.2

Source: Royal Academy of Engineering

Competitive Markets

9. In competitive markets, capital investment decisions are far more complicated. In such markets, there
are no “tariVs” as such. The revenues any particular generating plant receives will be determined by the
market price and this, in turn, will be influenced by the balance of demand and capacity, marginal generating
costs and the degree of competition in the market. Such factors are impossible to forecast precisely.
Therefore, in making investment decisions, power station developers will consider the capital and operating
costs of diVerent generation technologies and explore the returns they each may deliver under a number of
diVerent assumptions concerning fuel prices, demand patterns and capital costs. Only after carrying out an
exhaustive exploration of the diVerent net present values that a project could deliver under a myriad of
diVerent assumptions should a developer decide whether or not to build a generating station of a particular
technology.
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Figure 2

PLANT CHOICE IN COMPETITIVE MARKETS
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10. In simple terms, this means that the owners of a power station must be sure that the revenues they
receive from selling their power, will be able to cover all their fuel costs, the fixed costs (salaries, other bought
in costs, rent and rates), interest charges on any debt they may have raised to build the power station and
then provide a return to shareholders. At the very least, owners must be confident that, after the fuel and
fixed costs, they will meet their interest charges. If they fail, on account of power prices being far lower than
anticipated, the power stationwill become bankrupt. Thus, discussions about “average” prices are not really
of much help to investors. Investors must be sure that the company will always be profitable, not that just
that it will be profitable “on average”.

11. The analysis of future revenues is currently particularly diYcult in the UK, owing to the market’s
current structure. The wholesale power market in England & Wales underwent a radical restructuring in
1990, creating the opportunity for generating companies to compete with each other in the provision of
electricity. For almost the first decade, the structure of the industry caused the degree of competition to be
muted. Initially two power companies, owning coal and oil generating assets, dominated the market and,
as a result, were able to set prices where they wished. Generation gross margins, as measured by the
diVerence between power prices and fuel costs, were wide, as shown in Figure 3. As a consequence, there
were two developments:

— The regulator forced the two companies to sell 10GW of their generating capacity; and

— A flood of gas fired generating capacity was built by new entrants, encouraged by the high power
prices and the low price of gas.
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Figure 3

BRITISH WHOLESALE POWER PRICES AND FUEL COSTS
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12. Initially, the incumbent fossil generators, joined by TXU andMission energy, American utilities that
bought the 10 GW, were able to maintain high prices by yielding market share. They continued to maintain
high margins even after a further 6GW was sold in 2000. However, by 2000, the market had fragmented to
such an extent that margins collapsed, and have remained low ever since23 (see Figure 3).

13. There is some evidence that this collapse was also prompted or exacerbated by the change in the
trading rules of the Britishmarket underNETA (April, 2001). This precise cause is, however, irrelevant. The
fact is that the price behaviour exhibited in Figure 3 is just that anticipated of a highly competitive
commodity market, which is hardly surprising, given that power is the most extreme commodity in that it
cannot be diVerentiated by source.

14. It is therefore reasonable to assume that prices will remain close to marginal cost until the demand
for power approaches the available generating capacity, at which time prices will soar. Such price behaviour
is depicted in Figure 4. The time before the first spike, T1, will be determined by the rate of demand growth
and the balance of supply and demand, and that between spikes T2, by the rate of demand growth and the
unit size of new generation. The duration of each spike, T3, will be influenced by the construction time for
new capacity and the height, h, of each spike by, well—it is diYcult to judge—given that there has been no
experience of a complete capital cycle in the liberalised power sector in Europe. The chart also indicates the
level of marginal costs—and that of a “new entrant”, which assumes that the capital cost and returns are
amortised over a number of cycles.

23 The recent rise since January 05 is due to the European Emissions Trading scheme, whereby the cost of greenhouse gas
emission allowances should be added to the fuel costs. The gross margins net of these carbon costs are still under £5/MWhe.
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Figure 4

PRICE BEHAVIOUR IN HIGHLY COMPETITIVE MARKETS
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15. According to economic theory, such high peak prices should encourage developers to build new
stations, or customers to reduce their load. However, there are good reasons to believe that such a
mechanism may not operate smoothly:

— Developers will recognise that, in such a visible market, they will only be able to enjoy returns
during these “spikes. Thus the timing of the commissioning of a new station will have a large
impact on the financial performance of a new station. Given such uncertainties, investors will
require large discount rates, eVectively driving prices higher.

— The timing of such a peak in the UK would not, necessarily, coincide with any on the continent.
Therefore, it may become diYcult for the Government to tolerate large rises in the price of power
when they are not mirrored by similar increases in those of British industry’s continental
competitors. This might cause the Government to intervene, such as by applying a price cap. Even
if theGovernment did not take such action, potential developers would believe it would represent a
risk, thereby increasing the price they would require to see before they committed to construction.

16. Economists would also argue that a market in long term contracts will develop, eVectively smoothing
the price peaks, making them more acceptable. However, such a market has not developed, despite
liberalised markets having operated since 1990 and NETA having operated for three years, so it is not just
a question of maturity. The reason why a liquid market in long contracts at prices that would encourage
new entry has not emerged is that no-one would want to commit to buy power for extended periods at prices
far higher than their competitors, even though, over the longer term, it may prove cheaper. There is an
analogy with the oil market. This market is hardly immature, but no such long term market has developed.
This is a consequence of the final market for petroleum products being so highly competitive. The same is
true for the market for industrial power in the UK, though to a lesser extent for supplies to the domestic
sector. Therefore, suppliers of energy in the UK are sensibly not signing such long term contracts. Indeed,
such contracts were the reason for the demise of TXU Europe.

17. Of course, over time, suppliers’ reluctance to sign longer term, fully priced, contracts may weaken,
especially in the face of increasing demand and as they gain confidence that various segments of their
customer base are not price sensitive.However, at present, it is highly unlikely that suppliers will bewilling to
commit to purchase power for long periods at prices that reflect new entry costs. Thus a developer building a
station in a highly competitive market will need to be confident that the station will commission just before
a “peak”, if any returns to capital are to be made. Developers naturally choose to build plant with short
construction periods—and so favour gas plant over clean coal and nuclear. However, we are seeing that, in
this market, even gas could be problematic since power station developers cannot be sure that they will be
able to enjoy returns to capital.

18. The obstacles to the construction of new capacity could be removed were the suppliers willing to enter
into longer term contracts, but such willingness is only likely to emerge if the markets are less competitive.
The alternative, is to place additional obligations on suppliers to purchase capacity.
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Conclusion

19. It therefore appears that some changes may be required to the wholesale power market in Britain
before developers commit to the construction of any new capacity; be it nuclear, clean coal and perhaps even
gas. Of course, the construction of renewable forms of generation is likely to proceed, on account of the
support provided by the Renewables Obligation, but that will not satisfy the anticipated need for base-load
generation.

29 September 2005

Witness: Dr Anthony White MBE, Head of Policy and Markets Analysis, Climate Change Capital,
examined.

Q295 Chairman: You have been extraordinarily I hope you have seen my evidence. I have this chart
patient Dr White; thank you very much indeed. We here which shows quite clearly that when we set up
do apologise to you for the unavoidable delays in the industry in 1990, we set it up as an oligopoly and
this afternoon’s proceedings. You have been sitting in the chart the top line is the price of power and the
here throughout the afternoon and I just wonder bottom two lines are the cost of coal and the cost of
whether you want to unburden yourself of any gas. You can see that there is a very large diVerence
thoughts you might have had during your long wait. between them, whichmeant that the generators were
Dr White: First of all I have to declare an interest: making very handsome profits. EVectively the
Rachel is my daughter. Project Rachel was an idea generators could set the level of price at any position
we had about 12 years ago on how to encourage they wanted to and, by making a very serious
corporates to invest in domestic dwellings. We mistake, they set it too high, so lots of people could
thought that the cost of capital for a corporate build power stations and the did. Also the
would be lower than that for a domestic Government regulator got a bit upset with them and
householder. The thing was: how do you make sure forced them to sell some generation, but even after
that investment could have a long time? So the idea they had sold the generation, they still had their large
was: could you recover your capital over a network margins until all this other generation came along.
charge? I have to declare an interest in that Scottish At that point they lost control of the market and we
and Southern Energy then sponsored us to check now have a highly fragmented market which means
that this was all legal and kosher and now we need the prices are down at marginal cost and that is
to go through a change for the distribution system where they are today. That is exactly what one
agreements before that can actually happen. At the would expect in a proper commodity market. That
moment the answer to your question is zero, in terms means that people have to recover their capital by
of what has happened, but we hope it has great building a power station just before demand starts to
potential. The other issue which was not answered exceed supply. The prices will go up through the
by EDF was what you need to build a station. I roof, like lemmings other people will come in and
wrote in my notes that there are four issues. One is build power stations and some people might load
licensing. Mr de Rivaz said that it would cost £200 manage and then the prices will collapse and we will
million to get the first through. That is an awful lot be back to marginal costs again. The risk for a
of money. The trouble is that if you go ahead and do generator in this market is whether they can get their
that and you find the double-spotted newt at the site timing exactly right when they build their power
and you cannot then go ahead, that is a lot ofmoney. station. Also, they will see the prices rise and say
I cannot imagine the private sector being willing to “Actually, given the risk, given that it takes me
pick up that risk. That is my own view. The waste maybe 18months or two years to build a gas station,
has to be underwritten byGovernment, not all taken let alone five years to build a nuclear station, when I
by Government. In other words, a cost and price are get my timing right, I want a higher rate of return”,
agreed and then the person operating the station will so the prices will go up and up and up. The thing I
pay that and if the cost turns out to be lower, the have diYculty with is thinking that prices will start
Governmentmake a profit, if the cost turns out to be going up through the roof, customers will load
higher, the Government make a loss. I think the manage and, let us not kid ourselves, what that
investors would want a fixed price, which happens means is that bits of industry will have to turn oV

around the rest of the world. Public opinion is one because they will sell their power or what have you.
for you. The one I wrote my note on was financing. Are Government really going to stand around and
I think that is where the real rub is. It is diYcult say that is fine, especially as the peak in this country
under these current market conditions to build any would occur at a diVerent time from the peak in the
kind of capacity, apart from renewables, which has rest of Europe? Frankly, as an investor, I find that
their particular support, gas, let alone nuclear or diYcult to accept.
coal with IGCC, without special support. The weird
thing about that is that nuclear is probably one of

Q296 Joan Walley: On that point about where thethe least cost forms of generating power, based on
peak is in the UK compared with the unliberalisedthe current latest technologies, if you amortise it
market in Europe, what are the implications of theover 40 years. In answer to your question, we do
unliberalised market in Europe in this scenariohave a market in power. It is a real market in power:

it is just that people do not actually like it verymuch. which you have presented to us in this graph?
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Dr White: I might take issue with you on the well above marginal cost because they would know
they could end up on the wrong side of it. However,question of “unliberalised”. I think it is liberalised,

but it is just that we have a diVerent market if your contract prices are high, and themarket price
low, so you have to buy expensively and sell cheaplystructure. Remember, when Germany was

liberalised we had quite a few generating companies and that does not let you go for very long and that
is what happened to TXUEurope. I do not think wein Germany at the time, Vebar, VEAG, RWE,

EnBW, et cetera and they all thought that to be real are going to get a market in long-term contracts
developing at prices which would remuneratemen you had to capture as many customers as you

possibly could, they cut each other’s throats and the capital, which is what you need. Youmight get them
down at marginal costs though, but that is not muchprices collapsed in Germany. What we have seen in

Germany is a consolidation. Now the group of use to anybody. That means it is diYcult to build a
new station in this market and be comfortable yougenerators there sets prices just a bit below the new

entrant level. They have stable prices and they have are going to make a return.
the confidence that they can set prices above
marginal cost. They will not be undercut by the Q301 Mark Pritchard: You mentioned that finance
competitors because they are not really their is perhaps the most critical issue and I accept that,
competitors and everybody is happy. but within the context of a policy framework. Do

you think the risks are increased by a devolved
Q297 JoanWalley: I am not clear how it is that they energy policy to, for example, the Welsh Assembly?
have arrived at that, whereas in the UK we have not From memory, Andrew Davies, the Minister for
and how that relates to the security of the supply. Economic Development in the Assembly, was
Dr White: Because we have many more owners of reported by the BBC as saying that they are not that
generation in this country than they do on the excited about a new generation of nuclear plants and
continent. Maybe it is more of the social way things want to move perhaps more to clean coal
happen on the continent. technology. Do you think, if the Government were

to devolve energy policy to theWelshAssembly, that
would help or hinder the type of secure market youQ298 Joan Walley: And the way that we have
are speaking about?privatised here.
Dr White: To be honest, I had not really thoughtDrWhite:Most of those utilities are privately owned
about that. I would have thought that was yetas well, especially with EDF now. What I am saying
another level of Government and let us face it,is that they do not compete for customers too
electrons do not stop at the border between Englandaggressively. They do not keep fighting their prices
and Wales. I just think it would complicate mattersall the way down to marginal costs. There is a good
and investors would regard it quite warily.gap between the price of power and the marginal

costs of power, so they are comfortable about
investing and making a return on capital over a Q302 Mr Pritchard: So the view of industry, the
longer period. sector you are representing within the industry, is

that having a singleUK energy policywould help the
market as compared to devolving energy policy toQ299 Mr Hurd: If the generation market is as you
devolved assemblies?described, does that not raise concerns about why
Dr White: Yes.anyone would invest in any generation capacity

other than renewables at the moment?
Dr White: Yes. Q303 Dr Turner: It is quite clear from your answers

so far that you have given some fairly cogent reasons
why we are facing a potential generation gap in thisQ300MrHurd:Therefore, if that is right, have some

of the witnesses we have listened to been over country and a lack of investor confidence to plug
that gap. What measures do you think thecomplacent in saying that as all this generation

capacity comes oV stream, in terms of coal and Government should be taking to restore some long-
term confidence in the future? Do you have anynuclear, it will be replaced by gas.

Dr White: It might be replaced by gas, but not after suggestions?
Dr White: Yes; I certainly do. I have thought longthe price has gone up an awful long way. That is my

worry. The reason this is happening is that the and hard about this issue.One is that you allow some
kind of cosy oligopoly to exist. Okay; I used to workcontracts by which people buy power from power

stations are short-term by nature. They are no more for the CEGB and there is no way that I should like
to get back to the CEGB. However, you have tolonger-term contracts. It was the previous

regulator’s view that long-term contracts would recognise that there are four risks in generation: the
risks are whether you can build to time and to cost;develop. I had furious arguments with him on this

because he said that Ofgem’s view was that the whether the fuel you have is going to become
expensive or cheap in the future, the fuel price risk;market in long-term contracts would develop andwe

had not seen one yet because it was an immature whether you have built too many or too few power
stations; whether you can operate this power stationmarket. You do not really get very long-term

contracts in oil either and that is not an immature properly. Under the system of the CEGB, customers
bore all of those risks. If the CEGB did it badly, themarket. The reason is that if you believe you have

competition at the customer end, no-one in their customers paid a lot of money: if they did it well they
did not have to pay so much. When you go to aright mind would sign a long-term contract at prices
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liberalised market, what we have, you end up with Q307 Mr Chaytor: I am confused. A few moments
ago you were arguing the virtues of the market andcustomers no longer taking the operational risk, no

longer taking the construction risk, taking bits of the saying we really did have a freemarket. Just now you
were saying that the only way to make sure of afuel price risk and bits of the demand risk and that is

inevitable, which is showing prices going up or down market is to rig it. Either your advocacy of more
oligopolies, or your advocacy of the suppliersand investors would take that as well. What we need

to do is give investors a bit more confidence that operating a cartel is essentially rigging the market, is
it not? This is the root cause of the problem thatthose risks, particularly for electricity as you cannot

store it in those peaks, could be quite severe. We there is an endemic weakness in our system that the
market can only survive if it is rigged. That is whatneed to ameliorate them a bit. One way is to allow a

cosy oligopoly to exist and then the oligopolists, if you are saying.
they are sensible—big question –will price below the Dr White: Yes, I think I would agree with you. The
new entrant level. As long as you maintain open actual market we have created, which is this very,
access to the networks, if they try doing what very competitive one, is unpalatable. In the free
National Power and PowerGen did by pricing very, market you expect to see extremely large price
very highly, they would soon lose their market share excursions. Put it another way. If I were a generator
and take the risk of a price collapse. If they are trying to decide whether to build a power station
sensible, they price at the new entrant level so now because I thought we might have a shortage
customers have a bit of protection, but not as much coming up in 2008–09 and other people did it at the
as a fully over-supplied competitive market. The same time, I would not make a return on my
next step is to have a form of capacity payment and, investment. How do I go to my board? A lot of
I cannot believe I am saying this, but that is where people have said to me that real men like to build
I have got to. You need a capacity payment which power stations, that is what you do and it is true.
incentivises people to have capacity and either you There is nothing chief executives like more than
could have it plant specific, that is diVerent types, or building a power station; that is very, very strong.
certain payments for nuclear and certain payments Look at the refining industry around the world. At
for coal orwhat have you, or youmake it just generic the moment it is incredibly profitable, but it has been
capacity, which works as well and there is a diVerent awful over the previous 20 years and a power
shifting of who takes the risks there. What you must company is a refinery acting in reverse. It takes coal,
also do is make sure that the person who builds a oil and gas, nuclear, hydro, puts in some capital and
power station is not then subject to losing his shirt if generates power which is sold at one price. A refinery
too many people build power stations later. There takes crude oil, puts in some capital and makes
are ways of doing that and it is something I have diVerent products, sold at diVerent prices. They are
written to Government about on how we could set exactly the same.
up such a thing. The other way of doing it is that the
suppliers—and let us face it there are only really six

Q308 Mrs Villiers: This is probably going to soundaround this in this country—decide between
like a very stupid question. You are talking aboutthemselves to oVer long-term contracts of equal
the uncertainty caused in a new power station buildtypes to new generation coming on so that none of
because one does not know the long-term price ofthem is more exposed or less exposed than the other.
fuel. With ever-decreasing stocks of fossil fuels hasNone of them is particularly palatable, but I do
the long-term trend not got to be up? Is it not a prettybelieve those are solutions.
safe bet that in the longer term the price of energy is
surely not going to come down? Is that not some

Q304 Dr Turner: If Government do not take some comfort to people who want to build a power
long-term intervention of any of these types, and station?
they are all fairly radical interventions given the DrWhite: Possibly; possibly it will not go down, but
trend towards total liberalisation, what do you think I can see situations where we could have a price
the consequences are likely to be? collapse in gas. Let us face it: those of us who were
DrWhite: I do not think the lights will necessarily go around in the mid 1990s, we had BG beautifully
out. What you will see is extremely high prices. pricing up at oil index prices, because that was what

it always used to do; then we had the Government
Q305 Dr Turner: In the long term you think it would introducing competition, stopping the designation
be better to take some pain now to avoid much contracts, stopping the flaring in the North Sea, all
greater pain later. the gas was coming in and we had new entrants in
Dr White: Yes. If you could provide some less gas supply. Then suddenly a dollop of gas arrived in
commodity-like exposure to investors, the kind of the UK because Medway and Keadby were slow in
cost of capital you could apply to the market would commissioning their power stations. So a dollop of
be low and customers would benefit in the longer gas arrived and prices collapsed down to the
term. marginal cost level. They stayed there until we built

the interconnector. Then the prices went up and
followed the European prices. Interestingly as well,Q306 Dr Turner: Ofgem is really very much a key
when the interconnector was out for maintenance,player here.
prices fell again and they went back up when it cameDr White: Absolutely; yes. Whether you believe
in. Yes, you might be right that we are always goinglong-term contracts will come or not, I do not think

they will, in this kind of a market. up, but if I were a banker looking at this curve of
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what has happened to prices and someone said they metering and send signals, and do it at the lowest
possible cost, that would have been the way forward,wanted to build a nuclear power station, how much

money would I lend them, I would ask what the but we missed it. If we could go back, then we would
get more to your area. Frankly, Italy is going thislowest price they ever had was: £15, £17 a megawatt

hour? I would say I did not care as the price was £30 way, but we are a long way from it.
now and that was all I would give them. That is the
essence of the problem. Q310 Mr Chaytor: This was obviously a political

failure and remains a failure at the political level.
What is the role of the regulator here? Do you thinkQ309 Mr Chaytor:Do you not think then, when we
the regulator should have had a responsibility forsay the market is unpalatable, what we are saying is
advising on this at any point in the last few years?that the market is unpalatable in terms of electricity
Dr White: That is a good one. I just regard it as thegeneration? The source of the problem is that when
two working together. The DTI at the time did notthe electricity industry was privatised 20 years ago
want to give a monopolistic service which did notall the focus was on supply and not on demand. Had
have to be monopolistic to the network operator.we set up a market in energy services companies
Ofgem was of a similar view; OFFER at the time. Irather than a market in generators and suppliers, we
think it was a failure of both. What is worse is thatmight have been living in a completely diVerent
at that time the national grid was finally floated andworld now.
part of it was a £50 rebate to customers. If we hadDr White: I could not agree with you more. Our
used those £50s to put inmeters, customers would beproblem is that we have no demand response. We
getting lower prices.have missed a massive trick in this country and I

think Keith was alluding to it. We just have the
Q311 Joan Walley: But we are where we are.wrong kind of meters. If we had meters which gave
Dr White: Yes.proper signals, people, ESCos, would start giving

more intelligent tariVs and you could have various
appliances whichwould turn oV if prices were higher Q312 Joan Walley: Having had the energy review,
and not others. Where we went wrong was back in we have the current review which is taking place.
1996, when we were talking about splitting Following what you said toMrChaytor, is there any
distribution from supply. What we did not recommendation you would like to be taken into
understand was that in a competitive market what account in terms of changing the way the big tanker
you require from the network is totally diVerent is being steered from what we inherited, which has
from a vertically integrated monopoly. In a got us here, to where we need to be going down a
vertically integrated monopoly you are providing diVerent direction?
transport; you are taking power from here and Dr White: The first thing is that I should like to
moving it to there. In a competitive market, what change the regulation of the networks to be a more
you want the network operator to do is to provide performance based form of regulation.
facilities for people to buy and sell energy services.
That is what it is about. What you want to reward

Q313 Joan Walley: How would you do that?our network operators on now is not howmuch wire
DrWhite: I have written papers on it and I am quitethey have in the sky, which is what our regulation
happy to send them in.does—it is the rate-of-return-on-assets type basis—

you want to reward them on how well they run their
Q314 Joan Walley: In simple terms.network. If you reward people on howmany outages
DrWhite:You do not make their revenues related tothey get, how many times the lights turn oV, how
the size of the asset base times a return plus theirquickly they connect people, the quality of electricity
costs. You say youwill give them somuchmoney foryou receive, howmany beautiful overhead lines they
this service and so much money for that service andhave buried, how quickly they connect new people,
so much money for the other services. Part of theif you rewarded them that way then the network
problem we have is that the DNOs, the networkoperators would ask themselves whether they need
operators, do not look at their business in that way;to build that line over there and if they had a bit of
they look at their business as providing a networkload management there they could pay that person
rather than the provision of facilities to allow peopleto load manage. To do that properly, you need
to oVer energy services to buy and sell. That is one.proper meters. What we did when we split
The other one I would say is look very carefully atdistribution from supply was to put metering into
the incentive mechanisms for capacity in thisthe supply part.We did not only do that, which is the
market. Yes, if we had very violent prices peoplewrong way, but we also made competition in meter
would loadmanage, but if they cannot see the signalsoperating and all these other things. The idea that
they will not load manage. Load management doesdrove us was that the more competition you can
mean or can mean people turning oV factories for ahave at any possible level the better. We ignored the
time. Let us have a capacity mechanismwhich couldfact that if you introduce competition at these
help smooth those prices.various places, you introduce awhole administrative

process as well, which stops any competition. If you
had left distribution with meters and said to the Q315 Joan Walley: May I turn very briefly to the
distribution operators that they should provide ETS and the issue of the price of carbon, which I

understand is now significantly higher than wasservices which allowed people to do intelligent
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originally forecast. You said earlier on, if you were whether or not nuclear does require greater
Government financial support than other competinga banker, but given the company you work for, does

that have any impact on investment? technologies such as clean coal?
DrWhite: If I just go to the table which came out ofDr White: Yes, it does. The European emissions

trading scheme. When I last came to see you, I was the Royal Academy of Engineering—I am not going
to say whether I agree with it or not—saying that I thought governments were likely to be

lily-livered and not set tough abatement targets. I
got that right.What I got wrong was the fact that the Q318 Joan Walley: It would be useful if you did say
oil price went through the roof which threw the gas whether or not you did. From the evidence paper
prices up and the price of an allowance is eVectively you have given us, you seem to be suggesting that it
linked to the cost of abatement, which is what you is based on assumptions which are no longer
would expect. So what is the cost of reducing carbon relevant.
dioxide? The easiest way of doing that is turning Dr White: The irrelevance of them is that first of all
down your coal station just a little bit and increasing the fuel prices are diVerent nowand also that the cost
another gas station somewhere else just a little bit. If of capital which they have used is very, very low.
you plot what the emissions trading price has been They are using about seven%. If you are building a
since February this year against what I would merchant station, that is you just build the station
calculate it to be, they are entirely correlated with a and you take your chance on what the price is going
95% confidence level; this goes together. What is not to be later, you would be way higher than that;
right though is that the price of the allowance is only something like 12 to 15%. If, on the other hand,
about a half of what it should be, which I do not someone is willing to give you a long-term contract
understand. Normally someone from the City says at a fixed price, then these are the kinds of rates of
that it is sentiment. That means they do not know. return, the 7%, 8%, which you might well accept.
Why is the price lower? It could be due to a number That is why is comes back to this market structure
of reasons like not actually needing to buy any issue. The prices are stable and not going to have
allowances before March 2008 because you can use these commodity type fluctuations. You can get
your 2006 allowances to meet your 2005 obligations, away with lower costs of capital. In answer to your
et cetera. The point I should like to make is that the question about whether I think the nuclear industry
price of an allowance is driven by the gas price and needs support, if it could get Keith and all of his
the coal price. Coal prices are “reasonably-ish” friends to sign long-term contracts, as they did in
stable, even though they have gone up quite a lot Finland, and maybe even take a share in a power
recently. Gas prices can go all over the shop. station, I do not think any support would be

necessary, apart from underwriting the back-end
fuel costs and the decommissioning, maybeQ316 Joan Walley: What eVect is that having on
underwriting the first projects or the expenditure ofinvestment?
£100 million or £200 million to get the first oneDrWhite: It stops you investing.What you do is you
through. Apart from that I do not think so. Why dodo whatever you do at lowest short-run cost, which
we not give another £100 million to get some of theis turning down your coal stations and turning up
early wave or oVshore wind technology going at theyour gas stations. What it means is that I have no
same time?visibility of prices after 2008 and none at all after

2012. I shall just do the things. The issue we have as
policy is this: supposing you are an oil company, the Q319 Dr Turner: Instead of?
price of oil is $60 a barrel, you are not investing in DrWhite:No, I think you need both frankly; we do
any new oil fields which need $60 a barrel to make need to push those. One area where I did not agree
them economic; you might do it at $25 a barrel, with Keith’s evidence is on the ROCs and how to get
possibly $30. What we have in the EUETS is a price oVshore to work. The trouble with the Renewables
and allowance of about ƒ20 toƒ30 a tonne, but any Obligation is that it does not really work for new
investment is being done on the basis of a cost of technologies where the cost of the third or fourth or
maybe ƒ5. Do you see what I mean? It is not an fifth is going to be lower than the first one.Why build
eYcient signaller of the need for investment.What it the first one, if you know the third, fourth or fifth is
says to us is: how are we going to make this scheme going to be lower priced? What you need to do is to
work? That is the crucial thing: we do want it to give some support to the first one and the ROC
work. So the more we can give signals about the mechanism, rather than direct support from the
longer term, what levels of abatement is this country Treasury, is the right way to do it.
and all the European 25 going to want? Are we going
to turn our backs on buying Russian hot air for low Q320 Joan Walley: Going back to what you were
costs? If we could make those kinds of statement, it saying about nuclear, you were saying that if there
would make the City a lot, lot happier. There is were this long-term signal, then that extra support
much more visibility of price. would not be needed. Presumably the same would

apply if that long-term signal were given to nuclear.
By the same token it would not be given to otherQ317 Joan Walley: You are talking there about the

long term. I should like very briefly to turn to the technologies including renewables.
Dr White: No, I disagree. What I was saying wasstrategic generating options that there are. We have

heard quite a bit in the first evidence session about that for the nuclear and for the advanced
gasification, stuV like that, if you have a stablenuclear. I am just interested in your view as to
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market, I do not think you would need to give any Dr White: It is at least as important.
other support based on where we are at the moment.
The renewables still will have to be given some Q324 Joan Walley: What does that mean for UK

policy?support, at least maybe until 2020 as the costs come
down, but maybe in time they will start to be able to Dr White: We are in a brilliant position here. Here

we have a need for new capacity; we have a wholecompete if you make enough of them. The trouble
with renewables, especially wind for us and wave, is load of oil fields in the North Sea coming to the end

of their lives which people are talking aboutthat as we are the only people really doing it we need
to do it on a large scale and unless there is a lot of decommissioning. They could do with the CO2 for

the enhanced recovery of oil. CO2 is useful inbuild we will not get the costs down. The
Renewables Obligation amounts to customers enhanced oil recovery; certainly in Texas, where it is

piped many hundreds of kilometres. We are in apaying £42 billion from now up to 2027 and that is
a lot ofmoney.Why not use some of that rather than great position, so why can we not do it first and then

go and sell the technology, or help to lease theextra Government grants?
technology in China.

Q321 Joan Walley: Going back to nuclear, would
you agree that in global terms it is largely irrelevant? Q325 Joan Walley: In terms of the energy review,

what do you think is likely andwhat would youmost
like to come out of it? Two diVerent questions.Dr White: No.
Dr White:What I should like to come out of it, and
it is likely, is for Government to realise we are notQ322 Joan Walley: You would not?

Dr White: No, I would not. You have to look at going to get long-term contracts in this market,
therefore we must do something about the capacitywhat is going on in China and what is going on in

India and they are doing both. mechanism. If that is the case, I have clients who
would want to go ahead and build an IGCC, a coal
station, and try to do the sequestering at the sameQ323 Joan Walley: So you would not believe that

carbon sequestration is more important in terms of time and also the networks.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed; mostthe overall impact on global warming as a result of

the investment taking place in China and in India? helpful.
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Memorandum submitted by Oxford Research Group

“The Government should adopt a sustainable hierarchy in establishing a framework for UK
energy policy (as exists in the waste strategy). This hierarchy should start with the promotion of
end-use energy eYciency; energy supply from renewable resources followed by combined heat and
power; fossil fuels, in order of eYciency and carbon intensity, and nuclear power.”

Select Committee on Environmental Audit, Seventh Report,
Energy EYciency, 22 July 1999

Introduction

Oxford Research Group (ORG) is a small independent think tank based near Oxford which works to
develop eVective methods for people to bring about positive change on issues of national and international
security by non-violent means. Established in 1982, it is a registered charity and a public company limited
by guarantee.

DrFrankBarnaby isNuclear IssuesConsultant toORG.His previous positions include nuclear physicist,
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, Aldermaston; Director, Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute; Professor, FreeUniversity of Amsterdam: Professor, University ofMinnesota.DrKeith
Barnham is Professor of Physics at Imperial College (London). A former experimental particle physicist at
CERN and Berkeley, he is now a leading authority on solar cells. Malcolm Savidge is Parliamentary
Consultant to ORG. He was previously MP for Aberdeen North (1997–2005).

We have addressed the issues in the questions published by the select committee, in particular
highlighting:

— the failure to exploit fully the scope for renewables; and,

— the extremely serious security risks invovled in nuclear energy.

A. The Extent of the “Generation Gap”

A.1 What are the latest estimates of the likely shortfall in generating capacity caused by the phase-out of
existing nuclear power stations and some older coal plant?

How do these relate to electricity demand forecasts and to the eVectiveness of energy eYciency policies?

A.1(a) The nuclear contribution to our current electricity capacity is 23% and all the existing stations
except for Sizewell B will be shut down by around 2022. With the appropriate support from government,
as already demonstrated in some other countries, there is no doubt that the correct mix of renewables and
energy eYciency could fill all the “generation gap”. For example:

— Denmark already produces around 17% of its electricity from wind.

— Germany produces 8% of its energy from renewables and on its present plans should achieve 25%
by 2023.

A.1(b) The current contribution of solar photovoltaics (PV) in the UK is one of the lowest per-capita in
Europe. In 2004 alone Germany installed more than 20 times the total UK PV capacity. In many countries
there have been increases in solar capacity of 40% a year in recent years. Germany achieved well over 100%
increase in PV capacity in 2004.1 If a 40% a year growth could be achieved and maintained, by 2023 the UK
solar PV capacity would rise from its present extremely small level to be comparable with the shortfall due
to the nuclear phase-out.

1 P Maycock, Renewable Energy World, (James and James), July–August 2005, p 86.
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A.1(c) In the case of the other renewables, the Select Committee had a presentation in Edinburgh in 2002
on theReport commissioned by the Scottish Executive fromGarradHassan. As summarised by the Scottish
Energy Minister, Ross Finnie in a press release (10 October 2001), which said:

“The renewable study by consultants Garrad Hassan has identified the magnitude of the potential
renewable energy resource across Scotland to 2020. The study used up-to-date information on
each resource, and modelled it against economic, environmental, planning and technical
constraints. The study indicates that nearly 60GW of new renewable energy generating capacity
could be available in and oVshore Scotland at under 7p per unit in 2010 (including connection costs
but not grid strengthening costs), as shown in the table below. For comparison, the total UK
installed generation capacity is around 80GW, while the total amount of electricity supplied in a
year is around 390TWh.

Technology Generation Energy (TWh)

OVshore Wind 25.0 80.00
Wave Energy 14.00 50.00
Onshore Wind 11.50 45.00
Tidal stream 7.50 33.50
Agricultural wastes 0.40 3.50
Small hydro 0.30 1.00
Energy Crops 0.14 1.10
Forestry Residues 0.09 0.70
Total 59.10 216.00

”

B. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

B.2 What are the main investment options for electricity generating capacity?What would be the likely costs
and timescales of diVerent generating technologies?

B.2(a) All the major renewable technologies, wind, wave, tidal, solar and energy eYciency have shorter
timescales for implementation than nuclear and are likely to have reduced generating costs if the true cost
of nuclear is calculated.

B.2(b) When the Select Committee, in an earlier inquiry, recommended a hierarchy for energy, it was
based on both economic and environmental grounds, and not just the evidence of the expert witnesses to
the inquiry. Their judgement was endorsed by the International EnergyAgency, when the Select Committee
on Environmental Audit visited Copenhagen. The first conclusion of the Report was:

“The Government should adopt a sustainable hierarchy in establishing a framework for UK
energy policy (as exists in the waste strategy). This hierarchy should start with the promotion of
end-use energy eYciency; energy supply from renewable resources followed by combined heat and
power; fossil fuels, in order of eYciency and carbon intensity, and nuclear power. (Paragraph 24)”2

B.2.1 What are the likely construction and on-going operating costs of diVerent large-scale technologies (eg
nuclear new build, CCGT, clean coal, on-shore wind, oV-shore wind, wave and tidal) in terms of the total
investment required and in terms of the likely costs of generation (p/kWh)? Over what timescale could they
become operational?

B2.1(a) Since most of the renewables are comparatively new technologies, there is much greater scope
for unit costs to reduce with economies of mass production, technological advance and R&D becoming a
proportionately smaller element of expenditure. With nuclear in particular there is the possibility that
increasing security and insurance costs may outweigh any savings made through technological advances.
However one reason the major renewable technologies, wind, wave tidal, solar and energy eYciency have
lower capital costs and shorter timescales than nuclear is because they need not be “large-scale”. Small-scale
energy production near the point of use is eYcient and environmentally friendly.

B.2.2 With regard to nuclear new build, how realistic and robust are cost estimates in the light of past
experience?

B.2.2(a) To enable proper cost comparisons with the renewables to be made, nuclear costs estimates
should always include the full costs currently and historically assumed by the government such as waste
disposal, insurance, security and the subsidy from the Ministry of Defence (see C.4.3 below). In A.1(b) we
explained that the PV industry, an oV-shoot of the semiconductor industry, can replace the whole of the
nuclear capacity over the next two decades. The hidden costs and the cost overruns of the nuclear industry
have become legendary since the days of “electricity too cheap to meter”. The cost reductions in consumer
electrical equipment by the semiconductor industry are a matter of common experience.

2 Select Committee on Environmental Audit, Seventh Report, Energy EYciency, 22 July 1999.
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B.2.3 What are the hidden costs (eg waste, insurance, security) associated with nuclear? How do the waste
and decommissioning costs of nuclear new build relate to the costs of dealing with the current nuclear waste
legacy, and how confident can we be that the nuclear industry would invest adequately in funds ring-fenced for
future waste disposal?

B.2.3(a) On past experience we can have zero confidence that the nuclear industry will invest adequately
in funds ring-fenced for future waste disposal. In assessing costs, account should be taken of all past hidden
subsidies to the nuclear industry, such as those involved in allowing the industry to write oV costs such as
the capital cost of the Sellafield MOX plant in BNFL’s economic assessment. In addition to bailing-out the
UKnuclear generator British Energy theUK taxpayer is already underwriting the industry’s insurance costs
and funding the major part of a clean-up programme for the first generation of reactors. The latter costs
have recently risen from £48 billion to £56 billion and will inevitably continue to rise.

B.2.3(b) The extent to which there is an economic “level playing field” on subsidies in the European arena
is distorted by the nuclear industry being subject to EURATOM rather than EU competition rules.

B.2.4 Is there the technical and physical capacity for renewables to deliver the scale of generation required?

B.2.4(a) The renewables, wind, wave, tidal, solar and energy eYciency definitely have the technical and
physical capacity to deliver the scale of generation required. As mentioned in A.1(b), PV alone could fill the
“generation gap”. “Smart Windows”, could help to maintain the 40% per year expansion in PV referred to
in A.1(b), while acting as a micro-CHP by reducing the air-conditioning and lighting loads in buildings and
providing hot water for internal consumption. Retro-fitted to the south-facing walls of one-in-four UK
buildings, such “SmartWindows” could supply electricity equivalent to that currently generated by nuclear.
This technology is very similar to that used by the telecoms industry, which is currently stagnating in the
UK after years of rapid growth. Were just one of the semiconductor production facilities, which are
currently being mothballed, turned over to high-eYciency cell production for “Smart Windows” it would
provide the equivalent of five nuclear stations in the 10 years it will take to build the first of a new generation
of nuclear reactors, and do so more cheaply.

B.2.5 If there is the capacity, are any policy changes required to enable it to do so? If there is the capacity,
are any policy changes required to enable (the renewables) to (deliver)?

B.2.5(a) The necessary policy changes are clear from the experience of other counties. Why did Germany
install in 2004 more than 20 times the UK total PV capacity?Why is Japan the leader in PV cell production?
Germany has just completed the first government sponsored 100,000 solar roof programme. Japan has
completed the first government supported 70,000 roof programme. Both are extending these initiatives with
reducing subsidies. The UK government has recently decided to prematurely terminate its 3,500 roof
programme.

B.2.5(b) The government could invest in renewable R&D with the same financial backing as it gives to
nuclear fusion (See B.3.1). If theUK initiated a 100,000 roof programme like that of Germany, it would cost
around the same as the capital cost of the Sellafield MOX plant, which the government agreed to write oV.

B.2.5(c) Significant improvement in the Grid will be required if full advantage is to be taken of the
potential for developing wind, wave and tidal renewables in areas remote from the main population centres.
The electricity regulatory regime should give more support to micro-generation and provide generous feed-
in subsidies for renewables as are currently available in Germany and Spain.

B.2.6 What are the relative eYciencies of diVerent generating technologies? In particular, what contribution
can micro-generation (micro-CHP, micro-wind, PV) make, and how would it aVect investment in large-scale
generating capacity?

B.2.6(a) A recent study has shown that wind, solar and CHP together could supply over half the UK
electricity.3 Another study has shown that all the Japanese electricity demand could be met by renewable
resources.4

3 G Sinden, Environmental Change Institute, Oxford University, (Carbon Trust), 2005.
4 Energy Rich Japan Study (2004), www.energyrichjapan.info
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Figure 1
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Figure 1: Electricity power demand at Imperial College London by time of day. Data from typical days
in spring, summer and winter. Note that the peak demand around mid-day is nearly twice the “base-load”
at night. The total electricity demand in Japan shows similar behaviour.5

B.2.6(b) When comparing all forms of electricity generation, micro or macro, it is important to look at
the use of electricity and the daily and monthly variation of electricity demand. More than 60% of UK
electricity is consumed in buildings. A typical example is shown in Figure 1 where the electricity demand
over a full 24 hours in Imperial College London is very similar in winter, spring and summer. It is typical
of domestic, oYce, government and educational buildings that the daily peak demand is approximately
double the night-time base load.A similar temporal variation is shownby the total energy demand in Japan4.
In general, the peak demand is rising due to increasing use of air conditioning and electronic equipment. It
is important to remember that nuclear only supplies “base-load” electricity (ie the 5MW level in the figure).
It can take years to vary the electrical output of a nuclear reactor. The only option is to turn it on or oV.
Indeed, one of the main reasons that British Energy ran into financial diYculties was not having the
flexibility to reduce supply when demand fell. There is no way that a nuclear reactor can contribute to the
peak demand shown in the figure without also contributing the same amount of electricity from
0.00 hours to 06.00 hours when it is not needed. A technology which supplies only base-load electricity is a
particularly ineYcient way to meet an increasing peak demand.

B.3 What is the attitude of financial institutions to investment in diVerent forms of generation?

B.3(a) It appears highly likely that in general the financial institutions will be much more favourable to
CCGT and renewables given a reasonable level of government backing. The diYculties Governments have
had when considering privatisation of nuclear facilities probably reflects a reluctance to invest given the
unresolved problems of waste, decommissioning and insuring against catastrophe. It is generally accepted
that government support for new nuclear build will have to be at an extremely high level, which may not be
compatible with EU competition rules. See B.2.3(a) above.

B.3.1 What impact would a major programme of investment in nuclear have on investment in renewables and
energy eYciency?

B.3.1(a) A major programme of investment in nuclear is likely to have a negative eVect on investment in
renewables and energy eYciency, particularly by dominating government R&D funding should that return
to anywhere near its historic levels. The latest figures for government R&D expenditure September 2005,6

show that the research council spend on photovoltaic R&D in 2004–05 was £2.8 million whereas in the hey-
day of government support for nuclear in 1991–92, government support was £73.5million a year for nuclear
fission. As an indication of how government support for nuclear technology dominates, the same table
reveals that in 2004–2005 the research council R&D spend on nuclear fusion was £19.5 million. So last year
the research councils spent seven times as much on nuclear fusion R&D as on PV. That is the research

5 Energy Rich Japan Study (2004), www.energyrichjapan.info
6 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200506/cmhansrd/cm050912/text/50912w12.htm£50912w12.html–sbhd3
(September 2005).
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councils spent seven times asmuch on a technologywhich in 50 years timemay produce electricity at a power
density about one quarter of that which a “ThirdGeneration” solar cell would produce this year on average,
day/night, summer/winter on a window-sill in London.

Strategic Benefits

C.4 If nuclear new build requires government financial support, on what basis should such support be justified?
What public good(s) will it deliver?

C.4(a) When the nuclear industry was first developed in this country, the advantages claimed for it were
cheapness, cleanness, substantial supply of resources and that it was a peaceful use of atomic energy quite
distinct from nuclear weapons. The last point may seem ironic in retrospect, since part of the UK
programme has consistently been subsidised by the MoD, for weapons purposes. However, more
significantly, it is now apparent that in general civil nuclear energy can easily be adapted for dual use in a
military programme (see C.4.3 below). Though supplies of uranium ores may still be plentiful, the
problem—of which insuYcient account was originally taken—is the steady accumulation of radioactive
wastes, often with very long half-lives. Waste, together with the health hazards of routine and accidental
radioactive releases, have damaged claims of cleanliness. The costs of waste, decommissioning, security, and
insurance undermine the case for cheapness, which in any case tends to be distorted by hidden subsidies.

C.4(b) The main new argument used for nuclear is reduced carbon emissions, but since this is highly
questionable (see D.6 below), it seems diYcult to identify any public good which would justify Government
financial support.

C.4.1 To what extent and over what timeframe would nuclear new build reduce carbon emissions?

C.4.1(a) As suggested below in D.6 it is doubtful whether new nuclear build actually will reduce carbon
emissions. However, it is clear (see for example B.2.4 above) that, given appropriate support, all the
renewables can make a significant contribution to carbon reduction in a much shorter timescale than the
10-years it will take to build the first of a new generation of nuclear reactors.

C.4.2 To what extent would nuclear new build contribute to security of supply (ie keeping the lights on)?

C.4.2(a) As the recent massive failures in the UK, Europe and the USA demonstrate, power cuts occur
at times of peak demand. As discussed above in B.2.6(b), nuclear only provides base-load electricity and
therefore makes the most ineYcient and ineVective contribution to meeting peak demand. One further
advantage of PV is that it can power an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) system for the building
concerned. This is of crucial importance should the building be a hospital or contain the computers of a
financial institution. At times of natural disaster, such as hurricanes or flooding, nuclear reactors have to
be turned oV for safety reasons. PV systems can continue generating or their storage systems can be utilised.

C.4.3 Is nuclear new build compatible with the government’s aims on security and terrorism both within the
UK and worldwide?

— Within the UK

C.4.3(a) This is almost certainly the most serious objection to a new nuclear build. This is made clear in
Report 222 of the Parliamentary OYce of Science and Technology7 and the evidence presented to the
Commons Defence Committee in July 2002, in particular that of Professor Frank Barnaby [See Annex 1
not printed] and Dr Gordon Thompson.8 The objective must be to reduce significantly the current number
and vulnerability of potential terrorist targets before setting in motion a process which will increase their
number significantly. The POST report points out that: “No reactors have been designed specifically to
withstand the impact of a large commercial aircraft”, and that: “Some of UK’s older Magnox plants have
design characteristics which may make them more vulnerable to terrorist attacks”. There are more than a
dozen locations in the UK where a successful attack which released only 2% of the plutonium inventory in
a smoke plume would require evacuation of an area at least as large as in the Chernobyl disaster. As both
Barnaby and Thompson indicate a worst case scenario at Sellafield could be far more catastrophic. It seems
irresponsible to add yet more potential targets before we have secured the existing ones.

C.4.3(b) The probability of a successful terrorist attack in any single year on one of these locations is very
small. However, the plutonium from the first generation of UK civil reactors must be kept isolated from the
environment and out of terrorist hands for at least one-third of a million years. Over such a period even a
small yearly probability of a successful raid becomes a near certainty. How will we be viewed by the 10,000
generations which must protect the waste plutonium of two generations from the successors to al-Qaida?

7 Report 222 of the Parliamentary OYce of Science and Technology (POST), July 2004.
8 Select Committee on Defence, Sixth Report, Minutes of Evidence, Appendix 1 (24 July 2002).
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C.4.3(c) As well as the danger of providing targets for terrorist attack, there are obvious risks in
increasing the amount of material, which could be used for making “dirty bombs” for spreading radiation.
[See Annexes 1 and 2 for a fuller discussion of various potential terrorist threats.]

C.4.3.d. Reference has already been made to a diVerent sense in which UK Government security policy
has been relevant to the nuclear industry, namely the requirements of the MoD. The original UK civil
nuclear programme was designed with the production of plutonium for the military a priority. In the 1980s
large amounts (1,000s of tonnes) of depleted uranium were removed from the safeguarded civil programme
for munitions and armour used in bothGulf wars together with tritium for nuclear warheads.9 The question
arises of whether defence interests could influence Government decisions on the future of civil nuclear
energy, for instance the current consideration of Trident replacement. Currently there is unlikely to be a
requirement for plutonium, the UK has more than enough weapons grade plutonium. The last Strategic
Defence Review showed that the MoD had 60 bombs worth more than they thought they had.10 However,
it remains true that the technology required to develop a new generation of enriched uranium civil reactors
has clear overlap with that required for submarine propulsion.

C.4.3(e) The extent of the MoD’s interest in a decision on nuclear power, and of its involvement in
subsiding the industry and its R&D, might warrant investigation.

— Worldwide

C.4.3(f) At C.4(a) above, reference was made to the fundamental problem of dual use. This has been
succinctly expressed by Professor Michael MccGwire:

“The other problemwas ‘dual use’—the fact that materials and technology required for legitimate,
peaceful purposes can also be used (diverted) to produce weapons. The essential elements of a
nuclear explosive are highly enriched uranium and/or separated plutonium. Uranium is also used
to fuel nuclear power reactors, and for that purpose natural uranium has to be enriched so that
the proportion ofU235 is close to 5%. By repeating this process of centrifugal enrichment once, the
proportion ofU235 rises tomore than 25%.A second repetition (ie a total of three passes) results in
93% highly enriched uranium (HEU), which is weapons grade. Similarly, weapons-grade
plutonium contains at least 93% Pu-239. Plutonium is a by-product of burning uranium in a
nuclear reactor, and is separated out in a chemical reprocessing plant. In sum, if a state has a self-
suYcient capability to generate nuclear power, it also has the potential to produce an explosive
device.”11

C.4.3(g) The recent admission that Sellafield had suYcient plutonium unaccounted for to make several
nuclear weapons reflects an inherent danger with large-scale reprocessing. For though the notional “loss”
was probably due to an accounting error; such errors are endemic to the system [See Annex 2]. While this
problem remains unresolved the danger of such uncertainty is obvious.

C.4.3(h) A major, if not the major, concern with a much increased use of nuclear-power reactors is that,
in the medium- and long-term, it will lead to the operation of so-called Generation IV reactors. Generation
I reactors were the early prototype reactors, of the 1950s and early 1960s (eg Magnox); Generation II
reactors are the commercial power reactors of the 1970s and 1980s (eg AGRs, PWRs and Boiling Water
Reactors (BWRs); Generation III reactors are advanced light water reactors that will soon mature (eg the
AP 1000); and Generation IV reactors will, the nuclear industry hopes, be the core of any nuclear
renaissance, and include such advanced reactor types as sodium-cooled and lead-cooled fast breeder
reactors.

C.4.3(i) Generation III reactors can use a mixed-oxide (MOX) nuclear fuel, a mixture of uranium and
plutonium dioxides. MOX fuel has serious implications for nuclear-weapon proliferation because the
plutonium dioxide can easily be separated from the uranium dioxide and used to fabricate nuclear weapons.

C.4.3(j) Generation IV reactors will be fuelled with plutonium, with only a small input of uranium. The
plutonium will be of a type suitable for use in the most eYcient nuclear weapons. The consequences of the
widespread use ofGeneration IV reactors for nuclear-weapon proliferation and the risk of nuclear terrorism
are very serious indeed. The UN Secretary General’s High-level Panel (2004) warned: “We are approaching
a point at which the erosion of the non-proliferation regime could become irreversible and result in a cascade
of proliferation.”12

C.4.3(k) The failure to reach agreement on this at both the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty Review
2005 and at theUNSummit hasmade this situation even graver. TheBush administration’s decision to assist
India’s nuclear programme gives the appearance of rewarding both non-membership of the NPT and
development of nuclear weapons. The Prime Minister’s endorsement of Bush’s stance and commitment to
also give British co-operation seems surprising, given his previous statements on proliferation.

9 “Withdrawals from Safeguards pursuant to the UK Safeguards Agreement with the IAEA and EURATOM” Dep 00/1261
(July 2000), House of Commons Library.

10 “Plutonium and Aldermaston, an historical Account”, Ministry of Defence, April 2000.
11 MMccGwire, “The rise and fall of the NPT: an opportunity for Britain”, International AVairs 81, 1 (January 2005), pp 115f.
12 “A more secure World”, Report of the High-level Panel to UN Secretary-General, p 39, para 111.
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C.4.3(l) This raises two concerns. Firstly if Britain further develops the nuclear industry will commercial
interests in international trade take precedence over global security? Secondly such inconsistency
strengthens the position of other countries in seeking proliferation. Iran has already sought to justify its
position on the basis of “double standards”; those countries which have developed nuclear weapons denying
“peaceful nuclear technology” to others.

C.5 In respect of these issues [Q 4], how does the nuclear option compare with a major programme of
investment in renewables, microgeneration, and energy eYciency? How compatible are the various options with
each other and with the strategy set out in the Energy White Paper?

C.5(a) It should be clear from the arguments outlined above and below that in all cases the nuclear option
compares extremely unfavourably with a major programme of investment in renewables, micro-generation
and energy eYciency.

D. Other Issues

D.6 How carbon-free is nuclear energy? What level of carbon emissions would be associated with (a)
construction and (b) operation of a new nuclear power station? How carbon-intensive is the mining and
processing of uranium ore?

D.6(a) Every stage of the nuclear-fuel cycle—the construction of the power stations, the mining and
milling of uranium ore, the enrichment of uranium fuel, the processing and disposal of radioactive wastes,
and the decommissioning of the reactors—uses fossil fuel (oil or gas). In particular, if uranium fuel is
extracted from poor quality ore, a nuclear reactor could consumemore electricity than it produces.13 Before
there is a nuclear renaissance the size and availability of high quality ores and the question of net carbon
production in the nuclear cycle must be addressed.

D.7 Should nuclear new build be conditional on the development of scientifically and publicly acceptable
solutions to the problems of managing nuclear waste, as recommended by the RCEP?

D.7(a) Yes, unequivocally. It should be noted that this recommendation was made by the Royal
Commission on Environmental Protection as early as 1975 and that the further recommendation in 2000
predated the 9/11 tragedy in 2001. The RCEP recommendation of 1975 remains valid “there should be no
commitment to a large programme of nuclear fission power until it has been demonstrated beyond
reasonable doubt that amethod exists to ensure the safe containment of long-lived, highly radioactive waste
for the indefinite future.” Any new decision should also be delayed until the Committee on Radioactive
Waste Management (CoRWM) reports in mid-2006.

Annexes

Annex I [not printed, available in Defence Committee, Sixth Report Session 2001–02 HC 518-II,
Appendix 4 ]

Annex II

DIFFICULTIES IN ACCOUNTING FOR NUCLEAR WEAPONS GRADE MATERIAL IN
LARGE-SCALE REPROCESSING PLANTS

The THORP reprocessing plant at Sellafield deals with a large amount of plutonium—up to about 7
tonnes per year. The separated plutonium can be used to fabricate eVective nuclear weapons. There is no
clear distinction between the commercial use of plutonium and its military use.

A good nuclear-weapons designer could construct a nuclear weapon from 3 or 4 kilograms of this reactor-
grade plutonium. To ensure the timely detection of the diversion of such a small amount of plutonium in a
plant where so much plutonium is handled requires very precise safeguards techniques, requiring
significantly more precision than is currently achievable.

It must be emphasized that this is not a matter of the eYciency and competence of the inspectors or of
the operators of safeguards instruments. Even with the best available and foreseeable safeguards technology
it is not possible to get the precision necessary.

The safeguards agencies claim that a commercial plutonium-reprocessing plant can be safeguarded with
eVectiveness of about 99%. This means that, even on the most optimistic assessments, at least 1% of the
plutonium throughput will be unaccounted for. 1% of 7 tonnes per year is 70 kilograms of plutonium per
year, enough to produce about 20 nuclear weapons a year.

13 J W Storm van Leeuwen and P Smith, http://www.oprit.rug.nl/deenen/ (May 2005).
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Some independent experts estimate that, in practice, a more realistic figure for the eVectiveness of
safeguards on a commercial plutonium-reprocessing plant is 95% and that at least 5% of the plutonium
throughput will be unaccounted for.

In August 2004, a leak started, as a hairline crack, in a pipe connected to the accountancy tank at the
front end of the THORP reprocessing plant and complete failure of the pipe occurred in mid-January 2005.
Solution, containing spent reactor fuel elements dissolved in nitric acid, leaked into a cement secondary
containment chamber. The leak was not detected until April 2005, eight months after it began, by which
time about 83,000 litres, containing about 160 kilograms of plutonium, had leaked out. Opportunities to
detect the leak—cell sampling and levelmeasurements—weremissed. That this incident could have occurred
is an example of the inadequacies of the safeguards system for the THORP plant.

The fact that there is material unaccounted for at THORP means that the operators of the plant do not
know whether or not an amount of plutonium has gone missing. If for example, the police ring them up and
say that a terrorist or criminal group has contacted them and provided some evidence that they have
acquired some plutonium, enough to fabricate a nuclear explosive. The evidence could be, for example, a
very small sample of plutonium. The police ask the operators if a few kilograms of their plutonium are
missing. They would not be able to answer with any certainty because the amount that may be missing will
be within the material unaccounted for. It must be concluded that currently THORP cannot be eVectively
safeguarded.

Such large-scale reprocessing is currently limited to fairly stable states with advanced nuclear
programmes. However the dangers are obvious of a process, where nuclear weapons grade material could
be stolen or deliberately diverted into state or non-state weapons programmes, without detection being
possible.

This has serious consequences for the non-proliferation treaty and for nuclear terrorism.

21 September 2005

Witnesses: Professor Paul Rogers, Global Security Consultant and Professor of Peace Studies (Bradford
University), Dr Frank Barnaby, Nuclear Issues Consultant, Professor Keith Barnham, Energy Security
Consultant and Emeritus Professor of Physics (Imperial College London), and Mr Malcolm Savidge,
Parliamentary Consultant, the Oxford Research Group, examined.

Q326 Chairman: Good afternoon and thank you for Science and Technology does not justify that
position. You obviously have your own views andcoming. May I oVer a particular welcome to Mr

Savidge who until the general election was more have made your own analysis.
usually seen on this side of the committee room rather Professor Barnham: Yes. In terms of the possible
than giving evidence. You are all most welcome. I am consequences, we note that POST reports both sides
grateful to you for yourmemorandum.May I start by of the argument. In preparation for this, I checked
asking some questions about the security aspects through the analysis we based this on, and that is the
which you mention. You base quite a lot of what you one done by Frank Barnaby, my colleague. I would
say on the POST note about the risk of terrorist like to point out that I have obviously checked that
attacks on nuclear facilities. It just seemed to me that one through and it does seem to me that it is taking
the conclusions that the Parliamentary OYce of a fairly conservative risk. It is talking about a small
Science and Technology reached were very much proportion of releases from the various places. Of
more equivocal than your conclusions. Would you course it is impossible to be sure how much would

actually be released. By taking the fairly conservativeaccept that?
releases and then comparing with the well-Professor Barnham: No, I do not think I would. Are
documented Chernobyl tragedy, I feel it is fairlyyou talking with respect to the risks of there being an
conservative on the consequences side.explosion, some sort of incident like a terrorist attack

or the consequences of those? Which are you
referring to?

Q328 Chairman: Do you agree with the POST
opinion that even if there were a successful attack, it
would be highly unlikely to cause large numbers ofQ327 Chairman: The risks are indefinable. The
instant fatalities?consequences are partly open to analysis, although

obviously there is a lot of information that is secret, Professor Barnham: I would actually disagree with
POST. I feel that POST has taken a best situation byand therefore there is only very partial information

available. What I am slightly concerned about is that using quantitative figure from Sizewell, which, as we
well know, is the most modern and the mostthis report here is hedged about and is equivocal. You

have chosen to say that the risks associated with a protected; it is the one with a reasonably strong
secondary containment. In terms of their talkingterrorist attack are much the most serious problems

associated with developing new nuclear power. My about release, they are not looking at the breadth of
the possibilities. Indeed, they should be looking at, asown view, and I will oVer it to you, is that this

document produced by the Parliamentary OYce of they themselves specifically mention and as you will
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notice, the problems there might be with the old as soon as possible—has to remain robust for 10,000
generations to look after the waste produced by twoMagnoxes and just leaving it like that. I am afraid I

would say that was leaving out some uncertainties. generations. It is that extrapolation that I am saying
is the really crucial one of which I would like the
committee to be aware. You ask how one makes aQ329 Chairman: Is it not likely that the risk
repository robust. Bear in mind we are just talkingassociated with a new build generation of nuclear
about keeping the material isolated from Al-power stations is likely to be less than that associated
Qu’aeda and about seepage into the environment;with the old ones, Magnox and Chernobyl and all
we are not just talking about terrorist attacks butthe rest of them?
about very small amounts of plutonium in theProfessor Barnham: One would certainly hope so.
environment being extremely dangerous, toxic.We come back to the fundamental point that the
What I am pointing out is that that has to be keptpossible outcome of a terrorist attack is so terrible
isolated for 80 times as long as Stonehenge has beenthat we feel it has to be faced up to before any new
there. I make the point that it is not safe. How canbuild. Basically, we have so many potential targets
we be sure that people will even know where theas a result of the waste policy. I am sure we will come
repository is in 10,000 generations’ time?on to that.

Q332 Chairman:We do not know for sure, and it isQ330Chairman: The consequences of an attack on a
not a near certainty that there is going to be achemical plant would be pretty bad, would they not?
terrorist attack on any kind of future nuclearThink of Bhopal or Seveso: is not the risk there just
installation. We do know for sure that climateas great?
change is happening. If the nuclear industry isProfessor Barnham: Absolutely.
capable of coming up with a solution to climateMr Savidge: As you say, POST is extremely well
change, is it not worth the risk?balanced. It is worth noticing that it says that it is
Dr Barnaby: The thing that bothers me most, and Iconsidered possible that an attack on Sellafield
am sure my colleagues, about a terrorist attack is thecould result in hundreds of thousands of long-term
probability that a terrorist group will get hold ofcancers. It then very fairly quotes the BNFL claims
plutonium and fabricate and get a nuclear weapon,the other way. Obviously, in relation to something
plus of course the dirty bomb. We are firmlylike Sellafield which is an older station, one has
convinced that if we move into the plutoniumconsiderably more risk; one has considerably more
economy, over time the probability of thatrisks with the liquid waste tanks. We are saying that
happening does become a near certainty because thethose problems ought to be resolved before we start
fuel for the next generation and the generation afterto create new problems. Obviously nobody is
that in nuclear power reactors will be very easilyquestioning that there would be a greater attempt at
converted into nuclear weapons. It is the nuclearsecurity with any new facility. In fairness, I would
weapon aspect as well as the attack on a facility thatsay that if look at the quotes we took from POST,
we regard as important.they were fairly carefully taken to be quotes which

do not exaggerate what POST is saying. There is no
doubt that they say that no reactors were designed Q333 Chairman: We are going to discuss the
to withstand being hit by a large commercial aircraft proliferation issues in a minute.
and they do state that the older Magnox plants are Professor Rogers: Could I come back, Mr
more vulnerable to terrorist attacks. Chairman, to your question of risk? You said at the

start that risk is undefinable and that we are looking
primarily at consequences. In a sense, risk isQ331 Chairman: Obviously this is a very serious

matter and needs to be thought about with great undefinable but trends are there to be seen. One can
say that the risk has grown considerably of terroristcare. I am grateful for the evidence you have

produced. I am just slightly concerned that there attacks onmajor targets, including nuclear facilities,
in the past 15 years. To quote from Sir Ian Blair, themay be a danger of scaremongering here. To give

you an example of that, you talk about the near Metropolitan Police Commissioner, just last night,
he has chilling evidence of new terrorist plots. We docertainty of a terrorist attack in the long term.

Actually, of course, in the long term the dangerous not know what they are. One has to understand that
paramilitary groups, terrorist movements if youmaterial will probably be stored in a very secure

place somewhere deep underground and therefore wish, tend to be rather conservative in their
operations but they can undergo changes. I give younot be as accessible to terrorist attack as perhaps a

current pond at Sellafield. two examples. One, as we know verywell in London,
was the move over to economic targeting by theProfessor Barnham: I am afraid there is one point I

would like to bring to the committee’s attention. I Provisional IRA in 1992 with the very big political
impact that had.More serious was the move to massam very concerned that the industry has not got a

strategy and the necessary technology for long-term casualty attacks, starting in February the following
year. Remember that the February 1993 attack onstorage, high or low. On that particular point you

are referring to, I would draw your attention to the the World Trade Center was intended to bring the
north tower down over the Bicester Hotel into thenext sentence in our report which states that the

really important thing is to realise that whatever south tower and kill about 30,000 people in the space
of a few seconds. That was the intention. During therepository we are talking about—and, yes,

personally I would like to see the waste underground course of the 1990s, there were other major attacks.
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There was an attempt byAlgerian radicals to crash a Q338 Chairman:Yes.Would they not be designed to
fully-laden Airbus on the centre of Paris, which was higher specifications, bearing in mind the enhanced
countered by the French Gendarmerie in December risk of a terrorist attack?
1994. There was the major attack on the Colombo Dr Barnaby: If you are talking about the terrorist
World Trade Centre by the Tamil Tigers, killing 100 attack on the reactor, that is possibly true. You do
and injuring over 1,000. There were many other have to remember the pond.
attempts.

Q339 Chairman:We have already got that, though.Q334 Chairman: We know that we live in a
Professor Rogers: But we are going to have verydangerous world. There is no doubt about that.
much more of it. If we move over to a plutoniumProfessor Rogers: My point is that it is a diVerent
economy, we havemuchmore transport,muchmoreworld to 15 years ago.
storage, much more processing. If we are part of a
system inwhich this becomes a global trend, and this

Q335 Chairman: That is also true. I go back to the is seen as a primary answer to climate change, then
question I asked, which I do not think has been we move into a global plutonium economy, which
answered, and forgive me if it has. Is not the risk of we do not have the present time.
an attack on a chemical plant just as great, in terms
of the immediate impact at least, on the people who
live round it? Q340 Joan Walley: Could I press you a little further
Professor Rogers: In terms of the people who live on that? As from now, the thrust of the questioning
round it, it may well be. Take the example of has been in respect of the nuclear solution to the
Flixborough, which had an immediate eVect and problems that there are of global warming. Can I
killed 30 people. You are talking about a far greater slightly extend it out from there? In terms of the
eVect if you have an attack on nuclear facilities, priorities that the Government has stated about
admittedly over weeks, months or years, but it is security of supply and all the things that we need
massive compared with probably the largest from an energy policy, what do you think are the
chemical plant attack you can imagine. They are of issues globally? We are at a point where we can
a diVerent order of magnitude. perhaps change the direction of energy policy.

Should we or should we not be looking at this in
terms of the global insecurity that could come aboutQ336 Mr Ellwood: May I lead on from the
if we do not actually deal with climate change? I amChairman’s comments about those chemical
looking to put this into a slightly bigger frameworkattacks? Are you suggesting that we do not want to
than just whether or not we go for nuclear.get involved in the requirements of needing

plutonium in this country because it might facilitate Professor Barnham: We may not have time, I am
some form of dirty bomb, or indeed larger bomb, afraid, to get on to it, but I do wish tomake the point
when in fact if I were a terrorist and I was interested that there is some uncertainty as to what extent
in gaining this substance, I would not look to nuclear can mitigate carbon dioxide emissions.
Britain; I would look to another country where it There is an uncertain amount of carbon dioxide
would be much simpler to get. I am trying to emission, which we could discuss and perhaps get on
understand whether you are saying we should not go to later. As we start to use up uranium supplies
down the road of using nuclear energy simply towards 2050, we will increasingly have to use
because we are then able not to have plutonium on uranium ores which will require more energy to
the market, when actually terrorists can purchase extract and it will become more problematic how
this stuV or get it from another source and still use it much CO2nuclear power actually does displace. The
in the United Kingdom? second point is that we must remember that the new
Dr Barnaby: There are very few countries that are nuclear build is at least 10 years away. That is the
reprocessing spent nuclear fuel. We are one and prelude I would like to give to try to address your
France is another, and Russia and Japan in 2006. question. I have been working for 15 years in
The haul of plutonium in Britain we are storing is renewable energy. I think it can deliver. It is
exceptionally high. Presumably that means it is at delivering worldwide. Wind, of course, is the first
greater risk but, worse than that, we do tend to be andmost obvious.Our neighbours inDenmark have
moving into trade in plutonium in the form ofMOX, 17% wind at the moment and planning for that to
for example, which means that we are spreading rise to 25%, which is the same as our nuclear
plutonium globally. A combination of those two I contribution. We have wave, tidal and my own area
think makes Britain a special case here, along with solar photovoltaic, all of which can start deliveringFrance. here and now and not in 10 years’ time. In the rest of

the world, solar photovoltaic expanded at 57% last
year. The Germans doubled theirs, so there was aQ337 Chairman: Is it really your view that a new
100% increase in their installations. Even from ourgeneration of nuclear power stations would be as
ridiculously low level of PV in the UK, a 40% orunsafe in terms of the risk of terrorist attack as the
relatively modest increase would mean that by 2023existing ones we already have?
we could produce all our electricity fromDr Barnaby: When you say a terrorist attack, you

mean a terrorist attack on the reactor itself? photovoltaics.
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Chairman:We were hoping to come on to all of this are also in a position to do that with wind and wave.
Why are you not doing it?” In other words, you doin a minute. We may now not have to. Could you

pause there because we will have a question to you not have the authority to dictate.
about your attitude towards renewables.

Q343 Mr Hurd: How do you see the role of the
International Atomic Energy Agency, faced withQ341MrHurd:ProfessorRogers, I do not think you
this challenge?were involved directly in the memorandum. You are
Professor Rogers: Mr El Baredei’s comment in Theparticularly welcome here today because I think you
Financial Times recently was extremely interesting.can neatly give us a global perspective on the risks
He was essentially saying that we have to re-visitassociated with the trend towards proliferation of
what underlies the Non-Proliferation Treaty.civil nuclear plants and risk associated with the
Essentially, if you have the Non-Proliferationmove towards what I think you called a plutonium
Treaty, that basically allows civil nuclear power buteconomy. Are we going forwards or backwards in
not the proliferation of nuclear weapons. The oneterms of the process of reconciling Western
problem that was always known about is that themonopoly in this technology and the aspirations of
powers thatwere subject toArticle 6where theywerethe developing world?
required to get rid of their nuclear weapons have notProfessor Rogers: I think we are going backwards.
done so, but the added problem, as Mr El BaredeiHistorically, there were great fears for nuclear
says, is that we have actually got to look at the directproliferation in the 1970s and 1980s. Happily, some
connection between nuclear power and nuclearof those were not realised. Argentina and Brazil
weapons. I believe one of his seven comments in thatforewent their nuclear rivalry. South Africa got out
article was in fact to have a moratorium on furtherof it. Kazakhstan, Belarus and Ukraine all gave up
uranium enrichment. I think that is right. You havetheir nuclear weapons back to Russia as the
a figure like that saying that you have to reconsidersuccessor state of the Soviet Union. There was some
even the basis of his own agency’s work, which isprogress. That turned round in the 1990s with the
very powerful. We could table The Financial TimesIndian and Pakistani developments, and more
piece, if you wish.recently with Korea, and now of course with Iran. I

was in Iran quite recently studying this. Essentially,
Q344 Dr Turner: Dr Barnaby, may I ask you awe are at a point where the nuclear weapons
specific question? You state in your memorandumproliferation problem is possibly about to get much
that Generation III reactors can use mixed oxideworse. That is something which is happening for
nuclear fuel, which is obviously a matter of concernpolitical and strategic reasons. The problem is that
for proliferation. Do they have to use MOX? Canin those circumstances simultaneously you are
they possibly use uranium?moving to a more heavily involved plutonium
Dr Barnaby: Yes, they could use uranium. They doeconomy. Put that with the political and strategic
not have to use MOX, but there will be greatproblems, and you have a really serous issue over the
pressure to use MOX for two reasons. Firstly, wenext 10 to 20 years. For example, if you have a
have a store of plutoniumwhich the authorities wantcountry that believes it has a right to nuclear power
to get rid of and therefore it is tempting to burn it asand to nuclear weapons, then if you have particular
MOX. However, that does not solve the problem.countries which believe they should go for new
The danger with MOX is that to separate thegenerations, it makes it very much more diYcult to
uranium dioxide and the plutonium dioxide fromsay to any country “Thou shalt not”. I think there is
the MOX fuel—it is a mixture of the two, it is mixeda combination of strategic developments with the
oxide—is straightforward chemistry; there is nopossible new generations of nuclear power. If you
diYculty with the chemistry in doing that. If youput those together, you have a complex which is
produce MOX and you export it, making a globalreally quite diYcult to counter.
trade in it, you are making available to terrorist
groups around the world material from which theyQ342MrHurd:Howdowe reconcile those tensions? could very easily get plutonium and very easilymakeIf I understand you correctly, you support the view from that plutonium a primitive nuclear device.that we are not in a position to dictate to these

countries what technologies they should use.
Q345 Dr Turner: You have even greater concernProfessor Rogers: It is a question of not dictating but
about Generation IV reactors because of their use ofit is even worse to say, “Do as we say and not as we
plutonium.do”. Essentially, if you want to play a major role in
Dr Barnaby: Yes.getting at the root of climate change, then you have

to be one of the lead countries yourself. It gives you
Q346 Dr Turner: There are two types. Would youfar greater authority to do it. I tried this in Teheran
count the AP1000 and the pebble bed reactor asa few months ago. It is very diYcult to say to senior
Generation IV?Iranian politicians, “I do not think it is wise for you
Dr Barnaby: No, that is Generation III.to go for nuclear weapons or nuclear power”. They

turn around and say, “Who are you to tell us that?”
You can say, “Look, you are in a position to go very Q347 Dr Turner: Are you happy or not happy with

the security issues surrounding the AP1000 design,heavily for photovoltaics and other things; your
geography, climate and solar radiation suits you which is the most likely to be proposed for this

country?better for that”. They will turn round and say, “You
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Dr Barnaby: Absolutely. There are some very big questions to ask on waste
storage of the pebble bed after irradiation. Though
it has a lot of features which look more positive,Q348 Dr Turner: Did you say you are concerned
there are still some big questions.with the security? Could you elaborate on that?
Dr Barnaby: Once you have nuclear fission, youDr Barnaby: I am concerned about the security of
have waste. That is obvious. Any reactor is bound tothe MOX fuel, certainly, for the reasons I have
produce waste.given. So far as the reactor itself is concerned, it is
Professor Barnham: It is a very complicated fuel.claimed that it is a safer design, mainly because the
Dr Barnaby: It is very complicated indeed.control rods work under gravity rather than with a
Professor Rogers: There may be diVerences in themotor and that obviously they are passively safer. It
inherent safety features of diVerent reactors. Thereis the fuelling which is the problem. Moving into an
may well be a trend for new generations of reactorsera where we will useMOXand therefore plutonium
to be considered to be more safe, but that does noton quite a large scale if the plans go ahead I think is
rule out the underlying theme that you are movingvery worrying indeed. If that happens, the
into an era in which you have larger amounts ofprobability that there will be a nuclear terrorist
fissile material in circulation, both prior to use inattack using a nuclear weapon that they themselves
reactors and as waste products. That is the widermanufacture is really very high indeed. That does
issue.make me very unhappy.

Q349 Dr Turner:Are you satisfied about their safety Q353 Mr Caton: Professor Barnham, you have
as reactors, given that one of the reasons for getting already touched on the issue of carbon emissions
the cost down is to reduce the amount of paperwork, associated with nuclear this afternoon. In your
valves, et cetera, which of course are safety systems, memorandum you cite the work of vanLeeuwen and
and to reduce the containment? Smith and the need to research the availability of
Dr Barnaby: Yes, the people that I have talked to high quality ores. Do you accept that on the basis of
about the AP1000 do say that. I have no reason to high quality ores, nuclear is almost a carbon-free
doubt them. I think this possibly is more passively source of energy, after generation commences at
safe than the current reactors, but the problem is the least?
terrorist threat. Professor Barnham: The industry figures are at

around 8 to 10%, as I understand it. There I am
talking about the energy pay-back basically, theQ350 Dr Turner: Does the pebble bed reactor give
amount of energy that is required over the wholeyou any security concerns?
cycle. That is the energy input in creation, inDr Barnaby: The pebble bed reactor is quite a lot
separation, and with good ores and so on.safer because the fuel is more proliferation-resistant,
Presumably that energy comes from conventionalbut the industry is, by and large, resistant to go in for
sources, so it will have evolved some CO2 and sothem. I notice that the Chinese are very keen. They
sounds pretty low. I am concerned if you are doingare really most suitable for small reactors, 100 MW
a whole life cycle analysis, which is what should beto 200MW type. I am not sure what the commercial
done, and remember what I said at the beginningprospects are for the pebble bed but it certainly is a
that waste has to be stored for 10,000 generations.more proliferation-resistant design than what we
The energy that is going to be involved there ishave at the moment.
discounted, as indeed is the cost of that within the
analyses I have seen. How does one calculate theQ351 Mr Ellwood:May I clarify a question that Dr
energy required at the back end, given that one doesTurner raised? I think Dr Turner bracketed the 1000
not know where the back end fuel is going to beseries plus the pebble bed together and you said that
stored and how it is going to be stored? I think thatthey were both classed as Generation III. Was that
probably the industry figures for the best quality orecorrect?
that you get from Australia and Canada are aboutDr Barnaby: The pebble bed reactor is not classed as
right at 8 to 10%. Our concern is that that will starta generation reactor. It is part of the family of
running out, on IAEA figures, by 2050. Thereactors, yes.
interesting thing about the reference you refer to, the
van Leeuwen and Smith work, is that it very soonQ352 Mr Ellwood: I understand that it is not, and
becomes uneconomic energy-wise as the quality ofthat is why I wanted to clarify that. On that point of
the ore declines. It can very soon go up to their sortthe pebble bed, the concerns that you all expressed
of figure, which you may know is about 33%, thatearlier were to do with the proliferation of
sort of range, as you have to start using less goodplutonium. Am I getting the impression that were a
quality ore.prototype pebble bed reactor, such as I think the

South Africans are looking at very seriously from
the German designs of 20 years ago, going to be Q354Mr Caton:On that question of the availability

of high quality ores, BNFL have submitted in theirmanageable and economic, you would be a
supporter of such a reactor? memorandum that economically recoverable

reserves are adequate for around 170 years atDr Barnaby: Yes.
Professor Barnham: I believe there are still questions current consumption rates. Do you accept that?

Professor Barnham: That certainly disagrees withabout the storage of the waste. There was a meeting
at Imperial College last week onwaste management. IAEA, yes.
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Professor Rogers: We could give you a are referring to safety. I think there is a real risk
when one looks at it because deep storage issupplementary note on this, once we have seen the

evidence. expensive. So far, we have no deep storage
repositories in this country at all because it isProfessor Barnham: We have not seen the evidence.
expensive; it is politically unpopular as you have to
choose defined sites; it is not particularly sexyQ355 Mr Caton: What do you think, if it is rather
because what you are protecting against isscarcer than they are suggesting, this is going to
something that is seen in some ways as a remotemean for the price of uranium, if, as you are saying,
possibility. We can think in terms that we have thisit may not be this 170 years?
solution but will we have the solution of deepProfessor Barnham: The uranium will certainly
repositories?becomemore expensive.My concern is, as I say, that

overall you will start having to use much more
energy in separating the uranium and therefore end Q359 Colin Challen: With respect, that was not

really my question. My question was about theup by having a much bigger carbon dioxide load.
That is my point. carbon emissions and the energy consumption that

would be associated with long-term storage in aMr Savidge: That is carbon dioxide as well as in
financial terms. tunnel system, perhaps underground where it is

sealed oV. I assume that somebody puts a padlockProfessor Barnham: That is in carbon dioxide and
financial terms. Both of them are important. on the door, locks it up and they do not throw away

the key; that is the only thing. In the life cycle
analysis that you have referred to, what are theQ356 Mr Caton: If nuclear fusion ever became a
climate change consequences for those 10,000reality, would you count that as renewable energy?
generations?Professor Barnham: You are asking for my opinion
Professor Barnham: This is a problem I think youon nuclear fusion! No, I would not actually. Here is
have to face up to. It was not a flippant statement:our solar cell. If there is time, I will talk about this.
80 times Stonehenge—how are we going to tell theIt is a third generation photovoltaic cell. If I left it
world in 10,000 generations’ time that there is aout on the windowsill in London all year, the
plutonium store hidden underneath down there?electrical energy generation inside that would be
How are we going to communicate that?four times what you may get in 50 years’ time from

the fusion rate. So we can do it already here and we
get one-seventh of the funding of fusion. Q360 Colin Challen:There is no way of assessing the

future energy consumption.
Professor Barnham: That is my point.Q357 Mr Caton: You have fusion research

tomorrow?
Professor Barnham: Absolutely, and I would like to Q361MrEllwood:With the speed of technology that

has moved forward, the amount of energy that issuggest that the committee as a very serious matter
asks the MoD why it is supporting fusion research. actually being extracted from uranium pellets is

quite minimal compared with the energy that is inDr Barnaby: Fusion is not good from a nuclear
proliferation point of view because high energy there. Do you feel that in 50 or 100 years’ time there

could be a possibility that rather than bury these andneutrons can produce massive amounts of
plutonium and also, of course, there is the forgetting them, there may be technology that can

re-use these or get more energy out of them, or,radioactive waste problem.
alternatively, to have some form of process which
would speed up the decay to make themQ358 Colin Challen:Could I pick up one point from
completely safe?Professor Barnham’s contribution about the long-
Dr Barnaby: You mean transportation; in otherterm 10,000 generation period for waste storage and
words, it is technically feasible but it is hellishlythe final solution? When the stuV is buried and
expensive.sealed oV, what is the ongoing energy consumption

required and what carbon emissions can you ascribe
to that particular question? Q362 Mr Ellwood: It is today.

Dr Barnaby: It is very hard to see a time when it willProfessor Barnham: There is a debate going on
about whether it should be stored in a place that is not be hellishly expensive.

Professor Rogers: The context here is the problemretrievable so that we at least know in 70 or 80
generations’ time if the containers have rusted and for the next five to 30 years on climate change. We

are looking at what needs to be done now and in thewe can get it out and re-package it.
Mr Savidge: It is important to stress, given the very near future.

Professor Barnham: It does come back to ourChairman’s earlier questions, that in a sense we are
waiting for the quorum to suggest in this country original point, that it will involve a lot of

transportation of nasty materials. That is what wewhether we should have surface or near surface,
easily retrievable waste or whether we should go for are saying, that we are worried about the third and

fourth generation of that and the terrorist threat. Itdeep storage. Deep storage is deeply costly; the other
one is less safe. I think there is a great danger that we would be done at some central facility and you will

move the spent fuel. It is almost certainly going tocould be in a position where the less costly one is
mentioned when we are talking about finance and involve some more transportation around the

country to a central point. All the facilities that Ithe more secure one, namely deep storage, when we
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9 November 2005 Professor Paul Rogers, Dr Frank Barnaby, Professor Keith Barnham and Mr Malcolm Savidge

have seen described are central facilities at the massive potential there and for PV on roofs and even
for the older solar collectors for hot water heating.moment which people are talking about. It is a long
The potential is clearly there. There needs to beway away. It will again involve transport. I come
much more in the way of fiscal inducements, butback to the point that the transport of MOX, the
there is no doubt that the current technologies cantransport of fuel and of spent fuel are all terrorist
do it. If, at the same time, we had had the kind oftargets which we have to be aware of and try to
R&D in photovoltaics that we have had in theminimise.
nuclear field over the last 30 or 40 years, we would
probably already be at third and fourth generationQ363 Colin Challen: You are highly critical of the
PVs that are highly economic. It is a combination ofGovernment’s ability to progress on introducing
really heavily investing in R&D while at the samerenewables. What evidence do you have that would
time using the existing technologies and encouraginggive us any confidence that if they changed their
them to come onto the market very quickly.attitude in a satisfactory way, renewables would be

able to deliver and fill the generation gap by 10
Q365 Joan Walley: On that point, you mention theyears’ time?
fiscal inducements and the R&D and that that couldProfessor Barnham:As I say, the Germans achieved help us close the gap by 2015. What about public100% increase last year through their 100,000 roof awareness? The Government is saying that we needprogramme. All we need just for photovoltaic is a to have an informed public debate about the role40% increase per year from our current very low that all the diVerent energy options could take,level to get to the current nuclear contribution by including nuclear. Where is the public debate about

2023. I would add that the vitally important point to the role of renewables in all of this?
realise about renewables is that there is such a Professor Rogers: We absolutely welcome what the
variety. There is wind, tidal, wave, CHP and so on Government has said. We hope it is put into
and our own photovoltaic application that we are practice. My own local authority at Kirklees is the
pushing which involves a certain amount of energy most advanced in the country at introducing micro
eYciency, but there is enough spread there to wind power and PV on to schools. One of the things
provide. that recent study has shown is that as soon as you

have that kind of facility, the kids in schools become
Q364 Colin Challen: Some of it is still at the far more aware of what is happening and why. It is
theoretical stage. We are only at the point of a very strong public inducement to recognise theway
prototypes with wave energy. There are grid we have to go. It is certainly far better than living
connection problems and all these things. By 2015, next to a nuclear power station.
could we really think that that would be making a Chairman: Most people would agree with that.
significant contribution? Thank you. I promised you that we would get to
Professor Rogers: Yes, certainly, particularly when renewable energy by the end and we have done. We
one looks at micro generation. We are now having are extremely grateful to you for your time and for
the first of the micro wind turbines coming on to the coming here and sharing your knowledge with us. It

has been most useful.market at about 1000 to 1100 a time. There is

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Oxford Research Group

Considered response of Oxford Research Group to questions raised by Martin Caton MP and
Colin Challen MP. By Professor Paul Rogers, Dr Frank Barnaby, Professor Keith Barnham and

Mr Malcolm Savidge

Section 1

1. Q354 Martin Caton:On that question of the availability of high quality ores, BNFL have submitted in their
memorandum that economically recoverable reserves are adequate for around 170 years at current consumption
rates. Do you accept that?

1.1. As agreed during our oral presentation, we have investigated the BNFL claim of 170 years for
economically recoverable uranium reserves. It is more than three times the previously accepted IAEA study
which found that demand could only be satisfied up to 2050 [1]. The BNFL evidence mentions $130/kg cost
and 11.106 te supply. It is important to note that their supply assumption is around three times more than
the “known recoverable” World resources characterised as “reasonably assured resources plus inferred
resources” at a price of $80/kg [2]. BNFL are thereforemaking the assumption that the higher uraniumprice
will result in more resources being found and exploited. However, one should note that:

(a) These new resources are not “known”, so the quality of the ore is clearly uncertain.
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(b) The new resources may be “economically recoverable” in that, if the price is $130/kg it makes
economic sense to try to recover the uranium. But if the ore turns out to be poor quality then
considerable electricity may have to been expended in extracting the uranium so that the uranium
may not be “energetically economic”.

1.2. Most importantly for a technology that claims to be one answer to global warming, the use of poor
ores could result in a very large amount of carbon dioxide emission. The definitive work on this issue was
quoted in our submission [3]. One of the authors has kindly produced a new report which we add here as
an appendix. J W Storm van Leeuven was not aware of the BNFL evidence when he produced this report
but he correctly identified that BNFLhadmade the assumptions discussed above: If the price is high enough,
around three times the proven reserves may be “economically recoverable”. But will they be “energetically
economic”?

1.3. Figure 1 in the Appendix gives a vivid demonstration of point (1) above. The quality of much of the
“known recoverable Uranium resources” is uncertain so the “not known” resources must be of even more
questionable quality.

1.4. The importance of knowing the uranium ore quality is well illustrated in a figure from JWStorm van
Leeuven’s original work [3], which we have included as Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the energy production and energy costs of nuclear power as a function of time.

1.5. The horizontal axis in figure 1 represents time for 100 years. The vertically upward axis represents
the cumulative electrical energy generated while the reactor operates from year 10 to year 40 (assuming it
runs for 30 years). The vertical axis downward represents the cumulative electrical energy consumed by the
reactor in its life-cycle, for example in years 0–10 during construction.

1.6. One important point of Figure 1 is the energy expended in years 10–40 while the reactor is running.
This comes from themining, extraction, separation and enrichment of the uranium. If the ore is poor quality
then this consumption moves down as shown by the arrow “lower-grade uranium ore”. Note that, though
this figure is schematic, the situation indicated by the arrows “lower grade uranium ore” and “lower ore
grade”, namely that the total cumulative electricity expenditure cancels the total cumulative energy
production, is shown to occur in quantitative calculations for ore grades around 0.01% in Figures 2 and 3
of the Appendix.

1.7. There are three important points about this possibility:

(a) As the Appendix shows very clearly in Figures 2 and 3, the amount of electricity consumed if the
ores are of poor quality becomes much higher as the ore quality deteriorates. There is an “energy
cliV” where net energy production falls dramatically.

(a) The cliV is reached for ore compositions within the “known recoverable resources” so that reactor
performance could well fall oV the cliV before 2050. The remainder of BNFL’s assumed resource
may be “economically recoverable” but the energy expenditure could cancel the energy production
and the reactors would then become “energetically uneconomic”.
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(c) When a reactor falls oV the cliV as well as becoming a net energy consumer it will produce as much
carbon dioxide as that of the electricity generator which provided the energy expenditure. This is
likely to be fossil fuelled.

Conclusion on Q354

1.8. Only around 50 of BNFL’s 170 years supply are from reserves which are “reasonably assured
resources plus inferred resources” and a significant proportion of these are poor quality ores. The rising
uranium price could mean that three times this amount are “economically recoverable” but this does not
necessarily mean they are economic in terms of energy. Over the reactor life-cycle very large amounts of CO2

are emitted. The quality of the ore in the 120 extra years of uranium supply, to which BNFL refer, is
unknown and one cannot rule out that much of it would be of this is poor quality, as indeed is a major
component of the “known” resources. If so, nuclear reactors could become net consumers of electricity and,
depending on the production of that electricity, the reactor could emit as much CO2 as a fossil station.

Section 2

2.1. Figure 1 also allows us to give a more considered reponse to Colin Challen’s question which was
raised twice in the session:

Q358 Colin Challen: Could I pick up one point from Professor Barnham’s contribution about the long-
term 10,000 generation period for waste storage and the final solution? When the stuV is buried and
sealed oV, what is the ongoing energy consumption required and what carbon emissions can you ascribe
to that particular question?

2.2 Q359 Colin Challen:My question was about the carbon emissions and the energy consumption that would
be associated with long-term storage in a tunnel system, perhaps underground where it is sealed oV. I assume
that somebody puts a padlock on the door, locks it up and they do not throw away the key; that is the only thing.
In the life cycle analysis that you have referred to, what are the climate change consequences for those 10,000
generations?

2.3. Figure 1 represents schematically the life-cycle analysis and we note that there is electricity
expenditure during the waste disposal, conditioning, dismantling and final disposal phases covering 60 years
in this case. It is not easy to quantify the energy expenditure or the carbon dioxide emission for this period,
but we can be very quantitative about the financial expenditure. BNFL evidence to this Committee admits
that the waste clean-up for the first two generations of UK civil reactors corresponds to at least £56 billion
total expenditure at a rate of £2 billion per year for 25 years.

2.4. In other words:

(a) Every man, woman and child in the UK is committed to over £30 per person per year for 25 years
for this phase of the cycle.

(b) BNFLmaintain they will do better next time. Can they be trusted? Note that the cost of this phase
of clean-up, again on BNFL figures, corresponds to a cost perWatt of £4/W of historical electrical
capacity compared with BNFLs estimates that the entire cost of electricity for a third generation
reactor is a very optimistic £1/W.

2.5. Finally we come on to the geological repository part of the life-cycle, on the far right hand side of
Figure 1. Here we must keep the plutonium out of terrorist hands and from seeping into the atmosphere in
the micro-gramme quantities which can induce cancer in the lungs. Note that the horizontal axis must be
extended 3,000 times to cover this period. There will be some electricity generation, for the surveillance to
check terrorists haven’t been burrowing in, to replace the rusty padlocks every 10 years and to make
excavations every 30 years to check for Pu seepage. There may be future advances in technology which will
solve the problem, so access to the facility must bemaintained. However, any such technological fix will also
carry an energy penalty as the waste will have been to some extent immobilised. This brings us back to the
point we made to the committee that research is still ongoing and the technological advances have still to
be made to ensure the waste can be safely stored in such a repository for such long times. Hence the question
of how much energy is required for the storage still cannot be known.

A further expansion of nuclear power should not be permitted until a safe method of disposal for at least
300,000 years has been demonstrated and the energy economics of that disposal have been calculated.

Conclusion on Q358–359

2.6. If properly costed, the waste conditioning, dismantling and final disposal periods in Figure 1 (on a
scale 3,000 times longer) are going to result in an energy and financial expenditure that makes nuclear
uneconomic. These costs cannot be presently known as a method of final disposal which will minimise the
risks from terrorism and seepage into the environment has not been agreed or demonstrated. We note that
the estimate for the £56 billion cost of the clean up from the first two generations, to which we refer, has
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risen from £48 billion in only a few years. BNFLmaintains that the next generation of reactors will produce
less waste. They will still produce plutonium, which must be looked after for these unimaginably long
timescales. We appeal to the committee to reflect on the legacy they wish to leave to 10,000 generations. Is
the committee to be remembered:

(a) as the committee that allowed yet more of this waste to be generated before a safe method of
disposal had been found,

(b) as the committee that pointed out that carbon dioxide emission could be more quickly and
eVectively reduced with the technology that gave us the lap-top computer and the mobile phone?

2.7. As discussed in the Oxford Research GroupMemorandum, photovoltaic technology can replace the
nuclear component of energy generation more safely, more quickly and more cheaply than the nuclear
option and with less CO2 generation. In particular “Third Generation” cells, of the type which Professor
Barnham showed the committee, deployed in intelligent blinds can generate more power than nuclear, while
reducing air conditioning and interior illumination demand. Rather than the nuclear option we hope the
committee will support the implementation of a sensible technology which means we don’t have to turn the
lights on during the day.We have explained in our evidence that photovoltaics alone can replace the nuclear
component in less time than it will take to build one new nuclear reactor. Additionally, we are all aware how
fortunate it has been historically that the UK is formed of islands. In the energy context that means we also
have immense tidal and wave energy resources. Biomass has great potential and the UK has the best wind
energy resources in Europe.
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Annex

Uranium Resources

an economic resource is not the same as an energy resource JWStorm van Leeuwen, 12 November
2005.

The oYcial figures of the recoverable uranium resources are from OECDNEA and IAEA and published
by, among others, the World Nuclear Association WNA (formerly: The Uranium Institute). See websites:

www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf75.htm or www.uic.com.au/nip75.htm

According to these oYcial data, the world known recoverable uranium resources per 1-1-2003 are 3.537
million metric tonnes.

At the current consumption rate (some 68,000 metric tonnes per year) these resources will be depleted at
about 2050–55.

“Recoverable”means: “Reasonably AssuredResources plus Inferred Resources” toUS$ 80 per kilogram
uranium.

As the uranium prices are rising, the uranium industry expects larger resources become “recoverable”, for
instance to a price of 130 US$/kg U.

WNA suggests that, if all estimates of conventional resources are considered, the total resources may
amount to about 9.7 million metric tonnes (in our study we use the unit Tg: 1 Tg % 1 teragram % 1 million
metric tonnes). Uranium resources of 9.7 Tg would correspond with some 140 years uranium supply at the
current consumption rate.

WNA fails to elucidate the properties of the stated resources beyond the 3.537 Tg currently classified as
“recoverable”.

“Conventional” resources comprise ore types currently being mined and milled.

‘Unconventional’ resources are for instance phospate ores, shales and even seawater. These resources are
not exploited at present.

The classification of uranium resources by the nuclear industry is pretty opaque. The criteria are not
public, diVerent classification systems are used in diVerent countries and also diVerent designations of the
classes are used (eg in Canada and Australia).

The classification is based on economic considerations and by consequence variable in time and place.

Physical properties of an uranium deposit important for the classification are, for instance:

— ore grade;

— depth of the ore body;

— type of rock;
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— size of the ore body; and

— accessibility of the site.

Non-physical variables are, for instance:

— market price of uranium;

— subsidies, direct and/or hidden;

— strategic considerations;

— labour costs;

and many other.

The physical variables determine the energy requirements of the recovery of uranium from the ground,
notably first three.
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Figure 1

The world known recoverable uranium resources as function of decreasing ore grade. The total in the diagram
amounts to 4.5 Tg, more than the oYcial figure of 3.6 Tg. Source: WNA.

Please note that the horizontal co-ordinate has a logarithmic scale and the vertical co-ordinate a linear scale.
The quantity of uranium is represented by the height, not the area of a bar. The width of a bar represents the
range of ore grades.

The bluish colored bars, marked “soft ores estimated”, represent resources of which the distribution of
grades and the type of ore are not exactly known to us. In our study we assumed these ores to be soft, but
a significant part of them may be hard ores, especially the ores represented by the bar at ore grades
0.02–0.07%. The distinction between hard and soft ores is based on mining andmilling energy requirements
of the rock. In our study we roughly classified all types of ores in these two categories. Hard ores are harder
to mine and mill than soft ores.

The largest resources happen to be present in rocks with low ore grades, a common geologic feature of
metal ores.

We distinguish between soft and hard uranium ores, the latter being harder to mine and mill than the soft
ores. Leaner ores tend to be harder.

Aren’t there rocks with grades below 0.01% uranium? Indeed there are: the amounts of uranium present
in rockswith lower grades are huge, from a physical point of view, but they are not economically recoverable.
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Figure 2

The “energy cliV”. This diagram shows the net energy production possible per kilogram natural uranium,
averaged over the reactor lifetime.

The lower ore grade the more energy the extraction of uranium from its ore consumes.

The curves in this figure result from subtracting the energy requirements of the nuclear process chain from
the electricity leaving the nuclear power plant (represented by the horizontal line at top of the diagram).

The “energy cliV” of Figure 2 has a profound eVect on the quantity of mineral resources, suitable for net
nuclear energy production. A body of uranium-bearing rock in the ground is not the same as an energy
source. A block of pure uraniummay represent a certain amount of energy, but howmuch energy did it cost
to get hold of the block?

The specific energy requirements depend on the state of technology only to a very limited degree, because
of basic physical and chemical laws. Even the most advanced technology will not shift the energy threshold
significantly towards lower ore grades.
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Figure 3

If we project the “energy cliV” (figure 2), onto the figure of the world known recoverable uranium resources
(figure 1), we get this figure 3.

It turns out that the largest known recoverable resources are nearest to the edge of the “energy cliV”. Their
contribution to a net energy supply is marginal to negligible.

The net energy production from a kilogram of uranium is not visible at the nuclear power plant itself, as
the energy consumption of the indispendable supporting processes, such as mining and milling, are taking
place elsewhere, often at large distances and at other moments than the electricity production.

New exploration eVorts and advanced technology will result in discoveries of new recoverable uranium
resources, no doubt. As said before, the earth’s crust contains unimagenable amounts of uranium.

The crucial question is not their quantity, but their quality in physical/chemical sense.

Unconventional uraniumdeposits, such as shales, phosphate ore and granites,may be considered uranium
resources in the economic sense, but they aren’t energy resources.

We may safely suppose that the easily discoverable and mineable resources are discovered already, as is
confirmed by WNA. Consequently, newly added resources will be less easily discoverable and mineable:
greater depth, lower ore grade, harder accessible and may be also harder rocks.

Calculation of the energy requirements of mining and milling of uranium ores in our study is based on
easily discovered (in the 1980s or earlier) and easily mineable uranium deposits. We may expect that new
discoveries will by harder to mine and have higher specific energy requirements than the currently known
resources, either because of lower grade, or/and because of greater depth and harder rock type. That would
mean that the new discoveries will be nearer to the edge of the “energy cliV” or even beyond the edge.

Deposits with grades below 0.02% uranium cannot be considered energy resources.

WNA doesn’t give any clue on the quality of the stated additional uranium resources (3.5 to 9.7 Tg), nor
do other sources from the nuclear industry we know.

It is unknown how the chances are that new discoveries will be made of rich ores, of the quality of the
currently exploited resources.

November 2005

Memorandum submitted by British Nuclear Fuels plc (BNFL)

Introduction

BNFL welcomes the opportunity to respond to a number of increasingly important issues concerning
security of supply. The Energy White Paper of 2003 represented the first comprehensive policy review of
UK energy matters for many years, and was a valuable revision of policy in several key areas. The emphasis
given to renewable energy and energy eYciency placed the environment firmly centre-stage in policy
thinking on energy, and set a pathway for the UK to play a leading role in cutting carbon emissions.

However, much has changed since 2003 (indeed since 2002, when the bulk of the White Paper analysis
was carried out), with consequent impact on all the policy objectives of the White Paper. The importance
of climate change in policy thinking has increased. This has been heightened both by rising carbon dioxide
emissions and by a further increase in the frequency of unusual and sometimes devastating climatic events,
most recently the tragic impact ofHurricaneKatrina in the SouthernUSA. Security of supply concerns have
grown, as the UK became a net importer of gas earlier than expected. The widespread development of
renewable energy is lagging behind the pace needed to hit targets, and progress on energy eYciency is also
slow. Finally, energy prices across the board have risen sharply, pushed up by the global oil price, which has
broken through a number of symbolic barriers, including the $70 per barrel mark. In theUKalone gas prices
have more than doubled since April 200414.

We therefore believe that the time is right for a re-examination ofUKenergy policy, and that such a review
should look at the useful role nuclear energy can play as part of a future balanced energy mix for the UK.

Our responses to specific questions raised in this consultation are provided in the remainder of this
submission.

14 “The Heren Report”; Data: 1 April 2004—24.4 p/therm, 14 September 2005—54.4 p/therm.
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A. The Extent of the “Generation Gap”

1. What are the latest estimates of the likely shortfall in electricity generating capacity caused by the phase-
out of existing nuclear power stations and some older coal plant? How do these relate to electricity demand
forecasts and to the eVectiveness of energy eYciency policies?

The latest projections of UK electricity demand, and the rate at which new capacity will be required as
existing stations close, are contained in the Government’s Second Progress Report on theWhite Paper. The
following chart15 illustrates the projected mix, and the proportion of the mix in 2020 that will need to come
from new plants:
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This chart shows the closure of coal and nuclear plants from the current operating fleets—based on
current best projections of when such closures might take place. However, it should be borne in mind that,
in each case, these are decisions which utilities will make based on the commercial, technical and regulatory
positions at the time, and so could vary—to be either earlier or later.

In terms of the impact of energy eYciency measures, it can be seen that even though government
projections indicate a slight fall in overall demand by 2010, this increases again so that by 2020 demand is
higher than today. It should be noted thatUKelectricity consumption has risen steadily over the past several
years, at an average of over 1% per year16.

BNFL feels that fulfilling even these Government projections for energy eYciency will be very
challenging, and there is a very real likelihood that electricity demand will continue to grow year on year,
as has consistently been the case in the past. We believe that current energy eYciency policies will at best
slow the rate of growth, but will not themselves be suYcient to achieve a real drop in demand. This is
particularly true if energy prices remain “aVordable”which is one of theGovernment’s overriding priorities.

These concerns are shared by other knowledgeable commentators and analysts. For instance the
Environmental Audit Committee report “Budget 2004 and Energy”17 concluded that:

“A more imaginative and radical strategy—in particular for transport and domestic energy
eYciency—is needed”

with the Chairman of the Committee commenting at the time:

“It is also disappointing that the Treasury has done so little to promote domestic energy
eYciency—despite two consultations on this topic in the last two years. There is an urgent need to
look afresh at the scale of the challenges we face and develop an adequate response.”

15 Adapted from “Second Annual Report on the Implementation of the Energy White Paper”; DTI/DEFRA; July 2005.
16 Digest of UK Energy Statistics (DUKES)—Table 5.5; DTI; 2005.
17 “Budget 2004 and Energy”; Environmental Audit Committee, HC 490; August 2004.
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More recently, in July 2005, the House of Lords Science and Technology Select Committee on “Energy
EYciency” noted:

“We have been dismayed in the course of our inquiry by the inconsistency and muddle of much
current thinking about energy eYciency.”

The Committee concluded:
“No country in the world has succeeded in combining a sustained reduction in energy use with
economic growth, and UK energy demand is still rising. Achieving the Government’s targets is a
huge task, and needs clearer thinking and stronger leadership.”

It is very diYcult to measure the true eVectiveness of energy eYciency measures—since so much depends
on a judgement of what the “baseline” demand would otherwise have been. Equally, there is little reliable
data on exactly how energy eYciency initiatives have performed over recent years.However, it is abundantly
clear that there have been no “step change” improvements.

It is worth noting that plannedGovernmentmeasures to introduce tighter regulations on energy eYciency
of buildings were dropped in July, making the task of achieving substantial reductions in demand that
much harder.

Looking to the longer term, if we move to a hydrogen economy (using hydrogen fuel cells to replace oil
in the transport sector) then the need to produce suYciently large amounts of hydrogen will inevitably push
demand for power up much more strongly. This will have to be factored in to any longer-term projections
on meeting that demand.

B. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

2. What are the main investment options for electricity generating capacity? What would be the likely costs
and timescales of diVerent generating technologies?

At present the leading options for new power generation capacity in the UK are:
Coal (with or without carbon capture technology)
Gas
Nuclear
Renewables (of which the variant most likely to be built in the near future is wind)

Costs of diVerent options are discussed in more detail below.

The lead times for commissioning new generating capacity are long as highlighted by the Public Accounts
Committee in their recent report on renewable energy18. Both pre-construction activities, as well as the
actual construction period, need to be considered when coming to a view on overall likely timescales from
inception to commercial operation.

For all options, pre-construction activities will form a significant component of overall timescales. For
some technologies these pre-construction activities will be of longer duration than the actual construction
period. Examples taking over five years or more are not uncommon, both for fossil plants such as CCGT,
where a number of projects (including Partington, Fleetwood, Raventhorpe and Langage) have taken this
long19, and in the renewables sector, where nearly 20% of UK wind farm projects have been more than five
years in the planning process20.

Pre-construction activities includematters such as site selection, environmental impact assessment, design
selection, securing development consent, obtaining a connection agreement with National Grid Transco,
and even securing investment funds. The overall duration of any of these activities is highly variable,
although many of them can and do run concurrently. Nuclear has an additional hurdle associated with
securing nuclear specific regulatory consents such as a site licence from the Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate, giving an overall pre-construction timescale of around five years.

Other preconstruction activities can be lengthy: for example the Electricity Act 1989 requires developers
to seek development consent from the Secretary of State (in England and Wales) or Scottish Ministers
(in Scotland) for the construction of electricity generating stations over 50MW. Recent UK experience
suggests this process typically takes two to three years (which may include a public inquiry).

Construction periods are much more technology dependent. Typical durations are21:
Coal 4 years
Gas 2–3 years
Nuclear 5 years
Wind 1–2 years

18 “The long lead times for commissioning new generating capacity mean that the Department [DTI] now needs to decide urgently
which forms of generation to support and in what ways.” from “Department of Trade and Industry: Renewable Energy”; House
of Commons Committee of Public Accounts HC 413; September 2005.

19 “Secretary Of State’s First Report To Parliament On Security Of Gas And Electricity Supply In Great Britain”; DTI; July 2005.
20 British Wind Energy Association website; http://www.britishwindenergy.co.uk/ukwed/planning.asp
21 “Projected costs of generating electricity, 2005 update”; International Energy Agency; 2005.
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What are the likely construction and on-going operating costs of diVerent large-scale technologies (eg nuclear
new build, CCGT, clean coal, on-shore wind, oV-shore wind, wave and tidal) in terms of the total investment
required and in terms of the likely costs of generation (p/kWh)? Over what timescale could they become
operational?

There are a large number of comparative studies on the economics of nuclear and other generation
sources. These often come to diVerent conclusions, due to nation-specific considerations (such as costs of
fossil fuels in diVerent regions, or availability of high quality renewable resources) or due to diVerent
financial assumptions (for instance the rate of return required on an investment).

One recent wide-ranging study was carried out by OECD22 taking data from a large number of diVerent
countries around the world. The results of this are summarised in the following chart, and showed that even
without any allowance for the future costs associated with carbon emissions, nuclear is extremely
competitive with fossil fuels and is much cheaper than the leading renewables:
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The OECD study was an international one. The most recent authoritative investigation into UK prices
for diVerent forms of power was carried out by the Royal Academy of Engineering (RAE), and published
in March 200423. The results of this study are summarised in the following chart:
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22 “Projected Costs of Generating Electricity”; OECD/NEA/IEA; 2005 [Data converted to sterling based on £1 % $1.65, the rate
used in the OECD study. Data also excludes Japan and the Netherlands, for which estimated costs diVered significantly from
the average.]

23 “The Cost of Generating Electricity”; Royal Academy of Engineering; 2004.
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In this figure, the dark magenta additions to the wind power costs represent an allowance for the backup
power generation required due to the variability of wind output. It can be seen that nuclear energy emerged
from this assessment as being closely competitive with CCGT gas plants, with these two being the cheapest
options. However, it should be recognised that the long-term gas price forecast used in the study was
23 pence per therm, compared to current forward prices for 2006 and 2007, which are in excess of 55 pence
per therm24.

In terms of the breakdown of costs for the various technology options, a good assessment of these can
be found in the RAE report, and we do not propose to go into detail here in respect of technologies other
than nuclear.

There are again many studies into the costs of nuclear energy, with some of the most recent ones24, 25, 26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31 summarised in the following table.

MT PIU Chicago RAE DGEMP Finland OECD
(2003) (2002) (2004) (2004) (2005) (2003) (2005)

Generating cost 3.9–4.0 3.0–4.0 3.1–3.6 2.26–2.44 2.0 1.7 1.3–1.9 1.8–3.0
(p/ kWh)
Rates of return 11.5% 8% & 15% 12.5% 7.5% 8% 5% 5% 10%
Capital cost $2000/ kW $2000/ kW $1500/ kW $2000/ kW $1413/ kW $1900/ kW $1000–$200/ kW

(£1150/ kW) (£1150/ kW) (£865/ kW) (£1150/ kW) (£990/ kW) (£1330/ kW) (£610–1210/ kW)
Load factor 85% 75–80% 85% (90% (90% (90% 85%
Economic life 15 years 20 years 15 years 25 & 40 35–50 years 40 years 40 years

years
Construction 5 years Not 5–7 years 5 years 5 5 years 4–6 years
period identified

Capital investment in a new nuclear power station would be likely to be in the range £1–2 billion,
depending on the exact design selected and its generation capacity. Whilst this is a substantial sum, it is by
no means unusual for a major energy infrastructure project. Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) terminals and
oil platforms routinely cost more than this, as can major pipelines. Many studies show “overnight” capital
cost per unit output of around $2,000 per kW of installed capacity for a standard international reactor
design, which would equate to around £1.2 billion for a 1GW single unit power station (using an exchange
rate of £1 % $1.65).

Timeframes for delivery of diVerent forms of generation capacity were addressed earlier in this
submission.

With regard to nuclear new build, how realistic and robust are cost estimates in the light of past experience?
What are the hidden costs (eg waste, insurance, security) associated with nuclear?

Although the nuclear cost studies outlined above produced a range of diVerent projections for the
generation cost of energy from future nuclear stations, there is a consistent picture across the assessments.
The main parameters determining generation cost are the “overnight” capital cost and—in particular—the
rate of return assumed in the study. The majority of capital cost projections fall in a relatively narrow range
($1,500 to $2,000 per kW), as noted above, and so it is the variations in rate of return assumed in the diVerent
studies which accounts for the majority of the diVerence in generating cost projections. This is illustrated in
the following figure, which summarises the cost and rate of return data for the studies noted above:

24 “The Heren Report”; values from 8 September 2005.
25 “The Future of Nuclear Power”; MIT; 2003.
26 “The Economics of Nuclear Power”; Performance and Innovation Unit Energy Review Working Paper; 2002.
27 “The Economic Future of Nuclear Power”; University of Chicago; 2004 [Data converted to sterling based on £1 % $1.734
(exchange rate used in RAE study)].

28 “The Cost of Generating Electricity”; Royal Academy of Engineering; 2004.
29 “Reference Costs for Power Generation”; FrenchMinistry of Economy, Finance & Industry; 2003 [Data converted to sterling
based on 1EUR % £0.70 (Bloomberg, 10 March 2005)].

30 “Competitiveness Comparison of the Electricity Production Alternatives”; Lappeenranta University of Technology, Finland;
2003.

31 “Projected Costs of Generating Electricity”; OECD/NEA/IEA; 2005 [Data converted to sterling based on £1 % $1.65. Data
also excludes Japan and the Netherlands for which estimated costs diVered significantly from the average].
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Generating Costs v Discount Rates from Recent Cost Studies
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When considering the overall cost-eVectiveness of a future nuclear plant project in the UK, past
experience is not a good guide to future performance. Previous nuclear industry projects (like many other
similar projects of their era) were characterised by many of the following features:

— They were run by Government in one form or another.

— Virtually every design was markedly diVerent from its predecessors.

— There were delays in the licensing and approvals processes.

— Construction contracts were often of the “cost plus” type, oVering no incentive (indeed a counter-
incentive) to delivery within time and budget.

— Plants were often re-designed throughout construction, leading to extra costs and delays.

— There was no strong driver to improve operational performance in regulated markets.

— Only the UK chose to build gas cooled reactors, technology that was less cost eVective than the
light water reactor types chosen by the rest of the world. This decision also meant that most of the
world’s accumulated nuclear industry experience was not directly relevant for the UK.

Today’s deregulated market would bring a very diVerent framework for building new power plants. In
addition, the regulatory and approvals processes in place in the past, which allowed delays and re-design to
become the norm, would act as a major deterrent to private sector investors. An improved delivery process
would be required in future for a nuclear project to become a reality. This is achievable without legislative
change but Government leadership is required to provide the necessary resolve. Such a process would retain
the rigorous scrutiny and opportunity for democratic participation and challenge, but would have scope and
timeframe clearly defined to bring predictability to the overall process. This means that key approvals need
to be granted before construction with a well-defined scope and timetable for further approvals during
construction and commissioning.

It is likely that any future UK plant would be an internationally recognised standard design, and the
approvals process would need to be geared towards implementation of such a design with only those
UK-specific modifications which were absolutely essential.

International experience shows that nuclear plant projects can be delivered on time and to budget, and
can be the most cost eVective means of power generation. There is a strong and impressive track record of
series build of modern reactors in South Korea and elsewhere in East Asia. Closer to home, Finland elected
to construct a new nuclear plant largely on the basis of the attractive economics and the benefits in terms
of reducing CO2 emissions.

To summarise the features of a future nuclear plant project, which give confidence that its construction
and operational costs would be predictable:

— Consolidation of nuclear reactor vendors through the 1990s has led to the development of
“standardised” internationally recognised advanced designs. As these designs incorporate many
years construction and operating experience, utilise proven technology, and robustly address the
regulatory issues that were previously of concern, there is much more confidence in construction
times and operational performance than hitherto.
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— Modern designs incorporate fewer components than older reactor concepts which, together with
modern construction techniques such as modular construction, makes today’s plants more
straightforward to build, as well as being significantly smaller, both of which help to keep down
capital costs.

— In the Far East (China, Japan and South Korea), the nuclear industry has demonstrated a good
track record of delivering these designs on time and within budget.

— Development of improved materials for construction allow more reliable operation at high levels
of output.

— Recent life extensions of operating plant in the US demonstrate that the typical design lifetime for
advanced light water reactors of 60 years is realistic.

— Reactors are now designed for improved maintainability which reduces operating costs and
increases overall output.

— Nuclear plants around the world show very good operational performance, with load factors of
85% and above32.

— Modern reactors make much more eYcient use of the fuel, and so produce much less waste than
earlier designs.

In terms of robustness of generation costs over time, nuclear oVers a major benefit compared with fossil
fuel alternatives. The cost of uranium accounts for only around 5–10% of the overall generating cost of
electricity from nuclear, compared with electricity from gas, where the raw gas cost accounts for over 60%
of the overall generation costs. Total nuclear fuel costs (including enrichment and fuel fabrication, as well
as the uranium costs) are only around 20% of total generating costs. In the current era of rising fossil fuel
prices, with strong links between the price of gas and that of oil, with global increases in demand and with
the UK becoming increasingly dependent on imported gas, the independence of nuclear energy from fossil
fuel prices is a notable benefit.

The implications of the high dependence of power from gas-fired stations on the costs of gas itself can be
seen from a look at the recent trends in UK power prices. The following chart summarises baseload power
prices for the last few years33:
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Uranium itself is a plentiful fuel around the world, and over recent months there have been a series of new
developments in the field of uranium mining, indicating that reserves are likely to rise from current levels.
The issue of uranium availability is discussed in more detail later, in the context of security of supply.

With regard to the “hidden costs” mentioned in the question, the position is as follows:
Waste—There are no hidden costs associated with nuclear waste. Calculations of generating costs
for replacement reactor deployment in theUK include allowance for all waste handling, treatment,
packaging and disposal activities. The treatment of nuclear waste, and the funding of waste
management activities, are discussed in more detail in the next section.
Insurance—UK nuclear power stations carry both material damage and liability insurance. This
insurance cover is in place for every civil nuclear site in the UK. There is an upper limit on the
amount of insurance that operators are required to have; currently this limit is £140 million as set
in the Nuclear Installations Act. This Act is, in turn, based on the Paris Convention to which most
European countries, including the UK, are signatories.

32 “2004 Performance Indicators”; World Association of Nuclear Operators; 2005 http://www.wano.org.uk/Performance
Indicators/PI Trifold/PI 2004 TriFold.pdf

33 Data from “The Heren Report”.
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Recent updates to the Paris convention increase the liability limit toƒ700million and it is expected
that this will be enshrined in UK legislation around the end of 2006 or early 2007. The UK
insurance industry is confident that they can provide this cover on a commercial basis.

Security—The UK is already operating a fleet of nuclear power stations which require robust and
extensive security measures to be applied. Security arrangements for the protection and security
of nuclear stations are independently regulated by the OYce for Civil Nuclear Security under the
Nuclear Industries Security Regulations (2003) that are based on international guidance from the
IAEA. The Government has established the Civil Nuclear Constabulary, a statutory police force
that provides armed protection and response for the civil nuclear stations in the UK.

Importantly, the security measures that would be required for any new build programme raise no
new issues of principle or policy. Any new stations would, just like the existing reactor fleet, have
extremely robust and resistant structures. Security costs for new stations would therefore be at a
similar level as for existing stations.

Security costs are paid by the nuclear operators. They are a minor part of overall operational and
maintenance costs, typically the operational costs for security measures are about 1.5% of the total
operating budget.

How do the waste and decommissioning costs of nuclear new build relate to the costs of dealing with the current
nuclear waste legacy, and how confident can we be that the nuclear industry would invest adequately in funds
ring-fenced for future waste disposal?

There is significant national and international experience that provides assurance that waste from new
reactors can be managed safely and successfully. A distinction needs to be drawn between wastes from new
reactors and legacy wastes. Newwaste arisings, as well as being small in volume, would be well characterised
and comparatively simple to manage. In contrast, some of the legacy wastes, in some cases dating back to
the 1950’s, are chemically and physically more complex and as a result are more diYcult to deal with.

These legacy wastes are being retrieved and packaged in a way that makes them suitable for long-term
storage or potential disposal and the Government owners of the bulk of these wastes (the Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority (NDA)) have clear plans and strategies in place for their management.

When looking at the potential waste arisings from new build, it is important to see these in the context of
the existing inventory34:

High and Intermediate Level
Waste

41,000m3 (<10%)

478,000m3

2,480,000m3

80,000m3 (about 3%)

Low Level Waste

CoRWM Baseline Inventory 60 years of 10, new generation PWRs (eg AP1000)

With or without any further reactors, the UK will need a long term management route to be identified
for the baseline high and intermediate level waste inventory of 478,000 m3. The Committee on Radioactive
Waste Management (CoRWM) will recommend the long term management route(s) for UK waste and
spent fuel to Government next July. The work they have published to date suggests that deep disposal or
interim surface storage will be the preferred route.

The latest cost estimate from the NDA for management of the legacy is around £56 billion (undiscounted
total costs)35. It must be recognised that much of this cost relates to the safe and eVective retrieval of wastes
from their current storage, rather than directly to the treatment and management of the wastes.

34 “CoRWM’s Radioactive Waste and Materials Inventory—July 2005”; CoRWM Document No 1279; July 2005.
35 “NDA Draft Strategy—Appendix 4”; Nuclear Decommissioning Authority; 11 August 2005.
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International experience has demonstrated that waste management costs from current power generation
are a relatively small part of total nuclear fuel cycle costs.36 There are well-established approaches to funding
it in most countries. Funds set aside now, and in the near future, would be expected to earn reasonable rates
of interest for many years before significant draw-downs are required (eg for a geological repository, which
may not need to be in operation for decades). As a result, the contributions required today can be modest.
As examples, theUSA levies $0.001/kWh (ƒ0.0008) on nuclear electricity production, whilst Sweden, Japan
and the Czech Republic are all similar in the range ƒ0.001 to ƒ0.002 per kWh. The size of the payments are
generally kept under review and increased (or decreased) if necessary, based on best estimates of future costs.
The money that accumulates is available to pay for the packaging, transport and disposal of spent fuel and
Intermediate Level Waste.

Some countries without such levies require the waste producers to set funding aside. For example,
Switzerland has a government controlled trust fund.Germany, where the funds already totalx25–30 billion
Euros, leaves the fund with the power utilities.

As in many other areas of waste management, Sweden oVers a useful model for consideration. The
Swedish fund (established in 1982) covers spent fuel encapsulation and disposal, nuclear power station
decommissioning and waste disposal, along with the R&D necessary to implement all these activities.37 The
fund is invested in the National Debt OYce and overseen by a board appointed by the government. The
amount of money that each contributor pays from year to year varies, depending on the most recent
estimates of future costs and how well the investments made by the fund have performed. Cost estimates
are produced by the implementer, SKB, and submitted to the regulatory authority, SKI, for review. Utilities
must provide guarantees to compensate for any fees which might not be paid into the fund if reactors are
shut down early (as is present Swedish government policy) and if the costs of waste management prove
higher, or are needed earlier, than currently expected.

A similar model in the UK might be to require the operators of new nuclear power stations to pay into
a central fund, administered (directly or indirectly) by the government. For a single reactor of 1,000 MW
output and a life of 60 years, the total fee paid, if the levy was set at 0.1p/kWh, would amount to about £500
million, before accumulation of interest over the life of the fund. With a return on investments of just 2%,
this sum would double over the 60 year lifetime of the reactor. It should also be recognised that in specific
circumstances it is possible to take out insurance against any shortfall in funds.

For comparison, the estimated cost of the Finnish spent fuel storage and disposal programme, to
accommodate the fuel and waste from four nuclear power stations is about £850million. Sweden estimates38

that its spent fuel encapsulation plant will cost about £600million and the spent fuel repository about £1,100
million. This assumes that the 11 operational reactors operate for 40 years. Together with the two reactors
that have already closed, Sweden’s total nuclear installed capacity amounts to about 10 GWe, a very similar
value to that of the UKwhich totals almost 14 GWe for historic stations and those that continue to operate.

Is there the technical and physical capacity for renewables to deliver the scale of generation required? If there
is the capacity, are any policy changes required to enable it to do so?

We support the contribution renewable energy can make, but we share the doubts of other observers over
whether enough can be done—in a short enough time—to deliver the benefits hoped for. TheHouse of Lords
Science and Technology Select Committee studied this issue in detail recently39 and reported that they:

“found almost no one outside government who believed that the White Paper targets
[on renewables uptake by 2010] were likely to be achieved”

Indeed, Government projections now appear to acknowledge that the 2010 target to have 10% of
electricity from renewables is likely to be missed40. Confidence in longer-term targets being reached is
therefore diminished.

If renewables generation were to deliver 10% ofUK electricity needs by 2010, this would equate to around
35 TWh. For comparison, the power generated by renewables in 2004 was 14.2 TWh41. Of this, just 1.9 TWh
came from wind (both onshore and oVshore), which is expected to be the dominant renewable technology
over the coming decade or so.Whilst there undoubtedly is enoughwind resource around theUK to underpin
the 10% target, it is doubtful that this will be achieved by 2010, given the diYculties being experienced in
respect of issues such as planning and securing connection to the grid.

36 Typically, the back-end costs of nuclear electricity generation are only about 5 to 10% of the total costs—about half the fuel
costs, for example “Nuclear Electricity Generation: What Are the External Costs?”, NEA, 2003 ISBN 92-64-02153-1, OECD/
NEA, Paris http://www.nea.fr/html/ndd/reports/2003/nea4372-generation.pdf

37 “Plan 2003. Costs for management of the radioactive waste products from nuclear power production”. Svensk
Kärnbränslehantering AB, July 2003. SKB Report TR-03-11. http://www/skb.se

38 http://www/skb.se
39 “Renewable Energy: Practicalities”; Fourth Report by the House of Lords Science and Technology Select Committee;
July 2004.

40 “. . . well over 5% . . .” ofUKpower to come from renewables by 2009; Parliamentary Answer fromMikeO’Brien; Hansard—
Column 650W; 19 October 2004.

41 Digest of UK Energy Statistics—Table 7.4; DTI.
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To meet this need for additional generation with wind turbines (of a large 2MW design), would require
close to 4,000 such turbines to be built between now and 201042, corresponding to a rate of over two turbines
every day. If the bulk are to be built oVshore, that poses a further diYculty, since oVshore construction in
areas such as the North Sea is not possible year-round. Britain’s two largest wind farms (North Hoyle, oV

theNorthWales coast and Scroby Sands, oV the Norfolk coast) each have 30 2MW turbines, so the progress
needed is equivalent to construction of a wind farm of this size every two weeks. Current rates of
construction are far below this figure (around 25MW per month during the first eight months of 200543,
compared to the 120MW per month needed).

It is clear that—although the penetration of renewables is increasing, a developmentwhich is to bewarmly
welcomed—current policy is not delivering these technologies as quickly as was hoped for. Given this, it
seems that any policy changes ought to be addressing to underlying objective of reducing carbon emissions,
rather than focusing on one specificmeans of contributing towards this aim.Wewould urge theGovernment
to provide encouragement to all low-carbon technologies (renewables, nuclear, carbon capture and storage,
and energy eYciency).

What are the relative eYciencies of diVerent generating technologies? In particular, what contribution can
micro-generation (micro-CHP, micro-wind, PV) make, and how would it aVect investment in large-scale
generating capacity?

In terms of eYciency, (net energy output expressed as a percentage of the energy input) figures for a
traditional coal-fired power station are typically around 35–38%; a modern gas-fired CCGT around
45–55%; a wind turbine between 20 and 40% (depending on wind speed); a modern Pressurised Water
Reactor (PWR) around 35% (taking as “input” the energy given out during fission); a solar panel around
10%; and for a hydro station themechanical eYciency perhaps 80%.However, simply comparing eYciencies
is not really the best way of comparing diVerent generation technologies that use diVerent energy sources
(although it can be an appropriate way of comparing diVerent techniques that use the same energy source,
such as burning gas). For instance, wind is plentiful and free, whereas conventional fuels have finite reserves
and are often in demand for many applications, so optimising their usage may be seen as more important.

An additional way of looking at diVerent technologies is to examine their availability factors (the amount
of power they are able to deliver in a year as a proportion of what they would provide if they operated
continuously at full rated output). Baseload power generation technologies (fossil fuels and nuclear)
typically have availability factors in the 80% to 90% range or even higher. The figures fall short of 100%
primarily due to the downtime associated with scheduled maintenance shutdowns. In addition, for some
fossil stations (particularly gas) the actual load factor achievedmay bemuch less than the availability factor,
due to load-following operation, when the station is available to operate but demand is not high enough to
warrant it.

For nuclear power stations around the world, average load factors have risen steadily over the past 15
years from around 80% to well over 85%. In many cases these improvements result from sensible modern
approaches to operating and maintenance and to standardisation of fleets. In the US, progress has been
much more marked, due to the commercial pressures of operation in increasingly competitive markets.
Average levels there have risen over the same timeframe from around 70% to over 90%. Nowadays, the best
reactors around the world routinely achieve load factors of well over 90%.

Renewable energy has a vital role to play in helping to reduce emission by producing carbon-free
electricity, and by providing sources of power which do not rely on imported fuel. However, in one respect
the picture for renewables is somewhat diVerent from other technologies, as the majority of renewable
technologies are inherently variable. Although they produce power for most of the time, the amount of
power produced varies according to weather conditions. The bulk of future UK renewable generation
(at least in the medium term) is forecast to be wind energy, and for wind (both on and oVshore) typical load
factors achieved are 25% to 30%. These figures are higher than corresponding load factors achieved in other
countries, reflecting the fact that the UK has some of the best wind resources anywhere in Europe. For
instance—data from Germany44—which has more wind capacity than any other country in the world, and
a more mature wind fleet than the UK—indicates that the average load factor achieved there by the
6000MW of capacity operated by E.ON during 2003 was just 16%. In 2004 figures were slightly higher45—
with an average load factor of around 20%, but the figure was still only 14% for half of the year.)

We have responded separately (and in rather more detail) on the issues around micro-generation to the
parallel DTI Consultation on “Strategy for the Promotion of Microgeneration and the Low Carbon
Buildings Programme”.

42 An additional 20TWh of annual output is equivalent to a continuous supply of 2.28GW.At a load factor of 30%, this requires
7.6GW of capacity, equivalent to 3800 # 2MW turbines.

43 British Wind Energy Association website; http://www.bwea.com/ukwed/operational.asp; Data from 12 September 2005.
44 “Wind Report 2004”; E.ON Netz; 2004.
45 “Wind Report 2005”; E.ON Netz; 2005.
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In summary, we support the concept of micro-generation and the aims behind it, but we have doubts both
over its likely rate of uptake and over the eVect it will have on the rest of the electricity supply side if it does
become a significant component of the mix.

We believe that there needs to be a major cultural change amongst householders and small businesses to
underpin a substantial move towards microgeneration in the UK, and that this is only likely to take place
slowly. There are currently concerns over the scale of (and payback time for) the investment needed, the
responsibilities for care and maintenance of the equipment, and—particularly for householders ıthe visual
impact of the equipment along with the impact on re-sale value of a property. The fact that the outlay is a
significant up-front payment, which does not lead to any immediate functional benefit (in contrast with—
for instance—a satellite TV dish, which carries similar cost and visual impact issues), yet the benefits are
only accrued over a long period is likely to be a particular obstacle for householders.

Before microgeneration can realise its full potential, the technology to allow export of power back to the
grid (during times of high output from themicrogeneration equipment) needs to be developed and deployed
in parallel with the equipment itself. New metering equipment and pricing policies will also need to be
developed, to allow for the fact homes and businesses with such equipment will be both customers and
suppliers. In addition, when consideringmicro-CHP, it should be remembered that this technology does still
burn gas, and so still leads to the emission of carbon dioxide, albeit in a way which makes more eYcient use
of the fuel.

In terms of the impact of microgeneration on investment in larger scale capacity, the widespread adoption
of microgeneration would tend to reduce the load factors of large generators, which in turn would tend to
encourage marginal plant to close and would discourage investment in new capacity. If the microgeneration
capacity were well correlated with demand, this would not be a major concern. However some
microgeneration is poorly or inversely correlated (for instance PV produces most power in summer, but
much less in winter, when demand is highest). This will tend to result in reduced plant margins at peak
periods, and somay reduce overall security of supply. In addition, having a greater surplus of power capacity
at times of low demand means that the system may not represent the most cost-eVective overall scenario.

3. What is the attitude of financial institutions to investment in diVerent forms of generation?

What is the attitude of financial institutions to the risks involved in nuclear new build and the scale of the
investment required? How does this compare with attitudes towards investment in CCGT and renewables?

The scale of capital outlay for a nuclear plant is not a major problem in itself for potential investors. As
noted earlier, the cost of a new nuclear power plant would typically be in the range £1–2 billion, and such
projects—whilst not commonplace—are by no means unique in the energy infrastructure sector. Oil
platforms, pipelines and LNG facilities could all cost substantially more.

Investors however recognise two major areas of risk in a potential nuclear plant project, which present
real obstacles to prospects for making a suitable return on the investment, and therefore to prospects for
such investment being deemed feasible. The first is in respect of planning and regulatory approvals, where
the current framework provides little confidence on the predictability of decision-making timescales.

However other power plant projects face many of the same hurdles. Major fossil fuel generating plants
often face long delays at the planning stage, and planning diYculties represent one of the major reasons why
renewable energy progress has been less dramatic than anticipated. For these reasons, the electricity market
has seen little investment in anything other than renewables over the past few years, and the attractiveness
of renewables has been largely due to the revenue certainty that the Renewables Obligation provides.

The second area of perceived risk for investors is unique to the nuclear industry. It is in respect of waste
policy, where the lack of a clear policy is essentially an uncapped liability for potential investors. This
represents a significant deterrent, and will prevent investment coming forward, in spite of the confidence
potential investors have in the conservative provisions they would expect to make in respect of long term
waste management costs.

It should also be noted that there has been very little investment in any form of baseload generation
capacity over the past few years. This is due to a combination of over-capacity in the market (following on
from policies in the 1990s to encourage independent power producers), and the relatively low (perhaps
unrealistically low) power prices which have prevailed as a result. Under these circumstances, it is primarily
renewable projects which have received support and investment, due to the opportunity oVered by the
Renewables Obligation. Utilities with conventional fossil plant have preferred to “sweat” these assets (and
in some cases bring “mothballed” plant back into use) rather than invest in new capacity. We are now
approaching the point where capacity is once again needed in order to maintain suYcient margin, and
(as noted earlier) market prices have risen sharply. As a result, there are some early signs that investment is
once again starting to come forward in baseload plant projects.
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HowmuchGovernment financial support would be required to facilitate private sector investment in nuclear new
build? How would such support be provided? How compatible is such support with liberalised energy markets?

Any firm decision to invest in a new nuclear plant will clearly be made under the prevailing market
conditions (and projected future conditions) at some time several years into the future. Such a decision
would depend on the detailed analysis undertaken by private sector investor(s) of the economics of the
project, and on the way in which risk were to be shared between the various participants in such a project.

However, two areas where Government support is essential are already apparent—although the support
needed is not financial. Government input is needed to bring confidence to the decision making timescales
for the regulatory and planning approvals processes and to set a clear policy framework and implementation
strategy for the management of nuclear waste.

A clear indication from Government that it welcomes a new generation of nuclear stations to replace the
nuclear contribution to the UK energy mix would provide valuable confidence to investors that these issues
would be eVectively addressed.

With those two major barriers removed, and with some clearer indication of what the longer termmarket
for carbon dioxide allowances (beyond 2012) might look like, it would be credible for nuclear to be delivered
within the UK climate.

In terms of compatibility with competitive markets, it is right and appropriate that liberalised market
frameworks are suYciently inclusive to allow all candidate technologies to compete. Provided that the
market framework also encourages delivery of the overall policy objectives, such markets can then be relied
upon to deliver lowest cost solutions to achievement of these policy goals.

What impact would a major programme of investment in nuclear have on investment in renewables and
energy eYciency?

Provided that nuclear is not “picked” as a winner in itself, but instead is delivered by the market as the
lowest cost option to balance CO2 targets and security of supply issues, there should be no conflict with
incentives to support other emission reduction approaches such as renewables and energy eYciency. As
noted elsewhere, we believe that nuclear is needed alongside renewables and energy eYciency in order to
make the necessary savings in carbon emissions in the medium to long term. These options should not be
seen simply as alternatives to one another.

However, if nuclear turns out to represent better value to the UK taxpayer in terms of how to assure
delivery of policy targets than other options, then inevitably it will tend, to some extent, to displace these
options in the generationmix. In that context, it is worth noting that a recent study byOxera calculated that
nuclear represented a much less costly option than renewables for the UK taxpayer in terms of delivering
reductions in carbon dioxide46. More recently still, the Public Accounts Committee concluded47 that:

“The Renewables Obligation is currently at least four times more expensive that the other means
of reducing carbon dioxide emissions currently used in the United Kingdom”

In any event, any energy saving measures that might still be introduced by businesses and householders
will be based on cost-eVectiveness, not on consideration of the generation mix that delivers their supplies.

C. Strategic Benefits

4. If nuclear new build requires Government financial support, on what basis would such support be justified?
What public good(s) would it deliver?

Investment in nuclear, renewables and energy eYciency reduces our reliance on fossil fuels. A recent
study48 has suggested that this gives rise to a substantial hidden economic benefit, in addition to the supply
security and environmental benefits discussed in more detail below. This arises because fossil-free
investments reduce the demand for, and hence the market prices of, fossil fuels (relative to what they would
be without the investment). Fossil fuel price increases have a well-documented tendency to suppress GDP—
so investments in non-fossil technologies help to avoid these GDP losses, by putting downward pressure on
fossil fuel prices. The study concludes that this eVect creates a substantial macroeconomic benefit that is
captured neither by the market nor by private investors, and that ought to be taken into account in societal
valuation of non-fossil technologies. It estimates in particular that the oVset for nuclear is worth almost
$800 per kilowatt of installed capacity. This would equate to a benefit of close to £500 million for a single
modern nuclear power station, which would typically have a capacity of 1GW or above.

46 “Plugging the Carbon Productivity Gap”; Oxera; July 2005.
47 “Department of Trade and Industry: Renewable Energy”; House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts HC 413;
September 2005.

48 “Exploiting the Oil-GDP EVect to Support Renewables Deployment; SPRU Electronic Working Paper Series, Paper No 129,
Awerbuch, S & Sauter, R; January 2005. Awerbuch, S and R Sauter (2005), “Exploiting the Oil-GDP EVect to Support
Renewables Deployment”, SPRU Electronic Working Paper Series, Paper No 129, January 2005.
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To what extent and over what timeframe would nuclear new build reduce carbon emissions?

The contribution made by nuclear new build would depend on the scale and timeframe of any new build
programme. The contribution would also depend on what assumptions are made regarding what type of
generation is being displaced by the nuclear generation.

An illustration of what could be achieved is shown in the graph below. This assumes 10 new 1 GWe
nuclear power stations are built on a timetable of one new power station per year, with each station
operating for 60 years. It has been assumed that the nuclear power stations will displace gas-fired generation,
with emissions of 0.4 MtCO2/TWh.
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At their peak, for 50 years, these plant would generate 79 TWh annually, avoiding the emission of over
31 MtCO2 each year. Over the entire 70 years period shown in the chart, these nuclear stations would avoid
the emission of nearly 1.9 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide.

In comparison total UK carbon dioxide emissions for 2004 (including those from industry, transport and
domestic use of gas, etc) were around 580 million tonnes.

Yet, as noted earlier, today we see emission levels rising, when we need to bemaking cuts. To put the scale
of the challenge into context in percentage terms—the UK has a target of cutting carbon dioxide levels to
20% below 1990 levels by 2010. Yet—with just six years to go, in 2004 the reduction in emissions had only
reached 4.2%, so more than three quarters of the savings still need to be made. Indeed emission have risen
in each of the last two years, and are now higher than at any time since 1996, as illustrated in the following
chart49. It is clear that additional low carbon generation sources are needed.
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49 “Second Annual Report on the Implementation of the Energy White Paper”; DTI/DEFRA; July 2005.
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To what extent would nuclear new build contribute to security of supply (ie keeping the lights on)?

Firstly, faced with a future electricity mix dominated by gas and renewables, anything else—including
nuclear—contributes to increased diversity, which must of itself be helpful in reducing risk. Without new
stations, nuclear will be providing just 3% of UK electricity in under 20 years time, compared with around
20% today.

Diversity is also important when considering the potential for simultaneous closure of a whole fleet of
generating capacity for some “common mode” reason, for instance a technical or political issue. Having a
balanced mix means that the overall system is much more resilient to such an event than if generation were
to be dominated by a single fuel type. Although such a move cannot be explicitly ruled out for nuclear
generation, it is worth remembering that use of a standardised international design, with a recognised
pedigree built on many years of operational experience of the key components ands systems, makes such an
event much less likely.

Reliable baseload generation is a key feature of nuclear energy—nuclear stations operate round the clock,
day in and day out, irrespective of weather conditions. Apart from a periodic and predictable maintenance
shutdown, the stations operate continuously at full power, providing the kind of baseload power a leading
21 century economy demands.

Modern nuclear power stations need to be re-fuelled only at infrequent intervals, typically every 12 to 18
months. Even if a refuelling could not take place as scheduled, the reactor could continue to operate for
several months, albeit that the maximum power output would slowly decline. Considerations of fuel
availability are therefore very diVerent for a nuclear station than for a coal or gas-fired station, where a
continuous supply of new fuel is required in order to generate electricity.

Furthermore, it is highly credible to retain strategic long-term stocks of nuclear fuel, just in case there ever
were to be any sustained disruption to supply. The fabricated fuel to supply a fleet of 10 new reactors
(enough to supply 20% of UK electricity needs) for a year would occupy only around 100 cubic metres. This
fuel could therefore be stored in a building no larger than a very modestly-sized house.

Nevertheless it is still sensible to consider the availability of uranium supplies and to ask whether this
represents a realistic risk of interruption that might lead to loss of power production.

The UK government has categorised nuclear energy as eVectively an indigenous source of electricity for
the UK50. Some of the reasons for this are as follows.

Uranium is ubiquitous on the Earth, indeed it is approximately as common as tin or zinc51. Uranium ores
are found in plentiful quantities in many countries. In particular, Australia and Canada are both major
exporters, as well as both having long histories of political stability. Additional reserves are known to exist
in Kazakhstan, SouthAfrica, Namibia andRussia. Independent assessment52 puts the scale of conventional
uranium resources which are recoverable for less than $130 per kg (a level which would have little impact
on overall nuclear generation costs) at around 11million tonnes. This is enough to last for around 170 years
at current consumption rates (much longer than the corresponding figures for oil and gas). Looking at it
another way, this would be enough to provide a lifetime’s fuel for all of today’s nuclear reactors worldwide,
plus all those which might be built as far ahead as 2050, even in a scenario where world nuclear capacity
were to triple to 1200 GW by that date.

Uranium ore is imported to the UK and other countries, where it is refined, enriched and converted into
finished fuel. The transport of uranium ore does not require specialised ships or import facilities.

The diversity of source countries, the fact that several of these nations have long and stable political
histories, the excellent track record of supply reliability, and the fact that there are few infrastructure
considerations means that suYcient supplies of uranium to the UK can be considered to be assured.

The quantities of fuel involved for a nuclear plant are much lower than for fossil-fuelled stations. Whilst
a coal-fired power station might consume several million tonnes of coal in a year, a modern 1 GW nuclear
station will typically require a few tens of tonnes of fabricated fuel for each re-fuelling operation. As noted
earlier, this might only take place every 12 or 18 months.

Finally, again as noted earlier, nuclear energy also provides valuable cost stability, as well as supply
reliability. This is because the cost of raw uranium ore accounts for only 5–10% of the overall generating
cost of electricity from nuclear stations, whereas the cost of gas-fired generation is dominated by the cost
of the gas (which accounts for 60% or more of the full generating cost). Increases in global market prices
for fuel therefore have a much greater impact on the costs of gas-fired generation than they do on the costs
of power from nuclear.

50 For example—“The Energy Review”; Performance and Innovation Unit; February 2002.
51 “Supply of Uranium”; World Nuclear Association Information and Issue Brief; August 2004 (http://world-nuclear.org/info/
inf75.htm)

52 “Uranium 2003—Resources, Production and Demand” (The “Red Book”); OECD.
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Is nuclear new build compatible with the Government’s aims on security and terrorism both within the UK
and worldwide?

In today’s society there is a wide range of potential terrorist targets and it is important that the
Government and organisations alike consider the possible threats, consequences and contingency plans
that may prove necessary. The potential targets include many aspects of the nation’s activities on which
we depend for everyday life to proceed as normal. These therefore include—amongst others—public
transport systems, iconic and political targets, and components of the infrastructure that provide
important services to the public and industry. This includes the energy and utility industries, in the form
of fuel import facilities, pipelines, storage facilities, power stations and transmission systems and in this
context, it is appropriate to consider the physical security of nuclear power stations, as one component
of the national security assessment.

Government aims to ensure the security of nuclear material, nuclear licensed sites, sensitive nuclear
information and those working in the industry. These objectives are overseen by the government’s
security regulator OYce for Civil Nuclear Security. TheDirector makes an annual report to theMinister
on these matters. In his 2005 report53, the Director continues to aYrm confidence in the security
provisions of the nuclear industry and that the security measures applied are proportionate to the
threats faced.

Nuclear power stations are designed to be amongst the most robust civil structures in the world—
primarily in order to assure resilience against earthquakes, and to ensure that the materials contained
within are unable to escape in the event of abnormal operation. This robustness also serves as strong
protection against external impact (malicious or otherwise), and in addition stations have a multi-
layered defence against possible terrorist attacks. They are also subject to rigorous security
arrangements that include security vetting of all staV and contractors, identity management and access
control. As a result, their potential vulnerability to terrorist or other malicious threats is minimised.

Modern reactors are built with massive reinforced concrete shields and are designed to safely
withstand extreme events, both natural andmanmade. Their structural resilience to earthquakes and the
thickness of the shielding make them extremely robust against possible attack, for instance by hijacked
passenger aircraft. Detailed analysis has shown that penetration of the radioactive core by an aircraft
under such circumstances would not take place.

In addition to their physical robustness, modern nuclear reactors are protected by extensive safety
systems. The extent and number of these systems is such that several systems would need to be damaged,
and no action taken by operators or emergency responders, before a significant release of radioactivity
to the environment might occur. The design is such that it would be diYcult to defeat or damage enough
of the systems to bring about a major release of radioactivity. Emergency arrangements are in place to
immediately shutdown reactors in the event of a heightened terrorist threat against them. These
arrangements are regularly tested.

5. In respect of these issues [Q 4], how does the nuclear option compare with a major programme of
investment in renewables, microgeneration, and energy eYciency? How compatible are the various options
with each other and with the strategy set out in the Energy White Paper?

There is no more obvious win/win/win generation option than nuclear when looking at reducing
carbon dioxide emissions, and improving reliability of supply and electricity aVordability, when the
scale of the benefits in each area is also considered. Cost eVective energy eYciency measures represent
the only other approach which can make simultaneous advances in the achievement of all three of these
objectives. Yet, as discussed earlier, energy eYciency is unlikely to eliminate the need for new capacity
on the GW scale, whereas this is the scale of clean, reliable and aVordable supply which nuclear energy
can oVer.

Likewise there is no conflict with the 2003 EnergyWhite Paper strategy in having a substantial nuclear
programme within the future generation mix. Indeed we currently have around 20% nuclear, and many
of the other options are being promoted to sit alongside this capacity. A balanced mix of technologies
represents a perfectly self-compatible approach and is also compatible with the White Paper strategy.
The White Paper was clear that the nuclear option remained open, and recognised the low-carbon
benefits of nuclear, therefore nuclear is able to play a role in such a balanced mix, alongside other
technologies.

53 “The State of Security in the Civil Nuclear Industry and the EVectiveness of Security Regulation: April 2004 to March 2005”;
OCNS; July 2005.
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D. Other Issues

6. How carbon-free is nuclear energy? What level of carbon emissions would be associated with
(a) construction and (b) operation of a new nuclear power station? How carbon-intensive is the mining and
processing of uranium ore?

Nuclear energy is a very low carbon form of generation. Its lifecycle emissions per kilowatt-hour are
similar to those from renewable generation. This is the case even when emissions across the full lifecycle of
the nuclear industry are considered.

A comprehensive IAEA study54 shows both direct and indirect emissions for diVerent generation sources.
This concluded that even the “high” end of the range of emissions for nuclear energy is still almost a factor
of 20 lower than the best fossil fuelled plant (latest gas-fired technology) and a factor of over 60 lower than
older, coal-fired technology. The “low” end of the nuclear range (representative of more modern
technology) shows a further improvement by more than a factor of two on even this performance. This
assessment takes account of the emissions associated with all aspects of the nuclear cycle globally—
including the construction, operation and decommissioning of nuclear power stations, as well as the
uranium mining and enrichment, and the manufacture and spent fuel treatment of nuclear fuel.

A significant contribution to the emissions from nuclear power generation is in the carbon content of the
energy used in the diVerent processes of the fuel cycle. This is one reason why emissions vary from site to
site. For example, the enrichment process is energy intensive (particularly if diVusion technology is used as
opposed to centrifuge enrichment). In the US electricity from coal-fired stations is used to power the
enrichment plant, whereas in France the electricity used comes from nuclear power plants. Consequently,
the lifecycle emissions of nuclear power plants using uranium enriched in France are lower than those from
plants using fuel enriched in the US.

The results of this study and two others into the lifecycle emissions of diVerent forms of generation are
summarised below. These results show that emissions for nuclear, wind and hydropower are much lower
than those of fossil fuels.

Lifecycle Emissions gCO2/kWh
Nuclear Wind Hydro Gas Coal

IAEA55 9–21 10–48 4–236 439–688 866–1306
International Journal of Risk Assessment 8.9 15 16 Fossil fuels: 500–1200
& Management56

Vattenfall57 3 10 5 409 696

The Vattenfall study includes a typical breakdown of emissions for the diVerent stages of the nuclear fuel
cycle, shown below.

Emissions
Stage of Nuclear Fuel Cycle gCO2/kWh

Extraction/leaching (mining) 1.1
Conversion 0.2
Enrichment 0.1
Fuel Fabrication 0.2
Operation of Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) 0.2
Building & Decommissioning of NPP 0.6
Waste Facility Operation 0.4
Build/Decommissioning of Waste Plant 0.1

7. Should nuclear new build be conditional on the development of scientifically and publicly acceptable solutions
to the problems of managing nuclear waste, as recommended in 2000 by the RCEP?

The importance of nuclear waste management, and the need for scientific, political and public acceptance
in respect of this issue, should not be underestimated. Akey factor in securing such acceptance for any future
nuclear build programme in the UK must be confidence in the arrangements for the management of spend
fuel and wastes, and for reactor decommissioning. The absence of disposal routes for higher activity
radioactive wastes in the UK is often cited as a barrier to such a programme. However, within the nuclear
industry waste management and decommissioning have been carried out for over half a century in a safe
and eVective manner.

54 IAEA Bulletin 42 (2) 2000.
55 IAEA Bulletin 42 (2) 2000.
56 Joop F van de Vate, International Journal of Risk Assessment and Management 2002—Vol 3, No 1 pp 59–74.
57 Life-Cycle Assessment Vattenfall’s Electricity In Sweden, Eng 30966 Lca Divk, 2005.
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Renewed confidence in this respect comes from Sir Anthony Cleaver, Chairman of the Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority, who said in a recent radio interview:

“I think one of the first things anybody says when people talk about a new generation is “do we
know how to deal with the legacy, do we understand what we’re doing with waste?” I think
anybody who looks at this [NDA] strategy will see that we really do have a coherent approach to
it; we know how to handle it and we have sensible plans that we can execute”

The argument that there should be no new nuclear build in the UK until the waste disposal issue had been
“solved” originates from the RCEP report of 1976, under the Chairmanship of Lord Flowers. That report58

concluded:
“There should be no commitment to a large programme of nuclear fission power until it has been
demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that a method exists to ensure the safe containment of
long-lived highly radioactive waste for the indefinite future”.

Recently however59 Lord Flowers himself has concluded that such a requirement has been achieved, and
therefore is no longer an obstacle to new nuclear build:

“. . . a method to ensure safe disposal for the indefinite future—namely, underground storage—
has been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt in other countries, especially Finland.”

It is also important to recognise the scale of the waste issue as it relates to potential new nuclear capacity.
If, for instance, theUKwere to build a fleet of 10modern reactors of around 1GWeach (such as theAP1000)
and operate these for their full design lifetime of 60 years, the additional waste produced would occupy less
than 10% of the volume occupied by wastes already in existence, and being safely managed. A new fleet of
power stations on this scale would be suYcient to maintain the UK’s share of nuclear generation at 20 to
25% over this period.

In terms of identification of a final route for waste disposal, there is an ongoing process within the UK
to recommend and adopt the most appropriate solution to the long-term management of such wastes. This
Committee on Radioactive Waste Management (CoRWM) is scheduled to make recommendations to
Government in 2006, from a short-list of identified options. Given the depth and quality of the work done
to date by CoRWM, and the resulting confidence that it will report as scheduled, it would be appropriate
to take steps now on the basis that a solution will have been identified and adopted by the time a final
decision comes to be made regarding investment in any future nuclear power plant. If for any reason, this
turns out not to be the case, then no firm commitment to build a new plant will be in place, and so the
situation can be reassessed at that point.

In summary, taking early steps to encourage new nuclear capacity in the UK should not be contingent
on further progress being made on the waste issue.

23 September 2005

58 “Nuclear Power and the Environment”; Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution—Sixth Report (Chairman Sir Brian
Flowers—as he then was); 1976.
59 Hansard; 12 January 2005; Column 331.

Witnesses:MrRichardMayson,Director, Energy Unit, andMrAdrian Bull,Head of Energy Policy, British
Nuclear Fuels, examined.

Chairman: Good afternoon. Thank you for coming feet thickness of reinforced concrete and the sites
and for your memorandum. have ongoing and continuously reviewed security

arrangements.

Q367 Colin Challen: Has any testing been done of
Q366 Colin Challen: Your memorandum discusses the existing arrangements? I understand that the
the security aspects and emphasises the physical Finns, for example, in the design of their new
robustness of reactors. It is the case, is it not, that in reactors have actually tested concrete structures
any new design security in itself would not against potentially commercial airliners crashing
necessarily be the prime consideration in terms of a into them. Have you done anything like that?
new threat that we have been hearing about? Mr Mayson: There have been various tests done
Mr Mayson: I think the first thing to say is that, as looking at that. For example, in America they did a
you point out, security is a key consideration. There test where they flew a Phantom jet at full speed into
is a wide range of potential threats as a result of the a simulated containment building. The containment
terrorist problems that we face. Those do not just survived and the Phantom jet disappeared. These
aVect nuclear but aVect a wide range of facilities, as sorts of tests have been done.
the Chairman pointed out earlier. I take the view
that because nuclear structures are very robust

Q368 Colin Challen: A Phantom jet is rather a smallstructures, they are in a very good place when it
comes to security because they are built with several object compared to a modern commercial airline.
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MrMayson:Carrying fuel and going at considerable Q372 Colin Challen: If we are looking at tackling
climate change and the kinds of technologies that wevelocity, it has a fair impact. The other thing to say

of course is that the OYce for Civil Nuclear Security need to sell hopefully on other methods to transfer
to developing countries, would you see a future thereas the security regulator did, in the summer of this

year, aYrm its confidence in the security provisions for nuclear power? Would that not greatly increase
the dangers of proliferation and a growing securitywithin the nuclear industry.
threat?
Mr Mayson: This is where I do take the view that

Q369 Colin Challen: On the information available, you can in many ways separate the civil use of
you seem very relaxed about the security aspects and nuclear from the military use of nuclear. The Non-
that these facilities will withstand practically any Proliferation Treaty is there specifically to avoid
kind of terrorist attack. On the limited information people taking it beyond the civil use of nuclear. Civil
available, how can the public be so sure about that? nuclear does make a huge contribution to avoiding
Mr Mayson: I think it is important that we are as global warming. It already avoids more carbon
open as possible, bearing in mind that some of the dioxide in OECD nations than will be saved under
security arrangements themselves have to be the Kyoto Protocol, over 1000 million tonnes of
reasonably secure in relation to advising terrorists of carbon dioxide a year. That makes a huge
such potential threats. I think we should do as much contribution to avoiding global warning. That is a
reassurance as we can on these issues. Particularly if very big issue for the planet.
we look forward to some of the newer technologies,
there is substantial evidence of even better Q373 Colin Challen: Do you have a list of countries
protection than with some of the older technologies. that you would not sell the AP1000 to?

Mr Mayson: We do not have a list of countries in
that category.Q370 Colin Challen: You clearly have a vested

interest in trying to sell new technology abroad.
Q374 Colin Challen: So you would sell it to anyChina has beenmentioned as perhaps a great growth
country if they had the money?market, but there are other countries too, as we
MrMayson: I would have thought that any countryknow, which are very interested in civil nuclear
that has signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty andpower. Do you have any fears about proliferation of
that is in compliance with that treaty would becivil nuclear power and the possible security
considered for commercial application.implications of that?

Mr Mayson: I take almost the opposite view to the
previous speakers. I think that the International Q375 Chairman:Would you sell them to India?
Atomic Agency’s safeguard arrangements are Mr Mayson: They have not signed the Non-
thorough and extensive and have been applied very Proliferation Treaty, so the answer would be no.
successfully over the last few decades. The Non-
Proliferation Treaty, which pretty much every Q376 Dr Turner: The AP1000, in addition to other
country around the world with one or two very Generation III and Generation IV reactors, either
notable exceptions have signed and support, has uses MOX or for future reactors plutonium. Is this
been a very powerful vehicle for delivering necessary? Are you simply designing reactors to run
protection against weapons proliferation. For me on plutonium because we have a large stock of
the comfort comes from the fact that when a nation plutonium?
does look as though it is stepping out of line, it is all Mr Mayson: It is not necessary. If the committee
over the front of the papers and the international would bear with me, I would like to explain the
community is putting huge pressure on that nation generations of reactors from my perspective. This
to comply. might help in responding to the question.

Generation III reactors are those reactors that are
really available for deployment today and, I wouldQ371 Colin Challen: We are increasingly stepping
argue, for about the next ten years. Within thatout of line. We are already concerned about Iran. I category you are talking about the Europeannotice that Venezuela now has raised the hackles of pressurised water reactor, the AP1000 and some ofGeorge Bush in terms of its nuclear ambitions. There the advanced CANDU designs that the Canadianshave been other problems. In Pakistan we have seen have developed, for example. If we look beyond that

the leaking of information, which clearly is very in timescales, then you come into the serious
critical. Do you not share those concerns? application of the pebble bed modular reactor that I
MrMayson: I obviously share the concerns. I would would call a Generation III Plus reactor because it
point out that the international pressure is on these has not been deployed commercially; it will be
countries to comply. I think the proof of the pudding deployed commercially but it will not be available
will be in the eating in relation to when they do for commercial deployment until about the middle
comply. Both those are signatories to the Non- of the next decade. In that context, I do not like
Proliferation Treaty1. betting on jam tomorrow, so I would say that that

is not a technology that one should bank on for the
1 Footnote inserted by witness 21.11.05: For clarification future. Beyond that, Generation IV is a worthy“both” here refers to Iran andVenezuela, both ofwhich have

venture that involves 11 nations doing long-termindeed signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Pakistan has
not signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty. research, looking 30 years out at some technologies
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that would, around 2030, deliver improvements in Mr Mayson: As I mentioned before, in terms of
timescales, I think pebble bed is an excellentrelation to nuclear fission technology. Again, it is

one of these issues where, until that technology is prospect but for the medium term and only if the
demonstration reactor performs as we would hope itproven, which will be a long way out, at least two

decade out, then one should not bank on that being will perform, that it has the economics that we hope
it would have. Because it is a demonstration reactoravailable when it comes to looking at the nation’s

energy supply. Going back to your question about and it is not available, then it is not a technology that
I would give serous consideration to for the next fiveMOX and the use of uranium, the reactors are

primarily designed just to burn standard uranium to 10 years in relation to any new build that the UK
might consider.dioxide fuel. Some of them also have the

opportunity to burn mixed oxide fuel, if that is
appropriate. Clearly, the base case for any

Q382 Mr Ellwood: The South Africans would argueprogramme going forward would be the use of
that they are hoping to have one on-line in the nexturanium dioxide fuel.
five to 10 years, which goes against what you are
saying.

Q377 Dr Turner: That is, rather than MOX? MrMayson: I think the dates line up exactly. I think
MrMayson:MOX is an option that whoever builds you are right that they are planning on getting it up
the stations would have the opportunity to consider. and running, bearing inmind this is a demonstration
At the end of the day, it will be about fuel price and reactor, by around 2010–11. However, I think the
a whole range of other considerations. UK would be unwise to think about investing in a

technology before it had run for a few years. There
Q378 Dr Turner: If you are part of a consortium will be teething issues. There will be the issues of
pushing a new fleet of AP1000, for instance, in the making sure the economics stack up. I do not think
UK, are you telling us that they will operate on we would want to go down the route that we have
uranium fuel rather than MOX? perhaps gone down in the past of not buying a
MrMayson: I am saying there is the opportunity to proven product. It is very important that if the UK
do either. I am sure that decision would not just be does look at nuclear in future, it buys a proven and
down to BNFL or any consortium that might be established reactor design.
set up.

Q383Mr Ellwood:You do not think the pebble bed,Q379 Dr Turner: You will have a view. You heard
if it is proven to work, will actually make your newthe concerns from our previous witnesses, the
AP1000s almost obsolete because they are runningOxford Research Group, about the proliferation
almost on a parallel timescale?implications of the use of eitherMOX or plutonium.
Mr Mayson: That is the second point. You mightIt is all very well if the country has signed the
wonder whywe are interested in both. The reasonweNuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty but if the
are interested in both is because we think there isplutonium or the MOX falls into the wrong hands,
likely to be a market for both in future. Theit does not take much to be a very real threat.
attraction of the pebble bed is that it is a smallMrMayson: I havementionedmy views on theNon-
modular reactor; it is only 170MWelectrical output.Proliferation Treaty. I do not see that the use of
An AP1000 is around 1100MW. I would argue thatMOX fuel significantly alters those considerations.
for nationswhich need large bulk base load capacity,
like the UK, then something like the AP1000 wouldQ380 Mr Ellwood: Could I probe a little further?
be entirely appropriate, whereas pebble bed is ideallyYou touched on the pebble bed reactor as a project
suited where you need smaller slugs of power to lightitself. I had the opportunity last week in fact to visit
South Africa, and possibly in more remote regionsthe Eskom Koeberg reactor and to hear some of
within the UK where you need less access to power.their plans towards the prototype of pebble bed
If you can have small modular units, you can cutreactor that they are hoping to build there. Could
down the transmission costs. Personally, I see ayou first update us on what your relationship is with
market for both.Eskom because you were doing some development

works to do with pebble bed reactors?
Mr Mayson: BNFL is a small stakeholder within Q384 Mr Ellwood:My final short question is this. It
PBMR Pty, as it is called, which is the pebble bed does beg the question then that if you only have a
company that is developing the reactor. BNFL has a stakeholder interest in the pebble bed system, and
small stake in that and continues to secure that stake you have mentioned one or two people there, why
through the membership of one individual on the are you not investing more of your own time and
PBMR board. We also provide some nuclear research into looking at this if you think it is a
technical advice into the project, particularly in viable option?
relation to the fuel fabrication side of things. Mr Mayson: One needs to bear in mind that we do

have an active stake in it. I believe we have an
appropriate level of stake in it. You need to look atQ381MrEllwood:That suggests tome that you have

your foot in the door, in answer to Dr Turner’s where BNFL is in its development. BNFL is in the
sales process ofWestinghouse and that investment isquestion. Would you be an advocate, would you be

promoting this interest, or do you feel that there is therefore being considered as possibly part of that
sales process. To make a significant shift in thatnot a future for pebble bed?
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investment at this particular stage, I think would Westinghouse and British Nuclear Group, have an
impact on our ability in this country to build a newlook rather strange to our shareholder and our

board. generation of nuclear plants?
Mr Mayson: No, I do not believe it would. The
reason I do not believe it would is for the reason IQ385 Chairman: So you are going to get rid of the
intimated before: it is an American company; itstake?
would be buying in the technology. In a similar wayMr Mayson: I did not say that.
if we were buying in another technology, whether
that was the French design or the Canadian designQ386 Chairman:We inferred that.
or wherever, in eVect we would have to be buying inMrMayson: Just to be clear, I think the view is that
the technology. In terms of our ability to support itit is likely that the stake will be taken over by
if there were a new programme then there would stillWestinghouse, but that is not confirmed.
be a substantial need for the UK supply chain to
support it in relation to construction jobs, in relationQ387Mrs Villiers: It seems that you are considering
to operational jobs and in relation to other serviceselling both Westinghouse and BNG. I wonder if
opportunities. So I do not actually think it wouldyou could tell theCommittee a little about what your
make any real diVerence to the ability of the UK toreasons for that are and does it suggest that your
deliver new build.enthusiasm for the AP1000 is waning?

Mr Mayson: I do not personally know the status of
Q391 Mrs Villiers:We are going to be looking, in athe sales, as I am sure you can imagine, because it is
moment, at some of the problems and challenges inall very closely protected information. In terms of
financing new nuclear build. What is your view as tothe prime reason for both sales being considered it is
whether it is preferable to stay in public ownershipmaximising shareholder value—that is the number
or to be run in the private sector, with the financingone reason. TheWestinghouse moves towards a sale
issues as the background?are more advanced. The British Nuclear Group sale
Mr Mayson: The nuclear industry has been aroundthat is being considered is supported by the BNFL
for 50 years and operated pretty successfully, I likeboard but it is now out to broad consultation with
to think, for 50 years. It has been in the public sectorother stakeholders to see if that is the right option for
for rather too long. Getting it into the private sectorthe BritishNuclear Group. To answer your question
would be very healthy for the industry. It is timedirectly, does that mean we have got less enthusiasm
nuclear was regarded as “normal” because it hasfor AP1000? I think that is just not the case at all; it
been around for so long, and it seems to be attractingis a case of getting shareholder value and it is a
this “special” label because it has this extra politicalquestion of thinking about if there were new build in
dimension that stems from the fact that it hasthe UK what model might that happen under. I
remained in public ownership. So I very muchthink no matter how you look at it, new build in the
welcome the moves to get it into the private sector.UK, if it did happen, would have to be with an

imported, overseas, proven, well-established design.
Practically everybody who works for Westinghouse Q392 Mrs Villiers: Does BNFL have the technical
is based in America; it is essentially an American and engineering capacity to build a series of reactors
company, and therefore in a sense it is like importing if the country is to go down the nuclear route to
technology anyway. tackle climate change?

Mr Mayson: I think it needs to be made absolutely
clear that BNFL will not be building reactors in theQ388MrsVilliers: If youwere to sell BritishNuclear

Group do you knowwho the likely buyers might be? newmodel. If, though, the subsidiaries are sold then
BNFL would be unlikely to have a role in the newMr Mayson: I have absolutely no idea.
build programme. One would realistically expect
other players to come in. I heard the dialogue withQ389 Mrs Villiers: It would probably be rather
Mr de Rivaz from EDF last week, and I am suremarket sensitive if you did. Would there be any
there would be many other major energy playerssecurity concerns if a foreign company were
who would be interested in taking forward such aoperating UK nuclear facilities, or could the current
build programme. In terms of the engineeringsecurity and regulatory structures deal with a new
capability and so on, yes, I do believe the UK’sowner, regardless of whether they were UK owned
infrastructure could rise to the opportunity thator not?
would be created by a new-build programme, butMr Mayson: I am sure there would be absolutely
BNFL would not be a lead player in any suchrigorous tests of any potential owner in relation to
venture in future.their ability to manage nuclear facilities. We have a

very rigorous regulatory system with the Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate and the OCNS groups, Q393 Mrs Villiers: Lastly, could I press you a little
and I am absolutely certain they would do a on where you would expect that expertise to come
thorough vetting of whatever organisation came in from? EDF might well play a role. What other sorts
to look after the facilities. of companies would be likely to—

Mr Mayson: Any of the major leading energy
companies. There are also other leading engineeringQ390 Mrs Villiers: Taking you back to some of the

points you were approaching and talking about organisations—the AMECs, the Bechtels, the
Fluors, and the Shaw Group. There is a massiveWestinghouse, would the sale of the two,
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number of groups out there that could easily play a Q397 Joan Walley: So that is 11 years starting
from now?major role going forward as the integrators of such

a project. Mr Mayson: No. That is three plus two plus five,
which is 10; so I would say 2015-ish.

Q394 Mr Caton: Moving onto planning and the
Q398 Mr Caton: But that is assuming thetimescale for possible new nuclear build, in your
Government makes a decision tomorrow.memorandum you say that an improved delivery
Mr Mayson: All right—2016 then!process is achievable without legislative change, but

the Government needs to show leadership. What do
you want it to do? Q399 Mr Caton: Realistically, it is going to be

2007–08, probably, before theGovernment gives theMr Mayson: I think leadership is the key phrase
because it is more than 15, probably nearer 20, years green light. I suspect your timescale is rather on the

optimistic side anyway. So perhaps 2020–21 is notsince any licensing and planning process was gone
through for the nuclear industry, and the regulatory that far out.

Mr Mayson: We looked at it quite carefully, goingenvironment in which new build might take place
has changed substantially. There has been new back two or three years ago, and it looked certainly

do-able, at that time, in around a 10-year timescale.European legislation in the form of the justification
considerations, the strategic environmental If you look at the evidence from overseas, that is

precisely the timescale in which Finland are doing it.requirements, and the existence of OCNS, who did
not exist at that time. So our view is that it is really a Their first proposals really came in 1999 and they are

going to be up and running by 2009. I think the EPRquestion of a definition of a regulatory strategy; that
somebody actually thinks through how these things that is going to be built in France is pretty much on

the same ten-year window. So it is do-able overseas,will all come together in order to enable new build
rather than any specific requirement to change any so there is no reason at all why it should not be do-

able here.legislation or any such thing. I have heard all sorts
of rumours in the press that the industry wants Mr Bull: It might be worth saying as well that in the

first part of that 10-year timescale (certainly the firstchanges in this, that and the other, and I just do not
believe that is the case; I think it is about eVective co- three years that Richard talked about, the licensing

of the technology), there is no reason why that couldordination of what is a relatively complicated
regulatory arrangement for such a venture. not start at an earlier timescale and there is no

implication of any kind of commitment to build
anything simply by putting the designs through theQ395 Mr Caton: We have received evidence that
regulatory process and asking the question: “Areeven the first of a new series of power stations could
they suitable for deployment in the UK?”not become operational until 2020/2021. What

timescale do you think is realistic?
Q400 JoanWalley:Are there talks under way aboutMrMayson: I believe it could be done in around ten
that at the moment?years. If I can perhaps talk through that ten years,
Mr Bull: No.that might help explain. Going from the back to the

beginning: five years for construction, generally, is
viewed as about the right sort of timescale, bearing Q401 Chairman: What do we need to kick the

process into operation?in mind the recent experience in build in the Far
East, and so on. Stepping back from that, the MrMayson:What needs to happen to make it start?

I think it would require the DTI to instruct theplanning inquiry could be done in around two years.
If you look at the history of planning inquiries on regulator to form a view on the potential candidate

designs, as Adrian suggested, if you wanted to kicknuclear, the most recent planning inquiry was the
Hinckley Point C Inquiry, which lasted nearer three the process oV to start sooner rather than later. If, on

the other hand, you wanted to wait then you wouldyears from the application to the Secretary of State’s
agreement, but there was an awful lot of discussion be in a position where you would have to wait until

somebody expressed an interest in making a formalin that planning inquiry about the need and
economics of nuclear, which, in eVect, I would argue application for a site licence, which would take

rather longer because that would involve setting upis more a government policy related issue and
probably would not need to happen at the public a formal project towards new build. That would

probably, as you said, be the 2007-ish timescale.inquiry. Therefore, a two-year process for the public
inquiry looks achievable. Before that, there is the
regulator, the Nuclear Installation Inspectorate, Q402 Chairman: This does not involve the DTI
which I am sure could do a detailed review of the instructing Ofgem to pick a winner?
designs, and the Environment Agency do a detailed Mr Mayson: Not the Ofgem regulator, the safety
review of the designs, to establish the licensability regulator. I think quite the reverse: I am sure that if
and authorisability of those designs— the regulator did form a view it would be a

dispassionate view of the various options that are
available.Q396 Joan Walley: How long will that take?

Mr Mayson: Around two to three years was the
indication the last time we asked, which was about Q403 Mr Caton: Can I put a quick question on the

siting of any new generation nuclear power stations?three years ago. That was the indication we got from
the regulator at the time. The Government’s Foresight flood defence research
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showed that climate change might result in that gives great confidence that the taxpayer would
not finish up with a large burden at the end of thewidespread risks of flooding and coastal erosion.
day.Most nuclear sites are located on or very near the

coast. Have you conducted any assessment of the
impact of climate change on existing nuclear sites? Q407 Mr Hurd: How do we know? In previous
Should we really be building new nuclear plants on evidencewe heard a statement that your industry has
those sites? no long-term strategy forwaste.How canwe be clear
Mr Mayson: A lot of work has looked at this issue, about what the costs are and the degree to which
and it will not surprise you it is not in the context of they can be capped?
new-build. The existing safety cases for the facilities Mr Mayson: I think all we can do is judge from the
have done work looking at the eVects of climate experience in places like Finland, Sweden and
change. I am fairly realistic about it; for me, it is America, where they do have proposed solutions.
about what design basis you establish for your However, you are absolutely right, until CoRWM
reactor. There is no reason at all why you could not report in July of next year, and there is a policy put
design the reactors on those sites on the seashore to in place on the back of that and the specific options
have adequate protection against any foreseeable that would be extraordinarily expensive are ruled
rise in the sea level over the duration of operations. out, then there is a small element of risk, but we seem
That is a perfectly feasible way of doing it. to be moving towards below-ground storage or

surface storage as being the lead options from
CoRWM, and those are the sorts of things that haveQ404MrCaton: So youwould expect the new plants
been costed overseas.to be on the sites of the old—

Mr Mayson: Recognising the local support there is
Q408 Mr Hurd: You say there is a small element offor nuclear around the existing reactor sites, I think
risk but you are also, if I understand correctly,those reactor sites are the prime candidate sites for
stating that an uncapped liability for potentialnew build if it were to occur.
investors is a problem in terms of attracting private
investment. Are those statements not inconsistent?

Q405 Chairman: The weather is becoming more MrMayson: You know as well as I do that the City
predictable and sea levels are rising but what would is very wary of nuclear liabilities because of the
happen in the event of water getting into one of these history of the liabilities of the legacy of nuclear that
reactors? we have. The key thing is that if we were building a
Mr Mayson: Not a lot, I think, is the short answer. new light water reactor programmewe know exactly
There have been events where sea water has got in what the waste would be, we know exactly what the
when it was notwanted to have got in. Therewas one volumes of waste would be and we know exactly
particular event I seem to recall in the early 1980s how to treat those and get them ready for long-term
where that happened and it made a mess but it did storage, but what we just do not know is what the
not create any safety hazard. final medium for long-term storage would be. So

that, in a nutshell, would give me great confidence
that there would be little risk. However, just because

Q406 Mr Hurd: Could we talk about the economics I have got confidence does not mean to say the City
of nuclear?We received evidence last week that there would. That is why you need some sort of
were very good reasons why people are not falling backstopping against that perceived risk.
over themselves to invest in new electricity
generation—basically it is very low margins and

Q409 Mr Hurd: You pointed to Sweden as anthere are peaks of demand—but nuclear has added
example of an eVective fund administeredrisks, specific risks. In the context of you wanting to
independently. Given the failure of the UK nuclearbe normal and you wanting to go into the private
industry to do this for itself, would you accept thatsector, you begin to question how those risks get
the industry could not itself aVord to pay?allocated. A particular concern is waste. Is it your
Mr Mayson: I am not quite sure I understand that.view that it is inevitable that the industry will need
As I say, the new reactors would, of themselves, putto allocate that risk to the taxpayer?
aside a suYcient fund to provide a storage mediumMrMayson: I think it depends on what youmean by
for those reactors in the long term. That is what Ithe risk. There is plenty of evidence out there. If we am saying.are clear about the waste issue, what we are talking

about would be that the generator, the owner of the
Q410 Mr Hurd: But you did not do this in the past.station, would pay some sort of fee, levy—whatever
You have not demonstrated this.you want to call it—into a fund over the lifetime of
MrMayson:No, we have not, because of the legacythe station, or quicker, depending on how quickly
of nuclear waste, and we need CoRWM to formyou wanted to accumulate the appropriate fund.
their view on the waste policy going forward.There is evidence from around the world, and our

submission clearly spells out the evidence from
Sweden, that the fund that would be accumulated, Q411 Mr Hurd: Just concluding on waste, can I be
even at a very, very low rate of interest (like 2%), clear that you would be looking for a specific
would be easily suYcient to cover the projected costs guarantee from the Government in terms of

exposure to waste costs?of some sort of long-term waste. That said, I think
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Mr Mayson: I think there would be some sort of requirement. The second time you used it was that
the Government would not need to provide aregular review of the size of the fund to be sure that

the fund was going to be adequate to cover those backstop; this review process would take care of it,
but it leads to political uncertainty if you are goingcosts. That is not the same as—
to have reviews all the time. So could I clarify, in the
first instance, what you meant by “backstopping” ifQ412 Chairman: I thought you just said there would
it did not mean the City looking to the Governmentbe more than enough, if you used the model.
to actually fund some kind of guarantee?Mr Mayson: I acknowledge there is a small element
Mr Mayson: I think the City, primarily, wants toof risk associated with that, so what you need to put
seek clarity on what the arrangements would be, soin place is a review of the amount of the fund. If, for
that they would understand where they would sitwhatever reason, you found the fund should be
within those arrangements.larger then you could levy a larger amount on the

reactor. So it should not need any government
Q416 Colin Challen: It would only be a regulatorybackstopping of the costs.
backstop not a funding backstop?
Mr Mayson: That is how it could be set up.Q413 JoanWalley: I wondered where you saw those
Obviously, these are just ideas on how it might playincreased funds coming from.
forward, but I will go away and get some betterMr Mayson: From the generator itself.
information on the analogues overseas if that would
be helpful to the Committee.Q414 Mr Hurd: Just following that through, my

earlier question related to the ability to pay, and in Q417 Joan Walley: If you could include in that
the event the generator is unable to pay the buck information about insurance, pollution and
surely stops with the Government, in your scenario. terrorism in terms of the costs and the way that
Mr Mayson: Right, unless there is some sort of gets covered?
insurance provision against that inability to pay that Mr Mayson: Insurance?
has to be taken out by the generator. I confess I will
have to go away and check, and I will come back and Q418Chairman: In fact, we have run out of time.We
give you a position on that, but my understanding is have a number of further questions which we would
that that sort of insurance is in place in places like like to put to you. I would be grateful if you could
Sweden. I will need to check that. write to us about this one, but we will be contacting
Chairman: That would be very helpful. you with a supplementary list of questions we have

not had time to cover today. I am going to close this
Q415 Colin Challen: I just wanted to clarify what session now because we are due to have a division in
“backstopping” actually means, because you used it just under half-an-hour and we have another set of
twice. The first time was when the City wanted some witnesses to talk to. Thank you very much for your
kind of guarantee, or backstop, if they are going to time, and I am sorry we have run out of time.

Mr Mayson: Thank you very much for your time.invest and have to fund this long-term waste

Supplementary memorandum submitted by British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL)

INTERNATIONAL APPROACHES TO FUNDING REACTOR DECOMMISSIONING AND
WASTE DISPOSAL

Introduction

Many countries with nuclear reactors require the reactor owners to contribute an amount of money, for
each unit of electricity that they generate, into a special fund. This ensures that once the reactor has ceased
production, there are suYcient funds to dismantle and decommission it and to package and dispose of the
spent fuel which was generated over its lifetime. The funds will also pay for the disposal of all other
radioactive waste.

The countries with such funds include Canada, Czech Republic, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and USA and the levels of money collected to date range from some £100 millions up
to in excess of £20 billion.

Characteristics of the Funds

The detailed characteristics vary from country to country but the range of general principals can be
summarised as:

— The fund can be “publicly” owned and managed, either under direct government control, a
national authority (established by government) or a third party independent trust fund.
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— In a minority of cases the funds are held by the waste producers (eg Germany) or by the fuel
supplier (eg Belgium).

— The level of the fund is checked and confirmed on a regular basis to ensure that both the
contributions and the financial performance of the fund are in line with the latest national
costs and plans for disposal.

— Reviewing the levy rate varies from annually (themost common) to every five years with some
countries leaving it to the discretion of the fund managers.

— The regular checking of the fund, and confirmation that it will be adequate, involves the
relevant nuclear regulators.

Specific Examples

Sweden and the USA oVer models which could be taken as the basis for an approach in the UK:

Sweden

— The fund was started in 1982 and covers expenses for:

— An encapsulation facility for spent fuel.

— The repository for spent fuel/high level waste.

— Decommissioning of nuclear power stations and disposal of decommissioning waste.

— Continuing R&D.

— The fund is invested in the National Debt OYce and governed by a board appointed by the
Government.

— The fee paid by utilities varies from year to year and is diVerent for each utility. Its size is
determined by an estimate of future expenses, the Funds rate of return and by the time remaining
for payments to be made into the fund.

— Typically, the fee for diVerent utilities can vary by a factor of four and is up to about 0.1p/kWh.
It is reassessed annually, based on estimates provided by the implementer of disposal (SKB) and
reviewed by the regulator (SKI).

— Utilities must also provide securities, determined annually by government, for waste related
expenses, which are not covered by their paid-in fees:

— Guarantee I is designed to compensate for the fees which will not be paid into the Fund in the
event of an early reactor shutdown.

— Guarantee II would be used if the expenses for future nuclear waste management were higher
than expected, or needed to be met earlier than expected or if the amount in the Fund is lower
than was estimated.

USA

— The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, which provided for the development of repositories for
disposal of HLW and spent fuel, established a Nuclear Waste Fund (NWF).

— The NWF is designed to pay all costs associated with the storage, transportation and disposal of
HLW or spent fuel.

— NWF revenues come from fees charged to utilities and this fee has remained at 0.1 cents/kWh (ie
about 0.1p/kWh) since 1983. However a “Lifecycle Cost Book” is prepared annually to confirm
the adequacy of the fund and the Secretary of State for Energy can propose an amendment to the
fee if it is determined to be inadequate (or excessive). Congress can accept or reject any proposed
adjustments.

— If NWF funds are insuYcient, then US Treasury can support the programme to the extent
approved in the annual budget. Any money borrowed in this way from US Treasury must be
repaid with interest.

November 2005
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Memorandum submitted by the British Energy Group plc

I. Summary

A. The Extent of the “Generation Gap”

1. The electricity supply sector is set to undergo a major transition over the next two decades. Decisions
over the next five years will determine the nature of this transition.

2. Significant new capacity will be needed to replace about 160 TWh of existing generation which will
likely be retired over the next 15 years; in any event, further new capacity will be needed to satisfy increased
demand over the same period amounting to about 44 TWh. To put these into context, the sum of the “new”
generation required amounts to about 58% of the generation in 2004; assuming the current generation mix
this would be equivalent to about 42 GW of plant.

3. There is considerable uncertainty in the way the markets will work in the next few years and it is not
yet clear that market signals will encourage the required investment in a timely way. Further, any market
signal would have to encourage investment in plant of diVering load factors to match the daily and seasonal
demand profiles and to provide suYcient capacity headroom to “replace” plant that becomes unavailable
due to planned and unplanned outages.

B. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

4. There have been many studies on the relative costs of diVerent generation options. In general these
have shown that nuclear can be cost-competitive. Most recently the UK’s Royal Academy of Engineers has
carried out a thorough analysis of the cost of generation for all technologies using information drawn from
around the world (although the cost of gas assumed in their analysis is about half that prevailing today).
They have included in this work the cost of carbon to the fossil technologies of coal and gas, and the cost
of providing standby plant for intermittent generation (wind). When expressed in terms of p/kWh, nuclear
generation is competitive with current benchmark CCGT technology and cheaper than the other options.

5. Financial Institutions around the world have shown themselves willing to invest in all forms of
generation, including nuclear. In the UK the investment community is most concerned with a “transparent
measurement of risk-return profile ie markets will bear measurable risks against acceptable return levels”.

6. It is not clear what—if any—direct financial support will be needed from the Government in order for
private sector investment in new nuclear build to take place. Before it is possible to form a view on this
question, it is necessary to assess the options to address particular classes of risk and to identify the extent
that the private sector is able to take these risks without Government financial support.

C. Strategic benefits

7. Nuclear power brings a number of benefits to the UK including the provision of large quantities of
emissions-free electricity, a contribution to security-of-supply, and can help mitigate electricity price
volatility.

8. Nuclear power arguably makes the biggest contribution to the UK’s climate change targets. In 2004,
73.7 TWh of nuclear generation avoided the emission of about 49MtCO2 that would otherwise been emitted
by the prevailing fossil fuel mix. To put this into context, about three quarters of all the cars on the roads
would have to be removed to get the same climate change savings as those associated with nuclear
generation. This emissions-free generation will have to be replaced if these benefits are not to be lost.

9. Nuclear power contributes to UK security-of-supply (SOS). Using the Government’s own projections
the sum of “indigenous” generation as a percentage of the total is seen to decline from almost 100% in 1990
to about 50% by 2020 and just 25% by 2030, primarily due to an increased reliance on imported gas. New
nuclear build to the level indicated in the EAC’s Inquiry will increase this index from 25% to 45%. Further,
nuclear generation results in the avoided consumption of significant quantities of gas, again improving the
UK’s SOS position. Finally, keeping the nuclear option improves the reserve margin, helping to mitigate
the risk of electricity supply disruptions.

D. Other issues

10. An independent full life-cycle analysis has recently been carried out of British Energy’s nuclear AGR
plant at Torness using a well established methodology. This work shows that for all intents and purposes
nuclear generation can be considered carbon dioxide free when compared to coal and gas technologies.

11. There has been considerable progress in resolving the nuclear waste issue in a number of countries,
including Finland, Sweden and USA. In the UK, the Committee on Radioactive Waste Management
(CoRWM) has been established to bring forward concrete proposals for dealing with legacy and ongoing
waste streams when it reports to Government in July 2006. The Government then needs to establish the
policy framework and implementation plan to deliver its preferred solution to this problem for the industry
and country.
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12. Recent work has established that the amount of waste from a new build programme on the scale
proposed will add very little to the waste that in any event needs to be dealt with—the legacy of past military
and civil programmes. The facility built to deal with the legacy waste can be designed to accommodate the
extra waste from a new build programme. New nuclear build can be progressed in parallel with the siting
and building of the long term repository.

II. Response to Questions

A. The Extent of the “Generation Gap”

1. What are the latest estimates of the likely shortfall in electricity generating capacity caused by the phase-
out of existing nuclear power stations and some older coal plant? How do these relate to electricity demand
forecasts and to the eVectiveness of energy eYciency policies?

(a) Figure 1 shows that demand in recent years has been satisfied by a mix of coal, gas and nuclear,
with only a minor contribution from a renewables and imports. The future of the sector is hard to
predict but what is certain is that it is set to undergo a major transition over the next 10 to 15 years
brought about by increasing demand and a decline in coal and nuclear generation as new
environmental policy initiatives and old age lead to plant closures. Significant new capacity will
be needed to replace existing plant which currently supplies about 160 TWh but will likely be
retired over the next 15 years; even if this is not the case, further new capacity will be needed to
satisfy increased demand over the same period amounting to about 44 TWh. To put these into
context, the sumof the “new” generation required amounts to about 58%of the generation in 2004,
and based on the current mix this is equivalent to about 42 GW of plant.

Figure 1 – An emerging ‘generation gap’
Sources: Created using DUKES for statistics to 2004 [1], UEP for
to 2020 [2] and NGT for annual demand [3].
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(b) The DTI’s Energy Paper 68 and its various updates set out projections for the UK energy scene to
2020. No “generation gap” is predicted from this work with the supply dominated by gas
technology. The projections make important assumptions including:

— Supply is automatically provided to deliver the required demand with the lowest cost
technology the preferred option.

— Energy eYciency will help limit demand.

— The Renewables Obligation will deliver 10% of supply by 2010 and 15% by 2015.

(c) However, the generation sector may not evolve in this manner because:

— Fossil fuel prices in general, and gas prices in particular, are higher than expected and look
set to stay at these levels for the foreseeable future raising the cost of the benchmark
technology (gas). These costs must be passed onto the consumer if new build investment is to
be encouraged.

— Renewables and energy eYciency are not delivering on the scale anticipated despite major
subsidies. NGT assumptions are of a 1.3% per annum increase in demand to 2012; new CHP
and renewables supply over the same period serve to reduce the growth in demand on the grid
to 0.8% per annum.
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— The EUEmissions Trading Scheme will place additional costs on fossil generation raising the
barrier for new gas (and coal) build. The Large Combustion Plant Directive will accelerate
retiral rates for the older coal plant. Assuming 80% of the existing coal plant shut post-2015
about 108 TWhof flexible coal generationmay need to be replaced (in addition to the 53 TWh
of nuclear generation).

— The UKwill be importing the majority of its fossil fuel needs to support the generation sector
and could be subject to fuel supply disruptions and/or cost volatility.

— There is considerable uncertainty in the way the markets will work in the next few years—
there is very little new build fossil plant underway and it is not yet clear what market signals
will encourage such investment in a timely way. Further, any market signal would have to
encourage investment in plant of diVering load factors to match the daily demand profile and
to provide suYcient capacity headroom to “replace” plant that becomes unavailable due to
planned and unplanned outages.

(d) For these reasons, it is entirely possible that a convergence of events could lead to a “generation
gap”, the scale of which would depend on the severity of the events, and lead to costly electricity
supply disruptions—the supply industry and Government have important decisions to make over
the next five years.

B. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

2. What are the main investment options for electricity generating capacity? What would be the likely costs
and timescales of diVerent generating technologies?

The main investment options and their likely contribution to the generating mix are as follows:

(a) Gas—remains the preferred option because of the relative ease of delivering new capacity onto the
market; whether the capacity will be forthcoming will depend on a number of factors over the next
decade or so, including the certainty or otherwise of gas supplies, the cost of carbon, and the
reserve margin.

(b) Coal—investment in conventional coal technology is unlikely because of the severe environmental
conditions that must be met; investment in new IGCC and “clean” coal technology (ie plant fitted
with Flue Gas De-sulphurisation technology to remove SOx, low NOx burners and Carbon
Capture and Sequestration to address carbon dioxide emissions) is possible but at a much higher
cost to the consumer.

(c) Oil—investment in this technology is unlikely because it is no longer cost competitive against the
benchmark technology, gas.

(d) Nuclear—investment in this technology is possible depending on electricity prices ie this option
becomes more favourable as the electricity price rises, particularly if the latter is brought about by
higher gas (and coal) prices, and the cost of removing sulphur and nitrogen oxides and carbon
dioxide are factored into the running costs for the fossil technologies. Prospects for this technology
will also increase with more certainty on waste, and a clear signal of government commitment.

(e) Renewables—government has taken a long termviewof these technologies and provided significant
subsidies to encourage their development. With this in mind more wind (both onshore and
oVshore) is possible; biomass can contribute but is more expensive than wind and the Renewables
Obligation does not provide the diVerential support needed to encourage investment in this
technology in preference to onshore wind at this time; PhotoVoltaic technologywill remain a niche
player at best in the short to medium term while marine technologies are at the early stages of their
development and if they are to contribute at all, they will only do so in the longer term.

What are the likely construction and on-going operating costs of diVerent large-scale technologies (eg nuclear
new build, CCGT, clean coal, on-shore wind, oV-shore wind, wave and tidal) in terms of the total investment
required and in terms of the likely costs of generation (p/kWh)? Over what timescale could they become
operational?

(a) There have beenmany studies on the relative costs of diVerent generation options. In general these
have shown that nuclear can be cost-competitive. Most recently the UK’s Royal Academy of
Engineers has carried out a thorough analysis of the cost of generation for all technologies using
up-to-date information. They have included in this work the cost of carbon to the fossil
technologies of coal and gas, and the cost of providing standby plant for intermittent generation
(wind). Figure 2 suggests that when expressed in terms of p/kWh, nuclear generation is competitive
with current benchmark CCGT technology and cheaper than the other options.
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Figure 2 - Economics of new build
Notes - (1), includes the cost of carbon; (2), includes cost of standby generation
Source - The Cost of Generating Electricity, The Royal Academy of Engineering [4]
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(b) Renewed interest in the nuclear option has spawned a number of studies on the economics of new
nuclear build (including the RAE work) and these are summarised in Figure 3. Despite the fact
that these studies have been carried out by various independent groups, and in diVerent countries,
they show remarkable consistency. The key diVerence is the rate of return applied. Many of these
studies have also found that nuclear is competitive with the benchmark CCGT technology; when
the cost of carbon is added to the latter the comparative benefit of nuclear to consumers is greater.
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Figure 3 - Economics of nuclear new build
Sources – see References section of text [4] – [10]
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(c) Table 1 attempts to illustrate the timescales over which the various technologies could be deployed
to the level indicated in the Inquiry (ie for nuclear, 8 AP1000 or their fossil equivalent; for each
renewable technology a significant contribution towards a 20% supply target (the approximate
amount equivalent to that from 8 AP1000)).

(d) On a short time-scale only gas and conventional coal technology can be built to the scale required.
If “clean” coal means plant that is totally emissions free, this could be achieved over a 20 year
period subject to the development of coal import infrastructure and the successful development of
carbon capture and sequestration technology.

(e) Although nuclear plant can be built in five years, past UK experience suggests that another five
or more years will be needed for planning and licensing, even if the intent were to build accepted
international design on sites already designated safe for nuclear generation. Government would
have to address these issues to ensure a shorter pre-build time frame. It is possible to construct
8 GW of nuclear plant over a 12–15 year period.
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(f) To deliver a portfolio of renewables requires a much longer time frame for the reasons outlined
elsewhere in this submission.

Technology Short term
0-10 years

Medium term
10-20 years

Long term
20-30 years

Gas

Conventional Coal

Nuclear

Renewables

- Onshore wind

- Offshore wind

- Biomass

- PV

- Marine

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Table 1 – Timescales to deliver a new build programme

‘Clean’ coal x

With regard to nuclear new build, how realistic and robust are cost estimates in the light of past experience?
What are the hidden costs (eg waste, insurance, security) associated with nuclear? How do the waste and
decommissioning costs of nuclear new build relate to the costs of dealing with the current nuclear waste legacy,
and how confident can we be that the nuclear industry would invest adequately in funds ring-fenced for future
waste disposal?

(a) The numbers shown in Figure 2 are robust when considering new build in the UK because:
— They have been validated by independent groups on the most up-to-date information. There

may be uncertainty associated with vendor quotes for projects but these can be largely
removed through fixed price quotes.

— The programme will not use a prototype technology—the “winning” technologies have
emerged (ie the AP 1000, EPR and Candu designs). New plant will be smaller, less
complicated than before, based on “oV-the-shelf” modular systems.

— New plant has a much smaller ecological footprint and will adhere to international standards
of safety and operating regime. Figure 4 compares an early Magnox station at Chapelcross
in the UK, a 200MW station which started generating electricity in 1959 and closed in June
2004, with the new fifth reactor in Finland, a 1600 MW station expected to begin generating
electricity in 2009. The new reactor in Finland is not only physically much smaller but it also
produces much less waste than the early reactors in the UK.

Chapelcross (200 MW)

Finnish 5th reactor (1600 MW)

Chapelcross

Finnish 5th reactor

More compact designs Lower waste volumes

Figure 4 – Smaller ecological footprint of new reactor designs
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(b) The “hidden” costs are conservatively allowed for in the estimates of the cost of nuclear
generation. Addressing the specific concerns in the question:

— Waste. The UK needs a repository to deal with its legacy waste, including that from its civil
programme. A process to deliver a solution to the waste issue has begun with the
establishment of the Committee on Radioactive Waste Management (CoRWM). The latter
is charged with investigating all options and to deliver its Report toGovernment in July 2006.
There is an expectation that Government can then establish its policy on this issue followed
by a detailed implementation plan. A new build programme can progress in parallel with the
siting and building of the final waste repository.

The waste addition associated with a replacement programme is relatively small and can be
factored into repository requirements at an early stage. Even so, it will require industry and
Government to establish the arrangements and cost of waste disposal from any new build
programme.

— Insurance. Under theUK’sNuclear Installations Act the operator has to provide cover for an
aggregate limit of £140 million per site; any shortfall must be paid for by Government. These
requirements are being revised in light of amendments to the Paris Convention and the
supplementary Brussels Convention. The liability to the nuclear operator will now be
ƒ700 million—the liability of the Government will be ƒ500 million and the liability of the
pool of funds contributed to by contracting parties will be ƒ300 million [11].

— Security. The industry pays for its own security, following government guidelines, and taking
note of international best practice.

(c) It is widely accepted that the cost of decommissioning is not a major contribution to the overall
cost of nuclear power. New plants such as the AP1000 have a much smaller ecological “footprint”
which means this part of the project is an even smaller contribution to the total cost than before.
Nonetheless, industry will be expected to cost this activity as part of its project proposal and it will
require Government to deliver its preferred long term waste solution.

Is there the technical and physical capacity for renewables to deliver the scale of generation required? If there
is the capacity, are any policy changes required to enable it to do so?

(a) The Government has a target of 10% of supply by 2010 and 15% by 2015—in 2004 the figure was
4% with main contributions to this number being hydro (1.35%), landfill gas (1.16%) and wind
(0.5%).

(b) British Energy is developing wind projects in joint ventures that if successful will deliver up to
700MW capacity. This is of a similar magnitude to the total wind capacity currently in the UK
and would thus contribute about 0.5% to the UK targets.

(c) Technical capacity. Onshore wind and to a lesser extent biomass are available but oVshore wind
still needs some development for the UK situation. It is not clear what this level of “intermittent”
generation means for grid stability. Lessons learned from elsewhere suggest there is a limit to the
maximum level of “intermittency” possible but the lack of physical connectivity across national
boundaries means the UK is more vulnerable than other European countries to this problem.

(d) Practical capacity. Despite significant subsidies the 10% target by 2010 and 15% target by 2015
look very challenging.

(e) Despite the provision of generous subsidies, there are two fundamental flaws to the Renewables
Obligation (RO) that serve to limit its potential—projects become increasingly less attractive as
the RO is reached, and it cannot provide the stimulus to technologies that are more expensive than
wind, or are some way from market commercialisation.

What are the relative eYciencies of diVerent generating technologies? In particular, what contribution can
micro-generation (micro-CHP, micro-wind, PV) make, and how would it aVect investment in large-scale
generating capacity?

(a) The thermal eYciencies of the various fossil plant are reasonably well established. However, it is
not meaningful to compare nuclear and fossil thermal eYciencies. The only purposes for
comparing eYciencies would be if it gave an indication of relative costs or resource use, and since
these technologies use radically diVerent fuels it is not possible to draw these comparisons from
eYciency data.

(b) The development of micro-generation systems requires a diVerent kind of technical, practical and
financial capacity than for the more established renewables technologies. It is then a long-term
“project” for the UK and as such will contribute very little in the next 10–20 years.

(c) Many of the decisions for investment in new large-scale generating capacity will have to be made
over the next 10 years or so—any modest development of the micro-generation sector is unlikely
to have an impact on these decisions.
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3. What is the attitude of financial institutions to investment in diVerent forms of generation?

(a) Financial Institutions have shown themselves willing to invest in all forms of generation. They
have been keen to gain a proper understanding of the market structure and of the risks that might
exist and the respective allocation of these risks to relevant parties.

(b) A wide spectrum of these institutions has substantial investments in a range of utilities that have
nuclear power as a part of their generation portfolios in Europe and the US and there is no
evidence that they have demanded diVerent rates of return for the nuclear component of these
investments. For example, 35.2% of British Energy debt and equity is held by these investors.

What is the attitude of financial institutions to the risks involved in nuclear new build and the scale of the
investment required? How does this compare with attitudes towards investment in CCGT and renewables?

(a) Financial Institutions have shown themselves willing to support nuclear new build around the
world. Most recently, in Finland, 75% (ƒ2.25 billion) of the capital for the build of a new nuclear
station at Olkiluoto has been provided from the capital markets with only 25% being contributed
by the plant owners. This financing has been handled by a consortium of Scandinavian,
Continental European and US banks.

(b) In other markets, the question of private financing for nuclear new build is less well advanced.
However, the reported rapid progress of eVorts by privately-held utilities in the US to obtain site
and design permits suggests that these companies believe that access to the requisite capital will
not be an insurmountable obstacle.

(c) There has been some public debate in the UK about the financing issues surrounding new
nuclear—and the relative merits of diVerent technology investments. A senior investment banker
has stated recently that “From the financial market’s perspective, this framework must allow
transparent measurement of risk-return profiles—i.e the markets will bear measurable risks
against acceptable return levels. If so, the market believes such investment propositions oVer
significant liquidity for new investment, particularly in a UK environment increasingly
experienced in public-private partnership.”

(d) For the UK to reach this point requires clarity over longer term policy. It is noteworthy that the
only sector today where there is substantial capital market funding of new build eVorts is the
renewables sector where investors have been able to take comfort from the relative surety of the
Renewables Obligation scheme to justify the risk-to-return trade oV to their capital committees.
Otherwise the case for any investment has been hampered by regulatory uncertainty around
environmental legislation, price volatility in the oil, gas and carbon markets and the increasingly
illiquid and short-term nature of the wholesale electricity market.

HowmuchGovernment financial support would be required to facilitate private sector investment in nuclear new
build? How would such support be provided? How compatible is such support with liberalised energy markets?

(a) It is not clear what—if any—direct financial support will be needed from the Government in order
for private sector investment in new build to take place. Before it is possible to form a view on this
question, it is necessary to assess the options to address particular classes of risk and to identify
the extent that the private sector is able to take these risks without Government financial support.
The major risk components where greater clarity is needed are:

— The approach to making provision for the costs of decomissioning the station and handling
spent fuel and other arisings.

— The approach and timetable for regulatory and planning review of any new build proposals.

— The scale of any new build eVorts to be undertaken.

— The market arrangements under which the power will be sold, including the future of
European arrangements such as the later phases of the Emissions Trading Scheme.

(b) In the US, the government has concluded that a programme of incentives are required to address
the potential first-mover disadvantages associated with the early stages of a wider new build eVort.
This has led to joint funding of the design and site reviews by the public and private sector,
insurance against regulatory delays, continuation of the Price-Anderson insurance arrangements
and has also resulted in tax incentives that will be available to the first plants to be commissioned.
It is not clear whether any of these will be appropriate in the UK context. However, there is a lot
of evidence that these can be made to work against the backdrop of a liberalised and competitive
energy market. For example, the UK has incentives for renewables, for energy eYciency and
now for the development of new “clean coal” demonstration projects and has been able to
accommodate these in a deregulated market.
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What impact would a major programme of investment in nuclear have on investment in renewables and energy
eYciency?

(a) Very little because they service diVerent parts of the supply sector, and all carbon free,
“indigenous” technologies will be needed in the future if the Government’s environment and
security-of-supply needs are to bemet. TheGovernment has well established initiatives to promote
the renewables sector and energy eYciency, with excellent financial support mechanisms, and a
clear signal that these programmes will continue for long periods of time.

C. Strategic Benefits

4. If nuclear new build requires Government financial support, on what basis would such support be justified?
What public good(s) would it deliver?

To what extent and over what timeframe would nuclear new build reduce carbon emissions?

(a) Nuclear power was originally developed to deliver large quantities of baseload electricity. Because
it is essentially emissions free, it is fair to say that this form of generation has contributed hugely
to the UK’s climate change and air quality targets over the last 30 years or so, and it will continue
to do so for some time to come.

Figure 5 - Carbon dioxide emissions avoided by nuclear power
Source: British Energy Analysis based on: DUKES [1] and National Atmospheric 
Emissions Inventory (UK) [12]
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(b) The scale of contribution by the nuclear power sector to the UK’s climate change targets is shown in
Figure 5. The contribution can be considered in three phases: the climate change benefits associated
with the existing nuclear plants over their original stated lifetime; the benefits associated with life
extension of six of the seven AGR stations already declared, and the potential life extension of the
seventh AGR at Dungeness B; and the potential benefits of a new build programme phased in over
an assumed 15 year period to the level outlined in the Inquiry terms ofReference (ie “nuclear newbuild
is used to refer to a programme of at least eight AP1000 reactors, or equivalent”).

(c) Figure 5 shows the carbon dioxide contribution to the UK’s Kyoto target of 12.5% greenhouse
gas (GHG) reduction on 1990 levels—this contribution was estimated originally at about 8% of
the 12.5% GHG reduction. Nuclear power today arguably makes the biggest contribution to this
target. In 2004, 73.7 TWh of nuclear generation avoided the emission of about 49 MtCO2 that
would otherwise been emitted by the prevailing fossil fuel mix. The scale of contribution by the
nuclear industry is about the same as the 8% reduction originally estimated, which is a major
contribution that will have to be found elsewhere if the nuclear component to the generation mix
disappears. To put this into context, about three quarters of all the cars on the roads would have
to be removed to get the same climate change savings as those associated with nuclear generation.

To what extent would nuclear new build contribute to security-of-supply (ie keeping the lights on)?

(a) Security-of-supply (SOS) can, for example, refer to import dependence of fossil fuels or reserve
margin for electricity generation, or both. Both of these aspects of SOS will provide challenges to
the UK’s energy system.
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(b) Nuclear power can be considered “indigenous” and as such can contribute to UK SOS. It is
instructive to sum the indigenous components of the UK generation mix: indigenous coal and gas,
nuclear and renewables.

Figure 6 - Security of electricity supplies
Source – Adapted from DUKES [1] and Energy Paper 68, DTI [2]
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(c) Figure 6 shows that using the government’s own projections the indigenous contribution to the
UK’s electricity supply will decline from almost 100% in 1990 to about 50% by 2020, primarily due
to an increasing reliance on imported gas. These figures assume a successful Renewables
Obligation—40TWh by 2010 and 58 TWh thereafter, that energy eYciencymeasures will suppress
energy demand, and the successful declared life extension programmes of the AGR nuclear fleet.
A small extension in time to 2030 sees indigenous supply decline further to about 25%.

(d) It is not clear what constitutes an acceptable SOS for the UK because the country has not been in
this position before. The issue ismademore complex because theUKhas relatively little connectivity
with other European countries which would serve to make SOS less of an issue than it is.

(e) Figure 6 also shows that new nuclear build to the level indicated in this Inquiry will increase SOS
markedly—from about 25% indigenous to about 45%, and this capacity will be available to the
UK for most of the 21 century.

(f) It is often stated that the UK has benefited from a diverse set of energy sources. However, this
diversity will diminish if, as currently projected, coal and nuclear are replaced by gas, leading to
a more vulnerable electricity sector.

(g) In the same way as nuclear generation avoids the emissions of harmful pollutants, it also avoids
the consumption of finite fossil fuel reserves that would have been used for power generation,
particularly gas. It could be argued that British Energy’s eight nuclear plants avoided the
consumption of about 13 billion cubic meters of gas, of which about 1 billion cubic metres would
have been imports, in 2003. To put this in context, this saving is equivalent to about 38% of the
domestic use of gas in the UK.

(h) Figure 7 shows the total projected avoided gas consumption because of nuclear generation over
the next two decades, the total value of this resource, and the level of imports involved. Clearly
this helps the UK SOS situation and is of significant benefit to the UK economy.
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Figure 7 - Avoided gas use because of nuclear generation
Notes: (1), With life extensions to AGRs; (2), assumes gas price at 25p/therm; 
imported profile from Wybrew [13]
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(i) The reserve margin is the amount by which the total installed capacity exceeds peak demand.
Experience suggests that a value in excess of 20% is needed to support a modern economy. The
Royal Academy of Engineering, in their Submission to the European Commission Inquiry into
the UK State Aid Case for British Energy [14], recognized the importance of nuclear power to the
reserve margin, particularly as their analysis based suggested a decline in this important indicator
over the next decade or so under a number of plausible scenarios. Their recommendation was that
it was important the UKmaintain the nuclear option if it was to meet not only the reserve margin
challenge but for all aspects of SOS.

(j) Figure 8 compares the current UK generation mix with some those of other EU countries. Italy
would appear to be the least secure because it relies heavily on gas and oil generation. However,
the UK also relies heavily on gas generation at this time and as shown in the figure will become
overwhelmingly more so by 2020, and as indicated elsewhere in this submission, almost all of this
will be imported. This could place theUKat a disadvantagewhen compared to ourmainEuropean
competitors Germany and France.

Figure 8 - EU fuel mix in electricity generation
Source: Accenture , EP68 November 2004 Update
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Is nuclear new build compatible with the Government’s aims on security and terrorism both within the UK
and worldwide?

(a) Yes, if the plant, processes and systems are designed and operated well. Nuclear facilities and their
related operations are already very well protected through robust construction and a recognised
responsibility to maintain a high security culture at operator and national levels. New plant will
naturally have enhanced security protection through improved design.
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(b) However, it is also recognised that confidence in the industry needs be improved and this can be
achieved by informing the public of our commitment to enhancing security in cooperation with
the appropriate authorities.

(c) With its long established civil nuclear programme the UK has a tradition of participating in
international co-operation programmes. TheUK can continue to do this for the foreseeable future
but only in the context of a declining role as the existing plants are closed. A new build programme
would help shape the way in which the UK responds to the threats to security and terrorism in this
important area, both at the national and international arenas.

5. In respect of these issues [Q 4], how does the nuclear option compare with a major programme of investment
in renewables, microgeneration, and energy eYciency? How compatible are the various options with each other
and with the strategy set out in the Energy White Paper?

(a) A new nuclear build programme would provide more certainty than the other options currently
available in terms of delivering climate change (CC), security-of-supply (SOS) and electricity price
stability benefits to the UK. In reality it is not a case of a preference for one option over the
others—all these technologies will be needed to address the UK’s CC and SOS needs over the
long term.

(b) It is fair to say that the nuclear option requires greater security to counter terrorist risks. However,
such risks can beminimised through strict adherence to theGovernment’s guidelines in these areas,
maintaining a culture of vigilance and the development of robust security processes.

(c) The Energy White Paper placed emphasis on policies and measures for the deployment of
renewables (includingmicro ıgeneration technologies) and the encouragement of energy eYciency;
it left the nuclear option open, to await the success or otherwise of this strategy. Developments
since publication of the White Paper suggest that the nuclear option should now be given serious
consideration.

D. Other Issues

6. How carbon-free is nuclear energy?What level of carbon emissions would be associated with (a) construction
and (b) operation of a new nuclear power station? How carbon-intensive is the mining and processing of
uranium ore?

(a) An independent full life cycle analysis has been carried out on British Energy’s nuclear AGR plant
at Torness by the consultantsAEATechnology using amethodologywhichwill shortly be adopted
by the International Standards Organisation. Figure 9 summarises the carbon emissions
associated with each stage of the process, with emissions associated with the extraction of the fuel
the biggest contributor of all the stages. Total life-cycle emission are just 5 g/kWh, a little higher
than the 3.3 g/kWh average value reported by Vattenfall in a similar analysis on their BWR and
three PWR power plants.

Figure 9 - Life-cycle CO2 emissions for Torness nuclear power station
Source - EPD for Torness Nuclear Power Station, AEA Technology (for 
British Energy Group plc) [15]
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(b) Figure 10 compares the total carbon emissions from the life-cycle for Torness with those associated
with the operational component for coal and gas technologies alone. It is clear from this
comparison that for all intents and purposes nuclear generation can be considered carbon
dioxide free.
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Figure 10 - Carbon dioxide emissions by technology

Source - EPD for Torness Nuclear Power Station, AEA Technology (for British 
Energy Group plc) [15]

(c) A similar analysis can be conducted for sulphur and nitrogen oxides, key components of
photochemical air pollution. Once again, nuclear generation is essentially emissions free when
compared to coal and gas generation.

7. Should nuclear new build be conditional on the development of scientifically and publicly acceptable solutions
to the problems of managing nuclear waste, as recommended in 2000 by the RCEP?

(a) There have been a number of important initiatives in the last few years that will help to resolve the
legacy and ongoing waste streams from the nuclear sector, most prominent of which has been the
setting up of Committee on Radioactive Waste Management (CoRWM) and the Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority (NDA).

(b) CoRWMwill make concrete proposals for dealing with the waste when it reports to Government
in July 2006. The Government then needs to establish the policy framework and implementation
plan to deliver its preferred solution to this issue for the industry and country. New nuclear build
can be progressed in parallel with the siting and building of the long term repository.

(c) Recent work has established that the amount of waste from a new build programme on the scale
proposedwill add very little to the legacy waste that in any event needs to be dealt with. The facility
built to deal with the legacy waste can be designed to accommodate the extra waste from a new
build programme.

(d) Lessons learned fromother countries—Finland,USA and Sweden in particular—suggest there are
no technical barriers to dealing with the waste issue. Rather, it requires political will and an honest
and transparent dialogue with the public in general and the local community where the facility will
be located in particular.

(e) The 1976 RCEP Report expressed the concern that there was a lack of work being done at that
time by the Government and by the nuclear industry on the treatment and disposal of nuclear
waste. The Report recommended:

“There should be no commitment to a large programme of nuclear fission power until it has been
demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that a method exists to ensure the safe containment of
long-lived highly radioactive waste for the indefinite future”.

Lord Flowers, 1976 RCEP Report [16]

International developments since the Report was published have demonstrated there are viable
solutions to this problem, as recognised earlier this year by Lord Flowers:

“. . . a method to ensure safe disposal for the indefinite future—namely, underground storage—
has been demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt in other countries, especially Finland.”

Lord Flowers speaking in House of Lords, January 2005 [16]

(f) In light of the comments (b)–(e) we believe new nuclear build can proceed on the scale proposed
in this Inquiry.
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21 September 2005

Witnesses: Mr Robert Armour, Company Secretary, Mr Paul Spence, Head of Strategy, and Mr Chris
Anastasi, Senior Environmental Adviser, British Energy, examined.

Q419 Chairman: Welcome. Thank you very much MrArmour:Clearly, if we look at the market several
for your patience in sitting through that. As I have years ago we were operating in an entirely diVerent
just said, we are expecting a division fairly shortly so regime. It was not just a problem facing nuclear
we may have a fairly truncated session with you and generators, it faced all generators. Roughly 20% of
we may have some further questions to follow up in the conventional generators went into either
writing, if that is all right with you. Thank you for receivership or were sold. There has been substantial
your memorandum as well. Can I begin by asking consolidation of the industry and in recent times
you whether you accept that the previous generation there has been a move to make generation more
of nuclear power plants in this country have been eVectively economic than it was going back five
economic basket cases? years. If one goes back five years, no generator was
Mr Armour: My name is Robert Armour. This is able to make a profit at £16 MWh, and nobody was
Paul Spence, Head of Strategy, and Chris Anastasi, coming forward with investment.
Senior Environmental Adviser. I think British
Energy has been a nuclear generator, in one guise or Q421 Chairman: Only you had to be bailed-out by
another, through various emanations in the British the taxpayer to the tune of several hundred million
industry, generating from our nuclear power pounds.
stations in the last 30 years. We have gone through Mr Armour: Indeed. In the market that we faced
diVerent markets and at this point in time we are in then, yes, we went to the Government.
a much stronger market in terms of electricity price
and where nuclear is a clear player going forward.

Q422 Chairman: Can I ask you specifically aboutWe have had our troubles in the past, we do not deny
your statement that if there is to be a new generationthat, but the restructured company that now faces
it will not be prototype technologies but, as it were,the market is ready for that market.
proven technologies and, in particular, the AP1000
is cited, and the European Pressurised Reactor. Is itQ420 Chairman: One of the problems you have got
not true to say, however, that neither of those havein convincing anyone to invest in this technology is
ever been built anywhere, so they are eVectivelythe track record of broken promises and repeated

bail-outs by the taxpayer. prototypes?
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Mr Armour:We will see. The EPR and, to a degree, along by simplifying or shortening the planning
process and the licensing process. Would you not?the AP1000 are evolutions of proven PWR

technology. At this point in time nuclear is What do you expect the Government to do to help
you along?eVectively the only large-scale generator that is CO2-

free, that is a proven technology and has the ability Mr Spence: We do not say in our evidence that we
expect it to be simplified or shortened. We are notto tackle the issue on that sort of scale. Paul, would

you like to come in? looking for reduced scrutiny, what we are looking
for is a clear process where, as the previous witnessMr Spence: The other point worth making is that

whilst neither the AP1000 nor the EPR are built said, the regulators provide us with a clear view of
what it is that is needed by way of scrutiny and bytoday there is a very well-advanced programme in

Finland building the first of the EPR designs, and by way of public debate, and that we then have that
debate andwe have that once rather than repeatedly.the time, under any environment, we are talking

about the UK considering build that will be there. I That, I think, is perhaps one of the lessons of the past
where, in previous generations of nuclear buildthink it is a reasonable proposition fromwhere we sit

today that the AP1000 may well be in the same consideration, we have been through a process
where the need case was debated once centrally,position either in China or the US.
debated again at the first planning inquiry and
debated again. We want to avoid that situation, butQ423 Dr Turner:Your ownmemorandum envisages
we do want the proper scrutiny from the public anda time-scale of 12–15 years for building 8 GW. Even
the regulators.if there was a Government decision next year, then,
Mr Armour: It is not a problem that is endemic tothat would be not earlier than 2018 when the first
this industry. The issue of large infrastructurekilowatt hour was generated. Is that, do you think,
projects is one that currently the Scottish Executivea realistic timescale? Do you think you are being
has put forward a proposal on how to deal with. Onoptimistic? Even if you do not, is it not a bit late
issues of national importance, it is something wherebecause we have got the generation gap between
there was an initiative from Mr Prescott sometimenow and then, and by 2018 we will already need to
ago.We operate in a very tightly regulated area. Thehave had new generation plant in place? Do you not
Government sets a framework for the regulator, thethink that is going to be non-nuclear, either
Government sets the planning framework and incombined-cycle gas turbine, or new build? How can
many ways the Government influences the marketyou justify the role that you put forward for new
we operate in. We are asking Government to setnuclear build?
some certainty and some practicality in the wayMr Armour: I would rather agree with the last
through that. I would not like that to be construedspeaker in terms of the ten-year estimate that he had
as we are asking the Government to do all the work,for taking things forward. International experience
because the developer takes a huge amount of thesays it can be done with the willpower. I would
risk; the developer comes up with the proposal but itequally say, given the scale of things we are looking
has to do so against the certainty of the environmentat, there is no one solution; we will need nuclear, we
that the Government creates.will need renewables and we will need other

technologies.
Mr Spence: I would echo what Robert has to say. Q425 Dr Turner: This is not totally convincing,

though. You are not seeking to escape the planningThe other point I would make that your previous
witness did not make is that when this was looked at process. The planning process is known and that

looks unlikely to change—so you are not going totwo or three years ago the technologies that we are
talking about as potential UK technologies were less avoid a planning inquiry—but even if you are going

to have a fleet of identical stations you are not goingwell advanced. The UK regulator will have the
review of regulators in France, in Finland and in the to get away with anything less than the first two

years in that respect, and licensing is likely to takeUS to build on when they look to do the review of
suitability of designs for the UK. One would hope two to three years, albeit it is likely to be licensing the

same design. You are going to have five yearsthat that will allow the start to be accelerated at least
somewhat to build on the work that has been done upfront in the first part of your timetable that cannot

be avoided. Are you not?in those jurisdictions. I think the other point that I
want to make is that, as Robert said, it is a balanced Mr Armour: I think the initial debate will be

substantial, and it is proper that it should be; itapproach, both in terms of new generation but, also,
in terms of the contribution from existing fleet. One should have proper scrutiny by the regulator and it

should have proper debate. I think we would beof the things that we as a company have said very
explicitly is that part of our strategy is to see whether saying that on the subsequent stations it would be

proper to have that debate on the local issues thatwe can make a case from a safety and economic
point of view to keep the existing carbon-free relate to those rather than repeating and going

through and questioning the same thing again, atgeneration running as long as we can.
huge expense and at time—if we are trying to tackle
the problem.Q424 Dr Turner: If you are going to achieve a

shorter timescale (and I find it surprising you do not
make the suggestion in your memorandum, if you Q426 Chairman: We heard from the previous

witnesses that the industry desperately wants toare serious about it), it is obvious that you would
expect the Government to do something to help you appear to be normal. I think you are asking for some
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abnormal privilege here. If somebody wanted to more stable for the consumer? We operate in an
essential commodity market where the Governmentbuild a sewage plant next to your home, and you

presumably might raise some local objection on will always take an interest.
planning grounds, you would not like to be told that
because the need for sewage plants had been

Q433MrChaytor:But the bail-out of British Energyestablished some previous years ago there was no
was not due to the threat of blackout, it was becauseopportunity to go and discuss it.
there was substantial spare capacity elsewhere in theMr Armour: No, but if it was the tenth exactly
market waiting to be brought on-stream, was theresimilar sewage plant, and the regulator—
not? I think the bail-out of British Energy was forChairman: It is the fact it is next to your home. That
other reasons.is why it is contentious, that is why it needs to be
Mr Armour: I think in many ways the Governmentdebated.
intervened in British Energy because it wanted to
ensure the ongoing generation supplies to the

Q427 Dr Turner: You have to separate the site- country and the safety of the nuclear power stations,
specific issues from the type-specific issues. but also because of the market we are operating in.
Mr Armour: Yes.

Q434 Mr Chaytor:Do you agree with the statement
Q428MrEllwood:Going back to the question about in the 2003 White Paper that described the nuclear
the type of reactor that you might consider that you industry as a mature industry that could no longerwere not interested in, in prototypes, and you justify public subsidy?wanted to have something which was tested (and

Mr Armour: I think it is a mature technology and ayou cited the Finnish example), how familiar are you
proven technology. I take fusion slightly as awith the Canadians’ approach and the Candu
diVerent aspect, but in terms of AGR fission andsystems?Do you not think that is worth considering,
PWR fission, we know it is a mature technology.were we to take the plunge into nuclear, using

those—if we are only trying to test it?
Mr Armour: We previously, of course, operated in Q435MrChaytor:But not amature technology that
Canada and operated Candus. We think it is likely no longer requires public subsidy?
it will be a light water solution or a Candu coming Mr Armour: I do not think we are looking for public
forward in the UK.We are clearly taking an interest subsidy. We are not looking for public subsidy, we
in all the front-line designs you have talked about— are looking for a certainty of a framework which
the EPR, the AP1000 and the Canadian Advanced allows the market to come forward with a solution.
Candu Reactor. All of those are potential
candidates, but I do not think we are in a position to

Q436Mr Chaytor:How do you distinguish betweenrule any of them in or out; we would dearly like to
no public subsidy but certainty of framework? Forsee experience of them operating.
example, you referred to the AP1000 in China and
the US as the most optimistic possibilities of gettingQ429Mr Chaytor:You keep referring to the market the AP1000 accepted here. Are they operatingyou are operating in, but is it not a fact that if we had without public subsidy in the US andChina—or willa real market you would not be here? they operate without public subsidy in the US andMr Armour: There are lots of factors that influence China?the market.
MrSpence:China is clearly amanaged economy and
in the case of the US the Government there has put

Q430 Mr Chaytor: Are you operating in a market? in place a programme of incentives to help the US
Do we have a market in electricity generation? utility industry get through some issues associated
Mr Armour: Very definitely we operate in a with the launch costs for the first few nuclear
competitive market. reactors. I would be very happy to send you a piece

detailing the incentive programme there and, also,
the observed behaviour of the utilities there.Q431 Mr Chaytor: Is it a free market?

Mr Armour: It is a free market where you sell a
volatile commodity now.Ultimately, whether it is an Q437Mr Chaytor: That would be very useful, but in
entirely free market that the Government— brief now what kind of incentives are we talking

about? This is a subsidy for construction costs or
research and development?Q432 Mr Chaytor:What is the diVerence between a
MrSpence:What theUS didwas, first of all, providefree market and an entirely free market?
a mechanism to allow the early regulatoryMr Armour: If I take the analysis, do I think the
consenting work to be done on a joint fundingGovernment would be prepared to let the market go
between the industry and government, then theyto the point where power cuts and blackouts drove
provided tax incentives for the first number of plantsinvestment or would the Government want to
to be built and then the final component is that theymanage the market so that we did not have that?
have provided insurance against the risk ofWould the Government be prepared to see extremes
regulatory delay in the consenting of those firstin price, which would send signals to the market, or

does the Government want to manage it so that is stations.
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Q438 Mr Chaytor: Why do you assume that those a coal or a gas station at this point in time, and I
would get that as a new entrant.kinds of incentives would not be necessary in theUK

market for the construction of an AP1000?
Mr Spence: I think the question about what Q441 Mr Chaytor: Given the timescales involved, it
incentives or what market structure is necessary is a is interesting that your estimates of the timescale are
package in total. In the US context that was taken more conservative than BNFL, and they are quite
against a framework of the US industry and the way gung-ho about ten years.My recollection is you have
that the US electricity market works in total. What talked about 12–15 years. If, on your assertion, the
we have said in our submission is that it is not clear lead-in time is 12–15 years, and if the decision is

taken in 2008, we are then talking about sometimewhat is required in the UK because we believe you
between 2020 and 2025 before the first AP1000—need to be clear on all aspects of the financing
Mr Anastasi: If I can just correct something, theframework, which includes the treatment of the
memorandum actually says that to build what thewaste costs, it includes what has happened in terms
Committee asked for, which was eight nuclearof licensing and planning, and then what happens in
power stations, would take 12–15 years but weterms of themarket that the power is being sold into.
actually say that the first plant could be built withinWhen one looks at that package in total one can
ten years.judge the relative merits of diVerent technologies

and, therefore, the financability of those
technologies. Q442 Mr Chaytor: I am sorry, that is my

misunderstanding. You agree with BNFL that 10Mr Anastasi: There is one other diVerence between
years is the minimum but up to 15 years for a fleet?where we are going and where we have come from,
Mr Anastasi: That is right.and that is related to the cost of carbon. One of the
MrArmour: If you look at the French programme inthings that has not come forward, I guess, in the past
the mid-80s where they built 50 GW of capacityis the true benefits that nuclear brings to this
within a decade, if there is the willpower it is possiblecountry. It is carbon free, essentially, and for the first
to do it. The other thing worth thinking about is thattime we have a mechanism that the Government has
the decisions we make now or in ten years’ time arebrought in, the Emissions Trading Scheme, that
going to determine the plants that allow us to fulfilserves to internalise that environmental cost. As this
or not fulfil theGovernment’s aspirations, not just inscheme progresses it is almost certainly likely to
2020 but in 2060. If we are actually going to have abecome more eYcient and it will be more reflective
carbon reduction of 50/60% in 2060 it is diYcult toof the cost of carbon and the costs of generators.
see howwe can do that without a nuclear componentThat is a benefit, I think, that we have not had in
making a substantial contribution.the past.

Q443 Mr Chaytor:My question is, I suppose, given
Q439MrChaytor:That ought to be an argument for these huge timescales and given that, again,
not needing any kind of incentive along the lines of according to an earlier witness, by 2030 we may be
those provided by the US. If it internalises the cost having a fourth generation, is it likely that City
of carbon then, presumably, it reduces the case for investors are going to be able to make a judgment as
any kind of specific fiscal incentive or direct subsidy to the likely rate of return in 2025?Who knows what
for the industry itself. the circumstances are going to be in 2025? Almost as
Mr Anastasi: It does. soon as the full fleet of AP1000s, or whatever, is up

and running the fourth generation ones will be
coming; they will be obsolete almost as soon as they

Q440 Mr Chaytor: The follow-up question, are commissioned. Is it possible to make financial
therefore, is do you believe that the eVect of the judgments over these long time-spans? What do you
internalisation of the cost of carbon on other forms think a reasonable rate of return ought to be for
of generation will be suYcient to avoid the need for someone thinking of investing in a new fleet of
direct public subsidy, or fiscal incentives, for nuclear power stations?
nuclear? Mr Spence: If I can take the first part of that, that is
Mr Spence: I think the reality of the position today an investment challenge that faces not just the
is that we see, with the Emission Trading Scheme, as nuclear industry or the generation industry in total;
Chris said, a very successful first step but it does not it faces all capital intensive industries about forming
provide a long-term signal of the price of carbon or a view about what is going to happen in the
the targets. It runs, first stage, 2008; second stage, intermediate future. We are all talking about things
2012. As we have already discussed, the sort of that are very long-lived assets. The way the market
technologies we are talking about today and the sort does that at the moment is by pricing some of that
of investments that we are talking about, whether it into the rate of return that it seeks to achieve.

Mr Chaytor: In most industries the risks areis nuclear or any other, will be there over a much
measurable, are they not? In your industry the riskslonger life than that, so the question is “What
cannot be measured because we do not yet knowcomes after?”
what the cost of waste disposal is.Mr Armour: If I was building a new conventional

power station today I would be coming along and
seeking an allocation from the new-entrant reserve Q444 Chairman: It is horrible to leave it hanging in

the air. Have you got a two-sentence answer?for credits to allow me to run and emit carbon from
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Mr Spence: Let me have a go at a two-sentence Chairman: It is not just the waste stream, though,
that creates this uncertainty; there are a whole lot ofanswer, which is that we believe, as I think the

previous witness said, that the costs of waste streams other factors—which we will have to pursue with
you in writing since I rather suspect this is a divisionare conservatively allowed for in the generation

estimates that are provided. There is a degree of quite a lot of us would not want to miss. Thank you
very much indeed.uncertainty but it is not material—
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Memorandum submitted by National Grid plc

Introduction

1. This paper is National Grid’s written evidence to the Environmental Audit Committee’s inquiry
“Keeping the Lights on: Nuclear, Renewables, and Climate Change”.

2. National Grid plc (National Grid), through its subsidiary company National Grid Electricity
Transmission, owns the electricity transmission network in England and Wales and operates the electricity
transmission system throughout Great Britain. National Grid also, through its subsidiary company Transco,
owns the gas transmission network and four of the eight gas distribution networks throughout Great Britain.

3. The competitive energy market in the UK has developed substantially in recent years, establishing
separate roles and responsibilities. The provision of energy to meet consumer demands and contracting for
capacity in networks is the responsibility of suppliers and shippers. The structure and performance of the
markets is the responsibility of Ofgem (the OYce of Gas and Electricity Markets). National Grid has two
main responsibilities: the first, as the primary transporter, for ensuring there is adequate and reliable
network capacity to meet anticipated energy transportation requirements; second, as system operator of the
transmission networks, for the residual balancing activity in both gas and electricity.

4. We have obligations both under statute and under our licence to operate, the latter issued by Ofgem.
Our statutory duties are to build, develop and maintain eYcient, co-ordinated and economic networks and
facilitate competition in the generation and supply of gas and electricity. Our licence prohibits us from
discriminating between parties who make use of the electricity transmission, gas transmission and
distribution networks. We provide transparent information on the charges for using our networks, its
capability and characteristics, including opportunities for future use and guidance to anyone who wishes to
connect. As residual balancer, in the case of electricity, we balance the network in real time, ensuring that
demand and supply are equally matched on a second by second, day by day basis.

The Extent of the Generation Gap

5. National Grid publishes a Seven Year Statement1 each year with interim updates of certain key data
items. This provides information to themarket about the likely generation and demand position in the short
to medium term and signals areas where the transmission system is constrained.

6. The most common measure of the level of available generation capacity is the “plant margin”, which
is the amount bywhich installed capacity exceeds peak demand. Electricity cannot be stored economically in
any large quantity and so an amount of surplus generation is necessary to deal with variations in the balance
between supply and demand, which might be caused by the breakdown of a generating unit or unexpected
variations in customer demand. This surplus is expressed as an appropriate minimum value of plant margin
and is necessary to maintain security of supply. The actual required value will be a function of the
characteristics of the system to which it applies. There is some debate as to what is an appropriate level of
plant margin in Great Britain. In the past a proxy of around 20% was generally thought to be appropriate.
Many factors can aVect the plant margin requirement, for example, an active price responsive demand side
can mean that a lower plant margin is appropriate. The reliability of generation available can also have a
positive or negative eVect on the level of spare capacity required.

Generation Background

PLANT MARGIN (%)

2005–06 2006–07 2007–08 2008–09 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12

GBSYSBackground (SYS) 21.2 20.9 25.9 32.2 34 34.6 36.6

1 The Statement can be found at http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/library/documents/sys05/default.asp
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7. The data in the table, taken from our Seven Year Statement Update published in August 2005, is
derived from customer demand forecasts and a view of generation based upon existing capacity and
proposed new plants for which a system connection agreement is in place. It represents a best indication of
potential generation capacity. A number of factors however will change this indicator.

8. Although a generation project may be classified as “contracted” in this way; there is no guarantee that
the particular project will be completed. In the Appendix we have included some graphs of plant mix with
future projects that have signed connection agreements, by fuel type. These are derived from data contained
in the Seven Year Statement.

9. The Committee should note that the commercial framework which governs the connection to and use
of the electricity transmission system in Great Britain requires that generators give National Grid no less
than six months notice to disconnect from the system. While the values above show that plant margin will
increase from 2007–08, in reality the plant margin will not be this high. Generators sometimes only provide
the minimum six month notice period to cease generating and so this will alter the anticipated level of
plant margin.

10. In addition, a number of significant factors are expected to impact on the viability of plant as well as
restrictions on plant output in themedium and long term. These include the revised LargeCombustion Plant
Directive, the impact of EU Emissions Trading Scheme, local environmental issues and other constraints
such as SOx and NOx emissions. This will mean the closure of some plant contained in the plant margin.
Further, it should be noted that such figures do not reflect such issues as the intermittency of wind and the
eVects of current limitations in transmission capacity between England and Scotland.

Financial Costs and Investment Considerations for Generation Today

11. In considering financial costs and investment considerations for generation, the Committee must also
consider the future need for investment in the networks that supply consumers by connecting generation to
end consumers. The electricity transmission system in Great Britain was initially built and developed by the
Central Electricity Generating Board to ensure that bulk transportation of power was possible. The
transmission system contributes to security of supply by ensuring that demand in a specific part of the
country is not solely dependent on the availability of generating plant located in that area. This means that
generation outages, maintenance and faults in one area of the country can be managed without loss of
supply to consumers. In addition, most of the existing generating plant is located near to its source of fuel
(thereby transporting electricity rather than the fuel). This gave a predominantly north to south power flow
pattern throughout the year.

12. Since privatisation in 1990, new generation (predominantly natural gas fired combined cycle gas
turbines) has located in both northern and southern areas but, overall, the eVect has been to maintain and
generally increase north to south power flows. In order to ensure that generation is encouraged to locate in
themost eYcient location, Ofgem has requiredNational Grid to put in place a transmission charging regime
which does not encourage or discriminate against any particular generation technology, but which, as
accurately as possible, reflects the costs of serving generation and demand in diVerent areas. These charges
provide an economic signal for the eYcient location of new generation contributing to the reduction of
transmission losses and the amount of the investment required for new generation projects to connect to the
transmission network. National Grid publishes statements, agreed by Ofgem, of charging every year which
illustrate what the cost of connection could be and what the ongoing charges for use of systemwill be. These
financial costs will be taken into account by new generation projects when making decisions on location, as
well as other factors, such as the likelihood of necessary planning and consents and the availability of
suitable sites with any necessary natural resources.

13. The Secretary of State has powers under the Energy Act 2004 to put in place mechanisms which
encourage investment in new generation plant, and is consulting on a scheme to support renewables by
reducing the use of system costs in the north of Scotland.

14. The transmission system will continue to play an important role in the future electricity market with
higher penetration of renewables, CHP and embedded generation. We expect bulk power transfers to
continue or even increase in the future as power from areas rich in renewable sources must be delivered to
demand centres. DiVerent generation technologies have diVerent characteristics (predominantly flexibility
and availability) implying diVerent balancing requirements. For example: existing nuclear powered
generation is inflexible and generally runs at a steady level because of technical and safety reasons; wind
power is inherently intermittent; hydro-powered generation is often constrained by local water management
issues and hydrological conditions and cannot run constantly. These characteristics will determine the
flexibility of the generating plant. In addition, all generating plant is subject to breakdown and requires
withdrawal from service or maintenance. Also, the specific services required from power stations in order
to operate the system securely procured by the transmission operator will become more important as more
variable/intermittent generation technologies are introduced.
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Other Factors Affecting the Development of Known New Generation Requirements

Network reinforcement

15. National Grid has a licence obligation to invest in the network in an economic and eYcient manner
and as a regulated company, we can only pass on through charges those costs deemed eYcient by Ofgem.
For this reason we can only undertake network investment to facilitate generation connections in response
to appropriate signals from the market ie when generators make firm financial commitments to underwrite
the costs of the network connections required. To remove network constraints and reinforce the system
where there is no direct trigger from a new generator, Ofgem’s explicit support is required and we need to
demonstrate that these costs are economic and eYciently incurred.

16. To facilitate competition we seek to meet the connection dates requested by generation developers.
The lead time for network infrastructure projects is dictated by a number of factors, such as land and
planning consents, availability of supply chain resource and outage sequences required to ensure that the
network is operated to agreed security standards. However, these factors can mean that projects for new
network capacity may take a number of years from the date of signing of a contract for network connection
to the availability of capacity for that generation project.

17. To ensure that the system maintains current levels of reliability, projects to connect new generation
have to be managed in conjunction with ongoing maintenance, replacement and upgrading works. The
transmission system was mainly built in the 50s and 60s and over the next decade will be reaching the end
of its engineering life. National Grid carries out detailed condition and asset health assessments on the basis
of which candidates for asset replacement are identified. Annual investment in asset replacement of ageing
equipment will more than double from around £150 million to upwards of £300 million by 2007 and will
progressively increase further during the 10 years thereafter.

Network constraints

18. In terms of capacity on the transmission network, we identify in our Seven Year Statement areas
where bottlenecks exist and where there is little or no spare capacity available to accommodate new
generation or demand. This provides potential users of the network with information concerning the
opportunities to use the networks without needing to wait for further reinforcement.

19. Where generation wishes to connect to a part of the network where there is little or no spare capacity
and high levels of congestion, there will be additional costs to upgrade the network and provide additional
capacity. For renewable power projects, these costs have been identified in studies carried out in the
Transmission Issues Working Group (TIWG), an industry group set up by DTI to facilitate the connection
of renewable generation needed to meet the Government’s 2010 target. These studies identified the
reinforcements that would be required to connect wind if it were primarily located onshore in Scotland or
oVshore in England &Wales. For example, £1.5 billion of network investment was identified for a scenario
with 6GW of wind in Scotland and 2 GW of wind in England & Wales2.

20. Ofgem’s agreement to funding was sought because there is no capital expenditure allowance in the
current price controls to carry out such work, and no customer commitments could be demonstrated in
transition to the British Electricity Transmission and Trading Arrangements (BETTA) which came into
operation on 1st April 2005. In their proposals for the funding of Transmission Investment for Renewable
Generation (TIRG), Ofgem approved funding for network reinforcement. This is conditional on a number
of factors, including the obtaining of necessary consents for a number of key upgrades in Scotland and
across the Scotland-England circuits (representing some £560 million of investment).

Costs of Operating the Transmission System

21. The market rules impose strong incentives on generators and suppliers to balance their energy
positions each half hour. As electricity cannot economically be stored in any large quantity, National Grid
has a duty under its licence to operate the electricity system securely and eYciently so that electricity demand
matches the supply from generating plant second by second. This means that any small or very rapid
fluctuations in demand or available generation can be managed whilst ensuring electricity supplies remain
constant to the consumer. It is for the market to decide what type of generating plant is built or runs at any
one time. In order to fulfil National Grid’s duties to operate the system securely, National Grid purchases
services from generators to operate the system as economically as possible, given the system configuration
and characteristics of the generating plant operating at that time (see paragraph 14 regarding the
characteristics of generating plant). Currently around £420 million is spent on operating the system per
annum. If, in the future, the market moves to a diVerent balance between flexible and inflexible plant than
we have now, this will increase or decrease the costs of balancing the system, as will the introduction of more
intermittent plant.

2 A full copy of the TIWG Final Report can be found at http://www.dti.gov.uk/renewables/publications-pdfs/tiwgreport.pdf
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22. National Grid has analysed the likely characteristics of a national portfolio of wind generation and
the way it might interact with existing system balancing tasks. Our conclusions have been confirmed by
studies by experts in wind statistics and by observations of the operation of large wind concentrations in
other countries. We estimate that the additional balancing costs required if 10% of electricity was provided
from wind turbines would be in the order of £40 million per year. Larger amounts of wind can be
accommodated onto the system provided the market responds by maintaining suYcient backup generation
capacity. Such capacity and other balancing service providers (such as from the demand side) should provide
the short-term balancing capacity that would be required.

Financial Costs and Investment Considerations for Future Generation

Gas networks

23. The UK gas distribution networks are currently undergoing a period of investment due to the need
to replace gas mains with more modern materials which improve safety, reliability and reduce methane
emissions. National Grid is currently investing around £200 million per annum to this end. In addition, a
significant amount of new gas sources are connecting into Great Britain. The gas transmission network will
need to be developed to meet the change in supply entry points as the UK Continental Shelf declines and
more gas is supplied via interconnectors and LNG terminals. This will allow greater capacity of gas available
for gas fired generation, such as more eYcient Combined Cycle Gas Turbines, large embedded CHP plants
and microCHP. However, it is also likely that investment will be required in the transmission and
distribution networks to facilitate this.

Connecting Additional Peripheral Renewable Generation, such as Offshore Wind, Wave and

Tidal Power

24. For oVshore wind, wave and tidal projects, there will also be associated infrastructure costs which
must be met. The Department for Trade and Industry and Ofgem are currently consulting on the most
appropriate approach for the regulation and financing of the networks for these projects. We are continuing
to work with the Government and the industry to ensure that appropriate regulatory and commercial
arrangements governing the ownership and operation of oVshore networks in order to facilitate the
development of oVshore wind, wave and tidal projects can be established. However, this needs to be
concluded quickly. Clarity on the commercial and regulatory framework is essential to ensure that network
investment to bring the “Round 2” oVshore wind generation to market can take place. The Government’s
current timetable (set out in its consultation paper) for implementation of an oVshore transmission licensing
regime infers that any new oVshore transmission licences would not be issued until 2007. If new licencees
were then to begin investigation of appropriate connection arrangements from a standing start with no
associated consents it is unlikely that significant connections would be deliverable by 2010.

25. Analysis that has been carried out to date indicates that the costs to connect oVshore windfarms to
the onshore transmission network will be somewhat higher than an equivalent sized onshore generation
plant. As with onshore projects, these costs can be assumed to increase the larger the plant and the further
away from the existing transmission system they are. Illustrative connection designs by National Grid and
the DTI’s consultant suggest oVshore connection costs for Round 2 wind farms will be in the range of
£120/kW to £250/kW (ie 10% to 20% of the cost of the oVshore wind farm).

Generation Assumptions made by the Royal Commission for Environmental Pollution

26. The Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution in its report in 2000 identified that distributed
CHP generation has the potential tomake a significant contribution to Britain’s fuel mix in the future.Most
of the new CHP needed to meet the Government’s targets are likely to have small generating unit sizes and
so will find it most cost-eVective to connect to low voltage distribution networks. This trend towards having
ca larger proportion of “embedded” generation will interact with the high voltage transmission network in
the following respects. Generally, we expect an increasing proportion of embedded generation to reduce the
flow across the interfaces between the electricity transmission and distribution networks. This could delay
the need for us to reinforce this part of our network but it is unlikely to remove the need for the substations
at these interfaces. These will continue to be needed to balance the fluctuation between generation and
demand in specific parts of the distribution network from minute to minute in order to maintain security
of supply.

27. We therefore expect bulk transfers to continue or increase as electricity from remote wind, tidal or
wave power must be carried to load centres. Analysis of the Royal Commission scenarios shows that the
requirement for transmission will be at least as large as the present infrastructure and may need significant
expansion for certain scenarios that will deliver the carbon reductions recommended by 2050. In the last
year, large amounts of new wind powered generation have applied to connect, especially in the north of
Scotland. Generally, this will increase flows to the south and will require substantial network investment,
the framework for which has already been put in place. Similar patterns may also emerge should large
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amounts of wave and tidal power seek to connect, especially so in the event that existing nuclear sites are
utilised and replanted with new nuclear stations. We believe that network investment challenges will
continue to be a key facet of our business going forward.

21 September 2005
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Witnesses: Mr Nick Winser, Group Director, UK & US Transmission and Dr Lewis Dale, Regulatory
Strategy Manager, National Grid plc, examined.

Q445Chairman:Welcome and thank you verymuch MrWinser:Yes. The forecasts are made as part of a
document which is meant to signal to the industryfor your memorandum. I have to say at the outset
what are the opportunities to connect to thethat work is going to be interrupted by divisions in
transmission system over the long term. Thatthe House shortly, so please bear with us. There may
requirement on us was put in place as part of ourbe two, and we will be back with you as soon as we
transmission licence and it is meant to be giving thepossibly can be. I am sorry about that; it is an
information data on where to connect, which partsoccupational hazard. I am told by Mr Ellwood that
of the system can you connect to without a delay toour inquiry is particularly pertinent today in Poole
build infrastructure, what will be the charges forand Bournemouth, where the lights have indeed
connecting to diVerent parts of the system. It is forgone out. They have no power at all, owing to some
generation suppliers to use that information, buttechnical problem. This is something we might wish
then use their own analysis of market conditions toto address when we come to talk about
try to work out what the economics of the diVerentinfrastructure investment. Thank you for your
types of plant will be over those periods and decidememorandumandwe have also had a chance to look
what is the most beneficial commercial portfolio forat your seven year forecasts and it is about those I
themselves.would like to begin asking. Looking at the margin

that you set out, of the excess of supply over
demand, it looks as though this inquiry is completely Q447 Chairman: Do you not think we should take
irrelevant. Asking whether the lights go out does not your plant margin forecasts with a substantial
seem a sensible question when you have got the quantity of salt? You yourselves hedge around with
excess of supply over demand rising from 21% in the caveats. For example, you said quite a lot of the
current year to 37% in 2012. I wonder how robust power generating capacitywhich you include in your
that forecast is? forecasts may never be built. You list in paragraph

10 of your memorandum a whole lot of factorsMr Winser: First of all, thank you very much for
which could impact on the veracity of the forecast,asking us to come and give evidence today.My name
the revised Large Combustion Plant Directive, theis Nick Winser. I am Director of Transmission for
impact of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme, localNational Grid and this is Lewis Dale, who
environmental issues and other constraints, and sospecialises in the issues that you are addressing
on. It really is a bit pie in the sky, is it not?today. In terms of how robust are the Seven Year
Mr Winser: I do not think it needs to be taken withStatement forecasts, I think they are very robust but
a pinch of salt, or indeed that it is pie in the sky. Thisthey are robust in the context in which they are put
is not a forecast. This is merely us replaying back totogether. That context is that our main role is in
the industry who has applied to connect to theterms of running the infrastructure, the wires and the
system and how many megawatts and how manypipes and, indeed, in balancing the market in the
megawatts has given us formal notification that it isfairly short term. What we also do, which is what
going to disconnect from the system. I do not thinkyou are seeing evidence of here, is collate
it needs to be taken with a pinch of salt; it just needsinformation from the industry and feed that back to
to be seen in the context of what it is. This is us sayingthe industry so that the market can function well
to the industry, “This is what you have told us youwith hopefully that good information. The context
are going to do.”of that plant margin that rises from something like

20 to 37 is that the seven year statement over the 15
years that it has been put together, always tends to Q448 Chairman: Okay. Based on your previous
demonstrate quite a rosy future. That is because experience of this process, where we have for
generators need to apply to us to connect to the example twelve gigawatts of generative capacity
transmission system some years ahead of when they included in those figures that has not even begun to

be constructed, how much of that would you expectwill wish to connect. Therefore we are aware of lots
in real life to turn out to happen?of applications for connection to the system.
MrWinser:We have looked at a separate seven yearGenerators only have to give us six months’ notice
statement scenario. We have looked at the sorts ofto disconnect, therefore it is understandable that we
numbers that may be a reasonable view, indeed maywill see always a greater excess of plant margin into
not, of what may, and indeen may not, happen onthe future, because it reflects people wanting to
the system going forward. Certain things aboutconnect a long time ahead of when they are going to
plant that is going to come oV the system are known,do so, because of the lead times for building both the
or there is reasonable public data on them. Forgeneration and the transmission, but as has turned
example, the planned decommissioning of Magnoxout over the last 15 years, when you get closer to real
power stations, the fact that there is about 19time, generation disconnects at much shorter notice.
gigawatts of plant that has opted out of LCPD. OneI believe the figures are very sound, but they do not
can make reasonable assumptions on that andin themselves give an indication of what plant
reasonable assumptions in terms of what percentagemargin will outturn, as we get to the particular day
of the CCGTs will be built and what sort of delaybecause of this short term disconnection issue.
there might be in some of those applications. If you
run those figures together and assume that perhaps

Q446 Chairman: So is there any point in making one third of the opted out plant comes oV before
2015, that theMagnox stations come oV and the firstthe forecast?
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16 November 2005 Mr Nick Winser and Dr Lewis Dale

of the AGRs come oV, and then you model about 7 generation stand-by capacity the market needs to
support. I think the other technologies yougigawatts of wind which you then have to adjust

down because of intermittency and add in perhaps a mentioned, each has a characteristic because it is
driven by some external factor. Domestic CHP willreasonable view of the amount of gas fired CCGT

that might connect, against past connection rates, probably be driven by heat load requirements.
you end up with a plant margin that has a very wide
variability on it, but you would say looking forward Q453Mr Caton: If you will bear withme, I am going
to 2015 that sort of equation can bring a plant to come on to the other technologies. If we can think
margin that remains around the 20% mark. The of wind for the moment. If we rolled out wind across
question really is, given that there is quite a lot of the whole of the country would that increase the
data about plant that is going to come oV, how problem of intermittency, or would it decrease it?
confident is the industry in terms of going ahead and Dr Dale: It would increase the job we have to do to
building quite large amounts ofCCGT in the current balance in the short term.We do not believe that that
environment? That is a question really for the is impossible to do. There will be some additional
generators. costs. In the longer term we think more capacity will

have to be held in readiness for the low-wind days.
Q449 Chairman: If I understand you rightly, taking For the first tranche of wind that enters the system,
themost excessively, conservative approach towards to maintain security of supply at today’s level, we
this process, we are not going to be 37 but around 20 expect that you should be able to stand down
as a margin between supply and demand? conventional plant at a rate roughly equal to the
Mr Winser: Yes. If you take what I think is a load factor of the wind. If wind has a load factor of
reasonable view at the moment of wind and CCGT 30%, then for every 1000 megawatts of wind that
build and Magnox and LCPD opt-out, these are comes on, you could stand down about 300
very big variabilities and to the extent that the megawatts of existing conventional plant and keep
currently proposed CCGT build does not go ahead security of supplies similar. As you have more and
and is not replaced by some other form of morewind and itmakes up a larger proportion of the
generation, the plant margin will sink to single total generation portfolio, you would be able to
figures in the next decade. stand down progressively less and less conventional

generation.
Q450 Chairman: You mentioned the need to
discount the contribution of wind, because of Q454Mr Caton:What about the possible benefits of
intermittency. What sort of factor would you apply geographical spread? Looking at the weather
to that discounting? forecast most days, it seems to be windy in diVerent
Mr Winser: Currently we have modelled 30% as the parts of the country on diVerent days. The idea of
utilisation factor. We are still in the early days of my question is, would there be a real benefit in our
observing wind power in the UK. That is probably having a much better geographic spread?
not an unreasonable guess at what that might turn Dr Dale: There certainly is a portfolio eVect from
out to be. having a geographical spread. In the short term, the

correlations are quite low over even moderate
distances. For the longer term variability, aVectingQ451 Chairman: The figure included in your 37% is
the amount of plant you need to hold on to thenot a discounted figure?
system, we have looked at data from Denmark andMr Winser: That is correct.
from other countries and certainly some
geographical spread helps. If it is all concentrated inQ452 Mr Caton: Looking at the issue of balancing
one area, you will be more likely to find days wheresupply and demand with diVerent technologies, how
that area of the country is becalmed.significant an issue, from your perspective, is the

intermittency of wind?
MrWinser:First of all, I think it is fair to say that all Q455 David Howarth:May I interject with a related

point? Do you think there is any potential inof the diVerent generation technologies raise slightly
diVerent issues. They all have diVerent types of dynamic demand technologies for trying tomeet this

problem, to reduce the amount of discount that youregime, whether it is inflexibility, intermittency or
that they vary with some other parameter. They are would need?

Mr Winser: Yes, we have already used the demandall diVerent and one has to look at the picture
holistically, the total portfolio and see whether that side for the short term balancing system to quite a

large extent, so we contract with large users to comeleads to a system that looks as if it can be run
eVectively and economically. I want to hand over to oV at short notice as part of our short termbalancing

role. It is also worth saying that this is not entirely anLewis now to fill in some of the details and work
through those technologies. issue for that short term role. Because market

participants have an incentive to balance theirDr Dale: Fortunately for us, in balancing the system
in real time, the statistics of wind are somewhat portfolio, to the extent that they have a lot of wind in

that portfolio, one would expect them to carry spareconvenient. As you get near to real time, wind is
easier to forecast. You have the persistence eVect. So plant themselves to make sure they can still balance

in real time. It is probably as much an issue of howthe variability is something that gives more
uncertainty in longer timescales and is something the market clears in the longer term, than how we

fine tune it in the final half hour.that needs to be taken into account in how much
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Q456 David Howarth: That is the dynamics of Q461MrEllwood:That is what I am arguing.Whilst
we are looking at the possibility or not of these goingsupply again. I was thinking about the possibility of

even technologies that reduce the load on domestic forward, we would not be replacing or using the
same form of technology and therefore thisappliances because they can detect what the load on

the entire grid is. argument as to whether the inflexibility is there or
not should not play as much—MrWinser: There certainly is the opportunity to get
MrWinser:No, indeed. Inflexibility on the system ismore out of the demand side. It is essentially a
not a problem at the moment. Given that amatter of what sort of metering is fitted and there are
substantial amount of the nuclear fleet, the Magnoxdiscussions going on in the industry and with Ofgem
and the AGRs are currently predicted to start toand the DTI about the level of technology that is
decommission over the next 10 to 15 years, clearlybeing applied to metering.
something that is not a problem today will becomeChairman:We are going to come on to that later if
less of a problem. It really depends what replaceswe may. I think Mark Pritchard wants a very quick
that and whether whatever replaces it is inflexible orpoint here.
not. Generally, inflexible plant has the potential to
be problematic for us at some minimum but in

Q457 Mark Pritchard: Predicting demand is an practice has not been a huge problem for us.
important part of your business, but also supplying
that demand. Do you think there is a case for the

Q462 Mr Caton: To what extent would renewables,Government making its policy far clearer vis à vis
especially micro-combined heat and power on awind farms being in places whereby they actually
large scale, compete with nuclear in terms ofwork and that demand can be met and therefore by
providing baseload capacity?definition being oV-shore rather than on-shore?
Mr Winser: It depends what you mean byMr Winser: From our perspective I would not put
“compete”. We would expect all of thesethat case. Looking at the levels of wind power that
technologies to have diVerent economics and thoseare projected right through to perhaps 10 or 15 years
economics would vary from period to period. Wehence, and looking at what else is likely to be
would expect the market to work in the way thatconnected to the system, we do not see a large issue
whatever was most economic in a particular periodin terms of the operability of the grid. We think that
was what would run, but we are merely observers ofthat is within the normal bounds of what can be
that. Lewis might be able to give you some moremanaged.
insight into the economics of wind power versus
nuclear.

Q458 Mr Caton: Moving from intermittency to Dr Dale: In terms of the economics, we, with the
inflexibility, nuclear provides an unvarying base BritishWind Energy Association and consultants of
load. What are the benefits and disbenefits of that? the DTI have looked at the overall economics of
MrWinser:The disbenefits are, broadly, that in very wind compared to, for example, gas at the margin
low demand periods, say a summer night, we can, and at the time we found that wind would be slightly
and have in the past discussed this with the industry, more expensive but since then gas has got more
find ourselves eVectively with too much generation. expensive. There is the Emissions Trading Scheme
That was more of an issue in the past, and and also there are the support mechanisms that
subsequently a lot of the gas-fired plant that government has put into place so it would seem to us
connected that was not flexible has become flexible that wind would run in preference to other plants.
and that issue has somewhat gone away. The
disbenefit of inflexibility really was in minimum Q463 Mr Caton:What about other renewables, like
demand conditions. micro-CHP?

Dr Dale: As I understand it, the front runner micro-
CHP technology would be a replacement centralQ459MrCaton:With a nuclear plant, when demand
heating boiler using gas. Insofar as people wereis at its lowest, how much power is used?
going to heat their homes with gas anyway, thisMrWinser:All of the output from the nuclear plants
would be additional electricity, an improvement inthat remain connected in those periods is used. We
energy eYciency and so, again, you would expectwould be instructing oV, or the market would
that to run when people use their central heatingactually be bringing oV, all other types of plant to get
systems. If that technology was also used indemand down to a level where those plants that are
industrial and commercial premises, you might see acommercially signalling that they need to run
diVerent load shape, because people use heat inthrough, can continue to run through.
those premises at diVerent times. You would expect
these technologies to enter the demand mix and

Q460 Mr Ellwood:May I come in on that? Can you modify the demand profile that we see at the
clarify for us the limitations of the British nuclear transmission level as these technologies develop.
reactors rather than, let us say, other types of Mr Winser: In short, you would expect to see wind
technology which are about? power coming in at the market rate competitively
Mr Winser: The types of reactors that we have had when it is windy. You would expect to see micro-
in the UK have been run in an inflexible way in the CHP coming on to the systemwhen people would be
past. That does not particularly mean that all types running their central heating boilers. Industrial and

commercial CHP you would expect to be coming onof nuclear reactor are inflexible, it certainly does not.
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at times when industry is running anyway. Therefore had the opportunity to deliberate on that, and have
worked with both ourselves and the Scottish TOs tothis concept of base load versus non-base load is not

flexible enough for what we are looking at going agree a new investment which will help reinforce
from Scotland down to the load centres in the south.forward. Each of these technologies will have

somewhat diVerent characteristics. I do not think
they can just be categorised into base load or non-

Q467 Dr Turner: In your report you touch on this,base load.
the fact that there is a general increase from north to
south of power flows. Would that suggest that

Q464 Mr Hurd: If I read your submission correctly, perhaps we are not building generators, reactors and
paragraph 24 appears to be communicate some so forth in the right place and we are actually
frustration at the speed at which clarity on the enduring a cost in having to transport the energy
commercial and regulatory framework for Round 2 itself?
of oVshore wind is proceeding and in fact you state, Mr Winser: No, it is a licence requirement on us to
“It is unlikely that significant connections would be have cost-reflective charges which are reflective of
deliverable by 2010.” It has been put to us in other the cost that is imposed on us running the
evidence that this issue is absolutely crucial, if this transmission system of a generator connecting a
country is going tomeet its renewable targets. Could particular place. The purpose of that, therefore, is to
you expand a little bit on where you see the make sure that generators when they decide on the
blockage? overall economics, which will have many aspects to
MrWinser:Yes.We are, as I hope you are getting an it, one of which is location, when they look at
impression, very happy to be a commentator on the location they take into account not only the cost that
industry aswe see themarket playing these issues out they face themselves but the cost that we would face
in terms of the overall economics of balancing in terms of connecting them to markets. That
supply and demand but, closer to home, for us, is the process is in place and we do have cost-reflective
matter of the infrastructure itself and we are very charges and that should give the right economic
anxious to facilitate public policy by allowing outcome, such that the total cost is reflected in
generation to connect promptly against whatever their decision.
signals come out of the market or any other
mechanisms to encourage particular types of

Q468Mr Ellwood:Getting away from the cost itself,generation.We do look very closely at developments
I understand that you have incorporated those intothat relate to the infrastructure.We areworking very
the package that you are oVering but either you orclosely with the DTI and Ofgem and have done so to
Ofgem, is there no push to locate the generators in atry to help—
sensible place to begin with? That way you are not
actually spending a lot of money on the cost ofQ465 Mr Hurd: My question was specific. Are you
transmitting the power from, in this case, what isfrustrated by the speed with which Round 2 of oV-
suggested in your report, from the north to theshore generation is being facilitated in terms of the
south?commercial and regulatory framework and, if you
Mr Winser: The story of wind power is an excellentare, where is the blockage?
example of this issue, in truth, because as has beenMr Winser: We believe that some early clarification
reported widely, Scotland has rich resource in windof how the networks that are going to connect oV-
power and clearly that is not close to the loadshore wind power into the system would be very
centres. Indeed, as we look forward to even as far ashelpful in getting better oV-shore wind connected in
2050 and look at renewables, micro-CHPthe short term.
generation, alternative types of generations may
come on to the system. Whichever way we study

Q466 Dr Turner: One of the major impediments to that, we see that there will be significant flows on the
the development of the deployment of renewables is transmission network and flows as great as today or
the grid, both in terms of connectivity to remote probably greater. What that is a reflection of, is the
sources of energy and the north-south connector. fact that when you reflect the true economics on to
What progress are youmaking in the great re-wiring those fuel sources going forward it is still economic
of the grid and are you finding the planning process to ship the power from remote sourceswhich are rich
a major problem? in renewable resource, rather than locate close to
Mr Winser: Our normal regime is to wait for load centres.
applications to connect to the grid and to have a look
at what works would be required to put those in
place.We have been, withOfgemand theDTI,much Q469 Dr Turner: You did not answer my point

about the planning process. I did not mean yourmore proactive on that because of the issues coming
out of the large amount of wind power that it is strategic planning, I meant town and country

planning-type planning. How long does it take youproposed to connect in Scotland and the north of
England, so we have stepped outside that normal in practice to get all the planning consents that you

need, to build a major high voltage grid line?process and looked at what investments might be
justified to get ahead of the game andmake sure that Mr Winser: That entirely depends on how the

process of applying for planning permission goes.the connections to the grid, or reinforcements to the
grid, are not holding up the connection of wind We have had very long processes on overhead lines

in particular—power. Ofgem, who I know are speaking later, have
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Q470 Dr Turner: One said 20 years? DrDale:Yes, but thatwould be in termsof new rights
Mr Winser: Thirteen, actually, which went to two of way.
public inquiries. Clearly there is not a solid end-stop
to that process. In terms of the new connections that
we would need to connecting wind power, clearly we Q476 Dr Turner:We are talking about new rights of
will be reinforcing the existing rights of way as much way, yes.
as we can, so we are not having to apply for new MrWinser:A lot of the work that may be required is
planning permission; to push more down the existing work thatwould be reinforcement to existing rights of
corridors for transmitting power. We have not got as way. That is not to take away from your point,
far in the process of making those new investments though. These things do take of that order, a couple
for wind power to find out whether we are running of years, and we have looked very carefully at the
into particular planning diYculties on those ones. amount of generation that is likely to come on in the

various timescales going forward and discussed that
Q471 Dr Turner: It is quite likely, given the location very carefully with Ofgem. We are entirely satisfied
of renewable resources, is it not? You tell us that you with that process. It is important that we as an
are being proactive, which is good. How much industry do not find ourselves having built new
investment have you committed in advance to transmission assets which then do not have a strong
Scottish connections? economic case. We have to have that close and
MrWinser: There has been a piece of work called the iterative interaction with Ofgem tomake sure that we
TIRG (Transmission Investment for Renewable get the right balance between connecting people
Generation) work which has looked at both promptly and as between that and the danger of
investments in Scotland and investments on the stranding investment.
England andWales systems. Lewis can probably give
you some details on what that work says will be
required. Q477 Ms Barlow: You say in your seven-year
Dr Dale: The three licensees looked at diVerent statement that it is unlikely that any new application
scenarios of wind development in Scotland. We for generation projects in Scotland or the north oflooked at 2,000, 4,000 and 6,000 megawatts of wind

England will be encompassed within that seven yearconnecting in Scotland and identified the
period because of the material increase in newtransmission works that would accommodate that,
generation and the resultant reinforcement necessaryand that would cost up to £1.5 billion for the 6,000
to the grid to the Midlands. Can you say what themegawatt case. That is about £250 per kilowatt, for
implications of this would be in terms of the likelyeach kilowatt of wind connected.
contribution of wind power?
Mr Winser: Those statements are based on theQ472 Dr Turner:What sort of conditions has Ofgem
background of the applications that have alreadyput on these investments you need to make?
gone ahead and been agreed, so we would notDr Dale: Ofgem have given some funding for the
envisage that holding back the first tranche of windinitial phase of thiswork for us inEngland andWales.
power to connect and, indeed, it would not hold backWehave funding to prepare forworks to reinforce the
connecting wind power in places other than the northinterconnector, but the main funding for re-
of Scotland. Lewis may be able to give you slightlyconductoring and strengthening the interconnector is
more colour on when we run into that constraint.dependent on either suYcient wind developing in
DrDale:For the particular rules that came into placeScotland or planning permission being gained
with the new electricity trading arrangements forsuccessfully for a new overhead line within Scotland,
Great Britain we can make connection oVers to windthe Beauly-Denny Line, which Scottish and Southern
generators in Scotland with the network we have inI think, and a small part Scottish Power, have applied
England and Wales, not waiting for reinforcements.for consent. That line would allow a great deal of
On that basis, we have something like 5,000 to 6,000wind in the north of Scotland to connect and meet

load in the south. megawatts of wind generation contracted to connect.
Some of that is waiting for planning permissions.
Once they have those planning permissions they canQ473 Dr Turner: Yes, I understand that. This is why
proceed to connection and I understand we havethe time of the planning process is important. What
made more oVers to connect which generators areis the quickest you have ever been able to build a
considering at this time. There are enough oVers tomajor line?

Dr Dale: The quickest I have been able to build one connect that have been made to meet Government
was a connection for a gas plant in the Humber area targets, for example. The question is, will all those
and we built that line in parallel with the power generators be ready to proceed andmake use of those
station because we got consent for the line without a connection oVers? That will depend on whether they
public inquiry. get their planning consents and also whether they

have a viable financial project and wewill just have to
Q474 Dr Turner: And how long did that take? wait and see.
Dr Dale: That took about two years. Mr Winser: But to confirm, there is enough that has

received connection oVers at themoment thatwill not
stop the achievement of the Government targets forQ475DrTurner:Two years was the absolute quickest

that you have ever had? 2010.
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Q478 Ms Barlow: If there were more, what would be Mr Winser: It comes back to the discussion about
cost-reflective charging.We are required by licence tothe likely implication of that?

Mr Winser: As more and more applies to connect in propose charges which are then agreed by Ofgem
which are cost-reflective, which reflect the costs of theScotland, there will be dates that go further into the

future, but it is a matter of a few years and would not transmission network of people siting generation
remotely from demand. That is what we do. It is aimpact, for example, on targets for 2020.
cost-reflective challenging system. It is meant to give
themost economical overall outcome for thewhole ofQ479Ms Barlow: The changing regime which Ofgem

has required that you put in place penalises the more the industry and its investment.
Chairman: Thank you very much for your evidence.remote sources of energy. Is that a disincentive to the

development of wind power? Mr Winser: Thank you.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by National Grid PLC

Annex: supplementary questions

1. To what Extent do the Various Generating Options—Micro-generation, Wind, New Nuclear

etc—Require Significantly Different Investment Strategies on your Part (Depending on Which is

Promoted Most)?

1.1 The power flows on the transmission system are a function of the location of demand and generation
across the country. Tomeet these power flows, NationalGrid is obliged to invest in the network and provide
suYcient capacity to meet requirements that are stipulated in the Security and Quality of Supply Standard
(SQSS). It is therefore the location of generation, rather than its type, which is the principal driver for
transmission investment. Of course, certain technologies, due to the availability of their fuel or other
planning issues, will tend to be associated with particular locations. If new generation displaces/replaces
existing plant, then the location of the displaced generation will be equally important in determining new
power flow patterns. However, assuming the pattern of plant closures/retirements will be the same for all
new generation development options, then:

1.2. Micro-Generation

Asmicro-generation is likely to be installed within premises near to load it is likely to be uniformly spread
across the GB system. It is therefore unlikely to trigger significant new transmission investment and may
reduce the requirement to provide additional capacity to the DNO networks.

1.3 Wind

In Great Britain, our most significant wind resources are in Scotland and oVshore locations therefore
potential wind generation sites are generally located away from main centres of demand. In order to
transport electricity from points of generation to demand, there will be a requirement to invest in the
networks in order to not only extend them to allow wind farms to physically connect, but investment will
also be required in order to increase the transmission network capacity of the system to allow bulk transfers
of power from the north, to the large demand centres to the south.

1.4 Nuclear

The investment required to accommodate a new nuclear fleet of power stations is dependent upon the
choice of site and location. If new nuclear power stations are equivalent in size and site to existing nuclear
power stations, investment requirement should not be significant, although there may be some requirement
to refurbish or replace ageing infrastructure. However, if more nuclear power stations are sited in the north,
this could trigger significant investment to accommodate increased bulk power transfer on the transmission
system (similar requirements to wind).
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2. In your Evidence, you Suggested that Some Early Clarification of how Off-shore Wind will

Connect into the System would be Helpful [q465]. Could you Provide the Committee with More

Information on what Clarification is Needed, and on the Scale of Investment which in your View

is Required? [cf Q471].

2.1 In order tomeet the timescales tomeet theGovernment 2010 renewable targets, it is necessary to bring
wind farms forward on an unprecedented scale. It is expected that this can only be done by building oVshore
windfarms. In order to achieve this, a number of steps are required. These include legal, technical, and
commercial issues. Initial clarification is needed on the regulatory regime that will operate oVshore. TheDTI
is currently consulting on two options for regulating the oVshore networks. The frameworks in which
oVshore transmission might be developed are a merchant (ie developer funded) approach, or a price
regulated approach (funded via the GB use of system tariV). We believe that the latter approach permits
additional policy choices over those available in the merchant model and these choices may be selected to
facilitate, sooner than might otherwise be the case, the development of the oVshore wind industry. Given
the pressing nature of the Government climate change and renewable energy targets, we believe this to be
an important issue that needs clarity. If a regulated route is chosen then the following steps are required;
the appointment of a system operator in oVshore areas, the allocation of oVshore transmission owner
licencees and a number of changes to existing industry licences and codes to ensure that the appropriate legal
and commercial framework is in place. To meet the Government 2010 targets, these issues will need to be
resolved before the physical construction work of building oVshore transmission networks can actually
begin. This work may in itself take a number of years to complete and the timetable which was set out in
the Government consultation on oVshore wind networks may need to be revisited in order to allow the 2010
targets to be met.

2.2 At present the security standard (ie the inherent redundancy designed into the network) for the
oVshore connections to wind farms has not been formalized. Preliminary design work byNational Grid and
engineering consultants acting for the DTI suggests that there could be substantial benefits in adopting
diVerent security criteria to those used onshore. Such changes would reduce network costs by reducing the
number of connection cables and hence the backup capacity that is needed in onshore overhead line
networks. Such designs should provide connection availability acceptable to wind generators and would not
significantly aVect the supply reliability experienced by GB consumers.

2.3 The appropriate form of the oVshore network security standards depends on the allocation of
responsibilities for design and operation of the oVshore networks and this will in turn depend on the
outcome of the DTI’s consultation on how oVshore networks should be regulated. If the establishment and
operation of the oVshore networks (and the losses, constraints and unavailability that result) are the
responsibility of the oVshore generators they serve then the scope of security criteria could be limited to just
the interface with the onshore network. If, on the other hand, responsibility for design, build and operation
are divided between a price controlled transmission owner and the GB system operator then aspects of the
design of oVshore networks will need to be specified more explicitly.

2.4 The most comprehensive study of the likely cost of oVshore networks has been undertaken by
Econnect, consultants acting for the DTI. They suggest that for the sites being considered in the three
oVshore strategic areas, connection capital costs would range from £130/kW to £250/kW depending on
distance of the wind farm from the shoreline. For a total Round 2 oVshore development of 5GW, they
suggest total capital costs will be in the region of £750 million.

2.5 In terms of the onshore network costs to accommodate oVshore wind farms, we are presently
progressing a number of onshore connection applications from large oVshore windfarms.Due to the defined
strategic areas for oVshore wind farms, the connections tend to be clustered and connected at similar
locations (in the NorthWest, North East, TheWash & the Thames Estuary) on the National Grid network.
The network investment required in these areas are interactive with investments required to accommodate
new Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) power stations as well as, in the north, investments needed to
accommodate the transfers resulting from wind generators in Scotland. Therefore, the investment figures
provided below consider the impact of all the potential generation connecting in a give area.

2.5.1 North West

We have received interest (either signed connection agreement or application in progress) to connect
approximately 1.5GW of wind generation in this area. This will require major reinforcements in the
Heysham area to accommodate this volume of wind generation. The cost of these reinforcements are in the
order of £150–200 million. However, a number of these reinforcements are also required to accommodate
the additional power flows from Scotland and discussions are ongoing with Ofgem on how to take these
reinforcements forward.

2.5.2 North East

We have received interest to connect approximately 0.75GW of wind and approximately 3GW of CCGT
generation seeking to connect in the North East. If all of this generation was to connect, the cost of the
additional reinforcement would be in the order of £150 million.
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2.5.3 The Wash

We have received interest to connect approximately 1.5GW of wind generation and approximately
1.3GW of CCGT generation seeking to connect in this area. The transmission network can accommodate
approximately 1.5GW of generation before any major expenditure is triggered. However, if all of this
generation was to connect, it would trigger requirements for additional investment in the network at a cost
of £150 million.

2.5.4 The Thames Estuary

We have received interest to connect approximately 1.3GW of Wind generation and interest to connect
a further 2.5GW additional generation in this area. If all this generation was to connect, the cost of the
additional reinforcements would be in the order of £200 million.

2.5.5 Wales

We have received interest to connect approximately 1GW of wind generation (onshore and oVshore) and
interest to connect a further 4.8GW CCGT in this area. If all this generation was to connect, the cost of
additional reinforcements would be in the order of £200 million.

2.5.6

In total we have received firm interest to connect (ie applications to connect) some 6GW of wind
generation by 2011 and interest to connect a further 11.6GW of other types of generation within the same
areas. If all this generation was to proceed, the cost of additional reinforcements would be in the order of
approximately £850–900 million.

2.5.7

It should be noted that there may be additional projects which as yet we are not aware of and so these
costs could eventually increase.

2.6 However, it is unlikely that all this generation will proceed, and, where it does eventually proceed,
experience with generation projects tells us that it is often not to the timescales indicated in initial
applications. There could be a number of project specific reasons for this such as planning issues, financial
issues etc Therefore, if we were to undertake all of this investment, it is very likely that a significant
proportion would not be utilised and National Grid could have a significant number of stranded assets. To
avoid this, we require users to make financial commitments in the form of indemnities (called Final Sums
Liabilities). These indemnities ensure that if a network investment is initiated to accommodate a new
network user, and that user subsequently terminates the connection agreement before completion and
payment of transmission charges, then the user will pay for any investments that would otherwise become
stranded. National Grid, by requesting developers to provide this financial commitment, obtains a clear
indication that the user believes their project will proceed.

3. You Referred to the Introduction of Cost-effective Charging and the Extent to Which this

Imposed Extra Costs on Remote Generation [QQ467ff]. Can you Provide Some Information on the

Scale of Such Extra Costs?

3.1 National Grid recovers the cost of network investments through the Transmission Network Use of
System (TNUoS) tariV. The tariV is constructed such that the diVerence in charges between zones reflects
the annual cost of financing the associated network capacity between those zones. For generation and half-
hourly metered demands, the charge is levied on a measure of the capacity required by that generator or
demand in that year.

3.2. The network investment costs needed to accommodate wind generators in theNorth of Scotland and
transport the power to the major load centres in England were assessed in a recent study by the three
transmission licensees. (See the Renewable Energy Transmission Study undertaken for the DTI’s
Transmission Issues Working Group). This analysis demonstrates the cost-reflectivity of this tariV, in the
order of £250/kW. The annual financing cost of such an investment, at regulated rates of return, would be
circa £20/kW/yr. This matches closely the diVerence between the tariV zone for the North of Scotland and
that of the Midlands & South East.
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4. During the Committee’s Recent Visit to Denmark, Representatives From the Danish Company E2
who are Involved in the London Array Project Raised the Issue of the Final Sums Liability of

£100 Million Associated with the Project. They Suggested that they Could not Provide such a

Guarantee Before Obtaining Planning Consent, and that this was Highly Likely to Delay the

Project. Can you Provide More Background Information on the Final Sums Liability and its

Impact on Project Implementation in the Light of the Danish Comments? [This Question is Being put

to Ofgem Also.]

4.1 As stated above, some 4.8GW of generation have expressed interest in connecting in the Thames
Estuary. If all this generation was to connect, additional reinforcements would be triggered at a cost of
approximately £200M. However, if we undertook all this investment and all the generation in this area did
not proceed, it would result in un-necessary investment (stranded assets) and a cost which the industry as
a whole and consumers could potentially be exposed to. Therefore, to ensure that a party that triggers the
need for the investment only does so once they are committed to progressing their project to completion,
we require the user to provide an indemnity to cover any costs incurred if they terminate the connection
agreement and do not complete their project. In the case of London Area, all parties seeking to connect in
this area have been requested to provide final sums liability in proportion to the works that they trigger.
This mechanism therefore fulfils two purposes:

4.1.1 It indemnifies National Grid against the project specific risk of a developer failing to complete
its project and our investment becoming stranded and the assets unused.

4.1.2 It forms part of the evidence National Grid uses to demonstrate to OFGEM that projects are
required and therefore should ensure that we should receive appropriate funding though our price
control mechanism.

5. In your Memorandum, you Suggest that a Growth in Micro-CHP Might Actually Delay the

Need for Grid Reinforcement. But to what Extent can the Local Distribution Networks

Themselves Cope with a Substantial Growth in Micro-generation? Or is Substantial Investment

Required to Produce much “Smarter” Local Systems?

5.1 National Grid does not own or operate Distribution Networks within Great Britain; rather our focus
is purely on the ownership and operation of transmission assets. It may therefore be more appropriate to
address this question directly to a Distribution Network Operator who would be able to provide the
Committee with a more complete response to this question.

6. If Wind Power and Micro-CHP were to Supply Perhaps 20% or More of Electricity Generated,
to what Extent would they be in Competition with Nuclear for Supplying Baseload Capacity? In
such Circumstances, would the Inflexibility of Nuclear Power Adversely Affect the Financial

Viability of these other Forms of Generation? Does Nuclear Power Impose any other Costs on

other Forms of Generation—for Example, in Terms of the Need to Maintain Sufficient Spinning

Reserve?

6.1 Our understanding is that the observed inflexibility of current nuclear generation may be a
characteristic of those particular designs and may not be a feature of future reactor designs. (Others will be
more qualified to provide information on this). The inflexibility of current nuclear generators hasmeant that
they prefer to operate at a constant output, delivering baseload power. Given the current daily/seasonal
demand cycles, the national minimum load is approximately 40% of peak demand. This means that there is
at least 25 GW of base load opportunity. For comparison, there is approximately 12GW of existing nuclear
capacity. If wind power and micro-CHP were together providing 20% of electricity requirements, then on
average they would produce circa 8 GW (although with considerable variability around this mean). This
would suggest there would be ample opportunity for nuclear generators to continue to operate in an
inflexible way. While significant domestic CHP is unlikely to operate at times of low electricity demand
(because there is less need for heat) it is possible that a large proportion of the wind generation could be
operating on a windy low demand day (although these are much less frequent than windy winter days).
However, using the above figures suggests that nuclear would only need to be curtailed from full output if
more than 17GW of wind operates at minimum load.

6.2 If there is insuYcient flexible generation or load to meet demand cycles, plant breakdowns and
frequency control requirements then additional costs would need to be incurred to bring on flexible plant.
At present there is adequate flexibility throughout the year and the inflexibility of existing nuclear generation
can be accommodated without significant cost. On this basis we do not see how current nuclear inflexibility
in particular, would impact on the financial viability of any other generation types.
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7. Some Organizations and Individuals have Argued that the Current Incentive Structure for

Distribution Network Operators (DNOs)—Which is Largely Based on Asset Values—Fails to

Promote Adequately the Development of Energy Services; and that that the UK Lost an

Opportunity to Address Demand Management more Radically by Failing to Allocate Metering

to DNOs. What is your View?

7.1 National Grid does not own or operate electricityDistributionNetworks withinGreat Britain; rather
our focus is purely on the ownership and operation of transmission assets. It may therefore be more
appropriate to address this question directly to a Distribution Network Operator who would be able to
provide the Committee with a more complete response to this question.

13 January 2006

Memorandum submitted by Dieter Helm, New College, Oxford

This memorandum focuses on three issues: the supply/demand balance in the energy sector; the linkage
between security of supply, investment and the climate change objectives; and the energy policy framework
required to promote low carbon technologies. In particular, the option of using carbon and capacitymarkets
rather than planning and “picking winners”; and the issues surrounding investments in new nuclear power
stations will be discussed.

1. The Supply/Demand Balance in the British Energy Market

Investments in the energy sector typically comprise long-lived, capital intensive assets, which require a
complimentary network systemof storage, transmission and distribution. These investments have particular
dimensions of risk: that the investments ex post may turn out to be stranded by subsequent technologies
(and hence are technically “sunk costs”); that others make investments which lead to excess supply; and that
networks are not developed consistent with particular investments.

These private investment decisions will not necessarily produce the necessary level of capacity: for the
economy as a whole, a surplus of plants is necessary in case demand turns out to be higher than predicted,
since electricity cannot easily be stored, and demandmust equal supply if the lights are to stay on. A slightly
over-invested energy sector is required, since energy is complimentary to the rest of the economy.

The last major investment phase in the energy sector took place in the 1970s: since the investment
decisions of the 1970s, no new coal stations have been built, only one new nuclear power station has been
added (Sizewell B), and investment has focused on gas and to a very small extent, wind power. The primary
focus in the 1980s and 1990s was to sweat the existing assets, rather than invest. Networks have similarly
focused on cost-cutting, utilising the gas and electricity networks, rather than replacing and adding
significantly to them (Helm 2004).

The net results have been, unsurprisingly, that:

— existing coal and nuclear power stations are almost all old, based upon old technologies, with high
maintenance requirements and lower reliability (particularly in the nuclear sector);

— the supply/demand gap has closed considerably, with security of supply a real concern; and

— networks are much more eYciently operated, but replacement investment has become an issue,
and there have been notable power cuts (in London and Birmingham).

These developments are not confined to Britain: trends in most developed countries have been similar.
The 1970s were a period of worldwide investment in energy, spurred on by the combination of the OPEC
price shocks, and the then conventional wisdom that a given economic growth rate required increases of
electricity growth growing at about twice this rate. Most developed countries de-industrialised in the 1980s,
significantly reducing the growth of energy demand and improving energy to GDP ratios. In 2003, there
weremajor power cuts in the north-east US, Switzerland and northern Italy, and Scandinavia. Interestingly,
almost all were the result of minor accidents, indicating the fragility of networks.

There are additional reasons for concern about the supply/demand balance, notably:

— the impact of the EULarge Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD) requirements from 2008, and the
resulting constraints on coal plant;

— the impact of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) phase II national allocation plans for
2008–12 on coal plant;

— performance problems with nuclear plant, especially the AGRs

— the infrastructure investment in the gas networks;

— the growing inter-dependency of gas and electricity developments in continental Europe; and

— the impact of intermittent generation on networks.
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The British energy system is therefore at a stage when a major investment programme is required. This
oVers an opportunity to ensure that the replacement of existing assets is with lower carbon technologies,
rather than more fossil fuel-based technologies, notably gas, which is the default option.

The policy framework is however designedwithmore emphasis on sweating assets rather than investment.
In particular:

— The British style RPI-X regulation is focused on fixed (short) periods, with fixed prices, which
encourages the primary focus to be on cost minimisation;

— there are few incentives for longer-term contracts to match investment horizons, and in particular
neta has not resulted in longer-term futures markets; and

— there is no capacity market to ensure that the quantity of supply meets predicted demand in
cold winters.

Therefore, irrespective of the climate change issues, there are significant obstacles in the current energy
policy framework to timely investment, whether of high or low carbon content. Reforms that are
required are:

— a longer-term regulatory framework for networks; and

— a capacity market to augment neta.

2. The Linkage Between Security of Supply, Investment and Climate Change Objectives

The government has ambitious climate change objectives. Two of these are short-term, shorter than the
time horizon for substantial investment in new generation, and much shorter than the time horizon for
newer technologies. These are the 2010 domestic target for a 20% reduction in emissions, since 1990, and
theKyoto target for a 12.5% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. Only the 2050 target of a 60% reduction
in CO2 covers the R&D and investment horizons, but this is in doubt: the private sector has no guarantee
that after 2012 there will be any binding targets. The absence of binding post-2012 targets undermines the
future development of the EU ETS and creates considerable uncertainty about the value of carbon savings
over the investment horizon.

It is sometimes argued that security of supply and climate change policies are coextensive. This is
incorrect: security of supply requires investment incentives (and the capacity market recommended above
is part of the solution); carbon policy requires carbon incentives (to which we return below). Although some
low carbon technologies improve security of supply, some do not. The key point here is that there must be
at least as many instruments as targets or objectives: therefore, there needs to be specific and separate
instruments to deal with security of supply and climate change.

3. The Energy Policy Framework required to Promote Low Carbon Technologies

There are two stylisedmodels for relevant to designing energy policy to achieve environmental objectives.
The first is the one which has dominated energy policy in the twentieth century. The state, either directly
or indirectly, decides which technologies are consistent with its objectives, and passes the costs through to
customers via some form of vertical integration and rate of return regulation (with, in some contexts, state
subsidies and guarantees too). Nuclear and renewables have traditionally been addressed in this way.

The second—twenty-first century—approach has been to use markets to deliver the objectives, either by
changing prices for carbon or energy (the Climate Change Levy (CCL) and fuel duty are examples) or
choosing quantities (the UK and the EU ETS).

The eYciency properties of these two models are well-researched: the second market-based approach is
overwhelmingly better than “picking winners”. In the latter category, the scale of costs in the nuclear
programme and for wind power would not have been supported in a well-designed carbon market.

In practice, interventions tend to be hybrid, and there is a tendency to reach for as many instruments as
possible, without due regard to the overlap between them and the overall eYciency of the totality of the
interventions. The Renewables Obligation (RO) is an example of an ill thought out hybrid: the government
has, in eVect, picked wind technology and defined a market share for it (given the time period of the RO,
few other technologies can compete and be brought to market). The result has been very expensive
investment. Note too that the RO has no place for existing non-CO2 technologies, like nuclear (and plant
life extensions), and draws a sharp line between zero CO2 and any other low CO2 technologies.

By contrast, a price or quantity market-based instrument makes no distinction between any technologies,
and there is a gradient of cost imposed on carbon-based technologies, incentivising not just zero carbon
technologies, but low versus higher carbon-based technologies.

At present the primary market-based instrument is emissions trading. The EUETS is the most significant
carbon market in the world. The problems are however considerable, notably:

— the time horizon is very short, and has virtually no overlap with the investment and the R&D
requirements;

— there is limited coverage of sectors; and
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— it relies on hard targets, and there is no strong expectation in the market that there will be binding,
credible targets after 2012.

The CCL has limitations too:

— it is not a carbon tax,

— it is not set at a high level; and

— it is not comprehensive in its coverage.

Assuming that the EU ETS is the main plank of a carbon policy, there are a number of steps which might
assist in developing low carbon technologies, in particular nuclear, wind, clean coal and other options.

The core requirement is carbon contracts beyond 2012. These longer-term contracts will not emerge
without government intervention. The government could translate its own objectives for CO2 reductions
(the 2050 soft target) into a trajectory of CO2 savings, and then issue contracts, which the private sector
could bid for. Competing technologies would then be tested, and the resulting investments would be
determined by their bids.

The advantages of this approach would be:

— the government would not have to “pick winners”; and

— the savings in CO2 would be guaranteed in that the winning bidders would have the liability to
deliver.

Although the Treasury would have to underwrite these contracts, its liabilities would be limited to the
diVerence between actual targets which eventually emerge, and the ex ante aspirations. The Treasury would,
in due course, be able to oZoad its financial liabilities into this carbonmarket—as the auctioning of carbon
permits requires polluters to buy carbon contracts. There would be other advantages too:

— a long-term carbon contract gives the government a powerful incentive to promote the
development of the EU ETS and subsequent traded markets; and

— a long-term carbon contract helps to stabilise the existing EU ETS and anchor expectations.

The total carbon oVered for auction need not add up to the total savings required to meet the objective.
It could be part of the total.

The carbon contract concept is set out in Helm (2005) and developed in Helm and Hepburn (2005).

4. Implications for Renewables, Nuclear and Energy Efficiency

The-old style energy policy approach to nuclear, renewables and energy eYciency is for the government
to estimate the costs of these technologies, construct its predicted supply curve of technologies, and then
promote the “winners” it picks.

Thus the DTI, Defra and indeed Select Committees try to find out what the costs of alternative
technologies actually are. This exercise was again carried out in the Performance and Innovation Unit
Report (PIU 2002) and in the EnergyWhite Paper (DTI 2003). Such exercises are typically of limited value,
and often encourage government to rely on their conclusions for policy design. The reasons are:

— The costs are complex, and often the domain is not defined (for example, whether wind includes
transmission, distribution and back-up costs);

— The costs are strategic to the providers—hence the wind and nuclear lobbies both have incentives
to understate the costs and over-state the benefits;

— Past evidence—on wind, nuclear and energy eYciency—suggest considerable appraisal
optimism; and

— Government institutions themselves have policy-bias incentives.

In the case of particular technologies, it is important to disaggregate the components of costs and risks.
Only the carbon component of the project costs and risks are relevant to a carbon policy.

Take a new nuclear project as an example. The project can be disaggregated into the following contractual
structure:

— The site (a land rental contract)

— The construction of the plant (a nuclear plant contract)

— Plant performance (a performance contract)

— Sales of electricity (a set of long-term contracts, then disaggregated in the secondary market)

— Fuel supply (a fuel supply contract)

— Waste and decommissioning (a “pension fund” and an NDA contract)

— Carbon benefits (a carbon contract).
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Considered in this disaggregated way, only the last two items depend on the government to a considerable
degree. None of the other components need to be estimated by the government—they are market-
determined.

A similar disaggregation applies to wind power and energy eYciency.

The implications of this approach are quite radical:

— A low carbon energy policy framework should focus on carbon markets;

— A review of nuclear power should not attempt to estimate its costs, but rather on the amount of
carbon to be saved and its value;

— There is no need for technology-based obligations, like the RO, and before it the NFFO;

— There is no need for the Treasury or customers to underwrite the full project costs of wind, nuclear
or other technologies, but only the carbon savings;

— The climate change and security of supply objectives can be jointly met though a carbon contracts
market and a capacity market.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

The conclusions are:

— The current British energy policy framework is largely focused on asset sweating, with regulation
focusing on short-term cost cutting and with neta encouraging short-term contracting.

— The energy sector is entering into a major replacement cycle in power generation and networks,
providing an opportunity to move into less carbon-intensive assets.

— There are a host of competing technologies, which oVer carbon savings, all surrounded by lobbies
and vested interests.

— There are two clear models for energy policy going forward—old style “picking winners”, and
market-based approaches.

— Market-based approaches have major eYciency advantages over “picking winners” and the latter
has been historically remarkably unsuccessful.

— There needs to be at least as many instruments as targets.

— There is no need under the market-based approach for government to estimate the full costs of
alternative technologies.

It is recommended that:

— the investment and security of supply incentives are addressed through the development of a
capacity market;

— the carbon incentives are addressed through longer-term carbon targets and markets;

and that:

— attempts by government to estimate the costs of diVerent technologies are abandoned.
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Witness: Dr Dieter Helm, New College, Oxford, examined.

Q480 Chairman: Welcome. Thank you very much and the way in which, first, the pool but then
particularly NETA is operated, have driven thatfor your memorandum.

Dr Helm: Thank you for inviting me. really rather successfully. It just is not the right
policy for the agenda we now have, which is one in
which we have a major investment cycle and a veryQ481 Colin Challen: If the Government were to do
big environmental constraint to address.nothing, do you think the lights would stay on for

the next 10 years?
DrHelm: If the Government were to do nothing and Q485 Colin Challen: Do you think that in a certain
allowed the price to go to whatever level is necessary, sort of way is like the Government policy equivalent
supply would always equal demand and therefore of sweating the assets? No need really to think about
there is an arrangement in which the lights would a new policy over all those decades—when we had
stay on, in the sense that those people who could adequate or abundant fossil fuels, we did not need
aVord to turn their lights on would still be able to do really to give too much thought to it.
so, but that is not a plausible way of thinking about DrHelm: I think that is right. It is also true thatmost
energy policy. energy policies are really very well designed to solve

yesterday’s problems and we now have an energy
policy and a regulatory system that isQ482 Colin Challen: It might aVect demand though,
extraordinarily good at solving the problems we hadmight it not, so we would be using less energy, I
in the mid-1990s. What normally happens in theguess.
history of energy policy if you look at it over a veryDr Helm: Absolutely. There is a price at which we
long period of time is that sharp changes in energycan achieve with the existing stock of power stations
policy usually happen as a result of crises of oneand infrastructure a continuous supply for a very
form or another. The last significant change came inlong time into the future, but that is not an economic
the early 1980s.provision or necessarily an environmentally benign

one because, remember, much of the existing kit on
the system is environmentally extremely polluting. Q486 Colin Challen:You would be convinced, then,

that the Government now, I don’t just mean this in
a party political sense but now in the sense of the lastQ483 Colin Challen: I think you would agree that
few years, certainly, has the capacity to create good,NETA has not resulted in longer-term futures
cohesive and long-term energy policies?markets. Was this an objective of NETA and in this
Dr Helm: It is perfectly possible to do it. It is alsorespect, has it failed?
perfectly possible to make a real mess of it and if weDr Helm: There were a number of objectives for
look back again over the history of energy policy, inthose who promoted NETA. The electricity
the past governments have wished to pick winners,generators probably had an interest in vertical
to pick particular technologies, thought they knewintegration; a number of the existing players wanted
better than the market and made some staggeringlybilateral contracts, but the central idea in the
large mistakes and it is perfectly possible that will beliberalisation of NETA was that the risks in sunk
done again, but it is not necessary and there arelarge-scale capital investment which electricity
perfectly coherent ways of doing energy policies.systems, de-gas systems, required would be
Lots of governments have energy policies We willtransferred from the customers, who in the past had
always need an energy policy. The trick is to learnthe monopoly and therefore cost paths through, to
from the mistakes of the past, recognise that thefinancial markets which would hedge that risk and
world has changed and the constraints are diVerentyou would be able to sign futures contracts. It
and design the right kind of policy for practicalmatters enormously if there would be such futures
questions. The practical questions are CO2 andmarkets which were deep, transparent, standardised
security of supply now. They were not in the 1980s.and going over the relevant period of future

investments. In an oligopoly like oil they do not exist
and in an electricity market it would be very Q487 Colin Challen: Could that then mean that you
unlikely too. would think that the UK’s approach to

liberalisation was a step too far, that that was a
The Committee suspended from 15.37 to 16.00 for mistake? We went too far, too quickly?

divisions in the House Dr Helm: No, I do not think that liberalisation was
a mistake, at all. I think what was a mistake was not
to think through the consequences of liberalisationQ484 Colin Challen:Why do you think the UK has

developed such a short-term approach in contrast and the way in which privatisation was brought
forward and some of those are fairly obvious. Firstto Europe?

Dr Helm: The reason we have an approach which is of all, if you are going to do liberalisation, work out
who is going to bear the risk of investment, and youlargely focused on cost minimisation is because for

the last two decades we have had excess supply at have to have an open, competitive market or you
have to have some other way of absorbing that risk,power stations, we have had a well-engineered grid

and, to be frank with you, we have needed very little you have to address the long term contract problem
and, in addition, you have to work out how in ainvestment at all. For that period, the right policy to

pursue was to use the existing assets that we had at liberalised system you are going to deal with carbon
constraints. The answers there lie in developingthe lowest possible cost and the combination of the

form of regulation RPI minus x, etc. The networks market instruments which are consistent with a
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liberalised framework, rather than go back to the Q490 Mark Pritchard: Does it concern you that,
despite Government getting to a policy position,kind of carbon policies youmight have used had you
despite the fact that we have had discussions abouthad that constraint in the 1970s.
planning applications and the time to design and
build stage, that no local authorities are putting in
their local structure plans or local developmentQ488 Colin Challen: If we had longer term futures
plans any capacity for potential new build, frommarkets, would we need what you call for, a
what I can see, which would by definition mean anycapacity market?
planning application departing from an agreed localDr Helm: Yes, almost certainly, because there is a
planwould be called into government oYce, referredfundamental diYculty in electricity which is that it
to the oYce of theDeputy PrimeMinister andwouldcan not be stored and we need more capacity than
add probably an extra 12 months to two years’ timethe market will be predicted to use at any particular
on to already a lengthy process.point. We need the insurance that provides that the
Dr Helm: I am not an expert on local planninglights will stay on, we need that capacity margin, we
issues, but I would say this: you need to think aboutneed that built-in extra capability in the network
an electricity or gas system like the UK system on abeyond what we would normally predict to be
national basis because it is an inter-dependentneeded, so we can absorb shocks. In a purely
system. Our very security supply depends upon itscommodities-based market, say a pool, without the
being inter-connected. Therefore the question ofcapacity market, the capacity is not properly
what is the right location for a power plant, of whererenumerated because, to be technical, the system
it should come on to the system, is a question whichmarginal price will not renumerate the marginal
should be answered in the form of, “Given where theadditional capital we need to provide that insurance.
system is at the moment, given where the powerYes, there is a fundamental intellectual problem. It
stations are at the moment, given what thedoes need to be addressed. In the 1980s and 1990s we
investment plans look like, is this a good location tohad excess capacity so who cared? It did not matter.
go to?” Two possible answers: One is, let marketNow it does matter, because we need to make sure
signals do that. Transmission pricing does not dowe have that margin and the price eVects we are
that very well; that is why historically we ended upseeing going into this autumn are part and parcel of
with the Teesside power station in the north-east andwhat happens when you do not have that incentive
that is why some of the investment decisions are notmechanism in place.
necessarily at optimum locations. The core answer
to your question, should central government in
eVect be instructing local government about whereQ489 Chairman: On the question of the balance
things should go? I have no idea about the precisebetween supply and demand, you were here earlier,
mechanism, but not taking a view from the country’sI think, when our previous witnesses were talking
interest and system interest as a whole createsabout that plant graph, or whatever they call it,
diYculties. This was a core issue at privatisation,which seemed to suggest that there was plenty of
whether the grid should essentially have control oversurplus capacity in the system going forward. Do
location or whether it should be left to theyou agree with that or not?
connection charges. Anyone could sign up whereDr Helm: I thought the answer to that question was
they chose. I think neither extreme is probably rightextremely clear and it was that there is not a forecast
but we have ended up with some very odd locationat all. That is what I would call a very informed wish
decisions. The wind farms in Scotland are justlist of plant, and what is more, note that the plant
another example of, arguably, capacity in thethat was going to come on to the system to maintain
wrong place.the plant margin at about 20% was all gas. The

assumption, first of all, is will it be built and,
secondly, is that what is the right type of plant to Q491 Mark Pritchard: But you agree that, whether
build, given the carbon constraint and given the it is is a diktat from central government on location
proper pricing and capacity and security of supply? or whether it is decided locally after a fully
It does not answer those questions. The seven year comprehensive consultation process, we have the
statement is not a statement that you can rely on as problem of additional time on a very short timetable
a forecast of what is going to happen in the future. already, vis à vis the energy gap?
There is no such thing in our system and when Dr Helm: Sorry, I misconstrued your question. I
security of supply becomes a concern, you need to thought your question was one about whether these
answer that question. The reason it was never things should be co-ordinated, which I think they
answered at privatisation is that it was never thought should. On the question of how long these things
to be a problem. It was an afterthought, tagged on to take, planning is not necessarily an evil. Any
reassure those people at privatisation worried about democracy is entitled to have a reasonable way in
security supply then, but you should not rely on the which people are consulted about where things go,
seven year statement to give you any comfort etc., so the kind of argument, “It is all planning’s
whatsoever that there is going to be suYcient fault”, seems to me to be diYcult. But to the
capacity on the system to ensure the lights stay on at question: should the planning process be in sync
a reasonable price with the right kind of security. with the demands on the system, the answer is yes. Is

it currently in sync? The answer is patently, from anyChairman: Thank you. That is very clear.
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of the various parties’ interests, no, except those who Q494 Colin Challen: We have got a regulatory
do not want anything to happen at all. I agree with regime which focuses people’s minds on short-
you on that point. termism. Are there any early or immediate specific

changes to that regime that you think might help?
Dr Helm: I think that there is a need to address theQ492 Colin Challen: Just going back to the capacity
regulatory framework for the networks quitemarket and how to make it work, could it be made
substantially. I think the idea of five year fixed priceto work without running the risk of the gain which
contracts with five year investment planningcharacterised the electricity pool?
arrangements is not suitable for the kind ofDr Helm: The standard argument against having a
substantive infrastructure investment that isproper capacity market, is based upon experience
required going forward. I have written extensivelywith the previous one. It was so awful in the pool
on how one can not throw out the existingsystem, therefore it is argued that all capacity
regulatory regime; there is lots of real strength in it,systems are wrong, or bad. That is not correct. Just
but adapt it to being more investment orientatedbecause it was badly designed in that process does
and, to be fair, Ofgem and others have started downnotmean thatwe cannot have a capacitymarket that
that path. I would want to go faster in that directionworks going forward. You have to be very clear; I
and I would be very concerned in doing it to reduceam not saying that everybody should get capacity
the cost of capital for new investments by givingpayments. I am not saying that all plant should be
greater security to investors.given a sum of money for being available at a point

in time now. I am talking about capacity going
forward into the future and the economics behind

Q495 Colin Challen: Reading your memorandumthat are really rather simple. If you are worried
and this new paradigm which seems quite selfabout security of supply, what you want to be is sure
contained really and asks theGovernment to be veryabout the quantity but allow the price to adjust to
clear-headed about what it is doing but if thethe market. If you have got excess supply, as we had
Government is also pursuing a very proactive energyin the 1990s, you are not really worried about the
eYciency policy and, say, there were a breakthroughquantity because you know there is going to be
in that, how would that impact on investorenough quantity there so you are more worried
confidence, do you think? Would it cause anyabout fixing the price. The parallel is emissions
problems or ripples within your paradigm if thattrading. We are worried about the quantity of
took place?carbon, therefore we fix the quantity of carbon in the
Dr Helm: No, quite the contrary. It would beEmissions Trading Scheme and let the price adjust
positively consistent with, and reinforced by, theand simply extend that economics to capacity, and
framework I have in mind. It is very important toI would auction new slots of capacity and allow the
realise that the sort of energy policy I have in mindmarket to bid for those slots, but you would know
is rather diVerent from what people conventionallyin my system that you were going to have security of
think. All government does, in myworld, is say whatsupply at the end of that framework.
its carbon objectives are and what its security of
supply objectives are. That is it. Then it devolves toQ493ColinChallen:Doyou think this framework or
an agency—I have suggested it would be an energya capacity market could be grafted-on to better, or
agency but whatever institutional form—thedoes it need a more fundamental overhaul?
delivery of that. There are various ways of deliveringDr Helm: It is not impossible to graft it on at all,
that policy. One of them is energy eYciency. Inbecause essentially what you do is you take the seven
energy eYciency and demand side policies there areyear statement and build it in to a proper auction of
lots of diVerent kinds of market failures, lots ofcapacity framework. You identify the gaps,
kinds of support, subsidies and other thingssomeone is responsible for security of supply and
Government will want to do, perfectly consistentthen you organise auctions for that capacity. That is
with this framework. What I am really worriedwhere the contracting side for the capacity comes.
about is a world in which the Government thinks itsWhat would happen to neta is that it would
energy policy should be not only setting its objectiveeVectively devolve into being an energy market and
for carbon and indeed security of supplythere would be marginal cost pricing for the energy.
ambiguously and vaguely, but in addition goesIndeed, just to make sure that it is clear that this is
round saying, “We will have 10 new power stationsnot some sort of radical idea, virtually every
here and we will have 15 windmills here and we willelectricity system in the world has always had a price
have two coal plants here”, etc. The history offor capacity and a price for energy. The only thing
Government deciding its energy policy in the formofthat NETA does is bundle the two things together.
deciding to make specific investments or make thoseIt is quite normal because essentially, when you
investments happen has turned out to be, so far,come into this room, you are paying for two things:
disastrous. In this Committee, in your previousthe insurance that when you press that switch the
hearings, you have highlighted just howmuch scopelight will come on, and the actual energy that is
there is for R&D and innovation. We really do notflowing through the bulbs when the lights come on.
know what in 10 years’ time are the options outIt is just a normal way of economically pricing the
there. What we want to do is incentivise these lowtwo components of what you are buying. Nothing
carbon opportunities, not engage in departmentally-new, nothing revolutionary; loads of countries have

used the system in the past. driven investment selection, picking winners type,
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policy which unfortunately historically has been the include their full costs. That is true of coal, too.
What does it cost to decommission a coal mine?temptation of governments here and in lots of other

countries. What are the slag heap issues there?What is the cost
of decommissioning the workforce in coal, given all
the damage done to their health? All these costsQ496 David Howarth: I think what you just said is
should be incorporated and the project developerswhat lies behind your comment on page 6 of your
should pay those costs.memorandum, where you say “A review of nuclear

power should not attempt to estimate its costs, but
rather on the amount of carbon to be saved and its Q498 David Howarth: I do not want to get too

technical, but I do not think you can price avalue” and presumably that comment applies to
other technologies as well. The one thing that bankruptcy risk in that way.

Dr Helm: There are two parts to that. It is correctbothers me about what you are saying is that
diVerent technologies have diVerent sorts of risk to that you will have to have insurance arrangements.

You can think of the bankruptcy constraint andthe state and diVerent costs to the state. To give an
obvious example, nuclear involves a lot of security build that in. In the US the Price-Anderson Act is

used to deal with that problem. It is not a show-costs, but you do not need a special police force for
wind power. We have got one, special policemen for stopper. It is a cost. You do not say, “Because there

may be a bankruptcy in a nuclear company,nuclear. There is also the question of bankruptcy
risk and what happens with things like clean-up therefore there should never be any nuclear power

stations.” What you do is to say, “There is ancosts if the companies go bankrupt. That risk is
diVerent, for example, between wind and nuclear. additional cost here and risk associated with this.

These costs should be taken into account.” HowShould not the Government be taking a view about
those sorts of costs, which are not taken into account would you take into account bankruptcy risk? You

might say, “We wish you to fund on an annual basisin the market mechanism?
Dr Helm: I take the line of argument, but I derive a from day one”, or as in airlines “We wish you to put

a bond aside which will be provided in a first call inrather diVerent conclusion. First of all, if you are
thinking about any industrial activity, diVerent the event of a bankruptcy.” You might put

additional regulatory rules on the company about itsparticular options and technologies have diVerent
risks associated with them, for investors and the conduct, its auditing, etc. These are not absolute

issues; they are diYculties and I stress this point:costs of mitigating those risks. That comes down to
diVerent costs of capital for the plant. Historically, every technology has associated with it specific

characteristics. The problem in a market is wepeople have argued that nuclear plant has a higher
cost of capital— should price those things properly and an energy

policy should have at its core the idea that polluters
should pay the true cost of their pollution and thatQ497 David Howarth: Even if it is internalised, but
the full cost to society of any type of project shouldthis cost is not internalised.
be incorporated in the project costs and theDrHelm:There are some costs which are costs to the
developers of that project should pay those costs.system, or costs to society more generally. One of
Then we have a level playing field, and it may be thatthose might clearly be policing nuclear power
no nuclear power station is ever built under thosestations, more policemen needed than needed to
criteria. It may be that lots of them are built in thispolice wind farms. Well, the developers of the
world of bidding for carbon contracts byprojects should pay the costs; those are part of the
constructors. I do not know.project costs. If those costs are very harsh and they

tip the balance from that technology towards
another, so be it. Similarly, some technologies have Q499 Colin Challen: The question is, how do you

price the bankruptcy risk? If there is no market forintermittency. That has a cost and wind should pay
the cost of its intermittency. These are part of the bankruptcy risk, the price that we are using is

basically what the Government says it is.various points of the equation and I would want to
argue that all technologies should face their full Dr Helm: I want to disagree with that on two

grounds: first of all, it is plausible to think throughcosts. On nuclear power it is quite clear
decommissioning costs may be harsh, but they are a whatwould happen in the event of a bankruptcy.We

have had lots of them, particularly in the nuclearlong time into the future. Proper provision for a
pension fund to provide for these things should be sector, but the coal sector has been bankrupt for

quite a long time in terms of paying its full costs. Wecore to any nuclear project. What I am arguing is,
theGovernment should not turn round and say “We work through what those costs might be, just like

when an airline goes bust we can think throughwhatare having 10 nuclear power stations.” The
Government should say, “Our policy problem is not the consequence might be. A diVerent scale, but we

can think through those consequences. Then we say,nuclear. Our policy problem is we are not meeting
the carbon objectives andwe have got problemswith “How is it that a project developer can provide

suYcient funding, in a fund or bond or whatever, tosecurity of supply.” Therefore my policy proposal is
we address the carbon issue and I happen to believe address that particular problem?” I come back to the

point: you may say it is a huge problem, because inthe market based mechanism is a good way of doing
that and I propose a form of long-term contract to the event of a bankruptcy there will be terrible

eVects, therefore youmight say that the requirementdo that. Let the technologies bid, but make sure
when they bid—and I agree with you here—they to finance that, what you require in terms of bonds
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or whatever, is very large. You might say it is not not have an emissions trading regime beyond 2012
yet, nor are we likely to have the binding targetsactually that large but it is an empirical issue and it

is not infinite. That is my point. Similarly it is not required to get there.
infinite what the cost is of coal mining and the
damage that coal mines have done to the people who Q502 Emily Thornberry: But I do not follow, you
worked in them. We know the numbers are see, why if someone bids for this contract, let us say
extremely large and we know no provision wasmade nuclear bids for those contracts, and they simply bid
but, nevertheless, it still is not infinite. for too low a price—

Dr Helm: There are two possibilities. It is very
important to understand what I am saving theQ500 Chairman: Who makes the decision? Are
Government underwriting if there was to be aindustry and the Government getting involved,
nuclear programme. In the renewables obligationbecause the whole benefit of your approach is that it
and in a nuclear obligation, you basically underwritekeeps the Government out of these sorts of
all the costs of a project. They are passed through todecisions. Who does take the decision?
the customers. In my world, I did not want theDr Helm: Lots of these particular forms of costs are
Treasury, or anybody else, any customer, tocosts that will be reflected by properly pricing the
underwrite the construction costs or how long itdiVerent bits; for example, the cost of intermittency
takes for the plant to produce the output or itsis priced through the market, the cost of the
performance. That is what we underpinned in thetransmission systems required to back up the wind
event of Dungeness B when it took 22 years toshould be passed through to wind. They are not at
produce a spark. All I want to underwrite is thethe moment, but they should. In some senses that is
carbon cost. If the station does not come on on time,both good regulation and properly designed
it does not get paid until it comes on and if it nevermarkets. Residual risks in areas like water
comes on, it never gets paid. In other words, this iscompanies, electricity distribution companies, have
only a payment for actual carbon saved when itring-fencing, special administrative provisions etc. It
occurs. When that occurs, given the way carboncould be a regulatory issue, it could be for regulatory
objectives are going and the constraints—bodies, it could be for the energy agency to do so but,
remember, this is not the entire carbon reductionremember, I have got capacity auctions going on
requirement being auctioned, it is only a part—therehere, so the contract form that people bid for would
will be lots of companies desperate to buy permits tospecify that these things have to be covered. I do not
pollute as they did under the emissions trading, sothink it is rocket science. I think in contracting terms
these are the natural counterparts to those contracts.normally these sorts of things go on. My guess is it
Wind would have a problem too if wind bids forwould probably be either the organiser of the
these contracts and it wins the contract and it doescapacity auction or the energy agency, or both.
not work, or it is intermittent and its forecast is 30%
and it turns out to be 15%, it is going to be a
shortfall. Of course, what does that do to the projectQ501 Emily Thornberry: I am concerned about your
developer? They might go bust.reliance on this idea of auctioning long-term carbon

contracts, because, for the same sorts of reasons, we
have just had, have we not, the fiasco of the new Q503 Emily Thornberry: What does it do to the
generation of mobile phone technology and people country if it goes bust? You are talking about the
bidding too high, and then those who bid too high importance of securing our supply and yet you are
going bankrupt. The same could happen here, could setting this up.
it not? You could have people bidding for long-term Dr Helm: No, you cannot have investment in base-
carbon contracts and then simply going bankrupt. load capacity of the electricity system without risk.
Your system is so dependent on these things— Any form of investment might not work. If you
DrHelm: It is clearly my fault for not explaining the thought that recklessly international companies
concept correctly. What you bid for in a long-term were bidding to do things where they were clearly
carbon contract is you bid for a price to be paid for going to go bust in the process of doing it, this would
the tonnes of carbon actually saved. If we had a be something that would give you immense concern.
contract for 2015 to 2030, wind might put in £4 per The corollary of that is, never ever take the risk of
tonne, nuclear might put in £5 or £2, somebody else investing in a long term, large scale base-load power
might put £10 in per tonne. This is an obligation for station system, because it might not work. That is
HMT to pay whatever the lowest bid is for carbon. true, but we are not given the luxury of being able to
In my proposal, of course, this is not a public say that we have dead cert technologies which are
expenditure constraint because the Government definitely going to produce in 2016 or 2018. It is a
then sells the contract in to the Emissions Trading risk that has to be taken, that it might not work and
Scheme when and as the Emissions Trading Scheme that is why in general one prefers, for example,
after 2012 is further developed. Somebody has got to technology which is second generation rather than
pay for the carbon emission reduction. If you have a first; for example you would, if you were doing
nuclear obligation, a renewables obligation for nuclear power, want to choose well known PWRs
wind, the customer is underwriting the cost for those rather than the latest cutting edge innovation. That
carbon reductiona. In my world, I am using was the mistake that was made in the 1970s picking
emissions trading in the long run to be a mechanism the AGRs. In wind turbines, you clearly do not want

the latest design that someone says might work in 15by which carbon is financed. The problem is, we do
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years’ time; you want something that is predictable, It is in the price. That is our security of supply crisis.
That is what happens when supply and demandbecause you want that security. You cannot avoid

risk. You cannot have investment in the power come close together. If we lose the power for a
couple of days, that would be very serious but we arestations by the private sector of any form without

there being risk involved. The question is, is the risk already having the impact of that security of supply
problem right now, and that is the price thatpriced properly? Youmay take the view that the risk

of a particular technology is so great that you want everyone is paying.
to rule it out. Where I come from, I could see risks
with all these technologies and I would not want to
be faced with the huge mountain of climate change
to address to rule out any technologies purely on Q507 Mr Hurd: May I bring you back to climate
that kind of risk but it does have a price. change piece and two specific questions about your
Chairman: I am conscious of the need to move on. idea of auctioning long-term carbon contracts. Just

to be clear, are you suggesting that this is something
Q504Mark Pritchard:Do you think that the climate that a British Government would be struggling to
change debate would be better served by knowing meet, that its climate change targets should consider
more about energy eYciency, both on the on a unilateral basis, or does this idea only fly on the
transmission of energy, the supply side, but also on precondition that there is a new international,
the demand side, from the consumers and indeed, a multilateral agreement on carbon reductions post-
big customer, such as the Government, which is 2012?
perhaps the worst oVender, of whatever political Dr Helm: The answer to that is it would always be
complexion? Just look at the energy eYciency of the better to do it internationally, because global
Palace ofWestminster across the road.Do you think warming is an international problem not a domestic
we need to hear more from Government and, one, but note that I want the contracts to be a lot less
indeed, the industry on eYciency? than the amount of reductions we will have to make
Dr Helm: Clearly at this point we need to consider in almost any scenario.We do not have the luxury of
and hear a lot about lots of the possible options. On saying, “Let’s forget about what base-load we invest
energy eYciency I have a particular, very strong in. Let’s build some coal plants and gas plants
view. We need to have a debate which is not based because we will think about how to solve this
on the premise that energy eYciency is free and the problem when we get there.” We will have to reduce
net present value of a very large amount of energy emissions anyway and some chunk of that will relate
reduction could be done at zero cost. The debate that to the replacement of the base-load of the electricity
is being led by the energy eYciency lobby, to system, which is the decision to make now.
convince people that the costs of these types of Therefore I think the UK should pursue a long-term
energy demand reduction are just trivial in total carbon contract cautious policy in any event, to get
burden, has misled us quite considerably. Indeed, I the incentives right now, because this is the historical
would say that is why we are in the mess we are in on moment when our base-load energy electricity
the Climate Change Review, because it has suddenly production is turned over. If you do not do it now,
been realised that the objective of energy eYciency what you are going to have is a lot of gas stations
would require quite substantial public expenditure which are going to last for the next 20 or 30 years and
and, of course, the Energy White Paper leads us to you havemissed the opportunity, because the cost of
believe that there is not any public expenditure of closing stations that are in mid-life is enormously
substance that is required. So I think that a grownup greater than using that unique opportunity, decade
debate, in which people are told, this is not a free opportunities, when the capital stock rotates.
lunch, it is expensive, may be the best possible way
forward. I do not rule that out at all, but I think
people have been systematically led to believe that it
is all much more rosy than it actually is.

Q508 Mr Hurd: May I ask you to expand on what
value you see the carbon contract idea adding to the

Q505 Mark Pritchard: My supplementary is, the concept of emissions trading which has started and
Energy Minister last week in the House suggested which it is argued is not going far enough because of
that the lights would not go out in Britain this winter the absence of a framework of long-term carbon
unless we had a 1:50 winter. Is that your view? contracts? Should not Government be focused on
Dr Helm: My view is that that is not even the most making the emissions trading work? What value
important question. does carbon contracts add to emissions trading?

Dr Helm: The problem with emissions trading is the
emissions trading regime is very short-term. It hasQ506 Mark Pritchard: Sorry, that is the question

that I asked. virtually no eVect on investment as it currently is and
it has no eVect on R&D, because the time horizonDrHelm: I am going to answer it. Supply will always

equal demand in electricity; there is a physical that we know for the emissions permits goes to 2008.
It is completely irrelevant to the investment cyclerequirement that the system must balance. The

question is, at what price? That is what Imean by the and to R&D.What you want to do is give long-term
signals to this market. In 2012 there are noquestion. If you say, is there a security of supply

problem this winter? Yes. Is there a security of internationally yet known targets at all, and without
targets you cannot have emissions trading, full stop.supply problem even if the lights do not go out? Yes.
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Q509 Mr Hurd: My point is that if you could get because the other problem that emerging
technologies have is the classic R&D problem: nothose targets, would not emissions trading get you

where you want to get to? In that context, do not market will—
these contracts just complicate the picture?
Dr Helm: If you had long-term emissions targets, Q512 Dr Turner: Your paper does not seem to take
you would have long-term carbon contracts, QED. account of that.
It just happens. I have devised this as a second best. Dr Helm: No, it is complementary to this. Nothing
I do not think governments are going to agree quick in my paper says we should not have a very coherent
enough what the target is going to be and we need to R&D policy as well, but if you want to encourage
get our own investment and know what those are people to go and invest in R&D for non-carbon
going to be. Note one other characteristic of my technologies, it is a good way to do it, to tell them
carbon contract world: it gives the Treasury a that we are devising a system that is giving a long-
fantastic incentive to promote the continuation of term price signal to carbon. Put it the other way
emissions trading afterwards, because that is theway round: supposing we do not, we do not have any
it unbundles these contracts into themarket and gets signal for carbon prices. What we are saying is
out of any liability it has. politically the framework going forward is one

which may not reward carbon properly.

Q510 Mr Hurd:What sorts of signal would the UK
Q513 Dr Turner: I agree with you; we need a carbonbe sending if we basically said we do not believe in
price signal, but this is not the only possible carbonthe pace at which emissions trading is working; we
price signal that we could use. You have notwant to replace it with our own system of carbon
answered my point, because let us say R&D iscontracts?
financed separately, but the actual cost reductionsDr Helm: It is not replacing—it is perfectly
that you get only come with commercial use on aconsistent with emissions trading; and that is the
reasonably large scale and your carbon contractsdistinction. Remember, what is your alternative?
just do not allow for that.You can have a renewables obligation or are you
Dr Helm:When it becomes commercial, that is fine.going to have a nuclear obligation if it is nuclear

power you want to do? These are all long-term
Q514 Dr Turner: It cannot become commercial untilcarbon contracts. They are just in the renewables
it has been there.obligation and a nuclear obligation, a very expensive
Dr Helm: I am thoroughly with you on that. Thatway of doing it, because you are underwriting not
has always been a problem with developing any newonly the long-term carbon, but the construction
technologies in the energy sector and that is whycosts and the performance costs as well. The world
people have demonstration plants, they havein which there are not any targets going forward and
support for that, that is why the discussion of theno long-term carbon contracts, the world to
hydrogen plant in Scotland is on the basis of whatcompare that with is a world where there is neither
kind of support frameworkwould go outwith it. Thethat, nor a renewables obligation, nor a nuclear
core of this is you still need a price of carbon andobligation, and all thewind collapses aswell. It is not
what my system does is to give you a price of carbona luxury choice we have. We are in an investment
going forward and that is incredibly important tophase, it is a risky phase, we have got to get the
investors in R&D as in other technologies. It is notincentive structure right and get on with it. The
suYcient, I am with you, on that entirely.contracts are just a much more economically

eYcient way than the renewables obligation or a
Q515 Emily Thornberry: Why is the Governmentnuclear obligation of achieving that. They do not
well placed to make a decision on additional costs ofpick winners either, which the renewables obligation
that nature, but is not well placed tomake a decisionmost certainly does, and so would a nuclear
on what technologies we should use?obligation.
Dr Helm: Because, in the case of R&D, the market
failures are so great that it is unavoidable that you

Q511 Dr Turner:Would your carbon contracts deal have to have some technology basis of your R&D
with emerging technologies? It seems tome that they policy. You just cannot avoid it. It is a bit of an
are a great disincentive, that they simply do not institutional way of doing it, but once you have got
recognise the possibility of bringing forward new up and running, proven technologies that work, it
technologies, particularly marine technologies, really is a question of cutting through all the
which have great potential but at the moment lobbying, cutting through all the ways in which
obviously cannot compete at a commercial rate. Is particular technological interests promote
not your carbon contract idea far too rigid to deal themselves and turning to the market and saying,
with those? “What is the price you wish to pursue?” What I find
Dr Helm: No. The problem of emerging technology with the idea of using markets in carbon is, those
is further out. First of all, I do not imagine this is a technologies that think that they might not win an
one oV game of contracts. There will be repeated auction are against it, and those that think that they
contracts going out into the future. It tells people might win it, are in favour of it. I do not know the
there is going to be a carbon price. It gives them answer; all I know is that Government’s estimates of
more certainty about a carbon price in the long run the price of diVerent technologies—and reflected in

the White Paper really deeply in the estimates of thewhich should encourage R&D, but it is not enough,
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costs of renewables of various forms and of nuclear Dr Helm:At the moment the main scepticism comes
from those who are interested in things like wind andpower—in the past historically turned out to be
in particular the types of renewable technology. Iwrong, in some cases, staggeringly wrong. I turn to
would say the nuclear industry is probably fairlymy political scientist colleagues to explain tomewhy
sceptical too, but if the nuclear industry believes thatpeople get attracted by thinking that nuclear power
their power plants are economic at current oilis too cheap to meter or they think that wind should
prices—and I am addressing the carbon questionbe paid transmission costs, or whatever. I want the
there—what I am really saying to the nuclearmarket to sort that out; I want investors to take over
industry and the wind industry, “Well, I do notthis, not taxpayers. In the case of having obligations
know what the costs are. You come forward withfor specific technologies, the very interesting thing is, your projects. You bid. You put the price on the

the end result would be that customers will be told table.” The market will not necessarily get it right,
they will underwrite it, and that is just as much a cost but my argument is, the Government will almost
as would be a subsidy of tax. certainly get it more wrong than themarket will, and
Chairman: I am afraid we are going to have to end history, I think, is on my side.
the session. There are a number of other issues that Chairman: On that note we will say thank you very
we would like to raise with you, but I am afraid that much indeed; it has been a very stimulating and
we may have to do them in writing. interesting session and I am sorry we have run out

of time.
Dr Helm: There is a separate paper on the detail of

Q516 David Howarth: What is the reaction of the carbon contracts that I can provide to the
various promoters of diVerent types of technology to Committee.
your project? From what you just said, I think that Chairman: That will be very helpful, too, thank you.

Many thanks.might be rather an interesting thing to know.

Memorandum submitted by Ofgem

1. Ofgem welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Committee’s enquiry. We have focussed our
response on areas that are of direct relevance to Ofgem’s role as an economic regulator.

2. Ofgem’s view, as set out in this submission is that:

— markets can be relied on to deliver a diversity of energy supply;

— broad market-based measures such as emissions trading are likely to be the best way for the UK
to achieve its climate change goals at least cost; and

— there are uncertainties relating to the future environment for nuclear which need to be addressed
to enable investors to assess the attractiveness of investing in nuclear technology.

The Role of Ofgem

3. Ofgem’s principal objective is to protect the interests of present and future gas and electricity
consumers, wherever appropriate by promoting eVective competition. Ofgem looks to meet this objective
by creating and sustaining a framework for competition where appropriate and by regulating network
monopolies eVectively. In addition to its principal objective Ofgem is required to have regard to a range
of other duties including security of supply environmental and social considerations. Further information
regarding these secondary duties can be found in Annex 1.

Security of Supply

4. Ofgem has joint responsibility with the Government (DTI) to ensure all reasonable demands for gas
and electricity are met. Security of supply is therefore important to Ofgem’s work. Ofgem aims to ensure
that security of supply can be achieved through two approaches: first by promoting competition in the gas
and electricity markets and second by ensuring that there is adequate investment in the networks which
deliver gas and electricity. Given the scope of the Committee’s enquiry, we have focussed our response on
the first of these strands.

5. Ofgem shares the Government’s view as outlined in the 2003 Energy White Paper that liberalised
energy markets are the cornerstone of GB energy policy and provide incentives on suppliers to achieve
reliability. TheWhite Paper alsomade clear that for markets to deliver theGovernment would not intervene
in the market except in extreme circumstances, such as to avert, as a last resort, a potentially serious risk to
safety. Ofgem supports this view and maintains its position that markets will deliver security of supply.
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The role of markets in delivering security of supply

6. All market participants including National Grid have a role in ensuring that customers’ demand is met
and therefore in delivering security of supply. The trading arrangements for both gas and electricity
encourage market participants to make contractual arrangements to meet the energy needs of their
customers, to balance their own positions ahead of time. There is also a role for the residual system operator,
NationalGrid, to ensure that the gas and electricity networks remain in balance at all times. The commercial
incentives on market participants contribute to both short and long term security of supply.

7. In periodswhen demand is high relative to supply, prices are driven up, providing incentives to increase
supply and for demand to be voluntarily reduced. In the short term high prices encourage generators to
make their plant available to meet demand and in the long term, they signal the need for new plant build.

8. In electricity generation, for example, there are a number of planned gas and combined cycle gas
turbine (CCGT) power station investments underway such as the Isle of Grain in Kent (existing oil-fired
plant which is switching to gas), Drakelow and Langage (near Plymouth).3 In addition there is significant
investment in renewables such as wind generation.

9. The wholesale gas markets have responded to the decline of gas supplies from the United Kingdom
Continental Shelf (UKCS) with new investment in Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) importation facilities. For
example, Isle of Grain has recently been converted to enable LNG to be imported into GB for this winter
whilst new LNG facilities are currently under development at Milford Haven. There has been significant
investment in a new gas interconnector from the Netherlands to the UK (the BBL interconnector) which is
due to come on stream in 2006 and the IUK interconnector, between the UK and Belgium, is currently
expanding capacity for this winter. Construction has also started on the Langeled pipeline which will bring
gas from Norway’s Ormen Lange field to the UK.

10. These new and diverse gas supplies, delivered through themarket, will help secure Britain’s long-term
energy needs. Declining UKCS gas supplies are being replaced with gas from the Netherlands, Belgium and
Norway and with LNG linking the UK market to more global markets such as the USA.

Environmental policy and markets

11. Ofgem considers that the Government should pursue policies and programmes that move GB
towards its environmental objectives at the least cost to present and future consumers and that are
compatible with competitive energy markets. Policies should be consistently applied across all technologies,
and not favour a particular technology, as this approach is more likely to lead to lower costs and tominimise
market distortions. This is consistent with the 2003 Energy White Paper goals.

12. Achieving greenhouse gas emission reductions in the most economic and eYcient way is particularly
important given the combined eVects of measures to reduce emissions such as the Renewables Obligation
(RO), the Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC) and the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) on
energy bills, and potentially on fuel poverty. Ofgem considers that broad market-based measures such as a
carbon tax or emissions-trading scheme are likely to be the best way for theUK to achieve its climate change
goals at least cost to final customers (see annex 2 for details), and increase the potential to meet,
simultaneously, the White Paper Objectives of a low carbon economy and aVordable warmth. However,
measures that target particular technologies, such as the RO, potentially provide mixed signals by placing
obligations on electricity suppliers regarding the use of electricity generated using certain low carbon
technologies, but not all (eg energy eYciency, CHP, nuclear are excluded). Ofgem considers that the
Government will need to examine the diVerent mechanisms for encouraging low carbon generation, and the
interactions between them, as part of the current Climate Change Programme Review.

13. Ofgem considers that the EUETS scheme has the potential to provide suitable signals for the industry
to secure low carbon supplies. Market participants are however concerned about some of the uncertainties
over phase two of the scheme and also believe that better long term signals could be provided.

Microgeneration

14. Microgeneration technologies, now either under development or becoming increasingly available
commercially, will lead tomore cases inwhich electricity is being produced in, and sometimes exported from,
domestic and small business premises. The existing licensing framework was not, however, created with
domestic-scale microgeneration in mind. Earlier this year, therefore, Ofgem launched a consultation to
consider the regulatory changes that might be necessary to reflect the connection of domestic-scale
microgeneration to distribution networks.

15. The consultation paper invited views on issue such as the purchase or “spill to the network” of
exported units, metering and contractual arrangements. Ofgem aims to publish its conclusions at the same
time as the DTI publishes details of its “Microgeneration Strategy”.

3 For more details see Ofgem’s latest fact sheet on security of electricity supplies http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/temp/ofgem/cache/
cmsattach/11702–soselecupdatemay05.pdf.
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The Present and Future Role of Nuclear Generation

Role of nuclear in today’s market

16. Nuclear generation provided around 21% of generation output in 2004 and currently comprises
around 16% of generation capacity in Great Britain. As the Committee will be aware, nuclear generation
competes with technologies such as coal and gas on the same basis.

Can markets deliver nuclear new build?

17. An important question for the Committee is whether the introduction of new build nuclear power
stations can be compatible with a competitive energy market. Ofgem has not studied the commercial
viability of nuclear—nor do we for any technology, given our remit. We are however aware of the
considerable body of analysis on the future of nuclear generation and note the prevailing view that in order
for nuclear technology to be considered viable in terms of attracting private investment, it would be
necessary to address issues which commentators currently see as barriers to entry. Ofgem has provided at
Annex 3 a list of some of these analyst reports as well as other studies and information which the EACmay
find useful.

18. In order for private investment to occur, for any form of generation, it is important that market
participants have an understanding of input costs and the risk and uncertainties associated with those costs
throughout the lifetime of the generating station, comparedwith the likely expected revenue. Thismeans, for
example, that a new gas fired station will be built following consideration of future gas costs, environmental
constraints, planning restrictions etc. These and similar issues are equally important in considering whether
to build a new nuclear station.

19. One particular area of uncertainty for nuclear plant surrounds the planning process. The last nuclear
power station to be built, Sizewell B, had a planning process which lasted over six years (the Public Inquiry
itself lasted from January 1983 through until March 1985). When combined with a construction lead time
of seven years (1987–1994) the total build time was 13 years, compared to around three years for an
equivalent gas fired station.

20. Further, as noted above, the initial EU ETS scheme does not provide long term signals on the value
of carbon reduction which is of particular significance for nuclear plant where there are not only long lead
times for planning and construction, as noted above, but also significantly longer asset lifetimes over which
costs need to be considered. For example, the asset life of a nuclear generating station could be up to
40 years4, compared to 15–20 years for a CCGT. Thus while the current five-year term of the EU ETS may
give some basis for CCGTs to plan against (although this would obviously be improved if a longer term
scheme was in place) for nuclear plant the five-year perspective is too short to be of any use.

21. There are also significant uncertainties around the arrangements for handling nuclear waste and the
costs of decommissioning nuclear power stations.Whilst it is recognised that these are significant their exact
magnitude is not known—although there is a developing body of knowledge based on the early experience
of decommissioning some nuclear sites. What is clear is that in comparison to nuclear plants, the costs and
processes involved in waste and decommissioning in respect of other technologies are more established and
generally much simpler and less expensive.

22. Ofgem remains confident that markets can deliver diversity of electricity supply technologies. In
respect of nuclear generation, there are real uncertainties which will need to be resolved so that investors
can properly assess the attractiveness of nuclear. The mix of technologies which is delivered through the
market will then depend on the relative costs of the diVerent technologies. If Government wishes a certain
proportion of generation to come from a particular source, the market will only deliver this if the balance
of costs and incentives so allow. Where government has a particular objective such as carbon reduction this
should be addressed through the use of broad market based instruments not through subsidy of individual
technologies.

Annex 1

OFGEM’S ROLE

23. Ofgem’s principal objective is to protect the interests of consumers, where appropriate through
promoting eVective competition. In addition Ofgem must:

— have regard to the need to secure that all reasonable demands for energy are met and that licensees
are able to finance their licensed activities;

— have regard to the eVect on the environment of activities connected with the generation,
transmission, distribution or supply of electricity, and with the transportation and supply of gas;

4 This is the likely asset life over which the fixed costs of the station would be considered, although asset lifetimes are
reconsidered periodically.
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— carry out its functions in a manner best calculated to secure a diverse and viable long-term
energy supply;

— carry out its functions in a manner best calculated to contribute to the achievement of sustainable
development;

— have regard to Social and Environmental Guidance that may be issued toOfgem from time to time
by the Secretary of State;

— carry out and publish an assessment of the likely impact of implementing a given proposal,
including an assessment of the likely environmental eVects;

— promote energy eYciency and enhance amenity; and

— administer Government programmes such as the Renewables Obligation, Climate Change Levy
exemptions and the Energy EYciency Commitment (EEC).

24. Given this range of duties, Ofgem’s approach is to identify policy options that satisfy our economic,
social and environmental duties simultaneously if possible. Where this is not possible, however, we must
prioritise according to our principal objective.

Annex 2

BROAD MARKET-BASED MEASURES TO REDUCE CARBON EMISSIONS

25. Ofgem considers that broadmarket-basedmeasures such as a carbon tax or emissions-trading scheme
are likely to be the best way for the UK to achieve its climate change goals at least cost. The design of such
measures will be crucial to their success in achieving carbon reductions in the most cost eVective way.
Flexible market-based instruments that are well-designed, in that they are suYciently long-term to assure
investor confidence, are the best means of meeting the Government’s long-term environmental objectives
whilst protecting customers’ interests.

26. Such measures promote innovation and eYciency in meeting environmental goals and should,
therefore, ensure that emission reductions are met at minimum cost to customers with any price rises
minimised. The EU-ETS could be a significant step in this direction and future expansion in scope, both in
terms of gases and industry sectors, and tighter capswould allow greater savings to bemademore eYciently.

27. Within the context of a broad-based measure, such as the EU-ETS, Ofgem recognises that there may
in some cases be justifications for particular targeted programmes for individual sectors, gases or regions.
These may have a role where there is evidence that the EU-ETS cannot deliver in certain circumstances (for
instance as a result of regulatory uncertainty surrounding trading schemes leading to short-sighted
approaches, or ineVective price signals to consumers).

28. Any targeted programmes in these areas should be rigorously scrutinised and pursued only where the
evidence suggests that they will reduce emissions in a more cost-eVective way than the EU-ETS. Moreover,
these targets should not be pursued for their own sake: it is essential not to lose sight of the overarching
objective which is to meet the objectives of mitigating climate change at the least cost.

29. Ofgem welcomes the fact that the Government is reviewing the Climate Change Programme. The
Review provides an opportunity to undertake rigorous analysis of the eVectiveness of existing and proposed
measures and to ensure that long-term climate change mitigation is undertaken successfully and in a
cost-eVective way. Ofgem looks forward to the revised Climate Change Programme having urged the
Government to confirm the position of the EU-ETS in its central role in combating climate change which
should help bring about those cheaper measures.

The Renewables Obligation (RO)

30. The Government is currently undertaking a major review of the RO due to be completed in 2006, in
which Ofgem is playing a full part. This review is running in parallel with the Climate Change Programme
Review. Ofgem recognises that the Government is committed to the RO as its main policy measure to
encourage the development of renewable energy in the UK.

31. Ofgem notes that the agreed Terms of Reference for the Review rule out discussion of any other
mechanism being used to support renewables in place of theRO at the present time. Ofgem also understands
the importance attached by the Government to maintaining investor confidence through continuity.
Nonetheless, Ofgem considers that the Government should, through the Review, assess by means of
rigorous, evidence-based analysis the eVectiveness of the Renewables Obligation as a means of achieving
the Government’s long-term goals for carbon reduction going forward.

32. Ofgem agrees that investments made under the current RO should continue to receive appropriate
support but the scheme should be reviewed from time to time to ensure that it is well targeted, particularly
given the introduction of the EU-ETS, the potential for more large-scale deployment of renewables and the
overall balance of benefits and costs to consumers. For example, with theRO functioning alongside a broad-
based emissions trading scheme, account should be taken of any benefit that renewable generators receive
as a result of the introduction of the EU-ETS.
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33. Ofgem recognises that there is a legitimate argument for policies to promote technological
innovation, including in the development of renewable technologies, to meet that goal. As emissions
reduction targets become increasingly challenging, they will require increasingly costly measures, and the
deployment of renewable technologies is likely to become at some point a cost-eVective tool for carbon
abatement. However, policy toward renewables must be developed in the context of their overall position
in the portfolio of availablemeasures. At present there are othermeasures available, such as EU-ETS, which
could reduce carbon emissions at much lower cost than renewables.

34. The case for supporting large-scale deployment of renewables now rather than in 10 or 20 years’ time
rests crucially on the potential for that deployment to reduce future costs by fostering innovation and
“learning by doing”. That potential should be the subject of careful analysis, in particular before considering
any further extension of the RO. It is also hard to see any strong argument for including within the RO any
additional technologies where those technologies are already mature and unlikely to see suYcient
innovations. This would apply to both CHP and energy from waste.

Annex 3

REPORTS AND ANALYST REPORTS IN RELATION TO
NUCLEAR POWER AND INVESTMENT

Studies/Reports

Investment in power generation

— IEA/OECD, Power Generation Investment in Electricity Markets, http://www.iea.org/textbase/
nppdf/free/2000/powergeneration–2003.pdf, 2003.

— Examines how liberalisation and investment risk has aVected technology choices in power
investment.

— Examines how power generation investors are adapting to investment risks.

— Reviews recent cases of price volatility (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Norway) and
discusses the impact of the governments’ response to these crisis on the prospects for eYcient
new generation investment.

— IEA/OECD, Security of Supply in Electricity Markets—Evidence and Policy Issues, http://
www.iea.org/textbase/nppdf/free/2000/security2002.pdf, 2002.

— Examines the question of the adequacy of investment levels in seven reformed markets.

— Oxera, Financing the nuclear option: modelling the costs of new build, Agenda: Advancing
economics in business, June 2005.

— Explores an investment model to determine the conditions under which private investors
could finance new nuclear build.

Nuclear energy decommissioning

— NEA/OECD, The Decommissioning and Dismantling of Nuclear Facilities—Status, Approached,
Challenges, http://www.nea.fr/html/rwm/reports/2002/3714-decommissioning.pdf, 2002.

Report summarises the status of decommissioning and dismantling in OECD/NEA member
countries, the approaches currently adopted and the challenges to be faced. Describes/discusses:

— liabilities remaining from early nuclear power programs and the work that must be done
before decommissioning and dismantling activities peaks after about 2015;

— the purpose of decommissioning and dismantling and the various national policies and
objectives;

— emerging societal issues and how to involve local communities;

— bodies responsible for setting policies and standards for decommissioning and dismantling
for implementing these policies and for regulating associated activities;

— features of the regulation of safety of decommissioning;

— arrangements for ensuring suYcient funds are available to complete it;

— strategies and techniques for carrying out decommissioning safely; and

— issues arising from safe management of the resulting waste.

— MIT, The Future of Nuclear Power—An Interdisciplinary MIT Study, http://web.mit.edu/
nuclearpower/pdf/nuclearpower-full.pdf, 2003.

— Evaluates expansion of nuclear energy as an option possibly needed in the future to meet a
significant fraction of world electricity demand while addressing global environmental
challenges.
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— OECD, Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plants—Policies, Strategies and Costs, http://
www1.oecd.org/publications/e-book/6603221E.PDF, 2003.

— Addresses issues relevant for policy makers in government and industry.

— Presents the range of current international understanding of policy, strategy and costs of
decommissioning commercial nuclear power plants, highlighting various factors that may
aVect costs.

— Report analyses policy, strategy and cost data supplied by participating countries and reviews
national decommissioning policies and regulations and industrial strategies for
decommissioning activities.

— Qualitatively analyses relationships between policy, strategy and costs.

— Report also presents insights on national on some national approaches adopted to assure that
appropriate funding is available for decommissioning activities.

— The Royal Academy of Engineers, The Cost of Generating Electricity—a study carried out
by PB Power for The Royal Academy of Engineers, http://www.world-nuclear.org/opinion/rae-
report.pdf, 2004.

— Study aims to provide decision makers with simple, soundly based, indicators of cost
performance for a range of diVerent electricity generation technologies and fuels.

Analyst Reports

Investment in power generation

— Deutsche Bank Research, Energy Prospects after the Petroleum Age, http://www.dbresearch.de/
PROD/DBR–INTERNET–DE-PROD/PROD0000000000181487.PDF, 2 December 2004.

— Explores long-term strategies for addressing energy supply shortages in Europe.

— PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Under Pressure*, Utilities Global Survey 2005, http://www.pwc.com/
extweb/pwcpublications.nsf/docid/E10D9F24873B0C2485256FD90052C6C9, 2005.

— Explores the challenges facing the global utilities sector.

— Explores opinions on the key issues facing Utilities and Utiliities Investors as they weigh up
the case for investment in the utilities sector.

Recent Nuclear News

— 25 June 2005—More talk on new nuclear (DRKW Current AVairs)

The Sunday Times, quoting a document by Oxera, concludes that the potential return on investment on
new nuclear power stations is too small to justify the risks for private companies. The report concludes that
unless the government provides private companies with huge capital grants or debt guarantees, the new
plants would not be built by industry.

Separately, the Business reports that NMRothschild is leading an initiative to finance, build andmanage
the next generation of Britain’s nuclear power stations. It plans to create a jointly owned nuclear power
company that could raise funds and manage the nuclear build programme. The company is proposing that
a minimum of three of the UK utilities (E.ON, RWE, SSE, ScottishPower, Centrica, EDF) take stakes in
the new nuclear company.

Although the UK government has said that it wants to keep the nuclear option open, it will not make any
decisions until reviews of climate change and nuclear waste have been completed, later this year. Talk of
new nuclear may be mildly positive for sentiment towards British Energy although new stations are a long
way away from being commissioned.

— 21 April 2005—Nuclear Power Option (DRKW Current AVairs)

The UK Conservative Party has said that if concerns on issues of cost and nuclear waste can be resolved
new nuclear power stations could be built. This line could put further pressure on the Labour Party to clarify
its stance on nuclear. The government has said that it wants to keep the nuclear option open but will not
make any decisions until reviews of climate change and nuclear waste have been completed, later this year.

Rubbish energy plan. The Institution of Civil Engineers has said that almost 20%ofUK’s electricity could
be generated from waste by 2020.
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— 29 March 2005—New nuclear build programme (DRKW Current AVairs)

TheBusiness reports that British Energy has approached City institutions to have preliminary talks about
the possibility of building new nuclear power stations in the UK in anticipation of Government ministers
pushing for new nuclear build following the next general election. The Government is moving to a more
positive stance on new nuclear build (to ensure it meets its environmental targets and avoid an
overdependence on importing foreign gas) and the Treasury is apparently working on new tax breaks to
make the financing possible. One of the few companies with the expertise to run any new plants would be
British Energy. This currently appears to be simply press speculation and any new nuclear power station
would probably not generate electricity for around 10 years—reducing its value creating potential.

3 October 2005

Witnesses: Mr Alistair Buchanan, Chief Executive and Mr Steve Smith, Managing Director, Markets,
Ofgem, examined.

Chairman: Good afternoon. Thank you for your very cold day. Of that 40 mcms, 20 mcms would be
picked up by power stations switching fuels. Thepatience in bearingwith us. There is a possibility that

the bell will go again before we are fully through this other 20mcmswould have to bemet by interruptible
contracts, either voluntary interruption or requestedafternoon. Thank you, also, for your succinct and

admirably clear memorandum. interruption. If you are in that diYcult winter
scenario there is a good chance that industry will
come oV. There is also, frankly, a good chance that

Q517 Mark Pritchard: You say in your industry would choose to come oV, seeing, as Dieter
memorandum, I have the memorandum, that the very rightly said, the pricing signal that will go out at
Government should not intervene and the market that time.
will deliver very short and long-term supply. Are you
confident that the lights will in fact stay on, not just

Q518 Mark Pritchard: Therefore, if you are sayingthis winter but for the next 10 to 15 years?
there is a chance of a 1:10, the 1:50 reference by theMr Buchanan: Yes. As far as this winter is
Minister in the House last week was, shall we say,concerned, let us just deal with the network side.
over-optimistic?Nobody can guarantee that there will not be a
Mr Buchanan: I cannot really answer for thenetwork fault. We saw that in south London a
Minister; all I can answer for is the report that wecouple of years ago; we saw it in east Birmingham
commissioned from National Grid, and Nationaland in Bournemouth recently. They are very rare.
Grid used two scenarios, I think very helpfully. OneAnd in Bournemouth recently which I believe was
is the 1:50, which is your wipe-out Siberian winter,due to a scrapmetal merchant having problems with
and the other is the 1:10, which is a very hard winterits connection. However, National Grid runs at a
and, frankly, if you look through the 1990s weather99.9% level of reliability; it is aworld leader and after
trends you would be very surprised to get a 1:10. Letthose faults on the network side we introduced
us use a 1:10 and realistically address what thatadditional incentives for them to ensure that their
might mean.network operates at a very high level. Then you

move on to the ‘lights out’ scenario that you
mentioned just now. National Grid produced a Q519 Mark Pritchard: Thank you very much. I
report in May and then again in October; the report mentioned energy eYciency earlier. Perhaps, putting
did not change that much over that period. aside consumers and demand, what about loss of
Essentially, on electricity, and I would be very energy in transmission? What are your views on
interested to pick up some of the issues that have that?
been raised during the afternoon, a 21% reserve Mr Buchanan: What we are trying to do on energy
margin would suggest that we would be most eYciency is eVectively approach it from a number of
unfortunate—as my daughter would call it, a angles. The first is where we can have a policy
Scooby-Doo sandwich—you would have to have so impact, i.e., a regulatory impact, we are not a policy
many pieces of plant coming oV at the same time, organisation, as Lord O’Neill is very quick to tell us.
that you would basically get a sandwich of plant But where we do have that impact we seek to cover
coming oV, to cause us problems on the electricity environmental eYciency and, indeed, environmental
side. Let us move to the gas side. The report has been issues so if you look at our price review that we did
very clear on the gas side, that domestic consumers on electricity last year, not only did we take into
and, frankly, most commercial consumers should account losses but we also took into account
not have any problems in a 1:50; that takes you back distributive generation and the promotion of
to 1963–64, or indeed a 1:10, which would take you localised schemes, all with an environmental aim.
back to 1985–86 in terms of severity of weather. Let The other aspect to our role on energy eYciency,
us just stay with that 1:10. If you did have a 1:10 and apart from administering the EEC fund, is obviously
you had it for an extended period, you would to encourage where we can and use our brand as
eVectively be losing about 40 million cubic metres Ofgem, to develop codes of practice for house
(mcms) of your maximum demand—I am using builders and things like that. We are very keen,
some figures to give you the flavour—youwould lose because it is quite clearly a key issue for consumers

and the only reason Ofgem exists, to promote theabout 40 mcms of your demand of 450 mcms on a
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16 November 2005 Mr Alistair Buchanan and Mr Steve Smith

energy eYciency agenda. I think one of the questions candidly, I ended up slightly scratching my head
when Dieter was talking, because if you werethat was suggested earlier is, it is a slog, isn’t it? I was

thinking, preparing for today’s session with you, yes listening toDieter’s view of theworld—andhe has to
put some balance in here, youwould say, “We need ait is a slog. When you look at some of the opinion

polls which were covered of the NAO’s report on us revolution right now.” In networks, where we have
just awarded a 48% increase in capex on thelast year when theywere looking at energy eYciency,

only a third of consumers were interested in energy electricity network companies, now we are getting
evolution and where the regulator is involved theyeYciency and a third of that third were interested

only because they would basically take the savings can see that. On the market side, in gas we have got
£6 billion-worth of infrastructure investment goingthat they have made in one area of their household

usage and use it on something else. So we have got in. That is 100 billion cubic metres (bcm) going in, in
the next two to three years. We use in a year aboutto grind away at this issue.
120 bcm. Massive investment is being put in on the
gas market and you have got, potentially, coming

Q520 Mark Pritchard: I agree, and in practice it is back tomy list of power plants, exactly the same that
clouded by the nuclear issue which is a headline in all is going to happen in electricity, so I was quite keen
of this climate change debate, sadly, and there is a lot to get a bit of balance and colour into what Dieter
more to the debate, asmembers know. Perhaps there has suggested because you might have thought,
is a public education campaign need. Moving on, if “Nothing has been built, the end of the world is
I may, the evidence presented in your memorandum nigh!”.
suggests that nobody is ready to invest in new
generating plant at themoment and I just wondered,

Q521 Mark Pritchard: Do you think that energywhy do you think this is?
supply would be helped or hindered by moreMrBuchanan: If I can start, and Steve can sweep up,
competition in the market place?perhaps, on the longer term. On the near term, the
Mr Buchanan: What we look for is evidence ofsituation that we have got is that we have this reserve
behaviour, behaviour patterns. We basically lookmargin of 21%. Basically, looking at this winter, you
for new investment, new players, new products, newhave got 75 gigawatts of power plant, your model
prices. If they start to dry up, I think you start to askwinter usage is 60 gigawatts, your peak moment on
some quite uncomfortable questions and, rightly, Ia peak bad winter’s day is 65 gigawatts. Incidentally,
think, a number of your colleagues have raisedthat 75 gigawatts is not including the 3.2 gigawatts
liquidity; is this the death knell of the market? If weof mothballed plant, at least over half of which can
look across those other criteria, just take the gasbe called up at quite short notice. There is quite a
market but we could take the retail market if youcushion currently, which goes back to my horrible
wanted to, or the electricity market, we are seeinganalogy of a Scooby-Doo sandwich; you have got to
new infrastructure, massive infrastructure, beinghave a lot of plant, having a lot of problems at the
invested and we are seeing new players, the Danes,same time, which could happen but frankly it would
through DONG, Gaz de France, Gazprom,bemost improbable to happen, to see that occurring.
Sonatrach, they are all major players wanting toIf we are looking forward, one of the encouraging
come into the UK market. Not only asthings that I sense within the market place is that we
infrastructure owners but also as traders. We areare seeing a range of plans being developed. RWE
seeing a range of products and prices being oVeredhas announced that it is looking to re-convert its 2
as well. It would appear to us that, when we look forgigawatts of oil powered plant at Pembroke into a
the behavioural instincts of a market, they are theremodern plant. Isle of Grain is 2 gigawatts of plant of
and that I think is quite intelligent.potential commission. Bear in mind that 60
Mr Smith: I think it goes back to the point you aregigawatts that I mentioned earlier is usage in a
making, the existing players are willing to invest innormal winter’s day in the UK. RWE is looking at
new plant and there are other new players willing toStaythorpe, for a new plant. EON is looking at
invest either in existing plant: you can see at theDrakelow, Centrica is looking at Langage in
moment the Drax plant, for example, is attractingPlymouth. The ESB has started to develop its
interest from the US and other funds, so as Alistairposition at Marchwood. So there are a whole range
said, you look at all of the metrics about whetherof plants in the consenting, planning and developing
competition is healthy, is there new entry? Are therephase. It is not just a blank piece of paper. The next
people interested in coming into the market? Are thequestion which you or somebody else could quite
existing players willing to invest in new products andrightly ask me is, “What is going to convert that to
new plant? They are all there at the moment.build?” I think part of the answer is going to be

looking at the reserve margin currently and looking
at the spark spread price which is the price that Q522 Mr Ellwood: It is very interesting to hear the
industry looks at. You would anticipate that price scope of build that is in the planning stages from
would have to improve for a gas fired plant before Ofgem’s perspective. That is the ability to generate,
the developers said “Right.We have got the consent. which I do not think is really being challenged here.
We have got the sites. We are ready to build. We What is the concern is the source of power itself. If
have got the gas and the National Grid connections. we become a net importer of coal, gas and oil it goes
We are ready to go.” I am quite encouraged that we against the grain of cultural change, that Britain and
have got the plant portfolio there with a range of other countries are undergoing, where we no longer

want to have to resort to importing these goods,interested parties and therefore looking forward,
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whether they come from Africa, whether they come was not a very good one) but my numbers were
much higher for North Sea gas for this year thanfrom China or other places. Are we, from a climate

change perspective, not going to solve the global they are now. Hadwe hadmore information—much
more information which we have got now—I feelproblems that we face? Of course we will be able to

keep the lights on, but at a detrimental cost to other more confident that perhaps we might have been
able to see the issues that are now happening in thiscountries.
net year for gas supply.Mr Buchanan: I am very alive to the issues that you

have raised and I think there is a combination of
issues here which is, are we happy with our future Q524 Dr Turner: I think your £6 billion of
fuel mix and are we happy with the sources of that investment in gas infrastructure may be accounted
future fuel mix? On the sources issue, I take for by quite diVerent reasons, and in any case I am
comfort—but in a way I am going to caveat that more concerned with the short-term nature of the
quite quickly because you might say, “If the electricity market which is a disincentive to long-
regulator believes the market he should not take term investment, certainly in newer technologies. It
comfort or otherwise”—from the fact that 20% of is obvious why people are involved in gas; that is the
our future gas load is going to come from Norway, easy option at the moment, it is the cheapest plant
that one of the major facilities that is being built at option, it has all sorts of things going for it. I am
Milford Haven has locked into Qatar LNG. We much more concerned with developing renewables
have a major pipeline development with Holland, and the market is much less friendly to renewables,
gas there may come from Dutch reserves, is it not?
Norwegian reserves or from Russia or Africa. I do Mr Buchanan: I am going to ask Steve to talk, as I
not know where the resource of that is going to be. think you are getting bored with me.
I think one of the concerns has been that simply we Mr Smith: To start with, is electricity short-term? If
are going to be focused potentially, which has been you look at the history of what the markets
mentioned many times, completely reliant on delivered, because that is what the economics
Russian gas and Russian gas through one pipeline dictated over the last ten or 15 years it is about 30
through the Ukraine and Belarus up through Czech. gigawatts of new power stations, so the question is,
I do not see that, candidly, as being the picture going will it continue to do that in the future? If you go and
forward. I think our gas sources are going to come talk to any of the big generators, they are making
frommany diVerent places around the world, so you significant commitments to invest both in renewable
might get some comfort there in terms of portfolio generations and all of them have big plans and big
management. The reason that I gave the caveat is investment programmes for wind, but also seeking
that Ofgem has to be very careful in these areas, to look at the opportunities for conventional
because we do not make forward comments about generation. I think what they would say to you is
fuel mix; we do not make forward comments about their big issue and the thing that is stopping them
prices. That really is for the market to devise, unless taking a long-term view is some of the uncertainties
the Government want to do something else. That is over some of the big environmental questions that
entirely up to the Government to do. Dieter was referring to, and in particular things like

LCPD and the fact that if you have got a coal station
you do not yet quite understand how the rules areQ523 Dr Turner: Do you accept that there is a
going to work for you from 2008. In terms of CO2problem in what the UK market has very short-
you do not know what your CO2 targets orterm?
allowances are going to be beyond the next three orMr Buchanan: It sounds a slightly glib answer: I do
four years. I think if you got any of the Big 6 or thenot want it to sound a glib answer but £6 billion-
big power companies in and asked the Chiefworth of investment, virtually a complete
Executive, “What is the thing that is stopping youregeneration of our gas infrastructure, is a huge
making long-term decisions at the moment?” theyinvestment, therefore I do not believe that those
would say, “If we got clarity on that framework,providers of capital, those involved in that, are being
whether it is long-term carbon credits or simply justshort-term. The issue—and I was asked this question
tell us what the overall UK framework is going to be,at a Parliamentary Energy Meeting last night—is
we would make the investment”. There is certainlythat we are in a ‘neck’ year and do something now.
no unwillingness to make investment; they just wantSlightly uncomfortably, my answer last night was,
to know the rules of the game.the thing we have to do now is try and learn the

lesson of what maybe we should have had in the last
three or four years, because to develop this kind of Q525 Dr Turner: But the rules of the game are such
infrastructure, it is all long-term infrastructure, that they do not foster the pull-through of new
takes a long time. I think the key issue for us is that technologies.
of information. Information is the key for players in Mr Smith: I think that is possibly true historically,
the market place and only in the last 18 months have but that is precisely because the carbon cost of
the UK OV-shore Association and players agreed diVerent technologies has not been something that
with the DTI to provide, on a voluntary basis, a any company has had to face, so I think the launch
much higher level of information to everybody else, of the Emissions Trading Scheme has led to a
including ourselves. Consequently, if you go back fundamental shift in the way generators think about
three or four years—when, for my sins, I was a City their business. Previously you looked at the lowest

cost and cost was measured only in terms of fuelanalyst—my numbers (it may just have been that I
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cost, you took no account of any environmental the shape of our environmental team internally, so
that the environment is now very much part ofdamage you were doing. You cannot do that any

more; we have carbon pricing, we are going to have Steve’s Markets division, so that everything we do
within the markets has an environmental viewpoint,sulphur dioxide pricing for coal generators as well

and they can then trade their sulphur allowances. So so that we include that. Internally we have very
much, I think, captured that. Externally I think it isI think that may be true historically, but emissions

trading has fundamentally changed the nature of the best seen in some of the decisions that we have made
in the last year. On the distribution electricity pricedecisions they take.
review that I mentioned just now, we spent a good
deal of time looking at distributied generation. WeQ526 Dr Turner:Yes, but all the evidence is that the
also introduced for the first time undergroundingprice of carbon emerging from emission trading at
allowances for the companies so we are looking tothe moment is not enough to trigger various
take that into account. On the high voltage area, andimportant sorts of investments, like in marine
again you discussed this with National Grid whentechnologies which are totally non-carbon, or like in
you were talking about this Beauly-Denny line, thecarbon capture and storage.
Inverness-Glasgow line, this has been part of theMrSmith:That again comes back to the timing issue
fast-forwarding that we have allowed on capitalwhich is, if the Government were to put some
expenditure.We have allowed £560million-worth ofbacking behind its carbon targets, it would be clear
network capex to be fast-forwarded; by that I meanthat the kinds of prices that were likely to emerge in
that companies do not have to wait until the next fivethree, four, five, six or seven years’ time, you could
year price review. They have come to us, made anot deal with those carbon reductions just by
case. There are fourmajor projects, Beauly-Denny isswitching coal to gas or other mechanisms, so it
one of them, to which we have given the green light.would encourage that investment. I echo what
That means they get full funding. There is then anDieter said, which is at the moment the short-term
amber light, which is another set of five projectsnature of emissions trading has just made some
which gets R&D funding and will be allowed forgenerators think, “What can we do with the existing
pass-through. Then there are the remaining projectsstock of assets we have to minimise carbon?”, not
which have been presented to us, which have not yetthink the bolder thoughts about “What new things
met a basic cost benefit analysis test but if they do,could we do?”
we will look at them and see whether we make them
amber or green projects. I think across both our

Q527 Dr Turner: You have given us assurance that decision-making and also our internal approach, we
the market itself can guarantee security of supply, so very muchwant to show that we take and are seen to
why is it that you and the DTI jointly operate this be taking our sustainability duty seriously.
animal, JESS? Why do you need it?
MrSmith:There is a simple answer, which is wewere
asked to do that by Parliament. We are a creature of Q529Colin Challen:Doyou think that your five year
statute. If you look at the last Energy Act that went price review process actually stands in the way of
through, there was much debate about who was developing your long-term strategy for sustainable
responsible for security of supply and Parliament energy? Indeed, you recognise in yourmemorandum
coming out of that process said they would like us that many market participants feel that the
and the Secretary of State to produce an annual Government signals are all short-term. The five year
report that assessed the outlook. We are simply thing is also short-term, is it not?
creatures of statute and do what we are asked to do. Mr Buchanan: It is a really interesting question,
I think given the importance of energy as a product, because after the last price review we went out to the
even though we have that confidence in the market companies to do a post-event review and I thought
it is understandable people want to have that one of the issues that was going to come back was
information and have that understanding that the that we are too short-term on the five year review. I
market is delivering, so it is providing people with think perhaps that the companies did not, because
that certainty. If those long-term indicators started on some of the key criteria, like capex, where quite
to suggest that themarket was not delivering, it gives clearly we are looking at the long-term view because
us plenty of time to do something about it. We are we are having to adjudge if we are awarding a 48%
not blind to those issues; it just gives us an early increase in capex, that this is the right moment in the
warning. cycle and therefore we look both backwards and

forwards, but also we looked at a long-term cost of
capital signal, because the worry for the companiesQ528 Dr Turner: Can you tell me what diVerence
is that the moment when they need to spend a vastyour relatively new obligation resulting from the
amount of capital is the moment when the cost ofEnergy Act to have regard to sustainable energy has
capital has dipped and therefore they are not goingmade? How has that altered your behaviour as a
to get rewarded against assets that have a 50 yearregulator?
life. I sensed that perhaps the feed-back from theMr Buchanan: I think it has altered our behaviour
companies was more relaxed about the five yearboth internally and externally. Internally, we now
profile because of that, because they felt that we didensure that every IA that we do, before we set out on
take that into account. I think it is a very good pointa major policy or project, includes an environmental
that you make and we are about to put out ourstep where we have to judge what the environmental

issues and consequences are. We have also changed consultation for the gas distribution price review
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which runs in 2007 and we have invited, again, any signalled that price could come back on. Therefore
we have ended up with a reserve margin around 20%comments from people who think that five years is

too short, although I should, just as a rider to the gas to 21%. The market has been tested, you are right,
and we saw a very precipitous fall as the newmarketcompanies, say that in 2002 the gas companies and

Ofgem at the time agreed a 30 year gas planning was introduced. I think, quite frankly, the prices that
have been driven now, that are causing such greathorizon, so in gas it has been built in over that kind

of horizon. concern to the fuel-poor, we have just seen price
increases put through by all the companies around
10% to 15%, that is another 400,000 plus on the fuel-Q530 Colin Challen: We have had a number of
poor level. The price increases that have just beenwitnesses who have argued that the price review is
put through are being driven by the raw materialfundamentally flawed, in the way in which it focuses
price. Coal prices last year went from £35 per tonneon asset values. Do we need to have a more
to £70. Your gas price has gone through the roof onresponsive regulatory structure that promotes
the back of the oil price. It is small comfort, butlonger term investment, particularly looking at a
Holland, which is a gas marginal country like oursdistributed technology aspect, such as micro-CHP?
were up 64% gas price on the year; they are up 60%.Mr Buchanan: What we have tried to do in the one
It is not being driven by foul play either by partiesreview where we have been tested, as it were, was to
within the market place or by contracts, and to giveput in place some real incentives for companies to
consumers some comfort there, Steve’s team havecome forward with plans so on distributed
carried out two major reviews in the last 18 monthsgeneration we have allowed 80% cost passed
to ensure that in fact there was not either a contractthrough and an 11% rate of return. That stands
causing the prices to go up or a degree of collusionagainst the 6.9 return that they would get from the
and bad play by the players in the industry. So to theregulated business. So we are really trying to say,
degree that I can give consumers comfort, that is“Look, have a go. Get involved, because we are
where we have got to try and give them comfort butgoing to, as it were, tilt the return for this business to
quite clearly, with these global price movements ingive it that kind of promotion at the beginning.”We
coal, oil and gas, it is deeply uncomfortable. If youare trying to do that. It may be not enough and,
look to other countries in Europe—Scandinavia hasagain, I would verymuchwelcome your views, either
driven oV hydro, so it is obviously a diVerentcarried in your formal report or privately after this
profiling for them, Germany has driven oV nuclear,meeting.
lignite coal and hard coal—so again they do not
have this pressure that we have on electricity prices

Q531 Colin Challen:What stage are we now at with which is driven by gas. It is very uncomfortable. You
regard to the price review process? Is it now fixed in are quite right to point it out.
stone for the next five years?
Mr Buchanan: For electricity distribution, it is,
unless there is a major change, frankly, in terms of a Q533 Emily Thornberry: At the beginning of your
political decision and then we would have to re- submission you state what your objectives are and
open. As far as the high voltage transmission is you state that your objective is to protect the
concerned, that is our bread-and-butter work for interests of present and future gas and electricity
next year, and then the gas distribution companies is consumers wherever appropriate, by promoting
our bread-and-butter work for 2007 and the plan eVective competition. We do not seem to be getting
currently is that they will run for five years. particularly eVective competition at the moment,

given the way in which prices are going up and down
and, furthermore, and in any event moreQ532 Emily Thornberry:The energymarket over the
importantly, we are facing the big challenge to ourlast few years could really be characterised as
generation, which is climate change. Should notsomewhat boom and bust. We have had 1998 to
your objective, as you are supposed to be looking2003, and now we have got, it seems, a reversal of
after the interests of consumers, be looking after usthose trends. This is not sustainable, is it? This has
in terms of our long-term future and ensuring thatgrave impacts on not just what you are trying to sort
decisions are being made with the future of theout for your policy but also has great impact on the
planet in mind as your primary objective?market and how we are ever going to ensure that we
Mr Buchanan: If I may perhaps just deal with priceshave proper investment?
and then ask Steve to deal with the question you areMr Buchanan: I think the only time so far that the
asking which is, “How far do you go onmarket has been seriously tested as to whether it
sustainability in terms of a just society?” and thingswould react as you would expect a market to react is
like that. I do not like using these examples, becausewhen the reserved margin fell from 30% in 2001 to
it sounds as if I am not worried about the impact in16% in 2003 and you saw a price fall from just short
the UK, but at the weekend I looked around theof £30 per megawatt/hour down to £14 per
world to see what was going on in price movements.megawatt/hour. You are right; there was that very
In the regulated environment in Colorado and insharp decline as eVectively excess margin was driven
Georgia, Colorado had just put up their prices byoV the system, which was always one of the reasons
30%, Georgia put up their prices by 17%. You arefor moving to the new style market at the turn of the
seeing major price increases going through bothdecade. The interesting feature though is that, as
regulated and non-regulated environments. It is verythat price went down, plant came back on and

therefore the price started to go back up, which uncomfortable. Texas, I was reading some research
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at the weekend, is an unregulated market, but they Q537 Chairman:We are out of time. I am sorry. It
are seeing a 100% increase in gas prices this year. It has been interesting and helpful.We are grateful.We
is very uncomfortable. may have a couple more questions for you. I was

going to ask you, for example, whether you thought
Q534 Mr Ellwood: That is actually because of very it was necessary to have an energy review, only a
recent events that have taken place there. It is not the couple of years after we had an EnergyWhite Paper.
same context that we are talking about. That has Mr Buchanan: Would you like us to answer that in
been happening long-term. writing?
Mr Buchanan: In fact, gas prices have been going up
markedly in the US and to the point that, last year,
wind farms were being run as more economic than

Q538 Chairman: You can answer it now in twogas stations in certain states. There have been major
increases in the US and of course the US also burns sentences.
a lot of coal and therefore they have also been Mr Buchanan: My two sentences would be: one, I
impacted by that very high increase in raw material thinkwe have got an energy review on-going anyway
prices on coal. It is uncomfortable talking about with DG Comp’s of liberalised markets. Two, I
these examples, because it may sound that we do would agree with you that we have recently had a
not care. review. I think the pros and cons of a new review are

the pro, there is a degree of uncertainty being created
Q535Mr Ellwood: That will have a massive eVect on at the moment and I think markets and capital
the entire energy market in America. That is why I markets are unsure because of that. The con is, weam saying the comparisons you are giving are

would argue that the markets are working prettyentirely out of context.
well and therefore what was hoped for in the WhiteMr Buchanan: The price increases for Colorado and
Paper is largely being delivered and that theGeorgia went through before.
commitment to markets in the White Paper which is
very important, we see as part of our role as takingQ536 Mr Ellwood: And for Texas?
that through.Mr Buchanan: For the Texas price, you are quite
Chairman: All right. Thank you very much indeed.right, that was an impact on the back of Hurricane

Katrina. We will be in touch.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Ofgem

Q1 NETA was supposed to foster a range of markets—spot, medium, and long-term. However, contracts in
theUKmarket still tend to be for amaximum of one year—in contrast to Europe.Why has a long-term contract
market in electricity not developed? Do you think it will develop, and—if so—isn’t the absence of it at the
moment a significant weakness?

1. NETA was designed to deliver a more competitive wholesale electricity market by reforming the
trading arrangements to make them more like those in other commodity markets, whilst maintaining the
operation of a secure and reliable electricity system through the establishment of close to real time balancing
arrangements. Under NETA, the balancing arrangements are mandatory and were specifically designed by
Ofgem, in consultation with the industry and other interested parties. Forwards and futures markets (which
allow contracts for electricity to be struck up to several years ahead) and short term spot markets (which
give participants the opportunity to “fine tune” their contract positions in a simple and accessible way) were
allowed to evolve in response to companies’ and customers’ needs.

2. There are various diVerent types of contracts. On power exchanges contracts can extend out as far as
the contractmarket, trading on such exchanges tends to be concentrated in the final 24 hours precedingGate
Closure. Generators and suppliers trade short term on power exchanges to fine tune their positions as their
demand and supply forecasts becomemore accurate in the run-up to real time. Trading on power exchanges
is via a set of standardised contracts. The emergence of power exchanges and on-line brokerages has led
to greater transparency of future prices and has increased the availability and range of products that can
be traded.

3. Another type of contract is “over the counter” (OTC) trades. OTC trades encompass both bilateral
deals struck directly between two market participants and brokered deals, where an intermediary (the
broker) brings together a buyer and seller. As OTC trades are stuck between two parties they are not
necessarily reported. Therefore, it is diYcult to estimate the actual amount of these contracts and the
duration over which they apply. OTC trading typically operates from a year or more ahead of real time up
until 24 hours ahead of real-time. Examples of typical contracts include annual contracts (contracts for the
delivery of a given volume of power at a specified price throughout a year), seasonal contracts (summer/
winter), quarterly contracts and monthly contracts. However, this market is also used for non-standard
contracts designed to match a consumer’s anticipated demand profile.
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4. Althoughmany contracts are of relatively short-term duration, long term contracts do exist. However,
as discussed above, such contracts are generally agreed bilaterally between the two companies and will not
be routinely reported. An example would be the contract struck between British Energy andCentrica during
British Energy’s restructuring which was reported to be a four year deal.

5. The figure below shows the volumes of over-the-counter contracts signed for periods beyond one year
between April 2004 andMarch 2005. It also indicates the proportion of the total contracts traded for which
these trades accounted.
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6. The drop-oV in the volumes of longer-term contracts traded in October 2004, which can clearly be seen
in the graph, may primarily be attributable to the significant gas forward price volatility that occurred at
this time. The gas price has been the main factor driving the electricity price, with gas generation the largest
proportion of the electricity generation mix and also the marginal fuel that sets prices. Gas generators will
seek to pass-through this additional cost to suppliers in the form of higher wholesale electricity prices and
may not want to tie themselves into long-term contracts in a context of increased fuel price uncertainty.

7. Another factor that is likely to have restricted the volumes of long term contracts that have been signed
since NETA was implemented is the development of supply competition down to the retail level. Where
suppliers cannot be certain of how many and which type of customers they are likely to retain over time, it
is unsurprising that many of them are reluctant to sign high volumes of long term contracts. In addition,
many suppliers were already committed to a number of long term contracts with specific power stations that
were signed under the old trading arrangements before full retail competition was introduced—these
contracts may not expire for up to eight years. Retail competition has yet to develop to any extent in many
continental European markets and hence it is less risky for incumbent suppliers to enter into long term
contracts.

8. Whether a greater market for long term contracts develops will depend on the extent to which such
contracts are valued by companies and customers. Long term contracts may become more common as the
retail market evolves and existing contracts unwind. Supply companies are already oVering domestic
customers longer term fixed price deals and they are proving popular. Industrial customers are showing
greater interest in longer term deals given recent wholesale price volatility. Suppliers may find longer term
contracts with generators more attractive if longer term deals with customers becomemore common. In the
gas market longer term deals of up to 15 years have been entered into between gas producers and suppliers
(notably Scottish Power and Centrica) to secure new supplies of gas and this may occur in electricity when
new generation is required.

9. As we have explained, there is no barrier to such contracts being signed; it is simply that there has been
no demand for them. Ofgem considers that it is entirely appropriate for market participants to be free to
choose how they contract.

10. Finally, there is also a clear link between credit and liquidity. The collapse of Enron and other traders
and the subsequent tightening of risk and credit controls, together with the changes in international
accounting and reporting standards, have limited companies’ willingness and ability to trade. This will in
turn have impacted on liquidity.
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Q2 GivenMrBuchanan’s comments on past deficiencies in information, do you think that suYcient information
is now available to support the operation of transparent medium and longer term electricity markets? [Q523]

11. Appropriate information release is very important to the eYcient workings of the competitivemarket.
To compete eVectively in the wholesale market, all wholesale market participants need to be able to predict
the likely evolution of supply and demand fundamentals. Information helps to increase liquidity in the
market and ensures that prices reflect scarcity and not market sentiment.

12. In the British electricity market there is a significant amount of information available to market
participants and other interested parties. NationalGrid (NG) publishes information from as far out as seven
years all the way up to real time data on the status of the system. The longer term data provide an indication
of how the generation margin may develop over time and what new power stations have applied for
connections. In addition, NGprovides indications of areas of the country where from a transmission system
perspective it would be helpful or unhelpful for new generation to be located. On the day, NG provides
information on its forecast of demand and generation by half-hour and issues system warnings if it is
considers that there is a chance of a shortfall in generation. NG also published data on the volumes of
interconnector capacity on the England-France link that have been sold and the prices at which the capacity
has been bought. Some of these contracts extend out for three years.

13. Wholesale pricing information is available from a number of sources, including exchanges and price
reporters such as Platts, Heren, and Argus. Most of the published data relates to short to medium term
contracts since, as discussed in relation to question 1, relatively few longer term deals are currently being
transacted. However, the lack of price information extending more than three years into the feature does
not seem to be acting as a barrier to investment—the 2005 version of NG’s Seven Year Statement includes
proposals for19 GW of new plant by 2011/12, including 8 GW of wind, 6 GW of gas-fired plant and 2 GW
of hydro plants. Consequently, Ofgem believes that there is suYcient information available to support the
medium and longer term development of the electricity market.

14. The governance and regulatory arrangements in electricity allow the arrangements for publishing
information to evolve over time. Companies and/or customers can raise proposals to modify the rules
governing information release to make the market even more transparent. As Ofgem regulates the whole
electricity supply chain it can, if necessary, compel companies to provide information to NG and/or other
central agencies (such as Elexon) who can then publish this information (in aggregated form if necessary).

15. It should be noted that the position in gas production is quite diVerent. Ofgem’s regulatory scope does
not extend to the oVshore gas industry where information transparency is subject to voluntary arrangements
negotiated between the oVshore producers and DTI.

Q3 If a group of major generating companies in the UK were to set up a company to commission and operate
nuclear power stations, entering into long-term contracts for purchasing the electricity produced, what
implications—if any—would there be for the operation of competitive and liberalised energymarkets in theUK?
Would such an arrangement be acceptable within the existing regulatory framework?

16. It is not Ofgem’s role to determine which technologies should be developed—we have not, therefore,
studied the commercial viability of diVerent technology options. However, Ofgem considers that the
eVective operation of the market will ensure that eYcient technologies are invested in and utilised. In order
to allow themarket to deliver eYcient solutions, energy policy should be applied consistently and not favour
a particular technology. Consistency in this respect is more likely to reducemarket distortions and so to lead
to the development of these. Themix of technologies which is delivered through the market will then depend
on the relative costs of the diVerent technologies.

17. As outlined in our original response to the Committee’s inquiry, there are real uncertainties in respect
of nuclear generation which will need to be resolved so that investors can properly assess the attractiveness
of nuclear. Assuming that market participants and private investors can address these uncertainties and
subsequently conclude consider nuclear technology to be viable in the competitive market arrangements,
then new build of nuclear power stations may take place. However, Ofgem considers that it is for market
participants to make these decisions based on their understanding of input costs and the risk and
uncertainties associated with those costs throughout the lifetime of the generating station, compared with
the likely expected revenue.

18. For the purposes of the question posed, the remainder of this answer assumes that a group of major
generating companies in the UK has taken the decision to commission and operate nuclear power stations
and has entered into long-term contracts to sell the electricity produced. If such a scenario were to arise,
Ofgem would have to review the specifics of the case in question and so this answer does not fetter Ofgem’s
discretion concerning any future regulatory decisions on such issues. There is no reason in principle why a
group of companies could not share risk in this way and enter into such a contract but they would need to
make sure that the contract entered into was consistent with general competition law and other regulatory
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requirements. Precedents exist in other sectors—most notable gas production where companies often enter
into contracts to develop new gas production fields and share risk and/or jointly sell the output. Any
assessment of this sort of contract would be no diVerent in the electricity sector under competition law to
any other sector,

19. If the contract presented any regulatory issues, Ofgem could seek to develop solutions to address the
issues (eg the introduction of specific undertakings on the company) as required.

20. In terms of the operation of the electricity market, the physical impact of the envisaged scenario
would be to provide an additional source of baseload generation. If this generation is economic relative to
the costs of diVerent technologies, it could displace some less eYcient methods of generation. To the extent
that the relative costs of this additional generation are lower than for other forms of generation,
development of this additional generation source would be expected in a properly functioning market.

Q4 Could Ofgem provide information on the extent to which it has granted Article 22 exemptions from the EU
gas directive for several new LNG storage facilities? Do such exemptions show that some constraints on the
operation of liberalised markets and 3rd party access may be required in order to stimulate the investment
necessary to fulfil other energy objectives? What implications does this have for new investment in electricity
generating plants?

21. The purpose of the EU Gas Directives have been to establish a common set of rules for the
transmission, distribution, supply and storage of natural gas across EU Member States. As a consequence
of the already liberalised and competitive market in the UK, Britain has been broadly compliant with the
requirements of the EU Gas Directives prior to their transposition into UK Law.

22. While theGas Directive set down a number of criteria to be met in order to justify an exemption from
third party access by an LNG import facility, the UK’s existing regulatory regime identified a more specific
set of requirements. These include the requirement for Use-it-or-Lose-it arrangements to prevent anti-
competitive hoarding of capacity at the facilities, established to further facilitate competition and eVective
access to LNG facilities.

23. When considering whether to grant an exemption to third party access for LNG import facilities,
Ofgemwill take into consideration both sets of criteria, outlined below. As part of the key assessmentOfgem
also considers whether the market is suYciently competitive or not to allow for the exemption to be granted.
To date our assessment has been that the market is suYciently competitive; however, Ofgem considers that
the “use it or lose it arrangements” are needed to ensure capacity is not hoarded. Furthermore, it is
important to outline that the exemption granted does not exempt the company, requesting the exemption,
from general EU Competition Law.

24. As set out in the new Gas Directive:

— the new capacity will promote security of supply;

— investment to construct or modify capacity would not proceed without the exemption;

— the facility will be owned by a person other than the gas transporter;

— charges will be levied on users of the new capacity;

— the exemption will not be detrimental to competition, the operation of an economically eYcient
gas market or the eYcient functioning of the pipeline system; and

— the Commission of the European Communities will be content with the exemption.

As set out by Ofgem and the DTI:

— eVective capacity allocation in terms of an initial oVer of capacity to market;

— eVective mechanisms to ensure that capacity is not hoarded ie Use It or Lose It (UIOLI)
arrangements; and

— information provision requirements relating both to the regulator and potentially also to market.

25. Ofgem considers that the incentives that themarket arrangements create act as a primary incentive on
market participants for investment in new infrastructure. Furthermore, Ofgem considers that in a liberalised
market, competing forces will ensure that third party access to LNG import facilities is provided to the
market. The exemption to third part access assists investors, if granted, in ensuring that they are able to
strike long term contracts in order to recoup the cost of investment. However, while Ofgem has the ability
to grant exemptions, Ofgem considers that if the requirements in place for providing the exemption are not
being met then the exemption can also be revoked.
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26. Since the introduction of the EUGasDirective intoGBLaw inAugust 2004,Ofgem has granted three
exemptions to RTPA as outlined in the table below:

LNG Import Facility Operator Initial Capacity Expanded Capacity

South Hook LNG Terminal 10.5 bcm/y 10.5 bcm/y
Company Ltd
Exemption granted by Ofgem Exemption will cease to have Exemption will cease to have
on 29 November 2004 eVect in respect of the initial eVect in respect of expansion

capacity of the facility 25 years capacity, 25 years from the date
from the date that the facility that the facility starts commercial
starts commercial operation operation

Grain LNG Ltd 4.5 bcm/y 10 bcm/y
Exemption granted by Ofgem Exemption will cease to have Exemption will cease to have
on 2 December 2004 eVect in respect of the initial eVect in respect of expansion

capacity of the facility, 20 years capacity, 25 years from the date
from the date that the facility that the facility starts commercial
starts commercial operation operation

Dragon LNG Limited 6 bcm/y 6 bcm/y to be constructed in one
or more phases

Exemption granted by Ofgem Exemption will cease to have
on 1 February 2005 eVect in respect of the initial Exemption will cease to have

capacity of the facility, 20 years eVect in respect of expansion
from the date that the facility capacity, 20 years from the date
starts commercial operation that the facility starts commercial

operation

Electricity Market

27. Unlike the gas market, third party access exemptions are not relevant to the electricity generation
industry. Generators may strike a long term contract with a purchaser in order to ensure a return on the
investment made over a number of years. As indicated in Appendix 1 and 2 the number of new generation
projects being planned and currently under construction in the UK gives a clear signal that investment in
new generation is occurring in this competitivemarket. This also reinforces the case that for electricity, other
than the licensing regime, the only other constraint is competition law, like any other sector.

Q5 You referred to the need for the Government “to put some backing behind its carbon targets” to stimulate
more low-carbon investment. What kind of backing do you have in mind? Are you also acknowledging here that
the price of carbon is simply insuYcient at the moment to aVect current investment thinking?

28. As we made clear in our original submission, Ofgem favours the use of market-based mechanisms to
meet environmental objectives as these will tend to result in the least cost to consumers and the least market
distortion. In that submission to the Committee, we stated that the EU ETS scheme had the potential to
provide suitable signals for the industry to secure low carbon supplies. However, the caveat entered there,
regarding uncertainty among market participants as to the future of the scheme, still applies.

29. The question also potentially misunderstands our position. The current price of carbon is in some
sense neither too high or too low—it is the price at which the market can deliver the overall CO2 reduction
required under Phase I of the EU ETS. As the cap on total emissions under Phase II of the EU ETS has not
yet been set companies face considerable uncertainty about the price of carbon under subsequent phases. If
a much tougher cap was set in Phase II the price would rise until eventually a level was reached where
investment decisions were influenced as companies would need to invest in new (or existing) technologies
to reduce their emissions to meet the cap.

30. The Government therefore needs to consider ways that it can secure longer term certainty over the
total emissions cap—preferably under the EU ETS through negotiation with other Member States. If it
cannot secure commitments then the Government could consider how it might set binding UK targets and
how any domestic cap would interact with the EU ETS and other Kyoto-based emission trading schemes
as they evolve. Ofgem understands the risks posed by such unilateral action, however, and notes that this
is a policy matter for the Government to decide.
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Q6 During the Committee’s recent visit to Denmark, representatives from the Danish company E2 who are
involved in the London Array project raised the issue of the final sums liability of £100 million associated with
the project. They suggested that they could not provide such a guarantee before obtaining planning consent, and
that this was highly likely to delay the project. Can you provide more background information on the final sums
liability and its impact on project implementation in the light of the Danish comments. [This question is being
put to National Grid also.]

31. The final sums liability (FSL) is a guarantee required byNGETbefore it will proceed with connection
and system reinforcement work triggered by a new connection request. The guarantee required rises in line
with the costs actually incurred by NGET as work progresses and then falls away when the work is
completed and the user is connected to the system. The user then pays use of system charges in the normal
way. The £100 million referred to presumably refers to the maximum amount that would be required for
this project. Where more than one new user would use the assets concerned, NGET has recently changed
its approach so that the liability is split equally between those parties.

32. The purpose of the FSL is to protect NGET and consumers from bearing the cost of work required
for a new connection if, in the event, the user does not connect to the system and use the assets. In its absence,
either NGETwould have to undertake the work at its own risk, which it would be unwilling to do, or Ofgem
would have to provide assurance that the costs could if necessary be recovered from existing customers. The
diYculty of providing a guarantee before obtaining planning consent has been raised by a number of wind
farm developers. However, it is not clear that the equivalent risk should, instead, be taken on by consumers
before consents have been obtained.

33. FSL, along with other aspects of the regulatory arrangements for access to the transmission system,
is being reviewed in the current Transmission price Control Review.

Q7 Does the fact that nuclear power is inflexible impose extra costs on other forms of generation? Could this
particularly aVect wind power and micro-CHP, if these were to supply perhaps 20% or more of electricity
generated? In such circumstances, to what extent would wind and micro-CHP be in competition with nuclear
for supplying baseload capacity?

34. The wholesale market arrangements are designed to bring about a competitive electricity market and
one in which the relative benefits that particular plant bring to the electricity system and costs they imposed
on it are clearly reflected in the prices they receive.

35. The nature of existing UK nuclear generation technology means that it can only run at baseload and
is not able to respond to increases in demand over peak periods. This does not however impose costs on
other forms of generation because other types of more flexible generation are well suited to operating for
only part of each day. Rather, nuclear generators do not capture the premium that the market rewards
generators that can operate more flexibly to meet peak demand. This is reflected in the diVerent prices that
baseload and peak contracts trade at in the market. The market arrangements provide signals to more
flexible plant to be available to meet peak demands when they will receive higher prices. Therefore, nuclear
generation should not be seen as imposing additional costs on other forms of generation but rather to
forming part of a balanced mix of generating plant able to operate under diVerent running regimes.

36. Baseload demand is currently around 30 GW on average compared to the nuclear capacity of nearly
12 GW, which means that only approximately 40% of baseload demand is met by nuclear plants, with the
rest being met by other forms of generating plant. Therefore, baseload generation should not be seen as
beingmet solely by nuclear plants. Furthermore, it seems unlikely that either wind power ormicro-CHPwill
compete to provide baseload power.Wind power, by its very nature, is intermittent and so, even allowing for
the smoothing eVects of aggregating the output from a wide range of wind farms, is unlikely to deliver a
constant supply of electricity. Similarly the output of micro-CHP plants, to the extent that the plants are
connected to households, will vary across the course of a day, depending on the on-site load the plants have
to meet. To the extent that wind or micro-CHP wished to oVer baseload power, they would be able to do
so provided that the price at which they made their generation available was competitive with those oVered
by other baseload generators. If micro-CHP is able to operate more flexibly and oVer increased generation
at peak times (as might be the case with domestic CHP as heating load may coincide with peak electricity
demand) then it too will capture the premium that the market oVers peak load generators.

37. In addition to the above, there are other factors that will influence decisions regarding the overall mix
of plant types. For example, micro-CHP is able to oVer embedded benefits (ie the avoidance of transmission
charges), and a number of suppliers contract directly with micro-CHP generators reflecting the value they
place on those benefits. The Government has also introduced various schemes aimed at delivering its
environmental objectives, including direct capital support for renewable generation projects; the
Renewables Obligation; and exemption from the Climate Change Levy. These measures are aimed at
promoting and provide support to renewable generators within the context of the above arrangements.
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Q8 Are the results of the 28 day rule trial available yet? If so, what do they show? If the trial has had little eVect
in stimulating energy services, how else should this objective be promoted? Does the Registered Power Zones
(RPZ) scheme provide suYcient financial incentives for DNOs in this respect?

38. The trial was established to explore whether suspending the “28 day rule” (which requires all energy
supply contracts to be terminable on 28 days’ notice) in limited circumstances would result in significantly
increased up-take of energy services packages. The trial runs from1April 2004 to 30April 2006with supplier
reports submitted to Ofgem on 30 June 2005 and 30 June 2006. The June 2005 report showed that EDF had
secured 56 contracts. EDF has since indicated that the number of contracts it has secured has increased. In
addition, npower has secured a number of contracts. In October 2005 SSE launched a programme under
the trial in the East of England.

39. An evaluation of the trial is not scheduled until the trial period is complete however anecdotal
information to date suggests both that the end consumer has not been too concerned with energy eYciency,
and that other potential energy eYcient products should be considered within the trial, such as
microgeneration systems.

40. It has not yet been proven that energy services are an eVective way of delivering energy eYciency
measures. It would seem appropriate to have evidence that there was scope for the energy service delivery
route working before a requirement is imposed on the utility companies. The current Energy EYciency
Commitment administered by Ofgem has shown to be a more productive route for the promotion of energy
eYciency. For the EEC 2005–08 programme suppliers have achieved 47TWh energy savings which is over
one third of the new target.

41. The RPZ scheme is an incentive programme for DNOs to undertake research and development
programmes that enhance the capacity and the eYciency of the network, ultimately leading to benefits for
the end consumer. In this respect the RPZ scheme does not directly impact on the energy eYciency services
being oVered by suppliers.

Q9 What steps must a supplier go through should it wish to win a customer from another supplier and install
an intelligent meter? What are the administrative and regulatory costs (in terms of costs to both supply
companies and to the consumer) of doing so? To what extent would the transfer of metering to DNOs enhance
the opportunities for developing a true market in demand management, with variable tariVs and intelligent
devices?

42. The customer transfer process is straightforward and the costs are negligible. For a supplier then to
install an “intelligent” meter is again relatively straightforward. The concern that has been raised with
Ofgem is the financial exposure that the supplier would face if the customer switched supplier again.
Questions have also been raised as to whether the higher costs of a more intelligent meter could be justified
in terms of the suppliers’ business case. Ofgem has undertaken a major internal project to look at the costs
and benefits of more intelligent metering in gas and electricity. Ofgem has also assessed the potential
regulatory and commercial barriers to the introduction of more intelligent metering. Ofgem will be
presenting its analysis and launching a major consultation on the issues raised by more intelligent metering
later this month.

13 January 2006
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Thursday 17 November 2005

Members present:

Mr Peter Ainsworth, in the Chair

Ms Celia Barlow David Howarth
Mr Martin Caton Mr Nick Hurd
Mr David Chaytor Emily Thornberry
Lynne Featherstone Dr Desmond Turner

Witness: Professor Sir David King, the Government Chief Scientist, examined.

Q539 Chairman: Can I welcome you, Sir David; we not believe that it would be right to then sit back over
too long a period of time before re-analysing theappreciate that you have many demands on your
situation.time and we are grateful to you for sparing some of

it to share your thoughts with us. Can I begin by
asking you if you think another energy review is Q541 Chairman:Do you think, were we to stick with

the White Paper and not have this review, we wouldneeded? It is only a couple of years since we had the
continue to fail to meet the reduction targets?Energy White Paper which everybody seemed to
Professor Sir David King: I think that in terms ofsign oV on. Is there a need for another review now?
continuing to fail to meet the issue is the following.Professor Sir David King: I believe there is. First of
A number of processes have been set in train; takeall, if we look at the Energy White Paper 2003 it was
building regulations as an example where thedealing with a new global situation, so taking on
payback time is long. Thirty years probably in termsboard the objectives of the White Paper—reduce
of building regulations before we have new buildingscarbon dioxide emissions—that is the first time we
going up that are energy eYcient and then oldhave looked at this in terms of energy provision in
buildings renovated so that we have a housing stock,the country. Secondly, security of supply. We do
in London for example, that may use half thehave a new issue with security of supply, particularly
amount of energy it uses today but for the same levelwith North Sea oil and gas now becoming a
of comfort. That would be the objective. Thirtydwindling reserve for the UK. Thirdly, cost. We
years is quite a long time to play through. Equallyhave a liberalisedmarket andmanaging that process
power stations have a life time of 40 or 50 years, soso as to remain competitive was the third side of that.
we are talking about a series of issues with long timeI think that the Energy White Paper set out a good
scales. In addition, if we look at the major drivers—but ambitious agenda and it is therefore quite right
the fiscal drivers—those fiscal drivers (I would notfor us to come back and have another look at it. In
want to criticise my economic colleagues) have amy view this is not too soon. If you look at the
great deal of customer elasticity to deal with.various aspects of it we can now see whether or not
Projecting forward on fiscal drivers is quite a diYcultwe were over optimistic in various projections. It
process. When we are talking about utilities I thinkmay be that at the end of the reviewwe conclude that the fiscal drivers are more immediate in terms ofall is well and policies are in place and nothing more their outcomes but if we are talking about individual

needs to be done. Frankly I would be a little members of the public and how they run their
surprised if that was the outcome. households and which cars they purchase, elasticity

is a major issue. I think returning to all of that I am
actually one of those saying, “I think we should do

Q540 Chairman: Is it not basically an admission of it.”
failure, to have to go back and look again at the
EnergyWhite Paper? The issues that you mentioned Q542 Chairman: Given that, do you think that any
and your concerns about climate change, security significant changes would need to be the subject of
supply and cost were all addressed in the PIU report public consultation, discussion, stakeholder review
which led up to the White Paper. That was a and input?
document which set forward some solutions.Maybe Professor Sir David King: Yes.
they were ambitious but surely to have to go back so
soon is either not to have given it a fair chance or to Q543 Chairman: What therefore do you think is a
admit the whole thing was flawed in the first place. realistic timetable for a new energy policy emerging?
Professor Sir David King: You are probably asking Professor Sir David King: That is a very good
me a question that might be better directed at question. Here is a tension pulling between on the
politicians, but let me take it from the point of view one hand a thorough timescale allowing for a good
of a scientist giving advice to government. At that public debate and a timescale that meets the
point in time a considerable amount of work was demands of policy.My own view is that it should not
done on modelling, how we could move forward be too long. I have been pressing for a shorter time
towards 60% reduction by 2050. Into those models scale. The Stern Review has been initiated already
had to be fed various scenarios into the future on from the Treasury and I think it is an excellent

opportunity for us to run the general energy reviewwhat the impacts of various policies would be. I do
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plus a public debate in parallel. I would be very keen now to achieve a plateau of 400 parts per million I
would say has passed us by; we are to be at 400 partsto see the policy emerging around next summer or

the autumn next year. That would be to me an per million in ten years’ time. We are increasing at
two parts per million per annum. The real questionoptimal timescale.
is: what is the level, given good policy around the
world, we could aim for and achieve? I am afraid theQ544 Mr Hurd: In that context do you share some
answer to that is probably still 550. If we couldof the concerns expressed to this Committee that to
manage 500 that would be considerably better. Atstart with another energy review sends signals of
550 it was originally believed this would lead to auncertainty to a market that seems to be crying out
temperature rise of around two degrees centigradefor some stability in terms of policy in order to
above pre-industrial levels; we are not anticipating atrigger the long term investment in no-carbon
rather higher increase than that. The latest modelstechnology that appears to be urgently required?
are indicating a higher temperature rise and the riskProfessor Sir David King: I share that concern and
then is that we do begin to melt very significant icethat is one reason I believe the energy review ought
on land sections. We are already seeing the latestto be short in its timescale. I understand—because I
satellite showing that the Greenland ice sheet ismeet with quite a few chief executives from the
melting rather more quickly than models hadutilities—that there is this concern and a holdback in
predicted. The main message I would say from theinvestment not in terms of the Renewables
current climate science is that we are changing theObligations (the Renewables Obligations has been
nature of our oceans; they are becomingmore acidic.set out to 2027 and I think the utilities are perfectly
The carbon dioxide excess that we are emitting ishappy with that), but in terms of general policy there
partitioning itself between the atmosphere and theis some concern about the direction we are moving
oceans and is becoming measurably more acidic.in. A short sharp review followed by some good
Acidic oceans tend to dissolve carbonatiousmaterialdecisions I think are required.
and so corals, for example, are already being
impacted on. We are going to have to develop

Q545MrChallen: Since we last saw you last year the defences against these impacts. On the one hand, as
scientific evidence seems to be pointing to an even we move forward in time, nation by nation we are
worse global warming problem. The Hadley Centre going to look at dealing with the impacts that are in
conference I think backed that up. What is your the pipeline; on the other hand we need to bust a gut
current assessment of the scientific position? to manage the system to keep carbon dioxide levels
Professor Sir David King: Every week there are new as low as possible.
papers published in the major journals and my Chairman: It is just as well we did not invite you
reading list grows. Today there are some very along here to cheer us up.
important papers on climate change and every week
what we learn first of all is that the science of climate

Q546 Mr Challen: Are you aware of any climatechange is, I am afraid, very secure. In other words,
change scientists who say that anything over 550the predictions from the climate change community
parts per million is sustainable? I have seen that theare with us now and as we move forward in time we
aviation industry have said that there is a rangehave to anticipate quite severe impacts over the next
which goes up to 750 parts per million. Is that10, 20, 30 years and onwards. The major change is
credible?that we are now aware of the fact that if we move
Professor SirDavid King:TheExeter conference wastowards a ceiling limit on carbon dioxide in the
asked for a range and I would say that the range wasatmosphere of 550 parts per million (as originally set
between 400 and 750 parts per million. There wasout by the Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate
only one group putting forward the figure of 750 andChange as a good target and by our own Royal
one of the diYculties of trying to get a consensualCommission on Environmental Protection and then
agreement amongst scientists is that it has to containadopted in our White Paper from those two bodies)
all of the people present. I have searched for but notit is quite clear that that level of 550 is going to lead
found the evidence underlying that figure of 750; Ito very severe impacts around the world. We are
do not believe it is a reliable figure. I wish that I couldseeing impacts already. The Independent this
comfort you by saying that it would be good.morning has set out an analysis of the paper

published in Nature this week which demonstrates
impacts as we are seeing here today around the Q547 Mr Challen: Working on the original

assumption of 550 parts suggested to us last yearworld.We can anticipate muchmore severe impacts.
Let me say that we would not want to be in this place that would require a 60% reduction in CO2 by 2050.

In the light of more recent knowledge do you thinkif we could possibly have helped it. In other words,
381 parts per million in the atmosphere today is that needs to be increased perhaps to 80% or even

more? What is the order of magnitude we are nowalready going to be a big challenge for nations
around the world tomeet with. I say that because the considering?

Professor Sir David King: The figure required toinertia in the world system is such that even if we
could possibly hold the atmosphere at 381 parts per keep us below 550 parts per million—and obviously

these are diYcult numbers to calculate—would be ofmillion over the next 25 years the impacts are in the
pipeline so all of the temperature changes are ahead the order of a reduction by 2050 of 60/65% globally.

This would be receiving global agreement countryof us and the sea level changes, whatever we do now.
Inmy view 381 is already very high. The opportunity by country. That of course is unrealistic. We are not
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anticipating that Africa and India will reduce their the carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere will rise.
If we can manage a process of keeping below 400 Iemissions, let alone reduce them by that amount

over that period of time. If we couldmaintain China, would support that; if we can only manage 550 let us
go for it. Let me tell you, 550 is going to be a massiveIndia and Brazil to a relatively low growth in

emissions we would be doing rather well. I think political requirement for action across the world; a
massive eVort is required to do that.what that means is for the developed world the

demand is rather greater. The 60% figure was based
on a global reduction and I think as we move Q549 Lynne Featherstone: I am very glad you have
forward in time it is probably wise for the developed put that on the record. You touched on the diYculty
world to prepare to gird its loins to make a greater of working in the political environment. Do you
reduction. At the same time I am fully aware of the accept there is an energy diYculty in terms of
fact that in any democracy it is going to be politicians not wanting to think beyond the next
enormously diYcult to get agreement to reduce election and the public not really seeing what is so
emissions if, at the same time, the economists say far ahead?
that that will reduce the GDP growth rate of that Professor Sir David King: Over the last year or two
country. We have a number of problems here. I am I have detected a massive change in the interest in
simply suggesting that it could be in a democratic climate change around the world, not only in the
country that the government might be elected out if United Kingdom. That means we have managed to
it were to threaten its GDP growth. I think if you put achieve something of a culture change. I am not
all of this together we have a big challenge but in the saying we are all the way there but when I went out
UK we are very keen to demonstrate that we can to Australia a few weeks ago there was an enormous
grow ourGDP and reduce our basket of green house amount of interest in the issue of climate change and
gas emissions. That needs to be done as a it had a lot of media attention. Climate change is
demonstration to other democracies. As I have been very much up there when people are considering it.
travelling around the world over the last eight This raises a moral dimension. Young people are the
months that is the message I have been putting consumers of tomorrow and governments and the
across. We have grown our economy by 38% since private sector have to be concerned about what
1990 and we have reduced our green house gas those consumers want. What I am suggesting is that
emissions by 12%. We need to accelerate the these cultural pressures will also amount to long
reduction, but nevertheless we still have to term decision taking amongst both the private sector
demonstrate that we can grow our economy. I and government. Is that wishful thinking?
believe that investment in new technologies will add
to the growth of our economy and that, of course,

Q550 Lynne Featherstone:What role are you takinghas yet to be proven.
in trying to help people close that gap in this country
in terms of the political reality, people’s disbelief or
the fact that it will never be done and they do notQ548Lynne Featherstone:Lastmonth you appeared
think about their grandchildren? Do you have a roleto endorse the higher figure of 550 parts per million
in terms of persuading? Are there any means thatand it is quite clear we need to go way below that as
you can see of persuading politicians to re-thinkwell. I am concerned that by seeming to aVect a
their politics?realismmore scientific advice might be better for the
Professor Sir David King: I have been eVectivelyworld rather than what is politically expedient. Do
acting as the PrimeMinister’s unoYcial ambassadoryou not think you are compromising the position by
around the world on climate change over the lasthaving a realistic tone given your position?
year and the idea is to explain, for example, that inProfessor Sir David King: I almost feel it is libellous
Britain this is not a party political issue; we haveto say that I would be politically expedient. My
general agreement that global warming in Britain isadvice is always given on the basis of the best
a problem that we need to deal with.MORI polls areevidence. I am not going to have my advice twisted
indicating that the British public believes this is aby political requirements in, I think, the way you are
serious issue. At the same time I have been very keensuggesting. However, if I said to you that I believe it
to address young people, politicians and the privatewould be best if we were at 275 parts per million—
sector. What I think is most interesting is thewhich is my belief—then how do I manage to give
reaction of the private sector. BP has, inmy view, ledthe best advice into government? Or if I said 400
the way. What John Brown did four years ago wasparts per million, I know very well there is not one
decide to introduce emissions trading in the groupscountry in the world that will switch oV its power
of the company around the world. It cost thestations to maintain us below 400 parts per million.
company $20 million to introduce and the auditIf I have to give my advice I am going to try to
shows that they have saved $650 in three years.explain what I said. I feel enormously upset at the

way I have been misinterpreted in some of the media
over this. What I was saying is that my advice has to Q551 Lynne Featherstone: That is not silly.
be given in the real world, not politically expedient Professor Sir David King: It was not a silly action.
advice, but in the real world. The real world is one in You could say, why did it take that long to make the
which we depend on energy from fossil fuels. How saving? I think the answer is attention deficit; people
do we remove that dependence? I am afraid it is as simply do not notice that they are using energy as if
I indicated in answer to the chairman it is a 30 year it were a resource thatwas not going to cost anything

to the environment. Certainly by focusing down onprocess. It is going to take time and over that time
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it, by introducing emissions trading and getting research may actually decrease. There are
limitations apart from funding from the Treasurycompetition between the component parts of the
that are important here.company—which is very much a cultural activity—

they found they could make energy savings which
ended up making big financial savings. I am very Q555Dr Turner:You probably share my frustration
keen to get that message across—and I often do— that the progress in developing renewables which are
precisely because the private sector is often seen to not at the moment market ready—the marine
be not a good player on this. technologies of wave and tide, economically viable

PV, for instance—is painfully slow. Do you regard
this as a function of technology diYculties in theseQ552 Dr Turner:Given the obvious need to move as
fields or do you think it could be speeded up withrapidly as possible towards the no-carbon energy
better funding? Or do you think the fact that in theeconomy, do you not think that the UK’s public
past we have had an inconsistent funding has heldspend in R&D in new generation technology—
us back?which goes across the whole breadth of
Professor Sir David King: My view is that there is atechnologies—hardly gets oV the baseline and is big problem that lies beneath your question. Thedwarfed by just about every other developed country Renewables Obligation is not aimed at a particularin the world. Do you really think we are spending kind of technology, but on the other hand what theenough? utilities are buying are wind turbines. They are

Professor Sir David King: I am going to give you buying wind turbines because this is at the market
some figures to back up your statement. In the UK place; this is a proven technology. I would say, as
in 1999 we were spending £54 million a year directly sensible buyers, they are buying what has been
in government money on research and development; proven. What incentive do they have to buy an
Belgium, 71 million; France 434 million; Germany unproven technology such as tidal or wave if it
189 million and the US 1.5 billion. means putting capital at risk? It therefore seems to

me that there is a little more required in terms of
procurement policy. There is a good example here.Q553 Chairman: Is that all in sterling?
The Ocean Power Delivery in its development ofProfessor Sir David King: That is all in sterling at
marine energy, the wave business up in the Orkneys,2000 exchange rates. What of course happened was
has now received an ƒ8 million order from thethat within the UK energy R&D collapsed through
Portuguese Consortium led by Enersis SGPS. Therethe privatisation period and, if you like, I think we
is the purchase pull through that was required fortook our eye oV the ball. It was a major collapse in
that technology. Once that has been proven fiveexpenditure. It is interesting though that globally the
kilometres oV the Portuguese coast I believe thecollapse appeared over the same period. Energy
utilities will look very seriously at it. They will thenR&D globally collapsed around the point where I
have the ability to analyse costs per kilowatt hour ofwould say it was most needed. We are now at a low
energy produced and whether or not this was abase line. The Government is increasing the funding
viable project.and I can send you the figures to back that

statement up.
Q556 Dr Turner: Is this not also an example of the
market pull mechanisms that were demonstrated by

Q554 Chairman: That would be helpful. Germany, Spain and now Portugal whereby there
Professor Sir David King: The figure of 53 million I are guaranteed entry prices into the market for
have to add in quite a few other figures fromdiVerent modern technologies? Is that not an example that in
sources but certainly the Bio-energy Capital grants some form or other we could very usefully employ in
to take one, £66 million jointly with the big lottery the UK?
funds. It is attracting a much larger total sum. The Professor Sir David King: I agree. What your
OV–Shore Wind Capital grants are £170 million. If question unearths is a general big problem. We now
you add together the investment it is significantly have probably one of the world’s biggest—certainly
higher. The Carbon Trust, approximately £70 the biggest outside the United States—cluster of

small high technology companies. How do we pullmillion per annum. If you add it all together the total
through on those companies into the big businessesexpenditure is now considerably higher than it was
of the future? I think your question is the keythree years ago, but if you are asking me if this is a
question for that process.satisfactory situation I think we are moving towards

a satisfactory situation probably about as quickly as
we can. In other words, you cannot just throw Q557MrChallen:Given the urgency of the problem,
money at the problem. Let us take the £117 million should we not be focussing our R&D spend on the
OV-Shore grants. That is not being claimed as technologies which deliver quickest rather than
quickly as was hoped so there is unspent money thinking 30, 40, 50 years on?
there. Planning permission is probably the biggest Professor Sir David King: I think that if we take one
problem. If we look at researching in the university of the technologies that is only likely to deliver in 35
sector we need to attract the top scientists into the years time, fusion, it is my view that in the longer
field and this means that you really have to see it as term our grandchildren will need the product of the
an important grant to obtain and if there is a great endeavours that are going into fusion development

now. In other words, if we extrapolate forward insink of money there I am afraid the quality of
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time we are going to need a large scale source of Generation around 2025, that sort of timescale.
Fusion technology on the other hand, we are talkingenergy that can be duplicated around the world and

can be run probably for thousands of years in terms about 2030/2035 before we have fusion power
stations up and running which is why I believe worldof the resource without adding to nuclear waste piles

and so on. I think the eVort going into that will pay wide we are currently seeing a renaissance in nuclear
new build. It is currently happening in AsiaoV but only in the long run. I do not think we should

terminate that in order to focus on the products that predominantly—in India, in China, in Korea, in
Japan—but also now in Finland. There is quite acan emerge in the short term. I think the R&D

development—I guess I would say this—is going to renaissance in nuclear new build and I believe the
world will see a significant generation of nuclearbe given quite a boost by the formation of the energy

research partnership which I chair. This is a power stations being developed. Beyond that
generation I think and hope that we will have fusionpartnership which brings together the public and the

private sectors involved in energy research. I am power available to take over. Fusion power is a
longer term prospect and in the interim manydelighted to say that the public sector and the private

sector have both responded to this partnership very countries see the current generations of fission
power stations as the way forward.positively. I think it is absolutely clear that the

utilities see the urgency of the problem as clearly as
do others. This is co-chaired with the chief executive

Q559 Ms Barlow:Why do you think there has beenof E.ON and between us I think that we can forge a
such a resurgence of interest in nuclear since thepartnership that will yield the products that are
White Paper?required over the five to ten year timescale. But the
Professor Sir David King: In the UK?longer term timescale would require I think

continued government influence.
Q560 Ms Barlow: Yes.
Professor Sir David King: TheWhite Paper containsQ558Ms Barlow:Most of the debate at the moment
a statement: Keep the nuclear option open. While atis centred around Generation III. We have talked
that time I would have to be frank and say that I wasabout a timescale for fusion, 35 years. If we assume
arguing that we needed every tool in the bag tothat there is going to be continued technical progress
tackle climate change, including nuclear, I now feelover the next, say, 20 years, how far is that going to
it was probably the right policy in the sense that weovertake the Generation III issue should we go for
have now focussed on developing renewables andthat option and in terms of, for example, pebble-bed
energy eYciency. Energy eYciency is the bigreactors, 4th Generation reactors and eventually
economic win-win. We reduce emissions—as Ifusion, what is the time scale for those?
mentioned with the BP case—and reduce costs. IProfessor Sir David King: The current availability of
think focussing attention since 2003 on those twonuclear fission power stations is an outstanding leap
has been good, but if we come back to the energyahead of what we currently have up and running in
review I think it is inevitable that the energy reviewthe UK. There are new fission power stations
would need to have a second look at nuclear. A yearavailable that are eYcient, are relatively much safer
ago nuclear was 24% of energy on the grid; it is nowand produce less waste per unit of energy produced.
21% on the grid. By 2020 it will be down to 4%on theI would take, say, the Westinghouse AP1000 as one
grid with Sizewell B being the only operating powerof such reactors that is currently on themarket. If we
station. If we do not re-commission power stationsmove ahead, the pebble-bed that you mentioned I
as the current old stock are de-commissioned we willbelieve is the most attractive of the three and a half
have an energy gap in terms of zero carbon dioxideto fourth Generation nuclear fission power stations
producing power stations. I believe that is where allunder development. I am not saying that only
the interest has now come from.because the country of my birth is where it is being

developed, but because I think it is a marvellous
project. It produces a modular design with a Q561 Chairman: The White Paper and the PIU
relatively small energy output that you can add Report concluded that nuclear was, at that time,
modules to get whatever power output you required. uneconomical and therefore not desirable. If you
The design is such that the waste is dealt with within add that to what you have just said about new
the whole process. I think the pebble-bed process is nuclear power stations being a kind of inter-
a real step advance; it will probably come on stream generational technology, that must surely raise
as a commercial proposition around 2012/2014. questions over the financeability of building them, if
South Africa is going to go ahead and build the first what is being built is likely to be overtaken by some
one and of course that will have lots of teething to be other form of technology within its useful working
dealt with. Once South Africa has one up and lifetime.
running I think it is very likely that they will then Professor Sir David King: I think that would be a
proceed with a bunch of them and other countries misunderstanding of the position as I would see it.
will watch. If I were to look ahead in time, Any investment in a power station whether it is coal
procurement around 2015 to 2020, the pebble-bed fired or nuclear is going to only pay oV over the
would be a front runner; that is what I would lifetime of that power station, but most particularly
anticipate. If you then look beyond that, the with nuclear because most of the cost is upfront in
developments in fission technology will continue terms of a nuclear power station. The payback time

is the following 30 or 40 year life time of the powerand we will see improvements emerging in the 4th
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station. I do not believe that any utility is going to Professor Sir David King: Yes, I do.
switch oV a nuclear power station unless instructed
by government to do so. Q565 Mr Chaytor: You have not actually dealt with
Chairman: Surely the flip side of that is that you are that radio-active stock pile.
not going to get the huge scale investment needed in Professor Sir David King:Until we have an outcome
the next generation of technologies whether it is of the process so that we know exactly what the
fusion or whatever because there will not be any process of dealing with the waste is, we would have
incentive to do that, given the life span of the nuclear to have a figure attached to that process. What I am
power stations that will have been built. saying is that it would be very unwise not to tell the

utilities that it is expected that they would cover the
full cost.

Q562 Emily Thornberry: If government is seen to be
giving encouragement to nuclear power so soon Q566 Mr Chaytor: It would be more logical to waitafter the White Paper, if it now looks like we have for the construction of the repository or whatever itshifted again is that not going to discourage is going to be and then have an understanding of theinvestment? exact cost of a unit of radio-active waste before
Professor Sir David King: I think your comments telling the utilities that these are the costs that have
are, with respect, based on a misunderstanding. The to be included in their calculations.
Renewables Obligation has been stretched out, as I Professor SirDavidKing: I am sure youwill raise this
said before, to 2027; this is precisely because the with ministers but as an advisor I would remind you
utilities wanted to guarantee that their investment of an earlier question, why are we not moving more
would have a significant payback time. We have an quickly? I believe the issue of nuclear new build or
obligation to 10% to 2010, 20% to 2020 and that not is one which should be dealt with with some
obligation, I would suggest, would not be removed, urgency.
not by any government. That has to be a guarantee
maintained as we move forward in time, otherwise Q567 Mr Chaytor: Even though the exact costs ofthe utilities will loose confidence in government waste will not be known.
decision making. Professor Sir David King: Even though the exact

costs of waste will not be known but I think a good
ball park figure could be established.Q563 Emily Thornberry: Given the urgency should

we not be increasing that in any event? Given the
Q568 Mr Chaytor: If the AP1000 is the sure firealarming things you said at the beginning those sorts
winner for the next new build, why is BNFL so keenof targets are not suYcient anyway.
to sell Westinghouse?Professor Sir David King: Yes, and at the same time
Professor Sir David King: I think first of all it is a bigwhat I also said to you was that they are not building
“if”. I mentioned the AP1000 as one example wethe wind turbines as fast as the Government is
could look at. We can look at the Candu reactorproviding support funding. There is 10% funding
which at least has sales. AP1000 has, at the moment,available for all oV-shore wind farms; there is a
no purchasers. I do not think by any means it is aRenewables Obligation. They cannot get them up
sure fire winner on the market. I hope I have not justfast enough mainly because of planning permission
depressed value of Westinghouse. Perhaps I couldproblems. I think the utilities are moving as quickly
rephrase that and say I am sure it is a winner.as they can; theGovernment is providing the backup

but the system is not allowing it to happen that
Q569 Mr Chaytor: Then logically BNFL should bequickly. If I could go back to the major point that
holding onto Westinghouse because it would behas been made, I personally would not advise
interesting to the tax payer to own the company thatgovernment to say, “We are going to fund nuclear
had the sure fire winner.power stations”; I think we still stay with the utilities
Professor Sir David King: Yes, and the counter toand then it would be a utility decision whether or not
that argument is that the private sector is where itit is a financial prospect to build nuclear power
belongs and BNFL is not, as you know, in thestations if the green light has been given to them. The
private sector. The other way to approach this is tonew financial situation—which was the point you
sell Westinghouse when the price is optimal and putasked—is the success of emissions trading, for
it into the private sector.example. When emissions trading began in Europe

in January as you know it was trading at ƒ8 per ton
Q570 Mr Chaytor: Could I ask you about fuel andof carbon dioxide; it is now, today, ƒ23 per ton. I
uranium supplies. Are these supplies reliable inbelieve a figure of around ƒ30 a ton is enough to
terms of them being plentiful and can Canadian andbalance in favour of nuclear on a full cost analysis
Australian uranium supply the world’s nuclearincluding decommissioning costs and so on, and I do
power stations over the next 30 years or so? Can youthink the utilities would be required to build in
say something about the quality of the uranium oredecommissioning costs to their economic process.
and the implication of moving to poorer quality
uranium?

Q564 Mr Chaytor:When you say decommissioning Professor Sir David King: I would like to amplify my
costs and so on do you mean waste management reply in writing, if I may, but just to say in terms of

security of supply the countries where gas and oilcosts?
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come from are theMiddle East, Russia, Algeria, and diVerent ways. One is that nuclear installations are
themselves potential terrorist targets in a way whichthere are perhaps bigger questions to be asked about

security of supply there than there might be from the windmills obviously are not. Secondly there is the
question of security of materials, both in thecountries that you have listed. What I think I want

to add is that we do have a rather large stock pile in installations and transport. Those already create a
separate police force. Thirdly, there is the problemthe UK and if could just mention around a hundred

tons of plutonium. This is a matter of interest to me of nuclear weapons and the question about whether
you would have any credibility as a country sayingas a government advisor, how do we treat the

plutonium stockpile that we have? You can either that this technology should be available to us but not
available, say, to Iraq. Do you have any points totreat it as a fuel in MOX and the Westinghouse

AP1000 which is a very good reactor I believe could make on those questions, especially on the
run onMOX so we can remove the plutonium stock seriousness of the questions?
pile and use it as an energy source. If we do not Professor Sir David King: Let me take the last
remove the plutonium in that way the question is question first. The question of proliferation by
how would we remove it? Either we treat the example (I think that is what was contained in your
plutonium as an energy source or we treat it as a questions) has been with us for some time, but as I
major waste issue. I think processing it through a said earlier the countries that are currently building
nuclear plant is by far the preferable way to go nuclear power stations are countries like India,
forward. Producing waste that does not have the China, South Korea, North Korea and Iran. In
same nuclear proliferation problems that are other words, the countries that are developing the
associated with plutonium, every country has to technological capability are amongst the countries
consider what it is doing with the plutonium stock that perhaps we would have thought in the past we
pile they have; ours happens to be a rather larger should not set a bad example to. I am simply
one. We do have a significant source of plutonium suggesting at this point in time that is no longer a real
and uranium so there is a stockpile there. If security issue. In other words, those countries have
of supply issues arose we would of course be able to developed their own technology regardless of the
turn to that stock pile. British position or the Swedish position.

Q571 Mr Chaytor: Is it cheaper to burn MOX than
Q575 David Howarth: Does that assume there willfresh uranium?
not be any new rogue states in the future that weProfessor Sir David King: It depends what you are
have not thought of yet?paying for the uranium. In other words, I am
Professor Sir David King: But the question I thinksuggesting that the diVerence with plutonium is
you are leaving in the air is: would it make anybetween the cost of having to treat it as a waste and
diVerence if Britain were to build new nuclear powerthe resource it is as a fuel. That turns the economics
stations?Would it make any diVerence to them? Thein favour of MOX I believe.
expertise in developing these power stations now
exists in all those countries so I frankly do notQ572MrChaytor:Essentially that is a way of saying
believe that this argument is any longer a major partthere really will need to be a hidden subsidy to the
of the debate. It is for others to decide on that. I amgrowth of nuclear power because if the plutonium
not a politician, I have to remind you. Targeting ofwere not burnt inMOX the tax payer would have to
installations is an issue that I have examined, as youpick up the cost of storage anyway.
might imagine, in some detail but which I could notProfessor Sir David King: I am afraid my logic goes
report on here. Certainly it is an issue that we havein exactly the opposite direction. If you do not have
looked at and I would be happy to talk to you out ofnuclear build it will cost a lot of money to deal with
committee on that issue. In terms of transport, thisthe plutonium. As a matter of fact my advice would
security of transport of nuclear material is regulatedbe to build a machine that looks just like a power
by the OYce of Civil and Nuclear Security; they arestation but does not generate power and convert the
the security regulator. They are responsible forplutonium to waste. The ideal way of dealing with
approving all of the security arrangements for theplutonium is through generating waste and energy.
industry (including hospitals using radio-activeIt is a potential resource and, to be honest, I think it
material) specifying of standards and so on. In eVectreally is a significant factor in the new build
I think your question is one of how good is thatquestion.
regulatory process? How thorough and how safe is
it? At this point I have no reason to feel that weQ573 Mr Chaytor: You said you would write to the should be overly concerned.Committee about the other issues around uranium

and about how long term the supplies in Australia
and Canada are, and which other countries have Q576 David Howarth: There are costs of preventing
uranium would be of interest to us. incidents and the costs of the incidents themselves if
Professor Sir David King: I was planning to do that. they happen. The total cost of this concern is the two

things added together. The cost of trying to prevent
an incident is part of the cost as would be the cost ofQ574 David Howarth: Could I bring you to another
an incident if it did happen. What I am trying to getpart of your responsibility which is security? It has
at is this, I mentioned the idea of the full costbeen argued to us very strongly that nuclear has

particular problems in terms of security in three previously, would you accept that those costs form
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part of the full cost of a nuclear bid and these costs Professor Sir David King: I think that the utilities
would require a similar time guarantee to thewould be slightly higher than for wind power or tidal
Renewables Obligation that I was talking aboutor wave power?
earlier. In other words, I do not believe the utilitiesProfessor Sir David King:The security costs that you
are going to take on the onus of purchasing a neware referring to are with us. We have a significant
nuclear power station unless the Government hasnumber of power stations; we are also a nuclear
discussed with them what kind of guarantees can bepower. We have waste, and we have waste at every
given over the expected life time of such a powerlevel of waste. All of those issues are with us now so
station. If you were investing up front that sum ofthe question we are really asking is, what is the
money for a utility you would want to have a verychange in the cost of managing the security around clear pathway ahead for what costs you are expectedthat process as we go into nuclear new build? The to bear and what the time scale would be over which

answer I know is that actually delta cost is quite you could produce energy on the grid. All of the
small and mainly the reason is the same as the waste payback comes back over that long time.
issue. It is our legacy waste; it is our legacy of
developing nuclear power in a very short space of Q579 Mr Chaytor: This is an exact contradiction,
time in the late 1940s and 1950s. We were the first surely, to what you said earlier about not believing
country in the world to have a nuclear power station. the tax should be financing the power.
The reasonwas not necessarily becausewewanted to Professor Sir David King: I did not say the cost of the
generate electricity from nuclear power, it was tax payer.
because we were becoming a nuclear power and that

Q580 Mr Chaytor: You are not talking financialwas the big driver. It was all done with enormous
guarantees to set up the price of electricity so whathaste and it was also done, I would suggest, as the
guarantees are necessary other than financialpioneering country in the field. In that pioneering
guarantees from the point of view of the utilities?process the waste that we have now and the security
Professor Sir David King: The kind of comfort theissues were developed. The new power stations that
utilities can take is looking at countries like Swedenwe were talking about earlier on are a very, very
and Germany. Sweden still has 50% of its energydiVerent beast; they have been designed with safety from nuclear onto the grid despite the referendum of

in mind from the beginning. 1980 where the Swedish people decided not to build
new nuclear power stations. In other words, the
comfort is that despite changes in government onceQ577 David Howarth: If you have the assumption
the power station is up and running the economicsthat the present nuclear generation capability is
have driven the ability to keep running the powerfalling away that cost or some of it would fall away
station to the end of its day. Nevertheless, I do notwith it so you could argue that the maintenance of think a utility would just go ahead and die. Thethe security apparatus is in eVect the cost of new principal reason would be the question of public

build because otherwise that cost would not exist. acceptability. I do not think that any government—
Professor Sir David King: You could; I would not. I and I would suggest any government in this
would not argue it that way. country—could proceed with nuclear new build if

there was a sense in which this was unacceptable to
the public. Taking the public along is absolutelyQ578 Chairman: Can I just go back to something essential in that process. I would suggest it is for theyou said earlier about the energy review and the Government to lead that discussion and to feel the

setting of policy and putting in place an ability of the temperature of the public. I do not think the utilities
market to deliver on energy in the future? You talked could move until all of that had been cleared.
about the Government giving the industry the green Chairman:As the PrimeMinister said to the Liaison
light and in particular the nuclear industry to go Committee not very long ago, which of you
ahead. We have been struggling to discover what colleagues would like a new nuclear power station in
form this green light might take and nobody has yet your constituency? Thank you very much indeed;
been able to tell us. What is your view of the green that has been extremely helpful and we are most

grateful to you.light?

Memorandum submitted by Professor Sir David King

Thank you for your letter dated 1 December 2005 following up my recent appearance before your
Committee. I should be happy to address these issues.

Your first four points, and your suggestion of a discrepancy between the evidence that I gave to the
Committee and my views expressed in other fora, can be dealt with quite simply. There is no discrepancy.

I believe you are referring to the Sunday Times article of 27 November “New tax for nuclear power
stations” which referred to my calling for a “security of supply levy”. I have never called for such a levy or
similar fiscal measure. The Sunday Times have subsequently published a letter stating my views, which has
been copied to you, together with a correction over the article.
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TheUK has a liberalised energy market and I emphatically do not believe in direct Government subsidies
for nuclear energy. Decisions about the economics will be made, quite rightly, by the private utilities sector
guided by government considerations on the need to meet our emissions targets and to have a secure
energy supply.

What I have consistently said is that there is the need to treat fossil fuels, nuclear and renewables on a
level playing field in relation to the amount of CO2 they emit as an energy source ı to internalise the
environmental and other costs as far as possible. The success of emissions trading across Europe is helping
to achieve this, making renewables and indeed nuclear power a more attractive source of energy compared
to fossil fuels as carbon trading heads towards 25 euros a tonne.

The Energy Reviewwill look at these issues in light of the strengthening evidence on the nature and extent
of climate change and increasing concerns about the future security of UK energy supplies.

You have also asked how I justify the extent of my involvement in policy aspects of energy strategy and
whether this compromises my position as Chief Scientific Advisor, and the role I play in providing
independent scientific advice. As Chief Scientific Adviser I am quite clear that my role is to provide advice
to Government that seeks to ensure that policies are founded on the best available scientific and research
evidence. Ministers make policy. I certainly make no apology for providing advice on this basis related to
the development of energy policy. There are no more important and pressing issues that I deal with than
climate change, the linked imperative to transform and decarbonise our energy systems over just the next
few decades, and the options for achieving this. This is an assessment based solidly on the scientific evidence
and research. I believe it is wrong to suggest that by contributing on this issue I am in some way
compromising my position or independence.Moreover, as I made clear to the Committee last month, I give
my advice in the real world. I do not give politically expedient advice, and I do not set energy policy. I will
not be involved in setting policy as a result of the EnergyReview. I will however be consulted on the scientific
evidence underpinning the Review and will continue to contribute where it is useful for me to do so.

You also asked if my advocacy of a specific outcome from the current energy review undermines the
integrity and impartiality of the review process. To suggest that I have advocated a specific outcome from
the Review is grossly simplistic. The Energy Review will quite rightly have a broad remit, encompassing
energy supply, demand and transport. It will examine objectively the evidence across a wide range of issues
and draw views from a wide range of stakeholders.

There can be no single or simple solution to achieving the Government’s challenging goals for energy
policy. We will need every tool in the bag, including maximising the contribution from renewables and
energy eYciency, and from all sectors of the economy. To interpret the direction of your question, it is
inevitable I think that the Energy Review should need to take a second look at nuclear at this time for the
reasons I referred to during my appearance before the Committee. As the existing fleet of nuclear plant is
de-commissioned the UK risks a growing energy gap in terms of zero carbon dioxide producing power
stations. This is clearly an issue that needs to be considered.

I have dealt with your remaining points, requesting information on R&D expenditure and Uranium
supplies in Annex’s A and B (attached).

Sir David King
Chief Scientific Adviser

Annex A

R&D Expenditure and R&D Funding

Point 7: You agreed to provide a follow-up note on R&D expenditure (Q552–4) including the extent to
which the Government is now increasing R&D funding. In doing so, it would be helpful if you could set out
the most recent available analysis of UK funding in relation to other countries. It would also be helpful, in
the light of your comment on the extent of unspent money in the £117 million allocated to oV-shore grants
(Q554), if you could specify both the original budgets for specific areas of expenditure and outturn
expenditure.

Support for energy research through the Research Councils is steadily rising following recent Spending
Review allocations. Collective Research Council expenditure on energy research and skills is expected rise
to over £70 million per annum by 2007–08. This will help to underpin the full spectrum of potential future
energy options; covering a broad range of energy technologies and issues from improving existing
conventional generation and networks, keeping the nuclear option open, renewables and energy eYciency
through to fusion.
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Details of past investments by the Research Councils are given in the table below.

BREAKDOWN OF RESEARCH COUNCIL ENERGY INVESTMENTS BY TECHNOLOGY

1997–98 1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04 2004–05

Biofuel 0 0 0 22 52 144 135 92
Biomass 447 871 736 601 701 783 1,043 1,186
CHP 4 36 63 77 267 357 226 71
CO2 sequestration 0 0 0 23 42 78 30 42
Fuel cells 888 1,012 703 899 1,145 1,468 1,193 918
Hydrogen and Other Vectors 30 136 59 83 319 517 1,494 1,495
Solar 1,440 1,286 1,076 1,134 1,130 1,157 1,453 1,753
Photovoltaic 2,255 3,002 2,760 2,992 3,536 2,770 2,381 2,762
Wave and tidal 0 157 175 301 606 617 830 1,050
Wind 200 226 178 261 330 490 482 256
Waste 66 10 40 40 96 125 169 154
Geothermal 0 0 0 40 65 64 73 79
Storage 326 650 670 838 889 810 730 500
Networks 1,348 1,168 1,081 919 1,115 1,388 1,805 2,463
Other 0 49 49 128 28 28 28 28
Total renewable 7,003 8,602 7,590 8,356 10,319 10,795 12,072 12,850
Conventional 331 103 108 549 1,120 1,349 1,253 1,628
Fission power 42 81 62 128 325 307 212 125
Energy EYciency and Low 1,732 1,855 1,694 1,400 1,671 1,980 1,212 2,914
Carbon Innovation
Other and General 0 13 303 670 602 665 762 1,944
Fusion M 16,600 12,600 14,300 17,000 14,400 14,600 15,630 19,530

Total 25,708 23,254 24,056 28,104 28,438 29,697 31,141 38,992

MResponsibility for Fusion funding transferred from DTI to EPSRC from April 2003

Below are details of the two main Research Council programmes related to energy:

— Towards A sustainable energy Economy (TSEC) is a “whole-systems” energy research programme
which supports a number of research activities including: the recently established UK Energy
Research Centre (UKERC)with funds of £13 million over five years which, as well as undertaking
its own programme of energy research, is drawing together a National Energy Research Network
of UK expertise/researchers in energy research, thus providing a focal point for UK energy
research community. In addition, TSEC supports six research consortia covering Bioenergy;
Carbon Management (to assess options for decoupling fossil fuel use from carbon emissions
through carbon sequestration and storage);Keeping theNuclear Option Open (with £6million over
four years) and three addressing “Managing Uncertainties” and understanding energy demand
including understanding regulatory and market eVects, public attitudes and energy emissions
trading; research into Lifestyle, Values and Energy Consumption; and analysis and evaluation of
policies to manage a transition to a sustainable energy economy.

— Sustainable Power Generation and Supply (SuperGen) provides large-scale, consortium funding
for the development of new and emerging energy technologies. Currently supporting nine
consortia (funded at £2–4 million over four years) on Networks; Biomass and biofuels; Marine;
Hydrogen technology; Photovoltaics; extension of conventional power plants; Fuel cells;
Distributed power systems; Organic PV; and Energy Infrastructure. Further consortia are
expected to be announced in the Autumn in Wind; Bio-fuel Cells; and Energy Storage. Possible
ideas for further consortia include Hydrogen production and Microgeneration. Additional
investment will support new research strands within existing consortia as well as areas of synergy
between existing consortia.

Departmental Spend

Since 2002 substantial new funding has been made available for energy research and innovation across a
wide range of Government programmes. The table below draws together information on the key
Government programmes covering low carbon technologies:

Programme Technologies Period UK Funding

Bioenergy Capital Bioenergy Since 2002 £66 million (joint with
Grants Big Lottery Fund)

Carbon Abatement Carbon capture and 2005–15 £20 million from
Technologies (CAT) storage 2005–06 to 2007–08
Strategy Clean coal technologies £25 million Capital grant

2006–07 to 2009–10 for
demonstration project
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Programme Technologies Period UK Funding

Clear Skies Capital Renewables 2003–06 £12.5 million
Grants Scheme

Energy EYciency Various 2006–07 to 2007–08 £20 million
Technology Fund
(Carbon Trust)
Generation IV Research Next generation of £4.3 million 2005–06,

advanced nuclear £5 million 2006–07
reactors £5 million 2007–08

Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Hydrogen 2005–06 to 2008–09 £15 million over the
technology period; forms part of a

£40 million package
including carbon
abatement technologies
(see above)

Major PV Photovoltaic PV 2002–06 £31 million
Demonstration
Programme

DTI Technology Various SR04 ! SR04 commitment to
Programme fund at least £20 million

per annum to emerging
energy technologies

Wave and Tidal Stream Wave and Tidal Stream 2006 onwards £42 million allocated to
Energy Demonstration date from £50 million
Programme budget

OVshore Wind Capital Round 1 oVshore wind Since 2002 £117 million
Grants

Carbon Trust Generating technologies Approx £70 million funding pa from DEFRA
and energy eYciency

In addition, a £30 million technology neutral low carbon buildings programme was recently announced.
This will replace the Major PV Demonstration Programme and the Clear Skies programme in 2006. DTI
consulted on this as part of a recent consultation on the microgeneration strategy, and oYcials are working
up the detail now. The new programme is expected to go live in April 2006, subject to State Aids approval.

International comparisons

You asked for a comparison of UK R&D spend compared with other countries. The table below is the
latest IEA table detailing R&D figures for renewables and clean coal technologies. I would however
recommend that you do not draw too many conclusions from these figures. International comparisons
between countries on energy R&D are notoriously diYcult. For example the UK figures detail industry-led
R&D but do not include the scientific research into energy done by the Research Councils, which totalled
£38,991,541 in 2004–05, nor the demonstration funding that is done through the DTI’s capital grant funds
which was £25,776,000 in the same period. It also does not include other public sector spend on energy such
as the funding of the Carbon Trust, DEFRA and the Department for Transport’s energy research
expenditure, the UK’s contribution to the EU Framework Programme or spending in the regions and
devolved administrations. It is perfectly possible that other countries will have included all of their
equivalents to this expenditure in their figures.

R&D in 2004 spend in US dollars (Source IEA)

Cleaner Coal R&D Renewables R&D

Canada 4.5 30
Denmark 11
USA 329.1 242.7
Japan 134.6
Germany 13.7 73.6
Netherlands 51.1
Norway 4.1
Spain 3.1 18.3
Sweden 0.1 29.2
UK 3.4 19.8
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Offshore Wind Grants

The oVshore wind capital grants scheme is a demonstration programme and an important contributor
towards the 2010 target. It equates to 1GW installed capacity in total (a tenth of the 2010 10% renewables
target) and the projects are critical in promoting the necessary sector learning which will allow the Round
2 oVshore wind projects (which will be major contributors to targets to reduce carbon emissions and supply
7% of total UK electricity demand) to go ahead. Three projects with a combined capacity of 210MW have
been completed and are operating with a further 90MW project due to complete early in the New Year. A
further 760MW is at the pre-construction stage and out to tender for construction.

The grant programme, which was split into three competitive calls for proposals, has oVered support to
11 projects, with a total grant value of £107 million. This element of competition was included to promote
commitment and activity from developers and reduce the level of grant required from government.

It is expected that grants totalling £39millionwill have been paid by the end of 2005–06with further spend
in the order of £45 million in 2006–07. The majority of the remaining £24 million will be spent by 2009–10.

All the Round 1 developments are taking longer to construct than was originally anticipated by the
developers. Delays have arisen for a number of reasons:

— Learning from the first projects has shown that conditions are more diYcult oVshore than
envisaged which has meant more innovative technical solutions have had to be found and a rise in
costs as contractors engaged in oVshorewind installation andmaintenance have found the projects
tougher than expected, and have adjusted their costs upwards, made negotiations longer and had
knock-on delays to construction.

— Commodity prices have also increased pushing up capital costs: for example, the international
price of steel has risen considerably—which has forced up the tender prices for construction.

— In recent months the burgeoning market in the US has sucked in most of the world’s supply of
wind turbines and this is having a knock-on impact on the oVshore market with the lead time for
oVshore turbines now over 18 months.

Annex B
Availability of Uranium Supplies

Point 8: “You agreed to provide a follow-up note on the availability of uranium supplies and the
implications of moving to poorer quality uranium ores (Q570 Q573). The committee understands that the
nuclear industry is itself concerned about a possible lack of availability of good quality uraniumores beyond
2015. It is also interested in the carbon emissions associated with mining and processing uranium ore, as
there is some evidence to suggest that such emissions can rise dramatically with poorer quality ores.

Alan Johnson has also written to you about uranium supplies. As Alan mentioned, DTI has undertaken
no studies examining the impact of lower grade uranium ores on carbon dioxide emissions. However, the
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency and IAEA have done considerable work on uranium resources and their
views are well respected internationally. A joint report (Uranium 2003: Resources, Production and
Demand), states that:

“Known conventional resources are suYcient for several decades at current usage rates. Exploitation
of undiscovered conventional resources could increase this to several hundreds of years, though
significant exploration and development eVort would be required to move these resources to more
definitive categories. However, since the geographical coverage of uranium exploration is not yet
complete worldwide there remains the potential for discovery of new resources that could be
exploited.”

Uranium Resources

The table below gives a view of current understanding of uranium resources.

Known Recoverable Resources* of Uranium

tonnes U percentage of world

Australia 989,000 28%
Kazakhstan 622,000 18%
Canada 439,000 12%
South Africa 298,000 8%
Namibia 213,000 6%
Brazil 143,000 4%
Russian Fed 158,000 4%
USA 102,000 3%
Uzbekistan 93,000 3%
World total 3,537,000

* Reasonably Assured Resources plus Estimated Additional Resources—
category 1, toUS$ 80/kgU, 1/1/03, fromOECDNEA& IAEA,Uranium 2003:
Resources, Production and Demand.
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Thus the world’s present measured resources of uranium in the lower cost category (3.5 Mt) and used
only in conventional reactors, are enough to last for some 50 years.1 This represents a higher level of assured
resources than is normal for most minerals. Further exploration and higher prices can be expected, on the
basis of present geological knowledge, to yield further resources. IAEA–NEA figures estimate that with
further exploration of conventional resources these might amount to about 14.4 million tonnes, which is
over 200 years’ supply at today’s rate of consumption. This omits unconventional resources such as
phosphate deposits (22 Mt) and seawater (up to 4000 Mt), which would cost two to six times the present
market price to extract.

Impact of Advanced Technologies

Improvements in reactor design and changes in reactor operation have already led to increases in the
amount of electricity produced from a given quantity of uranium.However, these increases have been small
compared with the potential oVered by new reactor designs.

Widespread use of fast breeder reactor technology could increase the utilisation of uranium sixty-fold or
more. This type of reactor can be started up on plutonium derived from conventional reactors and operated
in closed circuit with its reprocessing plant. Such a reactor, supplied with natural uranium for its “fertile
blanket”, very quickly reaches the stage where each tonne of ore yields 60 times more energy than in a
conventional reactor.

Uranium and plutonium from nuclear weapons that are being dismantled are also now increasingly being
used in power reactors elsewhere in the world and this further increases the quantity of fuel available.

A number of countries view the use of plutonium as a fuel (ie MOX—a mix of plutonium oxide and
uranium) as part of their strategy to manage their plutonium stockpile. In the UK, currently only Sizewell
B would be capable of using (about 30%)MOX. Newer reactor designs, such as the Westinghouse AP1000,
could, however, reportedly operate on up to 100% MOX.

In addition, Thorium, which is 3 times as abundant as Uranium, can be used in nuclear reactors. Further
reducing in the longer term the quantity of uranium used.

Carbon Emissions Associated with Production of Uranium

There are a number of sources of information that provide data on carbon emissions from nuclear power
stations relative to other forms of energy generation. To take two, the chart below shows the IAEA’s
assessment of relative emissions from diVerent energy sources.

Indirect, from life cycle
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1 Reactor requirements are currently about 60,000 tonnes per year.
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The table below was published in “Hydropower-Internalised Costs and Externalised Benefits”; Frans H.
Koch; International Energy Agency (IEA)-Implementing Agreement for Hydropower Technologies and
Programmes; Ottawa, Canada, 2000. This provides further evidence that the life-cycle emissions impact of
nuclear energy is among the lowest of any form of electricity generation.

Emissions Produced by 1 kWh of Electricity Based on Life-Cycle Analysis

Greenhouse Particulate
gas emissions SO2 emissions NOx emissions NMVOC matter

gram equiv milligram/ milligram/ milligram/ milligram/
Generation option CO2/kWh kWh kWh kWh kWh

Hydropower 2–48 5–60 3–42 0 5
Coal—modern plant 790–1182 700–32321! 700–5273! 18–29 30–663!
Nuclear 2–59 3–50 2–100 0 2
Natural gas (combined cycle) 389–511 4–15000![1] 13!–1500 72–164 1–10!
Biomass forestry waste combustion 15–101 12–140 701–1950 0 217–320
Wind 7–124 21–87 14–50 0 5–35
Solar photovoltaic 13–731 24–490 16–340 70 12–190

[1] The sulphur content of natural gas when it comes out of the ground can have a wide range of values, when the hydrogen
sulphide content is more that 1%, the gas is usually known as “sour gas”. Normally, almost all of the sulphur is removed from
the gas and sequestered as solid sulphur before the gas is used to generate electricity. Only in the exceptional case when the
hydrogen sulphide is burned would the high values of SO2 emissions occur.

20 December 2005
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Monday 21 November 2005

Members present:

Ms Celia Barlow David Howarth
Colin Challen Mr Nick Hurd
Mr David Chaytor Dr Desmond Turner
Mr Tobias Ellwood Mrs Theresa Villiers

In the absence of the Chairman, Colin Challen was called to the Chair.

Witnesses: Jonathon Porritt CBE, Chairman, and Mrs Sara Eppel, Policy Director, UK Sustainable
Development Commission, examined.

Q581 Colin Challen: Good afternoon, Mr Porritt. years in, do not give you all the answers that you
need to demonstrate whether or not those targetsI apologise straightaway for the fact that I am

neither Mr Ainsworth nor Mrs Walley, but both of are going to be achieved.
them are absolutely unavoidably detained this
afternoon so you have me instead in the Chair. Just Q584 Colin Challen: Do you think that we have
looking at where we are, we have got this new actually set about, as a Government, pursuing the
review taking place on energy policy yet that goals of the White Paper suYciently hard enough,
follows a review and a White Paper only two years that perhaps we need to have been more radical, in
ago. Do you think really we need another energy terms of energy eYciency and the development of
review and perhaps a new policy so soon when the renewables?
previous one was supposed to set policy for many Mr Porritt: A huge amount depends on what is
years to come? going to happen through the review of the Climate
Mr Porritt: Our view is that we do not really need Change Programme and it is clear that if the
another review, as in the Energy White Paper type Government is capable of doing what it has
review, in policy terms. I think we would probably committed itself to do on many occasions now, not
distinguish between policy terms and political least in the last general election manifesto, of
terms. Since the Energy White Paper there has been getting itself back on track for the 20% target by
a very lively current debate about the degree to 2010, then a raft of new policy measures clearly will
which energy security issues were dealt with need to be brought forward to fill the gap that has
suYciently in the Energy White Paper and with a been identified. The fact that there is such a
particular focus on nuclear power. From a political substantial gap, and it may be anywhere between
perspective, you can sort of understand why the ten million tonnes to 14, 15 million tonnes, is a very
Government, and DTI in particular, has chosen to clear indication that the policies in the White Paper
suggest that another review is necessary. In policy have not been driven hard enough in the
terms, ie the suYciency of what is in the Energy intervening years to have kept that gap smaller. I
White Paper, absolutely we do not need another think, when we look at some of the savings that
review. have been netted since the Energy White Paper,

they are disappointing, particularly some of the
energy eYciency outcomes. Although people haveQ582 Colin Challen: You do not think that been saying, for pretty much since the point atanything has changed really in policy terms, in which the Energy White Paper was published, thatterms of our security of supply or other issues of the only way to make this new set of policythat order? instruments really work was to drive themMr Porritt: No. I know people raise lots of incredibly hard and unambiguously, the truth is wequestion-marks about the modelling capabilities of have had ambiguity, a lack of purpose and a fallingthe DTI, but presumably they were able to see short on all the key elements in the Energy Whiteeverything three years ago that is there to be Paper during that time.seen today.

Q585 Colin Challen: Since we are going to have this
Q583 Colin Challen: Do you think enough time has review now, do you think that should involve the
elapsed for us to evaluate the impact of the public a great deal more in consultation and
White Paper? stakeholder involvement in order for it to

command public confidence, particularly since it isMr Porritt:No. We do not think that has happened
as yet and, indeed, if one looks at a lot of the policy coming so soon on the heels of the previous White

Paper? Would not this mean we would have to haveoptions on which the success of the mix proposed
in the Energy White Paper depends, it is clear that a very long period to establish a sound, well-

based review?those policies have not yet worked their way
through the system suYciently to demonstrate what Mr Porritt: I think it is really critical that there is

proper engagement with the public on this. One ofcould be done as a consequence. On both eYciency
and renewables, certainly Combined Heat and the great new aspects of the Government’s

Sustainable Development Strategy, which we havePower, it is clear that the outcomes as of now, three
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been extremely supportive of, is the very strong so on. The words are there, but the determination
emphasis on governance issues and seeing really to make this stick with key people often is
governance as a critical component of good seen to be lacking at that point. My own reading
sustainable development strategy and from that is that, historically, politicians have had
implementation. Were there to be any hint of a problem understanding the central significance of
cutting processes short, either in the consultation eYciency and demand side issues versus the
process or indeed in advancing any policies that significance of supply side issues. For reasons that
might emerge from that review, it would be a very I still find diYcult to understand, too many
serious own goal indeed. There is no reason to cut politicians get far too obsessively fascinated with
those processes short, certainly not in the supply side options and do not devote enough time
consultation phase, when in reality, with a well- to the intricacies and complicated politics of
planned process over time, the additional number making demand side politics and eYciency really
of weeks or months that might be involved is really work. Frankly, if we got eYciency sorted out and
relatively small, given the prize that is on oVer to really went for it, as an absolutely critical
the Government, which is to run a review process combination of diVerent measures, interventions
that really makes people feel involved, to trust the and outcomes, then a lot of the concerns that
outcomes as being objective, dispassionate, people have about so-called supply gaps would
transparent, and so on, and that is the big prize for look a great deal less frightening than they doany Government to shoot for. today.

Q586 Colin Challen: For how long do you think
this review should last, if it is to be credible and if Q588 Colin Challen: On the issue of the review,
it comes up with radically diVerent conclusions? should that be contemporaneous with consultation,
Mr Porritt: Not knowing exactly what the terms of or should we see what the Government has to say
reference are for the review, because I believe that to justify why this review is necessary and then
has still to be finalised in the last detail and some consult on that?
of those details could make a big diVerence, if there Mr Porritt: I do not know by how much the
were to be consideration of demand side issues, for Government wants to declare its hand in these
instance, eYciency issues, then clearly that would matters early on, as it were. I try to avoid slipping
be a longer and more complicated process than if into any form of conspiracy thinking about this,
they were looking just at supply side issues, where but it is clear that there is a very strong agenda in
obviously they would be able to foreshorten some diVerent bits of Government to bring forward theof those processes. Our feeling on the Commission nuclear option. It would be extremely diYcult tois that most of that work was done for the Energy

avoid that conclusion since the time of the election,White Paper anyway and either it had validity then,
very diYcult to avoid it. We have had a growingand one assumes that it did, or the Government is
spate of commentaries and references, from thegoing to have to reconsider all of the basic inputs
Prime Minister downwards, through to theinto the Energy White Paper process all over again.
Government’s own advisers, (some of them, atI really cannot believe that would make much
least, certainly not myself), claiming that it issense, because it would invalidate the White Paper
almost impossible to think of meeting the challengeand there does not seem to be any good reason to
of climate change and dealing with security issuesinvalidate the White Paper.
without the nuclear option being brought back into
play. That seems to be a pre-positioning, as it were,

Q587 Colin Challen: You have referred to a decision taken in advance of a proper review, and
ambiguities in the last couple of years and perhaps frankly we think that is a pretty illegitimate
a lack of purpose on the part of the Government. process. If this is a proper review then review,We know that one of the ambiguities was over things properly, do not come to a decision innuclear and that was quite deliberately politically

advance and take everybody through a six-month,inspired, one might suggest. Are there any other
nine-month, one-year process which is just a ratherexamples of ambiguity that you might wish to point
inadequate fig-leaf for a decision already signed oVat in the way that the Government has dealt with
in diVerent bits of Government. I am not sayingthese issues since the White Paper?
that has happened. I do not know. I would notMr Porritt: I think there is a lot of ambiguity
have access to processes of that kind, obviously,around the way in which this Government pursues
but if it has happened then really and truly theyenergy eYciency. The wording is fine; it seems to
should spare us the agony of a notionallyimply that they have an understanding of the
transparent and above-board consultation andpreconditional importance of energy eYciency to
simply say, “Here is what we are minded to do;any sustainable energy strategy. In reality, delivery
what do you think?” Which is diVerent from whatis half-hearted: to look at the whole question about
I believe is going to be brought forward throughstrengthening the Building Regulations, for
the energy review, which is to say, “We think thereinstance, where we have had a series of
are some new issues surrounding security and newopportunities during the course of this year which
issues surrounding climate change which weren’thave been missed, to look at the opportunity to
adequately considered in the Energy White Paperdrive other energy eYciency processes much harder

than that, the use of the Buildings Directive, and and we need to take account of those.”
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Q589 Mr Hurd: To bring you back to the energy total that we are going to be able to take advantage
eYciency issue, you expressed some frustration of between now and 2010. I do not think any
about the lack of political oomph behind that. We changes to the Renewables Obligation or to the
have got plenty of questions on that to come, but grant programme would aVect that necessarily,
to what degree do you think the Treasury is a apart from the fact that some of these issues are not
roadblock, in terms of implementing really to do with the wind installations (the wind farms)
meaningful energy eYciency policy? themselves but are to do with Grid connection,
Mr Porritt: The Treasury has enormous influence, which clearly is causing a big problem. Another
obviously, over many of these areas. We have given part of this where I think there is a serious problem
advice to the Government, along with many other is in the whole area of microgeneration, which we
organisations, that one of the areas where the believe to be extremely important, investment in
Treasury could make an incisive but substantive smaller-scale renewables, not necessarily large-scale
diVerence would be the equalisation of VAT as the most obvious place to go but small-scale
between new build and refurbishment. That has microgeneration for new oYces, as is happening in
been a policy position of the Commission from the Merton, Croydon and other local authorities,
start. It is something for which there seems to be small-scale renewables for schools, hospitals, public
very substantial external support, from a variety of buildings, an astonishing array of opportunities for
diVerent sources, and it is hardly controversial, us to take advantage of existing—not new but
inasmuch as it would seem to be creating one of existing—technologies right now. The recentthese elusive level playing-fields that Treasury microgeneration strategy from the DTI is extremelyclaims to be so supportive of, and yet even that

disappointing; it indicates that actually there will besimple, incisive intervention is not acceptable to
less money available, as we read it, forTreasury. There are issues around there which are
microgeneration than there has been up until now.very worrying; it is a question-mark as to why they
On that front, I do not think the policy mix looksdo not want to do what they could do quite easily.
robust enough to drive a microgeneration strategyThey are more complicated areas, certainly those
and we have called for a combination of things onwhich might involve further expenditure, and the
that score, not necessarily only more money. We dotruth is that were we to get really serious about
think more money is necessary, but we have talkedenergy eYciency there would need to be further
about a ‘microgeneration commitment’ so thatinvestments of public money, as well as private
energy suppliers would need to provide for asector money, to secure those bigger gains that are
certain percentage of microgeneration, in the sameon oVer. Then you get down to the question, does
way as they have an energy eYciency commitment.that represent better value for the taxpayer than

investment in new supply side options and what is
the best bang for the buck, to use Mrs Thatcher’s

Q591 Dr Turner: Microgeneration is not the onlyinelegant phraseology, at that point.
technology area that is not well served necessarily by
the Renewables Obligation; the same could be said

Q590 Dr Turner: One of the many targets which of emerging technologies. Would you agree, or not,
are somewhat in doubt is the White Paper’s targets that there are flaws in the Renewables Obligation as
for deployment of renewable energy by 2010 and it stands at the moment?
2020. Would you agree that much of the Mr Porritt: I think the diYculty about that is thatachievability of this is dependent upon the even if there was much more substantial investmentconditions of the market? Do you feel that the

in wave power, tidal stream, all of that array ofcombination we have at the moment, of
diVerent technologies, they would not make anyRenewables Obligation together with capital
contribution to the 2010 target, or very, very, verygrants, is suYcient, and certainly is it suYcient to
small. The question is whether the Renewablesdo anything more than just bring on oVshore wind?
Obligation is fit for purpose to get us to the target forMr Porritt: It should be suYcient. This year has
2010. The second question is whether it is fit forbeen quite an important year, for instance, for the
purpose to go on growing the renewables basewind industry. We will see 500 megawatts of wind
thereafter. My answer to the second question is thatpower installed by December. This is a very
clearly we need to domore. One of the consequencessignificant step forward, and if you track out some
of the way the Renewables Obligation is designed atof the growth that is in the pipeline now through
the moment is that it is ensuring the lion’s share ofto 2010 it demonstrates clearly an enormous
the private sector money is going into wind and willcontribution to the ten per cent target.
continue to do so; that is the ‘value for money’Unfortunately, there are serious impediments at the
technology choice, there is no question about that. Imoment around oVshore wind farms, which are
would have thought that a review of the Renewableswhere can we achieve the royal scale in terms of
Obligation would look fairly carefully at whethernew capacity in wind. As I understand it, the
that is leaving other technologies stranded withoutGovernment is in discussion with all those
proper support either from central government ordevelopers around the five or six biggest oVshore
indeed from the private sector, and certainly fromdevelopments, which between them could
those enthusiasts around the UK for some of thecontribute somewhere between 2,000 and 3,000
marine technologies. I think that is a very clear viewmegawatts over the course of the next four to five

years, by far the biggest chunk, if you like, of the which they have stated already to this Committee,
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that without some serious thought as to the longer- particular, who have the same comparative natural
advantages as we have, in terms of west-facingterm contribution, 2010 to 2020, from the marine

technologies, that is not going to make the resource here, they are already determined to move
those investment profiles forward much faster thancontribution it could.
we are.

Q592 Dr Turner: In fact, would you agree that the
whole structure we have at the moment is geared Q594 Dr Turner:Do you think there is something of
solely to bringing on relatively mature a conflict between the need to develop renewable
technologies, like wind, and cannot handle the technologies and the basis of our electricity market,
development problems of an emerging technology which for the past few years has been designed to
which clearly cannot be commercially competitive drive the wholesale price of electricity down to its
on its first short run of machines, so other processes lowest possible level? Do you think that the public is
are needed in order to do that? Other European going to have to get used to paying more for its
neighbours have just such processes; do you think energy, particularly for its electricity, if we are going
we should? to have a sustainable future?
Mr Porritt: It is a bit ironic that is happening, given MrPorritt:Uncomfortably for governments, we are
that some of the key thinking in the Renewables of the opinion that energy prices have been too low
Obligation was to bring forward precisely those up until relatively recently to drive the kinds of
new technologies. The areas where we might be changes in the market that we need. The increase in
doing a lot more include promotion of biomass, energy prices coming through the system now, not
(Government would say that it has now begun to just gas but obviously the increased price of oil, is
address that issue and it will respond to the much more helpful, in terms of shaping medium-
working group of Ben Gill with some and long-term markets, than seeking the lowest
recommendations); it has issued its policy directive possible cost. When the price of oil went up to $60
already, as regards biofuels, in the Renewable Fuels a barrel, or thereabouts, in strong contrast to what
Obligation; on issues like PV (photovoltaics) other government ministers were saying, we were
countries are miles ahead of us, years and years suggesting that one of the best things you could do
ahead of us. I think it is widely understood that to drive forward a sustainable energy strategy was to
there is no shortcut to that, other than making a keep prices that high. Unless you keep prices that
grants programme really eVective in bringing high, we believe we will not see the new investments
forward new technologies, and those PV in the technologies that are required to make our
technologies, particularly in combination with economy more eYcient, to enable people to live as
other technologies, through microgeneration comfortable and high quality a life as they have now,
strategies, and so on. On that score, I think there whilst reducing the cost for those most in need.
is a lot more to be done. These are diYcult times
to press Government for any increased public
expenditure in this area, but if the 20% target Q595 Dr Turner: Would you agree that another
means anything at all it means that they are going factor in the equation is the cost of carbon and that
to have to prioritise expenditure to deliver those the current cost of carbon is not high enough to deter
bits of it which currently are remaining very elusive. carbon-emitting producers and bring forward

carbon-abating technologies?
Mr Porritt: Early days; early days. I think that theQ593 Dr Turner: Do you think that the
Emissions Trading Scheme in phase one was set upGovernment’s present strategy of not picking
in such a way that it was not likely to send out atechnological winners is a sensible one under the
strong enough set of signals. I do not think thecircumstances?
outcomes at the moment are that bad. I am not sureMrPorritt: I can still sympathise with aGovernment
at the moment what carbon is trading at, (21, 22positionwhich takes that as its central priority, given
euros a tonne?) whatever it might be at the moment.some of the lemons in which this country has
I think, to be absolutely honest, we ought toinvested in the past, not least a succession of
celebrate the fact that there is now a mechanism forunderperforming nuclear technologies, if I can put it
putting a cost on carbon. Until very recently, youlike that. There is not necessarily anything wrong
could take a punt about what the cost of carbonwith them not picking technologies per se, as long as
might be, but it was your punt versus somebodythe system which you have for bringing forward
else’s punt. At least now we have an operatingdiVerent options is open, genuinely permits new
market, however inadequately operating at thetechnologies to come through the system, and then
moment, which clearly will become more eVectiverewards technologies on the basis of proven success
after 2008 as we go on to phase two, which is settingand empirical data as to how they perform. At the
a proper price on carbon. When you start talking tomoment we are just not seeing enough coming
large, carbon-emitting companies about what wouldthrough the system. To take marine technologies for
happen if they had to reflect these liabilities in theirinstance, particularly wave power, tidal stream, and
balance-sheets, it is a very interesting reaction thatso on, yes, the DTI has a fund dedicated to this of
you get, because, of course, this is the first time that£50 million. That will begin to make a diVerence
companies have had to front up on the truewhen it starts to roll out, but if one looks at what
externality entailed in the irresponsible use of energyother countries are spending in that set of

technologies alone, Portugal and Spain in we have had up until now.
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Q596 Dr Turner:Do you think that perhaps a more of the DTI’s changes in their own model, in their
own projections. There are huge concerns aboutdirect and transparent method than emissions

trading might be more eVective, such as, as has been whether the DTI modelling process is currently fit
for purpose in a much more complex world. Theproposed by at least one select committee in this

House, a carbon tax credit regime? second thing is monitoring and having a system that
will really give people the transparency and absoluteMr Porritt: We have welcomed the arrival of the
accountability that we need now to demonstrateEmissions Trading Scheme and we have welcomed
whether or not the projected savings are or are notthe apparent determination of the Department for
being made at diVerent points in the system. To giveTransport to include aviation in that Trading
you one example, obviously, if you look at BuildingScheme, as we see these as very useful complements
Regulations, there is an expectation that increasingto other aspects of policy. The likelihood of the
those Regulations will lead to savings of X throughTrading Scheme delivering everything that we need,
increased eYciency in new build. If those houses arein terms of moving an entire economy and society
not being built to the standards that are necessary tointo a carbon-constrained world, is pretty close to
generate those savings, then much of the gain whichzero in our opinion. From that perspective, it would
you hope to achieve disappears in a burst of hot air,provide more transparency to citizens, to business,
which is precisely what is happening. Many housesto governments, about what the intention was, were
are not being built to the standards to which theywe going to hit the 60% reduction by 2050, if we
should be built. Who is going to take responsibilitybegan to look at the gentle introduction of a carbon
for the monitoring of that process, pursuing thosecharge with a specific view to taking carbon out of
kinds of shortfalls, underperformances, which arethe economy across the piece. The problem, as we
going on all over the place? Whether that amountssee it at the moment, is that the instruments being
to the need for a new agency I am not sure. We areused by Government, particularly the Climate
going to be considering that again on theChange Levy, are business-focused and do not
Commission. The likelihood is that we will beinvolve the vast majority of citizens in this country,
recommending some independent institutionalin terms of their own lifestyles, the way they manage
development, on those two grounds definitely, andtheir own households, their transport, and so on. If
possibly to overcome some of the problems aboutyou want to get carbon out of the economy you have
cross-departmental collaboration.got to go after carbon, not just carbon as business

uses it and takes responsibility for it. That is a
Q598 Mr Hurd: Can I expand just a little bit on thepolitically more complicated thing to do but that is
flaws which you think might underlie the DTIthe only way in which we are going to get anywhere
modelling. If I have understood your earliernear those longer-term targets that the Government
comments correctly, you see the hand of the DTIhas set.
behind this energy review. I am interested to know a
little bit more about the problems you see with their

Q597 Ms Barlow: Many organisations, including I modelling; what is wrong with it?
believe the SDC, have called for a separate Mr Porritt: The question about modelling rapidly
sustainable energy agency. Do you think it is becomes extremely arcane and specialised, which is
necessary to create institutional change so that we a sort of shorthand for me saying I am not sure I can
can achieve the targets of the White Paper? go into that sort of detail at the level that you want
Mr Porritt: In our submission to Government at the me to. What is worrying about this uncertainty over
time of the Energy White Paper, we did indeed the modelling is that there are two huge sets of
recommend a separate sustainable energy agency, variables which can be used to demonstrate the need
on the basis that we felt the level of cross- for diVerent outcomes. One is projections about how
departmental collaboration required to achieve the fast the economy is or is not growing, which has a
outcomes of the Energy White Paper was almost major eVect on the way in which then you model
impossible to imagine. You have got five principal emissions and abatement of those emissions; and the
departments, all of which have a share in achieving second is future energy costs and the way in which
those targets. It is exceptionally diYcult to get that you feed those in to aVect the diVerent models.
level of joining up, exceptionally diYcult, and simply Those are both enormous sets of variables which
redefining a PSA, in order to involve the have a huge impact on the way in which you can
Department for Transport in a particular part of forecast or project the backdrop against which these
that process, is simply not adequate. I think there are emissions savings need to be achieved. There are
two areas where we would urge reconsideration of then much more complicated, more specialist
the idea of an independent climate change agency, or problems, as regards some of the modelling. I would
sustainable energy agency, whatever it might be. The happily send you the paper that we did on that, if
first is on the whole question of modelling and the that would be useful, this was at the time of the
degree to which the DTI is or is not genuinely Energy White Paper, I have to say, but in which we
capable of producing a modelling process which have not engaged since then.
gives complete confidence both to the political and
to the business communities. On two occasions, the Q599 Dr Turner: Do you think a new agency could
SDC has had run-ins with the DTI on its modelling. be given the extra role and the very important role of
On both occasions, we have been batted away as not strategically planning the development of renewable
knowing what we were talking about, and on both energy and capitalising properly on our uniquely

rich resources?occasions our concerns were later justified in terms
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MrPorritt: It could.WhetherGovernment would be authorities will be able to point to tremendous
achievement in terms of their responsibilities asprepared to give any independent agency that

amount of control over a critical strategic area of energy eYciency bodies in that regard, but it has not
worked across the board and there are many localboth policy and practice is an altogether diVerent

question. It would have huge impacts, obviously, authorities that are falling far short of what is asked
of them. Our take on that is, if it works for bestnot just for the principal departments involved but

equally for the whole regulatory system. As yet, we practice in the sector, work out what it is that made
it work for them and then find interventions either tohave not touched on the role of Ofgem, but it is clear

that, if we are looking at both the eYciency issue and incentivise or drive, (sticks and carrots, I am not sure
which the best route to that would be), to make suremicrogeneration, the role of Ofgem is absolutely

critical to driving these two combined processes and this becomes common across the whole of local
government, rather than in, I think it is, just a thirdthere is a lot more that would need to be done there.

I suppose I am being excessively pragmatic here. I that have now achieved their targets under HECA.
For us, we would look at relative success in thosethink it is extremely improbable the Government

would go the whole hog of saying, “Here’s the areas and we would say if you have got relative
success you have got some ratchet opportunitiesagency that is going to tell us what now needs to

happen” to the markets, to Ofgem, to pricing and all here to wind up this stuV. However, that will not get
us far enough, which is why I mentioned that clearlyof those things. I think that may be a bridge too far

for Government, for any Government actually. we need to step up our act on, I was talking about,
equalisation of VAT on refurbishment and new
build. We think there are ways in which localQ600 Colin Challen: Does the SDC take a view on
authorities could be empowered to domore, in termsthe proposal for some kind of independent carbon
of rebates perhaps on council tax, which is oneauditing committee, perhaps something similar to
initiative being taken forward by Braintree andthe MPC of the Bank of England?
being looked at now by a number of other localMr Porritt: I have followed those proposals with
authorities. Is it possible to achieve greaterinterest. Certainly, in terms of the point I have just
commitment from “able to pay” consumers aroundmade about monitoring, we have not had a chance
energy eYciency than we have been able to do upto come to a collective opinion about that, but I
until now.Clearly there is a cost entailed in all of thatthink some kind of independence in this process is
and youmight well ask the question, have the energygoing to be fundamental. It is so diYcult for people
suppliers really worked hard enough to drive theto get a really strong sense that we are delivering
products which would persuade many people inagainst these goals, these targets, unless there is a
those “able to pay” categories to make moredegree of independence built into it. A lot of the
investments in the use of energy in their own home.monitoring and calculations, the auditing that is
I am sure they would have given you evidence sayingdone at themoment, is not as robust and transparent
this is proving to be extremely diYcult and it seemsas it needs to be.
like consumers are very reluctant to take up these
oVers. Okay, then you go back and ask what is

Q601 Mrs Villiers: I would like to take you back to necessary to incentivise consumers to getmuchmore
the energy eYciency issues which were raised briefly involved in those improvements in their own homes.
before. Although obviously considerable progress
on energy eYciency was a key part of the White

Q602 Mrs Villiers: You mentioned there werePaper, clearly you are worried about progress being
certain lost opportunities, in terms of changes to themade on that, as are many of this Committee, I
Building Regulations, which could encouragethink. Perhaps you could expand a little on your
energy eYciency. Perhaps youwould expand on thatviews on theGovernment’s record so far in this area?
and say what you think are the other big challengesMr Porritt: I think the first thing to say is that
the Government faces on energy eYciency. In whatconsiderable progress has been made. There is a
other areas could they be driving forward thisschool of thought, which seems to be gathering
agenda?strength in various quarters in Government, both in
Mr Porritt: Could I ask Sara to come in, from theDTI, as I understand it, and elsewhere, that
Commission’s point of view, in particular on our“eYciency does not work,” that the gains to be had
disappointment about some of the outcomes thisfrom a concerted, strategic pursuit of eYciency
summer from the debate about the Buildingthrough the economywill not produce the gains that
Regulations, and then move on to the sustainableactually we need. We would rebut that suggestion
buildings case.completely, and if you look at the EEC, which
Mrs Eppel: In the consultation document whichclearly has been a very successful intervention,
ODPM released last year they did have a proposalindeed many of those involved in delivering against
which would expand the Building Regulations tothat target are well ahead of their target and will be
people applying for extensions, loft conversions,delivering the 2008 target by 2006. From our point
basement refurbishments, etc., which would requireof view, that says one thing: fine, it works, let us get
them to get permission from the local authority. Theafter a much more ambitious Energy EYciency
proposal was that if you applied for permission to doCommitment in the next round, let us look at some
such a conversion, or an extension, you would haveof the design issues associated with it but let us drive
to have an energy audit, which would be the sameit harder. The Home Energy Conservation Act has

had some marked success, and some local audit as will come in in 2007, the Home Condition
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Report. That would give cost-eVective advice on Q603 David Howarth: Can I press you for just a few
more details, because it strikes me as being a verywhat you could do to your home to improve the

eYciency, so you could catch people who perhaps important area. Have you had any discussions with
ODPM about what you have just said, and what iswere paying for a £20,000, £30,000 refurbishment of

part of their home and say, “Please do the cavity wall the content of their argument for not going along
what seems to be a perfectly reasonable andinsulation, which will cost you an extra £500, and

you can get grants from the energy suppliers to do sensible course?
that.” It was meant to try to stimulate home owners Mr Porritt: To be fair, the principal area of work
who were doing work already to install the energy that we are engaged in with ODPM is around
eYciency measures, for which they could get grants. existing stock and we have been working with
That was not in the package which ODPM ODPM on a substantial piece of work looking at
announced this year, so we were very disappointed what needs to be done to secure major eYciency
with that. savings in the existing stock as well as pressing hard
Mr Porritt: I think we are disappointed about the on new build. We believe that is critically important,
slowness with which ODPM has brought forward because obviously most housing is existing stock not
what wewould see as being a perfectly reasonable set new build so that is where we have had our principal
of demands, around its policies in the growth areas, focus. We have engaged with ministers, with David
in particular. Without getting into the debate about Miliband and others, on the opportunities that we
the numbers of new homes that are required to meet see to be there, as regards the projected new housing
housing demand and aVordability issues, it is clear in the growth areas, and our advice has been listened
that we are going to see a very large number of to sympathetically. There is a lot of concern about
houses built over the course of the next 10, 15 or 20 the degree to which this might drive up the cost of
years. That is going to cause a lot of impact, there is new housing. Our argument is that this is something
no question about that, particularly in some of the the house builders will get their heads around very
growth areas to the east of this country. We cannot quickly. They have already discounted the fact that
quite understand why ODPM has not pursued they are going to have to get better at sustainable
single-mindedly a sort of deal, if you like, which is to construction techniques and have been expecting a
say: ‘if that is the consequence, according to Kate major hike in the eYciency demands put upon them
Barker and the Treasury, dealing with demand and for many years now and they have not emerged
aVordability issues, then the price you are going to really as yet. As soon as something becomes
pay is that not one single extra house will be built standard and part of the basic business of building
which does not meet the highest sustainability any new house, costs will very quickly start to come
standards available to builders anywhere in Europe’ down. Instead of it being a niche area where you are
(and we do still lag a long way behind their having to go out and source the materials on a case-
standards). What is the downside to that? The by-case basis, a lot of additional cost involved in the
downside is certainly not a competitive downside, supply chain, (as soon as this becomes a set of
because everyone would have to compete on a level standard practices then manufacturers, building
playing-field. There may be a cost downside, material suppliers will accommodate to that
inasmuch as those sustainability additions, if you change), you get economies of scale coming through
like, will increase the cost of each unit built, not by the system and the net cost is reduced very rapidly.
a very great deal, according to the Sustainable Why that argument—and it is not just our
Buildings Task Group, and those extra costs will be argument, I should add—is not as influential with
absorbed very quickly into the net value of that ODPM as it might be, actually I am genuinely
home and certainly will be buried, in terms of the mystified.
benefits to the house owner, in terms of reduced
energy costs, and so on. When we look at a kind of

Q604Mrs Villiers: It is very interesting, the extent to“big picture deal” like that, it seems
which a really serious eco-home standard, yes, itincomprehensible to us that ODPM has not been
might add cost to some developers but it would beabsolutely explicit in saying “That’s what we’re now
incorporated quickly into the value of the eventualgoing to secure, and not a single house will be built
home and I think consumers would be prepared toin those growth areas without it meeting these
pay extra for the long-term benefits. Turning to thestandards.” We have even put forward a number of,
overall cost of energy eYciency, it was put to thisI hope, more creative ways of doing that. One of the
Committee by Dieter Helm that energy eYciencyways in which you might do this would be to go for
was sold to the Government originally as being acarbon neutrality on all that new build by securing
zero cost, or a negative cost, option. Now it seemsimprovements and eYciency elsewhere in that
pretty obvious that to do it properly and eVectivelygrowth area, so that instead of trying to make new
does require some money to be spent. Do you thinkhomes completely carbon-neutral, you seek an
that one of the reasons why relatively little progressaccelerated set of mechanisms to drive increased
has beenmade on this is because policy-makers haveeYciency within the same area, so that the
expected it to be zero cost, when in fact it hasconsequence is net carbon neutrality. There is just so
considerable cost if you do it properly?much more that could be done here, and this is very
Mr Porritt: I am not sure about that bit of thefrustrating, to see how—the word which springs to
history. Again I might turn to Sara, because Saramind is, unfortunately—“constipated” this entire
was Policy Director at the Energy Saving Trust atapproach is at the moment, for no good reason, as

far as we can understand it. the time when many of these ideas were first being
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raised. I do not quite remember the history of it in touching on this only because it is fascinating to read
the way the research tracks how they turn intothose terms, inDieter’s terms, as it were, and I do not

remember anybody saying it was completely zero people who become much more knowledgeable
about energy in general, about connectednesscost.
between point sources and huge greater issues likeMrs Eppel: It was presented as being a lot cheaper to
climate change. For me, underlying this issue aboutsave energy than to find new supply, and that
the Government’s ambivalence, hesitation, overremains true, and if you take a bottom-up approach,
energy eYciency is the complete befuddlement onin terms of what measures you put into a home, for
their part as to how to engage with citizens nowexample, and what you can save from each of the
about the challenges of climate change and what itmeasures, whether it is insulation or a new boiler,
means, and to do so in a positive, upbeat way thatstill it remains true. I think perhaps his
does not look as if they are beating them round theinterpretation was that therefore it was presented as
head again with a sort of instant, apocalyptica zero cost option, which I do not think was true.
meltdown. That means we have not got a properly-Themajor policy instrument is the Energy EYciency
informed, conscious, intelligent body of citizens ableCommitment and that is not a cost to the Treasury,
to take advantage of both eYciency and renewablebecause it depends on the energy suppliers to deliver
oVers at the domestic scale which would really driveit and the cost for it goes on to the householder, fuel
the absolute gains that we are talking about. Therebills. What I think is not correct in his assumption
is a process here, there is a loop in this system, youis that therefore it was presented as not needing any
have to drive up awareness and commitment beforegovernment involvement or any governmentmoney,
it is likely that you are going to achieve some of thosebecause I know that is not true. It was certainly
really big gains.emphasised at the time that government

communications, and government engagement with
local authorities was needed to stimulate a total Q606 Mr Hurd: With respect to the challenge of
package. engaging consumers, is there a structural problem

with the EEC, as the chief policy instrument, that it
requires the consumer to believe that energyQ605Mr Hurd: Low-cost energy eYciency has been
companies want to sell them less energy?presented as a policy of no regrets; therefore it is
Mr Porritt: Sarah, do you want to go for that one?disturbing to hear your sense that the Government
Mrs Eppel: I think there is. I think it is diYcult formay be cooling a little, in terms of enthusiasm. Do
consumers even to read the information in the fuelyou think underlying that is a concern about the
bill. Information from the energy supplier sellingdiYculty of relying on energy eYciency to deliver
them less energy is a bit counter-intuitive. It seems toabsolute reductions in carbon emissions against a
me incredibly easy to overcome that bybackground of growing demand and the risk that
communicating to the householder that it is part offuture demand turns out to be higher than
the government programme on climate change. Itanticipated?
sounds terribly straightforward and I am not quiteMr Porritt: It is a legitimate concern because if
sure why government has not already done that.eYciency does not deliver absolute savings then

clearly it is not delivering what Government needs it
Q607 Mr Hurd:Would it not be even easier to opento deliver, there is no question about that. I think a
up that market to clients which the consumer mightlot of this goes to the culture of people responsible
trust to sell them energy?for energy use, at a home scale all the way through
Mrs Eppel: They would need to restructure theto those managing very large amounts of energy, in
Energy EYciency Commitment slightly, as it stands,a factory or in a building, whatever it might be. The
because the obligation is on energy suppliers onlySustainable Development Commission has just
and anybody else who wanted to participate, fordone a piece of work for the Sustainable
example, a supermarket or a major brand thatConsumption Round Table, looking at some of the
consumers trust, would do it only if they were goingattitudes of consumers associated with
tomake enough profit. Thatwould create a “middle-microgeneration, what is it that gets them focused on
man” between the energy supplier and the consumerthis, what is it that turns them from being perhaps
andmaking a profit in that way is very diYcult. Theydangerously oblivious to the responsibilities that
would need to restructure EEC but then therethey have now and the opportunities they have to
is an opportunity in 2008 to do that, so ourreduce their cost into energy-responsible and
recommendation would be to look very much moreenergy-intelligent consumers. It is quite clear, even
closely at the way it is structured at the moment tofrom this very small piece of work that we have done
try to create those opportunities. I would say also, inthrough the Sustainable Consumption Round
addition to that, I think smart metering is a very,Table, that an absolutely critical aspect in this is the
very powerful tool, and that is not just up to energyknowledge and understanding of the individual
suppliers it is also for Ofgem to facilitate thehousehold to see the advantages coming through the
inclusion of smart meters in the total package for thesystem. The study that we did looked at a small
householder.number of people who, as it were, inherited

microgeneration, so they did not go out and make
the investment for themselves, they came into it Q608 Mr Chaytor: You said earlier, I think in
through an aVordable housing scheme, in a housing respect of the current review of energy and revisited

in the White Paper, that as Chairman of the SDCassociation system, whatever it might be. I am
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you did not have access to such processes. Your example of Merton, in the first instance, then
Croydon and now I think there are more than 25main complaint is that neither the ODPM nor the

Prime Minister’s OYce are listening to your advice, local authorities that have stipulated this 10% of the
electricity for a new development must come fromso my question is, where is the SDC going wrong, if

you do not have access to the processes and they are point source renewable systems, has been extremely
well received, as we understand it. People were verynot listening to your advice?

Mr Porritt: As an advisory body, if everybody worried that it was going to create this massive
negativity on the part of developers, “Oh, we’re notautomatically acted on every piece of advice we

oVered them life would be very easy, but it is not going to go to Merton, we’re not going to Croydon,
so we’re not going to faV around with this ten perreally like that. Clearly, when we are oVering advice

that cuts against what Government believes is the cent.” As I understand it, the evidence reveals that
best way forward then they are going to resist that there has not been a phenomenon of that kind,
advice. I cannot envisage a day when the Sustainable developers have been much more positive about it.
Development Commission will ever achieve the What it shows me is that, if really you start to drive
status that everything it said was adopted these things, make them more easily accessible, give
automatically, to be honest, and we are listened to in people a chance to experiment, get some of the scale
other respects. Again, and I must be fair to ODPM advantages that you need, with mini wind turbines,
here, much of what we have been saying about for instance, until we get real scale around those
existing stock is being taken very seriously now by turbines the price will not come down far enough to
the Department and we feel they are making very make it available to a large enough number of
good progress on that front. There is still a lot to do people, so can we incentivise that, in the first
there, but it is an open door now whereas before it instance, can we make it easier for people to make
was a closed door. As to the Prime Minister, I think those investments now.
that there are many issues surrounding his own
views about climate change and how to deal with

Q611 Mr Chaytor: Targets are essential to thethat and it is not my experience that the advice that
development of microgeneration?we oVer has been disregarded by the PrimeMinister.
Mr Porritt: Targets are becoming an extremely
controversial area of policy, of late, from the biggest

Q609 Mr Chaytor: Should the SDC be involved climate change negotiations all the way down to
essentially in this forthcoming energy review? smaller-scale targets. For me, any strategy that is
Mr Porritt: I very much hope that it will be and that brought forward without carefully thought-through
is something that we have raised oYcially. My targets is not going to be worth the paper it is
feeling is that the review does need to be ultra- written on.
attentive to issues of trust, transparency and
accountability. The Government might be minded
to push that through without taking much care of Q612 Mr Ellwood:Mr Porritt, you spoke about the
those particular aspects, and I think that would be 40 nuclear reactors as lemons, I think it was, earlier.
an own goal, it would cost them very dear in the end To go back to nuclear energy in general, and bearing
result, because people would say, “Well, it was all a in mind the comments that have been in the papers
fix, wasn’t it?” A bit like the time when the today made by Tony Blair, and indeed the increase
Government was pushed very reluctantly into the in the gas prices that we have seen recently, could
public debate about GM, which turned into a you bring us up to par, just very briefly, with what
national debate called “GM Nation”, my hope is the SDC has been doing, I understand you are doing
that the Government will anticipate high levels of some research on this subject of nuclear power, and
public concern about this in advance and create a what your findings have been so far?
process which brings independent advisory voices, Mr Porritt: We are in the middle of that piece of
both inside and outside Government, fully into work now. It is a major piece of work for us and we
that process. are looking at seven major areas. We are looking at

waste and decommissioning, safety and security,
environmental impacts, CO2 impacts, resourceQ610 Mr Chaytor: Just switching tack a little bit,
availability, public perception and cost. They areyou are very confident about wind powermeeting its
each big studies in their own right. Some of it istargets and it is on track to achieve 500 megawatts
specially-commissioned new work from a variety ofby the end of this year, in fact. Are you equally
diVerent academics and consultants. Some is deskconfident about other forms of microgeneration?
research, which we have done inside theMr Porritt: These are very early days for
Commission. We are on track with that piece ofmicrogeneration technologies, in reality. If you look
work, we hope to have that finalised in January/at the sorts of core opportunities there, if you are
February next year to feed in immediately to helptalking about mini wind turbines, micro CHP, solar
shape some of the review, if that is the point at whichwater schemes, PV, there is a body of operating
the review eventually is commenced.Wehope at thatexperience in this country, a much larger body of
point to bring forward a quite definitive set ofoperating experience in other countries where these
insights into the degree to which nuclear power maythings have been rolled out more purposefully, and
ormay not have a role to play in helping us deal withthat body is suYcient to say that we can already
the challenge of climate change and the parallelachieve substantial gains by virtue of making these

technologies easier to use, more eVective. I think the change of energy security.
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Q613 Mr Ellwood: Can I confirm that it is January/ new build programme, both replacement and new
generation, in terms of supplanting diVerentFebruary, which is only about three or four months’

time, rather than a year hence? amounts of CO2. It is much, much smaller than
people think, much smaller. Lots of people are usingMr Porritt:No, definitely January/February, within

the next three months. very dangerous phraseology, like zero carbon or
carbon neutral, this is complete nonsense. This is a
technology that is not zero carbon and most peopleQ614 Mr Ellwood: Rather than leaning on the
in the business of promulgating nuclear technologiesSDC’s views and considerations, which I presume
know that, so they are either lying or they are tryingyou are not going to comment on at this stage; would
to pull the wool over people’s eyes. This is athat be right?
technology that still has a carbon burden, not asMr Porritt: I can comment on what our existing
much as other technologies but still it has a carbonposition is, in terms of the policy that we presented
burden and we need to be aware of these things.to the Government at the time of the Energy White
There are a number of statements flying aroundPaper, but it would be hard for me to have anything
about nuclear being the panacea to these problems,definitive to say about what we are going to say in
which cause us enormous anxiety, because that is notJanuary or February.
the right way to address these issues. The right way
is systematically and rigorously to assess theQ615 Mr Ellwood: Are you allowed to step outside
contribution of nuclear against these verythat SDC bubble and give your own views, or would
demanding criteria of energy security and climateyou be reluctant to do so?
change.Mr Porritt: I think that might be unhelpful.

Q619 Mr Ellwood: Two very short questions. FirstQ616 Mr Ellwood:We might find it very helpful.
of all, the entire debate on nuclear energy seems toMr Porritt: One can understand that. I would not
have been speeded up, partly because of, hopefully,mind putting on the record, just very quickly, where
our own choice of debating this in the first place, butthe SDC is now, because youmight find that helpful.
also Digby Jones came out with comments this week
as well. Do you think we may see the position takenQ617 Mr Ellwood: That would be very helpful.
by the Government on nuclear prior to the actualMr Porritt: It is just a brief paragraph, Mr Challen.
results of the energy review being reviewed?This was when we were asked, as part of the
Mr Porritt: That would be a catastrophe andcontribution to the White Paper, to look at diVerent
extremely foolish. What is the point of oVeringsupply options to see how they performed against
people a proper review and a chance to re-engage inthe then Sustainable Development Strategy, so here
these critical areas, which we have welcomed openly,I am quoting: “Nuclear power does not perform as
we have said it is a good thing to go back in and re-well against the sustainable development criteria as
examine the nuclear option, there is nothing wrongenergy eYciency and renewables and on the basis of
with that, it is stupid of the NGOs to say it is notthe above analysis” and there is a whole great report
necessary. It is always necessary to keep options onabout this, “realisation of the full potential of energy
the boil, keep reviewing, but simply to jump to aeYciency and renewables would render the building
conclusion before any of that analysis has been doneof new nuclear capacity unnecessary.” We have
I think would cost the Government a lot in termsrevisited that position, clearly, in the light of current
both of credibility and public support.concerns about both climate change and energy

security, and it is against that sort of comparative
methodology that we will be oVering advice to Q620 Mr Ellwood: Then it does beg the question as
Government. to why The Times led with the article today?

Mr Porritt: I am sorry to say, I have not read that
yet, so I do not know.Q618 Mr Ellwood: Bearing in mind what you have

just said and the fact that we have had an indication
now from the PrimeMinister on his views on nuclear Q621 Mr Ellwood: In your own study that you are
energy, where do you think the Government will doing on nuclear energy, which you broke down, are
be going? you actually looking at nuclear energy as a whole or
Mr Porritt: There have always been a number of are you considering the diVerent types of reactors
people in Government who have remained you were critical about, the British reactors, but, for
persuaded that nuclear power is a critical mix of our example, the Canadian systems versus the South
energy supply system, and that was made very clear African?
at the time of the Energy White Paper. It did not Mr Porritt: We are looking at all the new
dismiss nuclear for all time, it said simply “We’re not technologies coming forward.
bringing it forward now.” I do not want to try to
take a guess onwhere theGovernment is going to go.

Q622 Mr Ellwood: Comparing one versus another?My feeling is that too many people are panicking at
Mr Porritt: Up to a point.the moment about nuclear and they are coming up

with all sorts of ludicrous statements about the
degree to which nuclear will or will not help us to Q623 David Howarth: I will ask just one

supplementary to that and then one question of mymeet these targets. We have done a calculation, for
instance, of the benefits that you would get from a own. Is the work that you going to do going to be
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comparative across technologies and are you going Mr Porritt: The existing position is remarkably
to include any discussion of carbon capture and similar to the position of the Government as we
carbon sequestration? understand it, which is that it would be unacceptable
Mr Porritt: Not as such. We are very alert to the to bring forward ambitious new plans for a new
growing interest in carbon capture and generation of nuclear power stations until the
sequestration. I feel actually it is a very important problems associated with the disposal of nuclear
area of debate, perhaps an excess of enthusiasm in waste had been resolved. That is the very strong
the minds of some people as there is an excess of position taken by the Royal Commission on
enthusiasm for nuclear. Clearly, clean coal Environmental Pollution. As we understand it,
technologies, if I can put it like that, have to be set various ministers have also indicated, at diVerent
alongside nuclear and other supply options as part points in the past, that they would be extremelyof the energy mix that we are going to need for the

reluctant to impose further legacy costs on futurefuture. It is just we hate the way this debate is
generations without some “solution” to thosephrased: it is not just nuclear versus renewables. We
problems being available to people.want to do a trade-oV here, it is nuclear versus

renewables versus cleaner forms of fossil fuels,
because those three things have to be considered Q625 David Howarth: That is a technical solutiontogether.

and not just a financial solution of people being
required to save money over a period of time?Q624 David Howarth: To ask you about the present
Mr Porritt: Indeed, it has to be both.position on nuclear waste, you mentioned that, I
Colin Challen: Thank you both very much for beingthink it was, as the first of your items of the new
very generous with your time. It has been verywork, what is the existing position of the

Commission on nuclear waste? useful. Thank you.
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Joint memorandum submitted by the Department of Trade and Industry and the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural AVairs

Overview

1. The EnergyWhite Paper published in February 2003 set out the overarching long-term framework for
energy policy, based on four goals:

— To put ourselves on a path to cut the UK’s carbon dioxide emissions by some 60% by about 2050,
with real progress by 20201;

— To maintain the reliability of energy supplies;

— To promote competitive markets in the UK and beyond, helping to raise the rate of sustainable
economic growth and to improve our productivity; and

— To ensure that every home is adequately and aVordably heated.

2. Within that strategic context it gave high priority to energy eYciency and renewables but also
emphasised that it could not define the detail of individual policies needed over the next twenty years and
beyond. It proposed keeping the nuclear option open, whilst not ruling out the possibility that new nuclear
build might be necessary at some point in the future if we are to meet our carbon targets. Before building
any new nuclear power stations there would have to be the fullest public consultation and a white paper
setting out our proposals. The Prime Minister has stated that a decision on nuclear power will need to be
taken during this Parliament.

3. We continue to believe that the goals set out in the Energy White Paper provide the right framework
for our energy policy, and that they are achievable. We keep our progress and our policies under review, for
example through the Climate Change Programme Review and the Renewables Obligation Review, both of
which are ongoing.

4. The desired outcome of environmental regulation is to shift the overall generationmix towards cleaner
technologies. The EU Emissions Trading Scheme, Large Combustion Plant Directive, Integrated Pollution
Prevention and Control Directive and National Emissions Ceiling Directive will all operate in the same
direction, providing incentives and limits on emissions to encourage a move towards cleaner forms of
generation.

5. The detailed responses below are based on the policies set out in the Energy White Paper and include
updated information (eg from revised projections, or conclusions of reviews) where available.

6. The Committee additionally requested data on (a) the operational availability of nuclear power
stations, ie the extent to which they had delivered their rated capacity individually, in total and by year; and
(b) on the social cost of carbon.

7. In relation to (a), the Government does not hold data on an individual station basis as this information
is regarded as commercially confidential by the generators. They do provide data on a company basis for
statistical purposes but this information is also commercially confidential and, under National Statistics
protocols, cannot be releasedwithout the permission of the companies themselves. The annualDigest ofUK
Energy Statistics does however include data showing the electricity supplied, plant load factors and thermal
eYciency covering the nuclear industry as a whole and we have included this information at paragraph 43.

8. In relation to (b), the Committee requested the research reports by the Stockholm Environment
Institute and AEA Technology, produced for the interdepartmental group set up in October 2003 to take
forward the review of the social cost of carbon. We will be pleased to send the Committee copies of the
reports as soon as final, approved versions are available.

1 In its recent Manifesto, the Government stated its commitment to achieving a 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions
below 1990 levels by 2010.
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A. The Extent of the “Generation Gap”

Q1 What are the latest estimates of the likely shortfall in electricity generating capacity caused by the phase-
out of existing nuclear power stations and some older coal plant? How do these relate to electricity demand
forecasts and to the eVectiveness of energy eYciency policies?

9. We do not expect there to be any shortfall in electricity generating capacity. Based on current DTI
Energy Projections, between 2005 and 2020, total electricity generation is projected to increase by 5.5%. The
share of nuclear generation is currently 19% and is projected to be 18% in 2010 and 7% in 2020. The share
of coal generation is currently 33% and is projected to be 26% in 2010 and 16% in 2020. These are central
projections, but there is a wide range of possible scenarios, depending on various factors including decisions
by generators made in response to market conditions and other regulatory factors.

10. Nuclear generating capacity is projected to decline by 3GWbetween end 2003 (when nuclear capacity
stood at just under 12GW) and 2010, and by a further 5GW by 2020. It seems likely that some coal plant
will also close by 2010. This could result from a number of factors, including the assumption that gas prices
will show some decline from current high levels, the impact of carbon trading, limits on operation brought
about by environmental measures, including that of the Large Combustion Plant Directive, and by general
wear and tear impacts.

11. The central projections assume that reductions in nuclear and coal capacity are made good by the
construction of new plant capacity, mainly in the form of Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) plant and
renewables.

12. DTI published updated details of energy and emission projections in November 2004 in order to
inform decisions about the National Allocation Plan under the first phase of EU Emissions Trading. The
projections listed the main changes that had been taken into account inmaking the revisions. The document
is included in this submission as Annex 1.

13. An addendum was published soon after which showed the projections to 2020. This document is
attached as Annex 2.

14. Fuel demand projections by final users are shown inAnnex 4 of both these publications.Overall, these
indicate gradually rising demand to 2010 and 2020, though this is not true for all individual sectors. The
projections take into account factors such as growth in population, households (eg the increase in single-
person households) and transport. They assess the impact of only current environmental policy measures
in looking beyond 2010. They will be updated to reflect the expected impact of any new policies proposed
by the Climate Change Programme Review, due to report later this year.

The table below summarises the projections by sector in comparison with recent actual figures (drawn
from the Energy Projections, attached in full at Annexes 1 and 2).

FINAL ENERGY DEMAND (MTOE)

Sector 2003 2010 2020

Residential 47.9 44.7 46.6
Transport 56.0 62.2 71.4
Service 19.5 21.5 21.9
Industry (excl iron and steel) 31.7 31.7 35.6
Total 155.1 160.0 175.4

Energy eYciency policy

15. Energy eYciency has been identified as the most cost eVective way to deliver all four of the
Government’s energy policy goals, as set out in the Energy White Paper, including those to reduce carbon
emissions and ensure security of supply.

16. The Performance and Innovation Unit’s 2002 Energy Review showed that the technical and
economic potential to improve energy eYciency exists on a scale such as to provide up to half of the savings
necessary to put theUKon track to reduce carbon emissions by 60% in 2050. Across the economy as awhole
it estimated that we could reduce electricity use by up to 20% or more, and the Climate Change Programme
policies aim to achieve reductions of around 7% by 2010. These savings will be achieved at net benefit to the
economy.

17. The Energy EYciency Standard of Performance (EESoP) scheme (1994–98), the first energy eYciency
scheme for energy suppliers, was audited by the National Audit OYce (NAO) in 1998. In their report, the
NAO2 showed that the cost of achieving energy savings equated to an average cost of saving electricity of

2 “OYce of Electricity Regulation: Improving Energy EYciency Financed by a Charge on Customers”.
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around 1.8p/unit. This was less than the average price of oV-peak electricity by customers using an oV-peak
tariV (an average in the period to March 1998 of around 2.7p) which was the lowest price that domestic
customers could pay, and much less than the average price paid for electricity used for other purposes.

18. In April 2004, Energy EYciency: The Government’s Plan for Action (the Action Plan) was published,
following up the Energy White Paper and setting out the Government’s strategy for improving energy
eYciency across the economy, with a particular focus to 2010. TheAction Plan set out how the Government
planned to secure annual carbon savings of 12 million tonnes by 2010 and save UK households and
businesses over £3 billion per year on their energy bills. The Action Plan aimed to deliver a step-change in
energy eYciency, using a combination of strong, consistent Government action including regulatory
mechanisms, fiscal incentives, leadership, awareness-raising and education, coupled with eVective market-
facing support programmes delivered by organisations like the Carbon Trust and the Energy Saving Trust.
Key measures include: raising building standards; an obligation on energy suppliers to promote energy
eYciency; product design, labelling and minimum standards; emissions trading and the Climate Change
Agreements, and innovation. Within this programme, around 20% of the energy savings (and about 35%
of the carbon savings) are expected to be from electricity.

19. Within the current review of the Climate Change Programme, the Government is also looking across
the economy, at what new or strengthened policies andmeasures could best contribute to the long-term step
change in energy eYciency.

20. In the short term, the Government’s focus is to get existing energy saving products and technologies
to be taken up widely in every sector. But to ensure that we can continue to deliver eYciency gains in the
future we need to ensure that new technologies allow us to design buildings with low or zero carbon
emissions, to retrofit diYcult to tackle buildings such as those with solid walls, and to introduce low-energy
products and appliances such as Light Emitting Diode (LED) lighting and sophisticated building controls.
Much can be achieved by working with manufacturers to encourage low-energy appliance design, and to
back this up with tighter equipment standards negotiated at EU level. The Energy EYciency Innovation
Review, as an input to the Climate Change Programme Review, has looked in detail at the key low-carbon
technologies where Government support could make a significant diVerence to delivery. We continue to
support innovation on low carbon technologies through for example, the Carbon Trust and DTI’s
Technology Programme.

B. Financial Costs and Investment Considerations

Q2 What are the main investment options for electricity generating capacity? What would be the likely costs
and timescales of diVerent generating technologies?

21. The main investment options for future large scale electricity generating capacity are gas (using
CCGT where technically and financially feasible) and coal (with or without capture and storage of the
carbon emissions), nuclear, Combined Heat and Power (CHP) and renewables. There is a wide range of
estimates for the future costs of these technologies. These depend on the assumptions made, among other
things, about fossil fuel prices, carbon prices, trends in the capital costs of the plant concerned, the economic
life of diVerent types of plant and the rates of return required on the investments.

22. The Energy White Paper set out a “vision” of the energy system in 2020 and this included a diverse
range of generation, including a range of renewables such as wind, wave, tidal and biomass; more
microgeneration; and a significant role for gas generation.

23. The 2003 Energy White Paper set out the Government’s policy on nuclear generation, namely that
while it was an important source of carbon-free electricity its current economics made it an unattractive
option for new carbon-free generating capacity and that there were also important issues of nuclear waste
to be resolved. However, it did not rule out the possibility that at some point in the future new nuclear build
might be necessary if we were to meet our carbon targets.

24. The Department is aware of a number of recent studies on the comparative economics of alternative
generation technologies, such as nuclear. These include reports by the Royal Academy of Engineering,
University of Chicago, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Oxera. In Annex 3 we summarise the
main conclusions of recent studies published by the Government and also by other organisations.

What are the likely construction and on-going operating costs of diVerent large-scale technologies (eg nuclear
new build, CCGT, clean coal, on-shore wind, oV-shore wind, wave and tidal) in terms of the total investment
required and in terms of the likely costs of generation (p/kWh)? Over what timescale could they become
operational?

25. There is a wide range of estimates of generation costs depending on the assumptions mentioned in
the response to Question 2 above (namely fossil fuel prices, carbon prices, trends in capital costs of plant,
the economic lifecycle of the plant, and rates of return required on the investments). In particular, the range
of possible costs for each technology tends to be so wide that it is very diYcult to predict now whether one
might be cheaper than another or by what margin. By 2020, however, we would expect a broader range of
renewable generation technologies to be commercial.
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26. The timescales for making these forms of generation operational will vary widely between those that
are already developed technologies (such as onshore wind) and those that are not yet widely commercially
available (such as wave and tidal). Lead-in times for the design, planning, consent and construction of
individual projects can vary widely according to individual circumstances.

With regard to nuclear new build, how realistic and robust are cost estimates in the light of past experience?
What are the hidden costs (eg waste, insurance, security) associated with nuclear? How do the waste and
decommissioning costs of nuclear new build relate to the costs of dealing with the current nuclear waste legacy,
and how confident can we be that the nuclear industry would invest adequately in funds ring-fenced for future
waste disposal?

27. There is very little evidence on the robustness of cost estimates for new nuclear build as there is
currently only one plant being built in Europe. In its 2002 Energy Review, the Performance and Innovation
Unit noted that the construction of Sizewell B took seven years, and cost estimates were revised upwards
by at least 35%. In 2000 money, the construction cost was approximately £3,000/kilowatt including first of
a kind costs (and around £2,250/kilowatt if first of a kind costs are excluded)3. Past experience of cost
overruns in non-liberalised electricity markets, however provides no guide to the prospects for new nuclear
build in a liberalised market.

28. On 11 August the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority published its draft Strategy for
decommissioning and clean-up of the UK’s civil nuclear sites. It updated estimates of the total lifecycle costs
of operations, decommissioning and clean-up to £56 billion and warned that these costs could rise
significantly in future due to the cost of dealing with higher hazard legacy facilities especially at Sellafield
and also as a result of the possibility that certain nuclear materials might need to be reclassified as waste.
Set against this though is the NDA’s aim to drive down the cost of our liabilities by 10% by 2010, through
new approaches and innovation. This work will take decades and is to some extent without precedent.

29. The experience gained by the industry of building, operating and decommissioning nuclear power
stations over the last 50 years might enable technological and design advances that could reduce the costs
of decommissioning any new generation of reactors. The position remains, however, that as no such reactors
have yet been decommissioned, we cannot know the exact costs that decommissioning them might entail.
Moreover the present experience of the NDA in assessing the cost of decommissioning our existing power
stations is that cost estimates have risen.

Is there the technical and physical capacity for renewables to deliver the scale of generation required? If there
is the capacity, are any policy changes required to enable it to do so?

30. The Renewables Innovation Review, undertaken by DTI and the Carbon Trust in 2004, was a
comprehensive exercise to identify the key renewable technologies for the delivery of UK targets and
aspirations and the barriers to the development and deployment of these technologies. The conclusion of
this review was that there are no technical barriers to achieving the 2010 target or the 2020 aspiration for
renewable electricity set out in the Energy White Paper.

31. The UK benefits from vast natural renewable resources particularly wind, wave and tidal. However,
in meeting the 2010 target, we expect wind, both onshore and oVshore, to make the biggest contribution.
At present, onshore wind is the only renewable technology that is both economically viable and has scope
for expansion under the current Renewables Obligation (RO) regime in the UK. Biomass (including landfill
gas) currently accounts for the largest percentage of RO generation but several forms of biomass which are
currently economic are constrained by limited resources (such as landfill gas) or by regulation (such as the
co-firing of residues in coal-fired power stations) and sowind development dominates the near-term forecast
of renewables growth.

32. Biomass has the potential to supply around 6% of electricity demand by 2020 and the Government
is supporting the bio-energy industry with a package of measures to help establish the crops, develop supply
chains and create markets. This includes working with farmers and industry to develop markets and
promote uptake of bioenergy from purpose-grown energy crops, forestry and other sources such as
biodegradable waste. It has also announced grants of over £60 million for energy crops and biomass. The
Committee will also be aware that the Biomass Taskforce, led by Sir Ben Gill, is due to report shortly with
its recommendations to Government.

33. Despite this, we are aware that 2010 target is still demanding but we are doing everything we can to
get as close to the target as possible. To this end, there are a number of key barriers to renewables that the
Government is working to address:

— upgrading the transmission grid so that renewables in peripheral areas realise their potential;

— planning issues;

— communication issues;

— finance and investment; and

— business development.

3 Performance and Innovation Unit Energy Review Working Paper, “The Economics of Nuclear Power”, February 2002.
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34. Grid upgrades are on the critical path to delivering the 2010 target. The Government is progressing
the regulatory changes required to incentivise the necessary grid upgrades for example in the consultation
on “Adjusting transmission charges for renewable generators in the north of Scotland”4.

35. The Government is also working with the renewables sector to monitor and minimise planning risks,
aviation issues and public opposition through the Aviation Issues Working Group, the Renewables
Advisory Board and the DTI’s renewables communications campaign “It’s Only Natural”5.

36. The aim of the Government’s communications campaign is to overcome concerns about the impact
of wind farms. Example of recent success was includes the organization of a series of events to provide
planners and councillors with the information they need to make an informed decision on planning
applications. A further example is the collation of educational material on renewables for primary and
secondary schools.

37. A key factor required to deliver continued progress on renewables is for the Government to provide
a stable regulatory context for investment. This has been fostered using the Renewables Obligation (RO),
the Government’s main support mechanism for renewable electricity. Maintaining investor confidence has
been a key message in the 2005–06 Review of the RO.

38. The Government is working with organisations such as Scottish Enterprise and the British Wind
Energy Association to promote business development activities such as a Guide to working with turbine
manufacturers and other supply chain activities.

39. OVshore wind is likely to be required at scale to achieve the Government’s targets in full. Work done
for the Renewables Innovation Review by Garrad Hassan6 has indicated that there are only a limited
number of engineering obstacles to oV-shore wind development and that these can be overcome by
appropriate and timely action, including maintaining a stable policy framework to encourage investment in
some areas of the supply chain process and enablement of timely planning consents. Round 2 oVshore wind
projects will require substantial debt financing and therefore an appropriate financial framework will be
important in encouraging investment. The Government has held meetings with Round 1 and 2 developers
to push forward on build schedules for Round 1 and to understand and develop a workplan to overcome
any obstacles to Round 2 including the development of the oVshore grid regulatory regime.

For further information

40. The key conclusions of the Renewables Innovation Review are attached at Annex 4 and full findings
are available at:

http://www.dti.gov.uk/renewables/renew—2.1.4.htm

What are the relative eYciencies of diVerent generating technologies? In particular, what contribution can
micro-generation (micro-CHP, micro-wind, PV) make, and how would it aVect investment in large-scale
generating capacity?

Relative eYciencies

41. Estimates of generating eYciency vary according to the mode of operation and exact type of plant.
A summary of the eYciencies assumed for the main types of plant considered in the November 2004 Energy
Projections exercise together with recent performance drawn from the Digest of UK Energy Statistics
(DUKES) is as follows7:

— Existing CCGT fleet, recent performance: 45% to 46%.

— New CCGT in 2010: 52%.

— Existing coal fleet, recent performance: 34% to 35%.

— New coal in 2010: 45% to 52%.

— Existing oil, recent performance: 20% to 26%.

— Renewables (wind and other primary sources): 100%.

— Biomass, recent performance: 25% to 30%.

— Nuclear, recent performance: 37% to 38%.

— CHP: recent performance: 70% to 90%.

42. The Government is committed to increasing the eYciency with which electricity is supplied as well as
generated. Defra published the Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Strategy in April 2004, which sets out a
framework of measures to support growth in CHP capacity, including the exemption of Good Quality
CHP from the Climate Change Levy, and reiterates the Government’s commitment to its target of at least

4 www.dti.gov.uk/energy/consultations/s—185—consultation.pdf
5 www.dti.gov.uk/renewables
6 A firm of independent engineering consultants specialising in wind energy.
7 The eYciencies are shown on the HHV (higher heating value) basis and allow for own use of electricity.
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10 gigawatts of installed Good Quality CHP capacity by 2010. CHP can increase the overall eYciency of
fuel utilisation to as much as 70% to 90%. CHP typically uses a third less fuel than conventional energy
installations and can potentially save up to 40% on fuel bills. Around 90% of CHP schemes are now gas-
fired, with natural gas one of the cleanest fuels for energy generation. The Government is working with
industry to maximise the delivery of existing CHP measures and further measures are being considered as
part of the Climate Change Programme Review.

43. The eYciency of nuclear stations has been rising in recent years as older, less eYcient stations have
closed, but outages in 2004 have reduced the eYciency in data collected for that year. The table below shows
thermal eYciency8 alongside the plant load factor9 and overall system load factor10. This gives a general
indication of how intensively each type of plant has been used. For nuclear generation, it shows that nuclear
stations were in use on average for over 70% of the time, but this reflects the fact that nuclear generation
provides baseload power.

Plant loads, demand and eYciency

MAJOR POWER PRODUCERS(1)

Unit 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Simultaneous maximum load met(2)(3) MW 58,452 58,589 61,717 60,501 61,013

of which England and Wales MW ·· 51,020 51,548 54,430 52,965 53,795
Scotland MW ·· 5,861 5,504 5,688 5,909 5,579
Northern Ireland MW ·· 1,571 1,537 1,599 1,627 1,639

Maximum demand as a percentage of UK % 81.1 80.0 87.7r 84.6r 83.2
capacity

Plant load factor

Combined cycle gas turbine stations % 75.0 69.7 70.0r 59.8 60.3
Nuclear stations + 70.5 76.1 75.1r 77.8r 71.0
Hydro-electric stations:

Natural flow + 37.2 27.4 33.8 22.5 37.2
Pumped storage + 10.7 9.6 10.5 10.8 10.5

Conventional thermal and other stations(4) + 39.2r 40.2r 40.6r 50.0 47.7
of which coal-fired stations + 50.8 56.0 55.9 65.0 62.0

All plant + 52.5r 53.0r 53.9 55.8r 54.1

System load factor + 67.4 68.7 64.8 67.0 66.3

Thermal eYciency
(gross calorific value basis)

Combined cycle gas turbine stations + 46.6 46.7 47.2 46.4 46.8
Coal fired station 37.7r 36.2 35.8 36.3r 36.5r 36.2
Nuclear stations + 37.3 37.3 37.6 38.1 37.9

(1) See paragraphs 5.49 and 5.50 for information on companies covered.
(2) Data cover the 12 months ending March of the following year, eg 2004 data are for the year ending

March 2005.
(3) The demands shown are those that occurred in Scotland and Northern Ireland at the same time as

England and Wales had their maximum demand. See paragraph 5.56 for further details.
(4) Conventional steam plants, gas turbines and oil engines and plants producing electricity from renewable

sources other than hydro.
Source: Digest of UK Energy Statistics 2005, Chart 5.10, page 136.

Microgeneration

44. Microgeneration has the potential to play a significant role in moving towards Government’s
objective of sustainable, reliable and aVordable energy for all. The Energy White Paper acknowledges the
contribution microgeneration could make towards the Government’s vision of our energy system in 2020
by suggesting that there will be “much more local generation” and, more specifically, “much more
microgeneration, for example from CHP plant, fuel cells in buildings or photovoltaics”. The Government’s

8 The eYciency with which heat energy contained in fuel is converted into electrical energy.
9 Average hourly quantity of electricity supplied during the year, expressed as a percentage of average output capability at the

beginning and end of the year.
10 Average hourly quantity of electricity available during the year expressed as a percentage of maximum demand nearest the

end of the year/early the following year.
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commitment to microgeneration has been demonstrated through a variety of support measures including
£41 million of support for solar photovoltaic projects (through the major PV demonstration programme
and field trials) and £12.5 million of support for household and community renewables through the Clear
Skies Initiative. The Government is developing a strategy for the promotion of microgeneration with the
aim of creating the right competitive environment for these technologies to fulfil their potential.

45. Increased deployment of these technologies could have a beneficial impact on all four of the
Government’s energy policy goals:

— Reducing carbon emissions—with buildings contributing around 47%of carbon dioxide emissions
in theUK the widespread incorporation of low carbon heat and electricity generating technologies
into houses, commercial premises, schools, etc could have a real impact in terms of reducing
emissions.

— Ensuring reliable energy supplies—widespread microgeneration reduces the load on the
distribution network, whilst more diverse and local generation also reduces transmission losses
and, if deployed on a widespread scale, would help the UK to develop a more diverse portfolio of
sources of supply.

— Promoting competitive markets—microgeneration could give consumers a wider choice of
products from which to gain their electricity and heat. It also allows suppliers to oVer more
innovative energy services packages that may include a microgeneration element.

— AVordable heating for all—microgeneration is currently amore costly contributor to reducing fuel
poverty than energy eYciency measures. Yet, if the fairly substantial upfront costs of
microgeneration technologies could be defrayed, the lower energy bills associated with such
technologies could contribute to reducing fuel poverty.

46. At the moment it is diYcult to predict the contribution that microgeneration will be able to make to
these goals. The range of technologies envisaged, the diVerent stages of their development and the fact that
the overall industry is in a formative stage makes it diYcult to develop reliable trend data to quantify the
future benefits each technology will bring, to assess how cost curves will develop, and to predict the extent
to which the market will develop.

47. These diYculties in establishing the contribution microgeneration technologies can make in terms of
heat and electricity generation make it hard to estimate the eVect microgeneration will have on investment
in large-scale generating capacity. The impact will depend on the extent and the speed with which
microgeneration is taken up by consumers and businesses. But the lack of trend data, allowing the reliable
prediction of future uptake makes it diYcult to quantify the overall impact and the timing of that impact.

48. Through our consultation on the microgeneration strategy (launched on 23 June and closing on
23 September) the Government is hoping to develop a more substantive evidence base than currently exists.

Q3 What is the attitude of financial institutions to investment in diVerent forms of generation?

What is the attitude of financial institutions to the risks involved in nuclear new build and the scale of the
investment required? How does this compare with attitudes towards investment in CCGT and renewables?

49. The Energy White Paper stated that the current economics of new nuclear build make it an
unattractive option. The high upfront capital costs involved in a new nuclear plant, together with the longer
construction timescales are likely to influence the attitude of financial institutions. Compared with gas (and
some renewables), new nuclear involves longer timescales between investment and cash flow.

HowmuchGovernment financial support would be required to facilitate private sector investment in nuclear new
build? How would such support be provided? How compatible is such support with liberalised energy markets?

50. It is unclear at this stage what, if any Government financial support would be required to facilitate
private sector investment in nuclear new build.

What impact would a major programme of investment in nuclear have on investment in renewables and energy
eYciency?

51. It will remain important to increase energy eYciency, irrespective of the future composition of
generating capacity, as part of the Government’s policy to restrain energy demand and reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. New nuclear plant would be one element in the portfolio of generating capacity, alongside
others including renewables. The Government remains committed to its declared targets for renewables
capacity.
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C. Strategic Benefits

Q4 If nuclear new build requires Government financial support, on what basis would such support be justified?
What public good(s) would it deliver?

52. The Government’s position on new nuclear build was set out in the 2003 Energy White Paper. Any
decision to opt for new nuclear build would require full public consultation and a further White Paper.
Considerations such as the public good delivered and justification for support would form key aspects of
such a consultation and decision-making process.

To what extent and over what timeframe would nuclear new build reduce carbon emissions?

53. The extent to which newnuclear build could reduce carbon emissionswould depend on the alternative
form of generation which was being displaced. Government policy remains as stated in the Energy White
Paper and consequently no timeframe for new nuclear build has been considered.

To what extent would nuclear new build contribute to security of supply (ie keeping the lights on)?

54. The market framework creates strong incentives on participants to contribute to security of supply.
Price signals help consumers, suppliers and producers to see when supplies are relatively plentiful or tight
and to respond to those signals through reducing demand or increasing supply through the release or
creation of additional capacity appropriate to the need.

55. Currently nuclear generation acts as a baseload power source because stations run continuously
(aside from outages). This means that it is not as flexible a source of power as gas or coal-fired stations which
can come on- and oV-line according to peaks and troughs in demand. (See also paragraph 43)

Is nuclear new build compatible with the Government’s aims on security and terrorism both within the UK and
worldwide?

56. Government believes that acts of terror must not prevent us from going about our day-to-day
business. This includes the country’s ability to meet its energy requirements. The proper response to the
potential threat from terrorism against nuclear power stations is to make sure that they are appropriately
secure rather than ruling out building them.Government policy remains to keep open the option of building
new nuclear power stations. However, Government recognises the particular concerns that nuclear
installations give rise to. For this reason, the security of nuclear materials and process is independently
regulated and is kept under constant scrutiny. All licensed nuclear sites need to satisfy the requirements of
the Nuclear Industries Security Regulations 2003, which make provision for the protection of nuclear
material, both on sites and in transit, against the risks of theft and sabotage, and for the protection of
sensitive nuclear information. The Government is confident that this approach will ensure that security
measures will continue to be robust and eVective.

Q5 In respect of these issues [Q4], how does the nuclear option compare with amajor programme of investment
in renewables, microgeneration, and energy eYciency? How compatible are the various options with each other
and with the strategy set out in the Energy White Paper?

57. The EnergyWhite Paper set out a long-term strategy to deliver our environmental, security of supply,
competitiveness and social goals. It could not prescribe in detail the individual policies to be pursued over
the next 20 years but it did set out key principles to guide the development of those policies. These included:

— An emphasis on energy eYciency as the cleanest, cheapest and safest way of addressing all our
goals;

— An emphasis on delivering through a well-designed, transparent and open energymarket, through
the use of market instruments such as emissions trading;

— Recognition that nationwide and local electricity grids will need restructuring to adapt to the
emergence of more renewable and microgeneration;

— An emphasis on diversity as the best way of protecting ourselves against interruptions in supply,
sudden price rises, terrorism or other threats to reliability of supply;

— The need to consider the impact of new energy policies on all our energy goals, in line with our
overall approach to sustainable development.

58. The White Paper stated that in reducing carbon emissions our priority was to strengthen the
contribution of energy eYciency and renewable energy sources. It also cautioned that ambitious progress
was achievable but uncertain. It recognised that nuclear power is currently an important source of carbon-
free electricity but highlighted economic and waste issues that needed to be resolved in order for it to be
considered as part of any future low-carbon generation capacity. To this extent, all the forms of generation
mentioned in Question 5, as well as energy eYciency, are covered by and consistent with this strategy.
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D. Other Issues

Q6 How carbon-free is nuclear energy? What level of carbon emissions would be associated with (a)
construction and (b) operation of a new nuclear power station? How carbon-intensive is the mining and
processing of uranium ore?

59. Nuclear generation is carbon free at the point at which the electricity is produced. Construction of a
nuclear power station—or indeed any other large-scale generating facility—would involve significant
volumes of steel and concrete, both of which produce carbon emissions in their manufacture. But the
associated carbon emissions would have been included in the cost of the steel and concrete through
mechanisms such as the Climate Change Levy and the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.

60. A number of reports and papers have been written on the subject of the lifecycle carbon emissions of
nuclear generation and the particular emissions associated with the mining and processing of the fuel. These
have produced a range of estimates, depending on factors such as the grade of the ore and the depth of the
mining operation. The Government cannot comment on the reliability and objectivity of individual studies.

Q7 Should nuclear new build be conditional on the development of scientifically and publicly acceptable
solutions to the problems of managing nuclear waste, as recommended in 2000 by the RCEP?

61. As stated earlier in this response, the EnergyWhite Paper highlighted the long-termmanagement and
disposal of nuclear waste as an important issue to be resolved. Since then, Government has taken steps to
address this issue.

62. It established the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) in April 2005 to take responsibility
for the decommissioning and clean-up of the UK’s older, publicly-owned, civil nuclear sites, previously
owned by BritishNuclear Fuels plc (BNFL) and theUnitedKingdomAtomic EnergyAuthority (UKAEA).
The NDA is currently consulting on its Strategy for this work (available at http://www.nda.gov.uk ).

63. The Government has also, in conjunction with the Devolved Administrations, established the
independent Committee on Radioactive Waste Management (CoRWM) to assess the options, and to
provide a recommendation, on the best means of managing the UK’s higher activity radioactive waste in
the long term. CoRWM’s recommendation is due to be delivered in July 2006.

64. Government is also undertaking, again in conjunction with the Devolved Administrations, a review
of policy for the long term management of the UK’s low-level radioactive waste, where the issue is one of
how we best use the kinds of disposal routes that already exist. This review is also due to be completed
around the middle of 2006.

65. All this work will involve substantial programmes of public and stakeholder engagement, and once
recommendations have been delivered, we would expect to have a much clearer picture of how the nuclear
waste issue can be addressed, and this can be drawn upon as a component of the decision-making process.

Annex 1

UPDATED EMISSIONS PROJECTIONS

FINAL PROJECTIONS TO INFORM THE NATIONAL ALLOCATION PLAN (NAP)

11 NOVEMBER 2004

Introduction

1.1 The UK published projections of carbon dioxide11 and non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions12

alongside the Climate Change Programme in November 2000. These formed the basis of the UK’s Third
National Communication under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(October 2001)13.

1.2 The current exercise to update the UK CO2 projections is ongoing and takes account of the
environmental and other policy developments since the previous exercise and updates the assumptions
underlying the previous projection.

11 Energy Paper 68: Energy Projections for the UK, November 2000, The Stationery OYce: http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/
inform/energy—projections/index.shtml

12 Projections of Non-CO2 Greenhouse Gas Emissions for the United Kingdom and Constituent Countries, November 2000, WS
Atkins Consultants Ltd.

13 See http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/3nc/default.htm
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1.3 For the purposes of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) National Allocation Plan (NAP)
these are the final projections.

1.4 A provisional projection, based on an initial set of assumptions was published in July 200314. These
preliminary results were used within the draft National Allocation Plan issued for consultation in January
2004. Further work and revised assumptions based on consultations since October 2003 provided the basis
for further revisions to the projections. These were published in a working paper in May 200415, and set out
the assumptions and detailed results underlying the projection that was used in the NAP submitted to the
European Commission and related consultation document in April 2004.

1.5 This paper, presents the results of further revisions to the projections that have taken place sinceMay
2004. This work has helped inform the final decision on the level of the overall UK emissions cap in October
2004 and revisions to the April NAP. The results are arranged as follows: Part one provides a summary of
the headline projection and main changes since the April NAP projection. Part two provides the sectoral
projections. Part three provides energy demand results and Part four provides detail on energy supply.

1.6 The DTIUKEnergyModel is the basis for the UKCO2 projections. The sector classification and the
principal source of energy statistics is the Digest of UK Energy Statistics (DUKES)16. The energy sectors
modelled are power stations, oVshore sector, refineries and other energy producing industries. The energy
demand sectors are Residential (or Domestic), Services (Public and Commercial), Road and Other
Transport, Industry (excluding Services) and Agriculture.

Part One—Summary

Headline projection and main changes since April 2004 NAP

1.7 This central baseline “with measures” CO2 projection is illustrated in Figure 1 against the UK
domestic goal of a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions from 1990 level.

Figure 1: UK carbon/carbon dioxide emissions 
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14 See http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/sepn/projections.pdf
15 See Working Paper 1: http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/sepn/uep.pdf
16 See http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/inform/dukes/dukes2004/index.shtml
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1.8 Figure 1 illustrates the path of total UK carbon dioxide emissions, historic and projected from 1990
to 2010. The projection reflects recent revisions to carbon emission factors for coal used for electricity
generation and natural gas, but does not yet include a further adjustment for a more recent change to other
coal and oil emissions factors which have not been incorporated in the historical data. The projection of
emissions in 2010 is 141.3MtC (518 MtCO2)17.

1.9 Overall this headline figure represents around a 14% reduction in CO2 emissions on the 1990 levels
by 201018. The historical fall in emissions between 1990 and 2002 is estimated to be "8.2% taking account
of the revisions to coal and gas emission factors already incorporated in the projections, and is estimated to
be "8.5% when all revisions have been made.

1.10 The projection allows for savings in carbon emissions from environmental measures announced in
the Climate Change Programme (Nov 2000) and from subsequent measures. The savings from these
measures amount to around 9MtC in 2005 and around 15MtC in 2010. More information is provided in
Annex 1.

1.11 Overall emissions fell steadily throughout the 1990s in part due to switching out of coal into gas.
They have been relatively level in recent years. The latest projection in 2005 is below the 2000 level. In part
this reflects estimated savings from the Climate Change Programme measures beginning to work through
and oVsetting increases in emissions expected from the power generation sector compared with 2000.

1.12 Emissions from electricity generation in 2005 are estimated to fall a little from actual levels in 2003,
reflecting a modest switch from coal use to gas. Such a switch has begun to be observed in the first half of
2004. It is projected also that imports of electricity will be substantially higher in 2005 than in 2003,
continuing the trend emerging during 2004.While there aremany uncertainties about projections even a year
ahead, the projection for 2005 is broadly consistent with recent generation patterns.

1.13 Table 1 compares the latest projection with that which informed the April NAP (May 2004
working paper).

Table 1

LATEST PROJECTION (FINAL NAP) COMPARED WITH APRIL NAP PROJECTION,
MTC AND (MTCO2)

1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

Final NAP 165.1 (605) 153.5 (563) 152.7 (560) 151.4 (555) 141.3 (518)
April NAP 164.9 (605) 154.9 (568) 153.1 (561) 150.3 (551) 141.4 (519)
“UK domestic goal”(1) 132 (484)

Notes: Figures are presented in carbon equivalent MtC and carbon dioxide (MtCO2) 1MtC%

MtCO2 #12/44.

Revisions to carbon emission factors for coal and gas have an impact on historic data including 1990.
(1) UK domestic goal as 20% reduction on “current 1990” figure.

Implications for the April 2004 NAP

1.14 The National Allocation Plan submitted to the European Commission in April 2004 explained that
the number of allowances would be reviewed at the time of submitting the final plan, in light of the ongoing
work on the energy projections, the review of Climate Change Agreement targets for 2006, any potential
changes in fuel intensity for the Iron and Steel sector and the receipt of verified data from operators. The
changes in energy projections set out above and revisions to emission factors, together with the finalisation
of the Climate Change Agreement targets leads to an increase in projected emissions from the UK
installations covered by the EU ETS for the period 2005–07 of around 15.3MtC (56.1 MtCO2) compared
to the position in April 2004.

1.15 The Government has considered how to reflect this increase in emissions in allocations under the
National Allocation Plan. The Government is proposing to increase the total number of UK allowances for
the period 2005–07 by 5.4MtC (19.8 MtCO2) allowances.

17 This compares with 141.8MtC published on 27 October 2004. The update reflects information received since leading to
revised land use change (LUC) projections.

18 This does not include any impact of EU ETS.
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Main changes since April NAP

1.16 The main changes to the projections since May 2004 have been:

— Fossil fuel price revisions—revisions to near term oil prices due to recent developments in world
oil prices (fossil fuel price assumptions given in Annex 2).

— Power generation revisions reflecting emerging new data, revised fuel price assumptions and other
factors detailed later in this paper.

— Industrial growth—revisions to growth assumptions informed by independent research
commissioned by DTI and Defra fromOxford Economic Forecasting and CRU respectively. The
report from Oxford Economic Forecasting will be available on the DTI website shortly.

— Carbon emission factors—revisions to coal and gas carbon emission factors as set out above
following research commissioned by Defra.

— Climate Change Agreement—renegotiated targets for voluntary agreements by industrial
companies and trade sectors.

— Climate Change Programme—revision to estimates of impact of environmental policy measures.

— Re-estimation of Road Transport projection based on DfT assumptions of eYciency impact of
Voluntary Agreements.

Differences by Sector

1.17 The changes from April 2004 projection to the latest projection shown in Table 1 are the result of
the impact of changes listed above on the sectors as shown in Table 2 for 2005 and 2010.

1.18 Estimated emissions from the power sector in 2005 are higher than in theApril projectionmainly due
to higher estimated electricity demand, the impact of revised CO2 emission factors, revised plant eYciency
assumptions, lower nuclear output and the impact of revisions to energy price assumptions, only partially
oVset by other factors. The projection in 2005 is now broadly consistent with recent generation patterns.

1.19 The power sector projected emission in 2010 has fallen slightly compared with the April projection.
This is due to higher renewables generation in line with the Government policy of 10% of generation from
renewable sources and upward adjustments to the nuclear output assumptions19 and inclusion of impact of
more climate change programme measures in 2010.

1.20 The increase in refinery emission projections of 0.2MtC in 2005 and 2010 since the April NAP is due
to a re-classification of a CombinedHeat and Power (CHP) plant that was previouslymodelled in a diVerent
sector to the refineries sector, which is where it is classified in the Digest of UK Energy Statistics.

Table 2

CHANGES BY SECTOR APRIL NAP AND FINAL NAP PROJECTION

2005 2010

Power stations !4.7 "0.5
Refineries !0.2 !0.2
Residential "0.3 "1.1
Services "0.1 0
Industry "1.2 !0.9
Transport "0.8 "0.6
Other Transport "0.5 "0.5
Agriculture/aVorestation/Land use "0.8 "1.1
change
Allocation of previously unallocated — !2.7
policy measures

Total diVerence 1.1MtC "0.1MtC
April NAP 150.3MtC 141.4MtC
Latest projections 151.4MtC 141.3MtC

19 This adjustment represents a “catching up” of input decisions made prior to May 2004 Working Paper projections rather
than a re-appraisal of the prospects of nuclear since May 2004.
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Part Two—Sectoral Emissions Projections

1.21 Table 3 provides a comparison between the latest emission projection by sector and the April 2004
projection.

Table 3

PROJECTIONS OF SECTOR CARBON EMISSIONS

Actual (1) Final NAP Projection April NAP projection

2000 2005 2010 2005 2010

Power Stations 43.1 44.8 37.4 40.1 37.9
Refineries 4.4 5.4 5.5 5.2 5.3
Residential 23.0 21.2 20.5 21.5 21.6
Services (including agriculture) 8.1 7.3 7.5 7.4 7.5
Industry 33.8 33.7 31.6 34.9 30.7
Road Transport 31.7 32.4 34.5 33.2 35.1
OV-road 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6
Other Transport 2.8 2.4 2.5 2.8 2.9
Total 148.5 148.6 140.9 146.8 142.5
AVorestation since 1990 "0.35(4) "0.46 "0.65 "0.45 "0.7
unallocated measures(2) 0 "1.34 0 "4.05
LUC(5) 4.17 3.25 2.43 4.0(3) 3.6
UEP “all measures” baseline 152.7 151.4 141.3 150.4 141.4

Notes:
(1) Actual data for 2000 is provided by NETCEN. The data is based on revised power sector coal emission

factors and natural gas in all sectors. Inclusions of further revised fuel emission factors will further
revise these.

(2) The latest projection “unallocated measures” reflects some further firming up of policy measures since
April 2004. As a result some of the savings in this category in the April projection have now been
distributed to appropriate sectors.

(3) Provisional working estimate.
(4) AVorestation since 1990 not counted as a measure in historical emissions. Total forest uptake in 2000,

2005 and 2010 projected to be "3.2 MtC, "3.4 MtC, and "3.4 MtC respectively, but this could not all
be counted against emissions under the Kyoto Protocol.

(5) LUC emissions estimates are under review.

Power sector 20 projected emissions

1.22 Detail on the background to the power sector projections is provided in part four.

1.23 Power station capacities can be regarded as fixed over the medium term, allowing for capacity
coming into production as a result of previous investment decisions. The near term outlook for emissions
is thus essentially dependent on estimated total electricity demand and the mix of coal, gas and carbon free
sources of electricity.

1.24 A number of changes have been made since the April power sector projections, changing both the
short and long term outlooks:

— The emissions factors for coal and natural gas have increased and decreased respectively following
research commissioned by Defra.

— Projected electricity demand has increased, partly as new data suggested that the original estimates
were too low. Higher demand directly translates into higher emissions, in both 2005 and 2010.

— Revisions to plant eYciency assumptions for coal and CCGT stations, again largely derived from
new data, have also increased emissions on balance in both 2005 and 2010.

— Projected generation from nuclear plants in 2005 has been reduced as the result of technical
adjustment, bringing the projection into line with the definitions used in themodelling process and
thereby increasing emissions in 2005. Conversely, projected nuclear generation in 2010 has been
increased, as described in paragraph 1.19, resulting in a decrease in 2010 emissions compared with
the April projection.

— Revisions to short term energy price assumptions are likely to have contributed to increased
emissions in 2005 due to fuel price relativity changes.

20 For modelling purposes, the coverage of the industry is major power producers plus all renewable generators. All other
generators of electricity are included within the industrial or commercial sectors.
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— Other changes have tended to decrease projected emissions in 2005. Principally these are higher
assumed electricity imports—where new data suggests a significant rebound in 2004 from
depressed 2003 levels—together with the impact of the Climate Change Programme.

1.25 The net eVect of these revisions has been to increase emissions in the short term broadly consistent
with recent experience.

Oil Refineries

1.26 Oil refinery emissions have been adjusted in the light of increasing yield shifts towards lighter
fractions. A throughput of 87Mt of crude has been assumed reflecting a recovery of the industry from
unplanned outages in the early 2000s. The result of these improvements is to leave the emission estimates
unchanged. In order tomaintain consistency of definitionwith theDigest ofUKEnergy Statistics, emissions
from CHP plants that are closely associated with the refinery sector are included in the estimates.

Service sector emissions

1.27 Changes to the service sector since the April projection are some 0.1MtC in 2005. This was the
impact of minor adjustment in the fuel demand due to revision of the near term fossil fuel prices and the
impact of the natural gas emission factor.

Residential sector emissions

1.28 The upward revision to the near-term fossil fuel price assumptions between April and the latest
projection had the impact of reducing domestic fuel demand slightly. However, more significant reductions
were the result of firming up of several environmental policies which enabled the impact to be more directly
attributed to the domestic sector and thus included in the energy model rather than any underlying change
in domestic demand since April, and the impact of revised natural gas emission factor.

Transport sector emissions

1.29 Modelling revisions to the road transport sector incorporated specific assumptions about the
progress towards theVoluntaryAgreements withmotormanufacturers to improve overall vehicle eYciency.
Adopting eYciencies agreed with DfT suggested higher impact of these measures than previously estimated.
There is therefore a further reduction, including a downward revision to fuel burn in the Other Transport
sector amounting to 0.8MtC in 2005 and 0.6MtC in 2010.

1.30 Table 4 illustrates the latest Road Transport emission projection assuming the current Voluntary
Agreements for the years 2000–10 (excluding the expected changes to carbon emission factor changes for
oil products) compared with the April NAP.

1.31 The new vehicle fuel eYciency improvement assumed in the latest projection is 2.4% per annum
between 2004–08 and 0.6% thereafter.

Table 4

LATEST ROAD TRANSPORT EMISSION PROJECTION COMPARED WITH
APRIL NAP PROJECTION IN MTC

2000 2005 2010

Latest 31.7 32.4 34.5
projection
April NAP 31.7 33.2 35.1
Change "0.8 "0.6

Part Three—Energy Demand

1.32 Annex 4 provides the latest projected energy demand by broad sector by fuel comparedwith the 2000
and 2003 actuals based on the Digest of UK energy Statistics (DUKES).

1.33 Annex 5 provides the latest projected energy demand and emissions projection for the Iron and Steel
industry compared with historical data on the UEP basis.

1.34 Table 5 illustrates the historic and projected average annual per cent energy intensity improvement
by broad sector implied by the latest projections.
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Table 5

HISTORIC AND PROJECTED AVERAGE ANNUAL PER CENT ENERGY INTENSITY
IMPROVEMENT BY BROAD SECTOR IMPLIED BY THE LATEST PROJECTIONS (%)

Residential Services Transport Industry (1)

1990–95 0.81 0.14 1.09 1.45
1995–2000 0.98 2.80 0.93 2.05
2000–05 3.19 3.34 1.56 "0.73
2005–10 2.66 2.26 0.59 1.72

Notes: Energy intensity is energy divided by an index of sector growth
represented by GDP in Residential and Transport sectors, by appropriate
GVA growth in service and industry sectors.
(1) Total industry energy excludes an estimate for energy used in

transformation which is consistent with the Digest of UK Energy Statistics
presentation.

Part Four—Energy Supply, Generation

This section provides detail on the assumptions made and general background to the latest power sector
projection.

Capacity and Generation Assumptions

1.35 It is assumed that most of the existing coal fired stations survive at least until the beginning of the
Large Combustion Plant Directive (LCPD) control period. Themaximum potential output fromCombined
Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) plants is increasing as new plants progress through the commissioning stage.
Some plants previously in receivership have also resumed operation, or will shortly do so. Longer term, we
expect some resumption of CCGT build as a result of more favourable market conditions, a revival of
confidence and as some coal and other plant closes. In view of the age structure of the coal station fleet and
with tightening emission limits, there seems to be some potential for power stations to be repowered, or
operations otherwise modified. Nonetheless it seems likely that some plant will not remain operational
through to the end of the decade.

1.36 Assumptions about future nuclear generation in these projections broadly reflect company
announcements. In recent years, generation from nuclear power stations has remained below the levels of
the late 1990s.

1.37 Imports of electricity fell to very low levels in 2003 as a whole, while electricity exports increased,
both serving to increase the requirement for domestic generation and therefore increasing emissions. In 2004
however, it has become clear that electricity imports have rebounded very strongly in associationwith higher
domestic wholesale prices.

1.38 Government is committed to ensuring that the contribution from renewables increases over time.
The share of generation accounted for by renewables is assumed to be 10% in 2010 and increases to 15%
by 2015.

Other Assumptions

1.39 Sulphur dioxide—Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD) Plant

There have been a number of proposals to retrofit FGD to coal stations. It is assumed that FGD capacity
in the latter part of this decade is around 12GW. Some FGD plant is currently being fitted, but it is unclear
to what extent this will be available during 2005.

1.40 Nitrogen Oxides

It is assumed that nearly all coal stations remaining on the system during the latter half of this decade will
have some form of over-fire air system fitted, or will achieve corresponding emission reductions. Indeed,
some companies have already announced plans to fit this type of equipment to some generating units. There
may be exceptions to this standard, reflecting station-specific conditions. In terms of the impact on the
projections, controlling NOx by retrofitting such equipment will add a modest amount to the costs of
generating from coal power stations.

1.41 Pollution Prevention and Control (PPC)221 and Wider Environmental Considerations

21 PPC is replacing Integrated Pollution Control (IPC), with large combustion plant due to fall under the PPC regulations
in 2006–07.
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It is assumed in these power sector projections that there are continued incentives to achieve the highest
possible operational eYciency of coal-fired and CCGT power stations and to reduce the underlying level of
emissions, both to reduce CO2 emissions and also reflecting a period of transition from the current acid gas
control regime to that pertaining under the LCPD. For purposes of the 2010 projection, the coal sulphur
content in unabated plant is set to be less than 1.0%, which appears broadly consistent with the aims of
environmental policy in the longer term. The projected amount of generation from coal plant in 2010 is
consistent with either implementation method for the LCPD, though this may entail the use of other fuels
or techniques at coal plants to meet required limits. A significant amount of coal plant capacity is assumed
to be opted out of the LCPD requirements andwill therefore close before the end of 2015. It also seems likely
that some plants deciding to opt out will generate for only a limited period and will close before, or perhaps
during 2010. Clearly it is diYcult to predict when such closures might actually happen and further sensitivity
work is planned to examine the impact of earlier, accelerated closure and also a higher survival rate
beyond 2010.

Coal in Power Generation

1.42 In general, the competitive position of coal in the last few years has improved due to significant
increases in gas prices and generally low coal prices.

1.43 Another key factor supporting the use of coal in generation has been a move by the generators to
lower-sulphur coals allowing higher coal-fired generation within given sulphur limits. Flexibilities available
to those constructing FGD plants will also have enhanced the short-term outlook for coal, though the
impact of the flexibilities as distinct from the impact of generally favourable market conditions is diYcult
to gauge. Notwithstanding this, it seems likely that plant and/or company SO2 emission limits may have
recently either limited the total coal generation, or perhaps its distribution between plants and/or companies.

1.44 Against the trend of the last few years, however, there has been a significant shift in recent months
towards cleaner forms of generation. Coal generation has fallen significantly and gas generation has risen
to historically high levels. Thismay partly be explained by amodest shift in the relativity of gas to coal prices,
favouring increased gas use. Coal prices have increased in recent times. The bulk of the increase in coal prices
will have been in imported fuels, requiring a diYcult trade oV for station operators between using low
sulphur but relatively expensive imports, lower cost but higher sulphur domestic coals and the use of
generally expensive gas. It is possible that the recent trend towards higher gas use may not persist, as gas
prices have risen significantly in recent months on the back of much higher crude oil prices. While this may
mean that coal claws back some competitiveness, other influences, such as emission limits, may also act to
moderate coal use.

Carbon price analysis

1.45 The results of the modelling analysis of power station responses to assumed low to medium carbon
prices in the years 2005 and 2010 is illustrated in Annex 7.

The Pattern of Electricity Generation

1.46 The power sector generation by fuel is given in Table 6 below.

Table 6

ELECTRICITY GENERATION BY FUEL, IN TWH22

2000 2005 2010

Coal 111.9 116 90
Oil 2.1 2 2
Gas 127.0 135 145
Nuclear 78.3 80 65
Renewables23 10.1 15 40
Imports 14.3 10 8
Pumped storage 2.6 2 2
TOTAL 346.3 361 352

22 The figures in this table relate to gross supply to the grid, plus imports of electricity.
23 The level of renewables generation in 2010 is approximately 10% of overall generation.
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1.47 This projection suggests a fall in coal generation from recent high levels24. The recent increase in
wholesale electricity prices is assumed to continue to lead to a reversal of the recent trend towards lower
electricity imports, as well as to reduced exports. Prospective increases in CHP and other own generation
will also act to dampen demand on the “grid”25. There is already a clear indication of an upswing in
generation from these sources, on the back of rising wholesale prices.

1.48 It should be stressed that these results do not embody any impact from the EU-ETS.

1.49 Table 7 shows a comparison of the fuels used by generation for the latest projections compared with
the April projection.

Table 7

COMPARISON OF LATEST PROJECTION AND THE APRIL PROJECTION

April NAP (TWh) Final NAP Projection (TWh)
2005 2010 2005 2010

Coal 113 106 116 90
Oil 2 2 2 2
Gas 116 132 135 145
Nuclear 84 61 80 65
Renewables 15 39 15 40
Other26 12 13 12 10
TOTAL 344 353 361 352

1.50 Compared with the April projection, the key changes in the latest projections for 2005 are that
electricity demand is higher, with coal and gas fired generation higher as a consequence, and nuclear output
is lower. In 2010 coal generation is now lower27, while gas and nuclear generation are higher. Demand in
2010 is restrained by the impact of the Climate Change Programme.

1.51 The projected growth in total final electricity demand between 2002 and 2010 is around 0.7% per
annum. This compares with growth in the previous decade of around 1.7% per annum. Demand on the
“grid” is restrained by the growth in other sources of supply such as CHP.

ANNEX 1—Climate Change Programme measures

ANNEX 2—Fuel price assumptions and historic path of oil prices

ANNEX 3—Industrial sector output

ANNEX 4—Final energy demand (projected and historic)

ANNEX 5—Iron and steel industry energy and emission projections

ANNEX 6—Historic and projected UK carbon emissions in MtC

ANNEX 7—Carbon Price Analysis

Annex 1

Climate Change Programme Measures included in latest projection

Total carbon savings (MtC)

2005 2010

DOMESTIC 1.02 3.01
Policies include EEC, Warm Front, Building Regulations (2002) and
Community Energy
INDUSTRY 3.28 4.89
Policies include CCAs, UK ETS, Carbon Trust programmes and
Building Regulations (2002)

24 Coal generation in 2003 is estimated at 128TWh and gas generation also 128TWh.
25 The Cambridge Econometrics (CE) report suggested an increase in CHP generation of some 8TWh between 2003 and 2005.

Modelling Good Quality Combined Heat and Power Capacity to 2010: Revised Projections. A final report submitted to the
Department of Trade and Industry, 6 November 2003.
[http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/environment/energy–eYciency/chpreport.pdf]

26 Generation from pumped storage plants and electricity imports.
27 This arises partly because quantities of other fuels are used in coal plant. The behaviour of plants which choose to adopt the

20,000 hour derogation under the LCPD is problematic in terms of establishing a firm baseline for 2010.
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Climate Change Programme Measures included in latest projection

Total carbon savings (MtC)

2005 2010

SERVICES 0.49 0.89
Policies include Building Regulations (2002), UK ETS, Carbon Trust
programmes, UK ETS and public sector programmes
TRANSPORT 3.02 4.42
Policies include Voluntary Agreements, the 10 Year Plan, Sustainable
Distribution, and OV Road programmes
AGRICULTURE 0.46 0.65
From aVorestation since 1990
TOTAL 8.26 13.86
Total CCP savings including “unallocated” measures 8.26 15.20
“Unallocated” measures 0 1.34
Policies include additional CCAs, Building Regulations (2005),
minimum product standards.

Notes:

Definition of “unallocated”:Measures which are currently less firm or detailed but are nonetheless “funded”

Figures are based on information provided by Defra for Business (industry !services) and Domestic.

The estimated impact from CCA’s in industry and the savings for the VA in Transport are based on DTI
analysis/ model outturn.

The DfT 10 year plan saving of 1.1MtC has been assumed in transport.

“Further Measures”

Savings from a third group of measures, still subject to negotiation when the final modelling assumptions
had to be made, have not (yet) been included. These include further CCAs, Carbon Trust programmes, the
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive and market transformation eVects, with savings likely to fall in
the range 0.6-0.8MtC/y.

Annex 2a

FOSSIL FUEL PRICE ASSUMPTIONS

Natural
Real 2003 Crude Oil GasBeach ARA Coal
prices $/bbl Price p/therm NAR $/tonne

2005 30.0 24.6 77.1
2006 28.6 24.6 79.1
2007 27.3 23.0 67.5
2008 25.9 22.0 43.4
2009 24.6 21.0 35.0
2010 23.2 20.0 35.0
2011 23.6 20.3 35.0
2012 24.1 20.6 35.0
2013 24.5 20.9 35.0
2014 25.0 21.2 35.0
2015 25.4 21.5 35.0
2016 25.9 21.8 35.0
2017 26.3 22.1 35.0
2018 26.7 22.4 35.0
2019 27.2 22.7 35.0
2020 27.6 23.0 35.0

Note: The projected and past oil prices are illustrated in the
following chart. This puts into context the current 2005–10 oil
projection.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATE ASSUMPTIONS

Exchange
Rate £1 % $USD

2005 1.828
2006 1.796
2007 1.777
2008 1.769
2009 1.768
2010 1.772
2015 1.736
2020 1.700

Annex 2b
Deflated Sterling Brent Oil Price (Historic and Projected) 1970 - 2010

(deflated by UK GDP, 2003 prices)
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2004–10 based on DTI energy model assumptions.

Annex 3

INDUSTRY SECTOR OUTPUT
(INDEX, 2000 % 100)

Pulp,
Food, Textiles, paper, Chemicals Non- Non- Construction

drink & leather & printing & & chemical metallic ferrous Engineering & other Iron !

Year tobacco clothing publishing products minerals metals & vehicles industry Steel

2000 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2001 100.9 89.2 93.9 103.6 100.8 109.6 96.9 102.0 89.3
2002 101.6 82.2 94.1 105.1 98.2 104.7 89.9 107.1 77.0
2003 101.3 79.9 96.9 107.7 104.1 104.2 90.5 111.7 86.4
2004 102.9 77.5 98.6 110.5 103.3 110.5 92.0 116.1 95.6
2005 103.4 75.7 100.4 113.2 104.2 112.4 95.2 118.8 107.3
2006 104.6 73.8 102.1 116.1 104.7 113.5 97.9 121.2 111.6
2007 106.1 72.1 103.51 19.0 105.6 114.7 99.9 123.3 112.0
2008 107.7 70.4 105.5 121.9 106.7 115.5 101.7 125.3 113.3
2009 109.4 68.9 107.3 124.9 107.7 115.4 103.3 127.4 113.5
2010 111.0 67.6 109.0 128.0 108.9 116.1 105.1 129.4 114.1
2011 112.9 66.3 110.8 131.2 110.1 116.7 106.8 131.6 114.8
2012 114.7 65.0 112.5 134.5 111.4 117.2 108.6 133.7 115.4

Source OEF OEF OEF (1) DTI OEF OEF (2) DTI OEF CRU (3)

Notes:
OEF—DTI commissioned research from Oxford Economic Forecasting
CRU—Defra commissioned research from CRU Strategies, industry analysts
(1) OEF physical paper forecast for paper production. The residual sector uses DTI projection
(2) OEF weighted average primary and secondary physical output
(3) Crude steel output
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Annex 4

FINAL ENERGY DEMAND (MTOE)
ACTUAL (HISTORIC) AND PROJECTED

Actual (DUKES ’04) Model Forecast

Residential 2000 2003 2005 2010

Electricity 9.6 9.9 10.1 10.4
Gas 31.8 33.2 30.8 30.3
Oil 3.2 3.4 3.3 3.6
Solid Fuel 1.9 1.1 0.7 0.1
Renewables 0.24 0.25 0.22 0.22
Heat Sold 0.04 0.01
Total 46.9 47.9 45.1 44.7

Transport
Motor Spirit (all pet 2000–03) !DERV 41.1 41.8 42.4 44.9
Aviation 12.0 11.9 12.8 15.4
Other oil 1.5 1.6 1.2 1.1
Electricity (Public Supply) 0.74 0.69 0.82 0.82
Total 55.3 56.0 57.1 62.2

Service (Public, Commercial, Agric & Misc.)
Electricity (Public) 8.2 8.5 8.2 8.3
Electricity (Own !CHP) 0.35 0.43
Gas 9.5 8.8 10.5 10.8
Oil 2.3 1.3 1.64 1.60
Solid Fuel 0.06 0.02 0.16 0.15
Renewables 0.17 0.19 0.20 0.20
Heat Sold 1.4 0.6
Total 21.5 19.5 21.1 21.5

Industry (excl Iron & Steel)(1)

Electricity (incl own gen !CHP) 9.0 9.3 9.8 9.3
Gas (incl Coll methane,coke oven, excl bfg) 13.8 13.2 13.8 14.4
Oil 5.9 7.3 6.9 7.0
Solid Fuel 0.85 0.61 0.77 0.84
Renewables 0.21 0.23 0.21 0.21
Heat Sold 1.1 1.1
Total 30.9 31.7 31.6 31.7

Total Final Demand (excl Iron & Steel; excl non energy use)
Electricity(2) 27.5 28.5 29.2 29.3
Solid Fuel (including Sinter Coke production) 2.8 1.7 1.6 1.1
Gas 55.1 55.1 55.2 55.4
Oil 66.0 67.4 68.3 73.6
Solar and Renewables 0.62 0.67 0.63 0.63
Heat Sold 2.5 1.8
Total 154.7 155.1 154.9 160.0

Notes:

All figures have been rounded to 1 decimal point except to illustrate diVerences.
(1) Iron and steel are excluded from table as a result of presentational diVerences between projected energy

use projections and DUKES’ treatment of transformation of energy.
(2) Includes industrial hydro, CHP and other generation.

Annex 5

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY ENERGY AND EMISSION PROJECTIONS

A number of data and other technical problems associated with modelling this industry were described
in Working Paper 1. These problems have now been resolved and emissions projections made. However,
the methodology currently used is not compatible with the presentation in the Digest of UK Energy
Statistics, which splits energy into transformation and non-transformation. For this reason the data for the
iron and steel industry is presented separately in the tables below. These figures represent a per annum
energy intensity improvement of 0.5% between 2000 and 2005, and 0.7% between 2005 and 2010.
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The energy and emissions projected for the iron and steel industry are:

Fuels used (Mtoe) 2000 2003 2005 2010

Coke 3.78 3.37 3.95 4.09
Natural gas 0.98 0.90 1.01 1.03
Coke oven gas 1.03 0.95 1.07 1.10
Oil 0.26 0.20 0.28 0.30
Coal 0.72 0.57 0.78 0.83

Total 6.8 6.0 7.1 7.3

Emissions (MtC) 2000 2003 2005 2010

Coke 4.61 3.97 4.55 4.71
Natural gas 0.59 0.65 0.59 0.61
Coke oven gas 0.52 0.35 0.51 0.52
Oil 0.27 0.22 0.24 0.25
Coal 0.57 0.67 0.82 0.87
Lime/dolomite 0.23 0.21 0.25 0.26

Total 6.8 6.1 6.9 7.2

Annex 6

HISTORIC AND PROJECTED UK CARBON AND CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS IN MtC
AND MtCO2 AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 1

Projection of
UK carbon Projected

dioxide emissions in UK
emissions MtCO2 “Domestic

(MtC) equivalent Goal”

1990 165.1 605
1991 166.6 611
1992 162.3 595
1993 157.8 579
1994 156.5 574
1995 153.5 563
1996 159.6 585
1997 153.1 562
1998 154.4 566
1999 151.8 557
2000 152.7 560
2001 156.8 575
2002 151.5 556
2003 153.6 563
2004 152.6 559
2005 151.4 555
2006 149.4 548
2007 147.4 540
2008 145.3 533
2009 143.3 526
2010 141.3 518 132

Notes:
1. 2003 and 2004 figures are provisional estimates
only.
2. Between 2005 and 2010 projection has been
interpolated.
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Annex 7

CARBON PRICE ANALYSIS

Modelling Analysis of Power Station Responses to Future Possible Carbon Prices : 2005 and 2010

This section presents the results of analysis, using the DTI Energy model, to assess the power generation
sector’s possible response to a range of possible future carbon prices as a result of the introduction of the
EU Emissions Trading Scheme from 2005. Analysis concentrated on “assumed low and medium” carbon
price scenarios of 5 to 10 euros/tCO2. Energy price assumptions are those used in the latest energy
projections and presented in Annex 2.

The key findings of this analysis were that:

— At a low carbon price of 5 euros/tCO2, emissions could be reduced by more in 2005 than in 2010,
by around 1MtC and 0.2MtC respectively. This result arises for two reasons. One is that the
assumed cost of imported coal is high in 2005, but declines significantly by 2010, so that a lower
carbon price is required to switch from burning coal to other less carbon intensive fuels and so
reduce CO2 emissions more in 2005 than in 2010. The second reason is that there is more baseline
coal use in 2005 than there is in 2010 and so there is less potential to switch away from it in 2010.

— The introduction of the EU ETS could lead to quite a significant reduction of CO2 emissions as
early as 2005. For example over 2MtC can be avoided at a carbon price of 8 euros/tCO2 (the
medium carbon price assumed). Real world constraints,28 however, may limit achievable CO2

reductions.

— In 2010, the results appear to suggest that the modelled impact of carbon prices is very sensitive
in the 8 to 10 euros/tCO2 price range. At 8 euros/tCO2, avoidance is about 0.7MtC while at 10
euros/tCO2, avoidance is about 2MtC. Further analysis would be required to explore responses at
a carbon price above 10 euros/tCO2 in more detail.

— The estimated impact of carbon prices is sensitive to key background assumptions including
assumed plant eYciencies. For example, if gas prices were marginally lower than assumed in the
base case, CO2 reductions would be much higher at any given carbon price.

Conclusion of Carbon Price Analysis

The achieved abatement of carbon appears to be very sensitive to the background energy price and other
assumptions. Overall, the introduction of a price on generators’ carbon emissions through the EU ETS
could lead to significant reductions, although power sector carbon abatement as compared to the business
as usual projection in the longer term could be relatively small unless carbon prices exceed 8 euros/tCO2.

EAC Annex 2

PROJECTIONS BEYOND 2010

This note provides an illustration of the Updated Emissions Projection beyond 2010. These figures are
provided as an illustration and are based on a limited analysis of the impact of current environmental policy
measures beyond 2010. It should also be noted that the longer projection horizon carries a greater degree of
uncertainty.

Figures and Tables, as previously presented in the UEP paper published on 11 November 2004 at
www.dti.gov.uk/energy/sepn/uep2004.pdf, are presented here extended to 2020.

Environmental policy measures are included in the baseline beyond 2010 on the basis of savings held
constant. The exception to this is the impact of the current Voluntary Agreement in Transport post 2008
where improved fuel eYciency achieved in 2008 is assumed to continue to improve the overall vehicle
eYciency as new cars replace less eYcient vehicles.

28 As an example, for simplicity the energy model assumes no upper limit on gas supplies.
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Figure 1: UK carbon dioxide emissions 
MtC and MtCO2 (historic and projected) 
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Note: 2003 and 2004 figures are provisional estimates only.

Table 1
LATEST PROJECTION (FINAL NAP) COMPARED WITH APRIL NAP PROJECTION, MtC

AND (MtCO2) (EXTENDED TO 2020)

1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Final NAP 165.1 (605) 153.5 (563) 152.7 (560) 151.4 (555) 141.3 (518) 141.9 (520) 143.1 (525)
April NAP 164.9 (605) 154.9 (568) 153.1 (561) 150.3 (551) 141.4 (519) 141.5 (519) 142.3 (522)
“UK domestic goal”(1) 132 (484)

Notes: Figures are presented in carbon equivalent MtC and carbon dioxide (MtCO2). 1MtC % MtCO2 x 12/44
Revisions to carbon emission factors for coal and gas have an impact on historic data including 1990.
(1) UK domestic goal as 20% reduction on “current 1990” figure.

Table 3
PROJECTIONS OF SECTOR CARBON EMISSIONS (EXTENDED TO 2020)

Actual(1) Final NAP Projection
2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Power Stations 43.1 44.8 37.4 36.9 35.9
Refineries 4.4 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.5
Residential 23 21.2 20.5 20.8 21.8
Services (including agriculture) 8.1 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.9
Industry 33.8 33.7 31.6 30.2 30.1
Road Transport(2) 31.7 32.4 34.5 36.5 38.2
OV-road 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Other Transport 2.8 2.4 2.5 2.7 2.7

Total 148.5 148.6 140.9 141.7 143.6

AVorestation since 1990 "0.35(3) "0.46 "0.65 "0.8 "1.1
Unallocated measures(4) 0 "1.34 "1.34 "1.34
LUC(5) 4.17 3.25 2.43 2.3 1.9
UEP “all measures” baseline 152.7 151.4 141.3 141.9 143.1

Notes
(1) Actual data for 2000 is provided by NETCEN. The data is based on revised power sector coal emission
factors and natural gas in all sectors. Inclusions of further revised fuel emission factors will further revise
these.
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(2) These transport projections (road, oV-road and other) include impacts of policy measures which are
“firm and funded” ie the current voluntary agreement with motor manufacturers which runs to 2008–09.
Projections from 2010 onwards do not include improvements expected from a second voluntary
agreement or similar policy instrument as one has yet to be finalised. In all likelihood a second agreement
of some type will be implemented and therefore it is expected that transport sector carbon emissions will
be significantly lower than the above projections.

(3) AVorestation since 1990 not counted as a measure in historical emissions. Total forest uptake in 2000,
2005 and 2010 projected to be "3.2 MtC, "3.4 MtC, and "3.4 MtC respectively, but this could not all
be counted against emissions under the Kyoto Protocol.

(4) The latest projection “unallocated measures” reflects some further firming up of policy measures since
April 2004. As a result some of the savings in this category in the April projection have now been
distributed to appropriate sectors. Post 2010 savings are assumed to be constant.

(5) LUC emissions estimates are under review.

Table 6
ELECTRICITY GENERATION BY FUEL, IN TWh(1) (EXTENDED TO 2020)

2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Coal 111.9 116 90 81 62
Oil 2.1 2 2 1 1
Gas 127.0 135 145 167 221
Nuclear 78.3 80 65 41 27
Renewables(2) 10.1 15 40 58 58
Imports 14.3 10 8 8 8
Pumped storage 2.6 2 2 2 2

TOTAL 346.3 361 352 359 381

Notes: Figures for 2015 and 2020 are provisional.
(1) The figures in this table relate to gross supply to the grid, plus imports of

electricity.
(2) In line with theRenewables Obligations, the level of renewables generation

in 2010 is approximately 10% of overall generation. In 2015 it is
approximately 15%.

Annex 1 (extended to 2020)

Climate Change Programme Measures included in latest projection Total carbon savings (MtC)
2005 2010 Post 2010

DOMESTIC 1.02 3.01 3.01
Policies include EEC, Warm Front, Building Regulations (2002) and
Community Energy

INDUSTRY 3.28 4.89 4.89
Policies include CCAs, UK ETS, Carbon Trust programmes and
Building Regulations (2002)

SERVICES 0.49 0.89 0.89
Policies include Building Regulations (2002), UK ETS, Carbon Trust
programmes, UK ETS and public sector programmes

TRANSPORT 3.02 4.42 5.24
Policies include Voluntary Agreements, the 10 Year Plan, Sustainable
Distribution, and OV Road programmes

AGRICULTURE 0.46 0.65 0.8
From aVorestation since 1990

TOTAL 8.26 13.86 14.83

Total CCP savings including “unallocated” measures 8.26 15.20 16.17

“Unallocated” measures 0 1.34 1.34
Policies include additional CCAs, Building Regulations (2005),
minimum product standards.

Notes:
Definition of “unallocated”:Measures which are currently less firm or detailed but are nonetheless “funded”
Figures are based on information provided by Defra for Business (industry !services) and Domestic.
The estimated impact from CCA’s in industry and the savings for the VA in Transport are based on DTI
analysis/ model outturn.
The DfT 10 year plan saving of 1.1MtC has been assumed in transport.
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“Further Measures”

Savings from a third group of measures, still subject to negotiation when the final modelling assumptions
had to be made, have not (yet) been included. These include further CCAs, Carbon Trust programmes, the
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive and market transformation eVects, with savings likely to fall in
the range 0.6"0.8MtC/y.

Annex 2a

FOSSIL FUEL PRICE ASSUMPTIONS (EXTENDED TO 2020)

Natural Gas
Real 2003 Crude Oil Beach Price ARA Coal
prices $/bbl p/therm NAR $/tonne

2005 30.0 24.6 77.1
2006 28.6 24.6 79.1
2007 27.3 23.0 67.5
2008 25.9 22.0 43.4
2009 24.6 21.0 35.0
2010 23.2 20.0 35.0
2011 23.6 20.3 35.0
2012 24.1 20.6 35.0
2013 24.5 20.9 35.0
2014 25.0 21.2 35.0
2015 25.4 21.5 35.0
2016 25.9 21.8 35.0
2017 26.3 22.1 35.0
2018 26.7 22.4 35.0
2019 27.2 22.7 35.0
2020 27.6 23.0 35.0

Note:The projected and past oil prices are illustrated
in the following chart. This puts into context the
current 2005—2010 oil projection.

Foreign Exchange Rate Assumptions (extended to 2020)

Exchange Rate
£1 % $USD

2005 1.828
2006 1.796
2007 1.777
2008 1.769
2009 1.768
2010 1.772
2015 1.736
2020 1.700

ANNEX 2b 

Deflated Sterling Brent Oil Price (Historic and Projected) 1970 - 2020
(deflated by UK GDP, 2003 prices) (extended to 2020)
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Dollar price converted to sterling then deflated using UK GDP (2003 base year) deflator. Projections from
2004–2020 based on DTI energy model assumptions.

Annex 4

FINAL ENERGY DEMAND (Mtoe) BY SOURCE—ACTUALS AND PROJECTIONS
(EXTENDED TO 2020)

Actual (DUKES ’04) Model Forecast
Domestic 2000 2003 2005 2010 2015 2020

Electricity 9.6 10.0 10.1 10.4 10.4 10.9
Gas 31.8 33.2 30.8 30.3 30.7 31.4
Oil 3.2 3.4 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.2
Solid Fuel 1.9 1.1 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.0
Renewables 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1
Heat Sold 0.0 0.0
Total 46.9 47.9 45.1 44.7 45.1 46.6

Transport
Motor Spirit (all pet 2000–03) !DERV 41.1 41.8 42.4 44.9 47.5 49.7
Aviation 12.0 11.9 12.8 15.4 18.0 19.8
Other oil 1.5 1.6 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1
Electricity (Public Supply) 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Total 55.3 56.0 57.1 62.2 67.4 71.4

Service (Public, Commercial, Agric & Misc)
Electricity (Public) 8.2 8.5 8.2 8.3 8.3 8.7
Electricity (Own!CHP) 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5
Gas 9.5 8.8 10.5 10.8 11.0 11.4
Oil 2.3 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.1 1.1
Solid Fuel 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1
Renewables 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2
Heat Sold 1.4 0.6
Total 21.5 19.5 21.1 21.5 21.1 21.9

Industry (exclud Iron & Steel)(1)

Electricity (incl own gen !CHP) 9.0 9.3 9.8 9.3 9.7 10.7
Gas (incl Coll methane, coke oven, excl bfg) 13.8 13.2 13.8 14.4 15.3 16.7
Oil 5.9 7.3 7.0 7.0 6.9 6.8
Solid Fuel 0.8 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.2 1.2
Renewables 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Heat Sold 1.1 1.1
Total 30.9 31.7 31.6 31.7 33.3 35.6

Total Final Demand (excl Iron & Steel; excl non energy use)
Electricity(2) 27.5 28.5 29.2 29.3 29.7 31.5
Solid Fuel (including Sinter Coke production) 2.8 1.7 1.6 1.1 1.3 1.3
Gas 55.1 55.1 55.2 55.4 57.0 59.6
Oil 66.0 67.4 68.3 73.6 78.5 82.7
Solar and Renewables 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5
Heat Sold 2.5 1.8
Total 154.7 155.1 154.9 160.0 167.0 175.4

Notes:
All figures have been rounded to 1 decimal point except to illustrate diVerences.
1. Iron and steel are excluded from table as a result of presentational diVerences between projected energy
use projections and DUKES’ treatment of transformation of energy.
2. Includes industrial hydro, CHP and other generation.

Annex 5

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY ENERGY AND EMISSION PROJECTIONS
(EXTENDED TO 2020)

A number of data and other technical problems associated with modelling this industry were described
in Working Paper 1. These problems have now been resolved and emissions projections made. However,
the methodology currently used is not compatible with the presentation in the Digest of UK Energy
Statistics, which splits energy into transformation and non-transformation. For this reason the data for the
iron and steel industry is presented separately in the tables below. These figures represent a per annum
energy intensity improvement of 0.5% between 2000 and 2005, and 0.7% between 2005 and 2010.
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The energy and emissions projected for the iron and steel industry are:

Fuels used (Mtoe) 2000 2003 2005 2010 2015 2020

Coke 3.78 3.37 3.95 4.09 4.09 4.09
Natural gas 0.98 0.90 1.01 1.03 1.03 1.03
Coke oven gas 1.03 0.95 1.07 1.10 1.10 1.10
Oil 0.26 0.20 0.28 0.30 0.30 0.30
Coal 0.72 0.57 0.78 0.83 0.83 0.83
Total 6.8 6.0 7.1 7.3 7.3 7.3

Emissions (MtC) 2000 2003 2005 2010 2015 2020

Coke 4.61 3.97 4.55 4.71 4.71 4.71
Natural gas 0.59 0.65 0.59 0.61 0.61 0.61
Coke oven gas 0.52 0.35 0.51 0.52 0.52 0.52
Oil 0.27 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.25 0.25
Coal 0.57 0.67 0.82 0.87 0.87 0.87
Lime/dolomite 0.23 0.21 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.26
Total 6.8 6.1 6.9 7.2 7.2 7.2

Annex 6

HISTORIC AND PROJECTED uk CARBON AND CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS IN
MtC AND MtCO2 AS ILLUSTRATED IN FIGURE 1 (EXTENDED TO 2020)

Projection of
UK carbon Projected

dioxide emissions in UK
emissions MtCO2 “Domestic

(MtC) equivalent Goal”

1990 165.1 605
1991 166.6 611
1992 162.3 595
1993 157.8 579
1994 156.5 574
1995 153.5 563
1996 159.6 585
1997 153.1 562
1998 154.4 566
1999 151.8 557
2000 152.7 560
2001 156.8 575
2002 151.5 556
2003 153.6 563
2004 152.6 559
2005 151.4 555
2006 149.4 548
2007 147.4 540
2008 145.3 533
2009 143.3 526
2010 141.3 518 132 (484)
2011 141.4 519
2012 141.5 519
2013 141.7 520
2014 141.8 520
2015 141.9 520
2016 142.1 521
2017 142.4 522
2018 142.6 523
2019 142.8 524
2020 143.1 525

Notes:
1. 2003 and 2004 figures are provisional estimates only.
2. Between 2005 and 2010 projection has been interpolated.
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3. DiVerences in the figures between this table and Table 5 of the Review of the UK Climate Change
Programme: Consultation Paper are as a result of a combination of land use change figure (currently under
revision) diVerences and the exclusion of aVorestation eVects.

EAC Annex 3

A SELECTION OF STUDIES ON THE COMPARATIVE ECONOMICS
OF DIFFERENT FORMS OF GENERATION

This annex summarises the results of a number of studies on the comparative economics of diVerent
generating technologies. It is not an exhaustive list and only briefly presents key findings. Government
studies have included:

— Performance and Innovation Unit (PIU) Energy Review (2002);

— Interdepartmental Analysts’ Group (IAG) Report (2002);

— Analysis published with the Energy White Paper (2003);

— The Renewables Innovation Review (2003).

Other organisations have also published studies including:

— The University of Chicago (2004);

— Royal Academy of Engineering (2004);

— David Hume Institute (2004); and

— The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (2003).

The Government does not endorse the conclusions of studies published by other organisations. The
studies all show a wide range of numbers from diVerent sources and there is also some overlap between the
ranges for diVerent technologies. It is impossible to say unequivocally that one technology is cheaper than
another because diVerent assumptions about capital costs, fossil fuel prices and carbon prices all aVect the
relative competitiveness of diVerent generating technologies.

Government Studies

PIU estimates

The following table shows the PIU estimates for new plant in 2020 for, onshore and oVshorewind, nuclear
and gas-fired generation. The costs shown for onshore and oVshore wind did not include system
intermittency costs. These were estimated to add up to 0.1p/kWh for a 10% contribution from intermittent
sources of generation and up to 0.2p/kWh for a 20% contribution.

Technology p/kWh

Onshore wind 1.5–2.5
OVshore wind 2.0–3.0
Nuclear 2.5–4.0
Gas 2.0–2.3

Interdepartmental Analysts’ Group estimates

The IAG comprises analysts fromDTI,DEFRA,DfT, Treasury, Carbon Trust and Energy Saving Trust.
It was established in January 2001 to address the recommendation by the Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution that the Government should commit itself to a 60% reduction in carbon emissions
by 2050. The Group looked at a similar range of low carbon generation options as the PIU and reached the
estimates in the table below. The estimates for onshore and oVshore wind, as with the PIU, did not include
the costs associated with intermittency.

Technology p/kWh

Onshore wind 2.0–2.5
OVshore wind 2.0–3.0
Nuclear 2.6–4.0
Gas 2.3–2.9
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White Paper modelling work

For the energy White Paper the Government commissioned additional external modelling work from
Future Energy Solutions (FES) using the MARKAL model. Assumptions made included the costs of both
gas- and coal-fired generation (with and without carbon capture and storage). These estimates were based
on the experience of the modelling team but were also discussed at a workshop with representatives from
all the key generation technologies.

Technology p/kWh

Gas 2000 2.2–2.4
Gas 2020 2.1–2.2
Coal 2000 3.6–3.9
Gas (capture and storage) 2000 3.5–3.7
Gas (capture and storage) 2020 3.0–3.2
Coal (capture and storage) 2000 3.5–3.7
Coal (capture and storage) 2020 4.5–4.9
Nuclear 3.4–3.7
Nuclear 2020 2.7–3.0

Note: 2000 means plants built in the decade
2000–2010 etc.

Since the publication of the Energy White Paper, assumptions for fossil fuel prices would now be higher
and this would aVect the future cost of gas-fired generation.

Renewables Innovation Review

This review was undertaken in 2003 after publication of the Energy White Paper. As part of the review,
OXERA were commissioned to undertake modelling work on the costs and potential for renewable
generation technologies as part of the above review. Assumptions about capital costs, discount rates and
other factors aVecting generation costs were agreed with theDepartment. Themodelling work included cost
estimates for additional investment in the transmission system to handle an increased share of oVshore wind
generation as well as the cost of providing back up capacity for intermittent sources of generation such as
wind. For onshore and oVshore wind turbines constructed in the years shown the model suggested the costs
in the following table.

p/kWh 2005 2010 2015 2020

Onshore wind 3.1–4.0 2.7–3.6 2.6–3.4 2.5–3.2
OVshore wind 6.0–7.6 4.4–5.5 3.9–4.9 3.0–4.6

Studies by Other Organisations

— The Economic Future of Nuclear Power (University of Chicago): This study compared the costs
of nuclear generation with those for coal and gas generation. It concluded that, in the absence of
federal financial policy assistance, new nuclear plants in the next decade would have a levelised
cost of $47–71/MWh compared with $33–41 for coal and $35–45 for gas.

— Can we aVord to keep the lights on? (Royal Academy of Engineering): This report estimated that
electricity from oVshore wind farms would cost at least twice as much as that from conventional
sources. The study put all energy sources on a level playing field by comparing the costs of
generating electricity from new plants using a range of diVerent technologies and energy sources.
It concluded that the cheapest electricity would come from gas turbines and nuclear stations,
costing just 2.3 p/kWh, compared with 3.7 p/kWh for onshore wind and 5.5 p/kWh for oVshore
wind farms.

— Tilting at Windmills: The Economics of Nuclear Power (David Hume Institute): This report
questioned whether the economic analysis of wind energy justified its increasing use. It stated that
the cost of generating electricity from wind power was approximately twice that of the cheapest
conventional alternative source and that the cost of subsidising renewables by 2010 would be
around £1 billion per year.

— TheFuture ofNuclear Power (Massachusetts Institute of Technology): Key conclusions were that
nuclear power was not currently an economically competitive choice. If in the future carbon
dioxide emissions carried a significant price, nuclear energy could become an important option for
generating electricity. The conclusions were based on amodel to evaluate the real cost of electricity
fromnuclear power versus pulverized coal plants and natural gas combined cycle plants (at various
projected levels of real lifetime prices for natural gas), over their economic lives.
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Annex 4

CONCLUSIONS OF THE RENEWABLES INNOVATION REVIEW

Context for the Review

The Renewables Innovation Review (the Review) was undertaken to:

— Identify which are the key renewable technologies for the delivery of the UK targets and
aspirations for renewables, the UK’s wider carbon reduction aspirations and for the creation of
UK economic benefit;

— Identify the barriers to the development and deployment of the key renewable technologies;

— Understand better the innovation process in key renewable energy sectors; and

— Identify the most cost eVective Government measures to facilitate delivery of the UK targets.

The Review has been jointly conducted by the DTI and the Carbon Trust, in consultation with the
renewables industry.

This paper summarises the conclusions of the Review. Further detail on each issue can be found in the
full report on the DTI website.29

The Review will feed into DTI and the Government’s future funding decisions. It will also, in time,
contribute to the review of the Renewable Obligation (RO) (scheduled for 2005–6).

Key Conclusions of the Review

1. The 2010 Renewable Electricity Target can Still be Met if Barriers to Winds Deployment can

be Eliminated

Currently the UK is slightly behind target

During the first year of operation of the Renewables Obligation (RO) (2002–03), the UK produced about
1.8% of its electricity from eligible renewable sources30—somewhat below the target set in the RO of 3.0%.

Wind power, both on- and oV-shore, can deliver almost all the required growth in renewable energy to meet the
2010 target and is likely to continue to be the dominant renewable technology out to 2020

Renewable electricity supply is forecast to reach about x10% by 2010 given the current RO framework
and institutional barriers; 8% from renewables within the RO and a further 2% from other renewables31. At
present wind, both on- and oV-shore, is the only economically viable and scaleable technology under the
current RO regime. Biomass (including landfill gas) currently accounts for the largest percentage of RO
generation but several forms of biomass which are currently economic are constrained by limited resources
(eg landfill gas), or by regulation (eg the co-firing of residues in coal-fired power stations). There is suYcient
UK practical wind resource to fulfil the 2010 target and 2020 aspiration, and so wind development
dominates the near-term forecast of renewables growth31.

Action is required to meet the 2010 target—timely incentivisation of necessary grid upgrades, addressing other
institutional barriers and an appropriate financial framework will be important

The Government’s announcement in December that it intended to raise the level of the RO beyond the
10.4% already set for 2010–11 to increase year on year to 15.4% in 2015–16 has greatly improved the
investment case for wind.

It is now principally institutional barriers which are likely to constrain the expansion of on-shore wind:
grid upgrades are likely to be on the critical path to delivering the 2010 targets. The regulatory changes to
incentivise the grid upgrades, together with technology and planning risks require close monitoring and
contingency planning. Key barriers, which are most immediately relevant to wind, (planning, aviation
issues, public opposition and grid/network connection distribution issues) also need to be addressed.

OV-shore wind is likely to be required at scale to achieve the Government’s targets. Work done for the
Review by Garrad Hassan32 has indicated that there are only a limited number of engineering obstacles to
oV-shore wind development and that these can be overcome by appropriate and timely action, including

29 www.dti.gov.uk/renewables/renew–2.1.4.htm
30 Ofgem statistics on ROCs issued, DTI Digest of UK Energy Statistics 2003.
31 Modelling by Oxera for the Review.
32 OVshore Wind—Economies of scale, engineering resource and load factors, Report prepared by Garrad Hassan for the

Review.
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maintaining a stable policy framework to encourage investment in some areas of the supply chain process
and enablement of timely planning consents. Round 2 oV-shore wind projects will require substantial debt
financing and therefore an appropriate financial framework will be important in encouraging investment.

2. Longer Term, the UK Should Develop Technology and Market Options to Achieve 2020 and

2050 Aspirations and Generate UK Benefit

Technologies other than wind are required to meet 2050 aspiration

Renewable energy is just one of a number of approaches required to achieve the Government’s 2050
carbon reduction aspiration (others include energy eYciency and reducing emissions from transport). Wind
alone will not have suYcient resource to give the estimated contribution required from renewable energy to
meet the UK 2050 carbon reduction aspiration and therefore other renewable energy technologies will be
needed. These could either be developed in the UK, or technology commercialised abroad could be
deployed here.

A range of technology and market options should be developed to address the multiple markets for renewables
and the inherent high risk of early stage technologies

There are a range of markets and applications for renewable energy technologies—large-scale generation
of power and/or heat, building integrated systems and transport. A range of technology options is required
to cover all these markets, and also the risk that some early stage technologies may not turn out to be viable.
Modelling by the review team suggests that all renewable energy technologies have the potential to make
a material contribution to emissions reductions targets and to be competitive under the current legislative
framework by 2020, although to achieve this in the case of solar PV would require very substantial
reductions in costs—something which is likely to require a technological breakthrough to next generation
technology.

Creation of UK benefit is the main driver for creating technologies in the UK, as opposed to importing solutions

Future development of all the longer term technologies considered by the review is subject to a high level
of uncertainty. However, our overall prioritisation indicates that, of the renewable technologies other than
wind, fuel cells andwave/tidal have the greatest potential to provide the best balance ofUKeconomic benefit
and cost eVective environmental impact.

Development plans tailored by technology and market will maximise the value of the technology options
developed in the UK and the chances of meeting the 2050 aspiration:

Wave/tidal—accelerated staged trials to discover whether a feasible cost-eVective solution can be developed

In wave/tidal, the UK could create the option of a strong industry, building on its leading position
internationally in this early stage technology and substantial resource, targeting a potentially large global
market.

Current leading wave/tidal projects are at, or close, to demonstration and need to be proven as technically
and commercially viable. The UK has the potential to develop a strong wave and tidal industry. Funding
for this technology should aim to address the gap in Government funding at the demonstration to
pre-commercial phase of development.

A range of possible mechanisms for supporting wave/tidal pre-commercial trials exist including capital
grants, fixed price power purchase type arrangements and amendments to the RO system. There are
potential advantages and disadvantages with each approach but compatibility with the existing RO remains
an issue for any option other than capital grants. In the longer term, a capital grants scheme, equivalent to
the round 1 oV-shore wind scheme, may be required to stimulate full wave/tidal market entry.

Biomass—develop energy crops option and exploit heat markets to kick-start fuel chains

Biomass oVers the advantages of non-intermittency and could provide amaterial contribution toUKheat
and electricity generation but may be resource constrained. Unlike many renewables options, energy crop
based biomass solutions would be diYcult to import as a key aspect in deployment is the establishment of
local fuel supply.

The main challenges in taking biomass forward are not technology issues but related to the fuel chain:

— Biomass as an energy source is not well developed at large scale leading to uncertainty on costs
and hesitancy on the part of growers and plant developers;
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— Biomass fuel chains are potentially economic under the RO regime using conventional and
advanced conversion technologies if crop yields can be improved (by around 30%). But reliable
fuel chains need to be established and it is arguable that any focus on advanced conversion
technologies creates diYculties for project development which outweigh the potential eYciency
benefits; and

— The development of biomass projects will continue to face real barriers and risks across the fuel
chains for a number of years to come. Greater use of co-firing should help develop fuel chains but
may not provide a complete solution.

Our preliminary view is to focus more on smaller, possibly regional, scale projects in the next few years
where risks aremoremanageable, both for growers and plant developers, and take an incremental approach
to addressing the various barriers currently facing developments in this sector. These could, for example, be
developed in partnership with RDAs, initially in key regions. Smaller scale heat applications, using readily
available fuel (eg forestry waste), may be a low risk area in which to start to establish fuel supply, which
could be then extended to energy crops. Support for new, larger scale projects is not ruled out, but should
be dependent on demand and available funding.

DTI and DEFRA are working increasingly closely on a range of detailed funding and regulatory issues
which impact on the biomass sector and our preliminary conclusions are to be validated by this ongoing
work.

Fuel cells—R&D and niche market development in the stationary sector

Fuels cells are an early stage technologywhich could yield large carbon savings by 2020 through improved
eYciency. There is the opportunity for the UK, by building on current strengths, to take a share of a large
potential future market.

The proposed fuel cells programme is tightly focussed on the UK’s strengths in the stationary sector. It
supports the advanced development and demonstration necessary to commercialise fuel cell based products
and continued research to create further intellectual property. These are aimed at establishing a fuel supply
chain capability in the UK and increasing the attractiveness of the UK as an area for inward investment. If
UK is successful in developing stationary fuel cells, including supply chain capability, it may be possible to
move into the automotive sector. Substantial Government support should be predicated on attracting a
major vehicle manufacturer to invest in fuel cell activity in the UK.

Third generation solar research focussed on collaborative eVorts with nations with complementary scientific
skills and industrial capabilities to exploit solutions

Current technology solar PV installation is expensive under UK conditions. There may be a future
breakthrough in solar PV technologies which could substantially reduce costs, advancing the point at which
solar PV is an economic technology under UK conditions. However, the timing of the breakthrough and
extent of impact are highly uncertain. The UK has scientific capabilities in some of the 4–5 potential
breakthrough or third generation technologies but has limited industrial capability for commercialisation.
An international collaboration with countries with complementary scientific and industrial capabilities
could bring benefits.

Technology blind programme to support building integrated renewables (including solar) and energy eYciency
technologies

Buildings contribute a significant amount to UK carbon emissions (contributing to 47% of UK carbon
emissions in 2000). Currently theGovernment has a range of diVerentmeasures for supporting PV and other
building integrated renewables (BIR) and emerging energy eYciency technologies.

Our proposed programme is a technology blind capital grants programme combining BIR and energy
eYciency technologies with the aim of building understanding and knowledge of these technologies in
practice, and addressing market failures. An early start to this programme is likely to increase the impact
on future carbon reduction aspirations because of the long lead time (about 30 years) of new technologies
in UK building stock. Such a programme could help to stimulate Building Integrated PV, which seems to
oVer somewhat better prospects than bolt-on solar PV technology for long-term UK benefit.

3. Wider Policy Conclusions

Consistent policy and strategic spending will help to deliver maximum environmental and economic benefit from
renewables

Based on our historic review of UK energy policy and an international comparison study33 we have
identified the following best practice points, which we have considered in establishing our proposed
programme:

33 Review of renewable energy development in Europe and the US, report prepared by ICEPT for the Review.
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Long term incentives are important

Our analysis indicates that countries that have successfully and cost-eVectively deployed renewables on
a wide-scale, such as Spain and Germany, have a clear, coherent set of long-term policy measures.

Funding gap

There appears to be diYculty in moving renewable technologies from the demonstration to the
pre-commercial stage and from the pre-commercial to supported commercial stage in the UK.

Complexity and roles in funding

The current landscape for UK Government renewables funding is complex, with a large number of
schemes administered by a range of bodies over the diVerent stages of innovation, and technologies. Clearer
demarcation of roles across the innovation chain and increased focus on the demonstration and
pre-commercial stages are required to help more emerging technologies reach commercialisation.

The Renewables Programmes must be Actively Managed to Anticipate Issues and Respond to

Results

Having established the funding programme it must be actively managed, reallocating funds and refining
policy as events and new information dictate. Specific issues are:

— The ability to take “diYcult” decisions; for example halting option development programmes once
it’s clear that they have no value, yet ensuring that investor have confidence that technology
funding will be available over an appropriate period. This could be addressed by centralising
funding in a body with the freedom to take strategic decisions and re-allocate resources and with
longevity of funding;

— For the successful delivery of the 2010 targets, action is required across many departments and
regions and covering a variety of issues. At present this is often managed by reacting to problems
highlighted by the industry. Given the tight timing for investments necessary to achieve the 2010
target, for example grid upgrades and oV-shore wind supply chain, we recommend greater
monitoring of progress, to assure implementation and develop contingency plans for key risks;
and

— Regions have a key role in the implementation of programmes, for example; local barrier
elimination, biomass fuel chain and heat market establishment and the proposed building
integrated renewables programme.

29 September 2005

Witnesses: Rt Hon Alan Johnson, a Member of the House, Secretary of State for Trade and Industry
Mr Paul McIntyre, Head of Energy Review Team, Mr Richard Abel, Director, Domestic Energy, Energy
MarketsUnit, Department of Trade and Industry, andMrHenry Derwent,Director of Climate, Energy and
Environmental Risk, Department for Environment, Food and Rural AVairs, examined.

Q626 Chairman:Good morning, Secretary of State. infrastructure; we have record investment in
renewables with more coming on stream last yearThank you very much for coming. I understand that

you would like to make some introductory than ever before; we have reduced carbon emissions
on our way to meeting our Kyoto target. We haveremarks briefly?

Mr Johnson: Yes, and they will be brief, Chairman. also been clear that we will keep our policy under
review and update and amend it in the light ofIn 2003, we published a White Paper that produced

the first comprehensive forward-looking statement experience, technological developments and global
events. This is exactly what the Government will doof energy policy for over 20 years, based on the

widest and most significant consultation ever as we bring forward proposals on energy policy next
year. The terms of reference for that work will beundertaken in the United Kingdom. It took in the

views of over 6,500 individuals and groups. That published shortly. The challenges we face today are
starker than ever. Climate change is a reality that noWhite Paper brought together, for the first time,

environmental concerns and the need to deliver country can now ignore. For the first time, we
include a price for carbon in the energy we use.secure, competitive and aVordable sources of

energy. This liberalised market-based approach is North Sea gas production has declinedmore quickly
than expected and the UK is now a net importer ofworking. We have competitive prices. Domestic

electricity prices are 10% lower in real terms gas. By 2020, the UK is likely to see the
decommissioning of coal and nuclear plants thatcompared to 1997 and the fourth lowest in the EU.

Four million households have been lifted out of fuel contribute about 25% of our generating capacity.
Global fossil fuel price increases have fed through topoverty since 1997; £10 billion worth of private

sector investment is underway in our gas the price we pay for energy in our homes and
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businesses. All of this means we need a hard-headed amount of supply and storage that is around. It will
only be a really diYcult problem if it is one in 50look at the way forward, not just for next winter but

for the next few decades. As the Prime Minister has winter, but nevertheless, after this year, things get
better. Indeed, a number of measures that have beenmade clear, we need to take decisions in this

parliament if we are to ensure we have the energy taken running up to this winter, like the Isle of Grain
LNG store that was opened yesterday, like the extrageneration and associated technologies we need to

meet the challenges of tomorrow. We are genuinely capacity we brought on stream at Didcot for coal, at
Grain for oil, at Killingworth for CCGT. That is allopen-minded and there is no pre-determined

outcome of this work. We will, of course, examine on stream for this winter. Nevertheless, I think the
market would have liked to be in a better place forthe question of civil nuclear power as well as

emerging technologies like carbon capture and supply and storage. There is a second problem in
terms of our having a liberalised market in the UKstorage, wave and tidal energy and many other

aspects. This is not a nuclear review; it is an energy but in the EU they have not put their policy into
practice, and that is a very serious problem that wereview. The review will be objective and thorough,

and I very much look forward to the Committee’s are seeking to assist with, particularly at the Energy
Council on 1 December when this will be top of thehelp and advice in securing a long-term and lasting

energy settlement. agenda. We also have the problem of cold weather.
It is a cold week. Whilst it will not be a one in 50
winter, the Met OYce are predicting it may well be

Q627 Chairman: Thank you. That is a very helpful a one in 10 winter, which is still pretty cold. All of
introduction. We will have questions relating to those factors together are what is creating this
some of the things that you have already said. Can I particular situation at the moment. There is a whole
begin by referring to the story in today’s newspapers range of measures now to suggest that the market
about the current issue? This committee’s inquiry is will actually deal with that successfully.
really to do with the medium term, the sort of issues
that you have just addressed.We have an immediate

Q628 Chairman: Briefly, can I ask you whether youproblem, do we not, with the price of gas, the
are satisfied that the Bacton Zeebruggeproblems that industry is facing, the reports that
interconnector is working properly and if that is notindustry is beginning, in Digby Jones’s words, to
part of the problem as well?throw the switch because they are having some
Mr Johnson:No, it is not working properly. It is partdiYculty about paying for the current gas rise. How
of the problem and that is part of liberalisation.has this situation come about? I notice thatMalcolm
There is not the flow coming this way that thereWicks is quoted as saying that it is highly
should be because of the lack of a liberalised marketunsatisfactory. Would you agree with that and what
in the rest of the EU.are you doing to resolve it?

Mr Johnson: The first point to make is that this is
Q629 Chairman: The situation we have at thediYcult for a particular group of energy-intensive
moment in summary is not a foretaste of what wecompanies. That does not detract from the problems
can look forward to when we become morethat we face, but we need to get this into perspective.
dependent on imported gas?It is energy-intensive users who are buying on the
Mr Johnson:No, it is not because we have £10 billionspot market rather than the forward market. For
worth of investment going into new storage andthose individuals, yes, today we will probably see a
supply facilities that will be coming on stream overrecord price of 165p. Three years ago we had the
the next few years. I think this is the winter whenlowest ever price recorded. On average over the last
myself and my energy minister will be getting upfew years it has been about 26p a therm on the spot
every morning, looking out the window and, if theremarket. In terms of the eVect, no less profound for
is a frost, we will worry. I think in future winters wethose who are aVected, these peaks are diYcult for
will not be quite so worried.these companies but we estimate it is only true for

about two-thirds of large, industrial energy users;
that is only 0.2 per cent of companies that use gas; Q630 Joan Walley: Secretary of State, it would be
and that is 0.05 per cent of UK companies remiss of me, given what you have just said, not to
altogether. So the first thing is to get that into flag up the problems that there are for intensive
perspective. Secondly, how did it come about? This energy users as a result of the liberalised market that
is a market. We have introduced a market here. I do we have in this country and the unliberalised market
not think anybody who comes, or very few people, in Europe. For the short term, I do ask you to look
before this committee would suggest that we ought very carefully at the issue in terms of intensive users
to interfere with that market. Indeed, there was a of energy. In terms of the evidence that you have
good example from Ontario a couple of years ago given to this committee, can I ask you how seriously
that may well suggest that those that do think you take thework of this committee? It has been very
interference is the way forward may like to think easy, I think, for many commentators to scoV at the
again. But in this market situation, as I have just work that we have done but our previous inquiry did
alluded to it, the market has not adjusted quickly really set out the problem andwarned that emissions
enough to what was I think a decline in North Sea from the generating sectorwere rising. Thatwas very
gas that very few people predicted; it has declined much in marked contrast to the predictions that
more quickly than expected. For this winter we have were contained in the DTI paper only two years

earlier. I wonder why it took your department anda combination of, firstly, a problem in terms of the
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Defra took so long to accept that the evidence that a medium term and long term issue, but those that
predicted that the lights might go oV this winter inthis committee found is actually what is happening.

Why did it take you so long to understand what was the media and had front page stories saying “black
out” unnecessarily worried some very vulnerablehappening to the emissions forecasts?

Mr Johnson: The first point to make is that I take and elderly people. That is just not going to happen
under any scenario whatsoever. I think what Ofgemyour point about intensive users. We talk to them all

the time; set up a specific working group; and we are are saying is that we need to ensure we have
transparency of information throughout this winterdiscussing these problems with them, even as we

speak. The second point is that I have not heard and we need to be in close touch with energy-
intensive users. We want British industry to beanybody scoV at this committee’s work. “ScoV” is

not a word I associate with this committee. competitive. We are competitive and we have a
competitive energy market but we need to ensure
that we do not take our eye oV the ball throughQ631 Joan Walley: I was relating that to a press
this winter.interview over the weekend.

Mr Johnson: Also, I would find it diYcult to chart
Q633 Joan Walley: Returning to how adequate thethe course of action that took place since your
DTI energy emissions forecasts actually are, theprediction and the DTI paper that you mention. As
upward revisions of the UK emissions cap in thefar as emissions are concerned, we have taken a very
National Allocation Plan are a bit of a shambles, arerealistic and hard-headed approach here. Yes, we
they not? Do you feel that you have competence andhave set a stretching target, a 60% reduction in CO2
modelling systems you need to be able to forecastemissions by 2050. We have been well aware that
future energy demands?CO2 emissions have been rising over the last couple
Mr Johnson: I am not going to go near the wordsof years for a variety of factors, not least that the
“scoV” or “shambles”. I do not knowwhether one ofprice of oil has meant that people are switching to
my colleagues here wants to help on this. Fromcoal from gas because of this strange link between
everything I see, our analysis is in good order, butgas prices and oil prices, which is something that
whether it has always been in good order, I am notmay need to be addressed on a wider international
so sure.basis at some stage, and also because of the problems

of a growing economy. You find when there is
growth and high levels of employment that people Q634 Joan Walley: The upward revisions of the

emissions cap in the National Allocation Plan wereare travelling to work and it is a lot more diYcult to
tackle CO2emissions than when there are high levels all over the place at that time.

Mr Johnson:Youmean in phase 1.We have just wonof unemployment. I do not suggest that as a policy
to deal with CO2 emissions. For all of these reasons, a court case on that this morning, by the way, which

is good news to us. I do not think it was chaotic.we have taken a realistic view. We have made an
enormous amount of progress, again by stretching
targets and having a hard-headed approach to how Q635 Chairman: The numbers kept changing. You
we tackle this issue. If there was any disparity and won the court case against the European
this committee were more far-sighted than Defra or Commission: is that correct?
DTI at the time, I am willing to give brownie points Mr Johnson: Yes, which means the European
all round to this committee. Commission now have to reconsider the allocation
Joan Walley: I am very pleased to hear that. under phase 1.

Q636 Joan Walley: What that leaves us with is theQ632 Mark Pritchard: Secretary of State, you
mention being fearful perhaps of frost in the importance of all the modelling that is coming out of

the DTI taking adequate account of the rise inmorning. We have had quite a few frosts recently.
The EnergyMinister in the House a couple of weeks carbon emissions in the last three years. Would you

see now that you need to bring up to date theago suggested that energy supplies might be
interrupted if we have a one in 50 winter. We heard assumptions on which you base this modelling?

Obviously the price of oil has changed and thefrom Ofgem only last week that if we have a one in
10 winter, we might have interruptions to energy carbon emissions have risen more than you

anticipated. Are you intending to revise that basissupplies.What is your view in the context ofOfgem’s
comments? for your modelling?

Mr Johnson: We keep it under review all the time.Mr Johnson:Ofgem have a central role to play here,
and so have the Met OYce, and the Met OYce are Mr McIntyre: This is an important issue. I can say

something first about phase 1. We issued anot predicting a one in 50 winter. Even if we had a
one in 50 winter, domestic customers would not be consultation with Defra about the National

Allocation Plan for phase one. It is the case that theaVected and it would be major energy-intensive
users with interruptible contracts who may see an numbers changed as a result of that exercise. I

suppose part of the point of consultation was to geteVect. In terms of what Ofgem said about a one in 10
winter, we cannot be complacent here. Once again, a better basis for the numbers. A great deal of work

was done and a great deal of consultation wasit is not domestic customers. I think the concern of
this committee has certainly not been excitable undertaken to try to get those numbers as accurate

as possible. As far as where we are now is concerned,about all this, but some have. I note the title of your
inquiry is “Keeping the lights on”, and that is fine as work is being done, in association with the review
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that has been ongoing, on the climate change Q640MrCaton:Are you saying that the structure of
the market can be part of the subject of the Energyprogramme. In association with that, revised

projections will be produced, so further work is Review?
Mr Johnson: Not the structure of the market sogoing on.
much as the mix; we are looking across the whole
range of renewables, clean coal technologies andQ637 Joan Walley: When will we see those final
nuclear. We are looking at every aspect of energyprojections?
policy. There has been movement from 2003. ItMr McIntyre: They will be published, as I say, in
seems quite a long time ago in many respects,association with the climate change programme
particularly in terms of the new technology comingreview. That is the exercise to which that revision
on stream. The market is looking at the signals fromis linked.
Government as to whether their policy will change
on nuclear vis-à-vis 2003. It is for that reason that

Q638 Mr Caton: Moving on to the liberalised they have been urging for a review and a final
market that you have just recommitted the decision on this question of nuclear within this
Government to again this morning, Ofgem has told Parliament.
us they are confident the liberalised market would
ensure security of supply without Government

Q641Mr Caton: Power companies have told us thatintervention. Are they right?
they will not receive further investment until theMr Johnson: Yes.
Government clarifies the policy and regulatory
framework by setting up, for example, the allocation

Q639MrCaton:Other witnesses, on the other hand, for phase 2 of the EU emissions trading system and
have suggested that the current UK liberalised clarifying the UK interpretation of the large
market is very short term, characterised by a boom combustion plant directive. Can you see their
and bust approach and the possibility of dramatic problem?
price spikes, which we have already referred to this Mr Johnson: Yes, I can. As far the ETS scheme, on
morning. Would you like to see any changes in the phase 1, the UKGovernment rushed in pretty early.
structure of the liberalised market to provide We were showing some leadership. We thought this
investors and power companieswithmore long-term was a serious issue and that we ought to be in the
certainty? lead.We are not rushing in quite so quickly on phase
Mr Johnson: They certainly need that long-term 2, which means business has to wait before we go
certainty but there is no doubt in my mind that the through the consultation.
market can provide that. There is no doubt in my
mind that we would never be able to get together the Q642 Mr Caton: Can you give us an idea when yoü10 billionworth of investment that is going to go into will be publishing that?new pipelines withNorway and theNetherlands and Mr Johnson: I think June is the deadline for the EU,the new storage facility inMilford Haven. There is a which means we have to publish before June.market reaction here that could not be replicated in
the public sector. I also think the market is looking

Q643 Mr Caton: When can we expect themedium to long term here. There is a role for our
interpretation of the large combusting plantEnergy Review here because they want to know the
directive?Government’s view on renewables, whether there is
Mr Johnson: Very shortly, and that is a good civila 2020 target and what happens beyond that if you
service answer.are thinking long term. They want to know what is
Mr Caton: If you could harden up on that and let ushappening with nuclear. We left the door ajar in
have that in writing, that would be useful.2003. Are we going to close it or open it? Certainly

there is a role forGovernment there. The other point
Q644 Chairman: Before we move on to the questionI would make is this. There is something about
of nuclear, which is exciting, can I ask you anotherinterruptible contracts that we have just mentioned.
quick question about themarket? Ofgem told us thatWhat businesses want is a system where they are not
they had expected a long-term futures market tosubject to interference by Government. If you look
energy in energy. It has not happened. Is there anyat what happened earlier this year in France, Italy
particular reason for that and is it a problem that theand Spain, they did not have interruptible contracts;
UK market is so short term?their contracts were interrupted by theGovernment.
Mr Johnson: I think some of the reason for this notThe Government stepped in and interrupted their
developing yet is that there has been a bit ofsupplies. In this country that would only happen in
uncertainty about what is going to happen in the restthe most dire emergencies. If you look at prices, the
of the EU. Once we get policy translated intoother issue, eight years pre-1997 and then eight years
practice, that will ease. It is not something that wepost-1997, domestic electricity prices are down 22%;
are tearing our hair out over, but it is something Idomestic gas prices are down 15 per cent; industrial
think that will develop naturally over the course ofelectricity is down 30%; industrial gas is down 23%.
the next few years.For a whole host of reasons, I think the market is

working short term, medium term, long term. I
certainly think that once we get the same liberalised Q645Mr Challen:We have had witnesses from both

sides of the nuclear debate telling us that for newmarket in the rest of the EU, we will resolve a lot of
those problems we are experiencing this winter. nuclear to happen, assurances and guarantees will be
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needed from the Government. Do you think the not sure whether that meant you were going to go
down the German route or the French route,Government would be prepared to consider

guarantees: for example, a cap on the waste costs of whether you would replicate Finland or whatever”.
I think there is a fair argument that they are waitingnew nuclear, or sharing initial planning costs, or

even guaranteeing the price of the energy produced to see what the political temperature is and what the
Government’s approach is going to be before theyfrom nuclear?

Mr Johnson: I would be very surprised if we issued make hard and fasts players. That is the best sign I
can give you.that kind of guarantee. The one thing I am clear

about is that when we look at nuclear, we have to
look at cost, safety andwaste. Those are the three big Q649 Chairman: The Prime Minister was talking
issues that were around in 2003 and they are the big yesterday about nuclear and saying they are going to
issues now. I expect new plant to be built and run by have to make a decision. What would a decision
the private sector. There is a market here. In terms involve?
ofwhat happened before, Sizewell B for instance had Mr Johnson: What would a Government decision
a cost overrun of around 35%, and there has been an be?
awful lot of publicmoney invested there. I thinkwith
everyone who comes before your committee, and I Q650 Chairman: What would a Government
think I saw some evidence from the private sector, decision on nuclear power generation be? What
there is no expectation. First of all, and I know this form would it take?
is not the precise question you are asking, there is no Mr Johnson: That is exactly the purpose of the
expectation of taxpayers’ money being thrown into review. It would need to look at cost, safety and
this. It is down to the private sector. I would be very waste. I am genuinely neutral on this. I promise you
surprised, given that that is the case, if the that you will not find a word anywhere in a pretty
Government was looking for guarantees, except that long career in one form or another in public life
we want to be sure, of course, that safety continues where I have said I am pro or anti nuclear. I have no
to be dealt with as well as it is now. The OYce for ideological approach.
Civil Nuclear Security is responsible for this. We Chairman: I am really interested to know what, if
have safe, secure arrangements for nuclear now, any, policy change will be involved in any statement
particularly in terms of their resistance to terrorist made by the Government about the future of energy
attack. That would have to be the case in the future. supply which “gave the green light” to nuclear, other
On waste, of course we are waiting for the than to say, “We have looked at the cost and safety
Committee on Radioactive Waste Management to issues” and so on?
report next summer. That report will be an
important part of our decision-making process

Q651 Joan Walley: Is there anything that would beduring this review.
diVerent from the previous report the Government
did, the previous strategy two years ago?

Q646 Mr Challen: You would really scorn any such Mr Johnson: I think the sign would be, if it went this
interventions in what we have now, the liberalised way, and I am being very careful here, and if we
market, to assist nuclear in that way and obviously looked at all of these issues and decided that nuclear
avoid this picking winners approach? was to be a major part here, on the basis of saying,
Mr Johnson: “Scorn” is another “s” word. We have “Because we are going to lose around 25% of
a list of them now. I do not want to pre-empt what carbon-free emissions via nuclear and renewables
will be a very thorough and intensive review taking will be at a level of 20% or beyond between 2020 and
into account the views of others. In terms of the 2030, we would expect, encourage and hope for a
Government issuing guarantees, I do not think there nuclear new build programme that will help us meet
is going to be an awful lot of that emerging at the our climate change objectives”. If Government said
other end of this review. that, business would say that there was the prospect

and the possibility ofGovernment closing that door.
Q647 Chairman: What is the industry waiting for? I take your point. The Government is not going to
We have had real trouble getting to the bottom of say there is tons of cash here and you can all come
this. They are all sitting around saying, “We are and get it for nuclear. We are not and I can
waiting for a steer fromGovernment; we are waiting absolutely guarantee that. If you ask what
for a green light, for a sign”. Do you knowwhat sign Government has to do, I think we have to do more
they are waiting for? thanwe did in the EnergyWhite Paper in 2003where
Mr Johnson: It is best to ask them. we absolutely remorselessly concentrated on

renewables and energy eYciency and left nuclear to
one side.Q648 Chairman:We have and it is entirely unclear.

Mr Johnson:You might remember that when I took
over this job the private briefing from my private Q652 Chairman: The issue then and now I suspect is

that nuclear was really unfinanceable. If all theoYce was helpfully reported on the front page of two
Sunday newspapers. My predecessor, Patricia Government does is issue a piece of paper saying it

is encouraging and it does not actually put in placeHewitt, told me that when she took over there was
not a queue of entrepreneurs at her door waiting to any practical measures, whatever those might

involve, nothing is going to change thebuild nuclear. When you talk to the private sector,
they say, “The door was left ajar in 2003. We were unfinanceability of nuclear, is it?
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Mr Johnson: There might be some practical Q657 Mr Hurd: Do you accept that there may be a
measures. negative impact on investor sentiment towards

renewables just at a time when there is a very real
concern about hitting the renewable target becauseQ653 Mr Chaytor: To clarify this figure of 25% or
of the uncertainly about the direction ofslightly less than 25%, this is the figure representing
Government policy?nuclear’s contribution to electricity generation and
Mr Johnson: No, I do not think so. We are beingnot to total annual carbon emissions. Am I right in
very clear here about our renewables obligation. Wethinking that nuclear’s contribution to total energy
have a target for 2010 and an aspiration for 2020. Itoutput is in the order of 7 to 8%?
is about getting that positive climate where you getMr Johnson: Yes.
renewables to a level where there is no going back.
We are almost at that. I know there is a lot of

Q654 Mr Chaytor: If we are talking about the renewable energy still to be developed. If you look at
contribution to the total national carbon emissions, what happened last week, last year, with onshorewe are talking of 7% or thereabout?

wind, where we had a record year which will beMr Johnson: Yes, I think that is right. I said in my
outstripped this year, there is a real momentum nowopening statement “25% of our generating
on renewables. I do not think there will be any goingcapacity”.
back from that.

Q655 Mark Pritchard: Secretary of State, as to the
review or perhaps the review of the review, is it likely

Q658 Joan Walley: Could I press you a bit more onthat the House will have an opportunity to discuss
that? Is it not the position that case that could bea new energy bill and is that the sort of context and
made for nuclear is directly linked to the amount offramework that perhaps industry is looking for, to
time that it will take for that momentum forhave a clear run at new nuclear build? Are we
renewables to get underway? I would have muchlooking at a new bill before Parliament?
preferred the Government, back at 2003 and in theMr Johnson: I cannot predict whether that will
work it has done subsequently, to have dealt with allnecessitate legislation. Coming back to your
those issues of uncertainty as far as renewables areprevious question, I think what we said in 2003
concerned because it take so much time in the shortwas that if we did decide to go down the nuclear
term to get the investment right, the technology androute, whether with encouragement, practical

considerations or some practical help, then we manufacturing and public awareness right. You
would require a White Paper and a further have not really given renewables the time to get that
consultation.We have not had the terms of reference whole momentum going before you now start to
published yet, but the Prime Minister said at our look at whether or not that uncertainty could be
party conference that the idea is that next year we ended and you could have that case for nuclear.
will produce some proposals that would then fit into Mr Johnson: With a 60% CO2 reduction target by
another round of consultation that might end up 2050, the argument around nuclear in relation to
with a bill but would certainly point to the long-term CO2 is, as I understand it, that we are running to
future for energy policy in this country, looking at stand still. We are making progress with renewables
those three aspects: security of supply, aVordability but, as we close nuclear power stations, we just make
and carbon emissions. the problem worse in terms of CO2 emissions. I

cannot see any scenario that will not have
renewables as a major part of it.Q656MrHurd: Secretary of State, in his evidence to

us SirDavidKing expressed a personal view that any
energy review should be short and sharp. The
process you are outlining seems to be quite Q659 Joan Walley: The issue is about nuclear,protracted. Do you accept that there is a risk in that whether or not you can get more from the otherin relation to investor confidence and investor

sources without giving those messages aboutsentiment towards renewables?
nuclear.Mr Johnson: I do not think the Energy Review will
Mr Johnson: That will be one of the questions tobe a long, protracted review.What I am pointing out
look at on cost and how the market will work in theis that after that has been published, there is a
future. I do not agree with the suggestion orprocess to go through. The Energy Review itself will
inference that we have not put an awful lot of eVortnot take a long time. If there is an energy review that
in and done all we can to get the renewables marketcomes up with proposals and the view of
up and running. We are doing it even as we speakGovernment is that we need to do all this very
and there has been £500million of investment so far.quickly, then it would not be the kind of review we
Here is a clear case of Government intervention onare envisaging, which is to look at the long-term
the renewables obligation. In terms of thefuture of energy in this country. I think that would
transmission problems, we have also announced abe a necessary process after that, but that does not
package to try to solve that problem as well. It willmean the review will take a long time. You have to
be an ongoing debate. I do not see this as beingwait for the terms of reference to see how long we
renewables versus nuclear. It is looking at our totalenvisage this taking but we are not thinking about a

long time. energy policy right across the range.
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Q660 Chairman: You have mentioned a couple of Mr Johnson: You are taking me into a territory that
I do not want to go! We have no decision yet. Iftimes that you might think of putting in place some
we decide to go down the nuclear route, obviouslypractical measures to assist the nuclear people to
those are questions we would have to consider.make the investment if they want to go that way.

What sort of practical measures might those be?
Mr Johnson: I genuinely do not know. We are not

Q664 Mr Challen: Finally, the British Energythat far into the review. The very suggestions that
eVective bankruptcy that we saw a few years agohave been made to your committee, as I understand
meant a bail out from the Government. What isit, about what Government could do in terms of
there in place to prevent that from happeningpractical help, in terms of changes to the legislation, again?et cetera, some of that will emerge from our review.
Mr Johnson: I think it is impossible to put
something in place that will say that in all
circumstances this kind of thing would neverQ661 Mr Challen: Professor Sir David King told
happen again. It is an awful shock to the system.us a week ago that it would be more sensible for
I think that would ensure that no-one ever wantsus to consider an 80% carbon reduction target
to go through that again.rather than 60% because the science seems to be

pointing in that direction. Does that not mean that
the task now for new technologies is even more Q665 Mr Challen: Does that mean that one
urgent and that we cannot aVord to wait 10 or 15 particular generating form has a gun to the
years for something else to emerge; we need to have Government’s head then and none of the others
something in the short term that is really going to really do because none of the others have the same
start filling the gap? technology which is so capital-intensive and so
Mr Johnson: On the clean coal technologies? expensive to run?

Mr McIntyre: May I add something about British
Energy? I think the purpose of the rescue and theQ662 Mr Challen: On anything that can deliver in
restructuring was precisely to put the company onthree, four or five years, rather than waiting 10 or
a viable basis in the longer term and, in return for15 years?
that, the taxpayer has got a claim on two-thirds ofMr Johnson: In terms of the technology that is
British Energy’s future surplus cash. That was theemerging now, carbon capture and storage is
way in which the taxpayer’s interest was protected.probably the most exciting, not just for this country

but also for China and India where we are working
to share the technology. We have the project under Q666 David Howarth: Can I ask another question
way that will probably determine the capability of about cost? I want to get back to the question of
this, which is BP Miller project out in the North a sign and practical measures. Just a detailed
Sea. You cannot do these things quickly. There is question on costs first: nuclear is unique in one
not the ability to just take clean coal technology, way, which is that it is the only form of energy that
for instance, and apply it immediately. You have requires some police force, its own security
to go through this stage of ensuring that you have measures. You mentioned the terrorist risk. Do you
some rigorous analysis and you are developing the think that the cost of those arrangements should be
results that have been envisaged. Yes, we need to borne by the state or the taxpayer or by the
work very quickly on wind energy, wave power and industry?
micro generation (which we are doing and that Mr Johnson: I think instinctively it ought to be
should make a contribution, though not huge). We borne by the industry.
have the Climate Change Programme Review that
will be published before the end of the year to

Q667 David Howarth: Professor King thought thatensure we are on course with our 20% reduction.
it should in eVect be counted as already havingThere is a whole series of measures going on to use
been paid for with existing arrangements andthe new technology that is available as quickly as
therefore new build should not bear any of thatpossible. Yes, we are constantly not just looking
cost. Is that your view too?just to the long term; we are looking to the short
Mr Johnson: I think I would need to take ato medium term as well.
considered view on that. Professor King is deeply
interested in this subject, but my instinctive view is

Q663 Mr Challen: The Westinghouse AP1000 that there should not be taxpayers’ money in any
reactor design has been touted as an oV-the-shelf dimension here. If you look at what is happening
and economic way forward for new nuclear but it around the world and at the new technology now
is predicated on the idea that maybe you could that will mean that we are not replicating the first
build 10 at the same time. Given our past generation of nuclear power stations, there is a
experience, do you think that would be a possible much more advanced system now, I think it is very
way forward, given that nobody else has built one diYcult to think of an argument for the taxpayer
anywhere else in the word? Do you think that we to make a contribution. If, during the course of a
could perhaps do it in that way or would it have review, you see that that is the only solution to
to be phased? It would start with one, and then see some of those problems, then it begs the question

about whether that money from the taxpayer spentif it works, and then have another nine afterwards.
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in that way would be better spent in other areas like Mr Johnson: On civil nuclear power that is a matter
for countries to decide for the same reasons that werenewables. It comes back to those three issues:

cost, safety and waste. need to, in terms of security of supply, CO2

emissions, et cetera. That is perfectly valid.

Q668 David Howarth: I am grateful for that. Can
Q673 Ms Barlow: I hope you will accept that therewe now go back to the possibility of practical
has been considerable concern within the nuclearmeasures or a sign? It has been put to us that one
industry about the likely availability of uraniumof the problems with nuclear as a security of supply
after 2015. I quote from the conclusions of thequestion is that it takes so long for nuclear to come
World Nuclear Association’s latest market reporton line that by 2015 there will be other answers to
in September: “. . . fuel supply is potentially shortthe security of supply question. Part of that timing
beyond 2015, unless the lower demand scenarioquestion is the issue of licensing and planning. I
occurs. . . . future uranium supply is now a bigwas wondering whether you had in mind any
issue. Actually, the uranium market has beenchanges to the licensing regime or to the
concerned about it for some time and accordingly,planning issue.
the price has been increasing for the last couple ofMr Johnson: As I understand it, you could get
years. . . . One of our concerns is that uncertaintiesmoving with pre-licensing pretty quickly and save
about fuel security in the future may depressabout three years on the timescale if you were going
possible investors’ confidence in the nuclear powerdown this route. On planning, the natural reaction
industry. This could potentially delay or cancel thewould be to build on sites where there are already
nuclear programmes, currently set.” Would younuclear power stations, which does not end the
not accept that the truth of the matter is that theproblem but I think it makes it much easier. These
likely supply of uranium will not be suYcient forare concerns. I think the time is around 17 years
a great global expansion in the future?between a decision and an actual plant being built.
Mr Johnson: That is a matter to be tackled withinMr McIntyre: I think there is some uncertainty
the Energy Review. I feel a bit like I am opposingabout that. To repeat what was said earlier, this is
nuclear new build and defending a decision that hasjust the kind of issue the review needs to look at.
not been made. That is absolutely a genuine issue
of concern that we would need to look at.

Q669 David Howarth: What is the present estimate
of how long it takes to go from where we are to

Q674 Ms Barlow: How far along have thosebuilding a nuclear plant?
investigations gone in terms of the supply ofMr Johnson: Between 15 and 17 years or 17 years.
uranium? Is that issue being tackled now?
Mr Johnson: I am not aware of initiatives that we

Q670 David Howarth: Can I put another point to are involved with on that.
you that has come up quite strongly in the evidence Mr McIntyre: It is something that we will need to
that has been given, which is the question of giving look at in the review.
an example to the world and the relationship
between civil nuclear power and the proliferation Q675 Chairman: I am amazed that you have not
issues? Do you think it is dangerous, for example, looked at that already, given what the Prime
that Iran is in the process of trying to give itself a Minister has been saying about nuclear, the hints,
civil nuclear capacity? nudges, nods and winks that have been going on.
Mr Johnson: No; that is what they are seeking to I am astonished that you have not looked at the
do. As I understand it, the UN supports that and supply of uranium issue yet.
that is not a problem. It is the switch across to Mr Johnson: I do not know whether there have
military use that is the concern. been nods and winks.

Q671 David Howarth: Is not the problem that Q676 Chairman: We have been on the receiving
people see the only the reason for Iran to do that, end.
to give itself a civil capacity, is something do to Mr Johnson: There have been stories in the
with the military spin, as it was of course in this newspapers. I am very clear about what the Prime
country with the origins of nuclear power? Minister wants from this review. He wants an
Mr Johnson: You can separate the two. The process objective review to see what the mix is going to be
that the UN undertook to help Iran to build a civil across the whole range. He has not made a decision
nuclear capacity was very strict and subject to on nuclear new build—I am absolutely confident
inspection. There is no necessity that if you are on that—and neither have I and neither has my
going down that route then it must be a switch-over Energy Minister. If some newspaper correspondent
to military nuclear. thinks we have, they are wrong.

Q677 Ms Barlow: Continuing on along the lines ofQ672 David Howarth: So you have no problem
with the idea that if we were to go down the nuclear research and likely research, if lower grade uranium

ore is used, there is evidence that nuclear is far fromroute, we would have no standing to say to other
countries that they should not follow a similar being as carbon-free as one might have expected.

Are you also going to be undertaking research intoplan?
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the emissions associated with nuclear energy, if a Mr Johnson: I would like to look at those
criticisms. I think the Energy Review should bedecision is made, before any decision is made, and,

if so, have those investigations started? looking at that. We have tried not to pick winners.
We have tired very hard to ensure that all theseMr Johnson: That will definitely be a part of the
emerging technologies where we do have a naturalEnergy Review. Just like the White Paper, it will
advantage because we are an island nation havebe based on security of supply, aVordability and
properly been explored. I would be interested incarbon emissions. Carbon emissions are central to
evidence to the contrary. A very important parthis review. My understanding is that nuclear is CO2

about how we take this review forward is to lookfree. The point you make about uranium and the
at our experiences since the RenewablesCO2 emissions that come from building nuclear
Obligations was set.plants is another factor that would need to be

considered.
Chairman: If uranium supplies are short and you Q682 Mrs Villiers: Do you have any ideas that the
have to use lower grade uranium, the science department may be considering or that the review
suggests that CO2 emissions from nuclear energy go will consider which could add flexibility and give
up quite significantly. You have given us an more encouragement to these less developed
incredibly convincing impression of a minister who technologies like tidal power, et cetera, rather than
is genuinely open-minded. May I suggest that that focusing on the current Renewables Obligation,
is another issue, when and if you come to review which tends to focus on things like wind power?
these matters, you include in the mix. Mr Johnson: With tidal power and wave power,

one of the problems has been planning consents,
transmission, getting it into the grid. I was talkingQ678 Joan Walley: On that point, if, as you say
to a company in my constituency that was thinkingthis is going to be part of the review, there must be
of going somewhere else in the world rather thansome work in progress that your department is
the UK. That is because of the delay in getting thedoing in respect of the supply and the link to
technology tried and tested. Those problems aboutcarbon emissions relating to that supply of
infrastructure and grid capacity, the marketuranium. It would be very helpful, for the purpose
framework, and all of that, are very real problemsof our inquiry, if you could let us have a copy of
that we are seeking to tackle. The review might findwhat work in progress is taking place.
diVerent ways to tackle them. They are importantMr Johnson: I will find out. We have not published
considerations.the terms of reference yet. We have not set up the

review. No-one is working on the review yet. I will
see whether any preliminary work has been going Q683 Mrs Villiers: Are there any ways you can
on here and let the committee know. consider tackling them which would not add too

much to the complexity of the current situation,
which is already very complex? Can we try toQ679 Mark Pritchard: Secretary of State, do you
improve the Renewables Obligation system withoutagree with the noble Lord Sainsbury in another
making it even more complex than it is at present?place who is allegedly reported in one of the
Mr Johnson: We should but whether we can isbroadsheets to have suggested that new nuclear
something we have to look at. We are looking forbuild is now the new green energy?
a simple system, as transparent and as clear asMr Johnson: He said it is a renewable. It shares
possible. I am not saying we are perfect at this andcharacteristics with renewables, providing it is not
I am not saying there are things we cannot do. Welow-grade uranium in that it is CO2 free. The
are committed to helping the kind of people whotechnical answer, and I would never disagree with
have obviously spoken to this committee to getmy honourable friend, is that it is finite and
round the problems and we do that on a regulartherefore it cannot be renewable.
basis.

Q680 Mark Pritchard: Would you regard it as Q684 Mrs Villiers: One suggestion was made
green? simply to auction contracts for long-term, low
Mr Johnson: In relation to CO2 emissions, I carbon generation. Is that something that you have
suppose so, but I have never really thought about considered?
whether it is green or not. Mr McIntyre: Yes, those ideas have been floated.

That is the kind of idea we can look at in the
review.Q681 Mrs Villiers: I would like to ask you about

the Renewables Obligation. A number of the
witnesses that have come to the committee have Q685 Colin Challen: In 2001 the Government said
expressed concern about the inflexibility of the it wanted to be a credible player in PV
Renewables Obligation. Would you accept that it development. In comparison to the Germans, who
eVectively picks winners by incentivising the most have a 100,000 solar roof programme, and the
commercially competitive technology, without Japanese, who have a 70,000 roof programme, we
oVering a great deal of support to technology have managed to get to 3,500 in our programme
which is less developed and further from the and now the programme has been abandoned. Why

have we done so badly?market?
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Alan Johnson: First of all, it has not been other initiatives. There is some seed-corn funding
there to get these ideas up and running and thenabandoned. Clear Skies, which did the first project,

had a two-year life span. Now we have transferred we expect other people to step in rather than the
tax payer. So there are always those issues. I thinkit over to a new project with more money. We have

put £30 million into photovoltaics. Yes, we are on photovoltaics we have a good story to tell, we
just cannot recall it all in front of this Committeebehind some other countries. We are ahead of some

countries in some areas. But we started late on wind now. But we will put it in the note. There is a
misapprehension. There was a report in the FT,generation, for instance. So that has not been

abandoned and we think it is a very important part that we had dropped photovoltaics, but we have
not. As Paul says, there might be less money, butof the renewables mix. I am sorry this has not been

explained clearly. Perhaps we will do you a note that is not always the benchmark of whether what
we are doing is right or not. It is not how muchabout this. When we issued our press release we

were very clear that one scheme was coming to an money we spend on it; it is whether it is focused.
The problem before was that there were a numberend and a new scheme was beginning on PV, and

the new scheme is now up and running. of diVerent schemes, and we are now bringing it
together—we think, into a much more eVectiveChairman: We would very much appreciate a note

on this whole area. arrangement.

Q686 Colin Challen: And that new scheme promises Q692 Colin Challen: There seems to be a bit of a
more money than the schemes that are now being stop-start approach though. There was an eight
wrapped up in the new scheme. month gap between the ending of one or two of
Mr McIntyre: It is called the Low Carbon these previous programmes and the start of the new
Buildings Programme and it has a budget of £30 programme next year. I am aware that some people
million. in the industry are very concerned, more than

concerned, about that approach. Do you not think
that this sort of approach does damage investorQ687 Colin Challen: How does that compare with
confidence?the previous programmes which it replaces?
Alan Johnson: I hope not. I did not think there wasMr McIntyre: There were a number of diVerent
an eight-month gap.programmes in place before. The main point about
Mr McIntyre: Perhaps I may put that into a littlethis is we are trying to move away from a number
bit of perspective. I think under the oldof diVerent schemes targeting particular
programmes there was typically a four-month gaptechnologies to a programme which is, if you like,
in any case between the calls for bids, as it were,technology neutral, so instead of focusing
to spend the money. So, even if there is a bit of aentirely—
gap now between the end of the old programmes
and the beginning of the new one, I think thereQ688 Chairman: I am sorry, the question was about
always has been in practice a gap which has existed.the funding. How does the money allocated to the

new programme compare with the money that was
Q693 Chairman: How big is the gap? Can youallocated to the previous programme?
confirm?Mr McIntyre: For this programme, the £30 million
Mr McIntyre: I think it has typically been fouris less than the total that was allocated to for the
months between calls for applications.various schemes that were in place before.

Q694 Chairman: Yes, but between the old schemeQ689 Chairman: By how much?
and the new scheme, how big is that gap?Mr McIntyre: I am afraid I cannot be—
Mr McIntyre: My recollection is that it is five
months. It is not very diVerent from the gapQ690 Chairman: Perhaps when you write your note
between the calls under the old scheme and this.to us you can let us know that as well.

Mr McIntyre: Yes.
Q695 Colin Challen: Do you guarantee that the
allocation—and I think it was £10 millionQ691 Colin Challen:Does this not rather contradict
originally under Clear Skies—will all be spent byyour earlier answer on the questions I posed about
the end of the financial year or committed and thatthe need and the urgency to invest in what we have
none of that will be rolled over and described asavailable now in technological terms over the next
new money in the low carbon buildingsthree, four, five years? The Low Carbon Buildings
programme?Programme, which was originally stated to last for
Mr McIntyre: I am afraid that is a detail that willsix years is now only going to run for three years.
need to go in the note.It does seem as if we are resiling from our

commitment to these technologies.
Alan Johnson: We are not. There might be a Q696 Chairman: Would you include that in your

note as well.problem, as we have put in our note to you, about
how we set our budgets. There is always a finite Mr McIntyre: Forgive me.

Chairman: The key issue here is not just the fundingamount of money that we are looking to spread
around. We have just announced £40 million levels which appear to be going down—which I

think you have confirmed indeed are going down,investment into clean coal technologies and some
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which sends a message to the market—but also the Q701 Mr Chaytor: But you have not used the term
discontinuity in the approach of government “if the Government decides to go down the micro-
towards the support it is providing towards these generation route” for example, which implies a
new technologies. That in itself is a major hidden bias in your thinking.
impediment to investor confidence. I oVer that to Alan Johnson:David, for your purpose, I will say, if
you on the basis of conversations I have had with the Government does decide to go down the micro-
people in this industry. It is a serious problem for generation route then we would obviously look for
the Secretary of State and I hope that in your note the market to respond. I am saying nuclear route
you will also tackle the problem of discontinuity. because micro-generation is not the big

controversial issue that nuclear is.
Q697 David Howarth:Why is it that bids could not
be carried over to the new programmes to

Q702 Mr Chaytor: But it could be a contributionovercome this gap? It sounds as though you are
to the seven per cent gap,ceasing to take applications and then starting the
Alan Johnson: Yes.whole new system, requiring people to start from

scratch. Would it not be better to have some sort
of holdover system?

Q703 Mr Chaytor: And it could be cheaper than—Alan Johnson: It would be, I agree. There is
Alan Johnson: Absolutely. I take that pointprobably a stunningly eVective reason why we have
entirely.done this, but it will have to wait for the note.

Q698 Mr Chaytor: Is the real driver behind this Q704 Mr Chaytor: The detail has been very slow
Energy Review coming three years after the on working up its micro-generation strategy. Will
previous White Paper, the need to replace seven per this now be part of the review? If it is not, how can
cent of low carbon energy output? Has the you then say that you are trying to create a level
Department conducted a cost-benefit analysis of playing field?
the alternative ways of achieving that seven per Mr McIntyre: On the timetable, I think I am right
cent replacement? in saying that the Energy Act 2004 requires the
Alan Johnson: No, but I think that is precisely what Government to produce a micro-generation
the review will be about. It will be about that kind strategy in the first part of 2006, and that is aof cost-benefit analysis. timetable we would aim to stick to. We have been

given a direction, as it were, by Parliament on the
Q699 Mr Chaytor: Within the review timetable for that.
documentation there will be such a cost-benefit
analysis, examining all the alternative ways of
achieving that seven per cent, of closing that seven Q705 Mr Chaytor: Could I ask one other thing, and
per cent gap. it goes back to the concept of security of supply.
Alan Johnson: I cannot guarantee what is going to Much is made of the dangers of our dependency on
be in the document we publish but I would find it importing gas from Russia, for example. What is
very strange, given what this review is about, if we the diVerence between importing gas from Russia
did not do that kind of analysis. I think it is very and importing uranium from Kazakhstan in the
important. context of security of supply?

Alan Johnson: That is a good question. As security
Q700 Mr Chaytor: Several times this morning, you of supply is one of the main factors we will be
have used the words, “if the Government goes looking at, that would be something to be
down the nuclear route.” Does that not imply a addressed. You are rehearsing your arguments,
level of intervention that is absolutely incompatible David, in advance of what might come out of the
with the concept of a liberalised energy market? review—which is fine.
Should it not be the market that is deciding the
route and not the Government?
Alan Johnson: Yes, it should, but it goes back to Q706 Mr Chaytor: Secretary of State, we are trying
our earlier exchanges. I think the fear of the market to flush out a little more from you than you are
would be that in 2003 we left that door ajar and prepared to give us this morning, I think.
we did not tackle whether we felt as a government Alan Johnson: Well, I hope you fail.
there was a benefit in having nuclear new build,
whether we were just going to let decommissioning

Q707 Chairman: Thank you for being so frank. Wetake place over the next 20 years, or the next 30
years if you look at Sizewell B. They felt that was hope that our eventual report stemming from this
something that still needed to be addressed. In inquiry will be a useful contribution to your
terms of how we tackle this in the review, it is very thinking—
much the market that needs to respond here. It is Alan Johnson: Absolutely.
very much the market. You could make an
argument that, irrespective of what happens in this

Q708 Chairman:— as you take the review forward.review, if there is a market there for nuclear then
it should be used. But that has not happened so far. Alan Johnson: That is exactly what I said.
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Q709 Mr Hurd: I have questions on micro-CHP. cent of total energy use, and, across the world, one
per cent of CO2 emissions. So there is an awful lotThe Micropower Council have pointed out that if

only a quarter of the central heating boilers due to we could be doing here. There are an awful lot of
initiatives that could be taken in this area. I dobe replaced over the next 15 years were replaced

with micro-CHP, we would have five giga-watts of think it is an important aspect.
distributed generating capacity—half the total
current generating capacity of the nuclear fleet. Q713 Mrs Villiers: Could I ask why you are not
They are arguing that this could make a substantial doing them already?
contribution. But the likely payback period for Alan Johnson: You can indeed, and there will be a
micro-CHP is around 10 years, which is arguably stunningly cogent argument coming back. It is not
too long in the context of people moving houses just in our departments, it is split between diVerent
so quickly. Do you accept that far shorter payback parts of government—and maybe we look to
periods are needed for such technologies? Do they Defra here.
require government subsidies to kick-start that Mr Derwent: Everything we do has to be examined
process? from the perspective of costs and benefits. Just
Alan Johnson: I think this has specifically been saying that it would be very simple to require all
looked at in the Climate Change Programme electric appliances with a standby mode to be down
Review at the moment. at one watt level would produce less than total
Mr McIntyre: Yes, and in the context of the micro- enthusiasm from those manufactures at the margin
generation strategy too. of profitability, at the edge of competitiveness with

other manufacturers who are trying to reduce their
costs to the consumer down to the absoluteQ710 Mr Hurd: So wait for the review.
minimum. We have to talk to them, to try toAlan Johnson: Yes—not the Energy Review, the
establish a basis for a voluntary initiative. If thereClimate Change Programme Review at the end of
is a need for regulation, we have to go through thatthe year.
on the basis that means everybody understands
why we are doing it. These things, unfortunately,Q711 Mr Hurd: Fine. Jonathon Porritt on Monday
are not cost-less. It is a question of making suresuggested that there might be less money available
that, where the Government takes action, it is clearfor micro-generation in the future than there is now
that the benefits justify that.and the Renewable Power Association has similar

concerns. Is that right?
Q714 Mrs Villiers: Have you considered a ban, forAlan Johnson: There might be less money available
example, on standby buttons, so that people havein all kinds of areas in terms of whether public
to get up to switch their TVs oV?finances are healthier or worse oV than before, but
Alan Johnson: No, I think is the answer.I have not heard a particular argument as to why

we should reduce the amount of money there. It
is very important. Micro-generation and combined Q715 Chairman: There is a cost to having standby
heat and power as part of that has been a major on all the time anyway, and the cost of not tackling
point that Defra, ODPM and other government climate change ought to be factored into your
departments have been concentrating on in the economic analysis of the impact on
Climate Change Review Programme. I have picked competitiveness. It just seems to me that there is so
up no signs that people think it is a waste of money. much more you could be doing.
It is a very important part of our investment Alan Johnson: It is probably true there is so much
programme. more we could be doing. But Henry raises an

important point that certainly is important to us at
DTI. Businesses are by and large with us on theQ712 Mrs Villiers: Electricity demand is forecast to
need for climate change, they are looking forincrease steadily. Do you think we should be
certainty for tackling climate change, but they arelooking towards moving to absolute reductions in
very concerned if we move at a pace and a rate thatenergy consumption as a policy goal, as their
means they become uncompetitive. So there is aLordships recently recommended in their report on
need really, for instance, with the one watt idea,energy eYciency?
that it is adopted throughout Europe and that it isAlan Johnson: I certainly think we could be doing
not too burdensome. Thinking just oV the top ofmore about absolute energy usage. There is more
my head, forcing people to stand up, walk over andwe could be doing on energy eYciency. There is
turn their television oV might seem a bit toomore we could be doing right across the range here.
draconian.There is a very important initiative that the
Chairman: The Department of Health would beInternational Energy Agency have taken which is
keen on that I should think! There is anfairly low key. It is called “The One Watt Plan”. It
opportunity for joined-up government.makes the point about all of these things which are

on remote control and which are left switched on—
the television, for instance, but there is a whole Q716 Mr Hurd: It has been put to us in various

statements that the Government could do more torange of other appliances—and the amount of
energy this uses. If you were to reduce that standby promote the idea of smart metering, with the

possibility of variable tariVs, which would makepower to below one watt—which is perfectly
achievable—it would save between five to ten per consumers more focused on reducing unnecessary
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23 November 2005 Rt Hon Alan Johnson MP, Mr Paul McIntyre, Mr Richard Abel and Mr Henry Derwent

consumption. Could you confirm that the Energy Q718 DavidHowarth: If the numbers peter out, does
Review will have something to say on that and will that mean that it is not in the cost-benefit analysis
look at this issue? and you look at climate change separately? Or it is in
Alan Johnson: The Energy Review will certainly be the numbers as much as you can get it in?
looking at smart metering. Mr Derwent: For example, whenever we have to do

a regulatory impact analysis, something which is
Q717 David Howarth: Could I come back on the intended to have possibly an impact on climate
cost-benefit analysis that was being discussed by the change we would be bound to bring into the
representative from Defra, just to confirm that overall analysis.
climate change costs are included in any cost-benefit
analysis that is done on imposed regulation. Is that
right and, if so, how much? Q719 David Howarth: But external to the model
Mr Derwent: Yes. It is not a straightforward issue rather than within the model is what you are saying.but for a wide variety of government decisions in this Is it a constraint that is considered separately or is itarea we make use of something called “Social Cost

something that is inside the cost-benefit analysisof Carbon” which is an attempt to examine what
itself?actually is the benefit to climate change policy and to
Mr Derwent: No, I think it is very much anthe earth’s atmosphere of an incremental decision,
important feature of the benefit side of any equation.small as it may be, in terms of the overall global
Chairman: I see from the screen that you have to goimpact. If we say that we want to do something for
and answer an urgent question on gas supply.a climate change purpose, and we get into, as I have
Whoever put that down should have come to oursaid we must, issues of cost and benefit, we need to
meeting. They would have heard you answer herehave some numbers to help us address that—though
first. Thank you very much indeed, Secretary ofoften the numbers will peter out just at the point
State, and also to your oYcials for your time andwhere we want to take the decision and we have to

bring in policy issues as well. help with our inquiry.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Rt Hon Alan Johnson MP, Secretary of State,
Department for Trade and Industry

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS FROM THE ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT COMMITTEE

Energy Review

1. What discussions specifically on the Energy Review have you, as Secretary of State for Trade and
Industry, taken part in, and when?

I have taken part in numerous discussions on energy policy, including more recently the Energy
Review, with a range of stakeholders, including the EAC.

2. Does the Government intend to publish more detailed terms of reference for the Energy Review than
those released on 29 November 2005? If so, when?

The Terms of Reference for the Review were those published on 29 November.

3. The terms of reference dated 29 November 2005 appear to distinguish between the Review itself and the
role of the Review Team in “informing the review”. Can you set out what specific outputs will result from (a)
the review and (b) the work of the Review Team, and when these outputs can be expected?

I will answer (a) and (b) together, as it certainly was not intended that the Terms ofReference should
distinguish between the Review and the role of the Review team.

A consultation will be launched in the new year, with a statement of current evidence on the Energy
White Paper goals and the Government’s plans for engagement with the public and stakeholders.
The ultimate output of the Review will be Government publication of proposals on energy policy
next year.

4. Could you please provide a list of members of the Review Team, with information on their positions and
backgrounds? Could you also provide the remit or terms of reference for the Review Team?

The cross-departmental Review team (led by EnergyMinister MalcolmWicks) will be based inDTJ
with secondees from DEFRA, Department for Transport, HM Treasury and the Prime Minister’s
Strategy Unit. In addition there will be input fromODPM and FCO. The devolved administrations
and territorial departments are already involved and will continue to be involved throughout the
course of the Review.
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The remit and Terms of Reference for the Review team are:
The Government will review the UK’s progress against the medium and long-term Energy White
Paper goals and the options for further steps to achieve them. The aim will be to bring forward
proposals on energy policy next year.
The Review will be informed by analysis and options drawn up by a Review team led by the Energy
Minister MalcolmWicks. This will be a team of oYcials drawn from key relevant departments and
the PrimeMinister’s StrategyUnit. In drawing up the analysis and options, the EnergyMinister will
undertake extensive public and stakeholder consultation. The Review will be taken forward in the
context of theGovernment’s commitment to soundpublic finances andwill take account of all short-
term, medium-term and long-term costs and liabilities both to the taxpayer and energy user. The
Review team will report to the Prime Minister and the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry in
early summer.

5. Will theReview seek to gobeyond analysing andassessing performance against the objectives and targets
set in the Energy White Paper by considering possible changes to the policy and regulatory framework?

As stated in the Terms of Reference, the Government will review the UK’s progress against the
medium and long-term EnergyWhite Paper goals and the options for further steps to achieve them.

6. What will the “formal consultation phase” to begin in January focus on, given the fact that the Review
itself will not be concluded until early summer?

As stated above, a formal consultation will be launched in the new year, with a statement of current
evidence on the Energy White Paper goals and the Government’s plans for engagement with the
public and stakeholders.

7. Can you provide an assurance that any conclusions reached by the Review will be subject to full public
and stakeholder consultation after the Review has reported, and that any futureWhite Paper would fully take
into account the results of such consultation?

Stakeholder and public engagement will play an important role throughout the Review. As
appropriate, there will be stake holder and public engagement on implementation of the Review
conclusions.

Nuclear: Planning and Licensing Issues

8. In your evidence, you stated that—including licensing and planning—it would take between 15 and 17
years for a nuclear plant to be built (Q668–669). On the basis of present licensing and planning arrangements,
do you therefore accept that 2021 would be the earliest that a new nuclear plant could become operational?

There are many factors that aVect the construction lead times for new energy infrastructure,
especially nuclear. It is therefore diYcult to make definitive predictions, and the Review will be
examining what other countries such as the USA have done to enhance their licensing and consents
process for energy infrastructure projects.

For the most recently constructed nuclear power station in the UK, Sizewell B, it took l4 years from
the application for planning consent to the plant commissioning. On that basis (and without any
change to licensing and planning arrangements) a new nuclear plant might be operational by
2019–20. It should be stressed again that no decision has been taken to encourage nuclear new build
and that this is an issue for the energy review.

9. Could you please set out what specific licensing and planning processes an application for a new nuclear
power plant would currently have to go through, the licenses and authorisations involved, the order in which
they are undertaken, and the timescales the DTI considers each stage would take?

A number of diVerent consents are required in order to build and operate a nuclear power station,
with various responsibilities split between the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate, the Environment
Agency (and Scottish Environment Protection Agency as appropriate), the OYce of Civil Nuclear
Security and my Department:

— A nuclear site licence under the Nuclear Installations Act 1965 (NIA 1965) (HSF/NII).

— An approved nuclear security plan under theNuclear industries Security Regulations 2003 (OCNS).

— Radioactive discharge authorisation under the Radioactive Substances Act 2003
(RSA 1993) (EA/SEPA).

— Non-Radioactive discharge consents under the Pollution Prevention and Control (England and
Wales) Regulations 2000 and the Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) Regulations 2000
(FA/SEPA).

— Approvals for water abstractions and discharges to controlled waters under the Environment Act
1991 (EA/SEPA).

— Waste management licences under the Waste Management Licensing Regulations for non-
radioactive waste (EA/SEPA).

— Consent under section 36 and 37 of the Electricity Act 1989 (EA 1989) (DTI, Scottish Ministers).
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— Electricity generation licence under section 6 of the Electricity Act 1989 (OFGEMx in Scotland
after consultation with Scottish Ministers).
In the case of new designs which involve practices not either already carried on or justified,
justification under theEuratomBasic StandardsDirective 96/29 (as implemented by the Justification
of Practices Involving lonising Radiation Regulations34 (DTI, Scottish Ministers, Welsh Assembly,
as appropriate).

10. When asked what practical measures the Government could take to facilitate nuclear, you suggested
that you “could get moving with pre-licensing pretty quickly and save about three years on the timescale if
you were going down this route.” (Q668). Could you set out in detail what would be involved in such a
proposal, how this would aVect the timetable (as set out in response to the previous question), and whether
you have asked the relevant authorities to consider such a change?

There are ways in which the timescale can be contracted whilst still ensuring proper scrutiny,
however there is no internationally agreed definition of pre-licensing—at this early stage of the
Energy Review we are not in a position to be able to comment what a pre-licensing scheme might
constitute in the UK and how it would relate to the other consents that need to be obtained for a
new nuclear power station. No requests have been made to any of the regulators to change the way
they issue the relevant consents for nuclear installations.
But bywayof example, I understand that recently commissionednew reactors inFinland andFrance
are expected to take roughly 10 years between their initial project proposals and their coming into
service.

11. Has the DTI considered any other practical steps which the Government could take in relation to
licensing and planning to facilitate and shorten these processes? If so, please provide details.

TheGovernment has committed to examining all the options for helping theUK tomeet its medium
and long-term energy objectives. An assessment of current licensing and planning regimes that
impact on investment in energy infrastructure will be apart of this examination.

12. Would pre-licensing (see Q1O above) or any other initiatives (see Q 11 above) require any statutory
changes to the current licensing and planning arrangements?

The Government has committed to examining a number of options during the Review. Because we
are at such an early period of the Review, the Government has not yet made any formal assessments
of the needfor legislation for the individual options that will be under consideration in the Review.

Nuclear: Investment Risk

13. In the evidence you gave to theCommittee, you stated that “giving the green light” to nuclear, or “going
down the nuclear route” would not involve any form of Government financial support. Apart from possible
changes to planning and licensing processes, are there any other practical steps which the Government might
take to reduce the risks to investors which are associated with nuclear new build? Has the DTI given any
consideration to what these might be?

There are various measures which could encourage low carbon generation (which might include
nuclear new build), These will be considered further as part of the Energy Review analysis.

14. Do you accept that there are ongoing revenue risks associated with investment in new nuclear, and that
some form of long-term contract or assurance on the purchase of nuclear energy would be required if such
investment is to take place? To what extent does the DTI consider that there may need to be possible changes
to the structure of the electricity market to facilitate this, and how far are long-term contracts compatible with
liberalised markets?

Revenue riskswill be one of the elements wewill look at as part of our analysis of diVerent generation
technologies in the context of the Energy Review.

Other Follow-up Issues

15. You promised to provide supplementary information on a number of topics:

(a) when the Government would clarify its interpretation of the Large Combustion Plant Directive
(LCPD).

I am pleased to say that since my appearance before the Committee, we have let industry and other
stakeholders know howGovernment intents to implement LCPD in theUK. In light of stakeholder
requests for certainty, the UK Government intends to submit a National Plan to the Commission
based on the combined approach and a “Plant% Windshield” definition by the end of February
2006. We are also extending the opt-in deadline to 3 February this will allow a little more time to
those companies to make their decisions in light of the UK decision to implement on a “Plant%
Windshield” basis. In light of the Commission‘s commitment and interpretation of the combined
approach we are also giving plants the option, to reconsider whether they want to be under National

34 SI 2004/1769.
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EmissionReduction Plan (NERP) or apply EmissionLimitValues (ELV). If theywant to swap from
their existing preference theymust let government know by 3 February.We believe that this decision
by the Government delivers the certainty industry need to make their investment decisions.

(b) what analysis, if any, the DTI has undertaken on the carbon emissions associated with nuclear. In
particular, the Committee understands that the nuclear industry is itself concerned about the availability of
uranium supplies after 2015, and that the use of lower-grade ores might result in very large increases in
carbon emissions. The issue of nuclear life-cycle carbon emissions would therefore seem to be important.

These are important issues which will need to be considered as part of the Review’s analysis of how
diVerent technologies could help us meet our Energy White Paper goals.
DTI has not carried out a review of the life cycle carbon emissions from nuclear, but there are a
number of studies which have done this, which will help inform our analysis.
In response to the particular question of uranium supplies, DTI has undertaken no studies to
examine the impact that lower grade uranium ores would make on carbon dioxide emissions.
However, the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency has informed the Department that there is no
imminent use of low-grade ore envisioned. And, the nature of the ores to be mined in the near
future is very much similar to that of the past 40 years. As l said at the time of the oral evidence
session, this is an issue for consideration in the review.

(c) the total funding available for the Low Carbon Building Programme in relation to the funding
available under the previous programmes which it replaces. The Committee would also like to know why
the DTl restricted the LCBP to three years after initially indicating that it would be a 6 year programme;
and when the first funding round under the LCBP will take place.

Between 2000–06 this Government has committed £53.5 million to funding small-scale renewable
installations. This money was split between three programmes as outlined below.

— £10 million has funded PV field trials through a domestic scale programme and a large-scale
programme. This programme has run since 2000.

— £31 million funded the Major PVdemonstrati on programme which has run since 2002 and has
currently provided grants to 1,735 projects.

— £12.5 million was allocated to the Clear Skies Initiative for household and community renewables
projects. This programme has provided grants to 6,434 schemes since 2003.
Both the Major PV demonstration programme and the Clear Skies Initiative will end in March
2006, by which time all funds will be allocated, and will be replaced by the Low Carbon Buildings
Programme (LCBP), which has £30 million of funds to allocate (although £1.5 million will be
brought forward as explained below) over three years between 2006–09. Although the original
consultation proposed a six year programme, when the level of available funding was confirmed
we decided that it would be better to spread the money over three years to keep the spend per year
at a similar level to that provided by the existing programmes. Further funding allocations will be
subject to the Comprehensive Spending Review.
The LCBP will be designed to take a holistic approach to reducing carbon emissions by using
innovative combinations of microgeneration technologies and energy eYciency measures.
As well as continuing to fund single installations the programme will focus on supporting large
scale developments in the public and private sectors to act as exemplars and encourage further
projects. Potential community beneficiaries could include schools, leisure centres or even remote
villages that are not connected to the grid Other projects could include housing estates or business
parks. The focus on larger developments is designed to engage the construction sector more widely
and to help push microgeneration products further down the road towards commercial viability.
We aim to have the LCBP in place by April 2006, which would mean that there would not be a
significant gap between existing programmes ending and the new programme beginning. At the
moment we anticipate having the first call under this programme inApril 2006, subject to EUState
Aids clearance. But, in order to ensure a smooth transition, we are bringing forward £1.5 million
to be split equally between the Major PV programme and Clear Skies.
Given that our various support schemes started at diVerent times it is diYcult to calculate a true
average spend Overall, between February 2000 andMarch 2006, £55 million will have been spent,
which averages out at £9.2 million per year. Whereas the LCBP will actually provide £9.5 million
per year.
It is important to note that capital grant schemes are not the only means by which we can promote
microgeneration technologies. We are currently developing a strategy for the promotion of
microgeneration that will address the barriers preventing widespread take-up of these technologies
and will help the development of a sustainable market.
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